










A FEW BRITISH, AMERICAN, AND FOREIGN OPINIONS

OF THE

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BIBLICA

Guardian. "It is a mine of curious and out-of-the-way information, and the

articles are never commonplace."

Churchman. "
It may be said of the entire volume that it is full of intellectual

and sometimes of spiritual stimulus, opening up to speculation new points of view

for old problems. All honest, earnest thought is recognised and finds opportunity
for expression, and this will ultimately make for the final triumph of truth."

Professor Peake, in Hibbert Journal. "The ENCYCLOPAEDIA BIBLICA has

been recognised by those most competent to pronounce an opinion as one of the

most valuable and stimulating works on the Bible ever published. Brilliantly

edited, pressing into its service many of the ablest biblical scholars of our time,

packed with information, much of it nowhere so readily accessible, precise and
finished in scholarship, beautifully produced, it has proved itself a treasured

companion to the worker who keeps it in constant use."

Rev. James Moffatt, D.D., in Hibbert Journal. "Edited and printed in

splendid style. Clear type, good margins, incessant cross-references, are its

material claims to gratitude. The high level of scholarship hitherto displayed is

well maintained, and the book forms quite an indispensable equipment for any
English reader who addresses himself to the criticism of the New Testament
literature. It is a book to work with, and as a scholar's vade-mecum, easily

outstrips any theological dictionary before the public.
"

Pilot.
" We have never seen any work of reference in which the material was

better arranged, which was more easy to consult, or in which so little space was
wasted.

"

Rev. Professor Marcus Dods, in the Bookman. "Certainly it is a work
which gives one the best conception of the wide range of biblical scholarship and
of the scientific character of its methods."

Rev. Principal A. M. Fairbairn, D.D., in the Speaker. "To say the

ENCYCLOPEDIA BIBLICA is a model of laborious and careful editing, a credit

alike to printers and publishers, and to all concerned in its production, is but to

verify a truism. There is not anywhere in it a careless article, hardly even a

careless line. The editors do not seem to have allowed themselves the privilege
of Homer and occasionally nodded. Their love of accuracy may be described as

almost a passion, and is sure to make this Encyclopaedia pre-eminently the scholar's

work of reference.
"

Nation (New York). ".It is more than hard to give any adequate conception
of the wealth of learning and ingenuity which this volume displays."

Professor Lewis B. Paton, in the AmericanJournal of Theology.
1 ' Whatever

one may think of the correctness of the critical conclusions reached in this

Encyclopaedia, one cannot fail to be impressed with the excellence of the work
done. The writers are masters of their respective subjects, and have brought
to bear upon them a prodigious amount of labour and of learning. . . . The
references to literature, which are remarkably complete, alone are worth to the
student far more than the cost of the work. . . . This is a work that every
student of the Old Testament will need to add at once to his library."

Professor H. Holtzmann, in the Gott. Gel. Anz. "This highly important
work. . . . The care and the pains taken in the editorial work of arrangement
and correlation are everywhere observable. ... In Germany we have no work
of the same kind that can take its place by the side of this."
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CRITICA BIBLICA

PROLOGUE

A GREAT period of Biblical criticism has come to a close.

There are now few books published by Old Testament

scholars as boldly progressive as Kuenen's Onderzoek,

Wellhausen's Der Text Samuelis and Prolegomena, Kloster-

mann's Samuel und Konige ; and when, by a happy accident,

such an able pioneering work as Gunkel's ScJiopfung und
Chaos is given us, it is to the author's exaggeration of the

points in which he appears to differ from Wellhausen that

he owes some part of his success. Of the three critics first

mentioned, two still remain to us. Klostermann's work,

however, has riot yet apparently made its public ;
and

Wellhausen, of whom it was once said, in Schiller's words,
' War' er besonnen, war' er nicht der Tell,' now feels himself
'

too old
'

to trouble himself about the '

very latest criticism/

and can hardly be said to have put his full strength into his

most recent work on the Old Testament. It is no doubt

Wellhausen himself who has taught us to apply the highest
standard to his books, and he may yet become more

manifestly our leader. But so much at least may, without

fear of contradiction, be affirmed, that the Old Testament

teaching which is now in the ascendant is distinctively cautious,

and that scholars generally confine themselves to work in

narrow grooves, and use old even if improved methods.

The contributions which these teachers and their disciples

make to Old Testament study are therefore on the whole,

however learned and sensible, not distinguished by originality ;
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and when exceptions occur, it must be confessed that the

basis of the new results is not always as sound as could be

wished. It is, however, on the few scholars who are not

afraid to be original that the hope of any considerable

progress in our study depends. These investigators have

at any rate an eye for problems, and are not of those who
call a result

' wild
'

because they themselves only know
what they have been taught, and who confine the application

of the term '

scientific
'

(wissenscJiaftlicli) to their own
inherited processes and conclusions.

The Encyclop&dia Biblica, of which I am one of the

editors, is an honest attempt at a brave forward movement
in the critical study of the Bible. It appeared to be time

for scholars to throw off the fatigue not unnatural at the close

of a great period, and to encourage one another to co-operate
in the cause of progress. The plan of the work referred

to was partly the late Prof. Robertson Smith's, partly my
own (submitted to him very near the close of his last illness).

Co-operation between scholars of different schools was indeed

indispensable, and it may be hoped was morally as well as

intellectually profitable to all parties ; but, speaking especially

for myself, it soon became more and more evident that at

least one half of the book ought, if possible, to consist of

what is commonly called advanced criticism. The literary,

political, and religious history, the archaeology, geography,
and natural history of the Old Testament presented numerous

doubtful points, and a searching examination of the basis

of received views seemed imperatively called for. Holding
that the '

truest truth
' was not too good for the best students,

and that merely to put forward 'clearly and learnedly the

average opinions of scholars would have been to ensure the

propagation of countless errors, I carried on (with all the

help that I could get) the work of revising the basis of the

existing Old Testament science ( Wissenschaff], I seemed to

feel that with an expanded point of view, and with new as

well as old methods at my command, small indeed would be

my merit if I could not discover many fresh facts.

Both literary and historical criticism claimed my attention,

and it appears no presumption to hope that much recon-

structive work may be within my reach. Even though the
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reform of grammars and lexicons (begun by Stade, Siegfried,

and Kautzsch) must be left for a company of scholars in

another generation, yet the growth of the Israelitish litera-

ture and the external and internal history of Israel, besides

textual criticism and exegesis, and some archaeology and

geography, may, if health continues, yet occupy my pen.

My first result is, I confess, a disappointing one. The study
which I have given to textual phenomena leads me to the

conclusion that very much of the learning expended on the

explanation of the tradition is, so far as that purpose is

concerned, thrown away. Grammars and dictionaries

abound in words and forms which, though handed down to

us by ingenious and skilful editors, have ultimately arisen

from errors of the scribes.
'

Ingenious and skilful,' not
' wild and rash,' I call these editors, for I judge them to have

been able and gifted men, even if narrow in their range, and

arbitrary in their emendations and alterations. But to

make these words and forms the subject of philological

theories, and, after this, to comment upon the texts which

contain them, and, last of all, to construct a history of Israel

on the basis of the exegetical results of the commentaries,
seems to me, I will not be so discourteous as to say

' wild

and rash,' but at least an error which cannot but have

unfortunate consequences.
There is happily no occasion to speak sharply of

individual scholars. The fault, if fault it be, is common to

nearly all the current books on the Old Testament, including

my own. Of course, those books are the fullest of critical

improbabilities which enjoy the highest reputation for
' caution and moderation,' especially those which are mainly
devoted to registering the average opinions of the scholars

of yesterday and to-day. But even those who do not take

the highest rank in the scale of critical orthodoxy, and who

may relatively be called keen critics, are liable to the same

errors of judgment when they cease to suspect the traditional

text. And to this I must add that there is among some

not unprogressive scholars a tendency to hero-worship, and

to attach themselves to this or that master (say, Lagarde),
who attained eminence in the last quarter of a century.

This means that such scholars do not probe the wounds of
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the text half deeply enough, and lack that wide acquaintance
with the textual phenomena, with the habits of the scribes

and editors, and with recurring types of corruption which

has to be superadded to the rules applied by earlier scholars.

There are some critical conjectures of Lagarde and his

contemporaries which would, by not a few scholars, be

regarded as virtually certain. Far be it from me to deny
that some of these are really so, but I must express the

deliberately formed opinion that the number of them is

very much smaller than is commonly supposed. That a

particular conjecture has met with a comparatively wide

acceptance is not a strong argument in its favour. If you
train up a sufficient number of scholars in the mechanical

application of certain rules, you will, of course, obtain a

concurrence of opinions in favour of those conjectures which

follow most readily from the mechanical process referred to.

But while some of the conjectures which are most generally
favoured are doubtless correct, there are others, including
some of those counted most plausible, which, if regarded
from a wider point of view, fail to satisfy. It is the point
of view among scholars which needs changing, needs at any
rate a very considerable expansion, so as to admit new

methods, leading to correspondingly different results.

The only way to enable the student to comprehend
what is to some extent a new style of criticism is to put
before him a sufficient amount of continuous work, in which

such criticism is exemplified. It is proposed to begin with

the prophets. Then the reader will see why the present
writer has abandoned the theory of prophecies of a Scythian

invasion, and why he has come to the conclusion that the

prophets often denounce the men of Israel or of Judah for

falling away to Jerahmeelite (N. Arabian) religion. That

Misrim (on which land and people see Winckler in Schrader's

Keilinschriften, i., ed. 3), Jerahmeel and Asshur (Ashhur)
recur so frequently in the later prophetic writings will not

surprise us when we have more fully grasped the continuity

of the literary tradition, and the fondness of the later

Hebrew writers for archaism. Very naturally, there is not

so much in the prophets, thus critically interpreted, to shock

or (maybe) attract as in the narrative books. But it is just
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for this reason that the prophets have been selected. Before

very long the Book of Psalms will be commented upon in

print ane'w by the present writer on the basis of a similarly

revised text, and it will be convenient to thoughtful readers

to have also by them a summary of the results of a long

period of critical study of the prophets. Those who will

may prepare themselves for the reading of both works by
a study of articles in the Encyclopedia Biblica, and, in due

time, of a condensed sketch of the history of Israel now

ready for press in a comprehensive historical work. He will

there see, inter alia, how much light the new Jerahmeel-
Musri theory can throw on Hebrew names. New problems
in onomatology are opened and partly solved by its help.

It is possible, indeed, that some of the geographical passages
in the Old Testament, which apparently relate to N. Israel,

were derived by the ancient compilers (P and the Chronicler)
from documents referring to the Negeb. Still, even if this

be true (the theory explains many difficulties), enough
evidence from names both of places and of persons still

remains to suggest that there was a large Jerahmeelite, i.e,

N. Arabian, element in the pre-Israelitish population of N.

as well as S. Canaan. It will also be seen that except on

the theory that there were N. Arabian border-lands called

Misrim and Cush (or Cusham) very many passages of the

Old Testament hardly admit of a consistent historical ex-

planation. And then it will become more probable than

ever that the Exodus of Israel was from Misrim and not

from Misraim (Egypt), and a fresh light will also be thrown

on the new problems of the migration of the Hebrew tribes,

to which Prof. Steuernagel in Germany and Mr. H. W. Hogg
in England have given so much attention. The present
writer's experience, however, of the difficulty which many
persons, preoccupied by the older teaching, have felt in

putting themselves at his point of view deters him from any

attempt at a premature exposition either of his principles of

textual criticism (in so far as they are at all distinctively

his own) or of the reconstruction of history, geography, and

onomatology to which his researches lead. These principles

and that reconstruction require the basis which will shortly

be set before the reader. They are not adapted to the
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swift perusal required for examination purposes ;
it is

indeed to a harder work and a closer personal intercourse

than is expected by the ordinary student that the writer, at

this stage in his researches, invites his reader. Imperfections,

doubtless, abound in the following work, but it is believed

confidently that even those errors and imperfections will

be found to point towards the truth. And not a few

positions are taken up from which it is hardly conceivable

that the writer can be dislodged.

In conclusion, it may not be out of place to make four

observations. The first is that the early introducers of the
'

higher criticism
'

into England and Scotland were accused,

just as the present writer (who happens to be also one of

that company) is now accused, of a want of caution and

common sense. The second, that to judge of the results of

one method by canons derived from the application of

another method would be unfair. The third, that though
the results of the older methods are not often referred to in

this work, this is simply for the sake of putting the new

points more clearly, and Haupt's Sacred Books of the Old

Testament (Hebrew edition) will enable any reader to supply
the deficiency. The fourth, that advanced criticism need

not involve the disparagement of the work of a more gently

progressive scholarship, nor on the other hand need a

specially cautious scholarship hesitate to '

lengthen its cords

and strengthen its stakes
'

by the aid of more ' audacious
'

workers.



PART I

ISAIAH

CHAP. I. The key to the historical problem of this prophecy

(apart from the appendix) is the discovery that the '

Syro-

Ephraimitish war ' was really a Jerahmeelite invasion (see on

chap. vii.). Ephraimites could not be called D'HI (v. 7).

Vv. jb-g should run thus

jvs-ra mmai : nns
TI "\h Tmn rmns mm

: i:rD~r mOJ& I^TT DBTD

Here there is one alteration, DBTD for DTDD. It is

probable that the original story of Sodom spoke not of

D~TD but of CttTD, which was corrupted first of all into DD*Tp.
The proper phrase for the ruin of the doomed city was

therefore not 'D riDDHD but D&TD 'o. The words DTI XDHDD
at the end of v. 7 should be DtZJlD 'DHCO ;

these words stood

in the margin as a correction of DTDD JWED (v. 9). rTDDtDI,

which precedes, is a corruption of DTttHTj which was a

marginal gloss on ]V2-m (v. 8). The words miS3 l^D

(v. 8, end) probably come from p^i ^NDnT ;

'

Jerahmeeel
'

and ' Rezon '

were mentioned in a marginal gloss as the

'foreigners' (D'Hl) who 'consumed' the land. See on vii. I.

i. 19 /. The ordinary explanation of v. 19 is in-

evitable as the text stands, but it produces a poor sense,

and if the reading of v. 20, suggested in E. Bib.,
'

Husks,' be

adopted, it will compel us to relegate vv. 19 f. to the margin
as a later insertion. But now that we have the key to

7
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chap, i., it is plain that we should correct thus, keeping the

passage for the great prophet

: if?;yin 1120 rrj onsetm
mrr ^ "0

Obedience should be rewarded by victory over Beth-

missur
;

disobedience should be punished by exile to

Jerahmeel.

i. 29-31. nr^N (terebinths? sacred trees?) should

be fpNCnT ;
on the connection of Jerahmeel-worship with

gardens or plantations of trees, see Isa. Ixvi. 17, Jer. ii. 20,

23. In v. 31, Lagarde rightly reads ]Qnn ;
mio should be

"rt2n, and prG, as Ruben has remarked, should be psw,
'

thorns.' The ]Dn was probably a pillar devoted to the

Jerahmeelite Baal.

CHAP. ii. 6-22 cannot be properly understood without a

comprehension of the profound religious influence exercised

upon Israel and Judah by the Jerahmeelites. Two passages

specially call for mention. (a) V. 20. 'In that day a man
shall cast his silver and his gold B'T'TN to the rats (?) or

moles (?) and to the bats.' But (i) why should any of these

animals be mentioned ? and (2) the existence of such a word

as msiDn (from ^iDn,
'

to dig
'

?) cannot be proved. No
one familiar with the types of textual corruption can doubt

that JYTiD ^n and D'sfpBS have both arisen out of corruptions

of D^HOTTT. Either (see E. Bib.,
' Mole

')
the Jerahmeelites

are mentioned as the makers of the idols, or Yrr is a gloss

on b*h"h&. Comparing v. 8 and xxxi. 7, we may pronounce
in favour of the second view. We are now enabled (i) to

account for the word D^T^>N,
'

idols,' and (2) to confirm afresh

the view that popular Israelite religion was largely of Jerah-
meelite origin. In all the passages where the word D^TH
occurs in the sense of

'

idols,' the writers may be presumed
to have a consciousness that the idols of the Israelites were

largely images or symbols of the Jerahmeelite Baal and his

consort. That very late students of the O.T. connected

D^fpN with ^N (Sym. avvirap/crot) is no argument at all.

For a parallel to the gloss in v. 20 see Hab. iii. 18, rnwxb

,
where fft&H probably represents D'TNDITT (a
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gloss on D'h'h^. It is also highly probable that the abrupt
and obscure clause Pj^rr h"bl D'^Wmm has arisen out of

D^KDnr D^f?Nm, a gloss meaning, 'now ha-elilim is

yerahme'elim.' Cp. v\*hrb in xxi. i. In short, sometimes

by an error of the scribe (see e.g., on Ps. xcvi. 5, xcvii. 7),

sometimes by deference to popular usage, 'elil has taken the

place of yerahme'el.

() V. 6. Every part of this verse is difficult. Con-

tinuing the attempt to clear it up made in SBOT, the

following solution of the problem may be offered. Read

IYDQ-IN rrnoHfla ^

Line I N mistaken for s, 1 for ~\.
Line 2 DTpD, as in

ix. 11, Gen. xi. 2, xiii. n, from ^NQITP. YTP is here used

in the sense of '

soothsayers.' Line 3 D'GDS has had no

satisfactory syntactic explanation. We need a verb
; cp.

Jer. xxiii. 31, and note the reading in a MS. of Kenn.

PDNIP (for pon:r). Line 4 vrS"l11 is impossible ;
we might

read WT^l (Ex. vii. ii), but Am. viii. 14 suggests '^nn.

D^DD might conceal D^Din. But it is more likely that the
T T *

most general term would be used for the Negeb where the

venerated sanctuaries were. The final h in b^omi and

^MBDV is sometimes corrupted into 3 (;). IDtW is due to

Kohler.

ii. 13, 1 6. The 'cedars of Lebanon' need a more

complete parallel than the ' oaks of Bashan.' The ' south-

land
'

is nearer to Isaiah's thoughts than the snows of the

northern Lebanon. ]jm, as often, should be ;m3.
The

mountains of Cushan were called, as it appears, sometimes

Lebanon (cp. the southern names, Libnah, Libni, Lebanah

(Ezra ii. 45 the ' Nethinim '

were Ethanites), sometimes

Gebal or Gebalon (see I K. v. 32, and cp. E. Bib.,
'

Solomon,'

3). Possibly, indeed,
' Lebanon '

may sometimes have

been miswritten for
' Gebalon.' '

Ships of Tarshish
'

is far

from probable in this context. BTttnn comes by an editorial

error from TIEN, i.e. the southern Asshur
; nTON no doubt

should be niDQnN ; cp. the '

palaces in Asshur' Am. iii. 9.
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VDft, as the parallelism shows, should be

CHAP. iii. 24. TTID. Read mgrn ; transposition

and corruption of letters (l
=
n).

CHAP. v. \b. Read fftODti" ^31 mpl. The mention of

the defences of the vineyard now receives a new meaning.

]DQf occasionally (e.g. x. 27) comes from ^HWDHP. Cp. SBOT,
p. 83. The reference is not to the Cimmerians (Peiser and

Winckler, E. Bib., col. 2195), but to the N. Arabians. 26.

Read pirnD "TH, and cp. on viii. 9, xiii. 5, Jer. viii. 19.

CHAP. vi. 4. Read rhstpN, 'posts' (2 K. xviii. 16).

vi. 13. The disputes as to the interpretation of MT,
and as to the originality of the closing words (which may
seem intended to soften what goes before), need not be

summed up again. Textual criticism throws a new light on

the passage. Read

TT3. T1IH
' And should there yet be a remnant therein,

"ii?Tp nrprn niC^i It shall again be destroyed,

rrirn^l pyp ^3 For consumption (shall be) on its plants,

nnjp25 rn3tprt And failure of fruits on its sprouts.'

H^iO and pS>ND both represent frfe. nmso &np JHT is

a scribe's second attempt to make sense, by transposition and

manipulation of letters, of a corrupt passage.

CHAP. vii. The historical difficulties of the story of the

invasion connected with the names of Rezin and Pekah are

very considerable. To remove or even lighten these we
must have recourse to textual criticism. Corrections, which,

being paralleled elsewhere, are at any rate possible, become

probable when they lead to a connected and intelligible view

of the events referred to
;
see E. Bib.,

'

Rezin.' V. I has

been taken by the redactor with a small variation from

2 K. xvi. 5. Apparently it was substituted for some fuller

account, which was either indistinctly written or contained

some statements which did not fit in with the redactor's

historical theory. The two views may perhaps with

advantage be combined, but at any rate the place improbably

assigned to Pekah, Israel, Ephraim, and Shomeron (Samaria)
in the composite narrative sanctioned by the redactor,

justifies one in supposing that here, as elsewhere, the
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narrative has been editorially manipulated. In Isa. vii. 2-25
and viii. the names Pekah and Israel do not occur.

Shomeron, it is true, does occur twice (vii. 9, viii. 4), but this

appears to be due to the redactor. Ephraim occurs four

times (vv. 2, 5, 8, 9), but one of the four passages must be

a later insertion, and in the other passages D"HDN may be

corrupt (see on vv. 5, 8, 9). We need not linger on v. i,

but have to mention that 2 K. xvi. 5 (from which v. l is in

the main taken) has probably also been manipulated, and

that '

Israel
'

may have been accidentally miswritten for
'

Ishmael,' and ' Pekah '

for some other name such as Pir'am

( Ephraim ?). See Josh. x. 3. [Possibly, however,
' Pekah'

was arbitrarily inserted.] That Rezin's ally was the prince
of a N. Arabian people is suggested by ix. 1 1 (see note).

In v. 2 nTO is not a likely word
;

2 S. xxi. 10 is in

quite a different style. Nor is
'

lighted upon Ephraim
'

at

all a suitable sense. The easiest correction is nun, which

with h$ means '

to encamp against.' If this be adopted,

D^lDN must be the name of a city. A city with this name
is mentioned in 2 S. xiii. 23, where, as several scholars have

pointed out, crnDN may be a corruption of jViDi?. It has not,

however, been observed that Absalom's Ephron was almost

certainly in the Negeb. There, too, the city mentioned

probably in Isa. vii. 2 must have been. According to 2 Chr.

xiii. 19, 'Ephron' was one of the cities which Abijah took

from Jeroboam ;
these cities were in the Negeb (cp. E. Bib.,

' Rehoboam
'). There was, in fact, a constant rivalry between

Israel, Judah, and ' Aram '

(the southern Aram), as to which

of these peoples should possess the '

holy land
'

of the Negeb
(cp. E. Bib.,

f

Prophet,' 6). Not being opponents of the

Chronicler, let us frankly accept his statement that Ephron
had passed into the occupation of Judah before the time of

Ahaz. We can now more clearly understand why Ahaz and

his people trembled. Their anxiety was twofold, (i) for their

much prized possessions in the Negeb, and (2) for Judah, on

the road to which the Arammites now were.

vii. 3.
' Go forth to meet Ahaz, thou, and Shear-

jashub thy son.' The phrase l^icr iNtp occurs in x. 21, in a

passage which recent critics (including Dill.-Kit.) hold to be

a later insertion. Here the phrase is supposed to be taken
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from vii. 3, and just afterwards another phrase ("nil &) is

taken to be borrowed from ix. 5, i.e. from the close of the

same section which contains the mention of the boy called

Shear-jashub. It is remarkable, however, that ilia hn is not

(apparently) used in x. 21 in the same sense as in ix. 5 (see

Dill.-Kit), and we shall see that in reality 'i 'N owes its

existence in ix. 5 to corruption. We have also recognised
that in the true text of chap. vi. there is nothing which

favours the idea that the preservation of a ' remnant ' was a

part of Isaiah's prophetic teaching. Judging from the

analogy of the names Immanu-el and Maher-shalal-hash-baz

(we reserve the question as to the correct reading of the

names) there ought to be underneath mar ~IN2> some other

name closely related to the circumstances of the kingdom of

Judah at this time. Can we doubt what this name must

be ? There is at any rate much probability in the easy
correction man ~iC?N,

' Asshur will return.' Isaiah knew or

suspected that Ahaz was about to invoke the help of Asshur

against Aram. He had also a prophetic certitude that

Asshur would not fail to return in a different character i.e.

as Judah's conqueror. That a ' remnant ' would ' return
'

or
' turn

'

to God was a characteristic post-exilic hope.

vii. 5. Omit IJTTDTpl D'HQN. It is an incorrect

variant to
rci pi D1N1 (v. 4). The scribe who first wrote it

wrongly supposed that the ally of Rezin was the reigning

king of Israel or Ephraim. The mistake would be all the

easier if the original reading was either DN1D (cp. Josh. x. 3)

or D'HDN followed by 'm p.
vii. 6-9. See SBOT. For ^Nitt read ^1*1n (see E. Bib.,

' Tubal ').
The southern Tubal is meant. For p&crr

read DKfi3, and for mtD IDDm D^Dft read probably me?
trftB) represents DQJ3 D&)3, a dittographed correction of

).
What Isaiah means is briefly this, The anxiety of

Ahaz is at present needless. Aram is not strong enough to

take Jerusalem, and within a year will itself be plundered by
Asshur. The time, however, is at hand when, without faith,

Judah too will be exposed to irremediable ruin at the hands

of Asshur. Will Ahaz and his people in the short interval

obtain faith ? Observe that Isaiah is well assured that,

quite apart from the meditated request of Ahaz to Asshur,
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that formidable king nourishes designs against the Negeb
and against Judah. V. ga is an insertion of the redactor.

If we point fnptp, the passage states what is incorrect
;
the

southern Ephraim did not constitute a kingdom by itself,

nor did it belong to ben-Remaliahu. Cp. on viii. 4. (The
usual view that 'ill D^tDlD YltfH is a misplaced interpretation

loses its plausibility when textual criticism has been applied.)

vii. 14 f. The discussions on ^NIDDI? still continue

(see E. Bib.,
l Immanuel

').
It may, however, perhaps

be doubted whether Isaiah would have approved of such

a name as 'God is with us' (cp. Am. v. 14, and Porter's

remarks, quoted in E. Bib., col. 2163). That Yahwe was on

the side of the pious community, and would ultimately prove
this by a signal interposition, was a characteristic post-exilic

faith (cp. Ps. xlvi. 8, I 2). We do indeed meet with h& 1202

in Isa. viii. 8, 10, not as a proper name, but as a statement

(see Marti) of the futility of the assault upon Judah made by
the assembled peoples (read, in v. 8, '02 |

3). This assault is

a part of the theme of the later eschatology. Nothing but

a bold and yet methodical conjecture will open the secret of

Won?. Like pos and Win:) (Num. xxvi. 1 2, I Chr. iv. 24),

it is a corruption of THbnT. But VlT is not the whole name.

The rest of the name must be hidden in hiw ami rrNErr.

Alas ! how often we suppose that we understand the unin-

telligible ! These three words are no doubt grammatical

enough, but what is the sense of them here ? A later writer,

in v. 22, explains that the land having gone out of cultiva-

tion, owing to the invasion, those who are left in it will be

reduced to pastoral fare. How far-fetched ! The truth

most probably is that nNOn and h^*T (cp. on Ixvi. 17) are

corruptions of 7DnT, and CDT) represents the verb which

has to be combined with SNDTIT. What that verb is, we
learn from v. 16

;
it is ITrsn. Thus the name becomes

'

Jerahmeel will be deserted.' Cp. viii. 4. The result is of

much historic interest. But the redactor's transformation of

the name is felicitous from the point of view of edification.

The rest of v. 15 is, of course, a late insertion.

vii. 1 6 gives the reason for the name. Before the

child referred to can distinguish between the wholesome

and the harmful, tth3 jniT) ^HOITP rnsn. This must have
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been the original reading. HETtf for YlT, and
j*p

for aro are

in accordance with frequently recurring types of corruption.
The redactor expanded this in order to make sense of a

dittographed but corruptly written S>NDnT, which intruded at

the end of the verse (iro^o). V. 18, n^p "HM
1

? (cp. xix. 6,

xxxvii. 25).

CHAP. viii. I, 3. Winckler's view of viii. 1-4 (AOF (3)

i. 1 68^1) seems to me impossible; his textual criticism is

imperfect. An older critic, Hitzig (Jes,, p. 96), has a claim

to be heard first. He thinks that the child whose birth is

announced is 'evidently the same as the child to be named
Immanuel.' At any rate, the essential part of the name in

viii. i is n^n SNOTTP,
'

Jerahmeel will be deserted.' It is

true, this simple name has received accretions. BTGN ^!O3>
'with a common man's pen,' should almost certainly be

TtttDOT rvnm. incS (in spite of the current learned

explanation of h) comes from ^NcnT ; hh is a dittographed
f?NSDBF ; 71 comes from ran. That Isaiah actually put more
than one name is improbable. If 'n Vrr is right in vii. 14,

surely it is also right here. In v. 3 the precedence of

(
= YIT) favours this conclusion.

viii. 46. Read ^z1
? ^NSDBP n1 DOTD

TitDN "[^D. The redactor, who had a corrupt text before him,
inserted pnntD to match pttttrr.

viii. 6. Read probably TNPDflPD n^rr D^n DQI "3 p"
1

[irr^tn pi p2T n] anSDI [^Ncnv]. The meaning of

D^rrrr te&h has never been clearly made out
;
the words

indeed are corrupt, DIDtn = 2h3p^i ; DID for tDiD, as Ixvi. 20,

Ezek. xxiii. 6, i 2, etc.

viii. 23. That this verse belongs to the redactor

may be admitted. But he had some literary basis, including

probably the words NiripD pNl 7MVDBT pN. V. 23$ appears
to have grown, through corrupt repetitions, out of a very

simple gloss, S^EnT ins,
'

Jerahmeelite Arabia,' i.e. the

districts of the Negeb which were connected with Ishmael

(
= Jerahmeel) and the Naphtuhites ; cp. on xxx. 32. (If

'

Naphtali
'

is right, it will be a southern Naphtali, but

Naphtuhi and Naphtali seem in several places to have been

confounded.)
CHAP. ix. 1-6. See SBOT, pp. 89, 195. As to the
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royal name, at any rate, we can now get much further.

Profiting by experience of typical errors of the scribes, we

may venture to hold that is "ON [Till] hn ?9 is a corruption
of TIN WlfiPj which should of course be 'or TON,

'

mighty
one (

= protector) of Israel
'

; Till may be omitted as a

variant to TIN. The i> in "12, and also that in ps, may have

arisen from a dittographed >

;
2 for & is the substitution of

one sibilant for another. T in ~>N-|ET fell out. N^D may, in

the light of (*|'s ayyeXos, be corrected into "fh&D ; V of course

will mean miT. It is now time to look behind and in

front. The obscurity of mtBD appears from Aq. perpov,
Theod. and Sym. Tra^eia (cp. Tg. NITTIN) ;

v. 6 shows that

a synonym for Dl^tZ) is desirable
;
read in both lines n^iQJTT.

"ySBttrhSt which is not very happily connected in (jf and MT
with mn&Dn, should be mm nfW^S. Thus vv. 3, 6

become

For a child is born to us,
|

a son is given to us,

And salvation comes
|

on Yahwe's anointed,
And the angel of Yahwk

|

calls his name,
Protector of Israel,

|

Prince of prosperity.

Abundant is salvation
| prosperity has no end,

On the throne of David, etc.

ix. 7-x. 4. The problems arising out of this section

can now be much more nearly solved. According to

Delitzsch (Isaiah, E.T., i. 251 ff.*)
the 'first commission'

(vv. 8 f.) of the personified divine oracle '

is directed against

Ephraim, which is so little humbled by the misfortunes

experienced under Jehu (2 K. x. 32) and Joahaz (2 K. xiii. 3)

that they are presumptuous enough to substitute for bricks

and sycomores hewn building stones and cedars.' In vv. iof.,

however,
' the range of vision widens to the whole of Israel

;

for the northern kingdom has never had to suffer from the

Philistines, whereas an invasion of Philistines into Judah

actually belonged to the punitive judgments of the time of

Ahaz, 2 Chr. xxviii. 16-19.' On vv. 18-20, Delitzsch

remarks,
' how easily the unbrotherliness of the northern

tribes towards each other can turn into united hostility

against Judah, has been sufficiently proved by the Syro-

Ephraimitish war, whose consequences are still going on,

even now when the prophet is prophesying.' On x. 1-4,
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however, he merely assumes that the unjust judges, those at

least who do not fall in war, will be deported into the land

of exile Assyria.

All this, however, needs complete revision. The course

of the prophetic poem is as follows. A N. Arabian invader

has been commissioned against Israel, i.e. against S.

Israel, viz. Judah and the Negeb (which was partly occu-

pied by the northern Israelites, partly by the Judahites).
More particularly the doomed people is called

'

Ephraim
and the population of Shimron,' i.e. the inhabitants of

districts of the Negeb bearing these names. In v. 20, how-

ever, we hear of Manasseh and Judah, as well as of Ephraim.
That Israelites of Manasseh and Ephraim dwelt in the Negeb

*

appears from a thorough criticism of Josh, xvi., xvii., and

i Chr. vii., also probably from 2 Chr. xv. 9, xxviii. i 2, xxx.,
xxxiv. 6, 9 ;

the
'

Negeb of Judah
'

is of course a standing

phrase, which must have had facts to justify it (cp. 2 Chr.

xxviii. 1 8), 'Ephraim' indeed virtually = 'Jerahmeel' (i S.

i. i, ix. 4, etc.). That those who uttered the vainglorious
boast in v. 9 dwelt in the neighbourhood of the Shephelah,
is shown by the reference to the sycomore trees (cp. i K.

x. 27). We have also seen already that Rezin, who is men-

tioned by name in v. 10, invaded Judah from the south.

The reference to Aram and the Pelistim in v. i i has puzzled
most critics (cp. Del. and Kittel), who naively remark

that we hear nothing of an invasion of N. Israel by the

Philistines. The truth, however, is that in its origin Aram =

Jerahmeel ;
Rezin had one of the Jerahmeelite kingdoms

(Isa. x. 10) which owned the suzerainty of the great king of

Meluhha. The so-called Pelistim are the Sarephathim, who

oppressed Israel in the days of Saul. From v. 1 1 we

gather that the Arammites lived in the east, and the Sare-

phathim in the west of the Negeb, so that the Israelites in

the larger sense (Israelites and Judahites), who occupied the

greater part of the Negeb, had to be constantly on the alert

(hence the repeated references in 2 Chr. [rightly understood]
to the fortification of cities in the Negeb). 2 Chr. xxviii.

17 f. speaks of a renewed invasion of Judah (cp. 2 Chr.

1 '

Manasseh,' as a royal name, probably indicates the annexation of

N. Israelitish territory in the Negeb by the later kings of Judah.
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xxviii. 50) by the Arammites (read D^CHM) and of the

Shephelah and the Negeb of Judah by the Pelistim (but the

authority used by the Chronicler must have said
'

the

Sarephathim'). The reference in v. 13 to a great defeat is

not altogether obscure. It is the king of Asshur (Asshur)

who, as Isaiah announces, will return and work ruin not only
to N. Israel, but to Judah. Dissension will paralyse the

power of the advanced guard of N. and S. Israel in the

Negeb to resist this terrible onset. No external aid will this

time be attainable, Tubal and Asshur, Maacath and the

Hagrim, having already succumbed to their irresistible

assailant.

The necessary corrections appear, thus far, to be as

follows

In v. 7 a, for -Q~r read
i-ji?

= N. Arabia
; Ss:n means

'and he shall fall (as an invader).' In v. 8, fncrtB; v. 10,

iTpnN ;
v. 1 1

, D-riD-m ;
v. 1 6, no?-1

(Lag.) ;
v. 19, '*\sr\ ;

cp. Jer. xix. 9. So Seeker, etc., after (f|.

In x. 4 read,

nn in3 Si^n

This verse connects well with v. 3, but the combined

verses do not cohere well with vv. i, 2. See, however,

Kittel, Duhm, Marti, Che. Intr. Is., pp. 24, 46, and cp. SBOT,
Heb., p. 85, cp. 194 f., where Lagarde's emendations in v. 4

(Beltis and Osiris) are favourably regarded.

CHAP. x. 5-11. The supreme N. Arabian power, here

called TiBJN (
= "nnoJN) and (probably) ^NpnT

'

1S represented
as having already conquered the cities of the Negeb, and as

aiming at the conquest of Jerusalem. This, at least, is the

view which we are led to take by applying our methods of

criticism to the text V. 5 should probably run thus

In vv. 6, 7, which are poetical in form, there is nothing
to alter. In vv. 8-1 i, however, nearer to prose, there is a

good deal of corruption. It may be presumed that Isaiah

is referring not to the conquests made by the Assyrians in
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different campaigns in various northern districts (one of the

names, Calno, is at any rate incorrect), but to the cities taken

by the N. Arabian potentate in one and the same region,

and in one and the same campaign. The opening words of

v. 8, nON"1 "O were probably evolved by the editor out of

7ND7TP (D naturally came from n), which stood in the margin
as a gloss on the corrupt D^D. Read probably

ITIDN:I N^-ON ^HDrrr o&rrp3 xhn trbwsnr TIIDT vhn
D^Nerrp ^T HNSE TEND vhn pnpte DCJD3 N^-

p ^MDnT^I JYlDttb TPB 11D&O N^

The ordinary explanation of z>. 8 in the MT is thus

given by Dillmann-Kittel,
' He gives expression to his proud

consciousness of might by recalling that his princes (i.e.

generals), high officers, governors, resemble kings in the

greatness of their authority and in their rank.' Is this

bombastic vaunt in place here ? Just before, we have been

told that the great object of Asshur is to
' cut off nations

not a few.' What we expect to hear next, and what our

criticism appears to bring out, is an appeal to his previous

conquests.
' Have I not conquered the Jerahmeelites ? Has not

(the city of) Jerahmeel fared like Kidsham, Maacath like

Ephrath, Shimron like Cusham ? As my hand has laid hold

on the Jerahmeelites, the Ishmaelites, and the Shimronites,

shall I not, as I have done to Shimron and to Jerahmeel, so

do to Jerusalem and to its forts ?
'

The chief doubt here relates to DTQ Nirr (v. 5$). Most
since Hitzig take this to be a gloss, but what a poor gloss \

and why crri? Experience of forms like DIN and DrrT

suggests that '~\ may come from ^NEnT. In this case
7
1 Nin becomes VrT Nirr,

' that is, Jerahmeel,' and we obtain

a gloss on the somewhat less known word TIJON. It is also

possible, however, that T>NEnT underlies
r
l Nirr, and is a

second title of the N. Arabian potentate. This is perhaps
favoured by v. 27 (see below) and by Jer. li. I, where "

1

Qp-l ?

(Leb-kamai) comes from ^NoriT
(|| ^>1}). Observe that the

speaker (Asshur) represents the people of Shimron and the

other cities mentioned as
'

Jerahmeelites,' although the
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Israelite and Judahite element in the population appears to

have been politically predominant. It should be added that

both rroSnD (see on Jer. xxxiv. i) and *?*ht* (see on ii. 6-22)
can be corruptions of [ePpWDITTV Danp is to be preferred

to DQ?3 Tp (city of Cusham) as a correction of QTDD"O for the

reason mentioned on Jer. xlvi. i.

x. 13$. See SBOT, Heb., p. 96. 18. Read perhaps,

ET^HpTTP TDD1, and at the close of the verse pSJ??^ fb!n.

x. 28-32. In its original form, a prophecy of a N.

Arabian invasion of the Judahite territory in the Negeb.

Probably not Isaiah's work. See Marti, and cp. SBOT.
x. 27. For

f?3i^n
read S^TT with W. R. Smith, hs

JOB) "ODD has been corrected by the same lamented

scholar into TTQJ pQP n^r. TTtZ>, however, is not definite

enough, ptfl, in accordance with parallels elsewhere, should

be ^NSCBP ;
render ' Ishmael has gone up from Zaphon

'

(see

on Jer. i. 14, Ezek. i. 4). Possibly 'Ishmael' is here used

as a title of the king of Asshur (cp. on w. 9-11), i.e. refers

to a distant part of X. Arabia. It is very probable that vv.

28-32 have been recast, just as Mic. i. 10-16 and Jer. vi. i

have more than probably been recast, in accordance with a

theory that an Assyrian invasion of Judah was referred to.

In this case, jV2 rvi (v. 32 Kt.) may have arisen out of

TlS-rPl, which is mentioned in 2 Chr. xi. 5-9 among the

cities fortified by Rehoboam. These cities were probably in

the Negeb (see E. Bib.
' Rehoboam

') ;
the original text has

here also been recast.

x. 32. The confusion between 3 and l is partly re-

sponsible for the unfortunate intrusion (as it seems) of an

imaginary place called ' Nob '

into the geography of S.

Palestine. The discussion in E. Bib.,
'

Nob,' dispenses us

from the obligation of going at length into this here. Let

us note, however, that Divr is, in accordance with parallels

elsewhere, a corruption of D~rrf?N, and that 131 Tis comes

from nimi. At the end of v. 32 we find DS>BnT rum.
This is probably not the original reading ;

the original text

had (not DTI^N, as suggested in SBOT, p. 196), but, in

accordance with Zech. xiv. 14, and other parallels, ~>NSEtZT
;
JU

This appears to be a gloss on DVT^N nim, or rather (in

accordance with parallels) S>NDnT rum. A ' Gibeath
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Elohim '

is mentioned in the MT of I S. x. 5 ;
a T23

(' pillar
'

?) of the Philistines
(' Zarephathites

'

?) was there
;

the true name of this place was no doubt '

Gibeath-jerah-

meel.' Whether in the original form of this narrative the

same place was intended as in the original form of the poem
in Isa. x. 28-32, cannot here be considered. There may, of

course, very well have been several Gibeahs connected by
tradition with the incursions of the Jerahmeelites or

Ishmaelites. The writer, however, who manipulated or

adapted the poem which underlies Isa. x. 28-32, and who
wrote )V2 n[^]l "irr for "iis-jri in, must surely have had in

his mind some hill close to Jerusalem. The hill which he

meant must have been the DTVirrT nSip ('
ascent of the

olives
'),

2 S. xv. 30, which in v. 32 is defined as
' the summit

where men worship Elohim.' An earlier name of the
' Mount of Olives

'

(a phrase only found in O.T. in Zech.

xiv. 4) appears from this to have been D^nntDQn ntfH ('
hill

of worshippers ').
But still earlier names were probably

D^NDnTP nim (whence DTT^N 'l) and D'^HfeDBT 'l (whence

perhaps, under the influence of theory, arose D^nnWD '}).

On this, and on the further corruption JTTFOPn in, see E. Bib.,
1

Destruction, Mount of.'

CHAP. xi. 10. A redactional insertion (Duhm, Marti).

But even a redactor would not have spoken of a '

root,' or of

a ' shoot from the root,' as '

standing as a pole.' What the

passage contains is a further development of the idea that

Mt. Zion, God's glorious resting-place, shall be free from all

that offends. Read ' Yahwe shall root out (tDiBh) Aram, and

Ishmael, and Jerahmeel, and Asshur.' In D^PI? DJ?, h and D

are superfluous ; "'PSDS is a very regular corruption of

f?H2DBP. D^l, too, stands elsewhere for ^MDrtT, of which

word yhto too can be a mutilated form (i
=

i).

xi. 11. Duhm remarks that a verb must be sup-

plied mentally. But the required verb is hidden under

j-PDB) ;
Marti restores nwto (xlix. 22). The awkward -itm*

-INBJ-; comes from ~n$Np (written twice over incorrectly).
' Asshur' is the name of a N. Arabian region (cp. on x. 5) ;

so also are ' Misrim '

(point D^p) and '

Cush.' DYins is a

corruption of nEra, D7 of ^HDHT, 1^32) probably of TSVl,

of np^D, D^n ^.s perhaps of ^MJMnrfaW. Cp. E. Bib.,
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'

Pathros.' 1 2. Render ' from the four corners of the

land'; cp. Ezek. vii. 2. 13. Duhm observes, 'The

jealousy of Ephraim, for which hardly a single fact or

symptom can be produced in the whole pre-exilic period, is

intelligible enough after the second temple, and especially

after the foundation of the Samaritan community (cp. Ixvi. 5).'

But it is the southern '

Ephraim
'

(
= '

Jerahmeel ') which is

meant, and those who '

oppress Judah
'

are not the

Samaritans of the north, but the Jerahmeelites. How the

disappearance of this 'jealousy' and these oppressors is to

be effected, v. 14 shows. The second part of v. 13 is an

incorrect gloss on the first part. In v. 15 ( presupposes

Tinrr, but the D"nnrr of the MT seems to be correct.

D"1

\*]vh is like D^DS Dlh (v. 10) ;
it represents D^NSQtZT (cp.

on Ps. cxx. 3), to which D"n!D (Misrim) which follows may
be a variant. The '

river
'

(nrrD ;
omit the article), mentioned

next, is the Ephrath, not the Euphrates. For irm D*^!

read D^NOm"1

(cp. on vii. 20, viii. 7). Again a gloss.

CHAP. xiii. The prophecy is directed against the great

N. Arabian power, sometimes called Asshur (Asshur). Only
so can we understand the bitterness of the passage, which

very naturally reminds one of our best commentators

(Dillm.-Kitt., p. 125) of the painful descriptions in xxv. ioj^,

xxxiv., passages relating the one to Moab (or rather

Missur), the other to Edom. The ^ll spoken of in the

heading in v. 19 is probably a literary corruption of some

shortened form of ^NDm\ The name '

Jerahmeel
'

belonged
to various branches of the same widely spread race to the

people of the kingdom of Melubba, as well as to the people
of the southern border-land. It is also not improbable that

the name is sometimes applied incorrectly to peoples not

strictly of the old Jerahmeelite stock. No secondary

questions must be allowed to divert us from the one perfectly

certain point, viz. that both the people to be attacked, and

the people to attack, in this and similar prophetic descrip-

tions (see Jer. 1. li.) are N. Arabian.

xiii. 2. Here and in Job xxi. 28, TTD seems to mean
1

tyrant.' But the
||

^QJD (see on xiv. 5) will not stand

examination. In both places read 713. (cp. xxxiii. I,

Hab. i. 13.
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xiii. 6. NIT I-KDD "TED (
= Joel i. 15),

' wie Gewalt vom

Allgewaltigen her kommt er
'

(Dillm.
-
Kitt). It is diffi-

cult to give the supposed meaning of the words as briefly

in English. RV,
' as destruction from the Almighty.' If

'TO really comes from ^/TTE, we might render,
'

like

destruction from the destructive.' Even Marti accepts this

questionable derivation, but is not free from doubt as to the

reference of -^w, which may mean either God or ' one of the

class of mighty ones.' Certainly it does not seem a priori

likely that the '

day of Yahwe ' would be compared to
' destruction from the Almighty

'

;
an investigation of the

' Shaddai '

problem leads to the conclusion that textual

corruption must inevitably be assumed. I incline to think

that "am, or perhaps here >i~rtDD (the prepositional D having

dropped out), is a corruption of T>N5?QBP (a synonym of

;>NnnT).
' Like a desolating attack from Ishmael,' is not

an impossible comparison, and the description in the sequel
seems to confirm this. See E. Bib.,

' Shaddai.'

xiii. 1 6 /, 19. For nrrbf?r read DiT^DTT, and for

arriwi read n^cjn DITMIDD'I. Cp. on 2 K.

viii. 12, Hos. xiv. I, Am. i. 13. -no. Taking all the

references to VTD together, it is difficult not to hold that the

word is a corrupt fragment of THonT. In the present

passage, the so-called Amalekites appear to be meant. Cp.
the D~Tp "Ol in Ezek. xxv. 4, etc. (see note). n^TOD, as often,

should be D^CTD. Note the reference to the Jerahmeelite

story of Sodom (see E. Bib.,
' Sodom '),

and ^:n$ in v. 20.

CHAP. xiv. 3, 4. See SBOT, p. 199. 5.

Dillmann, Duhm, Guthe (in Kautzsch's HS\ and most,

'tyrants'; so xlix. 7, Hi. 5. In all these passages read

xiv. 12 f. "inerp ^n. The discovery that D"in in

Judg. i. 35, viii. 13, cp. on Isa. xix. 18 (Din), and (may
we not add?) intD in Ps. cxxxix. 10, represent -nntZJN

(the N. Arabian Asshur or Asshur), and that the parallel

passage, Ezek. xxviii. 13 ff. has a Jerahmeelite background,
must surely lead to the definite solution of the Helel-

problem. Read YinDJN-l ^NcrrT (see E. Bib.,
' Lucifer '),

and render pas TOT1, in the recesses of Zaphon.' See

E. Bib.,
'

Paradise,' 4.
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xiv. 28-32. A prophecy of an invasion of Philistia

by Arabians at a time when Judah itself is safe. Note

pDEp (v. 31),' from Zaphon
'

(N. Arabia).

CHAPS, xv., xvi. On an invasion of Moab, or rather

perhaps Missur, by an Arabian foe. On the text see SBOT,
pp. i 19 ff., 198 / In xv. 9, both mN and ncTTN, accord-

ing to precedents, represent SNonT. In xvi. I (where

pN-bmc> ID and mTTQ l^DQ seem to correspond), we should

possibly read thus

: ]vs-ra irr^N I ^HWMF PND mno ^nhw

The ' remnant of Jerahmeel
'

(xv. 9), i.e. the fugitive

Misrit.es, send from the frontier to invoke the hospitality of

Mount Zion. The land of Ishmael (or Jerahmeel) is another

name for Missur. In xvi. 7 for ""artDN read s^pst. It is for

the fruit-harvest, not for the raisin-cakes, that the people
mourn (cp. E. Bib.,

'

Fruit,' 5,2). nETEN is a doubtful

word. In xvi. I 3# read -ISID tii?o SNCHT INBFI. (TID \$~>

YFT). As to the place-names, these appear to have been

remodelled to suit the view that the Moabites are the

people referred to. Bethdibon = Beth-rimmon, Elealeh =
Ishmael, Jahaz = Halusah (perhaps), Zoar = Missur, Eglath-

shelishiyah = Maaleh-ishmael, Maaleh-halluhith = Maaleh-

jerahmeel, Horonaim = Haranim (perhaps), Nimrim =
Rimmonim (

= En-rimmon ?), Eglaim = Jerahmeel, Beer-elim

= Beer-jerahmeel, Sibmah = Shepham or Shiphamoth (see

E. Bib., s.v.\ Kir-hareseth = Kir-asshur. On the site of

Nebo, see E. Bib.,
' Nebo.' In xvi. i 3^, read WttJlTT

CHAP. xvii. i-ii. In the light of newer critical results

elsewhere, it is doubtful whether the ordinary critical view

(see Intr. Is., pp. 92 /!) can be maintained without con-

siderable modifications. It seems clear that the ' Aram '

(D^) spoken of is the southern or Jerahm'eelite Aram, and

that ' Dammesek '

(ptDm) is a corruption of nofoS. In v. I,

TSD and ^D both represent ^HWPT ; read,
'

Behold, Cusham-

jerahmeel shall be taken away and shall become a ruin.' In

v. 2,
' Aroer

'

(lins) should probably be ' Aram '

So Guthe (doubtfully). In v. 3, D^lQNp should be

(Gratz), and 1113 is not improbably a corruption of
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written as a gloss on D"IN ;
the prefixed 3 seems to belong

rather to "on ; ^NTST should probably be ^NsnttF ;
such an

error is at any rate not unparalleled. Thus we get
' and

the remnant of Aram (Jerahmeel) like the sons of Ishmael

shall they fare.' In v. 5, Ipir, as in some other passages,
should be ^NonT ;

the difficult D^NDT posi should probably
be criDN-nDSOl, 'in Maacath of Ephraim' (cp. Ps. Ix. 8,

where pos represents roso). Whether the figure of the

reaper and the gleaner is not due to a misunderstanding,

may be questioned. Most probably we should read in v. $b,

'N 'si D*6NSD&r n3D3. The allusion is to ' the smiting of

Aram (
= Jerahmeel) in the valley (jra) of Melah (

= Jerah-

meel),' 2 S. viii. i 3. In v. ga read icni^rn "'BhSn. As Marti

has pointed out, v. ga should be followed immediately by
v. lob. On w. iof., see SBOT, Heb., pp. 90, 195. No
completely satisfactory result, however, has been attained.

It is very possible that the closing words referred to the

Jerahmeelites and the Ishmaelites. Cp. on Jer. xvii. 6,

Hos. iii. i.

xvii. 12-14, xviii. There are enough traces of a pos-

sibly correct text to entice one to undertake a textual

revision (cp. SBOT, pp. io8/, 196 /, E. Bib., col. 2809).

Among these we must not neglect those suggested by the

Jerahmeelite theory. In xviii. i, hzhx may, in accordance

with parallels, come from ^NSCtZT. In v. 2, 21101 ^ttDD I}

may come from Q-'cn^i D^BJD ""in, and HN^m NirrjD from

7NEJTP (twice over). If this is so, the text of chap, xviii.

must have been manipulated so as to make it refer to the

African Cushites. The original text of v. 2 must have

resembled xxx. 6. There may have been originally a

reference to an embassy from a N. Arabian king to

Hezekiah, to negotiate an alliance against the king of the

N. Arabian Asshur, i.e. Meluhba (x. 5).

CHAP. xix. Originally this oracle related to Misrim.

Probably w. 5-10 are an interpolation, due to an editor who
wished to make the oracle refer to Misraim (Egypt). Who
the ' hard lord

'

of v. 4 (where read TTOD, cp. Ezek. xxx. 12)

may be, is uncertain. For \y& (vv. 1 1, 13), we should read

1I?2 (
= iisp?), and for *p (v. 13) perhaps ninp3 (cp. on

'

Naphtuhim,' Gen. x. i 3). In v. 1 1 mriD may come from
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1N1D or *|JHD, i.e. Pir'u, a common name of N. Arabian kings ;

in v. 13 rrttltt should be rrtpDQJ. In v. 18, 'five cities' was

suggested by the five lordships of the Sarephathim (i S.

vi. 4). ;wD, as often, should be TDp ;
the language meant is

that of Kenaz, i.e. N. Arabia, mnn TS comes from TS
lini&N,

'

city of Asshur.' It is probable that (Jf, in the

passage, originally had, not acreSe/e, but acreS, i.e. Ton, which

in turn may be traced to -inttf, i.e. Tint&N (see E. Bib.,
'

Heres,

City of). Winckler's theory (A OF, iii. 2i;/) that Din
comes from D~rn,

'

myrtle,' the city meant being Tahpenes =

Aa^z/7?, stands in connection with theories on the ' Hadassah '

of the Book of Esther and on Ps. cxxxvii. (see A OF, ii.

417/1), which seem to the present writer to have no sound

basis.

CHAP. xx. The position of chap. xx. suggests the

possibility that two sieges of Ashdod may have been

confounded, one conducted by the Assyrians, the other by
the Asshurites of N. Arabia. That the section has been

redacted, Duhm and Marti have pointed out. At any rate,

Winckler (Musri, etc., ii. 1898, pp. 4 /., cp. SBOT, p. 98)
is right in holding that D'HSQ and tmD are the N. Arabian

regions so named. The troublesome D^DID vrhto in v. 3 is

probably a corruption of D^NSDQT (3 and h both represent
the h in 'o&r), which is a gloss on D'HSD and tzro.

CHAP. xxi. i-io. The key to this passage is the fact

that DT1

!? and 'no represent fragments of THonT, and that

bll is also a popular corruption of the same name, as

referring (here, at any rate) to the great sovereign power
which was long supreme over the lesser Jerahmeel in the

Negeb, and over the kingdom of Missur (Musri). As we see

from Jer. 1., Ii., late prophetic writers anticipated that the

great power would be overthrown by a combination of

peoples from the N. Arabian border. The editor, however,

introduced a troublesome complication, partly rewriting v. 2

and inserting a short passage (vv. 3 f.\ which presupposes
that the object of attack to the Jerahmeelite warriors is Jeru-

salem. By this means he thought to link this prophecy to

xxii. 1-14, in which a Jerahmeelite siege of Jerusalem really

is described (cp. Delitzsch's remarks on the parallelism be-

tween the two prophecies, Isaiah, E.T., i. 376). Applying
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our methods of textual emendation, which now and then,

it is true, only lead to possible results, we may venture with

some hesitation after repeated attempts, to restore the text

thus

im

HD

Oracle of the wilderness of Jerah-

meel.

Like tempests in the Negeb of

Jerahmeel
It comes from the wilderness,

from the terrible land.

Gilead and Asshur have banded

together,

Jerahmeel and Missur and Sare-

phath.

For thus the Lord said to me,

Go, station a watcher,

That which he saw, let him

declare.

And he saw chariots of Missur

and Sarephath,

Chariots of Jerahmeel and

Cusham.

And he cried O Lord, on the

watchtower, etc.

And behold, there come chariots

of Asshur
;

And he began to say, Jerahmeel

has fallen, has fallen,

Her palaces he has ruined, he

has brought down to the

ground.

Among the details, note that v. 2 has been editorially

expanded, "rro comes from "ria, TT1 2) from TittfN, "hs

ch^S and 'no from ~>NO1TV, from which nnnDN'TO may
also ultimately be derived. (The later scribes puzzled

greatly over this word, and their miswritings of it equally

puzzled the editors.) TOtDrr conceals riDIS. Vv. 3, 4 are

purely editorial
;

v. 5 (like v. 2} is only so in this sense, that

the corrupt material before him was gently manipulated by

"fiHp ID" NT"*i

Nip"
1

*!

TIBJM IDT Nl H7

H^DD H^DD
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the editor so as to express his idea of what was fitting or

desirable. Underneath v. 5 is a list of ethnics, 'pNsntzr ITS

S^CnT DED DT|N FlDSC btttDBP ^NDnT HDIX. In V. 8,

OT and fff7bn~73 make the verse drag, and may come from

(cp on xxvi. 9), written corruptly ;
for mN read

In v. 9, DTims TiUD (which underlies D^tZHD ~TD2) may
be omitted with some advantage. V. 10 seems to be alto-

gether editorial. The effect of the prophecy is heightened

by its omission. Let it be added in conclusion that the

phrase which opens v. 10 has not as yet yielded up its

secret. Cp. Crit. Rev, xi. 18 (1901).
xxi. 1 1 f. Let the restoration speak for itself.

NttD The oracle of Jerahmeel and

Missur.

7MDITP DIP1 "T31 nnN A devastator came, and Jerah-

meel fled,

: intfl3 D^tED*) trl~p Arabians and Cushites were

affrighted.

There must have been a good deal of repetition ;
the scribe,

as usual, made ' bad shots
'

at names, and these the editor

manipulated. Thus notn and TSEQ both come from TiUD.

Probably HDIT = DIN (
= THOTIT), Nip "h& = ^HDnT.

xxi. 13-17. Vv. 13-15 should really be the continuation

of the too short oracle just given. Omit NtED, and read

(probably) thus

rnrriN ^irrn IN"1

"il^3 On tne other side of the stream

ye must lodge, O ye caravans

of Dedanites.

In Ezek. xxvii. 20 Dedan is expressly mentioned among
the peoples which trafficked with Missur (1120, rather than

112). The stream must be one of the 11SD "nitf"
1 mentioned

in xxxvii. 25. In v. 16, vrp should probably be Bh3 (the

N. Arabian Cush). The intermediate reading would be

tznp. The substitution of ' Kedar '

for
' Kadesh ' was no

doubt historically justified ;
after the fall of the kingdom of

Musri, the territory appears to have been occupied, first by
the Salmaeans, and next by the Kedarenes (Winckler). But

the original writer was presumably consistent in his archaism ;
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we must therefore read either cnp or oro (cp. on Jer. ii. 10).

In v. 17 read l&SD^ tDID'^l [^NDnT BTD] D^nDIS -wan. np
has often supplanted cnD (see on v. 15).

CHAP. xxii. 1-14 is usually explained of the blockade of

Jerusalem by the general of Sennacherib (cp. Proph. Is.\. 135 ;

Skinner, Isaiah, i. 163). The position of the prophecy,

however, among those which distinctly require to be explained
on the Jerahmeelite theory compels us to revise this view.

The heading should most probably be read ]ttro
>13!l tfbp,

' Oracle of the sons of Cushan '

;
v, 5 should be corrected

accordingly. f?NQnT certainly underlies ffr9 (cp. xxi. 2),

SN^O&T is latent in SVD, and it is again ^Norrp which is

covered over by ip TjnpD (v. 5); cp. on Ezek. xxiii. 23

(Shoa and Koa). ntDp in v. 3 may represent w^3 (cp. on

v. 1 7, and Ps. Ixxvi. 4, Ixxviii. 9 ; Tp, in v. 6, comes from

some popular corruption of TKOTTT (see on Am. i. 5).

Very probably D*TN represents on^, while D^BTiD comes from

OTiEnx. Cp. however, SBOT, pp. 112, 197.
xxii. 15-25. See E. Bib.,

'

Shebna,' and cp. American

Journal of Theology, 1901, pp. 433 ff. The name ' Shebna '

has passed through more than one stage of corruption ;

its ultimate original seems to be Cushani. The person
referred to was probably a N. Arabian politician whose

presence in Jerusalem was occasioned by an embassy
which Hezekiah had sent to Pir'u, king of the N. Arabian

Musri. It is very possible that he was popularly styled

sometimes the Cushanite, sometimes the Zarephathite ;
IDD

(commonly rendered '

scribe
') may as well be a corruption

of
"p*j!j

as mSD in Neh. can be a corruption of riDlS. In

v. 15 read rnn ^tD3rr^. In v. 17, for -m nStoSio read

^MDriT (cp. Ps. Hi. 3^ in Ps!). In v. 1 8, HDDS 1DDT1

*p3S
should be H3&2, on which the following words ^MOTIT pN'^N
(disfigured terribly) are a gloss. n*QD"io should be rnilp ;

what have '

chariots
'

to do in this context ?

CHAP, xxiii. The series of prophecies against the

nations begins with the most powerful of the Jerahmeelite

kingdoms with that commonly known as ~>ID (but some-

times Y>B?N) ;
it closes with a less powerful but, as being

much nearer to Canaan, hardly less formidable kingdom of

The capitals of both were of much commercial im-
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portance, but greater stress is laid on this characteristic in

the case of the city of Missur than in that of the city of

Babel. Duhm is of opinion that wherever 12 occurs in the

poem, it is a corruption of p-p2 ;
the truth is, however, that

12 and ]"|T2 are both corruptions of YiSD. Omitting glosses

and variants the poem (yv. 1-13) should run nearly as

follows

rrnoj o
nhii j;o]

nsp

mm
nncnp

ran

mm

ms mm
]_'

niQM

As to the omissions. In v. 2 (end) nii? represents ins (a

correction of ""N ?), and both D"1 and TIN^Q represent ^NnrrT

(a correction of lob ?). In v. 3 the scribe gives a list of the

(virtually
= IISD "Hno), viz. D^ni? b^MOnT

CTD intDN'pN Onm is a fragment of a ditto-

graphed mim). Cp. Ezek. xxvii. In v. 4, D*1

, DVT, and

"ION*? all = 7MDFTA V. 5 is by no means a '

prosaic inter-

polation
'

;
it is a scribe's list of names of peoples, lintDN

YiSD ^N^Dm"1 ^NCinT1 D'HSD bt^DVP. In v. 8, m3WD comes

from D^^^DD, and this from D^3p (like p3D from t3p). In

v. 10, TitDNTtt (so read!) is a scribe's insertion; 7t9D?TT

(underlying IWD) is alone correct. In v. 12, nowi is
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editorial. In v. 13, f?NanT Dsrr m (so read!) is a

gloss,
' This is the people Jerahmeel.' Either mo"1 or

D"1*^;? is superfluous, for both these words are mis-

written for ^H&DBT. The passage appears to state that a

combination of warlike peoples, Cusham (i.e. Jerahmeel),
Asshur and Ishmael besieged and overthrew the city of

Missur. We have to reconcile this with the statement that

Ishmaelites and Arabians (the gloss also includes Cush in

the list of merchants) were among those who trafficked with

Missur. Commerce, then as now, must have been adverse

to merely destructive wars. The appendix (vv. 15-18) is of

course later than the preceding poem, is should of course

be isp, and we can now securely explain the mysterious
words TrTN l^Q ""ITS, which are miswritten for TJ^D

"
i

cr-^|
^NOrrr. Missur was to be under the ban for seventy years,

viz. the whole period of the king of Jerahmeel, alluding to

anticipations such as those in Jer. xxv. in its present form.

In v. 19 Misrim, and in v. 22 Missur, mean the same people,
i.e. the N. Arabian Mu.sri, which was to be subdued by the

king of Sll. The poverty of the appendix suggests a very
late date.

CHAPS, xxiv.-xxvii. The great differences of critical

opinion relative to this singular literary mosaic (for such at

least we must all agree in regarding it) justifies a somewhat

close inquiry into the textual basis common to all theories

(cp. Duhm, Marti, and SBOT, Heb., 'Isaiah')- That a

special amount of reserve is necessary, is obvious. The

question is whether even here, as probably in the great

apocalyptic passages in Ezekiel, Joel, and Zechariah, we must

not assume that the different component parts of this work

in their original form had a Jerahmeelite background, i.e. that

the typical arch-enemy of the Jews is the N. Arabian

oppressor. Certainly we may expect to find some definite

references to the people among whom the writer and his

companions live, even in the opening description of the

decaying condition of the ' earth
'

or '

world,' for by the
' earth

'

or ' world
'

is meant the lands where the main body
of the Jews are settled, the lands of their captivity. Such a

reference we may plausibly find in xxiv. 4, DTID 177DN

2. The ordinary view is thus expressed by Skinner,
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'

Literally the height of the people, i.e. the noblest of the

people. It is the only case where the word is so used,

though cp. Eccles. x. 6.' But we do not expect to find the

population of the earth referred to here. Gunkel (Schopf. 48)
therefore takes DVID in the sense of ' heaven '

(DViD S^DN
Wr DS) ;

so SBOT, p. 64, and Marti. Gunkel finds in the

passage a faint echo of the dragon-myth (see E. Bib.,
'

Dragon ') ;
the tyranny of the mythic dragon was exercised

in heaven as well as upon earth. But is such an (uncon-

scious) allusion to the ancient myth to be expected here ?

The writer is absorbed in the present ;
is DTID to be less

vitally modern than pNH ? Try textual criticism
;
there are

certainly cases in which 'r> comes from f?NQnT (e.g. Ps! on

Ps. viii. 8, Ivi. 3). It is very possible that both ")Sf?DN and

DTiD represent ^NDrrT, and that pNH Di; Yrr is a gloss on

rrittT in v. 5.

xxiv. 13. D^p. Presumably, as elsewhere,
/
D'1D = 'jp^p

= f?NDnTD. 15. For D-HN^ read n^NS, and for DYT "^l
read THDirnja gloss on D~IN^. 16. At a distance the Jews

rejoice, but in the land of Judah the writer and his friends

are still depressed, "h Ti. Prof. W. E. Barnes has very

strangely revived the explanation
'

secret
'

(Dan. ii. i8_/]);

most explain
' leanness to me.' But surely "h ^IN is a

remnant of ^wnN, which is a corruption of ^NDnT (see

E. Bib.,
'

Uriel '). ^-n also represents this corrupt form

of Yrp ; 7 = 1, so that the reading really is ~h-^~\ = b&1. Pro-

bably *6 '"IN, i.e. f?NErrr, represents a correction of "6-n.

Read, therefore,
' but I say, Jerahmeel, Jerahmeel !

' The

Holy Land is, in fact, still infested with tyrannical Arabians.

21. The ordinary view is that the prince-angels of earthly

sovereignties share the punishment of the human kings, and

this is thought to be confirmed by Ps. Iviii. and Ixxxii.

Textual criticism, however, does not appear to favour this

interpretation of the psalms, and it is in itself, though

certainly possible, not very probable here. That the redactor

of this part of Isaiah explained the passage in this way is,

however, probable. The question is, can we detect under-

neath the existing words an earlier reading which gives the

passage more actuality and vitality ? There are in vv. 2 1 f.

three words which are possible corruptions of names of N.
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Arabian peoples ;
these are Dl"io, rrD"TN, ~PDN, to which

correspond respectively f?NcrrT, DIN, TitDN. By admitting

this, we escape three difficulties, (i) onon N12, a vague

expression, which may mean either
'

prince-angels
'

or '

star-

deities
'

(see Dillm.-Kittel), and which in either case is

not to be expected here
; (2) the equally vague phrase

bc} ;
and (3) the forced expression TDN HDDN or

P]DN. The original text seems to have had, '<
TpET

"111-^2 DT1DN 1DDN1 D "T^pl birtpnT: Nl^W
CHAP. xxv. The occasion of the song in xxv. i-$a has

been much discussed. Duhm and Marti think of the

destruction of Samaria by John Hyrcanus ;
in Intr. Is., p.

158, the capture and destruction of Tyre by Alexander the

Great is suggested. The reference to
' ancient purposes

'

(revealed in prophecies) favours the latter view, if Joel iv.

4-8 and Zech. ix. 2-4 refer to Tyre. But, as we shall see,

~IH in both passages is a corruption of isp, i.e. the N. Arabian

Musri (cp. E. Bib.,
'

Mizraim,' 2 d), and v. 10 expressly
mentions 1N1D, which, as so often, has supplanted TISD. See

on xv. i.

xxv. 7. For zo'i^n we might read either zo^rr or (Duhm ;

SBOT; Marti) Jo^n. But the real difficulty remains un-

touched. The poet is not likely to have chosen ifb in

preference to better known words. Does ttlf? really exist

except as a proper name ? The chapter, according to the

true text, refers to the destruction of Missur and Jerahmeel.
Now these peoples were traditionally the sons of Lot (iNlo
= ~nSQ ; po = SnErrr). Originally, w. 7, 8 probably made
a single verse, which opened thus, 'ill TT^h 201^-^1 ffaft.

For &i"? ''Dl, however, there was a various reading niD"P (one
of the corruptions of ^NErrr). This got into the text in a

mutilated form as nio. The late redactor, who had accepted
a high eschatological doctrine, read this as rno,

' death
'

(cp.

on xxviii. 15), and the way to the reconstruction of the

passage was open. Note Pasek after toiTTT. That the new
form is far better religiously than the old, is willingly

granted. 10. For INID read "nup.

CHAP. xxvi. 3. A very oddly expressed maxim ! Read
rather (in a), ^N^parp ^irr^n Qtt>3p 12-jm

xxvi. 9. nTvl. Read probably SNDnTl (cp. on Ps.
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Ixxvii. 3). 19. For rhhN read Dnpm <gi, lapa

(cp. Isa. Iviii. 8, Jer. xxx. 14, lapa = HDIN).
CHAP, xxvii. i. Probably a single power is figuratively

referred to, viz. Jerahmeel. On the epithets of the sword

and of the Leviathan see Winckler, AOF, iii. 220 f. TEN
D"1! is not recognised by <. Possibly it springs out of

^NDnT ~1DN, and the whole clause 'in nm, i.e.
' he shall

slay the dragon Asshur Jerahmeel,' is a gloss stating that

the two Leviathans are Asshur and Jerahmeel. However
this may be, Ninn DV1 seems to come from SttsnT (a cor-

rection of D"1! ?). By a happy instinct the redactor has

placed a song on the favour which Yahwe will one day show
to his vineyard in Jerahmeel immediately after an eschato-

logical prediction of the destruction of the old, hostile

Jerahmeel. See on v. i ff. The fern, suffixes in vv. 2, 3

refer to the Jerahmeelite land.

xxvii. ii. ^DOT'*^?, perhaps an allusion to the name

'Jerahmeel.' 12. A description of the limits within which

the Israelitish exiles will be athered. Read "in^

CHAP, xxviii. 1-4 has been greatly misunderstood. It

is really a prophecy against a city in the Negeb, one of those

which would bear the brunt of the expected N. Arabian

invasion. Amos utters a ' Woe '

against another Jerah-
meelite mountain-city Shimron (Am. vi. i). In v. i, for

"nDtB read n&h3. It is the Cusham spoken of in Gen. xxxiv.

(corr. text) ;
see E. Bib.,

' Shechem.' The words which

describe its situation should be read [*?NCnT] TtWDflTT'TOU

It is probably the nSo ^ (valley of Melah = Jerahmeel) which

is meant
;
YrT is a gloss on 'cr. blD is obscure. Can it be

Wtt,
' blossom '

? In v. 5 read mDn ^S^l niM ITIBJ&.

xxviii. 10. Remembering hzhz in xviii. I and inp in Ezek.

xxiii. 23, it is plausible to read VrT ^NDnT V1 bl?D\
In truth,

'

Jerahmeel
'

pervades Isaiah's prophecies. vst

should probably be 1120 ;
the allusion is to Isaiah's warnings

against a Misrite alliance.

xxviii. 15, 1 8. In spite of the plausible explanations
in the commentaries, it appears certain that the text is

wrong. For niD read ^Nnrrr (niQT) ;
see on xxv. 8.

TtMtD comes from ^t&DBT (see on Ps. cxxxix. 8). The alliance

3
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with Misrim seems to be referred to. The invader described

in vv. 17-19 is the great king of Asshur. 21. 'Mount
Perazim '

for Baal-perazim
' and ' the valley by Gibeon '

for
' the valley of Rephaim

'

are strange. Perhaps we should

read D^IB TS,
'

city of liars,' and D"1

*!!!:! D2,
'

people of

traitors.' So E. Bib.,
'

Perazim, Mount.'

CHAP. xxix. i f., 7. See SBOT, p. 99, where the

pointing ^N'HN is adopted,
' Uriel

'

being assumed to be a

modification of nSl&viN, the old name of Jerusalem (
= Uru-

salim of the Amarna Tablets). It is supposed that this form

was adopted to produce a paronomasia : in a year or two

the slaughter will be so great that the capital will rather

deserve the name Arial,
'

altar-hearth.' Marti adopts this
;

it

is at any rate plausible. But taking into account a necessary
correction of 2 S. v. 8, where ' the lame and the blind

'

should be '

the Jerahmeelites,' and a hardly less necessary
correction of 2 S. xxiii. 20, where 'Ariel' should be 'Jerah-
meelites

'

(see E. Bib.,
'

Snow,'
' Zion

'),
it is obvious that we

should read ^NonT, which as a name of Jerusalem may, in

the popular speech, have become WHN. '

Jerahmeel
'

was,

in fact, inevitably a name of Jerusalem, because in its origin

it was Jerahmeelite, and, if one may differ from Prof. Paul

Haupt (SBOT, 'Isaiah,' Heb., p. 100, foot), the name

'Jerusalem' itself most probably came from TS (
= Uru)

'

city
' and f?Ni?DBT. Cp. DI^C? misread occasionally for

(see on xxvi. 3, and Gen. xxxiii. 18 [reading nc?3

TS]). In v. 2b, for bN-'-iND "h read f?NDr?"P *>h, 'and

she shall become Lo-jerahmeel.' Precisely parallel to Hos.

i. 6 (see note).

xxix. 22. (Jf has bv a^xapurev ef A/9paa/i, suggesting -|Q?N

Dmo in ms. This seems to be nearly right. Only
nmo should be DpiD = ^HOfrTD (see E. Bib.,

' Rekem
').

Thus the passage becomes,
' Therefore thus saith Yahwe, the

God (^N) of the house of Jacob, who delivered him from

Jerahmeel.' The assumption is that the house of Jacob

(
=

Israel) was delivered, not from Misraim (Egypt), but

from Misrim (nearly = Jerahmeel) in N. Arabia. nmiN was

miswritten for amo, i.e. np-in. (S's text was a mixture of

the true text and of that which we know from MT.
CHAP. xxx. 1-5. The passage is admittedly difficult.
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It has been discussed by the present writer \nJQR, x. 5/i/i

(1898), in SBOT, 'Isaiah,' Heb. (1899), P- 102, and in

E. Bib.,
'

Hanes,' 3. If the ordinary view of Isaiah's

prophecies on the embassy to D'HSD is correct, and if the

text of vv. 4, 5 requires but slight modification to produce
a satisfactory sense, the summing up in E. Bib. (col. 1958,

cp. 1956, note 2) appears to be unassailable. ' Vv. 5 and 6

thus become parallel, and within v. 5 itself the parallelism

between ps (Zoan) and onDDnn (Tahpanhes) is as perfect
as it could be [assuming Tahpanhes to be Daphnae]).'
Ruben (JQR, xi. 448) accepts Dmcnn (first suggested in

1892 by Gratz). It must, however, be pointed out that in

all the passages in which 'n is mentioned, the text is ques-

tionable, and the textual phenomena of vv. 4 f. are not such

as to set the mind of a scrupulous critic at ease. Certainly
this is the case here

;
to accept MT. as it stands is beyond

the power of any textual critic. If the comparatively slight

corrections proposed in SBOT be accepted, it will be

necessary to suppose that vv. 4 f. are a later insertion based

on vv. 6, 7, which come before us as a separate even if

fragmentary NC>0, and which the author of the inserted

passage supposed to refer to an embassy sent by Hezekiah

into Egypt. In reality, vv. 6, 7a refer either to the flight

of Hanunu, king of Gaza, to Pir'u, king of Musri (cp. the

description in xvi. 7), or to an embassy sent from Judah to

that king (cp. on chap. xx.j. Provisionally, caution dictated

the forms of these explanations of vv. 6, 'ja. But a more

complete criticism favours, and indeed requires, the latter.

We have no sufficient reason for assuming that vv. 6, Ja are

a separate though fragmentary oracle. Textual criticism

throws the greatest doubt upon this, and leads us to the

view that the passage is a description of the journey from

Judah, and the arrival in Musri of the embassy sent by
Hezekiah. Vv. 6, 70. should probably be inserted after v.

3. After they had been omitted in error, and restored in

the wrong place, it was natural for the redactor to insert

NtDQ, to account for the abrupt transition from v. 5 to v. 6.

The errors of the text are greater than the present writer

ventured for a long time to assume, and they can only be

corrected as the result of a comparatively large acquaintance
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with types of textual corruption. Vv. 1-7 really belong to

the same prophecy. Vv. 1-3 present no verses of great

moment. What follows should probably be written some-

what as follows

YIBD

TIB

n iisf? S

on nwnf?

The original passage was injured partly by transposition,

partly by corruption, partly by dittograms and glosses. In

v. 4, pk should be "iss (
= VIED ?), DDn should probably be D^no

(an early corruption of SNDJTP). Cp. E. Bib.,
'

Hanes,' and

Marti, ad loc. Plainly, NQJD should be omitted, as of the

nature of a gloss, and it is hardly doubtful that mcni comes

from bttDnr (cp. on Hab. iii. 17). From Wih to SIDISD

appears to be glossatorial ; DHD VF7\ N^lS represents

GTTHyOttT, and each of the three words *|Dli?D ^i

represents D^HDns. D^Tii? and crr^TF both represent

The non-existent word ntDlT, arbitrarily rendered '

hump,'

probably comes from nD"i2, on which DvD2==7HDnT is a

gloss. IT'SV N"? DJT7N may be merely an editor's amplifica-

tion
;

but more probably it covers over a dittographed

^NDITP J
this word, together with the following D^sofl] is

glossatorial. p^Ti Sin is again ^MOITP, a gloss. VTnr is a

patch due to the same editor who, ingeniously manipulating
the accretions of glosses, produced the very poor and yet

fairly intelligible passage which lies before us. The closing

words of v. 7 are regarded by Duhm, SBOT, and Marti as a

gloss, stating that on this ground prophecy gave
'

this
'

im-

potent kingdom (Egypt ?) the name ' Rahab *.' These three

do not agree, however, as to the form of the word which

should follow ' Rahab.' No wonder. The corruption lies

deeper than has been supposed.
' Rahab '

is probably not

the name of a mythological monster, but a corruption of

; DH which follows is also a fragment of this much
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misunderstood group of letters. nitD, according to pre-

cedents, should be nD"i2. The words rendered '

therefore I

call this
'

are also corrupt. fmNip has a close resemblance

to 7NHP"
1 (commonly read Joktheel), which is certainly a

corruption of ^NOnT. p^ and riNT may, like *nTir>, be an

editorial insertion. But it is possible that rwi represents

nD~i!. Parallels for this large accretion of glosses consisting
of N. Arabian names abound elsewhere, especially in the

Psalms. [It is pleasant to add that Duhm has already
noticed that the phrase underlying UD ninm should form

part of the oracle, and that Marti has suggested that Dil im
may cover over mom. The latter idea, it is true, is only
the germ of the theory here regarded as the true one.]

xxx. 25. 'In the day of the great slaughter, when the

towers fall.' But where is the parallelism ? How can
' towers

'

be slaughtered ? The final D in D^TUD implies

'^"DD, written in error for +T\3& = b[N]DITP< ^TID often

has this origin. Read,
' when Jerahmeel falls.' It is less

necessary to read ini? for 1*1.

xxx. 27-31. 'Beyond question disfigured by glosses, the

removal of which, however, does not leave an entirely

satisfactory text' (SBOT, p. 103). In v. 31, HD*1 ttl&D has

been found troublesome. Duhm and Marti regard it as a

gloss from x. 24. But the object of such a gloss is not

obvious. A better sense is produced by reading n^ riD~|S3,

'in Zarephath shall he be smitten
5

; cp. Mic. iv. 14, which

may perhaps, in the true text, have told how Ishmaelite

plunderers shall be defeated at Zarephath. Both ttltD and

nitt elsewhere represent nois (see E. Bib., col. 3072, note

5). V. 32 cannot be justified as it stands. To correct it,

presupposes acquaintance with the corrupt forms assumed

elsewhere by names of N. Arabian peoples. The original

text may have run somewhat as follows, beginning at v. 3 1#

rnpbi ntpb crrriirW? rrm : rnn

; 'in nrnn prowr pin rnnpaS TO "O :

That v?s ^ TTZP ION is a gloss, was seen by Duhm.
That DiBrQ is wrong, must be clear. HDIDn, which follows

presently, is probably ninsa, a place-name or ethnic, whence

(see on Gen. x. 13, and E. Bib., col. 3164, note i).
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For D^cn read therefore 'DD. m3D is one of the corruptions
of f?Nt>nv ; cp. the phrase m2D D^, apparently

' the sea of

Kinnereth,' but really
' the sea of Jerahmeel.' nnS with its

various prefixes and affixes is frequently a substitute for

^Ncrrr. SinnNd probably comes from SSNC&T, rrriDn (alas

for the dear old errors !) from rnnDD ;
both NirrD3 and ~\hzh

from SNOTTT^.

CHAP. xxxi. 8$, 9. A late insertion, according to

Duhm. But the corrected text does not favour this. Read

: VIE D2E inrn
|
-naiF TUQO

CHAP, xxxiii. 7-9. nWiN, i.e. D^NDTTP, appears to be

meant, and Dlf?tD in the second line, as the parallelism shows,

represents SNSBQT. But there must be other corruptions as

well. "ON^D may come from 7HOTPP, a gloss on D^MIM. But

the verbs ? Vv. 8 and 9 are also not free from corruption.

From ion to BTiDN is an editorial production, based not im-

probably on corrupt ethnics (Rehoboth, Ishmael, Jerahmeel).

f?Ep comes from SmD (written too soon). 122 (shakes off??)

should be omitted as a repetition of [m]"iiO.

xxxiii. 1 7. It is Jerusalem which is referred to
;

for the

corrected text, see SHOT, p. 196, and note Marti's assent.

xxxiii. 1 8. See SHOT, p. 107; the influence of As-

syrian phraseology is noteworthy.
CHAP. xxxv. 8. Read yh D'^NDrtT ro^o iraip nh

rn ism Underneath lob Him, TIT "rSrr, and D^TWl are

corrupt forms of D^Nnm"1

,
which record three vain en-

deavours of the scribe to give this ethnic, ni (see SBOT}
must have fallen out of the text. It is required, however,
for clearness (so, too, Marti).

CHAPS, xxxvi.-xxxix. (except xxxviii. 9-20). See on

2 K. xviii. I3~xx. 19.

CHAP. xli. 1-4. Read probably

imps TN

rnt
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| pm^-i mrr VIM

It is doubtful whether the prominent reference generally

supplied to the coast-lands of the Mediterranean is probable.
In /. 5, rekablm (cp. xli. 21, xliii. 14) may be an archaising
term for

' N. Arabians.'

xli. S-i> is the continuation. Marti seems to be wrong
in excising v. 9**" as a marginal amplification relative to

Abraham. The much disputed prr msp both in xli. 5

(
|

D^N, i.e. D"1

!"!!?), and in xli. 9, probably means the N.

Arabian Negeb, from which, according to the early tradition,

both Abraham and the Israelites appear to have come.

xli. 21. Read probably D^DT ^Tlp (cp. xli. 2), and of

course D^rvass (see SBOT}. 25. Read pDSp ^n'vpsn

DB?D inisnpN rnipp |
nva:i (cp. on xlvi. 11), and for nrno

read r^W^ (cp. xiv. 2, 4, liii. 11? Ix. 17, Zech. ix. 8).

Harith (Harithath) king of the Nabataeans is perhaps
referred to. See on xlv. I, xlvi. II. WteW and ^omi both

represent note.

CHAP. xlii. 1-4. On this and on the other passages

respecting the ' Servant of Yahwe' see E. Bib.,
' Servant of

the Lord.' That the text of xlii. 1-4 is incorrect is sug-

gested by the want of unanimity as to the interpretation.

Observation of the errors of the scribes elsewhere suggests

reading thus

Tin

6W
b pi

(a) Gloss, ttsjra x'i-v D'ov
1

?
(^. y).

(*) F. 2 probably contains ethnics, illustrative of D"U. pyr N^, KB" x 1

?,

and r--B" S all come from bi'CB" ; pna and i^ip are corrupt fragments of

W Between nntrs
(DDK-) and xVi (N

1

?)
are various early conjectures on

the misunderstood n:-N"\
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xlii. 6, xlix. 8. For ni? rvnib read probably rnNsnS

D^Qi? (cp. xiii. 1 8, xlvi. 13, Ixii. 2 _/!). Observe that (&, in

xlix. 8, has et? SiaOrjKrjv edvwv. Duhm (2nd ed.) reads

DS? nvrs. But 7
D and ~I*IN are not parallel, nor can m~TD very

well have a concrete sense
; ns, moreover, seems to be

precluded by n^a, while rG"Q, suggested by Duhm to those

who prefer n^ps, is not parallel to YIN.

xlii. lob. This consists of glosses on a. The persons

addressed are n^NETTP (represented by DTT TTT and iN^en),

D-ais (in MT. D^N), and n^NSDBT (in MT. DiTl&r).

xlii. 1 4. For D^TUND read perhaps ^HonTO (TPB5nn),
'

I

have been heedless of Jerahmeel.' But cp. SBOT, p. 131.

xlii. 19. A collection of glosses on v. I 8. The blind

and the deaf are really the Jews ;
but the framers of the

glosses misunderstand, and make them out to be the

Jerahmeelites, otherwise called the Ishmaelites and the

Arabians.

n^tt)N may be disregarded as a corruption of "vai&BF, which

presently follows (MT. nWp ; cp. on xlix. 7).

xlii. 22. Read D^NDITTtt ^Dto*} \
W3. D1N3 NIHt.

CHAP, xliii. 3 ff. Point D^p. The N. Arabian

Misrites and Cushites are referred to (so xlv. 14). Then

come D^N and cr^Nprm 8, 9. The 'blind people
that have eyes

'

etc., probably =
' the idols

'

(cp. Ps. cxv. 5 /.,

cxxxv. 1 6 f.\ and the ' nations
' and '

peoples
'

are those of

N. Arabia. Cp. on xli. i, 21. Read imperatives (so

Kittel and SBOT).
xliii. 14. Read (as an approximation to the truth)

CHAP. xliv. 28. For -^T read ^7, 'mine arm'; note

the improved parallelism. Cp. on ix. 19.

CHAP. xlv. i. For hrrtpp read ITprr (similarly Ps. ii. 2,

xx. 7, xxviii. 8, cv. 15, Hab. iii. 13). For &rp3 ((g>, Ku/oo?)

some other name must be substituted. That Cyrus
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took any interest in the Jews, we have no documentary
evidence (see E. Bib.,

'

Cyrus,' 6), and even putting aside

some of the possible references to N. Arabians, enough
remain to show that the atmosphere of the work is N.

Arabian. The writer evidently expects some powerful

prince to subvert the kingdom of the oppressors of Israel,

and what prince is so likely to have been thought of as a

chieftain or king of the Nabataeans, the people which in the

first half of the second century B.C. became predominant in

the territory of the former Misrim ? It is most plausible,

therefore, to read, not &n*D, but ttrnn, i.e. Harith (
= Aretas).

That the king of the Nabataeans is meant, is further

suggested by the most probable correction of n^l in xli. 2 5

and to^s in xlvi. 1 1 .

CHAP. xlvi. I. Read probably ^NOTTT ^l Wti (thus

justifying the plur. suffix in DiTQSS. Cp. on xli. 21. 113

represents m ; f?i and Dip both have come from fragments
of 7MonT.

xlvi. ii. tpx ((SF, Treretz/oi;) is unsuitable as a descrip-

tion of Yahwe's anointed, whose right hand he holds (xlv. i),

and as a parallel to TI2S BFN. Like riN^i (xli. 25) it may
come from rfri} (

= Nabataean ?). See on xlviii. 1 6.

CHAP, xlvii. i. Read f?Nnnv m and (so too v. $}

D^tthD ni. These are frequent corruptions. ^11 probably
comes from some popular abbreviated form of fjNDnv, which

indeed the writer of chap, xlvii. may very well have given.

xlvii. 13. Great misunderstanding has been caused here.

In spite of Muss-Arnolt's learned and acute attempt to

explain from Assyrian, an archaeological catalogue of

different kinds of soothsayers seems to me improbable. The

underlying text (after "fircm) appears to be f?N2tDB

to which is appended (as a gloss ?)

-iin D^ntpsn. The troublesome "pW (see

Marti) and IEND are corruptions of ^Ncrrp and Q-it&N re-

spectively ;
the latter perhaps a correction of D^BTrnf?.

CHAP, xlviii. i o. Read n&hD "
1

bl?5,
'

in the crucible (?) of

Cusham,' and ^NDrrr i^iD2i,
'

in the furnace of Jerahmeel.'

VrT is represented by ^stb (of which ^DI? is a fragment).

14. Read f?NonT and n^BTD (for the rest see SBOT
and Marti). So v. 20.
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xlviii. 14, 1 6, 20. Read, instead of M.'s z;. 14

The opening words of v. 16 nN7-*iJ?Qt& "ON "Q"ip (omitted,
without adequate justification, in SBOT, after Duhm, and

with the assent of Marti) are really a correction of

ISDBn in v. 14 ; only ^N imp is a corruption of

Now, as to v. 1 6. The closing words ('ill nnsi) have also

been omitted upon insufficient grounds. They should be

taken together with ^N DO? nmvr ni?Q ;
both groups of

words represent the same underlying original, except that

mrr ^HN (like "DUN mrr in v. 14) probably represents

"nviD, a gloss from the margin. The words of which the

traditional text (M@) is a corruption, probably are rrrun

SNDJTV vrinptZJ. The important notice, prepared for by the

summons first of the Israelites and then of the Jerahmeelites,

is, that liarith the Nebaiothite has been sent on his way to

Jerahmeel. Then, omitting the edifying late insertion in

w. 17-19, comes the trumpet-call, 'Go out of Jerahmeel,
flee from Cushim,'

^Nprrrp IN

CHAP. xlix. 1-6. Read

'ht* D"1!!^

mm

mrn inn?

' 3

nrn
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TT3

mm ION nnin 5"

xlix. 7. Read DT?HWDar T^ ;r Ii7hp^ ;b^ ^llS. Cp.
xlii. 1 9 (aWp !), 1. 1 2 (pas).

xlix. 10. MT. mpah i*j tt
tih*\.

But nsn does not

suit :n&>. Read DrnDi n?"j2. The danger from N. Arabian

ambushes is past. See on Ps. cxxi. 6, and for the cor-

rection DtW see on Ps. Ixxii. 5.

xlix. 1 2. Consistently with other emendations, we
should read here

;

rfff]

Plausible as the conjecture D^inp (see SBOT, Marti) may
be, it must be rejected.

' Ishmael
'

is here as indispensable
as '

Jerahmeel,' and also not less possible (D^IPD = pND&P ; cp.

Bethel and Betin). (Jf has etc 77}? Tiepawv, where II. = D^7,
another corruption of ^Ni?oer.

CHAP. 1. 4-6. According to Duhm,
' the Servant of Yahwe

modestly calls himself not a prophet but a prophet's disciple.'

Most, however, think that the Servant rather describes

himself as a disciple of Yahwe (cp. liv. 13), i.e. as a prophet.
Kittel is of opinion that the teachings which he is apparently
said to receive, are not theoretical revelations, i.e. do not

refer to the subject and the manner of his prophetic

preaching, but are the unspoken lessons implied in his daily
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experiences. Evidently there is a want of consecutiveness

in the passage as it stands
;
vv. 5^-9 does not connect well

with vv. 4-5^, and there is a strange obscurity in the

references to the n^-pisS. From a textual point of view,

tmch is very suspicious, as are -in Pp^-riN mi>, ;IN "^> T3F,

and SEE??. On the analogy of other emendations, we may
regard the following as at least possible, and inasmuch as it

recognises the presence of ethnics, not altogether improbable

aty? \ qarq mm
yy?s \ *pTa-n$- riNtob

I?PBT | ^"nns mm
Tinst

| THP **h

For the expressions in /. 2, compare xliv. 17 (corr.

text), but also v. 6 (this section), where p*n should certainly

be SNprn.l, and li. 7.

CHAP. li. 4-6. (J|'s ot /3ao-t\ei9, implies tmha, which is

a perfectly regular corruption of DHTHDITP. To correspond,
read D^ai?, or rather D^ms (cp. D^N, xli. I, xlix. i). D^ES at

the end of v. 4 should be D^a (Klo. ; (Jf , 0v&v) as in xlii. 6,

xlix. 6
; D^DU was produced by the initial (corrupt) reading

Eros. I>T]N should be 1I?JN (cp. on v. 15), and should

stand at the end of v. 5, where read

^KOITT
| ^B^ D"1

!")^

Jlr1 and NI represent nNcrrp. See also xlii. 3, end

(as corrected). On v. 6 see SBOT.
li. 7. The colourless ahUN ns-in should be bNrptp": 'n

(see critical note on Ps. Ivi. 2).

li. 15. =Jer. xxxi. 35. Read i^i with Gunkel, SchopJ.

u. Chaos, 94, note 8. So also Job xxvi. 12 (otherwise

Gunkel, p. 36).

CHAP. Hi. 3-6. There may be an earlier underlying text,

though even this cannot be assigned to the Second Isaiah.

In v. 3 read perhaps ^N3n noto} ^i orn^w ^Norrr^,
'

to

Jerahmeel were ye sold, and not by Cusham will ye be

released.' In v. 4, point of course D'nsp ;
omit the editorial

insertion ntD ttt,S 'll, and continue ^tmptlto nttTOl. ^IDN*I. In

v. 5, omitting corrupt dittograms of ~>NonT, the variant
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i.e. DWOOP (see on xlix. 7), and the patches
and mrr DM, read

Hi. 1 1. For the unexpected DEJtp read

Hi. 13-Hii. 12. The following is a literal translation of a

text revised with the help of our key (cp. E. Bib.,
' Servant

of the Lord
')

:

13
Behold, my Servant will have success

;

l

He will rise, be exalted, and be high.
Ua Edom and Asshur will be astonished,

The Jerahmeelites and the Arabians.

15 The nations will do homage unto him,

Kings will shut their mouths,
For that which has not been told them, do they see,

And that which they have not heard, do they perceive.

1 But who believed our revelation,

And Yahwe's arm to whom was it disclosed ?

2 He grew up as a sapling before us,

As a plant sprouting from a dry ground :

No form had he that we should see him,
No sightliness that we should desire him

;

uab
jror hjs sightliness was marred by Asshur,
And his form by the sons of Edom.

3 He was despised and shamefully handled,
Ulcered from the stripes of Jerahmeel ;

z

He was like a warning before us,

Despised, and we accounted him not.

4 But truly our sickness he bore,

Our pains he carried them,
Whilst we accounted him stricken,

Smitten of God and afflicted.

5 But for our rebellious acts he was profaned,
For our guilty deeds he was crushed,

The chastisement that we merited came upon him
And through his stripes we were healed.

1 Read rrW; ; MT. "vair
; Budde, Stnb

'..

2 Read VNDPIT rintono
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6 All we, like sheep, had gone astray,

We had turned, every one to his own way,
While Yahwe made to fall upon him
The guilt of us all.

7 He was treated tyrannically, but as for him he was mute,
And opened not his mouth,
As a lamb that is led to the slaughter,

And as a sheep before its shearers.

8 And who gave heed to his sufferings,

And as for his stripes, who reflected

That he had been cut off out of the land of the living,

That for our rebellious acts he had been stricken to death,

9 And that he had freed the rebellious from sin by his stripes,

And the wicked by his wounds,
Because he had done no injustice,

And there was no deceit in his mouth ?

10 But Yahwe had pleasure in his servant,
1

And rescued 2 his soul from the Asshurites,
He caused him to see light to the full,

A posterity that prolonged its life.

11 The oppressor of his servant was Jerahmeel,
And his tyrant was Ishmael,

12 Therefore should he take possession of Jerahmeel,
And Ishmael should he distribute

;

Inasmuch as he was brought down to Deathland,
And the Asshurites smote his soul,

Whilst it was he who bore our stripes,

And interposed for the rebellious.

CHAP. Ivii. 8. 'IDT ;
see on Ezek. xvi. 17. In v. 9, for

read ^NETTT^- The '

high mountain,' where sacrifice

was offered, may be that which seems to be referred to,

Jer. ii. 34 and iii. 24, where it is not improbably called

Jerahmeel.
CHAP. lix. I 8. Read

vni'3 = iqn and ira
(Marti).
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The non of MT. is a fragment of ^NDrrr
; msS is a late

insertion, to provide a parallel for the corrupt V3"W.
CHAP. Ix. 8 /. Not ships but hurrying riders

; cp.

Hos. xi. 1 1 . Read, as v. 9

rhDsn

For the JTIQN of Ishmael see Gen. xxv. 16.

CHAP. Ixiii. i. For DTTN read not improbably

(=Sprrp). 'Armageddon
' = f?NpnT in. For msi read

Ixiii. 1 1 f. Experience elsewhere (see on Ps. xxii. 1 7^)
dissuades us from simply disregarding IPS HDD as a pair

of glosses. Read perhaps

The '

days of the Jerahmeelites and Ishmaelites
'

are de-

liverances such as are reported in Judg. vi., vii. IDINI is due

to Marti. In the next line crp should perhaps be D'QISP

(cp. D^p, xxiv. 1 4 ?). DTSOn, which has been wrongly cor-

rected into n^pn, is really a corruption, the form of which

was suggested by n^Nnrrr in the preceding line. Parallel-

ism is produced by reading

In v, 12, for 17111 read li; ;
an arm does not walk, as

Duhm humorously remarks.

Ixiii. 1 8. Supplementing the notes in SBOT, pp. 170
and especially 202, and the remark in E. Bib., col. 2207,
and using the newly discovered key, we may indicate as the

most probable form for a correction,

|
Nspon TED np

In MT. "iirt&D = -nsp, on the analogy of Gen. xix. 20,

xiii. i o
; DS 1B5T1 = 7MVDQT, parallel to IPI; HtDD in v. I I

;

la'ns = n-nso (^ = D) ; ItOTp
=

im~rpD.
Ixiii. i ga. This represents line 4 of the stanza

;
it takes

up and expands the statement in line 3 (v. 18). Those

who trample Yahwe's sanctuary are Jerahmeelites, who have

never acknowledged the sovereignty of Yahwe (cp. xxvi. 13).
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It is an appositional and relative clause. For D^isp ^TT
read D^NDnv. irvr = Dm\

CHAP. Ixv. 4. This is a good specimen of editorial

ingenuity. The original text seems to have consisted of a

number of corrupt forms of names of N. Arabian peoples,

one of which
(' Jerahmeelites ')

occurs again and again. The
editor made a brave attempt to get sense from the corruptly
written words. The names probably are Ishmaelites,

Jerahmeelites, b'ne Missur, Zerah.

Ixv. 11. 7lh. Read, perhaps, Sl~iD^.
'

Nergal' may
come from '

Jerahmeel,' i.e. the Baal of Jerahmeel. See on

2 K. xvii. 30.

CHAP. Ixvi. I f. Read probably D'TH "finpl
>1

Np!) bfrttDV

^:n, i.e.
'

(the whole of) Ishmael is my throne, and (the whole

of) Missur is my footstool.' An allusion to a plan of

building a temple to Yahwe in the Negeb anciently the

Holy Land of the Israelites. See on Ezek. xlvii. i^ff- In

v. 2, for H^N'^D read perhaps ^Nnrrr-^D, and for vm read

vn "h\.

Ixvi. 3. This should perhaps be attached to Ixv. 5.

Read probably

ancob -hDn torn a?

rr\

CHAP. Ixvi. 1 6b. Here as in some other places mrr
has come from Yrr = ^NnnT1

.

' And many shall be the

slain of Jerahmeel.'

Ixvi. 17. Without the key, no perfectly satisfactory ex-

planation was possible (see, however, SBOT, pp. 164 f., and

Marti). For "pro inn ~in read ^Ncrm "pm ; cp. on ii. 6,

and on xxvii. I 2. Then follow ethnics strangely disguised.
= no-is (perhaps), -nnrr = DTPI ; }*P^

=

Ixvi. 19. As in xi. 1 1, the true names are N. Arabian.

TIBJM (lx. 9), ^D (so )
= Perath or Zarephath, TJ?

a (TiSl?), i.e. the southern Gilead, cp. on Jer. xl. i, 5),

and r\Wp = DDJ1D, blin and p^ are uncertain (see on

Gen. x. 2), but at any rate are Arabian ethnics. D^NH
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D^pmn consists of corrupt fragments of D^HOTTT (cp.

xlix. i).

Ixvi. 20. The specification of means of transport is now

(Duhm, SBOT, Marti) assigned to a glossator. Certainly
there is a gloss, but it is rather a fresh list of ethnics, as a

comparison of similar passages (e.g. Ezek. xxiii. 5-8) will

show. Omitting miDlD, which conceals a dittographed

^NDrrp, the names are Cushim, Jerahmeel, Misrim, Sare-

phathim. Cp. on Zech. xiv. 15, Ezra ii. 66 f.

Ixvi. 21. I am afraid that the 'ill-advised theory'

(Duhm) that the persons who receive the privilege of priest-

ship are non-Jews is most probably right (cp. on Ps. xcix. 6).

In preference to excising the first ~> in b'"Y?7, I would now

propose (taking [on] DH and whh together) to read the

clause thus

: -ION Q-oro? npN DNorrpQ on

Ixvi. 23. For "ibn-^ read notn Sip3 (see on Ps. Ixv. 3).

ADDENDA

CHAP. xxvi. ib. hri, as in Ob. 20, I K. xxi. 23, is very
doubtful. Read (SnQTITD] ^tOD&D 13iTn.

CHAP, xxxiii. 17. Further progress can be made. In

2 S. iv. 6 41's tcd0aipv presupposes n^po, a corruption of

So here, SpJ& represents btODflr, and TIN nDD
should almost certainly be D'Tskll DD1S ; rr is

most probably a fragment of blttSTP. Thus //. 3 and 4 of

stanza 11 (see SBOT, 'Isaiah,' Heb., p. 21) should run

thus

mm

I abandon with much regret the apparent Assyrian loan-

word D'HP'TiJa (see ib., p. 107).

xxxiii. 21-24. The passage has been recast on a large

scale. It is possible that w. 2ib and 23 (as far as DD) may
come from a poetic figurative mdshdl, on a ship. Putting
this aside, we can probably restore something like the true

4
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text. Let it, however, be premised that in v. 20 nStDVP is

miswritten for SNSOBT (Ishmael = the Jerahmeelite Negeb).
Next to Jerusalem, the Negeb enjoyed the affections of the

Israelites.

mm TTN
IT1 D^T f

mm o
NCnTO

p^rrn
ii3 DTOtonr

p ICN^ bin

In z;. 21 ftto alone might, as elsewhere, represent

the reference to Ishmael is here required by the context, and

the preceding DN seems to be another fragment of the word.

13
1
? comes from SNB, Dlpn from nrrr ; onrw, D^N^, and

D^T1 "am (cp. on xxii. 15-19) may also be editorial modifica-

tions of fragments of bNcnT. In v. 22 13ppno and "DD^o

both, in accordance with parallels, come from b^cnTd (for

the former, see on Ps. Ix. 9). In v. 23 TN and is both

come from pN ; IS,
'

spoil,' does not exist, hhw (originally

D^tD ?) represents b5CtD'1

; rriTD comes from bttcnT. DTTDD

(cp. on 2 S. v. 6, 8) represents D^HDITP ; 71 inn should

probably be 713. In v. 24 ptZ) refers not to the Jewish

population but to the neighbours of Israel (cp. Ps. xliv. 14).

The corruption of ^rrSD into "TP^n may have suggested the

transformation of the last line, which hardly needs a comment.

The prophecy is partly parallel to Pss. xliv., and Ixxiv., but

has a strong
' Messianic

'

tinge. It is probably this last great

conflict with Israel's arch-foe that is referred to.

CHAP. Ivii. 5, 6. psn (see on Ps. Hi. 10) is probably a

corruption of ^Nom*1

. The two clauses beginning in MT.
with nnn should run, 'rrr V? ^ni and ^NSD&T ^tps Tiro.

V. 6a is almost or entirely composed out of miswritten forms

of ^NDnT. The prophecy relates to Jews who, in post-

exilic times, were addicted to N. Arabian religious practices

Cp. on Ezra ix. i.
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CHAP. I. i. Who was Jeremiah? His name is a popular
distortion of "^NnriT, and his prophecies are filled with

reference to Jerahmeel. There were half-Jerahmeelites in

Israel, and full Jerahmeelites outside Israel. To the former,

Jeremiah, like the prophets in general, seems to have be-

longed. This would not make him necessarily a dweller in

Negeb, but the statement in Jer. i. i favours this hypothesis.

For Jeremiah, son of Hilkiah (also, by the way, a Negeb
name

; cp. Mt. Halak), was ' of the priests that were in

Anathoth in the land of Benjamin.' Where was Anathoth ?

There was presumably one where the modern 'Anata stands.

But there was also one in the Negeb. The name ' Abiezer

the Anathothite
'

stands among Negeb names in 2 S. xxiii. 27,

i Chr. xxvii. 1 2
;
and one remembers that the clan Abiezer

to which Gideon belonged was a southern clan (see on Judg.
vi. 1 1

). Abiathar, too, David's priest, who is called son of

Ahimelech (
= Jerahmeel), and who officiated as priest at

Nob (i.e. probably Gibeon in the Negeb), seems to have

been, like David himself, a man of the Negeb ;
his family

estate was, like Jeremiah's, at Anathoth. We also hear

(Judg. iii. 30, true text, see note) of a Shimeah ben Anathoth

who smote the Zarephathites, and in i Chr. xxvi. 7 of a

person called Othni ("'Dns), a son of Shemaiah (
= a man of

Shema), and one of the ' sons
'

of Obed-edom (or rather

'Arab-'aram ?) ;
his brothers are Rephael, Obed ('Arab ?),

and Elzabad. The ' land of Benjamin
'

spoken of was in

the Negeb. per itself is a distortion of 7M6ITP ; Benjamin's
other name was Ben-oni ' On '

is in fact a Negeb clan-

name. Cp. on vi. i.

51
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i. 10. The 'nations' and 'kingdoms' are those of the

N. Arabian borderland (see on xxv. 15-29, and xlvi.-li.

i. 14 ff. Duhm is very naturally puzzled by the
'

kingdoms in the north.' Neither the Scythians nor the

Chaldaeans could be so described. ITO7DD here seems to

come from fwarrr, and ]1D2, as in iii. 12, 1 8, iv. 6 (cp.

on v. 15), vi. i, 22, x. 22, xvi. 15, xxiii. 8, is the name of

the N. Arabian region whence the invaders were to come.

Cp. on xv. 12 and Ezek. i. 4. arbitrarily omits

As to D'nnN DTl^N see on vii. 18.

CHAP. ii. 6. For rrmtB read y^n ( || mo^s). IO -

Qvro ^N read riDSD !TI2,
' Maacathite Arabia ' much more

within the prophet's horizon. So in Ezek. xxvii. 6.

14. The questions as here put are unnatural. The key
to the passage is Am. ix. 7. Read |/f?] ^N-IBT rr!i ni?rr

Nirr SNDHT DM,
'

Is the house ot Israel to me [as] Arabia,

or is he [as] Jerahmeel,' i.e. am I as indifferent to the fate

of Israel as I am to that of Arabian Jerahmeel ? Cp. xxii. 6.

IIS and Til? are not unfrequently compounded. TT1 for

VlT, as in Gen. xiv. 14. For the metrical arrangement see

Duhm
;
but read isnu (so Gr.) as iv. 26.

ii. 1 6. Why should Memphis and Daphnae (?) be specially

mentioned ? The context, as we shall see, refers to N.

Arabia. Read ^NonT rnn?D ^1'Dl. For '

Naphtoah
'

see

on Isa. xix. 13. DTOD = prm. = f?NDrrp ; cp. JDTIN. See

E. Bib.,
'

Phinehas,' i, and, for a confirmation, note on

xlvi. 15. AN. Arabian invasion is anticipated (see v. 18).

But cp. E. Bib.,
' Hanes '

and '

Tahpanhes,' where W. Max
Miiller has done his best for an Egyptian reference.

ii. 1 8. The reference is not to Egypt and Assyria but

to Misrim and Ashhur. YintD cannot mean the Nile
;

it is

a modification of YintDN. In Gen. xv. 18 we hear of a '

river

of Misrim
' and a '

river of Jerahmeel, the river Ephrath.'
In our passage TintD and nri3 should perhaps change places ;

perhaps, too, "inn has supplanted the name mDN. Cp. on

2 K. v. 12 and Mic. vii. 11-13 '>
and see SHIHOR.

ii. 34. A reference to the law in Ex. xxii. i [2] is most

improbable. Read ^HBITT^P O nrposn DTrmra vh,
' not

by spears didst thou destroy them, but upon Jerahmeel.'

nmn = spear, javelin (Ass. tartahu ; see on Job xli. 21, Ps.
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Iv. 22). The mountain shrine of Gibeath-jerahmeel (see on

iii. 24) is meant, where the rite of the sacrifice of children

was probably still in full force (cp. Gen. xxii. i). That

Jerahmeelite sanctuaries were frequented by Israelites, we
know from Amos and Hosea. Observe that 0, Pesh., Vg.
render n^N (not H^N). Also, especially, that urh (v. 37,

end) and ION2
? (iii. I, beginning) are both superfluous, and

both evidently corrupt. Probably both words are attempts
to read an indistinctly written ^Nnm"1

,
which originally stood

in the margin as a correction of rht* hi in v. 34.

CHAP. iii. 2. ~attf,
' a verb of obscure origin

'

(Ges.-Bu.).

Is it not miswritten for B&n,
' to weaken, overthrow

' = njs ?

3. "yis, here of the predatory Arabians or Bedouins.

12. rr3&2, 'towards Saphon
'

(see on i. 14), because the

Israelites had already been carried captive to Ashhur or

Jerahmeel. See on 2 K. xvii. 6. Hence in v. 18, 'they
shall come together out of the land of Saphon.'

iii. 2 3 f. The critics deal too lightly with the E in

mimo, and quite miss the plain original of D^n. The key
to the passage is Zech. xii. 1 1 (see note). Read, transposing
for a metrical reason, jVprr Tp&h ^>NonT Dimi pN,

'

Truly
vain is the noisy rite at Gibeath-jerahmeel.' The latter

name also occurs in Judg. vii. i, disguised as ' Gibeath-

hammoreh '

(see
'

Moreh,' E. Bib.}. For ntmn read ntfcDn,

'the Cushite goddess' (see on vii. 18, Hos. ix. 10) ;
in xi. 13

||
to hsn,

'

Baal.'

CHAP. iv. 5. Duhm deletes the opening words
;
metrical

grounds justify this, but the supposed absurdity in calling

on Jerusalemites to flee to Zion is due to transcriptional error.

For D^miTl mirri read ^M9&OT3 ^NOTTa Later writers

(e.g. psalmists) use '

Jerahmeel
' and ' Ishmael

'

as synonyms,
and the scribes now and again transform ' Ishmael

'

into

'Jerusalem' (cp. on vi. i). The Judahites in the country

parts of the Negeb exhort one another to take refuge in the

fortified places (cp. vi. i ff. and xxxv. i
,

1 1
).

iv. 1 1 / A most improbable text. In particular, v. 1 2b

is deleted by Duhm as a foolish and prosaic insertion. Most

probably, however, it has grown out of a corrupt form of

"iTTO, and this should be restored in v. I \a (for n^Dtt

Read, therefore, in v. na, 'is
ro mi, after which
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we should perhaps, with Duhm, insert rr3. In v. \2a for

n^NQ t*h& IIV) read ^NDnT rm. Thus,
' a wind of the desert

of the Zarephathites
'

is parallel to
' a wind of Jerahmeel.'

iv. 15-17. See E. Bib., col. 3894. Duhm's notes again
seem to show that he has hardly realised the true nature of

glosses. It is clear from the psalms that glosses often con-

sist of a string of ethnics. D^DN ~ir7D, it is true, is a more

useful gloss ;

' On '

may not have been generally known in a

later age. ITDin = D"mT ; B*Q& = Ensfca ; I^DtDH, D^BJTP^Wr,

and (in v. 17) 'Ttt mMO =* DT^HWMT J T3DD = D^tp?. In the

genuine portion D^ISD = D'HSD. Read

I HP "rap Vip ^
I

That w. 1 7$ and i 8 are a later insertion need not, how-

ever, be questioned. (Winckler [AOF(S
\ ii. 228] unneces-

sarily takes offence at nShp. The battle-cry of these foes

was famous among the Israelites.)

iv. 20.
' My tent curtains are spoiled

'

is improbable

(x. 20 is quite different). Read "'SoTT (see on Ps. xv. i) and

Ttip"iN (see on Hab. iii. 7).

iv. 29.
' Noise of the horsemen and archers

'

? Judg.
v. ii and 22 are corrupt. Read [n3] S^orm nms Slpn.
For ntDp HDT see on Ps. Ixxviii. 9.

CHAP. v. 15. Duhm unintentionally shows the im-

probability of MT. Read

prnoo 'a I oarfo N

cbi I nino ^lpD

^N (Ethan) and Nin nlSQ (Jerahmeel) are glosses

(E. Bib., col. 3894) ; v.i$b implies that a late editor identified

the people with the Chaldaeans. (J| marks a middle stage
of textual corruption and development.

' From far
' means

' from a distant part of N. Arabia.'

CHAP. vi. i ff. See E. Bib., col. 3894. Duhm finds it

' not quite clear
'

why the prophet only suggests flight to the

Benjamite element in the population of Jerusalem. Geo-

graphically, too, he does not understand how Tekoa and

Beth-hakkerem come to be introduced since the Scythian
invader comes from the north. But the trouble is all due
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to the redactor. The invader really comes from the land of

Saphon in the N. Arabian border-land, and the persons
addressed are the Benjamite inhabitants of the land of

Jerahmeel or Ishmael (for the change of ^NSDBT into aStBIT

see on iv. 5). Tekoa, or rather (see E. Bib., 'Tekoa')
Maacath, and Beth-haccerem (a popular distortion of Beth-

jerahmeel) are places in the Negeb. It should be observed

that the Benjamites did not all move northward. As their

name (jCTD} {crra) indicates, they were of Jerahmeelite

origin, and they clung (like portions of other tribes) to their

old home. Read thus in two-line stanzas

" rnpo

nen murr

i:

3 rthst i

DVH mD-"0 137 "'IN

nWa rr-'irti icip

The passage suffers from many accretions, some of which

(e.g. that in v. 2, cp. iv. 6) are mere interpolations, others are

miswritten glosses. Among the latter note D^HN for S>NQnT,

and "^hx for TMSDflT' The corrections (besides the two

already mentioned) are nnn for TPQ~r (so also Du., following

@), nrnu for n^m (see on xii. 10), tfhwBffT for DiTYTifi,

D^ffiD for mo (as Ps. xii. 9, etc.), Til? for lin, !TTlD
m

'~nN for

vp-n am, ittnp for ittnp, mDn rrra for D^nnsn, cms for

l"i^, and n^TN for n^n^DlN (so already Du., after @). We
now obtain a plausible and, in the main, probably correct

text. The first great success of the N. Arabians is the

capture of Beth-haccerem, otherwise called Beth-jerahmeel,
in the Negeb ;

it was here that they offered the sacrifices

which ' consecrated
'

the war. The Israelitish inhabitants of

the Negeb are therefore once more (see on iv. 5) summoned
to take refuge in the fortified cities, and to give warning by

signals to their neighbours further north. For the goal of

the invaders is the comely and luxurious Jerusalem. Cp.
on Hos. v. 8.

vi. \2 viii. i o. For D'nnN read ^Norrp (cp. on vii.
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1 8), and for D^DI, or (as viii. 10 gives) blBT^, read probably

vi. 25^ should run HWOB^I wDTTP 1TI l*in ^3, 'for

(there is) the sword of Arabia, of Jerahmeel, of Ishmael.'

Cp. xx. 3, 10, xlvi. 5, xlix. 29. Observe that <J> nowhere

recognises Tan, which, like ~ioi, represents 7Ncn~r, and is

therefore superfluous here.

vi. 26. Dillon is suspicious (see on xxxi. 15). Nor
does 'n TDDO make a satisfactory parallelism with TTP TON.

A study of Zech. xii. 10 will show that TTT is one of the

possible corruptions of ^Ncrrv, and from Hos. x. 14 (cp. on

Am. i. 1 3) we gather that the cruelties attendant on the

capture of Beth-jerahmeel by a N. Arabian foe (see E. Bib.,
' Salma ') were proverbial in the time of Hosea. Zech. xii. 10

also shows that ID may possibly be a fragment of ^NnrrT, and

the corrupt DnUDnn shows that a prefixed n may possibly

represent rvi in a compound place-name. It is plausible

and even, considering the atmosphere of the context, necessary
to read here ^>NDnT mi TDDE I

1
? "*OS fwonT ^QN,

' make for

thyself a Jerahmeel mourning, a Beth-jerahmeel lamentation.'

The idea in the writer's mind may be that the horrors of the

famous capture of Beth-jerahmeel were about to be repeated ;

he expresses this poetically by summoning the people of

Judah to mourn as the Beth-jerahmeelites mourned. Beth-

jerahmeel has already been mentioned in vi. I.

CHAP. vii. 1 8/ DT9$n mhrh. Shall we point na^o ?

in li. 1 8 ff. gives rrj ftaa-iXiaar] rov ovpavov, and Pesh. in xliv.

1 9 malkat sZmayya ; also in the inscription of Eshmunazar we
find D-I"TN Dotz? mn&tt>, 'Astarte of the great heavens.' The

points give npbp = rON^p ; cp. (fl, rfj <rrparta rov ovpavov.

So, too, MSS. and (except in xliv. 19) Pesh. See E. Bib.,
'

Queen of Heaven.' It has escaped notice, however, that

the phrase is parallel here to D'nnN DTr>N, under which lies

^Norrr VT^N, 'the gods of Jerameel.' In xliv. 17 the Jews

say that they and their fathers have constantly performed
the rites of this divinity ;

and we can hardly doubt that the

same deity is referred to in iii. 24 where probably the true

text says that
' the Cushite [goddess] has eaten up the wealth

'

of the fathers of this generation. The phrase D^riN D^rr^N

occurs again in xix. 4 in connection with Baal, and in xliv.
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3, 8, not indeed in the same context as here, but yet in con-

nection with 'tEH HD^O. In i. 16, too, we should probably
read 'and have sacrified to r?T T7^N,' and in vii. 18, xliv.

1 7 ff. For D^cin[n] ro^o let us accordingly venture to read

7N9DBT robe,
' the malkah (queen) of Ishmael,' i.e. either the

moon or, less probably, Venus (
= the Bab. Istar). See on

2 K. xxiii. 5 (mf?7o), Ezek. viii. 14, Zeph. i. 5 ;
and note

that Baal-zebub probably comes from Baal-ishmael (see on

2 K. i. 2- 1 6).

CHAP. viii. 1 3, end. Read perhaps CT3TS^ Drr^DTT jntfl

(cp. v. 10).

viii. 1 6. The southern Dan (
= Halusah ?) is meant.

See E. Bib.,
'

Micah,' 2
;

'

Prophecy,' 40.

viii. 19. D^pmo PINO should perhaps be 7NOITP pNC.
The Judahite land of Jerahmeel may be meant. The follow-

ing words are inappropriate for exiles (cp. Duhm).
viii. 22. Did ns (mastic) really grow in Gilead ? Post

could not find it there (Hastings, DB, i. 236 ;
but cp. Conder,

Heth and Moab, 188). And were there (cp. Duhm) friendly

physicians there ? Here, as often (e.g. xxii. 6), isoi is a

Gilead in the Negeb. The near part of the Jerahmeelite
land was still occupied by the Israelites

;
medical help might

therefore be looked for. This illustrates xlvi. 1 1
,

' Go up to

Jerahmeel (MT. and (J|) and fetch "
balm," O virgin people

of Misrim.' Cp. Gen. xxxvii. 35 ;
the products mentioned

together with "ns are certainly Arabian.

CHAP. ix. i ff. The passage was manipulated by a

redactor after corruption had taken place. The first stanza

(cp. Duhm) should close with D^^m msso. For DTHN pSn
<f reads araO^ov ea-^arov

= pins p^O, which Giesebrecht

and Cornill prefer. The word which underlies both DTP1N
ro

and pin 'n is D^?Ncnv, which forms the second part of the

line (verse),
' Oh that one would put me in the wilderness

|

of

those of Jerahmeel !

' Duhm's comment (with his reference to

Ps. Iv. 7 f.~) now becomes unnecessary. Cp. on isp pSo, 2 K.

xix. 23, and the v.l. in Isa. xxxvii. 24, also on 2 S. xxi. 19.

ix. 2. Omit h before miCN (Duhm, after ^), and read

stanza 2 (comparing v. 40)

tn DJT3D-n rum
N nine ^
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is an expansion of ntDp, a variant to ipttf ;

and pNl have both grown out of niT. ]*\vh is specially

liable to be miswritten (see Psalms).
ix. 1 8. Duhm calls p 13111;

' an unusually foolish in-

terpolation.' Hardly. 13171? clearly comes from 111S3. Owing
to its partial similarity to 'l3Di (

= ni3cnN), it has practically

expelled that word. The closing words 'D&Q iD^t&n "0 are a

supplementer's comment on the true text, which doubtless

is

1YI3D-IN I "QTWO TND 13ffll

ix. 24 f. On this singular passage Duhm comments

thus,
' At a future time Yahwe will punish those peoples

which perform the rite of bodily circumcision but are

spiritually uncircumcised.' Like other commentators, he

supposes that all the peoples mentioned do perform this rite.

'

Singularly enough,' he adds,
' the Jews are placed between

the Egyptians and the Edomites
;

did the writer live in

Egypt?' N. Schmidt (E. Bib., col. 2385) explains ^io-^D

n^~ii;l,
'

all who have the sign in their body though they fail

to unite with Israel as proselytes,' and calls the '

polling the

hair
'

of the dwellers in the desert ' a kindred custom/

Singular indeed ! Experience of the ways of the scribes

enables us to rectify the mischief which has evidently

occurred. For nbii;! fno-^rrSi; read D^NDnT-fpD-Ss ;
then

continue DTiD-i^'Wi D^-^in -fisp-Wi ^NDrrr-Wi nr-isp-^

D^nsrfwi D^N^OEr-Wi. The remainder of v. 25 is an

editorial expansion of a gloss consisting of two ethnics, viz.

^NnrTV and ^NSnJZT rri-^. That D^li? is constantly substi-

tuted for SNOHT or D^NQnv has been already pointed out
;

Ezek. xliv. J is specially parallel. Cp. E. Bib.,
'

Moses,' 7,

with n. 2. The religious contempt of later Jews for the

uncircumcised may perhaps be seen in the substitution.

CHAP. x. ^ represents only vv. 1-4, 9 (in a different

form), 5# (from 1NID3), and 11-16. Vv. 12-16 also occur in

li. 15-19. Duhm accepts, as the original kernel, vv. i-$a (as

far as Sin), 5^, 10, i 2-16
;

v. \ i is a spell to be used against
comets and the like. What Duhm has not noticed is the

Jerahmeelite references. V. zb is evidently a gloss ;
the

scribe defends what he feels to be an uncertain reading, viz.
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Parallelism, however, requires

r^N ?H$QBK This has reference to the increased addiction

of the Jews to the Jerahmeelite cultus referred to in vii. 18,

Zeph. i. 5, etc.; cp. also on 2 K. xxiii.

x. 3. For D^Gsrr read D^GTIN,
' Arammites ' = '

Jerah-

meelites.'

x. 8. D^nn noio. The use of IDIQ,
'

discipline,' as a

term for
'

religion,' says Duhm, suggests that the law must

already have had a long period of supremacy. This is too

hazardous. Read ^NDrrr NTip,
'

the object of Jerahmeel's
veneration

'

(cp. Isa. viii. 1 2 /!). 'in = Yrr ; cp. on Ps.

xxxi. 7.

CHAP. xi. 15-17 'has suffered much, and in MT. is

almost untranslatable
'

(Duhm). For *
1TT1 we should expect

TiTT, but neither the one nor the other is really probable
in this context (xii. 7 is different). In Gen. xiv. 14 (see

note) in"1! 'T^r comes from SNQTTT TO. Similarly here.

Comparing ii. 1 8, read

JYitojf*?
I fwDrrr TO! ^-nq

y I onp-inm
' What hast thou to do in the temple of Jerahmeel to

practise the crimes ? Can spells and consecrated flesh

remove thy wickedness ?
'

Jerahmeel here may be either a

place-name or the name of a god (cp. on ii. 34). We here

omit "fbstQ and ^rn IN as editorial adjustments of the

corruptly written words ^NSOtZT ^NnrrT (a note on the mis-

written TTT?). -In v. 1 6 each of the three opening words

(Vlpfe, n*nnn [see on ix. 25, Ezek. i. 24], and n^Tl [see on

Gen. x. 1 2]) is a corruption of ^Nnrrr.
'

Jerahmeel has

kindled fire against thee
'

(T^ as Tg.). Parallels abound.

xi. 19 f. innbl f
cannot be right. But hnSl will

hardly do
;

in Dt. xxxiv. 7 read "i^TT, cp. Job xxx. 2, where

n^D should be Wl. Read rnoSrr 2TN,
' the dreamer.' In

v. 20, end, read 'n
t

prr Tp^N -9, rrvnN is a scribe's addition

(so Du.). Duhm's iffa will not do
;

the
|| passages are

corrupt (see on Ps. xxii. 9).

CHAP. xii. 10. For D^T D*1^ read D^rrr? ;
metre and

sense gain. Cp. on vi. i ff. (stanza 3 of poem, line i). The
'

Scythian shepherds
'

disappear.
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xii. 12. For mrrS lin read fpNCrrr 'n (vi. 25).

CHAP. xiii. 1-7. The strangeness of this narrative natur-

ally provokes Duhm. It is not the Wady Farah which is

referred to as mD (<@i explains ^vfypdryv}, but the rnDN nriD =

D'nsp in:). A wady in the Negeb is meant that which

bordered the district called Ephrath (see on xlvi. 2, and cp.

E. Bib.,
' Shihor

').
The loin-cloth was to be ' hidden

'

there,

in a '

cleft of the rock,' as a sign of the N. Arabian captivity
of the Israelites. It was held to be just retribution that

those who went aside to Jerahmeelite duties (in v. 10 read

7HOTTT vrf?N) should be chastised by Jerahmeelites. Cp. on

iii. 23 /
CHAP. xiii. 12 ff. Again Duhm is sorely tried by the

childishness of the ' Midrash writer,' Thus saith Yahwe, the

God of Israel,
'

Every bottle is filled with wine,' and of the

public which answers,
' Do we not know that every bottle is

filled with wine ?
'

Experience justifies us in questioning this

verdict on supplementers. Is not the key to w. 12-14

supplied by vv. 18, 19, which the supplementer rightly

understood to refer to the overwhelming of the Israelitish

settlements in the Negeb by the Jerahmeelites or N. Arabians ?

Even if this be not the right solution, it is at least not un-

worthy to be so. Let us, then, for fmrSo read y^fff^.
The statement then becomes,

' The whole Negeb is filled

with wine.' E. H. Palmer mentions the curious fact that

'

Among the most striking characteristics of the Negeb are miles

of hill-sides and valleys covered with the small stone heaps formed

by sweeping together in regular swathes the flints which strew the

ground ; along these grapes were trained, and they still retain the

name of teleildt el-anab or grape-mounds
'

;

x

and it has been already pointed out
'

2
that '

Eshcol,' so

famous for its grapes, was more than probably in the Negeb.
If this new reading is correct, z>. i 3 must have been rewritten

by a redactor, and in its original form must have run simply,
'

Behold, I am about to fill all the inhabitants of this land

with drunkenness.' The intermediate words are very charac-

teristic of the redactors (cp. xvii. 20, xix. 3, xxii. 2).

xiii. 1 8 f. If it is really a complete national captivity

1 Desert of the Exodus, p. 352.
2 E. Bib.,

'

Negeb,' 7.
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which is meant, why is it said,
' The cities of the Negeb are

shut up
'

? The answer is that the Negeb was a separable

part of the Judahite kingdom, and that Jeremiah, if he came
from the Negeb (see on i. i), had a special interest in its

fate. If so, i.e. if the cities of the Negeb are referred to, not

as ' the last Judahite cities,' but as the first which an invader

from Zaphon would overpower, we expect to find in v. 1 8 the

names of two of those cities. And ' he that seeketh, findeth.'

Read rrrp^ri W^*?T^ "i^N. The two cities are Kirjath-

jerahmeel and Chephirah ;
the former, it is true, is better

known under the corrupt form of name K.-jearim, which,

together with Chephirah, appears in Josh. ix. 17 (see note)

among the cities leagued with Gibeon, and situated, accord-

ing to the earlier tradition, in the Negeb. The ' crown '

which is upon their heads refers to the battlements of the

walls
;

if rnzpsnn is the right reading in Isa. xxiii. 8 (see

SBOT, ad loc.\ we are provided with a splendid parallel.

This, however, is not absolutely necessary. ifr'Dt&n reminds

us of Isa. xxv. 12, where the ' humiliation
'

of the lofty walls

of the capital of Missur (for INID read lisp) is expressed by
the same verb. Cp. also Isa. xlvii. I ("aCD Ti). T?D for

YfT is a common corruption. [The ordinary view of xiii. 1 8

is opposed to the context. Nor is it clear that, without a

parallel, we are justified in supposing that a prophet would

have spoken in one breath of the king and the queen-

mother.]
CHAP. xv. 12. To alter pos and ntDTO (Du.) is too

arbitrary ;
both pas and T^TT, as Winckler (A T. Untersuch.,

1 80) saw, are names of places only not (as he supposed)
of Baal-zephon and Chalcis. What '

Zaphon
'

is, we know

(see on i. 14); "yWr, as in Ezek. xxvii. 1 1
,
is a corruption

of ^NDnT. Thus the iron of Zaphon and the copper of

Jerahmeel are combined. The ' land whose stones are iron,

and out of whose hills thou mayest dig copper
'

(Dt. viii. 9)

is the Negeb. Observe that Moses made a serpent of copper
in the wilderness (Num. xxi. 9). [N. Schmidt (E. Bib., col.

2390) omits pD2, which word, however, is decisive for the

general reference of vv. \ 2 f.]

CHAP. xvii. 1 1. The commentators with one voice sup-

pose here a popular superstition. Against this see E. Bib.,
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'

Partridge.' The passage is
[|

to vv. 5 _/^, and should run

'in bir^l ill "i*nN,
' Cursed is the pernicious man who

acquires riches wrongfully.' 1 6. The opening words are

impossible, and 0)13N DV is hardly less questionable (see

SBOT, crit. note on Isa. xvii. n). Read probably

TPIX

: rurr nriN I TPiNnn *<h

It was his constantly prophesying of the Jerahmeelites that

made Jeremiah so unpopular. SNSBBT often assumes such

a disguise as BMDN (see on Ps. Ivi. 2, xc. 3, and cp. E. Bib.
'

Sinai ').

CHAP. xix. 2. For nimnrr read D^nQJNn
'

(the gate of)

the Ashhurites).' See on Isa. xix. 18, Judg. i. 34. The
names of the gates of Jerusalem are often transformed

ethnics. Thus, the '

horse-gate
'

should be the '

gate of the

Cushites
'

;
the

'

fish -gate,' the 'gate of the Gadites'; the
'

dung-gate,' the '

gate of the Zarephathites.' All these

ethnics are, as we shall see, N. Arabian.

xix. 4. For D'nrrN DTI^N^ read ^NQJTP ^nh**h. See on

vii. 1 8.

CHAP. xx. I. Pashhur is a distinctly Jerahmeelite name

(see, e.g., I Chr. ix. 1 2), just like Zephaniah, the name of the

fellow-priest of another Pashhur in xxi. I. The 'father' of

Pashhur i is called Immer, the father of Pashhur 2 is called
' Melchiah

'

(both names come from '

Jerahmeel '), while

Zephaniah's father is Maaseiah (
= Ishmael). A Pashhur,

son of Melchiah, is referred to in i Chr. ix. 1 2 (see E. Bib.,

'Pashhur') with other names which are transparently N.

Arabian. Another Zephaniah, father of '

Josiah
'

(Shemaiah ?)

is also mentioned in a narrative suspected of having a N.

Arabian reference (see on Zech. vi. 10), and again another

in a list of Kohathite names, which are as evidently N.

Arabian as those in i Chr. ix. 10-12. The meaning of

'Zephaniah' is plain (see on Zeph. i. i) ;
that of ' Pashhur'

is somewhat doubtful. Some of |
L
's readings (see E. Bib.,

col. 3589) suggest as the origin Pedasshur or Pedahzur ($,

Tra&acrcrovp'). If we restore
' Pedahzur '

for
'

Pashhur,' we get
a contrast in v. 3 between ' God (^} has redeemed ' and
' Terror on every side.' TlDD YQD is certainly corrupt, but
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the corruption existed as early as the time of the late writer

of xx. 1-6; for the idiom see Ezek. xxi. 17, and for the

true reading of the original phrase see on vi. 25. Siegfr.-

Stade, following (*| (^erot/coi/), omit TUDD, and render ' das

Himvegziehen,' but TU can hardly mean '

umherziehen,' and

xx. 4-10, xxi. 2, 4, etc. ^l comes from a corruption

of SNCJIT ; D^ltDD should be D^tDID. Both, ordinary textual

phenomena. Vv. 8-10 are very far from correct. The

original text had become corrupt, and was recast by the

redactor, ~iS2 (v. 9) (masc. !) may represent a dittographed

'cSi^l]. V. 10 has probably been rewritten on the basis of

corrupt and dittographed ethnics. We may therefore plausibly

restore thus

rrua I ND ^3 rrm

nm TISQID

: if?

The closing words of v. i o, as Duhm has seen, are a gloss.

CHAP. xxi. i.
'

Pashhur,'
'

Zephaniah.' See on xx. i.

xxi. ii f. See next note but one.

xxi. i 3 f. Giesebrecht has pointed out that w. 1 1
,
12

and w. 13, 14 are not consecutive, also that in v. 14 from

"JTTpDI tonirr is an insertion. He further doubts whether

the city addressed is Jerusalem ;
so also does Graf, referring

to xlviii. 8. Duhm rightly thinks that v. 13 is a quotation

from some poem, and that though the person who inserted

it, and who also wrote v. 14, applied it to Jerusalem, this

was not the original meaning. Comparing xlvii. 5, xlviii.

8, 21 (corr. text), we may read (in v. 13)

: ITBDI ^Ncrrr raor T^N ^n
It is a prophecy (the work of some late writer) against

the Jerahmeelites and Misrites (cp. on ix. 24 f.}. The open-

ing phrase f^N ^DUn occurs again in 1. 31, li. 25, Nah. ii. 14,

iii. 5. In each case the reference seems to be to Israel's

great Jerahmeelite or N. Arabian foe. For 13TI13SD3 read

(cp. Am. i. 4, etc.).
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xxi. ii f., xxii. 1-5. Alternative introductions to the

composite work, xxii. 6-30. Both, as will be presently seen,

presuppose in v. 6 the corrupt reading rmrr l^D rri, which

the writers of the introductions understand to mean ' the

house of the king of Judah.' xxi. 1 2a and xxii. 4*2 are equiva-
lent

;
xxi. 1 2b = iv. 4^ ;

xxii. 4 nearly = xvii. 25. Evidently
not of the age of Jeremiah.

CHAP. xxii. 6-30. Vv. 8 /., as Duhm has seen, are

late; they continue v. 14. But w. 6 f. may be Jeremiah's.

Duhm criticises the heading (in v. 6) as plainly incorrect
;
a

royal house or palace cannot become ' uninhabited cities.'

According to him, w. 6b, 7 are addressed to Israel
;
he

inserts f^i-nor after "h, producing this sense,
' A Gilead art

thou unto me, O Israel.' But surely, from Duhm's point of

view, we should sooner expect dTBTP "^ rrriN. We must

therefore ask leave to apply our new key to this difficult

passage, and by doing so we attain this result, which, how-

ever, implies results already gained by the study (in the

same fresh light) of 2 K. xxiii. Shallum, son of Josiah,

pursued the policy of his father, who annexed certain portions

of the Jerahmeelite Negeb which had belonged to Israel.

Among the most important places in this region was Beth-

jerahmeel, the possession of which was specially coveted

by Israelites and N. Arabians alike (cp. on Hos. x. 14).

Possibly it was the place associated, as it seems, by Jeremiah

(see on ii. 34) with the practice of the sacrifice of children
;

and if so, w. 8 _/!, which are not Jeremiah's, may have taken

the place of a stanza which referred to this sinful custom.

On this, however, no stress should be laid. All that it is

important to hold is that "ff?D in 'D rva, as so often in the

OT., represents ^HOTTf. The heading therefore states that

the following prophecy relates to a place (and district?)

called Beth-melek (or Beth-jerahmeel) ; rrYliT which follows

is probably an editorial expansion of a corruptly written Tin.

Read, therefore, in v. 16

I "h nnN -ry^a Tin

and compare m3H Tin, Isa. xxxv. 2. The meaning is that

though Beth-jerahmeel is recognised by Yahwe as being the

pride of Gilead and the choicest part of the Lebanon-country,
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yet he will make both it and its neighbour-cities a desolation.

The southern Lebanon (Gebalon ?) is meant
; cp. on i K.

v. 6. A supplementer, however, seems to have imagined a

reference to Jerusalem (vv. 8, 9).

Vv. 10-12 and 13-17 belong apparently to a cycle of

poems (of Jeremiah ?) on kings of Judah ;
the former passage

relates to Shallum (
= Jehoahaz ?), the latter to Jehoiakim.

Vv. 1 3 f. refer to royal building operations, not, however,
at Jerusalem but in the Negeb, certain places in which region
needed to be fortified. Such fortifications may perhaps be

referred to in i K. ix. 15-19(1 Chr. viii. 4-6), 2 Chr. xi. 6-10,
xxvi. 6. See E. Bib., 'Rehoboam/

' Solomon.' The supposed

description of a palace with its nvhs (combined in v. 14 with

DTTno, masculine ! also Pual, here only), its Hittite archi-

tecture (? Ttan), its cedar ceiling and vermilion painting, is

purely imaginary. The case is similar to that of the descrip-

tion of ' the men portrayed upon the wall
'

(Ezek. xxiii. 14 f.\

Tffhs is most probably from mfmD. This gives us the key
to rrnp rr3, and consequently to irra, both of which should

be nVDTQ (cp. 2 Chr. xvii. 12, xxvii. 4). And if our leading
idea is correct we cannot help restoring in v. 14$ the names
of conquered places. Read, in v. 14, p~r!TN~>3 nVDTl rTDl-"1irr

lODtDQ Sl YI

JT&"T2D1, and in v. 15, omitting the bracketed

words as glosses, SNOTT ib sp}yi m^run mreTO <6TD3M noun

[T12D1] DBTOI [TISJDI] pDTi. For the idiom ^h spn, cp. 2 Chr.

xxxii. i, Isa. vii. 6.

V. 15 now seems to be clear. T?Dnrr,
'

shall thou con-

tinue to reign,' can hardly be right The contrast is between

the father, Josiah, with whom it was well, and the son,

Jehoiakim, with whom (we may assume) it was not well
;

cp. also f. 30 (nW1 N 1

?). Read rfenrr, and for TIN! mnnD
read Y^ni mann. The poet asks,

' Will going to war

(n rmnn, Dt. ii. 5, 19) with the neighbouring kingdom of

Missur (the archaic phrase was too firmly rooted to be given

up) be any guarantee of thy prosperity ? How unlike art

thou to thy father, who led a peaceable life, and devoted all

his energies to administering justice, and who was rewarded

by prosperity
'

! It is true, Josiah did meddle with warfare at

the close, but then, emphatically, it was not ' well with him.'

xxii. 19. Those who will may believe that Jeremiah

5
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wrote the phrase
' with the burial of an ass.' Yion (see

E. Bib.,
'

Shechem,' 2) is one of the regular transformations

of ^NEnT ;
the same word also appears as rTN^rrc, as in

Am. v. 27. Read hiSQjp ^NSEBrri -QJT; ^Nnrrr m.iipfa].
The threat is that Jehoiakim shall die and be buried as a

captive in Jerahmeel. Two words in MT., ~[S&?m and nJttS'j

appear to be editorial insertions. D^tDTv has grown out of

SNSCOT (see on iv. 15-17).

xxii. 20. An ideal woman, personifying a community,
is told to lift up her voice in Lebanon, Bashan, and Abarim.

It is supposed that Abarim here denotes the E. range of

mountains in its entire extent, so as to cover both Gilead

and Moab, and a parallel for this is found in Ezek. xxxix. 1 1
,

where D^l^n "! is now generally read ge Jui-abarlm,
f a valley

of [Mt] Abarim '

(so first Hitzig), not in the narrower but

in the wider sense. The narrower sense (
= the edge of the

Moabite plateau) is supported by the other occurrences of

the word. Such is the view endorsed by the lexicons. It

urgently needs revision. The supposed double use of D'nis

is not in itself likely, and a wide study of the geography of

the contexts of the passages shows that N. Arabia is the

region referred to
;

in short, D"nil? should be D'Q'is (in Nu.

xxxiii. 44, ^H should be ns). We have also seen evidence

enough already that the gaze of Jeremiah is fixed upon the

Negeb and, beyond this, upon the land of the Jerahmeelites.

Read in this light the geography of xxii. 20 becomes altered.

Here, as perhaps elsewhere,
' Lebanon '

may come from
*

Gebalon,' but of this possibility we shall not avail ourselves.

At any rate,
' Bashan '

is a corruption of '

Cushan.' The

meaning of TariNQ is much disputed ;
does it mean the

rulers of the people of Judah (so 0, Vg., Tg.) ? This is

favoured by ipsn (v. 22), for the pointing "-pin is forbidden

by rm nmn, but is opposed by usage (see ii. 36, iv. 30,

Hos. ii.).
Duhm's farTM (Nifal part.) is superficial and

unsatisfactory. Read T^rvnpm Thus the passage becomes

I -<pyg\ pza'prr "ks

I ^nsan-^j orrwp ^pwn

And what is the community addressed? F. 23 will

tell us.
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xxii. 23. The imaginary woman referred to is the

inhabitant of Lebanon, she who dwells among the cedars.

The house is in the region whence Solomon obtained the

timber for his great buildings (see E. Bib.,
' Solomon

').
It is

that section of the Jewish people which has become settled

in the Negeb, and which is by racial though not political

connection largely Jerahmeelite, which is addressed in the

little poem, vv. 20-23. Read in v. 23*2

: DTINQ "'Mto I pa^3 'mtp-'

The Jewish people, especially the survivors of the Jewish

population, in the Negeb are to ascend the mountain heights,

and there raise a dirge (i) for the nation, whose kings have

gone into captivity in the more distant Jerahmeelite land

(vv. 12, 19); (2) for the Negeb, which had become at least

in part Jewish, and which contained the most venerated

sanctuaries.

CHAP, xxiii. 12. For rhp^p'bn? read rnrrkn.

CHAP. xxv. 9. pas, as usual, is the name of a region.

On '

Nebuchadrezzar,' etc., see on xxvii. 6, 2 K. xxiv. I.

xxv. 15-26, greatly misunderstood in the traditional text

((f|M). The list of peoples begins with Judah. Next
come Misrim, Arabia,

1

Zarephathim, Aram, Missur, Jerah-

meel, Missur (Tyre and Sidon), Arabian, Dedan, Tema, Buz,

Zarephathim, Arabia, Arabia, Arabia, Cushanim, Zimri (cp.

Zimran, Gen. xxv. 2), Jerahmeel (Elam and Madai), Zaphon,

Cush-jerahmeel. The interpolated references to the '

Philis-

tine* cities (v. 20) and to the kingdoms of the earth are here

omitted. The closing words cmnN nnBT1

ItDtB l^Ol have

grown out of ^NorrP BTO B)1D I^DI (cp. pBHD from GTD, I Chr.

viii. 14, 25). Much ingenious speculation now disappears.

See on li. I.

xxv. 38. All critics read nn for pin (i). But on

mvn they all go wrong. See on xlvi. 16.

CHAP, xxvii. Though it is possible that the Misrites

may have made common cause with the Judahites (as in

' Sennacherib's
'

time, see on 2 K. xix. 9), we cannot regard
this as certain. See on xli. 1 7 f.

xxvii. 3. As usual, a superfluity of tautologous ethnics.

1
pyn seems to be a corruption of pn, written in error.
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First come nnsi (so, for D~TN) and -nsp (so, for

then SNDTTT m (so, for pas -^l) and nsa (so, for is and

xxvii. 6. ^14? blZL-rfbip YsSM-p'Q:). The title -ms again
in (xxv. 9) xliii. 10 (not in (j|) ; cp. Ezek. xxix. 20, where

the land of D'nsD is promised to Nebuchadrezzar as a '

wage/
' because they wrought for me,' in laying siege to 12. But

this phrase (which destroys the rhythm and is a very late

insertion) does not contain the word ill;. In the late

period to which chap, xxvii. in its present form belongs (see

Duhm), the title vris was specially appropriated to IsraeL

It is not applied even to Cyrus, and we cannot easily believe

that it was applied to a king who, if he really, did all that is

ascribed to him, gave the Jews no reason to honour him.

~Tii? and Tis are frequently confounded
;

it is probable that

this has been the case here. In Hos. v. 13, x. 6 the king
of Jerahmeel is called ins TJ^D (so, for IT r

n). It is probable
that we should read ^ns, i.e. D^ns, and take this word as an

early gloss on Sll. The latter word is in fact (see on Gen.

x. 10) a corruption of ^NonT. There are many other

corruptions and distortions of Jerahmeel ; only one of these

need be mentioned here, viz. another title of ' Nebuchad-

rezzar,' parallel to
'

king of Babel/ tfzho Y?> i.e.
'

king of

Jerahmeel
'

(see on Ezek. xxvi. 7). As to the name of the

king, see on 2 K. xxiv. I.

CHAP. xxix. 22 /! Whether the punishment spoken of

is probable for these two humble Jewish prophets, we need

not inquire. After the statement that the great king would

slay them publicly, the writer would certainly not have

spoken of their being burned nor, even if he had done so,

would he have used the word rrSp. The next step is to

remedy the corruption in the text. The parallel description

in w. 30-32 shows us how to do it. The offence of the two

prophets must have been described thus, -"atD! Tin "it&N p*

"ipttf.
What now comes directly after "it&N pr was suggested

by the corrupt phrase tDNl obp (cp. Gen. xxxviii. 24). For

that phrase we should read YitDNl D^ttp,
'

killed them in

Asshur (or Ashhur)/ i.e. in N. Arabia.

xxix. 24. 'DSmn. (Jl's ai\afj,iTTiv points to l<oVn*
See further, E. Bib.,

'

Shemaiah/ 2.
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CHAP. xxx. 1 8. Read hn^pQ-^i? || rr^rr^s.
xxx. 21. MT. is very strange, especially hS^-nsi IIS.

This phrase seems to Duhm to come from a writer who had
seen the rise and fall of illegal high-priests Jason, Menelaus,
Alcimus. But }?b ? By

>

&H>D, Duhm understands such a

ruler as Simon the Maccabee a near approach to a true

priest-king. But the text is corrupt. ^N mam Vnnpm
comes from ^N^nBT 'npinm, where nm is a correction of

mm (the other part of 'nm is absorbed in *IT*TN), and 'DBF is

a correction of TWO (cp. Isa. xlii. 19, xlix. 7). V, 21 should

therefore run thus

m-Nin ^o "o N^ inpo
: mm DM

' And I will destroy the Jerahmeelite, and the Ishmaelite shall

go forth from his midst. For who then is the Arabian and the

Jerahmeelite, and the Ishmaelite, is Yahwe's saying.'

Of course, a late editor may have thought of Asmonaean

priest-kings. But the original writer's longing was for the

removal of his constant eye-sore, the oppressive Jerahmeelite

tyrants (cp. the Psalms passitn).

CHAP. xxxi. 7. If this is a quatrain, something must

be omitted. Duhm omits }pir^ and nncttt ; further, he

changes D^un into D"nrr. It is true, nnnttf does not appear
in 41 . But this is because it seemed to (f to add nothing
to the sense. Duhm also holds it to be useless. But some

parallel to t&Nil (?) D'nn is wanted. Now as to Duhm's

n^in. It is too indefinite; contrast Isa. xlii. II, which

Duhm rightly refers to as parallel. A closer inspection of

various passages in which D^in occurs would have shown

this critic that D^llfn] sometimes covers over "?NDnT (so, e.g.

Gen. xiv. i). This shows us what HMDE has grown out of

D^3 (frequently corrupted by transposition of letters).

Read, therefore, ^HDTIT EN11 iSmi I DBm ypsrh 131.

xxxi. 8. Render 'from the land of Zaphon
'

(i. 14),
* from the far parts of the land.' See on iii. 1 2.

xxxi. 15. D^inon ^l vn. Yi occurs again in vi. 26

and Hos. xii. 15, where 'bitterness' is the supposed sense,

and in v. 21, where 'it is difficult to believe that the co-

incidence [with v. 15] is accidental' (Bennett, Jer.
'

Exp.
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Bible,' ii. 337, note 3), and yet the moderns assume an

entirely different meaning. Beyond doubt D'HIlon "01 should

be ^NETTr-mm. See on vi. 26. Note that ^m here

represents the ancestress of the '

tribe
'

of Joseph, which, with

the other northern '

tribes
'

passed into exile in N. Arabia.

The starting-point of the captives was Ramah in the Negeb,
i.e. Beth-jerahmeel (see Jer. xl. i). This famous place was

doubtless near Mizpah (i.e. Zarephath), and therefore also not

far from the southern Bethel
;

this will appear by comparing
xl. i, 6, xli. 5 /

xxxi. 1 6 f. Read -0-15 pND, 'from the Arabian's land.'

:T*IN and ms are confounded in the Psalter. V. 1 7 originally

connected with "ailD in v. 2 i .

xxxi. 2 la. Critics have been too easy-going. Gies.

unsuspectingly remarks that the versions have mostly not

understood the passage. But is his own rendering really intelli-

gible ? Surely the setting-up of guide-posts belongs not to

the travellers, but to friendly persons who prepare the way for

them. Surely the command to
'

give attention to the high-

way
'

is not a natural one. Surely the phrase
' the way by

which thou hast gone
'

is not at all clear. Then as to D"1^
and D^mon. These words cannot be shown to mean
'

guide-posts,' nor can D^non, a reading which Gies. deduces

from dH's rifjicopiav, mean anything but '

artificial palms
'

(as

an architectural decoration). Both words have most probably
arisen out of corrupt groups of letters representing respectively

D^NSDBT and D^NCnT. And looking further we see that

each of the other groups of letters may easily have arisen

out of one or the other of these words note especially ^Ettf

*]^ and n^DQ ;
the other developments may seem less

obvious, but there are numerous parallels for them. Thus,

representing
' Ishmael' by I, and '

Jerahmeel
'

by J, v. 2ia
becomes IIIJIIJ.

'

Ishmaelites, Jerahmeelites,' are a gloss
on 'O'lJ?, v. 1 6 (end). For parallels to this combination of

corruptions, see on xlix. 29, 1. 9, Isa. xxii. $b.

xxxi. 22. Neither Duhm's correction, nor Schmidt's

(E. Bib., col. 2384, foot), nor Winckler's (AOF (Z
\ ii. 229 /)

is at all satisfactory. Nor could the corruption of the text

be remedied until the key had been discovered. It is the

Negeb which separates the captives from their home. The
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Jews hesitate to take the troublesome journey from the

further part of the land of Jerahmeel. The Second Isaiah,

therefore, assures them that creative omnipotence will exalt

every valley, make low every mountain and hill (Isa. xl. 4,

cp. xlix. i i), and open rivers on the bare heights (xli. 18).

And the Second Jeremiah (if we may fitly call him so)

points in like manner to the divine creatorship, ever ready
to display itself afresh.

' Yahwe will create a new thing in

the land the Negeb shall change as (into) the Arabah,'

rmi?3 :mn I'ID^ ; cp. Zech. xiv. 10, 'All the land shall
T T-: T v v - . '

change as (into) the 'Arabah, from Geba to Rimmon

(
= Jerahmeel), the Negeb of Ishmael

'

(corrected text). I

see that Duhm quotes Zech. xiv. 10, but only for the idiom

CHAP, xxxii. 35. h$in and *pn are the same deity;
= SonT (see on 2 K. xxiii. i o).

CHAP, xxxiv. i. Read ^NDrrr -jbn nE^TO'QD'i 'in -mrr

^Nsnon YitDtfi. i^Tr^D and niD^no both = 'rrr ;

cp. on i. 14 ff., xxxix. i. nbftDQ, according to parallels,

should come from D^NI?DBF ; IT and D"D$ may represent

D^CHN. On the possible confusion of two distinct invasions

of Judah, one Babylonian, and the other N. Arabian, see on

xxxvii. 5. Similarly (with a slight difference) in E. Bib.,

col. 3396.
xxxiv. 6.

' Lachish and Azekah '

? But does not this

refer to the preliminary N. Arabian invasion of the Negeb
(still largely occupied by Israelites) ? We meet with Azekah

in the story of David and Goliath, the original scene of which

was the valley of Jerahmeel ('
Elah ')

or Arammim

('
-dammim ') ;

see i S. xvii. i
,

corr. text.
' Lachish

'

may
well be an error for

'

Eshcol,' Num. xiii. 2 3 ; cp. on 2 K.

xviii. 17.

CHAP. xxxv. 2, ii. The Rechabites are mentioned in

i Ch. ii. 5 5 in proximity to Kirjath-jearim and Kirjath-sepher

(see vv. 50, 52, 53,and[see.E. Bib., 'Jabez'] 55). These places

are respectively K.-jerahmeel and K.-sarephath. There is no

sufficient evidence that the Rechabites ever left the Negeb
where these two places were situated. True, in 2 K. x. I 5 ff.

Jehonadab ben Rekab is mentioned as in jnotD. But in

that narrative there has been a confusion between Shomeron
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and Shimron (in the Negeb). The ordinary supposition (see

e.g. Duhm on v. 1 1 ) that the Rechabites (a Calebite tribe,

see Wi., GI, i. 84) had been leading a nomad life in the

more northerly parts of Palestine is suggested partly by a

misunderstanding of 2 K. x. 15 ff., partly by the mention

of the ' Chaldaeans and Aramceans* in Jer. xxxv. 11. But

the latter passage must be read in the light of 2 K. xxiv. 2,

where, however (see E. Bib., col. 3460, with note i), the
' Aramaeans '

are not the N. Aramaeans, who might be

supposed to have supplied a large contingent to the Baby-
lonian army (cp. E. Bib.,

'

Aram,' 7), but the S. Aramaeans,
i.e. the Jerahmeelites ;

' Chaldaeans should be '

Cushites,' as

also in 2 K. I.e.

CHAP, xxxvi. 18,26. For r*Tl read D^nrr (E. Bib., col.

2170, top), and note that this buDITT is perhaps the same

as ITD^D (xxxviii. 6). See E. Bib.,
' Hammelech.'

CHAP, xxxvii. 5. The question which meets us here is

similar to that which arises in 2 K. xviii. 9. Is there here a

confusion of traditions, viz. of a tradition relative to a Baby-
lonian siege of Jerusalem which was interrupted by a diversion

caused by an Egyptian army ? Or may we suppose (cp. xxvii.

3, corrected text) that there was an alliance between the king
of Judah and the kings of Aram (i.e. Jerahmeel in the

narrower sense) and Missur ? Whether Jeremiah's biographer
was well informed on this point, we cannot tell, but, until

better informed, it is most critical to adopt the second view.

See xliii. 10 (as read below), 'and shall hold judgment on

the traitors of Jerahmeel
'

(i.e. as v. 1 1 shows, on the land of

Misrim), and cp. on 2 K. xxiv.-xxv.

CHAP, xxxix. i. A good specimen of editorial recasting

(see E. Bib., 'Nergal-sharezer'). 1TTVTO comes from

a correction of bin. See on xxxiv. i .

xxxix. 3. Read isan intzri SNOHT T?O ^^
TIC?N ITS] Drafts ito :HD -IE 120 -ifr ^NDI-PP ito roso

['ill pNerrr Tm For -jinn read rose ; cp. on Ps. Ixxii. 14.

xxxix. 4-7. See on 2 K. xxv. 4-7 9. Nebuzaradan (?).

See on 2 K. xxv. 20. 13. Read D^mrrrrn:?] pN~il nS&n
'in [^Non-p-ms] -n&N -i to E^Non-p -ntDN-ms D-'trto-rrTsi.

CHAP. xl. i, 5 ff. The 'Ramah' should be ' Ramath-

negeb.' The ' Gedaliah
'

(
= Gileadite) spoken of is one of the
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Jerahmeelite Israelites, as his genealogical names show
;

l he

is appointed governor, not of the whole land of Judah, but

of the Negeb, or rather of the '

cities of Judah
'

in the Negeb.
His seat of government is Mizpah, i.e. probably Zarephath

(cp. E. Bib.,
'

Misrephoth-maim ').
Notice in connection with

this (i) that Josiah (or rather see on 2 K. xxi. I

Manasseh) had annexed parts of the Negeb, (2) that Jere-

miah probably belonged to that region (see on i. i), (3)

that Ishmael and the other captains (see on v. 7 below) who
come to Gedaliah (v. 8) were at least half Jerahmeelites

(see on xliii. 2, and on 2 K. xxv. 22^".), (4) that Cushites

(v. 10) are expected to be constantly coming to Gedaliah,

(5) that the Jews who place themselves under his rule come
from neighbouring parts of N. Arabia (v. I I

),
and (6) that

the pilgrims who visit the ' house of Yahwe '

at
'

Mizpah
'

(see on xli. 5) come from Cusham, Shiloh, and Shimron

places in the Negeb. Cp. on i K. xv. 20-22. The sacred-

ness of Zarephath dated from ancient times. Probably "ntD

Q^Trn (v. 7) should be ^NonT '&> (see on xliii. 2).

xl. ii.
'

Moab,'
'

Ammon,'
' Edom '

;
correct as in

xxvii. 3. 14. D^l (like blTtf) is a corruption of ^NSQttT.

So this
'

etymological problem
'

(E. Bib.,
' Baalis ')

now

appears to be solved.

CHAP. xli. i. For rftlSnrr irno and the corrupt variant

l^nn "an (cp. Duhm) read S^nnT mtD (cp. on 2 S. xii. 26.

That ' Elishama '

should be 'Ishmael,' Giesebr. has seen.

See on xliii. 2.

xli. 3, 5, 12. For DvriD3n read D^IDH (so v. 18), and

for DDtD read D3. Point ]'npt0.
As to the situation of

4 Shiloh
' and '

Gibeon,' see on i S. ii. 3 and Josh. ix. 1 7,

2 S. ii. i 3.

xli, 1 7 f. Read '

Gidroth-jerahmeel which is by Beth-

jerahmeel.' The party aim at going into Misrim (so read),

a large region where they hope to be safe from the Cushites.

Probably, however, v. 1 8 is a later insertion by one who read

D^nsp. Possibly, too, the story of the Jews seeking refuge
in D'HSQ is a perverted echo of the tradition of a Misrite

captivity. In Lam. v. 6 the Jews are said to have surrendered

1
'"?-u = njta. Gilead in the Negeb is meant. Ahikam = Jerahmeel.

*
Shaphan

' = Saphon. See E. Bib.,
f

Shaphan.'
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to the Misrites and the Asshurites (see E. Bib., col.

2700).
CHAP. xlii. ff. Throughout read D^SC.
CHAP, xliii. 2. For the impossible O'ntpN read D^cnsin.

If Ishmael was 'of Jerahmeelite race' (xli. I, above), we may
presume that his fellow-captains (xl. 8) were so too. Their

names quite accord with this view. Note also the phrase
D^Trrr nm ;

see on xl. 1,5 (end).

xliii. 7. See next note. 8-10. See on chap. xlvi.

For omanm read b^cnT nm, '

in Beth-jerahmeel
'

(cp. on

ii. 1 6, xliv. i). The unintelligible fc&Dl and pSol have also

grown out of these two words (not represented in (J|) written

^NEnT '} (cp. on Ito^DD, 2 S. iv. 6, and on pSon, 2 S.

xii. 31). JTiTiD rvi is an attempt to make sense out of a

dittographed onDDnni. For DJiDCto and TIDDED read

TOon. nrrf?l> (v. I o, end), as elsewhere, comes from

To make this doubly sure, the scribe has given two super-
fluous T in the preceding word. ")Dt& in TPIDtD represents

^ms. nZ33l, of course, should be BDtDin. The scene may be

illustrated by xxxix. 3. G. Hoffm. (ZA TW, ii. 69) rightly

explains (*|, eV rot? irpoOvpois, but does not account for the

presence of JlSeQ to^Ql in the Hebrew. The whole passage

becomes,
' And the word of Yahwe came to Jer. in Beth-

jerahmeel, saying, Take into thy hand great stones, and hold

them in the gateway of Beth-jerahmeel before the men of

Judah, and say to them, Thus saith Yahwe . . . Behold, I

will send and fetch
'

Nebuchadrezzar,' king of Jerahmeel

[Arabians], I will set his tribunal upon these stones which

thou boldest, and he shall hold judgment upon the traitors

of Jerahmeel.' "ill? = "ais, which is a gloss on bll (xxvii. 5) ;

, however, omits.

xliii. i 3. For ' Beth-shemesh
'

read 'Beth-cusham.' See

E. Bib.,
'

Shechem,' 2.

CHAP. xliv.
' A discourse of Jer. to all Jews in Upper

and Lower Egypt, threatening them with the same fate for

their idolatry which overtook Jerusalem and the cities of

Judah.' So Duhm, who adds that as the chapter now

stands, it is a work of the supplementers, but that, especially

in vv. 15-1 9, 24-26, 28,
' the old document is discernible.' On

v. i he remarks,
' How Jer. can speak a divine word to all
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the Jews in Lower and Upper Egypt, the author does not

reveal to us.' Unless v. I has been added later, D"nSD means
Lower Egypt. The cities named are Migdol on the N.E.,

Daphnae, and Memphis. Pathros is Upper Egypt with the

capital Thebes. In the time of the writer, the Jews have

already spread throughout Egypt. (2) has '

in the land of

Egypt, and in Migdol, Daphnae, and the land of Pathros
'

(Uadovpr)}. In accordance, however, with our results else-

where, it is highly probable that all this is a great mis-

understanding, nor has even the learning and acuteness of

Prof. W. Max Miiller (see special articles in E. Bib?} availed

to make the received views more plausible. It is the

N. Arabian D'HSD (so long ago Beke, Orig. Bib., i. 307)
which is meant. DYinD = nD"i2 (see on Isa. xi. 1 1),

'

Migdol
'

might be '

Migdal-cusham,' but the latter is not a suffi-

ciently radical correction of '

Migdal-shechem
'

in Judg.
ix. 46 (see E. Bib.,

(

Shechem, Tower of.' As often, hl^d

represents ^NonT. If so, it is really superfluous here, for

DmnnTi, which follows, should certainly be btfcnT rPlTl

(see on xliii. 8, 9) For fpTl read probably ninDD^ (see on

ii. 1 6).

xliv. 3, 8, 15. See on vii. 18. Baal and his consort

(the Milcah of Ishmael ?) are the '

deities of Jerahmeel.'

In v. 15' the land of D'HHn
' and DYinD are in apposition.

Yet, according to the usual theory, DYinD is Upper Egypt.
The truth is that D^HD is Misrim, and DYinD is Zarephath
in N. Arabia (including the Negeb).

xliv. 30. It is usual to infer from the form of the

sentence that the enemies of ' Pharaoh Hophra
' were

different from those of Zedekiah, simply because Nebuchad-

rezzar is mentioned by name in v. 30$, but not in v. 30^.

In the MT. of xlvi. 26 (cp. v. 25}, however, it is expressly
stated that ' those who seek the life

'

of ' Pharaoh and

Egypt
'

are '

Nebuchadrezzar, king of Babylon and his

servants.' It is purely arbitrary to assume that the same

phrase in xliv. 30 has not the same reference. That this

leads to the conclusion that Jeremiah was mistaken in his

anticipation, will not disturb the historical student. Neverthe-

less, the conclusion is in the present case uncalled for, because

the original text contained neither
' Pharaoh Hophra

'

nor
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*

Nebuchadrezzar, king of Babylon.' All the references to
'

Egypt
'

in Jer. arise out of a great misunderstanding of the

editor (see on chap. xlvi.). As to inon mno, the second

element in the name is but a corrupt dittogram of the first,

and mnD is merely INID, the conventional name of the king
of Missur. See next note, and observe that ' Pharaoh-

hophra
'

is nowhere else mentioned in the traditional text.

CHAP. xlvi. According to W. Max Miiller (E. Bib., col.

2108), 'so much is now certain that Jeremiah's and

Ezekiel's predictions of a conquest of Egypt by Nebuchad-

rezzar were not fulfilled' (cp. col. 1246). How far

Herodotus's statements respecting Apries (Uah-ab-ra) are to

be trusted we do not yet know
;
but Herodotus does not say,

nor must we, on the ground of suspicious readings of the

text of Jer., allow ourselves to say, that he afforded an

asylum to Jewish fugitives (cp. on xliv. 30). It is note-

worthy that nothing is said about these refugees in Jer. xlvi.,

nor indeed in Ezekiel.

xlvi. 2. The original heading was D^spb. To this was

added DBnpji rnDN in:)-^ rrn nms> o-nsp ^p INID frn-f?$,
4

concerning the army of Pir'u, king of Misrim, which was

by the river of Ephrath at Kir-cusham.' Cp. below on v. 6,

and 2 K. xxiii. 29, xxiv. 7, and on the 'river of Ephrath,'
S26 note on xiii. 1-7, and E. Bib.,

'

Shihor.' The supposed
encounter between Nebuchadrezzar and ' Pharaoh-Necoh '

is

generally accepted (see e.g. Winckler, GBA, p. 310, Tiele,

BAG, p. 425). It has, however, no other basis than a few

suspicious words in a passage which the most moderate

critics hesitate to receive as Jeremiah's (see Giesebrecht, Jer.

p. 229). For another instance of the corruption of n&np
into BTO313 see on Isa. x. 8. We migJit read DBh3. It is,

however, against this view that Herodotus
(ii. 159) calls the

city which o Ne/ca>9 took after the battle of MaY&wXo?
(Migdol = the southern Gilead) KaSim?, i.e. Kadesh. In

justification of INID for 133 rrsriD, see on 2 K. xxiii. 29.

xlvi. 5. TQDE 1110,
'

terror all round,' would not be un-

suitable. But we cannot take this passage apart from

vi. 25, etc. Observe too that it is not connected with the

context by "O. Read, therefore, f?Ni?cBT ^NonT (vi. 25).

Cp. on xlix. 29.
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xlvi. 6. Duhm very naturally wonders at the mention
of the north here. But is rrmas

'

in the north
'

? pas is the

name of a N. Arabian region (see on i. 14). n~iD should be

maw (v. 2).

xlvi. 9. The ethnics are anD, ma (toio), nans (^an),
cm (PD), DnaVl (omS), nans Ot&an), ID-I (-9-n ; cp.
E. Bib.,

' Ben-deker
'), aro (ntDp, cp. on Ps. Ixxviii. 9). Marq.

{Fund, 27) is on the right track, emending tDan into Duenna.

Stade and Cornill wrongly read CKfO for DTlS. Cp. on

Isa. Ixvi. 19.

xlvi. ii.
' Gilead

'

is the ' Gilead
'

in the Negeb (see on

viii. 22). Point D'HSp, as usual.

xlvi. 14. See on xliv. I. For "pl'QD read ^N^iDtZT1

(cp.

on yuDD, vi. 25).

xlvi. 15. TT^N ^iriDD imD. It is grievous to be an

iconoclast, but it must be candidly stated that the Apis of

(g (?) is purely imaginary. The key is furnished by P]nDD =

oma, which (see E. Bib.,
( Phinehas

')
is a current corruption

of f?NDrrT. The proof of this is that the correction ^Norrv

(miswritten "p-pltf) follows. Indeed, DTOD (
= Yrr) occurs

in v. 1 4 (as a part of Yrr)). 311D should be *T$G. Render

v. 15, 'Jerahmeel totters, he stands not, for Yahwe has

thrust him down.' '

Jerahmeel
'

has just been mentioned

under the disguises of Migdol and [Tahjpanhes.
xlvi. 1 6. Read if?D3 m 1^tZ)D D^l^n. H3Vn mn. Read

^YTT l"in,
' the sword of the Javanite

'

(
= Jerahmeelite), cp.

on pn, Hab. ii. 5. Correct xxv. 38, 1. 16, Zeph. iii. i,

accordingly. Cp. (>, /^a^at/oa? 'EXXyviKrjs, i.e. ^DV 'n, which

Schmidt adopts in 1. 16.

xlvi. 1 7. A list of the different tribes of Arabians, such

as we find occasionally in the Psalms, riDIS ^N^DtZT SNCTTP

CTCfTN Dms D^DtDID D^SD. Later insertion.

xlvi. 1 8 should reassert the coming destruction of the

Misrite Jerahmeel. ~r?nn = THOUTi a marginal correction of

^Q~iDD. ViT should be the subject to NIT. llinD seems to

be rmm (cp. mnaD, xlvii. 4).

xlvi. 24 / pas-DS clearly =
' the folk of Zaphon.' In

^.25 one must again become an iconoclast. It is not the

Egyptian god Amen who is referred to (unless, indeed, most

improbably, we suppose the late editor to have inserted the
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reference out of his own head, without any corrupt material

to work upon) but pos, one of the current corruptions of

^NQnT. HTT^N and rpD^O may also be corruptions of the

same word. Render '

Behold, I will punish [Jerahmeel,

and] Pir'u, and Misrim, and Jerahmeel.' The closing words

explain the reference to Jerahmeel. Not all the Jerah-

meelites, but only those who hold with the king of Missur

are meant. For the invader was himself the mightiest of the

kings of the Jerahmeelite race. (The writer archaises, and

assumes that the relations of the N. Arabian peoples were

still as they were in the time before Esar-haddon.)
CHAP, xlvii. i. The last clause is omitted by critics,

but not on the right grounds. The oracle relates to the

Zarephathites and the Misrites, not the Philistines and the

Tyrians. Now, since lunD (MT. mno) is the king of Missur,

he cannot be regarded as the fulfiller of the oracle. The
invader comes (v. 2) from Zaphon in N. Arabia.

xlvii. 4 / Read simply -n ^D YI2G& IT-Orr?. 17J? =
ISO (a marginal note). See on xxv. 22, Joel iv. 4. "iDDD ^.

Read rni'm 3T3?,
' Rehobothite Arabia.' rm? is possibly a

title of riDlS,
'

Zarephath.' Observe that rm? is mentioned

beside p^ptDN, i.e. Eshcol in the Negeb (see on Num.
xiii. 23). Thus three out of the five Zarephathite cities are

mentioned. DpDS rviNtD. 0, ol KaraXonrot 'Evatceifj,, i.e.

D^pDS 'tB, which most (e.g. Bleecker and Duhm) prefer, com-

paring Josh. xi. 22. See E. Bib.,
' Anakim.' But what this

late writer means is,
' the remnant of Jerahmeel,' correspond-

ing to ' the remnant of 'Arab-rehoboth.' DpOi? may come
either from D^p^os or directly from D^NDHT. Cp. on D^pDS,
xlix. 4. A ' remnant of Amalek '

is spoken of in i Chr. iv. 43.

(Note that D^pSS, like p^D^, may come from fpNQrrp.)

CHAP, xlviii. See on the parallel passages in Isa. xv. f.,

Num. xxi., and Isa. xxiv.

On v. ib, 2, see E. Bib.,
'

Misgab,'
' Madmen.' In v. 7

read either TJ~in23DT) -nssi or ^DTl alone (following 0,
eV o^vpwfjiacri crov). Cp. on xlix. 4. Also, here and in v.

13, read DBTD (not anoa).

CHAP. xlix. referred originally to the b'ne Ammon in the

Negeb, i.e. the Jerahmeelites (cp. on w. 2-4, and see on Am.
i. 1 3). The writer's complaint is that the Negeb is now
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exclusively occupied by Jerahmeelites (i.e. probably Edomites).

Cp. E. Bib.,
'

Obadiah, Book of,' 5.

xlix. i. D^3 should be 7KDITP (as Am. i. 15, Zeph.
i. 5), and TZ. should possibly be -Tubl (so <f|) ; though
there may have been a "a as well as a "ria in the Negeb.

xlix. 2 / For nn read probably nim (cp. on 2 S.

xi. i, xii. 26). 'What Heshbon has to do with the

Ammonites is unintelligible, and Ai is quite unknown,' says
Duhm. Read probably 7|T<4? riTTlD TD ]W1D 'h'hn, and cp.

Num. xxi. 28, when pit&n seems to be parallel to ]tD*D rnp,
and ^. 30, where pimn seems to be miswritten for

ftZTD.

Possibly pit&n and nn or rnim are designations of the

same place. The name Hashabiah, mentioned in genealogies
in connection with Malluch, Mahli, Shemaiah, Gedaliah, and

other names of the Negeb, shows that the Hashab clan must

have been traditionally important.

xlix. 4 should run thus TMblfT 1*12 m ^nnn no
'ill nntoin,

' Why boastest thou, O people of 'Arab-jerahmeel,

that trustest in thy fortresses (saying), Who can come to

me ?
'

D^posi = WDnT ni ; "|pD2 11 represents f?NnnT ni?
;

ninmn nin comes from ^>Ni?EBr ni (a variant to Yrr ni).

12) frequently (e.g. ix. 24) represents the Dm in 'nor. ISN is

a corruption of 121D ;
fern. term, as Dan. xi. 15. For

Yrr ms cp. niim n^, xlvii. 4 (corr. text).

xlix. 23. ptmnS. Duhm, '"Of Damascus" has only
the character of a catch-word, since Damascus never had

supremacy over the district here intended.' Winckler,
'

If

old, then before 732 ;
but perhaps a late archaistic com-

position
'

(AT Unters. 116). Duhm and N. Schmidt

(E. Bib., col. 2392) suppose it to relate to the Seleucidae.

But the passage must be read in connection with Am.
i. 3-5. Ben-hadad is a N. Arabian prince, Birdadda.

The phrase in v. 27 (end) is, however, used conven-

tionally. ptDCfr undoubtedly comes from DtmD,
' Cusham.'

For Hamath and Arpad, see on 2 K. xviii. 34, Isa. x. 9.

In v. 23^ the commentators see an imitation of Isa. Ivii. 20
;

they think the meaning is,
'

there is an unrest like that of the

ever-heaving ocean,' reading D^p (so many MSS.). But they
have not inspected the text closely enough. The passage
is corrupt, and we have the key for its correction. Following
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parallels elsewhere, read ?MOTm BTO *|JN"T D'Q'is,
' the

Arabians despond ;
Cush and Jerahmeel.' IINI ; , edvfjuo-

Orjaav. nt&p for BTD, as in xlvi. 9 (see note). The in-

genuity of the editor in transforming the text is undeniable.

xlix. 25. A marginal citation from some unknown

source, thinks Duhm. He reads nh ^N (for NT> T**). N*?,

however, as often, is a fragment of ^NDTfP, written in the

margin as a correction of nSrrn, which certainly comes from

YlT ; 'tintDD (vss. onmo) comes from D-am or ncnD. (Again
and again we find mitD miswritten for 013.) 27. See on z;. 23.

xlix. 28. It makes no difference whether the traditional

reading be mD^DD (MT.) or robo g). Both are quite

regular corruptions of ^MOTTP.
1

~np (followed on the first

occurrence by Pasek) is probably miswritten for OTTp (cp. on

Isa. xxi. 1 6), and similarly Yisn for YISD. Thus the title

becomes,
' Of Kadesh and of the Misrite Jerahmeel, which

Nebrod-asshur, king of Jerahmeel, smote.' In v. 2%b
1 Kedar ' and ' b'ne Kedem,' i.e.

' Kadesh ' and ' b'ne Yarham '

(b'ne Jerahmeel), are parallel. With the correction required

in v. 32, we thus obtain a well-connected passage, so far as

the people referred to is concerned.

xlix. 29. This verse has much exercised commentators.

Duhm says, 'After the vivacious exclamation of v. 28,

comes a cool announcement of what is to take place. The
verse refers to the nomad tribes. Tents, sheep, tent-curtains

(@ has '

garments '),
all vessels, camels : a wonderful medley.

Jeremiah's
'

terror all around
'

gave much pleasure to later

writers.' A very low opinion of the common sense of

supplementers is revealed here ! In reality, somewhat as in

divers passages of the traditional Psalter, the ethnics

[D^J^NOnT and [c^p^ocr are repeated over and over again
in corrupt forms. The first words to awaken suspicion are

Drr6r7N and DTT^Oa. ^HN pretty often, and 7DJ occasionally,,

represent "JNDrrr (cp. e.g. the personal names Ohel, Gemalli,

Gamliel
;
also I Ch. iv. 41, 2 Ch. xiv. 14, Judg. viii. 21, 26).

Putting J for Jerahmeel and I for Ishmael, the so-called

verse runs thus JUJJJUJJJI- The explanation is that

the writer of the copy before the editor had been unable to

1 Winckler's theory (AOF, ii. 245) that the reference is to a N.
Arabian {cp. Zabibi and Samsi) does not produce a good sense.
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make out the words f?NDrrT and ^NDtD"1

, marginal glosses on

Dip ^l in v. 28
;

he therefore made a number of 'bad

shots/ which the editor afterwards, with his wonted ingenuity,
transformed into a sentence. Similarly, xxxi. 2i, 1. 9,

Isa. xxii. 5#. See on 2 Chr. xiv. 14, and next note.

xlix. 32/1 Again, compare 2 Chr. xiv. 14, which, in

its original form, probably stated that the Jews also smote

the Jerahmeelites and Kadmonites, and carried away
Jerahmeelites and Ishmaelites as captives. So here. Read,
as lines I and 2, hhvh D^DTp pDiTl I 7lf? okwom vm.
Then, in line 3, iTND "*mp should be riDIS nrft, an insertion

from ix. 26. Note that
' Razor' (Missur) is clearly a city.

xlix. 34. The improbability of a Jeremianic prophecy

against Elam has struck all critics. Israelitish exiles in

Elam are indeed (it is held) referred to in Isa. xi. 11, but

this passage is plainly not the work of Isaiah. Pointing out

that Susa, the chief city of Elam, was also the chief

residence of the Persian kings, Schwally, N. Schmidt (E. Bib.,

2391), and others think that Elam may be here identified

with Persia, so that the oracle would probably have been

written at the approach of Alexander. A keener textual

criticism does not sanction this. As elsewhere, D^s is a

corruption of SttDTTT. The Jerahmeelite atmosphere of the

rest of the Book of Jeremiah compels us to adopt this

view.

CHAPS. 1., H. 1-58. 'A purely literary production,' says
Duhm

;

'

for its subject, the fate of Babylon, had no actual

interest for the later period.' Sll, however, is one of the

current distortions of ^NDHT. The king of Sll is the ruler

of the great Jerahmeelite empire, which included the small

Jerahmeelite region known as the Negeb. The writer is

indeed here archaistic, but it is probable that the N. Arabian

oppression of the Jews still continued when this work was

composed. On restoring it to its original form, we shall

recover a fresh parallel to the Psalter.

1. 2. In the original work, not ' Bel
' and '

Merodach,'
but ' Baal

' and '

Jerahmeel
' must have been mentioned, hsft.

became Si ; ^NDrrp became ITID. That the Jerahmeelite

god was called by the Israelites Jerahmeel appears from

Zeph. i. 5. The name appears sometimes in the corrupt

6
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forms '

Molech,' and ' Milcom '

;
see e.g. i K. xi. 5, 7,

being a popular corruption of SNDnv.
1. 3. pDSp. The writer's idea seems to be that the

Nabataeans, after establishing themselves in Zaphon (see on

i. 14), will succeed in absorbing the whole of the old empire
of Jerahmeel or Cusham. He represents them, however,

archaistically (see on li. 1 1, 27) by old names, some of which

are corruptions of the same widely applied ethnic, Jerahmeel.
1. 6. DMTilD D^irr has not yet been satisfactorily ex-

plained. It is a gloss on '

all that found them '

(v. 7) ;

7NSDHP ^NQnT,
'

Jerahmeel, Ishmael.' Cp. E. Bib.,
' Shobab.'

1. 8 / D^TttE covers over D^BhS.

1. 9. All that follows pas is superfluous and full of

difficulty (see Gies. and Duhm). It is really due to the

ingenious editor, who had before him (cp. on xlix. 29) the
4 bad shots

'

of a scribe who could not manage to read the

words D^tDS, ^NSDtZT, 7HDJTP, which originally were a marginal

gloss on tr6"Q D"1

*)}. Taking J for Jerahmeel, I for Ishmael,

and C for Cushim, we may represent the state of the text

thus, JIJCJIIJ. rmvn in v. 10 connects with pss pNB in

v. 9<z. (The danger of confusing the two Jerahmeels and

the two Cushams was obviated by using different corrupt
forms of these names.)

1. i 5 / rrmm should be rrnmoaj (<J|, eVaX^et?), and for

nuvn read ""DVri
'

(of) the Javanite
'

(
= Jerahmeelite). See

on xlvi. 1 6.

1. 1 7. The king of Tit&N is here distinguished from the

king of f?ll. In reality, however, "TilDN, in the books from

which the writer ultimately derives his information, must

mean the same as Sll. Granted that in the historical book

which he had read there may have been a confusion between

the Assyrian Asshur and the N. Arabian Ashhur, yet his

ultimate source spoke of the N. Arabian Ashhur. The writer

is therefore only a witness for the continuance of N. Arabian

oppression, and of the Jewish desire for vengeance.
1. 19. As to the geographical names, see on Mic. vii. 14.

1. 21. Assyriologists and Hebraists have done their

best with this verse, but the result is not satisfactory. In

particular, the transitive nn (here and in v. 27) is most

improbable ;
the vss. understand inn (in v. 21). The key
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being in our hands, let us follow our rules, and restore thus
^ DM rram ^norr-Wi nSs ^sorrr pN-bs,

'

Against the

land of Jerahmeel go up, against the inhabitants of Rehoboth,
saith Yahwe.' For TipD, cp. on Ezek. xxiii. 23. For the

corrupt DTHD, cp. DTiSttn, Judg. iii. 8, 10 (see E. Bib.,
' Cushan-rishathaim '). "aitr might come from SNUDBT, as e.g.

ix. 24, Zech. xii. 10, but li. I makes this improbable, nn
comes from [n]nm, a correction of TipD ; D"inm and ornnN
are both attempts of scribes to make sense of a miswritten

^NDTTT ; cp. p "nrTN DD in Gen. vi. 4. Observe that if

TipD comes from mm, the Rehoboth meant is not the

Rehoboth in the Negeb, but some other Rehoboth, just as

the Jerahmeel intended is the greater Jerahmeel (Meluhha),
not the Jerahmeelite Negeb (cp. li. i

).
See on li. 1 3.

1. 23, 27. QTioD should be zoltp ;
see Isa. xiv. 5. For

"mrr (0, dvaj-ypdvare} read linp. Cp. on v. 21.

1. 36. D^Tarr. Zimmern (Ritualtafeln, p. 85), Haupt,
and Muss-Arnolt (AJSL, July 1900, p. 223) connect "HirF

in Isa. xlvii. I 3, with Ass. bdru,
' a seer

'

(
= rnn, Del.), and

Haupt (JBL, 1900, p. 57) makes a similar suggestion for

our passage. One would gladly accept these proposals.

But Assyriological suggestions seem to me to be often

fallacious
;
and this may be the case here. Read rather

D"n3nrT- ?57,
' on the enchanters

'

;
and cp. on Isa. xlvii. 1 3.

1. 37. For n-iyn read D^rn^n.
CHAP. li. i . -pg if? -oar. Leb-kamai is usually thought

to be Kasdim (Chaldaea), written in the cypher called

Athbash, just as Sheshach in v. 41 = Babel. has

XaXSatou? in v. i, but does not express Sheshach in v. 41^

(see E. Bib.,
'

Leb-kamai,'
' Sheshach ') ; Tg. gives D'HtoD here

;

Sll for
' Sheshach' in v. 41, xxv. 26. It appears, however,

that we should rather read SNDrTT1 for
' Leb-kamai.' It is a

gloss on SN^DBT, which word, in accordance with many
parallels, may underlie "aur1

.

' Babel
'

(Jerahmeel ?) and
' Ishmael

' seem here to be parallel.

li. 3.
'

Utterly desperate,' is the verdict of Cornill, who,

however, makes a gallant effort to understand it. But the

textual phenomena yield up their secret to those who have

the key. They are in fact exactly parallel to those of

xxxi. 2i#, xlix. 29, 1. 9. Where v. 3 now stands, the
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original text had a gloss consisting of the names of the

peoples which the scribe took to be intended by the D^TI of

v. 2. These names were Jerahmeel, Cusham, Ishmael.

Through the ' bad shots
'

of the scribe the verse has become

JCJIJJJI. The only doubtful word is rrNlH ;
the editor may

have inserted this, but more probably it comes from a much

corrupted SNi>Dttr. Cp. on v. I 3^.

li. ii. VTD comes from SNDHT (2 K. xvii. 6, Isa. xiii. 17,

xxi. 2).
' The kings of Jerahmeel' ; cp. v. 27, and note on

v. I.

li. I3. Read i^p JYQrn. This is apparently the

second name of the capital of Jerahmeel. Observe that it

had water near it, and that, as ^.25 shows, it was itself

situated on a height. 13^. ^ssa HEN ^p N3. A glance
at the divergent explanations of '} 'N will show how doubtful

these two words are. The most probable explanation of the

passage is suggested by 2 S. viii. I
,
where HQN is a fragment

of nDSQ (the southern Maacah), and by Ezek. vii. 6, where

probably represents an original Nl BTD. Read here

f?NDrm aro INI. The last word in MT (issi)

reminds us of riNlE in v. 3 ;
it most probably represents

h$WE>, i.e. SNSDBT. Thus ^.13 prepares the way for v. 1 4.

li. 25. in should clearly be Ti7. A mountain cannot

be rolled down from the rocks. Burning is the fate constantly

threatened to cities (e.g. xxxviii. 23). Gies. and Duhm
remark that the description is not in accordance with the

situation of Babylon.
li. 27 / niD^DD, as in i. 14, seems to come from THBTfT.

The later writers delight in lists of ethnics. The peoples

formerly subject to the great king of the larger Jerahmeel
combine together against him. '

Jerahmeel
'

(in the narrower

sense) heads the list
; D^N (so read, as in Gen. viii. 4, etc.,

instead of ZDTIS) follows
;
then pi>D or D^isa (so read instead

of -2p) ;
then either

13|7
or

jafra (so, instead of 7330JN).

of course, is a synonym of Yrr, and superfluous.

according to most, is the Ass. dupsarru,
'

tablet-writer.' This

suits in Nah. iii. 17 ; here, however, we expect the name of

a country. And since DID which follows, occurs elsewhere

miswritten for aft3, it is reasonable to hold that '& here is

miswritten for nans. For IDD p^O ('
like the rough (?)
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locust '),
a superfluous comparison just here, read

QT.

li. 28. Read riNi Brtar^-nHl DTmrrrnN

li. 59-64. See E. Bib.,
'

Seraiah.' The impression
which this very late story produces is that the true Babylon
is meant. If so, the true background of Jeremiah's pro-

phecies had already been forgotten.





PART II

EZEKIEL AND MINOR PROPHETS

SUFFICIENT evidence has, it may be hoped, been adduced

for the statements relative to the contents of the Books of

Isaiah and Jeremiah made in 37, 40, 41, 43, 45 of ' Pro-

phetic Literature
'

in E. Bib. The justification of the leading
corrections of the text will become stronger and stronger as

we proceed through the other prophetic writings, and some

of the lacuna which must inevitably exist will be filled up

by the mind's almost mechanical inference from analogies
and parallels. One of the latter may, by way of example,
be added here. In re-examining i S. xxvii. 8, which can

only be adequately explained by correcting mitZT into

7NWDBP, I had occasion to refer to one of the many
passages in which "Our has come by corruption out of

7N2D2T, and at the moment the parallel passage was Isa.

x. i 3, where hitherto I had seen no light (see p. 1 9), but where,

as I now saw at once, we have to read TWWDBT TOD TT1W1,
' and I brought down the glory of Ishmael.' The supreme
N. Arabian king boasts of having overthrown the smaller

kings of the Negeb, who had probably renounced their

allegiance.
'

Ishmael,' as we shall see again and again, is

used synonymously with '

Jerahmeel,' so that the close of

v. 1 3 is exactly parallel to a clause in v. 8 (p. 1 8),
' as I

have done to Shimron and to Jerahmeel,' and we may
further illustrate by comparing Hos. x. 14, where the sudden

destruction of Beth-jerahmeel by an Asshurite king appears
without doubt to be referred to. The force of such an
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example will, of course, be heightened the more we allow

the mind to work freely on the new lines. It is no super-
ficial study to which the reader is invited, and all the

elucidations that some may desire cannot here be placed
before the reader. What space allowed, has been done, and

if young and fresh minds should wish for more, it is open to

those to seek it from the living voice of a teacher. No
course could be more fruitful of good for progressive study
than for such minds to be directed to new problems.

The relevant passages on Ezekiel and the ' Minor

Prophets
'

in E. Bib.,
'

Prophetic Literature,' should be read

in connection with the following notes. Many unsought
illustrations of difficult passages, similar to these just

mentioned, will quite naturally suggest themselves. It may
not be useless to add that no attempt is here made at a

conspectus of all admissible corrections of the text. What
is here offered is supplementary and original. If any one

doubts whether much of it is not only original but sound,

let him consult the notes on Hos. iii. and Ezek. xlvii. 10, 13,

xlviii. 35, and compare what has been said on those passages

by the best-known commentators. The best argument for a

new method is always that it brings unforced solutions of

problems long regarded as well nigh desperate.



EZEKIEL

CHAP. i. i. TOE &tiby}3. I yrn. Ingenious as the various

explanations are, there seems to be room for another. Ezekiel

was (temporarily ?) in the land of Jerahmeel ;
a synonym

for
'

Jerahmeel
'

is often ' Ishmael
'

; D^QT^B) in xxiii. I 5 is a

corruption of ffhwOttT. Winckler (Untersuch., 96) would

read conjecturally "arbtDn TOttfl VP1 (or the like). 1 should

venture to prefer, in accordance with the gloss in v. 2, TPI

"'EJonrr TO ton. I conjecture that the third word became

illegible, and that D^^BD was transferred from its original

place to fill the gap. And where was its original place ?

Most probably in the margin ;
it was a gloss on the words

which underlie nblin Tira. That the traditional reading is

wrong is surely manifest. The phrase is not to be taken

literally, say Bertholet and Kraetzschmar (because of Hi. 15);
'in the district of is Kraetzschmar's paraphrase. But most

probably nfran (somewhat as "bl\3. in Ps. xvi. 5) is a

corruption of WlDHT, and ErtD^l&l = ^NlrtDBTl is a gloss

either on ^NonT or on some form between YTP and riTUn.

Ezekiel himself was of a family belonging to the Negeb ;

for
'

Buzi,' see on Gen. xxii. 21, i S. vii. 14 (Q ab/3).

i. 1,3; iii. 3, 15,23; x. i 5, 20, 22
;

xliii. 3. -Q-r-iTO-^.

Plausibly most now identify
' Chebar '

with the large canal

a little to the left of Nippur (cp. E. Bib., col. 732, and

especially Haupt,
'

Ezekiel,' SBOT (Eng.), pp. 93 /., who
identifies with the Shatt en -Nil, which cuts in half the

mounds of Nippur. It is quite possible, however, on the

analogy of ^NDI! (see E. Bib.,
'

Job, Book of,' 9), that ~QD

may be a corruption of ^NDnT, or perhaps more directly of

(whence perhaps comes the Sll of Gen. x. 10, Mic.

89
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iv. 10, Ps. cxxxvii. I, 8, etc.) For favouring evidence see

on 2 K. xvii. 5 f. (' Habor, the river of Gozan
'). muto in

v. 3 should, as often, be
D^tt?}.

i. 4. pD^rrjtp.
'

Jhvh [mrr] seems to come, not from

Jerusalem, but from the remote north, which is apparently

thought of as the place of his abode (xxviii. 1 4) ; cp. the

Babylonian conception (Isa. xiv. 13).' Toy (SBOT}. So

Stade (Gesch. ii. 8), 'It is a heathen idea, which Ezekiel will

have learned through a Babylonian medium and probably in

Babylonia.' But, as Kraetzschmar remarks, the mountain

with which Yahwe was connected was in the south (Dt.

xxxiii. 2, etc.) ;
he supposes, therefore, that Ezekiel, when he

received the vision, accidentally looked towards the north.

The true solution of the problem surely is that pssrrp
should be ^iDSiTp,

' from the Sephonite country,' a district

which may have included the mountain of Yahwe. See on

Isa. xiv. 1 3. "OlDS as Joel ii. 20. Cp. Elzaphan, Baal-

zephon, Zephaniah. ^ptpn, from orpf?n, on which see E. Bib.,
'

Tarshish-stone.'

i. 24, x. 5. It is to be feared that all the manifold dis-

cussion of these passages has led to nothing. Textual

criticism should have preceded this discussion, nhftn occurs

again only in Jer. xi. 16 (n^idn). Comparing bion (Gen.
xlvi. 12), Sin (Jer. ix. 25), and similar corruptions, we may,
in both places, emend THDrFT1

. The key to ^w ^ipD or (as

x. 5) '"TtD 9N is to be found in Isa. xiii. 6 (see note), where

comes from btODV*. Read in i. 24, ^NOnT mnD ^npD

,
and in x. 5 (iTni?) "HlTl ^NSDHT 'npD. For the

combination of figures (' great waters
' and ' host of Jerah-

meel '), cp. Isa. xvii. i, Jer. vi. 23.

CHAP. iii. 14. Tm noni ID "J^NI. (i) T?N*I is im-

possible.
' Elsewhere the n*n deprives a man of his conscious-

ness and free-will' (Kr.). (2) ID is impossible; see the

various explanations in Kr. Hitz., Corn., Toy cancel it
;

Kr. objects because such a peculiar expression can hardly
be a gloss. (3) Tm noni, an unparalleled expression; nor is

the mention of Ezekiel's nil in place here. By the com-

bined help of and the Jerahmeelite theory, we can at last

see daylight. Where MT. gives ID, (Si (AQ) has /Lterewpo?,

i.e. probably DT (cp. ^, 2 S. xxii. 28) ;
now m is one of the
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many mutilated forms of NDriTj and in this case to make
the true reading doubly sure ID or m is preceded (M0) by
-f^Nl, i.e. fpNTT, which exactly completes Vrp. Next, nnn is

one of the recognised forms of rosn (so e.g. in Ps. Ixxvi. 1 1 ) ;

lastly, Tm is possibly, and in this case also probably, a

corrupt fragment of VfT. Render,
' And spirit had lifted

me up and taken me to Maacath of Jerahmeel
'

; Maacath,

then, must have been a district of Jerahmeel, separate from

that in which Ezekiel was, when he saw the vision.

iii. 15. Admittedly the text is in disorder. Gratz

(Monatsschr., 1886, p. 369) would omit "itnNI (from llDNl) as

a '

proleptic dittogram,' and for the rest follows the well-

rounded construction of Pesh. Cornill omits "inn h& D'QtDTT

11D as a gloss, and changes TEN} into "ilDN, thus producing
' and I came to the exiles to Tel-abib where they dwelt.'

Both courses are too easy to be right, and we have no reason

to give 3BT the specialised sense of '

having one's centre or

chief place of abode.' The place-name Tel-abib is also

suspicious. The explanation suggested by Frd. Del. (til-

abubi ; cp. E. Bib., 'Tel-abib') is plausible, but not more so

than that of 1!1D (i. I, 3, etc.). (f gives //.ere'wpo?
= DT =

^NDnT. But though the equation TIN = DIN = ^Nnrrr is

not impossible, yet it is easier to see underlying TIN hrt the

name Tii; bn, and to suppose (J|'s DT to be a remnant of

a variant SDnT Sn. D'aorn, D'QBr, and DID are all very

possible corruptions of ^NSDttT, while non is a corruption of

Vrr, ltDNl probably =^ ^m (and Tel-asshur) ;
it corre-

sponds to the KOI 7repi,r)\0ov
= TIDNI of 0. The two Hebrew

texts of v. i 5 i.e. that of M and that underlying ({| may
respectively be rendered thus

' And I went to the company of exiles, to Tel-arab [Ishmael, by
the river of Jerahmeel] and Tel-asshur [Jerahmeel, Ishmael], and

there for seven days I dwelt among them astonished.'

'And I went, etc., to Tel-jerahmeel and Tel-asshur [Ishmael, by
the river of Jerahmeel, Ishmael].'

That Asshur (
= Geshur), Jerahmeel, Ishmael, and Arabia

were practically synonymous, need not be restated. But it

is important to point out that Tel-melah in Ezra ii. 59, Neh.

vii. 6 1, and Tel-harsha in Ezra ii. 59 evidently come from

Tel-jerahmeel and Tel-ashhur (cp. Ashhur, i Chr. ii. 24, iv. 5)
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respectively. Also that in Amos we hear of rn~il?rr

which should probably be read Tii> hr\l (see on Am. vi. 14).

Cp. E. Bib.,
'

Tel-abib,'
'

Tel-harsha,'
'

Tel-melah,' where it is

further suggested that hn, wherever it occurs in compound
names, may be the short for f?Tin (Tubal).

CHAP. iv. 6. JTDB) is as impossible here as in Isa. xi. 1 1.

In both passages read bttVDVx Here 'oar is a variant to

S^nar ;
the glossator thinks of Israel in the land of Ishmael

or Jerahmeel (i.e. the Negeb). In Isa. /.<:., where IT, i.e.

^Narrp follows, it is a gloss on Tia>N, etc.

CHAP. vii. 5-7. The ingenuity of the proposed correc-

tions of this passage (see Kr.) is worthy of all praise. But

how colourless are the results ! 2 K. xxiv. 2 if we can

read underneath MT. suggests the remedy. The names of

the peoples which were to attack Jerusalem ought to be

found here. Mere possibilities, in the light of the new

theory, become probabilities. Remembering the corruptions
of the ethnic names in the Psalms, and omitting dittograms,
we may probably restore thus

mrr ^-m IDS

mn ^Norr
NI mrr fwDrrp aro

^N rEn NI

7131 probably comes either from nm or from m ; nnN from

DHN (cp. -rn or nnN, Isa. Ixvi. 17). pp, as perhaps in

Num. xiii. 25, represents KID. T^N> like *fb$ in Isa. xlvii. I 3

(see note), comes from f?NDrrr. Notice that here as else-

where tff? represents the final SN of an ethnic
; N^l rrcino =

7HOTIT. ^ arbitrarily (as it occurs) inserts jo before

it is right, however, in its wSivcov. This represents
i.e. certainly ^?NDm\ (I do not touch pp in vv. 2, 3 ;

possibly vv. 1-4 is a later preface to the song. An editor

has certainly been at work on vv. i-io).

vii. 10 f. More ethnics. Read

no-is
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See another list of peoples in xxiii. 5^, 6, and cp. similar lists

in the Psalms (e.g. Pss. lv., Ixxxiii., xciv.). p~n = p"T2, one of

the current corruptions of -i^p (e.g. i K. xvii. 9, Joel iv. 4).

DDH = Dt&D, as 2 S. xxii. 3, 49 (Ps. xviii. 49). In the gloss

(which is encumbered by dittograms) 'DHD may either be a

corruptly dittographed Yrr or represent D^nnD (cp. E. Bib.,
'

Naham,'
'

Nahamani,'
' Nehemiah

').

vii. 1 2. Read ^narrr inn roso MI.T -;
-

vii. 21-23. Read

a vnnm
NH

nnn ^D

rhi-in

: con HNQ
= (d rot? \otyu-ot9 (Corn., Toy). D^nDlii corresponds

(i) to aiDs-nM = onos-nM, (2) to D^-HD, (3) to (g's a^>u-

XaT&>9 = DNHQ (suggested independently of Hitz.), and (4)

to ttDEQ in z/. 23, which (J^'s text did not contain. For the

equation toDt&D = 'is, cp. Ps. vii. 7, xciv. 15. 'is had been

put in the margin, as a correction perhaps of ^IDS'HN, and

came into the text.

CHAP. viii. 3, 5. mpon n3pn hoD, \\ mopn SOD.

Evidently the editor had the text only in a corrupted form,

and did his best to make sense. Gunkel (Schopf. 141)

suggested rnjpn Sop, i.e. an image of the chaos-monster

Tiamat (cp. ib., p. 28) ;
he quotes $&,TOV xrw^ivov = mf/ljprr,

and mpn rrn, Ps. Ixviii. 31. But simply makes a poor,

superficial correction, and Ps., /.<:.,
is corrupt. If Gunkel's

idea that direct Babylonian influence is to be assumed is

correct, it is best to read ]V3 Spp (or Dth = lamassu ?\ as

proposed in Exp.T, Dec. 1898; ZATW, 1901, p. 201.

The position indicated is such as might be given to a

protecting sedu or lamassu. Manasseh's image (2 Chr.

xxxiii. 7, Soon SDD) might have been one of Kaivanu.

Kaimanu (
= Kaivanu) is a title, not only of Saturn, but of

the sun (cp. Jensen, Kosmol. 115). But the amount of

evidence for the predominance of N. Arabian influence on
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the religion of Judah has increased so much that it is now
much more probable that HMp and mpnn (cp. ps, Josh.

vii. i) have both grown out of corruptions of T>NDrrf, and

that h&D is a distortion (cp. on ch$, xvi. 17) of SNSCQT.

Cp. on Zeph. i. 5, Mai. ii. 10-16. Another name of this

idol was not improbably ]Ch3 (see on 2 K. xviii. 4).

Render,
'

. . where was the station of [Ishmael] Jerahmeel.'

viii. 5- nnion ISWh. But (>, eVt rrjv TrvXrjv Tyv TT/JO?

ava,To\ds = mion "istD ;>. The same gate as that mentioned

in v. 3 ? If so, read perhaps DTmn "i2r?,
'

(northward) of

the gate of the Zarhites.' Zerah, Cush, and Zaphon may
have been used laxly as synonyms. Cp. 2. Chr. xiv. 8

(Zerah, king of Cush).
viii. 7& Read "ppn ^Norm mm. The symbol of the god

Jerahmeel was on the wall. For the rest see Kraetzschmar.

viii. 10. Surely it is N. Arabian idolatry that is meant

(see E. Bib.
'

Shaphan ').
Read most probably rPZQn rT3m

]-P3 ^i^-^Di pptp-^3. men comes from SNSCBT ;

from nirn (see on Jon. iv. 1 1 ) ; 'fyfn means '

Jerah-
meelite idols,' i.e. h^h^ is a popular corruption of S>NDTTT

(see on i K. xv. 1 2). ^NitB"1

,
as pretty often, comes from

SNSEBT. Cp. on xviii. 6. 'pn Si? npno comes from a

dittographed YIT, as I-QD l^lo from a dittographed 'DOT

(cp. on xxiii. 14).

viii. 1 2. IZTDton ^nm OTN. Hitzig, Cornill, and Siegfried

omit these enigmatical words. Bertholet and Kraetzschmar

emend, but unsuccessfully, not having the key. Read "mm
D'TOID ; cp. on xliv. ga. Chambers of the Cushites were a

necessity in the temple. QTN is a scribe's conjecture for

D'^ftttbOP (a gloss).

viii. 14. narrriN rvmp rvntp*' D^rr. It is constantly
assumed that this reading is correct. Yet nowhere else in

the O.T. is Tammuz referred to, and our experience elsewhere

(see e.g. on Am. v. 26) is not favourable to the view that

Babylonian divine names became naturalised among the

Israelites. What we have to look for is some ritual observ-

ance of N. Arabian origin in which the women specially

took part. We need not look far. Jer. vii. 1 8, xliv. 15 ff.

supply the rite. It is clear from these passages that the

women played the chief part in the semi-sacrificial feast
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referred to. The eating of the cakes was accompanied by
libations and the utterance of benedictions (cp. Isa. Ixvi. 3).

The deity who was to be thus honoured was naturally the

great N. Arabian goddess, known probably in Judah as

rPBJ|n (see on Jer. iii. 23^, Hos. ix. 10), but also as roSc
b^car (see on Jer. vii. 18), and TshwatXT (see on 2 K.

xxiii. 5). In the last-mentioned passage the text has

It seems that nnn, like mSlD, has arisen out of

though the latest editor may have thought of the Bab.

Dumuzi (see E. Bib.,
' Tarnmuz

'). Read, therefore, D^tDDH

'trr-JiN mrmn JYQBT,
' the women sit (at the sacred meal)

and bless the Ishmaelite (
= Jerahmeelite) goddess.'

viii. 17. The culminating horror is described thus

DBN-^N rrYitrtrr-n^ D-WptD D|rn. Toy points out that rbvi

is not the right word for holding a flowering branch to the

nose (cp. E. Bib.,
' Tammuz

').
But no adequate correction

has been proposed. It is possible that Ezekiel wrote,

D^DND-^N nhnNprrriN (D^UE) n^h Darri ; cp. Dt. xxii. 23,
and in general Ezek. xxii. 11. hl (the verb) seems to be

miswritten for vhn.

CHAP. x. 5. See on i. 24.

CHAP. xi. 24. Read no^3, and for DTrfw nni nuion
read SNDTTP} (dittogr.). This is a correct explanatory gloss.

Corn., Toy, and Kr. vainly manipulate the unsatisfactory

text

CHAP. xii. 1 3. Read &&& p n^HOTm
CHAP. xiv. 14, 19. The three righteous men in M.(f

are Noah, Daniel, and Job. But in xxviii. 3 Daniel is repre-

sented, not as specially righteous, but as specially wise, and

the person mentioned in connection with Daniel is the king

(as criticism compels us to hold) of Missur in N. Arabia.

This suggests that hm*l (S^DT) is probably a corruption, not

of >n, i.e. Enoch (as the writer, after HaleVy, formerly

thought), but of ^Norrr. Cp. i K. v. 3, where Calcol and

Mahol, and I Chr. iii. 1,28. iii. 3, where Daniel and Chileab,

both come from '

Jerahmeel
'

;
also Ezra viii. 2, where Daniel

corresponds to Gamaliel (70^77X05 [B], ^a^arj\ [A], one of

the most regular corruptions of '

Jerahmeel,' in 3 Esd. viii. 29.

It has also been already pointed out {E. Bib., 'Noah,' i)

that ' Noah '

(m) has probably supplanted
' Enoch '

(lan) in
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the Hebrew Deluge-story, and it may now be added that

'lyyob (Job) probably comes from 'Arab (cp. on }N*T, 2 S.

ii. 12 f.\ i.e. N. Arabia. The three righteous men thus

become Enoch, Jerahmeel, and 'Arab. One point more has

to be mentioned. All these names belong to First Men.

Enoch
['
Noah ']

is the first man of the new race after the

Deluge ; Jerahmeel is the first man in the Paradise-story pre-

supposed by Ezek. xxviii., and also in that of Genesis, if

ha-adam should, in some passages, be corrected into yerah-
me'el (see on Gen. ii. 8, 15) ;

'Arab ['Job'] is shown to have

been originally a first man by the denial of Eliphaz in Job
xv. 7. It seems, then, that in Ezekiel's time a sort of syn-
thesis of the three stories may have been made.

CHAP. xvi. 3. The origin of Jerusalem is here traced to

the
' land of Canaan

'

;
its

'

father
' was ' the Amorite,' and

its mother ' a Hittite.' According to Kr. (cp. Jastrow in

E. Bib., col. 2096), the leading Canaanite tribes are selected

as representatives ; Jerusalem was, in fact, in early times, a

Canaanite city. Sayce's view is different. According to

him, the Jebusite population of Jerusalem was '

partly Hittite

and partly Amorite' (Races of the O.T., p. 1 1 1
; cp. The

Hittites, pp. 13 /.). It is remarkable, however, that in v. 29

p3D p~iN is
||
to D^rtoD. To render the former phrase

' a land

of merchants
'

(so BDB and Ges.-Bu., here and in xvii. 4,

comparing Zeph. i. 1 1
, '3 D2,

' the merchant people ')
is partly

a sign of perplexity, partly a consequence of the faulty read-

ing D^DT TS in xvii. 4.* Also that, as the text stands, the

chief seats of the Hittites in the south were in the neighbour-
hood of the b'ne Esau (Gen. xxvi. 34, xxxvi. 2) ;

there is

indeed a tradition connecting them (if the received text is

right, see on Gen. xxiii. 2 /".) with Hebron, but none which

connects them with Jerusalem. The remedy is one which

applies to a large group of passages, especially in Genesis.

For -owsn read
^Dj^rr,

for '-ION read ^cn^ (Arammite =

Jerahmeelite), and for mnn read rpnhlh"! (so v. 45). See

also on 2 S. v. 6, 8 (the early population of Jerusalem,

1 Cornill remarks,
' In a "riddle" (nrn), like that in xvii. 4, Chaldaea

could be called |j3 px [assuming that this means " a land of merchants
"],

but not here, in a plain, simple narrative.' Following (, Corn, omits

jyw, but then he has to keep noneo, though we should rather expect
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Jerahmeelite), Isa. xxix. i (the early name of Jerusalem,

Jerahmeel).
xvi. 1 7. -qi ''5^8,

'

images of *
'

? Rather }nn
"

ioS^,
'

images of gold.' Similarly in Isa. Ivii. 8, for "ns'Tipl (Duhm,
' dein Phallusbild

')
read "-jrnrirT.

'

Thy golden thing
'

(contemptuously) and '

images (Ishmaels) of gold
'

refer, not

to the worship of Yahwe under the form of a calf or steer,

but to the cultus of the god Jerahmeel (ch%, as in Am.
v. 26, corruption of 'EBT). The coarseness of the traditional

text is, I fear, due to the scribes and editors.

xvi. 26 ff. Read D-n^p ^S. The whole atmosphere is

N. Arabian. For -|&>l -"frn (a libel on Ezekiel's taste)

read ^NDTTP plNl. Cp. the parallel distortion in xxiii. 14,

and nan for pNl in Hos. viii. 1 3 (see note). For DTUI&D
read D^nsm (so, too, in v. 57). Cp. on 2 S. i. 20.

-niDN is a form of Yint&N = Y)Bn. For pDD, see on v. 3.

xvi. 30. The context suggests ipin^? n^DN nn. blFi

Lev. xviii. 23, xx. 12,
'

confusio, i.e. contaminatio, nequitia'

(Kon. ii. i, p. 98 ). Cp. Jer. v. 7.

xvi. 46. Point pnotp (Shimron in the Negeb) ;
see on

i K. xvi. 24, Am. iii. 9, vi. i. DTD is derived from the

tradition of ' Sodom and Gomorrah,' but the writer is

conscious that ' Sodom '

(? from Kidsham) was in a remote

part of the Negeb. Cp. E. Bib.,
' Sodom.'

xvi. 57. D^N nm. Most, with ^, read DTN. But

there was a southern D"i^, i.e.
'

Jerahmeel,' and this is

favoured by 'DIN in v. 3 (see note). DTim^D (v. 27).

CHAP. xvii. has been greatly misunderstood, even by the

.acute Winckler (AOF^ i. 141 ff.\

xvii. 3-5. nppin hSim!*, 'whose was the variegation'?

Read S^Drrp hbiBJN,
' whose was Jerahmeel,' an early gloss (?).

For pM read iDp, and for D^m read ^NDHT (cp. Neh. iii.

3 i /, Cant iii. 6). np comes from rip*!, and HD!iD^ from

nom, both written in the wrong place. Read,
' and he took

of the meaner seed,' Tl^n injp. Ezekiel disparages Zedekiah.

xvii. 11-21. Read ^NDHT (^N:m?) for bin, vr(B for

rriHD, and point D^isp. In v. 13 for ^H read "hXL

CHAP, xviii. 6. Read probably f?Hpp n^. Cp. on

viii. i o. eV poa = ]Q^1 ;

X
T is a corruption of

Cp. on 7TDTD, xxvii. 32.
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CHAP. xix. 10. For ^jcni read

CHAP. xx. 5 ff. Read perhaps D'HSp, and note the

stress laid on the idols (^ra,
'

Jerahmeels
'

;
see on viii. 10)

of D'HSQ, which seems to have an application to the present
circumstances of the exiles.

xx. 29. An editorial insertion, to be explained by the

|| passage, xxiii. 4, where Jerusalem receives the name

Aholibah, which the editor must have read Aholibamah.

The divine speaker is supposed to say, speaking of the

land of Israel, which is like one great bamah,
' What is the

bdmah into which ye enter' (read D^NI) ;
and the writer con-

tinues,
' So its name was called [Aholi]bamah unto this day.'

CHAP. xxi. i [xx. 45]. Awkward enough. But from

our present point of view certain obvious possibilities, here

and in v. 7, become probabilities. The king, whose invasion

the land of Israel (Judah) has to apprehend, is the king of

Jerahmeel, i.e. the most powerful of the N. Arabian kings,

who appears to have conquered the Negeb. This king will

approach by way of Teman
;
Ezekiel thereupon looks towards

Teman as well as towards the region corruptly designated
Babel (Barakel ? = Jerahmeel). In the explanatory passage,
xxi. 7, he calls it so at least we should read ' Ishmael

'

(cp. Gen. xxviii. 9, Mahalath bath-Ishmael) and ' Cushim/

His prophecy specially concerns the land of Israel

(xxi. 7 f.} ;
but to strike the attention he does not at

once call this country by its true name, but by an enig-

matical, title which appears in MT. as 133 iTTt&n "IIP or

llDrr IS"1

. The current explanations of this phrase seem

inadequate, nsr we can understand
;
but why mtZ?n and 13D

or UGH ? The key to the problem is provided by xvii. 3,

where the king of Jerahmeel (see on v. 4) is likened to a

great eagle which goes to (the southern) Lebanon, and

takes off the top of a cedar. Let us then, for liDH in

xxi. 3, read pSian (see on Josh. xiii. 5, Ps. Ixviii. 16),

virtually = plpn, and explain rrrB?, as in Judg. v. 4, as
'

highland.' The troublesome lip, at the end of xxi. 2, will

have come from flSoQ, and have been meant as a gloss on

rrrt&rr. For *)&n read join (0 eVi/3Xei/roz/). Note that

gives aifj,av, Aaycov (? Aapwyu-), and Naye/S as proper names.

xxi. 7. Read SN^POT-^N and n->tth3 (see last note).
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xxi. 1 9. For n^n, SSn, and ^Tan read ^NDnT (cp.

on xxxii. 20).

xxi. 33. For DnD"in read DTtfns
; n and 2 similar in

Aramaic scripts.

xxi. 36. For D^ip. read
D"O"|J? ; cp. xxv. 4.

CHAP, xxiii. 3, 8, 19, 21 and 27. Point D'nm
xxiii. 4. The names of the two allegorical wives of

Yahwe are n^TTN and nrrbrm, or perhaps (see on xx. 29)

JlET'SnN, the one corresponding to Shimron l

(in the

Negeb ;
see on I K. xvi. 24), the other to Jerusalem.

It is commonly supposed that hrjtf,
'

tent,' necessarily
enters into both names, and Smend has plausibly argued
that there is a reference to the sacred tents of the

bdmoth (cp. xvi. 16), though Stucken (Astralmythen,
2 5 i /) suggests a connection with Ass. ahuld, ahulapi,
' O that

'

(so at least Del.), and regards the words as

designations of the Assyrian and Hebrew Penates. It is,

however, important to notice (i) that the second name of

Jerusalem in Is. xxix. i is a corrupt form of 'Jerahmeel,'

(2) that the Edomite name noT^nN (cp. on xx. 29) is a

distortion of ^NOnT, and (3) that the name of Hosea's wife

(who symbolises the apostate land of Israel) and that of her

family are corruptions of the same name. It can scarcely

be doubtful that IN^riN in Ex. xxxi. 6, etc., and these two

difficult forms in our text of Ezekiel are also corruptions of

SNOTT. The idea is that of xvi. 8,
'

Thy father was an

Arammite' (read ^GTIN), i.e. a Jerahmeelite. Shimron and

Jerusalem were Jerahmeelite by origin, and justified their

connection by their impure religion and their craving for a

Jerahmeelite alliance. And the tragedy is that Jerahmeel
is to be ruined by Jerahmeel (cp. v. 22).

xxiii. 5^-8. A list of the so-called '

lovers,' encumbered

with corruption and dittography, has been turned into a

curious description of young men, satraps and governors,

clothed in purple blue, and riding on horses. The plainest

corruptions are 'tm^,
vTim, nrtmD, and D^DlD. Read

[Tram] i3p ^rram NDJ-TP nBF mim
: ^Bro [^

1 The pointing jno'tp (v. 4) is erroneous. See on xvi. 46.
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For another such list, see note on vii. lof. The refer-

ence to the idols (Si,
'

Jerahmeels ')
of the Arabian Asshur

is significant (cp. Isa. xxi. 9,
'

all the graven images
'

of

f?}}=: Jerahmeel, also note on 2 K. xix. 29-33). It is most

natural to point D"nsp.

xxiii. 1 2. Correct as in vv. 5 f. ; TlTOO is a fresh cor-

ruption of ^HDITT ; f? is dittographed.
xxiii. 14. Kr.'s commentary is suggestive of the in-

correctness of the text.
' The scene of harem-like amative-

ness : she falls in love with pictures of foreign men, and

sends for them to come to her. Hence the acquaintance
of Judah with the Chaldaeans came to pass through pictorial

representations, frescoes with pictures of Chaldaean warriors

(not deities; viii. 10 is different) which had been imported
from Babylon, and stirred up in the Judaeans the wish to

form personal relations with those who were thus repre-

sented. At least so Ezekiel describes it but in reality

personal contact with the Babylonians no doubt preceded
the introduction of their artistic products.' It is all the

editor's imaginativeness ;
the same editor has already mis-

read the same word YlT in viii. 10 (dittographed). Cp.

o^ppn with D-mcn nan in v. 20. Read

n^onm tr^tsoar

xxiii. 1 5. The only genuine part seems to be

,
which is in apposition to 7HOITP PIN in v. 14 (end).

The difficulties about -nun and 'in TTnD and the odd intro-

duction of D'wStD disappear ;
the list of corrupt ethnics

an ignorant scribe's work continues. Jerahmeel, Asshur,

Rehoboth (nni = D^ni ? cp. on ncrn, viii. i o), Jerahmeel,

Ishmael, Asshur (?), Jerahmeel, Ishmael, Jerahmeel (two frag-

ments), b'ne-' Babel
'

(Jerahmeel) and Cushi are successively

mentioned. D sometimes arises from the wrong assumption
of an abbreviation of the plural.

xxiii. 20. No credit here to the editor. Read (com-

paring v. 14, end)

^HOT-IT NI -IEN erbrantw hs rmsm

xxiii. 23 / mpl 212)1 "Tips. Plainly corrupt (cp. Jer.

1. 21, and snip in v. 24). Read fpNorrri ^Nsnam mim.
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The ' b'ne Asshur '

are, of course, the Ashhurites. The rest

as in v. 6. D^Tip = D^NnrrT (cp. on 'p, 2 S. xv. u). In

v. 24 'chariots and wheels, an assembly of peoples, large
and small shield and helmet,' is not a natural combination.

J^rr, too, is an unexplained word which Corn., following (*|,

and comparing xxvi. 7, would emend into paso. This would

be plausible, rendering, however,
' from Saphon,' but for the

circumstance that psn (v.l. pm) seems clearly identical with

rn^, which follows shortly. What we expect, however, is

not rT2S, but the name of a country or district. Let us now

compare Wttl IDT pn and tfnpl pel rm. hlhl certainly

and 1D1 possibly come from ~>N!DrtT ; po seems to be 7Dp or

TOp ; slip (cp. np) = f?Nnrm It is noticeable that pn is

wanting in the first triplet. But, just as Yrr can be repre-

sented both by Wtt and by Slip, so 73p can be represented
both by psn (jsn) or ms, and by po. Read, therefore, prob-

ably T^ ID^&n TKOnm 73p T'S 1N11- Or should Tup here

be JBTO ? TQD, as often, comes from bMPOBT (a variant to

YTT). See on xxvi. 7, xxvii. 11, xxxviii. 4 f.

xxiii. 40-42. Omit the editorial patches nDn^2?n and

"itDN^ (partly with Corn.), and read (v. 42), omitting some

corrupt dittograms, -Q~[ftp D^qhDl, D^Ni?D^ pen ^px We
have been told of the preparations for these '

lovers
'

;
now

a confused sound of their approach from the ' wilderness
'

of

the Negeb is heard.

CHAP. xxv. 4, 10. D."TJ7~'33
is a constant error for

DjrpDS, i.e. those Jerahmeelites (DpT = Vrr) who had re-

mained on the level of the so-called Amalekites.

xxv. 8. Most recent critics (after 0) rightly omit

But how came it here ? TS is a corruption of

a variant to INID (the two names are liable to be

confounded). 15 / For DTitt&D read DTiD-12, and for

DVT *pn read \w lim ; OTTO is a popular distortion of

D^mrn. Cp. on Jer. xlvii. 7.

CHAP. xxvi. One of the chapters which have been recast

the most. I have sought to recover some of the underlying

readings. In v. 2. mnSt should be rr?:ri. In v. 3 we
should read [D^NOItT*] D"1

!*^
vll T^> ^frysKf^ The last

three words of v. 3 are plainly fragments of Y?T. To

change ni^WtJ into rrfaft (Corn.) is too easy a remedy. In
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vv. 4 f. words have been corrupted and misplaced. rrTO

i?f?D does not suit
;

it implies a wrong interpretation of

7T1D2, which should mean 'its rubbish' (see v. 12), but

which the redactor took to mean '

its soil
'

(see xxiv.
"j _/!).

The key to the passage exists in the appended gloss,
* and it shall be a spoil for the nations,' and in the closing

words of v. 12. Read, in v. 4&, D^P "pm mrm, and in

v. 5 WITT ^N "0 rrnn WWDV riDtppS. sSo from

as Judg. i. 36, etc. rrnsS and ntitDP both represent

D^Pin, i.e. SNOTT, is a gloss on sSo or 'DBF. In w. 6, 8

rrrto meant originally, not the Tyrian mainland, but the

Ti-ip rrrto,
' the highland of Missur'

; cp. on xxi. i (xx. 45).

In v. 7 the true name of the king (as in the edited pro-

phecies in Jer.) is probably Nebrod Asshur. He is called,

not '

king of kings
'

(D"obp), but '

king of Jerahmeel
'

(Yrr) ;

cp. on Dan. ii. 37, Ezra vi. 12. So, too, pDSD means 'from

Zaphon,' and '"in <D1Dl should be DTiD-ism 'rrrm D^ttnm

triJTOSll. bnpl is a fragment of a dittographed YrT, which

name is already represented by IDT (cp. on xxiii. 23^).
In v. ii 'strong masseboth' are spoken of; we meet with

them again as
' the masseboth of Beth-cusham,' Jer. xliii. i 3

(see note). In v. 12 n^p may mean the stream near the

city. V. 14 is a doublet to v. 4 (see note). In vv. 15, 16,

17, 1 8, D^, DT7, and p represent D'QIS. In v. 17 ninna

should be rnitDD (Ew., others jyaan). According to v. 19
Missur is to be swallowed up by a flood of the subterranean

waters
; cp. Jer. Ii. 34, where Nebrod is likened to

' the

dragon
'

(i.e. Tiamat
; cp. ninn). In v, 20 read DSrSN

^NPpT and Yrv ninnp^l (so n'VOp in Job iii. 14). Cp. on

xxxii. 23, etc.

CHAP, xxvii. Still more editorial recasting. As

Manchot, Ber., and Kr. have pointed out, there are two

distinct compositions here, one of which alone is metrical,

viz., the ship-song, vv. i, 2, 3^-9, 25-36 (partly recast).

These the editor has put together, to the detriment of both.

He also changed iv^p into is (Tyre), not knowing of the

N. Arabian -nsp, and supposing that only a maritime city

like Tyre could be compared to a ship. It is plain, how-

ever, that this is not a necessary supposition ; indeed, in

Isa. xxxiii. 2^aba (as far as 03) we find the same figure of
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the ship applied (in imitation of Ezek. xxvii.) to Jerusalem.
And underneath the present text of the ship-song, we can

still detect references to the geographical situation of Missur.

Thus, in v. 4, D^l and fSl32 are both corruptions of

D^HOTIT ; prefixed to this is f?D (M(Jf *?}). So we get
rid of the impossible D^CP lf?3. The resulting phrase,

'

all

the Jerahmeelites/ is a collective expression for the different

Jerahmeelite populations (cp. v. gfr, below). In v. 5 'Lebanon'

has possibly come from ' Gebalon
'

(see on i K. v. 6) ;
at any

rate, a southern mountain range is meant, so that probably
' Senir

'

is an alteration of ' Sinai
'

(^D) ',

see on Dt. iii. 9.

In v. 6 ' Bashan '

should be ' Cushan '

(as often), and since

in v. 7 'Elishah' is mentioned, and both ' Kittim
' and

' Elishah
'

are sons of '

Javan
'

(i.e. Jaman = Jerahmeel) in

Gen. x. 4, we have solid reason for restoring ro_sn I'll? for

rrro ^N (as in Jer. ii. 10), and in v. 7 ^NSDBT mi; for

FTBP^H ^N. Maacathite and Ishmaelite merchants seem to

be thus designated. In v. 8 we should read probably

bt&DflT,
'

Ishmael, Missur, 'and Arabia/ and
' the sages of Hazor '

(a popular corruption of

Ashhur, cp. on nm, v. 18). (fl's ol apxpvres aov =

'wtos, miswritten (like -atD"1

) for SN^OBT. In v. 9 the

Edomite Gebal is meant. It is noticeable that v. gb
and v. 2$a are nearly identical. The former should run,

mi?b 11 vn ^Norrp n'laN-Ss ;
the latter, TTIBN

* * I^I^N. Whether we prefer
frw or -nttN is un-

important. Oddly enough, no one has noticed that Trill ID

in v. 2$a comes from a dittographed BTtZTin.

We now pass to a later writer's ornamental insertion,

vv. 10-24. That it is an insertion is shown (i) by the

injury to the context which it produces, (2} by its want of

metre, and (3) by the fact that it is inclosed on both sides

by the same line (v. gb = v. 2$a~), which belongs to the ship-

song. In v. loa ons and tois are variants and corruptions
of nD12 ; TiS comes from ~utt (the Gilead of the Negeb
see on Jer. viii. 22, xl. 1,5). Read, therefore, nD-in T^Sl.

.laim pOs*7HDnn 13p (see on xxiii. 24). That i?TG is

rightly explained is shown by "p-l^n, i.e. plainly bNOTTV.

Thus the puzzle about the suspended shields disappears.
V. 1 1 should open with'Yrr mi? "'Dl,

' the men of Jerahmeelite

8
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Arabia.' DHD11 (i.e. D'HDin) can now be definitively corrected

into D^iODJl ;
note (Jf's <j)v\a,K<;

= n^noon. For less prob-
able views see E. Bib.,

' Gammadim.' i~>n DTT^zh =
Yrn D^NSQBT ;

the whole clause is a variant to the last

clause but one. In v. 12 for tZTtmn read TIDN. In v. \^a
the right reading is approximately Dtt?3*i Sinn ]cr (Gen. x. 2).

For D~TN topi ('
human persons

'

?) read DvVBrT~jtp (i K. x. 22).

In v. 14 read, connecting with v. 13, trcn:n ^NCrrT JV3D

DTiD-iSI. (D^BTiD and D^DD both come from 'is.) Cp. on i K.

iv. 26, v. 29, Neh. vii. 67 f. ;
see also

'

Sepharad,' . .5z$.

In v. i$a keep pn, and for D^n D^N read D"1

}"!!?. In b,

read probably Tfnrib lITtprr rmS} JOB rvmp, in the main

following Pesh. But cp. E. Bib.,
'

Ebony/ 2.

xxvii. 1 6. Read D'TN (0S, Ew., Toy, etc., etc.) ;

' Aram '

would mean '

Jerahmeel,' and this name, under the forms
'

Javan
' and '

Togarmah,' we have in vv. 13 f., 1 8. The
text of v. 1 6 is far from correct

;
notice the three textile

fabrics between the precious stones. Cornill's inferences

from <g> need revision. Read np"ili ^Nnnv "[DDl ; Vrr is

the country of the "JQD. The next word, according to

Cornill, should be QTtznn, i.e. the precious stone so-called ;

;Q:TIN and pi, he thinks, were arbitrary insertions suggested

by the corrupt reading HDpTi (or, as 0, nbjra^). It is

probable, however, that pn is a corruption of np~Q

(dittogr.) ; jniriN has been already accounted for.

xxvii. 17.
'

Judah and the land of Israel' should

probably be '

Judah and the land of Ishmael
'

(
= of

Jerahmeel). ^nBT and fpNSDBT are confounded (as Isa.

xvii. 3, Ezek. ix. i); the former name is certainly un-

expected here, especially if pmcn (v. 18) should be ocro.

12D^ rP2p ^n,
' three desperate words,' according to Cornill,

who thinks that E in JTOD belongs to ^lon, and that rpu is a

mutilation of nwDp^i,
' and storax

'

(cp. E. Bib.,
' Storax ').

But the phrase n^DD D^Jon in i K. v. 25, together with

'n in the
||

2 Chr. ii. 9, suggests a better remedy.
comes from rOD (3

=
D), and roo is a corruption of

,
the name of a district of the N. Arabian border-land,

famous for its wheat (cp. on Ruth i. 22). See on Judg.
xi. 33. Read, therefore, roi?n "'isn,

' wheat of Maacath.'

HDD, too, can be finally disposed of. According to Cornill,
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it is a corruption of ISYT,
' wax.' Rather, it is the well-

known word JDI, with one letter transposed. Read
]D3. ID1T>,

' and grape-honey
'

; grape-syrup is meant, as distinguished
from the date-syrup, called in the Mishna D^ion am, and

from the honey of bees, called simply on^ (so E. Bib.,
'

Pannag
'

; cp.
'

Honey ').

xxvii. 1 8 f. pm "int&N "ion,
' and wool of Ashhur and

Dedan '

(these names are combined, as Tarshish and

Dodanim in Gen. x. 4).
1 The N. Arabian atmosphere

proves this to be right. Else we might read pin 1DX1 (so

E. Bib.,
' Wool

'). Cornill most ingeniously, but wrongly,
' wine of Helbon and Zimin and Arnaban.' This implies too

much learning in the writer, and is certainly far-fetched
;

the same remark applies to Kraetzschmar's introduction

of Izal (hr**~), a famous wine-country known to the Baby-
lonians as I-za-al-la. SllNQ (v. 19) represents ~>NDTTTD (cp,

on Gen. x. 27); prefix it to 'ill TTQ. Jeremiah (xv. 12;
see note) speaks of iron from Zaphon and copper of Jerah-

meel, which also illustrates v. 1 3.
' Wine of Helbon '

refers,

not to the wine of the Syrian Helbon (cp. E. Bib.,
'

Helbon/
'

Wine/ 24), but to the wine of the Negeb (see on 2 K.

xviii. 32, Gen. xlix. 1 1 f.). For ' Helbon '

cp. on '

Helbah,'

Judg. i. 3 i
;
see also on Hos. xiv. 7 ff.

xxvii. 20 f. For mph H^ read D'HTTD "O^a,
' with

young suhirs
'

(JQR x. 543); cp. E. Bib., 'Cloth,' note;
'

Horse,' i (5). For i*r'tw read bNSQBT1

(cp. on v. 8).

xxvii. 22 f. "hll (cp. on Neh. iii. 3 i f.} should certainly

be SNOHT. That different branches of Jerahmeelites are

mentioned is intelligible, fin, of course, means the southern

Haran (cp. i Chr. ii. 46). For prin npl, read pjs grft. So
Mez (Gesch. Harrdn, p. 34), who, however, mistakes the

geography of the passage. T?3"l, which follows, comes from

(on Eden-jerahmeel, see E. Bib.,
'

Paradise,' 6).

NllD may have arisen out of 'N lOttf. The enigmatical

TO^D is not miswritten for VTD,
' Media '

(as E. Bib.,
' Chilmad '), nor to be pointed lizh'S (as Cornill, too mechani-

cally), but a corruption of ^NDnT (letters mixed up). At

1 It is implied here that
jv[i],

i.e. }; = '

Jerahmeel,' is a variant to

nine-N. This may be confirmed by @'s e'pia e* MiA?yrov, which pre-

supposes a reading n*?'c iss, i.e. 'm nos,
' wool of Jerahmeel.'
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first sight this may appear a gloss, but it is nothing of the

kind. See next note.

xxvii. 24. T^T norr, to which ^nbrn (v. 23, end) and

Oil (so read at end of v. 24) are variants, should

close v. 24 and the whole description. The scribe wrote it

too soon, and followed it with three ethnics, viz. (i)

represented by "rD^D (v. 23), 0^903, ^fffaa, Hop,
and D"r?}rQ (cp. on Zech. xi. I 3) a number of ' bad shots

'

;

(2) IDp, represented by ''m ; (3) SNSOBT, represented by

(cp. h omn, Jon. ii. 6, and mar, i Chr. iv. 1 7) and

"INQT). The information of the writer was exhausted
;

he winds up with a catalogue of '
all the populations of

JerahmeeP (v. 9) or 'of Asshur' (v. 25) referred to in the

poem. So the connection is restored.

xxvii. 25. See on v. 9. V. 2$a (
= v. gb] concludes

the first strophe of the kinah, v. 2$b begins the second

(so Kr.).

xxvii. 28. Cornill asks, 'Then is it only the pilots

(Qf^On) who cry out, and not also the other drowning men ?
'

Also, with regard to muniD,
'

Certainly one can say,
" All

countries tremble," but not,
" All suburbs tremble."

' But he

has no very plausible suggestion to offer. Analogy, however,

suggests that ~h"^n represents f?NErrr. nitzmiD can only be

explained as a '

conflate
'

word, ion comes from a ditto-

graphed -itDirr, 3D from a fragment of a dittographed YlT (cp.

HE, Jer. xxxix. 3). itDsrp should probably be "nsBr (v. 35,

xxxii. 10). Read, therefore, ffOHOTlT I 11SBT inpl?7 TIpD.
xxvii. 29, par. to xxvi. 16 (see corrected text). nVDN

should be niDm (as Isa. ii. 16). joitno 'QJDn has grown out

of two fragments of DT1D12 (cp. on Jer. xlvi. 9). OTT^D (cp.

on v. 9), DVT ^in, and possibly "nos\ represent D^WDnfj
a gloss on 'otD"1

. For pNH'^N the manipulating editor is

responsible. Read, therefore, simply f?3 I

xxvii. 32. - The two troublesome words DrriQ (which is

metrically superfluous) and r7D~T3 both represent TNQJTT ;
the

former TNOTTf1 was probably a marginal correction. V. 32^
was no doubt originally a perfect pentameter, but at present
the word that should close part I is wanting, having been

displaced by rTDTD, which, equally with DVT, represents
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Read Norrr yini * TOD D,
' Who was like

Missur *
|

in the midst of Jerahmeel ?
'

xxvii. 35. For n^n "OBF read Dmin ^NSnttT (see on

v. 8). Cp. on Isa. xxiii. 2.

CHAP, xxviii. Here, as elsewhere in chaps, xxvi.-xxxii.,

the reference originally was to Missur (see E. Bib.,
'

Paradise,'

3). The chapter is a symbolic account of the wickedness

and the punishment of the prince or (v. 1 2) king of Missur, with

which Isa. xiv. 1 2 ff. (see notes) is closely parallel, except that

there it is only the tyrannical power of Jerahmeel, son of

Ashhur, which is poetically described. In the present case

the wisdom of the prince of Missur is as much emphasised (see

vv > 3> 5> 7> I2 ) as his riches. Now Tyre was famous for its

riches rather than for its wisdom, whereas the N. Arabians

were famous for both riches and wisdom. The formidable

strangers (v. 7), who are the instruments of the ruin of this

wise and wealthy prince may be the Nabataeans. See E.

Bib.,
'

Cherub,' 2
;

'

Paradise,' 3, and in addition to what

is there said note here that the king of Missur is clearly

represented as a kind of fallen angel (so also Cornill). The
fallen angels are said in Enoch vi. 6 to have descended on

the summit of Mount Hermon. More than probably the

original writer, whose work is recast, meant Mount Jerahmeel.
Of the eighteen names of angels there given, six are certainly

corrupt forms of Jerahmeel. Cp. note on ' Influence of chaps.
xxxviii. y.'

xxviii. 2. D-p? l^a ;
see on v. 8. So xxvii. 4, 25, 26,

27. In xxvii. 4, however, there is an error in the text.

Here, too, there must be an error. Even Tyre could not be

said to be '

in the heart of the ocean.' Most probably the

editor evolved Q-'D"1 l^l (to suit his theory that Tyre was

referred to) out of f?Norrv, which stood in the margin as a

correction of hwi (v. 3). Cp. the clan-name l^D (from YrP ;

cp. on i Chr. ii. 9).

xxviii. 3. ^M"ro Kt.
; ^N'.^p Kr. See on xiv. 14.

Read ^NnrrTp. mnp-^3. aofoL Cornill, most in-

geniously, D^QEnn. Kr. keeps 'fc-^3, and thinks the error

is in the following verb. The error, in such cases as this,

lies in the whole phrase. Cornill is mistaken in assuming
that the writer uses a verb DOS with the same sense as in
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xxxi. 8, viz.
'

to equal.' The key to TIEEI? is supplied by
<5l's OVK eTraiSeva-dv ere, where eVatS. = "pDQS (2 Chr. x. II,

Schleusner). Certainly "pDD is wrong, but almost as cer-

tainly it represents ^NSOBT, which is
||
to VlT (Win). Dino

probably = rctt[-in]. Read 'CBT ''Dinn ^DD,
' than all the

magicians of Ishmael
'

(D and confounded).
xxviii. Sa. Cp. Isa. xiv. I 5 ;

also Ezek. xxxii. 1 8.

Note here first D^GP 1^3. We should have expected

Vmtp. Smend explains (and so also in v. 2)
' where thou

thinkest thyself so secure.' But >this gives no parallel to

nnB&, and is also not a just exposition of the Hebrew (see

on v. 2). hhn "TODD is explained
' as those who die by a

sword-thrust often enough remain unburied
'

(Kr.). Accord-

ing to Gunkel, however (Schopf., p. 33, note 3), hhri means,
not '

pierced,' but '

dishonoured,' with a suggestion of the

outrages to which the unburied corpses of foes were liable.

This sense is specially commended here by the expression

T^SnD (see on v. 9). And yet it must be wrong. mrr^Sn
(xxxi. 1 7, and often) cannot mean '

profaned by the sword.'

The remedy is suggested by v. 10. hhn, like his, is a

corruption of a shortened form of ^NDTTV. Thus we get

Yrr twice over
;
the second was originally a correction of a

scribe's error. The ktnah in vv. 12-19 's metrical (see Kr.).

xxviii. 9 f. Hitz., and most recent critics, *^rino (cp.

Isa. li. 9, Job xxvi. 1 3). But the phrase in vv. 7 and 1 6

points to the reading of MT. D'TriS TilD. One might be

tempted, both here and in Isa. xxxiii. 7 (D^NIN), to find a

reference to the Ass. Aratd, (i) the mountain of the gods ;

(2) the region of the dead (Del., Ass. HWB 134 a); cp.

HaleVy, Rev. Crit., 1883, p. 162. We have seen, however

(see e.g. E. Bib.,
'

Moses,' 2
;

'

Shechem,' 2), that his is

very apt to be miswritten for :?NDnT, and this is certainly

the case here, as also in xxxi. 18, xxxii. 19, 21, 24, 25, 28.

Read n^NDrrr -moo,
' the violent death of the Jerahmeelites.'

See on xxxii. 18 ff.

xxviii. 12. Corn., Siegfr., Berth., Kr., Toy omit N7Q

rrron as a gloss. Toy also pronounces rrDDn Drnn ' un-

intelligible in M and the versions
'

; Haupt and Kr., how-

ever, regard rTDlDn as a loan-word = Ass. takmtu,
'

careful

preparation, model.' The former produces the phrase (nnn
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'n),
' model signet-ring

'

;
the latter, reading 'n Dpn, renders

' a sage of utmost perfection.' There are, however, parallels

enough for a different view which seems to do more complete

justice to the phenomena than either Haupt's or Kraetz-

schmar's. Both DJTin and rrsDn (M = o) represent HD3n. The
scribe omitted to write N^D ;

he also erroneously repeated
rrcDn. He then corrected the former error by writing the

phrase HQDn N*?D correctly.

xxviii. 13. For DTF^N'p. (so xxxi. 8) pia read perhaps

-rirp} (cp.E. Bib.,
'

Paradise,' 6). The list of precious
stones is an interpolation ;

see on Ex. xxviii. 1 7 ff. DV1

~[N-Qn. Two fragments of 7NDTTP. The second part of the

kinah-verse is TNOnT *T*Qp31- The word underlying 1331D

belongs to v. 14.

xxviii. 1 40. See E. Bib.,
'

Paradise,' 4. 1D31D repre-

sents -pDiDD ; 1VO HN comes from TOTl ; nDD from Dora
Read 'mo DB>13 'DTI, and cp. on Isa. xiv. 13.

xxviii. 14$. "plon (from a) has to be shifted. Read

(as the second half of the kinah-verse) ^pS TTQirvi. nni

BTHH VDTp can hardly be right, wip in elsewhere means
Mount Zion (Corn.). True, but Bnp is sometimes miswritten

for 0)13, and DYT^N (see on v. 13) for TMDTTP. The whole

kinah-verse should run N ^DIN inDpo I ro^nnn ;
rrT miD-IHl.

gives eyevrjOi)? (n^n) twice over.

xxviii. 1 5 f. iN'-an DVD T3"H3, three representations

of ^NDm"1

('
O Jerahmeel '),

an interpolation (metre). From
1VO to ON is an (incomplete) interpolation from v. 14. lino
confirms the view that Tim represents fnDDD.

xxviii. 20-26. Another oracle against *mo (so read) ;

surely a late addition \

CHAP. xxix. i f. Pir'u, king of Misrim, is likened to a
'

great dragon
'

lying in the midst of, its streams (those men-

tioned in Gen. ii. 10-14 ;
see Bib.,

'

Paradise,' 5). Not

the crocodile as Kr. asserts against Gunkel. Read D'HN'S

DTPtBS (0, Gunkel) ;
so v. 9.

xxix. I o, xxx. 6. n:np S^lQp. Read probably TMDITPQ

D2ii,
' from Jerahmeel of Shunem '

;

'

Migdal-shechem,' i.e.

'

Jerahmeel of Cusham '

is parallel. See E. Bib.,
'

Shechem,
Tower of,' and ' Shunem.'

xxix. 14. DVinD comes from nD"iH, Dmi3D from
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(see E. Bib.,
'

Pathros'). Cp. on Gen. xlix. 5. We are thus

liberated from the necessity of speculating as to how Ezekiel

came to represent pa-to-res as the mother-country of the

Egyptians.
CHAP. xxx. 4, 5. Read D^ISD, nms, -ref?a (T&1?), y\%

(Pesh., Aq., Sym., cp. xxvii. 21), Tirn, rnirn. These correc-

tions (cp. on Nah. iii. 9) represent the original readings ;

partly through corruption, partly through deliberate manipu-
lation, chap. xxx. has become (like its neighbours) a prophecy
on Egypt TO has been thought to be miswritten for 3^
(0 A//3ue9, Smend, Corn., etc.) or -^3 (Toy), but, having the

key, we can hardly doubt that it is Tim, i.e. the scribe began
to write niim or Tiium too soon. Siegfr., Toy, etc., have

already suggested TVOn (for rnin) ; they have not, however,
discovered the true form and origin of '

Cherethite,' nor have

they accounted for the JHM which, in MT., precedes rnirr.

Considering that pN sometimes represents -iap, it is possible

that 'in*1

' m comes from Yrr ISO -on.

xxx. 9. Ill-tidings are sent to Cush not from Yahwe,
but from some place. For trsi "Veho read perhaps fwDDD
TI2D,

' from Peniel of Missur.' Cornill omits n&EL as an inter-

polation suggested by Tnnnf?. But nttl = nitt (see E. Bib.,
' Betah

'),
and both come from mim. The messengers are

sent to Cush-rehoboth. Cp. on Judg. viii. 1 1.

xxx. i 3. fffybb THlNm and D-^N Tnt&m are doublets.

Smend observes that D^^N is not one of Ezekiel's words,
but retains it. Note, however, that both /

?N and 'hi are

probably popular distortions of D^NonT (cp. on viii. 10) ;

the idols were symbols of the god Jerahmeel. fp represents

mnDD (see on Isa. xix. 13), a place in the Negeb. For N^tDD

read n^toD, 'images carried in procession,' Isa. xlvi. I. For

rTN"T Tirm Yli> n^H"1 S read perhaps rm]n Til; n^nn N^l

Hi?"!,
' and there shall no more be wicked fornication

'

(cp.

xvi. 26). The last clause in MT. is omitted in (Jf (as super-
fluous ?), but critics have to account for its existence, and, it

may be, to correct it, before deciding whether to omit it.

xxx. 14-16. Read nDis, TISD, pas (
= ^N&nT), DDID?

(see on xxix. 10), ninDD. It is singular that the third of

these should be mentioned thrice, twice as No, and once as

Hamon-No. Cp. on Jer. xlvi. 25, Nah. iii. 8.
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xxx. 1 7 / p.N should be pN (see E. Bib.,
' On ') ;

probably comes from ^NSDBT-rPl (cp. D1T1 = SNSDBF).

springs from ^NOnT-rri (see on Jer. ii. 16).

CHAP. xxxi. 3. The king of Misrim likened to a cedar.
' Since the similitude relates to Pharaoh, and not to Assyria,

~ntZ?N must be due to textual corruption
'

(Kr.). But there

is abundant evidence to show that TltBN or Tin&N is the

ancient name of a district in N. Arabia, near Missur and

Jerahmeel, and that these three names are sometimes at least

used as equivalents. The view of the versions may therefore

be correct, i.e. that Asshur is compared to a fair cedar. This

is confirmed by the occurrence (in v. 3) of the words onn

S^D, which apparently mean ' a shady thicket,' but which

Corn., Toy, Kr. omit (following ^B
).

The words are in fact

superfluous, but how are we to account for them ? In this

way. cnn (cp. on I S. xxiii. 15) comes from "nnt&N (cp,

E. Bib.,
' Shihor

'),
and ^D (cp. on chx, xvi. 17) from VttM5B\

The two words are properly a marginal note on "ilt&N, to

the effect that Ashhur = Ishmael (Ishmael and Jerahmeel
are synonyms). piob, if correct (see on Isa. ii. I 3), is pre-

sumably the p^lS in the Negeb. 8 f. See on xxviii. 13.

10. See on v. 14. ii. For n^ia f? read ^NDHT ; cp. on

xxxii. 21. MT.'s phrase is presupposed by (Jf (ap^ovros

6viav\ but is surely wrong. Nothing in the context suggests
a ' ram of the nations.' Isa. xiv. 9 and Zech. x. 3 are

therefore not parallel. As in so many similar cases the two

parts of YrP were transposed.
xxxi. 14. nnim nrr^N rTOJr vh\ Toy remarks,

' These

words (found in (j|) appear to be a gloss.' His criticism on

Cornill seems just ;

' even when the suspicious 'ht* is omitted,

"HOir still seems out of place.' Equally sound is his remark

on v. 10; 'the illS mars the well-maintained allegory.' He
would therefore omit the whole expression in^JQ 'h '*) as a

gloss. But why these glosses ? The truth seems to be that

one word (no more) in both the supposed glosses is genuine,
viz. irrim, Drmi. The preceding words, illS DYi and N^l

Drr^N "HDir1 are corruptions of ^NDriT and tT^KWTP (ditto-

graphed) respectively. In v. 10 Yrr was a marginal correc-

tion of D^tt 7N ;
in v. 1 4 the plur. VrT is a gloss on Q-JN ^3,

which occurs in the true text near the end of the verse,
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(The awkwardness of the double use of f?NQnv for the great

king of Meluhha and for the king of Mu.sri was unavoidable.)

A parallel gloss underlies the singular and very improbable

phrase D^D TW^D (vv. 14, 1 6) which comes from b'^HVDBT'TD.

The words to be explained by the gloss are D^n "'Si; 73 (where

D^o, as in 2 S. xii. 27, represents SNOITP) and ponSSTTO.
O7N ^1 should of course be Dn "Til (

= Ishmaelites =

Jerahmeelites).

xxxi. 17 f. For D^l and n^ll? (see on xxviii. 10) read

D'TTHDITT. Both corruptions frequently occur. For cm <J|

has rr}<; o>?7<? avrwv a7T(a\ovro, i.e. T73N DiTTF, which the

editor made up on the basis of a corruptly written DTJNOTIT.

CHAP, xxxii. 1-16. Pir'u is once more likened to a

dragon. The kinah begins with a monostich containing the

theme, rpcrn ip** SNOnTi
' O Jerahmeel ! how art thou un-

done !

' A similar address in v. 6. Cp. xxviii. 3, where the

prince of Missur is called ironically,
' wiser than Jerahmeel.'

Both TDD and D"1

*)} are corrupt fragments of
fm\ Gunkel's

attempt (Schopf. 72) to improve MT. is hardly satisfactory.

In v. 6 read ^NDHT ^crrp nEm piN ^Tptprn. See above.

xxxii. 17-32. Pir'u's descent to Sheol. In v. 21 (

gives the better text, taking in v. 1 9

TOTD I

I rrr\ now ""

(cp. on xxxi. i i ) ;
it is a clever

editorial coinage, lino may be a corruption of TOTD ; tf|,

ev ftdOei fioOpov ryivov, where yivov (n^n) is an editorial in-

sertion. TITS possibly comes from ^"HN all that remained

of ^NDnT. lin *hhn has grown out of f?NErrr (ditto-

graphed). In v. 22 begins a specification and description

of other peoples which have descended before the Misrim

into Sheol. These are Asshur (
= Ashhur), Elam (

= Jerah-

meel), Meshech (
= Cusham), Tubal, Edom, Zaphon. See

E. Bib.,
'

Meshech,'
'

Tubal,'
'

Zaphon.' The ' Zidonians
'

are

not to be added (v. 30). The combination of two ethnic

names in v. 260, was dictated by usage. For ^"72 d read

some word which could be rendered o-rparr)<yol [Ao-trou/j].

One MS. de R. (primo) reads S31D. Either this, or ^n (which
is probably the true reading in Judg. for ^no), should be
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restored. All these six peoples, together with the Misrim,

may be regarded as sections of the Jerahmeelite race.

xxxii. 27. Df^lWQ D^D3. The Nephilim are meant.

But Cornill, who first saw this, did not notice that D'^WO =
It is a question, however, whether Ezekiel wrote

(Nephilim). The word is more probably a (correct)

gloss, limiting and defining D^HOITV. See E. Bib.,
'

Nephilim.'

nnini? should of course be Drh22 (Cornill).

CHAP. xxxv. 10.
' Two nations,' etc. See on xxxvii. 2,2.

CHAP, xxxvii. 22. By 'Joseph' (cp. on Am. vi. 6) is

meant specially Israel in the Negeb. Here, too, there was

an Ephraim.
CHAP, xxxviii. Another prophecy of a Jerahmeelite

invasion. The older prophecies obscurely referred to in

v. 17, xxxix. 8 are especially those of Jeremiah (see e.g. Jer.

vi. 22
f.~).

The leader of the invasion is called ill, 'Gog.'

Who can this be ? It is a first step towards a complete
answer to identify ill with 11$ (Agag) or 111? (

f

Og). That

Agag (Nu. xxiv. 7) is called jwy in (*|
BAL and Sam., and that

'Og (Dt. iii. i, 13, iv. 27) becomes 70)7 in (J|
B

iii. i, 13 is

pointed out in E. Bib. Agag is traditionally a king of the

Amalekites (
= Jerahmeelites), and 'Og a king of Cushan

(miswritten
' Bashan

').
But we must go farther. It is

obvious that
'

Og,'
'

Agag,' and '

Gog
'

are much-worn names.

Are we helped by the occurrence of niarr in Ezek. xxxviii. 2

and of run in xxxix. 6 (where, however, |
B reads 70)7) ?

We are, if we supplement these passages by xxxix. 11,15,16.
In v. 1 1 the very strange words n&TDIpD have baffled the

commentators. From the point of view, however, established

by a wide induction, Dlpo must = S^nriT (cp. on Gen. xii. 6,

Isa. xxviii. 8), and ntt must = 7H9DQT (as, e.g. Isa. Hi. 11).

These two ethnics are very early glosses on ill, and suggest,

by the way, the true origin of the late Jewish antichrist,

Armilos l

(
= Jerahmeel). At the end o.f v. 1 1 we find -nto

rrmnrrfpD and (so also v. 15) m pen N^l. Here pen is

certainly wrong. The name S Valley of Gog's multitude* is

inconceivable, and not less impossible is the name of a city

in v. 1 6,
' Multitude (?)' or, altering a point,

' His multitude.'

1
Similarly Sammael, the name of a spirit hardly distinguishable

from Satan, may come from ' Ishmael.'
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Change n into n, however, and all becomes plain, pnn is

a place-name in Josh. xix. 28, which forms part of a passage
with names evidently derived from the Negeb ; pen = pom =

^NDnT. 1 In thus accounting for pnn, we have also accounted

for IIID and raon. The common origin of all these forms

is p~inc, i.e. ^NOrm ;
the initial n in mion probably enough

has grown out of ~i.

In truth, no name is so suitable for the great N. Arabian

conqueror as '

Jerahmeel
'

;
and Ezekiel has already used it

for the king of Missur in xxxii. 2, 6. He is the impersona-
tion of his people, just as in Isa. x. 5 the dreaded N. Arabian

king is called Asshur or Ashhur. But in the mouth of the

people this name was probably worn down into various shorter

forms, among which were Migron and probably Hermon.

roo (Magog), however, can scarcely be a popular form
;

it

has sprung by a scribe's error from p[i]iD, Migron (cp.

for ftaryeSav in (J|
B

,
I S. xiv. 2). As evidently, ru> and

have sprung from ]M, i.e. fN~QD. The result is that 3110

in v. i may in all sobriety be emended into p-QQ piN,
' land

of Migron,' which is partly a correction, partly an explanation
of ra. It belongs to the margin, pilo should also be

substituted for mo in Gen. x. 2.

Gog, or, as we should now say, Migron (Jerahmeel), is

described in a gloss inserted in v. 2 and in xxxix. i (the

| passage) as
'

prince of Asshur (or Ashhur), Cusham, and

Tubal '

;
so beyond doubt the text should be emended (cp. on

xxvii. 13). And his home is represented as in 'the recesses

of Zaphon
'

(cp. Isa. xiv. 13, same phrase; Jer. vi. 22,

xxv. 32, xxxi. 8, 1. 41 pN-TOT, 'the recesses of the land').

From D^DlD (v. 4) onwards we have a long list of partly

corrupt ethnics. Following the
|| passages, xxiii. 24, Jer.

xlvi. 3, we should read D^NnnT"! D^NSp&n D-nD*iri 0^3
[Vrri 'DBFI] D^pj^i. These ethnics, however, are interpolated.

The true, original list is probably very short D'^BFO'i DTiETiS

pD2 TOT rrEnN-bm f?NDHT D^3. DID and fcDD both repre-

sent riDIS (see on xxvii. 10). DJ"iN springs from D^n the

termination of D^riDIS. <J|
A adds Tl

1

?, i.e. T^Sl (in Negeb),
On SIIDI po, see on xxiii. 24. im and ncfain have come in

under the influence of Gen. x. 3 ;
both spring from

1 Indeed on (Ham) itself is more than probably a fragment of ^Kcr
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which is probably the original reading. V2!N-r[riN]l is

superfluous.

xxxviii. 13. Bmnn as usual represents TiniDN. ~hy\

JTTDD,
' and all its young lions !

'

Cornill, iTGMD ; Toy,
rrbrn ; Kr., D-HDD,

'

Cyprians (?).' Rather D'^NDJTT or

nrni'rn. 20. rnrrran should be n'l^ipn (so already Gratz).

CHAP, xxxix. 2. pas, of course, is not 'the north' but

a district. 6. nttlS Q""Nn OBTTi TUD3. rrttlS is odd.

There were surely not many of the men left behind, nrwr
is also unexpected ;

few words are so untrustworthy as D^N !

^nor, too, frequently represents a well-known N. Arabian

ethnic. Read [ram ^KcnT] 7KSDffl^1 p-QDl. 9. D^rtyi

noh^ X ^120^ should be D^WOITT "^rpl. The bow of

Jerahmeel was proverbial (Hos. ii. 20).

xxxix. 1 1 . Note Pasek after rab. On '& 'n, see above.

St-naTl should obviously be S>NI>nQT}. Even if we keep the

text of the following words, Sari surely will not do (cp.

xlvii. 1 8). The possible confusion of '

Israel
' and ' Ishmael

'

must always be borne in mind. For DTI nefrp D^l^n "a

read [3>NonT] D^ll^n ^,
' the valley of the Arabians,' with a

gloss
'

Jerahmeel.' Migron's destined burial-place was in

the valley miscalled the '

Valley of Salt
'

(nS>Dn is a corruption
of S^nm"1

). Dip is constantly miswritten for DpT = VrT (cp.

E. Bib.,
l Rekem '

;

'

Paradise,' 6). Then follows a further

gloss absurdly miswritten in MT. (see AV's rendering !).

Read certainly D'Q-prr^N NTT roncn,
' and (

= in fact) it

adjoins Arabia' (cp. xxiv. 2). The name 'Valley of Jerah-
meel

'

will now acquire a new shade of meaning. It will

mean, not '

valley where the Jerahmeelites dwell,' but '

valley

where they are buried.' Read simply piio *ra (
= VfT N"a) ;

see above.

xxxix. 14. Read of course D^ll^n-nN. 16. The initial

H in imDn represents "i, the final n. Read pom Ti> Dt Dri,
'

there, too, is the city of Jerahmeel,' the closing part of the

marginal gloss which has intruded into v. 1 1 (see above).

Cp. on xlviii. 35.

INFLUENCE OF CHAPS, xxxviii./ It is not at all im-

probable that the famous apfAayeSiov of Rev. xvi. 16 was

suggested by a reading p-QD pN in Ezek. xxxviii. 2
; cp.

(fl's fjLaye&Sayv for p-no in Isa. x. 28 and perhaps I S. xiv. 2.
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Just as the fallen angels came to earth on Mount Jerahmeel

('Hermon' in Enoch vi. 6 see on chap, xxviii.), so on Arma-

geddon, i.e. the mountains of Jerahmeel, the ' unclean spirits
'

gather together to contend with the Almighty in Rev. xvi. 1 6.

The authority from whom the Enochian writer drew, knew
that the Nephilim of Gen. vi. 4 were Jerahmeelites (cp. on

Ezek. xxxii. 27) ;
the authority from whom the Johannine

writer drew, knew that the mustering of the opponents of

Israel's God was to take place on the Jerahmeelite mountains.

The explanation given in E. Bib., col. 1748^, note 4, is on

the right track (cp. col. 3881, note i), though it has not

reached the goal.

CHAP. xl. i, 2. Corn., Toy, Berth., Kr. omit ncttf and

^N^nn, which were not in (j|'s text. But they do not

explain how these words came in. The truth is that, as in

xlviii. 35, nctD represents SOOT1

,
i.e. in the present case

SNJ>DB>\ This was originally a correction of SNIQT. It was r

in fact, on ' one of the mountains
'

of Jerahmeel that Ezekiel

in his vision stood. The prophet recognises the Negeb as

the holiest part of the land, and plans the erection of a new

temple and a new holy city. Cp. on xlvii. i 3, Isa. xlvi. i f.

Ezekiel's permanent residence, then, cannot have been in the

Negeb (cp. on i. i).

CHAP, xliii. 26 f. Omit if^T tN^Cfi, and also riN iSm
D^DTT. The former phrase can be used only of priests, the

latter is here superfluous. Both phrases represent editorial

efforts to make sense of a corruptly written BTOtonT. The
'

Jerahmeelites
'

spoken of were of course members of the

Israelite community, and not in a religious sense Jerah-
meelites (see next note).

CHAP. xliv. 7. ntol -^lin ib -h^ "I3r^3- Most im-

probable. The mistake closely resembles that in Jer. ix. 25.

Read D'nDN'i cr^NOriT "ip"
1^ (see Amer. J. of TheoL v. 437

[July 1901]). Cp. on Zeph. i. 8 f., and note the Jerah-

meelite cultus described in Ezek. viii. Similarly in v. 9.

CHAP, xlvii. 8. Read, for rmmprr, rrSNemTT, or at

any rate miDpin (Dp~i
= DDT). Then continue :nirf?N TTP1

(cp. on Dt. i. i). In b read 1ND1DT ^Norrrn nvrf?N 1N11

D^Enrr D^iarr. The original name of the Dead Sea was
' Sea of Jerahmeel

'

(see E. Bib.,
' Mediterranean '). After-
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wards VwDflT became (i) n^o, (2) Gioip. In v. 18 Ezek.

is made to use the second of the later forms. Here, how-

ever, underlying a corruption, we can detect the earlier form.

Cp. on Joel ii. 20, Zech. xiv. 8.

xlvii. i o. Read ^NEnT pir"Tin &nj? p>D,
' from En-

kadesh to En-jerahmeel. See E. Bib.,
'

Kadesh,' i., 3, end.

Not only the healing of the Dead Sea but the restoration of

the paradisal fertility of the central district of Jerahmeel was
at Ezekiel's heart. See E. Bib.,

'

Paradise,' 6, 9. All

the middle part of v. 10 is omitted by Cornill as not original.

But neither he nor any other critic has accounted for its

existence. From our point of view, however, the problem
is solved with certainty. Read ^NnnT pup f?NnnT rniDDD,
' from Succoth-jerahmeel, from En-jerahmeel.' Both D^mrr?

(cp. on xxvi. 5) and h ViT represent ^NonT.
xlvii. 1 3. Here begins the sketch of the boundaries of

the new Holy Land. But where is that Holy Land ? The
boundaries are these laid down in Nu. xxxiv. Here, how-

ever, underlying the present text, we find the assignment,
not of the land of Canaan, but of that of Kenaz, i.e. the

Negeb, to the tribes of Israel. Was Ezekiel's idea that

Canaan had been too much defiled to be the centre of

Yahwe's kingdom in the future ? or had the original text

underlying Nu. xxxiv. already been transformed, and did

Ezekiel blindly take it over ? The latter supposition seems

rather improbable. If Paradise were restored, why should

not the Israelites (that is, all who could) dwell in its neighbour-
hood ? Perhaps two writers have been concerned in the text.

See on Nu. xxxiv., and cp. E. Bib.,
'

Hethlon/
'

Riblah,'
'

Shepham,'
'

Sibraim,'
'

Tamar,'
'

Zedad,'
'

Ziphron.' V. i 3^.

D^Sin SIPT,
' a gloss pointing out that, Levi being omitted,

the number twelve is gained by counting Joseph as two
'

(Toy). This involves pointing D^nn. But ^ did not so

understand the words (nrpoaOea-is a-^oivio-fjiaTo^. Sin,
'

lot,'

is also strange (Cornill). Read perhaps ^NDnrp nD~iS, i.e. the

land to be divided is Zarephath or Jerahmeel. D^in is

miswritten for ViT in Ps. xvi. 6.

xlvii. 1 6. The right names are probably Maacath,

Rehoboth, Zarephath, Cusham, Ashhur-maacath (a correction

of the preceding Hamath ?), liaran. To read '

Hagar-enon
'
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(or -enan), with Smend, Corn., Toy, Kr., for
' H.-hattikon

'

is harmless but unnecessary.
' Hazar-enon

'

probably comes

from '

Hazar-,' or perhaps
'

Ashhur-jerahmeel,' and ' Hazar-

hattikon
'

from '

Hazar-,' or perhaps
' Ashhur-maacath.' Cp.

tlkon with '

Joktan.'

CHAP, xlviii. i. Cornill, Toy, Kr. change the first T f?N

into DTT'iD (cp. xlvii. 15). But the first step is to correct

Nu. xxxiv. 8 f. (see note) ;
then we can proceed to correct

Ezek. xlviii. i thus non-Nil^ p-i^nn ^Nnrrr-Ti? nines nspc.

35. It is usual to translate DVD 'from this time forth,'

comparing Isa. xliii. i 3 (DVD), xlviii. 7 (DVODS). But both

these passages are probably corrupt (see SBOT, '

Isaiah'),

and DV is frequently a corruption of some longer word.

TIDE mrr, too, is improbable. DBMs often a mere fragment
of ^Ni;DBr. Probably we should read mrr [DTT^N] TitfT DtDI

^DtZT,
' and the name of the city shall be [elohim] Yahwe

hears,' It is a play on the name of the capital of the

Negeb, which should be Ishmael (cp. on xlvii. 13, and on

xxxix. 1 6), but which Ezekiel converts into Elohim-yishma',
or Yahwe-yishma

f

. Cp. on Yahwe-yir'eh, Gen. xxii. 14 ;

Yahwe-shalom, Judg. vi. 24. Does not all this strange

description in chaps, xl.-xlviii. throw some light on that

enigmatical passage, Isa. Ixvi. i, 2 (see note) ? Cp. on xl. i, 2.
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CHAP. I. 3-5. The latest writer (Riedel, Alttest. Untersuch. y

1902, pp. io^\) confesses that the name 'Gomer' is un-

intelligible ;

' bath diblaim,' however, can suitably be ex-

plained as '

daughter of cakes,' i.e. one addicted to offering

cakes to the Baals. Surely this is altogether unnatural.
' Gomer '

(like Gomer in Gen. x. 2
; cp. Hamor in Gen.

xxxiv.) and Diblaim
(
= Riblaim, cp. Diblathaim = Ribla-

thaim) must, if the proper methods be applied, reveal

themselves as old corruptions of '

Jerahmeel,' which had

acquired an independent existence. Hosea's wife then

was a Jerahmeelite. See on iii. 2. He himself, as the

evidence tends to show, was an Israelite residing in the

Jerahmeelite Negeb (see E. Bib.,
'

Prophet,' 36). This

N. Arabian matrimonial connection was a symbol of the

fact that Israel had addicted itself to the impure religion

of the Jerahmeelites (cp. on Jer. ii. 18). There is an

allusion to the name 'Jerahmeel' in Lo-ruhamah and

Lo-ammi[el] in vv. 6, 9 ;
for Lo-ruhamah cp. Isa. xxix. 2.b

(Lo-jerahmeel ;
see note). It was the southern Jezreel after

which the elder son of Hosea was named. Jehu's bloody
deed at Jezreel (cp. 2 K. x. 11) was to be avenged in

Maacath-yizreel (read bNinTTOSD ; cp. on pni>, Ps. Ix. 8).

See E. Bib., col. 3861, note 4. There the 'bow of Israel'

was to be broken, i.e. the Israelites were to sustain a

crushing defeat by the N. Arabians.

i. 7. nnnbon mrm Cap 'Sen really mean 'all the

other unnamed weapons
'

? Read ^NDnT nnn. See on

ii. 20, Ps. Ixxvi. 4. The '

Jerahmeel-sword
' and the

'

Jerahmeel-bow' were the most destructive (cp. on Jer. vi.

25, xii. 12, Ezek. xxxix. 9).

9
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CHAP. ii. 1-3 [i.
lO-ii. i]. In Jezreel itself cause shall

be given for calling
' Lo-ammi ' '

Ammi,' and ' Lo-ruhamah '

'

Ruhamah,' and the people of Israel shall be called
' B'ne

Jerahmeel' (read, not TT ^?N ^31, but S^nm"1

""in, cp. on

Gen. iii. 20$). Indeed, the B'ne Jerahmeel of the older

stock (for rmiT ^Dl read ^NonT ^l for the correction

see on i S. xxx. 9 ff., 26 and the B'ne Israel shall, under

a common head, enter Canaan on a second and greater day
of Jezreel). mpDl (so much disputed over) comes from

^NdrrPl ; Jezreel was in the Jerahmeelite Negeb. For the

correction see on Gen. xii. 6, Isa. xxviii. 8, Ezek. xxxviii.

ii. 17, 20. V. ija describes a territory to be given to

restored Israel. Read YOJrroircrriNl [b^cttr] ^Norrp-riN

SIpnVl mnDD^. For '

Achor,' see on Josh. xv. 7, and on
' Tekoa '

E. Bib.,
' Tekoa.' Read SNOTT mm The bow

and sword of Jerahmeel were proverbial (see on i. 7). DB?

and DtZJD often represent 'oar (here a gloss on '

Jerahmeel ') ;

see Isa. Hi. ii, Ezek. xxxix. ii.

CHAP. iii. i. D^HN DVT^N-SN. A great want of

definiteness. Read ^NDTTT TI^N^N ;
see on Jer. i. 1 6,

vii. 6. crnus 'BTtDN,
'

pressed grape-cakes ?
'

It is plausible

to compare Jer. vii. 18 (xliv. 17), where the 'cakes' for the
'

queen of heaven (?),' and the libations offered to the D^rr^N

are mentioned together. At the same time the word

more properly refers to the mutual connection between

gods and their worshippers. The existence, moreover, of the

word nBTt&N,
'

fruit-cake,' has in the other places where it

occurs (see, e.g., on 2 S. vi. 19, Isa. xvi. 7) been questioned,

and even were ^ttrt&N possible, D^IUS,
'

grapes,' would be

superfluous. Gratz suggests D'gQrT] D^OJN. Better, perhaps,

jttfp"! rnni>. pi?D is a title of Baal
; cp. Isa. xvii. i o.

But parallelism favours D'Q-il? "intp^,
' Ashtor of Arabia

'

(see

on Dt. iii. 17). Cp. Judg. ii. 13, 'They forsook Yahwe, and

served Baal and the Ashtaroth.'

iii. 2. D-nytp ^\rh D^.i?to ~iprn. These words, so difficult

to make sense of here, appear to be corruptions of the name
and description of Hosea's wife, i.e. of ^>NDnT nsp [rQ] ^n,
' Ham5r (?), a woman of Missur-jerahmeel.' D'nstB may
come from IT^D, irh (cp. "joS) from ^Nttrrr. has

70/1,0/3

teal veySeX oivov, =}^ SlDI D'HStD ion, which, equally
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with MT.'s text, may represent THDttTTnflD [ni] inn

(t^^U = p^"1 )-
A measure called -jnS is surely non-

existent in the O.T.

iii. 4. D^Dim TlDN pNl. ouSe iepareias ov$e StjXwv.

Perhaps lepareias may be best viewed as a corruption of

iarpeias, i.e. NSno (2 Chr. xxi. I 8), which in turn may be a

corruption of TlDN, facilitated by the D in D^Bin. rj\.wv

represents cran (as Dt. xxxiii. 8), which Gratz adopts.

CHAP. iv. 12. That rhabdomancy should be referred

to so prominently, seems unlikely, l^pn is surely from

Worm (cp. on T bpD, Ezek. xxxix. 9) ;
both Hosea and

Amos vehemently denounce the practice of frequenting

Jerahmeelite sanctuaries. This makes another correction

probable, which otherwise would be only possible, f?NSDQyo

for issi[:i]. Originally, elsewhere, 2SD, and sis do appear
to be corrupt fragments of 'DBT. Probably, too, the mutila-

tion of 'DOT was facilitated by the fact that the next group
of letters is htftiP.

' Ishmael
' and '

Jerahmeel
'

may be

either the deified patriarchs so called, or substituted for the

true name of the god of the Ishmaelites or Jerahmeelites

(Yarham ?).

iv. 146, 15. &&"] prr'N^ Dtfi. The preceding DS (bis)

suggests Din. The proper name pT1 is probably a cor-

ruption of ^NonT, and as if to confirm our application of

this parallel the text prefixes xh (
= SN). Read probably

^V-QIV (cp. f?in). There is no theoretic necessity to

obelise the words referring to Judah (see on v. io/i),

though the text may nevertheless be wrong. The place-

names appear to be generally misunderstood. "UTarr is an

early corruption of Tia or of 7NOITP. The least radical

correction that is possible for ]"i!srrr3 is to read pN rr3. But

the textual phenomena of Am. i. 5 suggest that p is really

a corruption of
]*rs, which is certainly the name of a

Jerahmeelite district. The intermediate form pN occurs

in the personal name iTDTN, v
and the place-name pN

(Ezra ii. 59). 'Jerahmeel' may be the place which turns

out to be rightly called ' Cusham-Jerahmeel
'

(cp. on

Gen. xxxiv. For mrr-Ti read nrnrTT (see on Zeph. i. 5,

Am. viii. 14). Cp. Paul Ruben, ad loc. (for a different view).

CHAP. v. i. Wittr rri being a phrase for 'Israelites,'
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we are bound to infer that D^rr3rr and -f^orrrri also repre-

sent names of peoples. *]9o and ihizn are so often cor-

ruptions of :?NQnT (see E. Bib.,
' Hammelech ') that we can

hardly hesitate to read ^NDHT IVl, which indeed suits the

context admirably. D^rrDrr should probably be Drrprr,

'ye Kenites.' Is Stf-iOT rra correct? ^NSQ&T m is

certainly more probable. The divine punishment belongs,
first of all, to those who ensnared Israel, i.e. to the

Ishmaelites or Jerahmeelites of the Negeb.
' Ye have been

a snare at Mizpah.' The place meant is probably that

called in Judg. xi. 29,
'

Mizpeh of Gilead
'

(there was a

southern Gilead in the Negeb), and elsewhere called

Sarephath and possibly Misrephath (see E. Bib.,
'

Misrephoth
maim

').
Hosea continues,

' and a net spread on Tabor.'

No southern ' Tabor '

(Tan) is known. Probably we should

read rvorr} (see on Ps. Ixxxix. I 3$).
' Rehoboth

'

was a spot
hallowed by the patriarchal story.

v. 2. Read n^ -icrp gsn I ip^psn n^psrin nnmi. Vin
is suggested by the hardly doubtful correction of Dino in

Ezek. xxviii. 3. d^iaW is a corruption of D^SOD, and this of

D^Ettf-in]. The '

magicians
'

of Misrim were famous (Gen.
xli. 8). Cp. on D^toD, Ps. ci. 3. Note (j|'s TraiSevrijs.

v. 7 / Bnn. Read ^pn ; , epv<rl@r). 8. ?nriN.
Wellh. ITnrr. Rather, perhaps, ^NOnT. '

Jerahmeel
'

(see

on iv. 15) is sometimes a place-name, i.e. it is the short for

Beth-jerahmeel. .pp;33, which follows, may be the chief

centre of the Benjamites in the Negeb (see on Jer. vi. I
).

v. io/. Neither here, nor in vv. 12, 13, 14, vi. 4, 11,

xii. 3 need we alter
'

Judah
'

into
'

Israel.' Both Israel and

Judah appear to have had territory in the Negeb, and

consequently to have been seduced by the Jerahmeelite

cult. ^-nnM ^bn ^Nin "
13. That is is a shortened form of

man, or the name of a god (Hommel), is very difficult to

make probable, nor is im (
= NI) an adequate correction.

The right solution is suggested by a study of Isa. xxx. 6

(see note), which shows that T'iflrT may be a corruption of

bNnrrr, and by Isa. xxviii. io, which probably shows that

12 may be a corruption of 7N9DBP. In fact, h^n and is

represent respectively the variants
'

Jerahmeel
' and '

Ishmael.'

The threat in v. I la is explained by the offence of Ephraim
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in worshipping the Jerahmeelite or Ishmaelite deity (see

on iv. i 5).

v. 12 (x. 6). IT n^D-^N. Independently, in 1897,
the writer and Prof. W. Max Miiller explained IT l^o as
' the great king

'

(either reading :n "-jSp, or [WMM] treating

HTD^D as a proper name. Winckler (Musrz, etc., 1898,

p. 22) suggests l"i[n]^ -iScrf?N, 'to the king of Jathrib

(
= Medina).' The ' Great King

'

theory had already been

proposed by M'Curdy, HPM i. (1894), pp. 415 /; it is

also suggested by Riedel (without reference to predecessors)
Alttest. Untersuch. (1902), p. 18. But the N. Arabian

interest of Hosea is so manifest that we cannot doubt that

IT is miswritten for mi? or -ani? ; ms in Palestine, like

Aribu(bi) in Assyria, was already in use as a term for

N. Arabia. So E. Bib. ii. (1901), col. 2331. Independent

support is given to this view by Otto Weber (Arabien vor

dem Islam, 1901, p. 24). By the 'king of Arabia' the

Hebrew prophet may mean the king of Melubha, the

suzerain of the smaller N. Arabian kings.

CHAP. vi. 7 ff. For D~TNQ it now becomes obvious to

read Dlt^l (cp. E. Bib.,
' Adam

'). Wellhausen, at any rate,

sees that a locality must be referred to. Dtt), as elsewhere,

may be a fragment of ^Ni?D2T ; prefix 3. Thus,
'

in Aram '

is parallel (as it ought to be) to '

in Ishmael.' For "n;~a we

might read W?i (<ya\ya\a, some MSS. of (f|) ; Nowack, too,

wavers
;

for
'

Gilgal' see iv. 15, ix. 15, xii. 12. If we take

Q from v. 7, and read /-|
l, i.e. rvo, we get

'

Beth-gilgal
'

(on
which see E. Bib.,

'

Gilgal,' 6) or Beth-gilead (perhaps =
Jabesh-gilead). In either case, Beth-jerahmeel may be

meant. This is not improbably the Gibeath-jerahmeel,
where noisy rites and sacrifices of children seem to have

been in vogue (see on v. 10). There is some reason to

think that the seat of Saul's clan was at a place called

Beth-jerahmeel, and that this was situated in the southern

Gilead (see on 2 S. ii. 8 f., where it is shown that Saul's
'

Jerahmeel
' was at any rate near Beth-gilead). Hosea

may therefore have had two reasons for denouncing Beth-

gilead or Beth-jerahmeel or Gibeath-jerahmeel, viz. (i) the

offensive rites there practised, and (2) the rise of the kingly

government. For the impossible D^rp rnp;? read either
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riim (so . *#.,
'

Gilead,' 2) or SNorrr 'i. The
latter is preferable. But if so, either a few words have

dropped out, or YrT '} is a variant to the place-name (Beth-

gilead?) in v. Sa. The difficulties of MT. and of (f| in v. 9
are well-known (see Now., and Ruben, Crit. Remarks, p. 12).

For an attempt to meet them see E. Bib., col. 1729. With

a surer clue, however, we can detect D'HiT?} f"iN underneath

BTN, DTJ? under D'OTD (cp. on v. i), and
rrpffi|

under

(see E. Bib.,
'

Shechem,' 2). In v. 10 for WitZT mi
read f^NSOBT mi ('nor and 'DBT are sometimes confounded).
For the ' horrible

'

rites of Beth-ishmael (
= B.-jerahmeel)

see on Jer. ii. 34. In v. 1 1 and vii. i note that 'TiHJl (cp.

">pT) probably comes from 7H9DBT3, h >*D"iD from THDITTi
and ^NTBrb from SwiHOBrf?. Originally something more
was said of the practices in Ishmael or Jerahmeel ; rmrr
"P T2p ntD conceals something quite different which has not

been recovered.

CHAP. vii. i. The verse, as Wellh. has seen, should

probably begin at r>DG (without i). Point ]Viqm.

vii. ii. D'HSp (so point) and I^N are the N. Arabian

regions so called.

vii. 14 f. For 'iWErhs read nrPSpirbs (Joel i. 9), and for

"O *n*iD'1 read ^NSEtZT-rva (see next note). Cancel THD 11

,
as

a repetition of WiD"1

; wanting in ^. So Ruben.

vii. 1 6. 'Unintelligible and mostly corrupt' (Wellh.).

Note Pasek. Both iTiBT and hs t*h come from bNlJDtD'1

(dittographed), a correction of >} "niD'1

(v. 14). For the

two errors, cp. 'DT = ^N^OW, and hs h& in xi. 7. The
verse should therefore begin with the next words, ntEpD 1TF

JTOn, or rather ^NDm^ omD? VTl,
'

they;
are become like (

= as

indifferent to me as) Cusham-jerahmeel ;
for the idea cp. Am.

ix. 7, and for the error Ps. Ixxviii. 57. Continue, n?~Q ^EP

D-nsp pNl nmm. QSIO, GlMrh, and OM^ IT all appear to

come from corrupt forms of ybt&QHT (a gloss on D'HSO ?).

CHAP. viii. i. MT., ?prr^N, which, as Wellh. sees, is

corrupt. <g, et? KO\TTOV avrwv = D^n~SN, a corruption of

T>NDn~P. This may either be a gloss on D^ISD (see on

viii. 1 6), or the subject of a verb such as nh^_ (see Jer.

xlix. 22) which would easily fall out after SND. IDC?, as

Gratz pointed out (Monatsschrift, 1886, p. 375), is probably
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a dittographed inn. 6. It is hard to defend Nini and

D'QltD (cp. . $.,
'

Spider ').
Most probably, v. 6b, when

corrected, should stand before 'in inttfl? tmn. ^N-|BTD and

Dm both represent ^M&DHPO ; Mini and niJT both come
from ^NDITft a variant to ^MJHDtfN Read

: Min D'Ti^H N^I inms onn I p-iptp Sjs Wflnrha ^

The phrase
' the calf of Shimron '

probably indicates that
' Beth-el

'

or ' Beth-on
' was near Shimron. 9. if? Till hnD

is quite unsuitable in this context. Read ^NonT 115, a

regular geographical phrase (see on Dt. i. I ) ;
this is a gloss

on ' Asshur.' 12. Read inmm TrioD Tvfin I ^NDnTn zwpM.
Israel's God ' loathes

'

Jerahmeel, because his own religious

statutes are despised in the sanctuaries of the Negeb.
viii. 1 3 should begin thus, SMDHT pMl isnn DTQT. The

insertion of irQT became necessary after inn had been

corrupted into "Qnin. (Jl's 6vo~tacrr^pia ra r/ycnrrjiAeva im-

plies a derivation of "anin from in. Most explain
'

offer-

ing5
'

(^/3JTj 'to give'), Ttoi here, as in Ezek. xvi. 26 and

elsewhere, represents pNl, and l^DN^l represents ^OITT (cp.

^DN in Isa. Ixvi. 17).

CHAP. ix. 6. D~i.3pn f]b. Usually taken as a Hebrew

corruption of Eg. Men-nofer (see E. Bibn col. 3432). The

evidence, however, for the preponderant influence of Misrim

is so strong that we are obliged to distrust
'

Moph
'

not less

than '

Noph.' In particular, it is plain from vii. 1 1 and

ix. 3 that iltDN and D'HSD are virtually synonymous. Now
the only theory which explains how this can be the case is

the theory that N. Arabian districts are referred to. The
truth is, that this very passage (ix. 6) shows that N. Arabia

is the region intended. The opening words in MT. are

-r&p ^hri njn-^p. It is clear that TIDD must represent the

name of a country. It cannot be a corruption of 112D =

D'HSD, because Q-nSD, which follows, is required as the subject

of DSlpn. It must, therefore, be a distortion of nnD = DID1D.

*)D presumably = ?p ;
the initial D may be due to the pre-

ceding D. fp probably represents ninD3, the name of a

district on the N. Arabian border (see on Isa. xix. 13, Jer.

ii. 1 6). on^nNl should be DTrkwi Cp. on Ps. xix. 5.

Read r

D none (Wellh.).
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ix. io, 13. r\W^h. Probably rpBJ2fe. See on Jer. iii. 23 /.

V. 13 is composed of two parts, each beginning with

D"HDN[l]. The second part (omitting D'HQNl) appears to be

a variant to the latter portion of the first, i.e. "iisb corre-

sponds to ^N wnnf?, rr^intD to mn, and mai to r:n.

SN N**nnS (whence Tflfc) comes from ^NSDBT (cp. IS, v. 1 1
,

Isa. xxviii. io, 13), and nbintD must be a corruption of some

synonym of niT. "P31 may be retained. Thus line 2

becomes V31 3nJT SNSQQT. We can now perhaps penetrate

the secret of line I
,
which should probably run thus D^DM

liTsrp TinQJN. Render the restored passage,
' As for Ephraim,

Ashhur shall break him to pieces ;
Ishmael shall slay his sons.'

CHAP. x. 3. It is strange that the weakness of Israel

should be accounted for in this way. Hence Marti and

Nowack suspect an interpolation. More probably "J^D pN
and T^cn represent f?NDnT ;

in this case read i:rnf?N.
' Then

will they say, Jerahmeel is our God, for we do not fear

Yahwe
;
and Jerahmeel what will he do for us ?

'

Cp.
Isa. viii. 21.

x. 5-8. Read rhixb, and cp. on viii. 5. l"p ;
see on

v. 13. V. 7 is very hard; but cp. E. Bib., col. 2125, note.

In v. 8 point pN (see on iv. 15), and omit WiBT

(rather ^NSDBr rose) as a gloss.

x. 1 4/ TB^ PNB? QNjTi. Three improbabilities, ( I )

for
Dj?, (2) pN0 for 'war-cry' (Now.), and (3) "TpasS, parallel

to T121D. The third of these has been corrected by Wellh.
;

read ^^3. The second, on the analogy of Am. ii. 2, is

removed by reading ]&h3. The first (cp. sip, Ezek. xxiii. 23)

by the correction 7NQnT. This involves supposing that

tpl, or the like, has fallen out, owing to the misreading
. Read ^NDrrr rvn ^m Tiftj). Cp. on Am. i. 3.

Winckler's suggestion, that the barbarities of the Arabian

tribe called Salmah are referred to, is plausible (see E. Bib.,
' Salmah ').

But having found out so much relative to the

invasions of the Negeb by Cushites, Misrites, and Asshurites,

we can hardly hesitate to retain ]tb&, and to accept this as

the name of one of the N. Arabian tribes who invaded the

Negeb. That Salamanu was the name of a Moabite prince
in Tiglath-pileser's time we know (see Schr., KA T* p. 44 1 ) ;

it is very possible that the king of Asshur also bore this
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name. SNIIN (cp. ~>21T) is a perfectly regular corruption of

^NonT. non^E nvi is a corruption of YTT IVI dittographed.

See on Nah. iii. 8. For the impossible nnc?:a read TinipJSQ.

The meaning is that the king of Israel shall be destroyed by
the inexorable king of the N. Arabian Asshur.

CHAP. xi. There are many difficulties here. Pioneering
work has been done already. The emendations of vv. i-^a

in E. Bib., col. 2826, produce a much-improved sense, but

are inadequate, as soon as we realise how much Hosea is

preoccupied by the danger from N. Arabia. Let us now go
over the work again. In vv. 1-3 read ^l *h (I called him

my son), Pesh., Theod.; "WpD, <JI ; 'aao, cp. (& ; DHpN, ;

"Hint. So Ruben, and partly Wi. (AT Unt., 182), Wellh.

'nSriD, Pesh., Gr.; n^nns, Gr. To this, however, add in

v. i D'nsp (cp. on v. 5), and in v. ^a D"i
T
N ^inp (for D"TN 'm)

and ^NDHT (for mrm). Render,
' out of the cords of Aram

[the southern Aram = Jerahmeel] I drew them, out of the

bands of Jerahmeel.' The complex of words which follows

is probably based on a series of an ignorant scribe's attempts
to write THPITT, which the editor, with his usual ingenuity,

converted into a sentence. 'D'HD reminds us of niDID (cp.

E. Bib., 'Meremoth'), and of DD1T (v. 7). For t)N, see on

Isa. viii. 6. The vh which opens v. 5 in MT. belongs to

this Jerahmeel- passage. V. 5 should therefore run, 'He
shall return to the land of Misrim (cp. on v. i), and Asshur

[the southern Asshur or Ashhur] shall be his king,' etc.

xi. 7-10. For SsrWi read bNi?DtD^ ;
see on vii. 16.

^N "TIT and DCfiT vh both represent the variant THOfTP.

On rrD"TN and D^NHS see E. Bib.,
' Sodom and Gomorrah.'

D?p from ;p^p. See on Isa. xxiv. 14.

CHAP. xii. \b. Probably SN-DS should be 7HQTTT, and

D^BTTTp comes from D^tthS. The verbs are more difficult to

restore. Read, perhaps, D^&h3-Din ^HblTT^n^] Bh"j nTirri.

Cp. Isa. ii. 6.

xii. i o. 'I will cause thee to dwell in tents ?
' Read

Q (cp. on ii. 17, 20), and for lino read, with Nowack,
?. The exile seems to be presupposed (cp. Mic. vii. 14).

xii. 15. Read ^Nnrrr-rv} D^DN D^n.
'

Beth-jerah-
meel '

is the Gilgal of iv. 15, ix. 15, xii. 2. D^Tnon is

suspicious ;
see on Jer. vi. 26, xxxi. 15, 21.
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CHAP. xiii. 2b.
' Zu dem reden sie, opfernde Menschen

kiissen Kalber' (Wellh.) can hardly be right. It is the image
of Jerahmeel that is kissed. Read, probably

D Tta Q'npN orr orih

CHAP. xiv. 7 / For pDl () read (i) rnhl, (2)

(Ezek. xxvii. 18). In v. 8 read also "nn&N (DID ; cp. Isa.

xvi. 7, where ' Kir-hareseth
'

should be ' Kir-ashhur.' Cp.
Wellhausen's and G. A. Smith's notes

;
the former at any

rate sees the problems more clearly.

xiv. 9.
' We are struck by the perfect beside the im-

perfect, by the want of a suffix to ^IT3S, and by the suffix of

the third person beside that of the second
'

(Nowack). Prob-

ably we should read, pjn amna [TiBfrNn?] 'DN fpTPSS ^M.

13T11UN1 seems to be a conflation of "nftNn and pin ; 'n is a

variant to



JOEL

JOEL was a favourite S. Israelitish name, as shown in E. Bib.,

col. 3686. Bethuel (so we should probably read with (*| for

' Pethuel
')

is also a place-name of the Negeb ; very possibly,

indeed, ^Nini is a corruption of fxnn,
'

Tubal,' the name of

a N. Arabian district (see E. Bib.,
' Tubal

').
It is, however,

most unlikely that the name of the author of such a literary

and artificial prophecy as
'

Joel
'

should have been preserved.

We may presume that in some late historical midrash a

prophet called
'

Joel b. Bethuel
'

was mentioned. The con-

nection between prophecy and the Negeb is undeniable (see

E. Bib.,
(

Prophet,' 6 /!) ;
the name proposed was therefore

credible. Elijah and Elisha were men of the Negeb ;
but of

course, in the post-exilic period, a prophet of the type of '

Joel
'

coming from the Negeb would be inconceivable.

CHAP. i. 4, ii. 20. Great obscurity hangs around the

description of the locusts in chap. i. and over the prophecy
in chap. ii. Is chap. i. 4-19 descriptive of a calamity from

which the land of Judah was actually suffering, or predictive

of one still future ? And are the locusts in chaps, i. and ii,

or at least in chap. ii. symbolic of hostile peoples ? How
can a swarm of locusts be called 'the northern one' (ii. 20)?
And what is the meaning of the statement in i. 4 that what

the gazam, the arbeh, the yelek respectively have left, the

arbeJi, the yelek, the hasil respectively have eaten ? The most

different answers are given (see, e.g. Merx, Wlinsche, Novvack,

Driver on the passages). Can we be content with this un-

certainty ? Surely the key to chaps, i. and ii. is the phrase

"zhDlin. Having discovered that pos is the name of a N.

Arabian region bordering on the Negeb (see, e.g. Jer. i. 1 3 /i,

129
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Ezek. i. 4), and that the '

Gog
'

of Ezekiel's prophecy is the

personification of the Jerahmeelite or N. Arabian peoples

(see on Ezek. xxxviii. I f., 6), we see that the first and most

probable meaning of SephonI is
'

Zaphonite.' The locusts

in chaps, i., ii. are symbolic of the N. Arabians, who, in a

short time, will verify Ezekiel's prophecy by invading the

Holy Land of Palestine, and who will be driven by Yahwe
into the desert. The invaders, however, do but repeat what

they have done continuously for an indefinite period on a

smaller scale. Hence Yahwe promises (ii. 25) to compensate
the Jews for the '

years
' which the locusts have eaten. In

calling these symbolic locusts Yahwe's 'army' (ii. ii, 25),

the writer deviates from Ezekiel. His idea is that the

calamities brought on the Jews by the N. Arabians are

designed to bring the people to repentance. When the

pious, though very imperfect, Jewish community, turns heartily

to Yahwe, he will, without any effort, remove the troublesome

foe. The reason why, in i. 4 and ii. 25, four different names
of locusts are used is, that the writer wishes (perhaps follow-

ing Amos) to suggest the names of four N. Arabian peoples.

This is very clear in the case of ni"iN and pT1

,
which at once

suggest l^si and pbpi?. What names underlie on and ^on
we cannot venture to say. Cp. on Am. vii. ib, and on ii. 20,

E. Bib., col. 2496, note i. On the singular phrases '~rpn DTT

and Y?N DTT, see E. Bib.,
' Mediterranean.' The two novel

terms '

front sea
' and ' back sea

' were a consequence of the

recasting of Dt. xi. 24 (see note).

i. i 5. See on Isa. xiii. 6b.

CHAP. iii. i. -iw^-hl-hs. 'Naturally this can include

neither the animal world nor even the heathen
'

(Nowack).
Yet the expression ought to include at any rate the latter.

Since, in Isa. Ixv. 22, Ps. Ixv. 3, the phrase is equally liable

to suspicion, let us look out for some suitable and possible

correction. ltDl must have arisen through the drawing

together of fragments of two words, or of an abbreviated

word and a corrupt fragment of a word. Cp. Merx, Hiob,

Introd. p. Iv. Read, probably, ^Nn&r-rra-^-fjS.

CHAP. iv. 2, 1 2. astthrr pos.
'

Valley of judgment
'

(toDtpsn) would no doubt suit the context (E. Bib., col. 2353),
but does not the corruption lie deeper ? Driver (Joel and
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Amos, p. 69) thinks that nothing turns upon the identification

of the spot named, the symbolism of the name being alone

significant. But the interest of the later writers in the

Negeb the scene of patriarchal narratives in the remote

past, and (see ii. 20, Ezek. xxxviii. /) of great expected
events in the not distant future entitles us to expect a

reference to some part of this region. pDi? repeatedly (e.g.

Ps. Ix. 8) represents an original npl>p ;
and tostD, as a name,

certainly comes from nQ! = riD"]2. In 2 Chr. xiv. 9 we hear

of a nno? hT3. ;
it is not likely that the valley near Zephath

or Zarephath was called pp#. Read, therefore, riD2 np2p, i.e.

the Zarephathite Maacath (in contradistinction to a northern

Maacath). The bare possibility, however, remains that irp

in BDt&liT comes from m*1

,
the short for THDrTP. Cp.

' Arma-

geddon
'

(Rev. xvi. 1 6) = Har-jerahmeel. Note also that in

v. 4 Missur and Zarephath are mentioned, and it is very

possible that the ' Shittim
'

of v. 1 8 ultimately goes back to

Zarephathim (see note).

iv. 4, 6. pTSI 12 represents lisp ;
the passage has

been manipulated. nO^D represents DD12. See E. Bib., col.

3164, note 3. D'OVn represents 7HDJTP (a, as often, comes

from
f?). ]V itself originally was ]CP

= pp^ = f?NDrm A
distant

'

Jerahmeel
'

is meant. The phrase itself is archaistic

in such a late book.

iv. [( Hi.] n. "inns and l!npai are both difficult. For

the former has a-vva0poi%<r0, but this does not consist

very well with 'ipD afterwards. rrDtp is also unexpected, for

the place of meeting is only mentioned in v. 1 2. nnDrr is

also unexpected ;
the Hiphil of nrn is not used else-

where. Possibly both itini; and riDCZ? represent n^NSDtir (for

HOC) cp. on Ezek. xlviii. 35), and ^Ip^l from D^ppfi. Read

'api 'DOT, INT, omitting TODD D^liiTTO as an editorial inser-

tion from v. 12. For nnun it is obvious to read Jinan.
' Let the Ishmaelites and the Kenizzites come

;
lead thou,

O Yahwe, thy heroes \

'

iv. 14. pTinn ppi?. If 'irr pos represented an original

EoQlDon ppy, it would be plausible to emend 'nil pD$ into

p*rsn pe>#. A preferable correction of 'in"1

pD has, however,

suggested itself to us (see above), and this enforces the re-

consideration of pnnrr pos. A place-name of the Negeb
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is required, and we can hardly hesitate to make a slight

transposition of the letters of pin, reading "hsn rGSQ. For

Yr cp. Josh. xv. 23, 25. -nsn is probably a modification of

Tinm = -nnN.
iv. 1 8. Wellh. remarks that the 'valley of Shittim' cannot

mean the D^tDn SlM beyond the Jordan, because it has to

start from Jerusalem. But 't&n hm is most probably a

corruption of D^toDtD
f
l (see on Num. xxv. I

),
and the other

places mentioned, except Jerusalem, are in the N. Arabian

borderland. Zarephath was apparently near the limit of the

Negeb, and therefore also of the expanded land of Israel

(cp. on Zech. xiv. i o). It had been dignified by the presence
of the divine judge of the nations (vv. 2, 12); why, then,

should it not partake in the beneficent effects of the stream

prophesied originally by Ezekiel, which, as that prophet most

probably states, was appointed to go to
' the Jerahmeelite

region
'

(rh"hl ; cp. Joel iv. 4), and to flow down to Arabia

(read



AMOS

CHAP. I. i. The skilful presentment of his theory by
Budde (Kohut, Semitic Studies, 106 ff.} led the present
writer for a time to follow him in rendering,

'

Amos, who
had been among the sheep-breeders, (a man) of Tekoa,' and

to suppose that the words D^TpDl ITTT ItDN were a gloss

inserted from the margin in the wrong place ;
i.e. before,

instead of after, inpno. Cp. E. Bib., col. 147. It must be

confessed, however, (i) that no one before Budde had

thought of separating D^TpDl from Slpnn, and (2) that if

the object of the supposed gloss were to distinguish the

prophet Amos more precisely from other persons of the

same name, it is strange that the gloss-maker should not

have used the word suggested by the authoritative state-

ment in vii. 14, viz D'njTQfs]. The second of these

objections is the more important. It is true, Budde thinks

it possible that D"1

"^:!:-! may be only a gloss upon the

ambiguous word used in vii. 14 ("ipl^), and Wellhausen and

Nowack, following Oort, (Theol. Tydschr., 1880, p. 127),

thinks -ipin in vii. 14 a corruption of ~Tp*a This is plausible.

Oort supports it by (Jf's atVoXo? (vii. 14), but note that in

2 K. iii. 4 (g> has vcotcrjd (VWK^\ and that none of the

Gk. versions there gives anroXo?, besides which, in the

very passage before us, the first part of v. i is thus rendered

in (f, \6yoi Afiws 01 eyevovro ev A/c/capet/i eV [so B, but

A eV] (De/eoue. Atf/ca/jet/u,,
of course, should be Na/e/eapet/A ;

the initial v dropped out because of the preceding eV.

What, then, is
vatcicapet/jt,, according to ? A place-name.

Nor is this to be hastily dismissed. There is strong reason

to doubt the correctness of Tpu in 2 K. iii. 4, and though
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we can hardly venture to accept the reading ev KapiaOiapei/j,
found in Am. i. i in Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret,
and many MSS., yet, as a conjecture, the reading is very

suggestive, for we can now safely say that the original of

the popular corruption Kirjath-jearim almost certainly is

Kirjath-jerahmeel. Now there was certainly a city of

Jerahmeel in the Negeb, and considering the many plausible

points of contact between the prophets and the Negeb, it is

worth seeing whether Am. i. i will not yield up its secret,

if we apply the theory that Amos was a child of the Negeb.
Let us look more closely at the Hebrew words sipno D^pm.
That there was a Tekoa in the Negeb, we have seen in

studying Jer. vi. i
;
we cannot wonder at this, for the most

plausible explanation of the name (on the analogy of

and sip) is ^MfitTP. D^lpD! should be D^pDl (cp.

and this comes from DTTrp,
' son of Rahim,' i.e. of Jerah-

meel (cp. Dim and Dp")). The sum-total is that Amos was

a Jerahmeelite, a citizen of the Tekoa in the Negeb (cp.

E. Bib.,
'

Prophet, 35, note).
1 The words rrn ItDN appear

superfluous. Possibly they come from mrr"ib?, written too

soon, and (as in many similar cases) not cancelled. This

result throws light on the true text of vii. 1 4 f. and not less

important and only slightly less certain correction still

waits to be made, MT. has OJynn ^zb D^rnc?, with which Q

agrees. The Rabbis (but not Ibn Ezra) and the earlier

Christian interpreters have tried to fix the period of this

earthquake. To defend the historical character of the

earthquake is difficult (see E. Bib.,
'

Amos,' 4), and

from the point of view suggested by the previous note, we

may venture to look underneath the present text for some
further reference to the Negeb. Read most probably

Tintpsi OJn2n ^th,
' before Asshur was rooted out, i.e. before

the events described in 2 K. xiv. 2%, 'how he recovered

Cusham and Maacath of Jerahmeel for Israel.' In the

region referred to there was probably a place called Kir-or

Kiryath-asshur (cp. on 2 K. iii. 25), the Jerahmeelite popula-
tion of which was expelled or exterminated. Cp. on

Zech. xiv. 5.

1
Cp. the remark of Smend and Socin, Die Inschrift des Konigs

Mesa von Moab (Text), 1886, p. 15, note i.
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i. 2. Surely a later insertion (see E. Bid.,
'

Amos/
8). V. 2a reminds us of Joel iv. 16. In v. 2b a^mrr

seems to come from ^NonT ; probably, too, Scnsn means a

Mt. Carmel in the Negeb (E. Bib., col. 3861, end of note 6).

See on ix. 3. Whenever this passage was prefixed, the

Jerahmeelite references in Amos were still visible.

i. 4.
' Hazael

'

is a N. Arabian name
;

' Ben-hadad '

comes from '

Bir-dadda,' which is another. See E. Bib.,

col. 3861, note 3.

i. 5. For ptDQT mil read D0n3 inn (cp. Hos. i. 20,
*

I will break . . . the sword of Jerahmeel '). ixhl is right,

but it is the southern Gilead. The '

threshing with iron

sledges,' however, is certainly wrong (cp. the errors in 2 S.

viii. 2, xii. 31. Read probably ^MSDflT rvmip DTntp-bs

["TitarnN]. Cp. onobm, 2 S. xvii. 27. See on Hos. x. 14.
'

Ishmael,' like
'

Jerahmeel
' and perhaps

'

Gilead,' means the

Negeb. The Aram-wars, which have been much misunder-

stood, will be treated under i and 2 Kings.
The problems of Bik'ath-aven, Beth-eden, and Kir

need to be taken up again from the point of view of

textual criticism.
' Aven ' we have met with already in

Hos. (iv. 15, v. 8, x. 5, 8) ;
it is the ' On '

of the Negeb, if

this name itself has not arisen by corruption. The most

conservative correction which is provisionally possible is to

read Bik'ath-on (cp.
'

Bik'ath-ono,' in the MT. of Neh. vi. 2).

But the existence of a rn?pl in the Jerahmeelite Negeb
appears to be doubtful; and it is safer, both here and in

Zech. xii. 1 1 and in other passages (see on Dt. xxxiv. 3)

to read rGSD (the southern Maacath). It is also safest to

correct ps, both here and in Hos., into fjr. For this

reason, tolttf 1Q*in is generally taken as a descriptive title

of an independent prince. But (i) a principality of Beth-

eden is unknown to us in the Negeb, and (2) IOTP and 'tu 'n

are not parallel. Can 'o 'n be right ? "fDin may very well

be a corruption of rOSD ; corruptions based on transpositions

are common. &I\D (as in Mic. iv. 14) may come from

nDS = HD12. It now becomes very plausible to correct

]T TVjiD into pj? rO!?C)D (intermediate stage, '$

Thus we get three variants (or four if we add (j|'s

agreeing as to rOi?D, but differing as to the second part
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of the compound name. We have to choose between
'

Maacath-on,'
'

Maacath-zephath,' and ' Maacath-eden.' The
last-named form is to be preferred, because it enables us to

account for the growth of the form pN. There actually

exists an intermediate form pN, represented by rfDTN and

the place-name pN. For 'Eden,' see on 2 K. xix. 12.
' Eden ' was the site of the Jerahmeelite Paradise (see

E. Bib.,
'

Paradise,' 7, 9). We now pass on to '

Kir.'

This, as Nowack remarks,
' has not yet been discovered. It

was hardly in Media, for according to Am. ix. 7 the

Aramaeans came from Kir.' From our present point of

view, since it is the king of Asshur (
= Meluhha) who is the

conqueror of Cusham, we cannot doubt that ' Kir '

lies beyond
Cusham towards the centre of the great N. Arabian kingdom.
Like 'Koa' (sip, Ezek. xxvii. 33) nvp probably comes

from one of the popular corruptions of :?NQnT. The name
'

Jerahmeel
'

under various corrupt forms existed in all the

various districts where Jerahmeelites resided. Cp. on ix. 7.

i. 6. n*2 seems to be the name of some strong Jerah-
meelite city, such as '

Zarephath.' In i Chr. vii. 28, a part
of a passage which originally referred to the southern

Ephraim, we find mentioned next to Shechem
(i.e. Cusham),

a place (with dependent towns) called rns. Many of these

cities, probably, changed masters from time to time, and

Amos speaks of a time when 'Azzah belonged to the

Jerahmeelites. It is possible, however (see on v. 9) that

Missur may be intended. What, then, was the great offence

of 'Azzah ? It was apparently that its people captured
the Israelites or Judahites who had settled in the district

called Gilead-ishmael (for nn>tt rvta read f?NSDBT Ti^l,

cp. on Ob. 20) to a more distant branch of the Jerahmeelite

race, called here D"w (so read for D*)~TN), and in Joel iv. 6

called the Drjvn ga.

i. 8. A late insertion, made when the text of v. 5 had

been already corrupted. Whether the writer put THEN or

TllDN (cp. on iii. 9), pf?pEN or ^3N, plpi? or buWTpi
DTiC^D or DTiaiS, may be left uncertain. At any rate,

the Zarephathites were not reduced to a mere ' remnant '

in

the time of Amos.
i. 9. -12 should of course be 120, the capital of Musri
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(as Winckler first pointed out). The offence of Missur

being .identical with that of 'Azzah, the question arises

whether 'Azzah may not be the name of the capital

of Musri, and v. 6 a variant to v. 9. The ' covenant

of brothers
'

refers to the kinship between Israel and

Jerahmeel, and alludes to the period during which the

Israelites dwelt among the Jerahmeelites (see E. Bib.,
'

Moses/

i. 13^. The ' Ammonites '

are a branch of the Jerah-
meelites. Their offence was 'conquering the cities of

Gilead, to enlarge their territory.' Read, for min, rvvip.
See on Isa. xiii. 16. rD") should perhaps be rvnrn ; cp.

on 2 S. xi. i, xii. 26, Jer. xlix. 2. &j?ft is a distortion of

^Ncrrr, itself an incorrect form of the name of the deity
of the Jerahmeelites. Insert VDi"T3 ((H, Jer. xlix. 3). So
Nowack.

CHAP. ii. I f. For Tto read ]ttn. Cp. (g KovLa, though
elsewhere JOT! is Trtor?;?. 1N1D pNBEL rim. Most improb-
able. Cp. Winckler, AT Unters. 184, who corrects pNBD.
into jaa. The original is more probably }tp^i3 (cp. on

Nu. xxiv. 17). nYnpn possibly comes from a corrupted

roi?n, and so also ncl ; (tDID
and IN*ID may be variants to

rose. This leads up to the supposition that here, as so

often, INID may be miswritten for Tisp. If so, we have

three sections of the oracle devoted to Missur. V. 2 now

becomes,
' and I will send fire upon Missur, and it shall

devour the castles of Maacath [Cushan, Missur] with battle-

cry and sound of horn.' Cp. on pNtB, Hos. x. 1 4.

ii. 6, viii. 6.
' The pair of shoes

'

(D'TOQ) is an endless

subject for misapplied learning (see Exp.T, xii. 377 f.

[1901]). Read D^m. See on i S. xii. 3, and E. Bib.,
'

Shoe.'

ii. i o. For D^ntf "1^193 read oryts ino^l ; similarly

in v. 25. H3tO is a gloss. 'Forty' for 'Arabians' is an

example of a not uncommon type of corruption. See

E. Bib., col. 3212 (top), and cp. on 2 K. iii. 4.

CHAP. iii. 8/ For N13-; read IN!)\ For TnBJM^ read

fifi^ia (Wi.) or TinttJN:-! ; cp. on i. 8. (JI, eV 'Acravptot?. It

is a N. Arabian Asshur (or rather Ashhur) which is meant.

Note the
||, D^p (so point). Point p-inp. Of Shomeron
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(Samaria) a native of a southern city is not likely to have

had any exact information. ' Shimron '

in the Negeb, as

a careful study of the prophets and of I and 2 Kings
shows, was a place of historical importance. So in v. 14,

it is the southern Beth-el.

iii. 12. Few passages in Amos have been more

misunderstood. Read probably [n^nEm] pnotp^i D^IQJTT

[~IE&N] DBFDin ('s and
'

are geographical glosses) ;
for another

view suggested by vi. 4, see Expositor, 4th series, vi. 366.

15. Marti's correction, D^Qrr ^n^, is excellent.

CHAP. iv. I, 3. JYTID is strange in a personal invective
;

Arabic quotations hardly help us. \W3.n, as elsewhere,

should be \tiH3. Possibly rng (
= mDN) is a variant to JBTO.

In this case either nnto (princesses) or niDl must have

dropped out. The passage has been edited from a false

point of view. rmcnnrT has not yet been explained (cp.,

however, E. Bib.,
' Harmon '). From our present point of

view, however, the original is clear
;

it is n^NpnT.
'

to

Jerahmeel,' i.e. to captivity in some part of the great N.

Arabian dominion. See on v. 27. Before, read ji-ipbl&rn,
' and ye shall be driven.'

CHAP. v. 25-27. In E. Bib., 'Amos,' 13, the con-

clusion is reached that v. 26 is a later insertion (cp. Wellh.,

Nowack), which took the place of a passage which had

become illegible, and the case of Isa. x. 4^ is adduced as

parallel. We have, however, been able with much prob-

ability to restore the original text of Isa. x. 4^, and by
applying the same methods we ought to be able to restore

that of Am. v. 26. ITDD and JTO, -r~>D, c% and D^N are

groups of letters which may often arise by corruption out of

other groups, and 1D1D in one well-known passage (Judg.
v. 20) is suspected to have arisen similarly. And the

very passage (Ezek. viii. 3, 5) which has not unplausibly
been adduced (see E. Bib., col. 749) to confirm the view

that p*>3
is the name of an adopted Assyrian deity, can also

quite regularly be restored without having recourse to

Assyriology. Referring the reader, therefore, to the books

and articles mentioned in E. Bib., col. 153, and adding

Muss.-Arnolt, Exp.
(S)

ii. 414-428 ;
Amer. /. ofPhil. viii. 270;

and Driver, Joel and Amos (Cambr. Bible), i89/, we may
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venture with the fullest confidence to propose this as a

near approximation to the original text

rri orris

fxsnn : ^NSDBPI ppi f?Niorm rose DDJ-IN

: 'iii mrr IDN

' Do ye offer to me sacrifices and offerings in the festivals

of Arabia ? Then Maacath and Jerahmeel and Kain and

Ishmael shall take you away ;
and I will carry you into

exile to Jerahmeel.' Cp. E. Bib., cols. 32 n /., and 3860,
note 3. The confusion between c

forty
' and ' Arabia '

has

here been fatal to exegesis (see on iii. 10). The sacrifices

referred to are those offered in the sanctuaries of the Negeb,
where the ritual was either wholly or in part Jerahmeelite.

Bethel, Gilgal, Beersheba, Dan, Shimron were the chief of

these sanctuaries, and the 'festivals' (cp. w. 21, 23) there

celebrated must have been of a splendid order. The natural

punishment was that the Israelites should be carried into

exile to the very centre of Jerahmeelite life, far from the

purer cultus maintained in Canaan. Cp. especially iv. 3.

"TIJD for -QTD, 9 and 1,
" and i confounded. rVDD = rosn,

as Ps. Ix. 8, etc. "f^D and [D]TT^N = ^NdnT, as very often.

=^HWMr (Ezek. xxiii. 14, Ps. Ixxiii. 20).

(Judg. v. 20, Nah. iii. 16, see notes), -itm*

nrrtos, a gloss, n^nn = rr^NDrrr (cp. Jer. xxii. 1 9).

CHAP. vi. i. JVJCi. Nowack candidly expresses a

doubt of this word. His reason, however, is not quite

sound. These was nothing to hinder a prophet of the

Negeb (and such Amos is) from referring to Judah as well as

Israel, because both sections of the race of Israel occupied

parts of the Negeb. The difficulty is in the combination in

II
lines of Zion and

p-iDffi, for, as elsewhere, we are bound to

point fnptn. From our point of view it is plain that JV2
must cover over some place-name of the Negeb. It might

represent pT% which (like YIJJ) is a common disguise of lisp.

But Missur was not in the hands either of Israel or of Judah.
Like ;NS (see on vii. 15), p2 (Mic. i. n), pa (Ps.

Ixxviii. 12, 43), and ps (see E. Bib.,
' Zin

'),
the jvs of Am.

vi. i most probably comes from ^N^ottT, which, as by this

time the reader will have discovered, is used as a synonym
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of NCJTT, i.e. the Jerahmeelite Negeb. See parallel in

Ob. 21. D^ian rrtDNT ^1)?D, 'the illustrious of the first of

the nations
'

? A strained expression ! Read probably

(comparing Isa. xlviii. i) n^Nnpsn 'an 'i. There may
perhaps be an allusion to Num. xxiv. 20, where '

Amalek,'
or rather '

Jerahmeel,' is expressly called D^li rvtDNl. The

people here called 'in S are the Israelites in Jerahmeel, who
have intermarried with the Jerahmeelites, and may not

unfairly (like Jerusalem in Isa. xxix. i) be themselves

called
'

Jerahmeel
'

(cp. on Judg. xx. 2). This leads on to a

plausible correction of the phrase which even Nowack sees to

be corrupt orih IN^I. This may be (cp. DTT^N = ^NDTTT),
and surely ought to be, D^HDTIT ;

continue 'or rrap. Thus

we get,
' that call yourselves the first of the nations, Jerah-

meelites of the house of Israel.'

vi. 2. The difficulties of this verse have been fully set

forth by Nowack, Driver, and G. A. Smith. They are

diminished by admitting that Shimron in the Negeb, not

Shomeron or Samaria, is referred to in v. i. The historical

difficulties arising out of the history of the Assyrian con-

quests then disappear, for it is the conquest of city after

city in the Negeb by the Asshurites (of Meluhha) in one of

the Asshurite invasions that is referred to. Also the

difficulty that both Israel and Judah were greater than

any of the cities mentioned in v. 2 disappears, for it is

Ishmael and Shimron, not Zion and Sh5mer6n, that are

mentioned in v. I. Still the passage does somewhat

interrupt the flow of the discourse, and seems to be a later

insertion suggested by Isa. x. 9-11. For n^"i nprr read

probably 1^5 Yl ; non is really a popular corruption of

rOi?p (vi. i 3 /). m^D = ID^O in Isa. x. 9 (i.e.
'

Jerahmeel ').

vi. 3. D^Dp and npn niB? are clearly wrong, nor is

in DV to be expected in this context. Vr 'tn reminds us of

the TVin ND3 of Ps. xciv. 20, which conceals a reference

to the Cushites. Elsewhere 'tD and 'n represent nsiS and

Dm3 respectively ; m D"rS would be a perfectly regular

corruption of ^HOTPP. The most difficult word is o^iDon.

(Jl's ev^opevoi suggests D^-niip. If this were right, we
should have '

ye that vow [to] Jerahmeel.' More suitable

would be D'Hariarr ;
then 'rrra, and in b DW3 ns"i23 ntoarn.
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That is,
' Ye that go to war with Jerahmeel, and oppress

Zarephath-Cusham.' In v. 13 two other cities recently
taken by the Israelites are mentioned by name.

vi. 5 f. The impossible n^toiD should probably be

D'ncrtO ;
B and D may both represent D, T fell out. For

binrr "whs read ^121 t\rrhs ;
and in b TCP Tip*? DIjS innt?n.

Cp. v. 23, Isa. v. 12, Job xxi. 12. Tip miswritten became

["TjiT).
' But they are not sick (at heart) for the ruin of

Joseph.' The context rather suggests
' Ishmael

'

(see above,

on v. i), i.e. fpv (^D"
1

) probably springs from 'DBT, the

abbreviation of ^NirtDBT. So in i K. xi. 28 (Jeroboam), Ps.

Ixxvii. 1 6 (see notes).

vi. i 3 / Gratz, Wellh., etc. read ilf N'f? and D?:np, two

names of cities (cp. E. Bib., cols. 2810, 4314, note 5). But
' Lodebar '

is a very odd name
; probably it comes from

Beth-gilead (in N*? from "n>[l]-rm), see on 2 S. ix. 5. A
place in the southern Gilead is meant. In Josh. xiii. 26 we
find ' Lidebir.' The same place is meant

;
in its original

form Josh. xiii. 25-27 appears to have referred to the

Negeb.
'

Karnaim,' like
' Mahanaim '

(the same place

perhaps), seems to be one of the popular distortions of

'Jerahmeel' (cp. on Gen. xiv. 5). Possibly the same place

is referred to in v. 2 (see note). ncn means nDi?D (v. 2),

and the ^JiD referred to is very possibly the ~x\2 TTT?, a

stream regarded as the boundary of non-Israelitish Arabia.

Cp. on 2 K. xiv. 25, 28.

CHAP. vii. ic. The supplementary definition of time is

surely superfluous ; every Israelite would know when the

Wph grew (Now.). Hence Now. would assign v. ic to a

glossator, and N. Schm. (E. Bib.,
'

Scythians,' 4) holds

that the original form of the gloss had, not y^on "TO, but ^D
ill or "pDn 111 ; cp. (J|, Kal IBov /3/3o0^o9 et? 70)7 o fiaaiXevs.

The former of these alternatives has MT. against it
; ^arr l*il

can be defended, but hardly 111 T?D.
'

Gog the king
'

might
have originated in a reminiscence of a corrupt form of the

text of Ezek. xxxviii. 2. It is more likely, however, that

l^on 111 arose out of ^nn ri [ni] than that the reverse

process took place. It is also one result of the present
researches that the number of glosses in the traditional text

has been much exaggerated. The probability is that some-
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thing more was said about the ^TQ. The true reading may
be 'rpTTi njTi rnnN1

; p^ nsrn (n and 3, o and D may be

confounded). The four names of locusts correspond sym-

bolically to four N. Arabian ethnics (see on Joel i. 4, and

cp. E. Bib.,
'

Locust,' 3). The glossator's view was not at

all absurd; the so-called 'Gog' was really 'Jerahmeel,' and

the Jerahmeelite invasion anticipated in Ezek. xxxviii. f.

was merely the closing invasion of a series. The fear of

Jerahmeel may almost be said to dominate most periods of

Israel's history.

vii. gf.
' The bdmoth of Isaac,' a very suggestive phrase ;

Isaac, whose name (pnBT, w. 9, 16) may come from Ashhur

(inGJN), was the patriarch of Beer-lahai-roi (Beer-jerahmeel)
and Beersheba. These are, at any rate, among the ' sanctu-

aries of Israel.' The name of Israel reminds us specially of

Shechem and Bethel (see E. Bib., 'Jacob,' 6). Now
' Shechem ' comes from '

Cusham,' and ' Bethel
'

is the southern

place of that name. So, too, throughout Amos the southern

Bethel is meant. The 'house of Israel' (v. 10) means the

Israel in the Negeb (cp. on vi. 14^). It is from its territory

in the Negeb that Israel is to be led away captive (vii. 1 1
).

Apparently Jeroboam, king of Israel, was at this time at

Shimron, which (see on Hos. viii. 6) was probably not far

from Beth-el or Beth-on
;
Shimron was frequently resorted

to by the kings of Israel. Of Bethel, Amaziah says that

it was ' a royal sanctuary
'

(NIPT ifpcr&npD).
' A royal

sanctuary' (Wellh., Now., etc.) is of course grammatically

possible, but we shall perhaps see (on I K. xii. 29 f.} that

Jeroboam really made only one '

calf of gold,' and placed it

at Beth-el or Dan. Amaziah adds, Nirr iTD^DD rm. This

can hardly be a mere paraphrase of Nirr I^D BTrpD. In I S.

xxvii. 5 n^Don TS, and in 2 S. xii. 26 imSon VS are

rendered by German translators,
' die Hauptstadt,' or ' die

Residenzstadt.' But in the former passage nD^DEH and in

the latter rrD*PG>n seem to be corruptions of 7NDITP (see

notes). And so here. 'DO m adds something fresh to

T^D ttnpD, viz. that Beth-el is
' the house of Jerahmeel.'

(This confirms the theory [E. Bib., col. 2619] that

'Bethel' is a broken-down form of ' Beth -Jerahmeel.')

That the worship of onT (Yarham, i.e. nT '

moon,' with
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mimmation) was practised at the southern Beth -el, is

altogether probable. Ahab built a ' house of Baal
'

in

Shimron (i K. xvi. 32, see note), which Jehu is said ta

have destroyed (2 K. x. 27). But is this statement

historical ? At any rate, we learn from another record (in

2 K. x. 29) that Jehu clung to the cultus reinstituted at

Beth-el by the first Jeroboam, so that, even if Ahab's

sanctuary at Shimron was destroyed, the older temple at

Beth-el remained, and the deity worshipped in both temples
was the same. The Baal of Ahab was not even foreign to

Canaan
;

still less was it foreign to the Negeb. The popular
cultus of Baal-jerahmeel could not therefore be destroyed.
It had, of course, its own prophets, and Amos, the prophet
of Yahwe, was, from Amaziah's point of view, superfluous
there. Let him flee to the land where Yahwe was (theo-

retically) the sole acknowledged deity, and ply his trade

there !

vii. 1 4 f. "iplS.
and D^I-l are both difficulties. Can npll

really mean
' herdsman '

(see Ges.-Bu., s.v,} ? And is it likely

that a herdsman would also be ' one who nips the fruit of

the sycomore ?
' Or that Amos would mention these details

to Amaziah ? Or indeed that the fine poet whose works lie

before us in Amos was either one or the other ? It is a very

slight palliative to emend npll into TplD (see on i. i), though
the suggestion is natural, for the words do resemble each

other, and have a common origin, both being corruptions of

[D^jnvp. (Now we see whence the author of the heading
in i. i derived his information.) D^Dpft D^ll can be similarly

accounted for. Read DBhSp ^Nl?p8r-p, a gloss on DTTVp.
' Yahwe took me from behind the flock

'

like David. But,

as in i S. xvi. 1 1, 19, xvii. 34 and elsewhere, |N2 is a corrup-

tion of 7M9D8T (cp. on ]V2, vi. i), and "nnN, as very often, of

(cp. on Ps. Ixxviii. 71). The two words ('rrP and

are competing variants. Read, therefore, mrr "Onp"
1

"!

] TNOnTD,
' and Yahwe took me from Jerahmeel

'

(i.e. from a place so called). The passage does not deny
that Amos was an Israelite, but states that before the great

national religious interest absorbed him, he had shared the

common life of Israelites in the city of Jerahmeel.
CHAP. viii. 8, ix. 5. Nowhere is the confusion between
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D'nsp and D"nsp more fatal than here. The passage is really

a prophecy of captivity (like iv. 3, v. 26/1); there is there-

fore no temptation to deny that Amos wrote it. Read (com-

paring ibzpin in Jer. xxii. 28 and the erroneous "IN^D in Isa.

xxiii. 10), D'nxpl ]$13 ^-irq-i n^NDTTP *^ftn> The scribe

had a very ill-timed recollection of Jer. xlvi. 7 f. ix. 5 ,
of

course, is a mere repetition.

viii. 9. YIN DV is unparalleled. Read DV T23. (cp.

Jer. xv. 9).

viii. 10. TTT ^IN. TIT1

,
as in Zech. xii. 10 (see note),

should be ^NonY. The reference seems to be to some

great religious function at the sanctuary of Beth-el or Beth-

jerahmeel. Then follows in MT. *ip ov? pnrnohn. Here

*1Q DVD reminds us of arnst DV in Jer. xvii. 16, which =
fl^NSDBT. Both 'o 'D and nmnN evidently come, partly

by corruption, partly by manipulation, from 7MQITT. Read,

therefore, simply ^NDfrr SlND rrnoBM.

viii. 14. ]TipQJ nptl?N3. 'Amos never attacks the

golden calf, nor indeed any detail of worship. He will have

used some harmless name for the Yahwe of Bethel, which

was afterwards corrected
'

(Wellh.). So much, at least, must

be true, that Amos used some divine title which was manipu-
lated by a later editor, and in searching for this title we may
take a suggestion from 2 K. xvii. 30, where the men of Babel

(Jerahmeel) worship Succoth [Benoth], i.e. Cushith
;
those

of Cuth (Cush) worship Nergal, i.e. Jerahmeel ;
and those

of Hamath (Maacath) worship Ashima, i.e. presumably,
Ismeelith. The first and the third of these deities are the

great Cushite or Ishmaelite or Jerahmeelite goddess of whom
we seem to hear wherever the MT. brings before us non as

the title of a heathen deity, and when Jeremiah is made to

speak of a popular deity called the '

queen of heaven
'

(see

on Jer. iii. 24, vii. 18). Read, therefore, fVipQf ITTHVDttTB,
'

by the Ishmaelite goddess of Shimron.' For TTT, Winckler

suggests ^pR (cp. E. Bib., col. 157). In illustration, of the

reference to Shimron and other holy cities cp. Isa. xxviii. 7/1,

the true text of which must run nearly thus

pipmin I 11$ SNDTTVI DTI

I pnpmn *um N^MI ins
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'

They even commit error in Jerahmeel, they go astray in

Shimron. Priest and prophet commit error in Shimron, they

go to ruin in Jaman. They go astray in Shimron, they
commit error in all the temple-halls of Jerahmeel. (IN^C,

N^p, and mpD "h = fjNDrrr
;
rws = WtaoBP. Cp. Dips = 'rrr,

Gen. xii. 8, 2 K. vi. 8, Hos. ii. i. is and
*ip
= ttT and Y?T

respectively, Isa. xxviii. 10.)

CHAP. ix. 7.
'

Degenerate Israel is no more in Yahwe's

eyes than the despised Ethiopians.' But were the Ethiopians

despised ? At any rate, the presumption is that the nearer

Cushites those of N. Arabia are meant. That the '

Philis-

tines
' came from '

Caphtor
'

is not proved by Jer. xlvii. 4,

and that ' Aram ' came from ' Kir
'

certainly does not har-

monise very well with the statement in i. 5. And does not

the statement that Yahwe has directed the history of other

nations just as much as he has directed that of Israel conflict

with the assurance given by Yahwe in iii. 2,
' You alone have

I known of all the families of the earth
'

? Must we not

correct thus rnirrjp D-'nQ-m DS*IMD ^n^an SN-IBT TIN NhSri

blfDI^Prn? EI^I- The verse thus becomes,
' Are ye more to

me than the Cushites, saith Yahwe ? Surely I will cause

Israel to go into exile from their land, and the Zarephathites
from Rehoboth, and Aram from Jerahmeel.' For '

Caphtor,'

see on Gen. x. 14 ;
for

'

Kir.' see on i. 5.



OBADIAH

IT is hoped that the origin and significance of both parts of

Obadiah have been correctly set forth in E. Bib.,
l Obadiah

(Book).' Part I consists of vv. 1-14 and i$b ; part 2 of

vv. i$a and 16-21. Some further light, however, can be

thrown on the textual difficulties. V. 5. T Tlh*h vmt&~DN
nrrDT) (not in Jer.) is clearly superfluous. How shall we
account for it ? The explanation has been suggested by a

wider experience of MT.'s errors. For "nTUD, see note on Ps.

v. 9 (TTIID) ;
for nh'h, notes on Ps. Ixxiv. 16, xci. 5. 'QTDN

has come from ?Ni;nar' ; T rfab from ^NDTIT ; nrrem also

from 'JTP (3, as often, stands for the final h}.
'

Asshur,

Ishmael, Jerahmeel,' are a scribe's gloss on D"Tl2:i, and should

be relegated to the margin.
V. 6. itoon^ (as E. Bib.} comes from Tprnitpno ; IBS,

not from YilBtt, but from ^iNC?3 (Isa. xix. 13). 'so 1^13 (as

E. Bib.') probably represents ^nb^nn Vila?. V. 7. ^Iisn-Tr.

No doubt some place-name or ethnic lies hidden here, prob-

ably ^NDm"1 T2, a gloss on '-a ^t&DN f?D. Tnf?tt? should be

T^D (|| TlN"n). "h *b^ represents hi (twice over).

V. jb, according to Wellh., Nowack, and Selbie (Hastings,

DB}, is hopelessly corrupt. Not so. <J|'s eveSpa ("112D or

m*)2D, Selbie) should have put the critics on the scent.

Read rnirn l^p bN^om"1 ^l3nT, again a gloss (as E. Bib.}.

The scribe pleases himself with enumerating the friends and

allies of Edom. Note that (Jf does not represent "\ftrr? ;
in

fact 'tzr and 'T are synonyms. V. 7 ends with "Q nmin pN.
Most probably the editor wished to provide a link with v. 8,

but tried to use up some corrupt material
;

underneath

DliniPN may lie SNDnT, but we cannot be so sure of this as

of the correction of TN rih*h (v. 5) and of Smn (v. 7).

146
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\r\vv. 8 f. again the hand of the editor is visible
;
de-

scription has been converted into prediction. Here, too,

however, old material may have been used up, and strange
as it may seem to those unaquainted with the phenomena
of scribal error, it is perfectly possible that the opening words

of v. 8 are an expansion of two miswritten 3HIWTP. Plainly
the scribes knew nothing of the doings of the N. Arabians

;
the

interest of the Jews was not in history but in religion. After

this editorial recast had been made it was natural to alter TTIN

(which was probably the original reading) into TTTlNn. One

may, however, perhaps ask whether noDrr rniN should not

be restored, following the suggestion of Jer. xlix. 7. Sttpp
at the end of the verse is not a gloss on opnp ;

such super-
fluous glosses are not to be thought of. Gratz (Gesch. ii. 66)
would read ^Nnprp,

' from Joktheel
'

;
see 2 K. xiv. 7,

where Gratz supposes the city of Petra to be referred to.

The identification of '

Joktheel
'

with Petra is an error (see

E. Bib.,
'

Joktheel '),
but the correction shows insight. There

is the strongest probability that both 'p"
1 in 2 K. and S&p

here are corruptions of ^NDTTP. A scribe wrote SNQnTD as

a gloss on itttt iim In his own time the old Mount Jerah-
meel had become the ' mount of Esau '

; cp. the gloss
' mount

of Esau '

for
'

Negeb
'

in v. I ga.

Vv. 10 f. ch*)sh may perhaps, as elsewhere, represent

DVl comes from o~^r\s ;
on its second occurrence

l^n 0^17 mi follows, i.e. StfDrrT -nso TH&aOP,
'

Ishmael,

Missur, Jerahmeel
'

;
this is a gloss on D"O1S. Read, there-

fore, -Q2D TTDS D'aiS. The
||

line should probably be

7p-ii? *IDI:T D^NDrm. On MT.'s D^-on, see on Isa. ii. 6. win

and oil can be confounded (Isa. xli. 25); besides, the ID in

1"istD may represent D. The next line should be, TTOfl

\3nfy* BTOttDBfc '"IT and 'ottT are now and then confounded

(e.g. Zech. xii. 1 1 ) ;
on bra irsfr1

,
see on Ps. xxii. 1 9.

DHD ~rn*O nn^-Di presupposes a false view of v. 1 1
,
which

describes the calamity briefly referred to in rnpin (v. 10).

rrriN-D} is an editorial insertion (from v. 13); DilD "rntO

represents D^NDHTD which has come in from the margin.
There it not improbably stood as a correction of von (v. 12).

V. 12. 11DD, like D^"iD2, represents ^NnnT or

a variant to on, i.e. D^m^fD]. Read, TnN[l]
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D^NonvflD]. Here the writer throws himself back into the

time of Edom's great offence, of which the calamity impend-

ing over him is the retribution (non debuisses). He sees

Edom joining the other neighbouring peoples in triumphing
over unhappy Judah, and deceiving and capturing its fugitives.

Those very peoples will now assemble to mock at Edom's

distress. For D-QN DV1 read D'aiSD, and for rm DVa read

,
i.e. -nso, is a correction of DTI, i.e. cms). For

read TDa rsfpn-^Nl (Smn and ri>n, often

confounded).
V. 1 3 (a and b} are variants to v. 1 20.

; they should

run, [n-anjo] ExfttPOVTO Nirr1

?** (a), and nnN'Dl
"iruna (). V. 13^ continues v. 12. Read

Terras. MT. is grammatically impossible, and no

weak remedy will produce an adequate sense.

V. 14. pngrrf?*. 'Was 'a bedeute, weiss man nicht'

(Wellh.). BDB gives 'parting of the ways' ; Ges.,
(13) ' Scheide-

weg.' (& CTTI ra? Ste/c/SoXa? avrov (avrwv). The word is

one of the non-existent words still recognised in dictionaries.

In Nah. iii. I it is supposed to mean ' Gewaltthat
'

(Ges.,
(8>

Nowack), 'Gewalt' (Wellh.), 'Mord' (Hitzig), 'die in

Sicherheit gebrachte Beute
'

(Ges.
(13)

),

'

plunder, as snatched

away
'

(BDB). This, however, is a pure assumption.
Almost certainly, as in Isa. Ixv. 4, p"iD should be p-io,

i.e. f?Narrr (cp. E. Bib.,
' Rekem

').

V. 19. Of w. igb, 20, and 2ia Wellh. remarks that
' the text suffers again and again from incurable injuries,'

though the general sense of v. 20 can be seen, viz. that the

exiles of N. Israel and those of Jerusalem (who are dis-

tinguished) shall receive their respective shares of the new

provinces of the Messianic kingdom. This, however, is a

mistake. It may seem indeed to be supported by v. 18 in

which the ' house of Jacob
' and the ' house of Joseph

'

are

spoken of, but there is reason to think that '

Joseph
'

originally

meant one portion of the Israelite population in the Negeb.
The '

Jacob
' and the '

Joseph
' who are to be brought back

are the Judahites and Israelites who had formerly occupied
the region of the south. The Negeb, which had formerly
been the ' mountain-land of Jerahmeel

'

(a name not obnoxious

to the Israelites, who were themselves of the old Jerahmeelite
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stock), had become ' the mountain-land of Esau,' and the

Shephelah had been occupied by the Philistines. This evil

should now be remedied, for the house of Jacob and of

Joseph should occupy the Negeb and the Shephelah. ("irrriN

Ittn? and D^nH&Q-riN are glosses ; Wellh.) To understand

what follows, we must build on results won elsewhere
; i.e.

it is the southern Ephraim, Shimron, Benjamin, and Gilead

which are spoken of. ]D^1 should probably be coupled with

V. 20. It is tempting to emend rtal into "form This

would enable us to start a fresh sentence, and iSmi would

form a perfect parallel to ittTP (vv. 17, 19). But coming

just after ~ria, it is most critical to regard rta here (as in

Am. i. 6) as a corruption of (a dittographed) "Tia, especially

as the next group of letters hnn has most probably come
from bmn, a corruptly written ^NGTTT ; cp. ^?mnN = 7HD!TI\
in an Ashhurite genealogy, I Chr. iv. 8. Thus we get the

reading ^NQITV "Tla,
' Gilead of Jerahmeel.' It should be

noted that three out of the five occurrences of ^n, viz. Ob. 20 f

Isa. xxvi. I, i K. xxi. 23, are liable to much doubt. In

Isa. xxvi. i, for instance, read ' To be had in reverence (pw)
is our God

;
he has delivered us from Ishmael

'

(wtDn
[fpNnrrTo] TMSOflPD). b^-ior ^ih appears to be superfluous ;

perhaps, however, mn, which precedes, comes from irnn.

If so, we get the statement,
' And Jerahmeelite Gilead shall

belong to the sons of Israel.' n^i7DD itDN comes, according
to parallels elsewhere, from D^Dj? pN, D^tznT n^n from

a variant to f^onT WJ. Similarly *nDDl

p, a variant to 's *TI? 'p pM. Cp. 0, yfj rwv Xava-

vaiwv, and (for TiDDl) eeo? E(f>pa0a, and see E. Bib.,
'

Sepharad."
112H "'"i^-nM *|&TP is a dittographic expansion of

(v. 19).

V. 21. CTStDlD,
'

unintelligible
'

(Now.). Read
The whole clause should run, 'ntzr inn TOTI ; ]1^ represents
some popular corruption of ^Ni7Daj

>

'. So in Am. vi. i
; cp.-

E. Bib.,
'

Zion.' nDlbarr should, of course, be

(see on Am. vii. 12) ; possibly, too, rr\rrh should be

See on Zech. xiv. 8#, and cp. E. Bib.,
' Obadiah [Book],'
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WE have little to do here but develop and supplement
E. Bib.,

'

Prophet,' 44, comparing, however,
'

Jonah,
Book of.' Our starting-point must, of course, be 2 K.

xiv. 25, where it is stated that Jeroboam II. 'recovered the

territory of Israel from the entrance of Maacath to the

Yaman of Arabia, according to the word of Israel's God,
Yahwe, which he spoke through his servant the prophet . . .,'

and in v. 28 that he 'recovered Cusham and the Maacath

of Jerahmeel for Israel
'

(see Crit. Bib.}. It was a portion

of the Negeb and of the adjoining land of Cusham that

Jeroboam
' recovered

'

for Israel, and the prophet who
announced this was, like most of the prophets, himself a

man of the Negeb. H3V, as in Jer. xxv. 38, xlvi. 16, 1. 16,

Zech. iii. I
,
comes from rjv,

'

Javanite,' (i.e. Jamanite =

Jerahmeelite), and TIEN from 'nDSD,
' Maacathite.' ' Gath-

hepher
' must have been a southern locality ;

'

Hepher
' was

a son of Ashhur ( I Chr. iv. 6) ;
the land of Hepher was

regarded as Cushite (see on i K. iv. 10, and E. Bib.,
'

Solomon,' 6). See also E. Bib.,
'

Eliphelet.' The Gath-

hepher of Josh. xix. 1 3, like the other names in the list,

was probably drawn from a geographical document relative

to the Negeb. All this explains how Jonah came by his

name and by his interest in the Negeb ;
we presuppose,

.of course, the correctness of the general view of the course

of Israelite history required by our textual criticism, and

summed up elsewhere. The story in the Book of Jonah is,

in fact, most probably a Midrash on 2 K. xiv. 25, explaining
how the capital of Jerahmeel escaped destruction. It states

that the prophet Jonah (Yevani) had a mission to the city

150
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of Jerahmeel, i.e. the capital of Cusham a mission such as

Elijah or Elisha is elsewhere represented to have had. From

Gath-hepher he ' went down '

to SPD"1

(Japhia) for so we
should read in v. 3 for ID 1

(Japho = Joppa !), and joined
himself to a caravan (read, not i~P3N, but nrriN) which

happened to be going to Asshur, not in order to escape
from Yahwe's territory, but to fulfil his mission. If so,

D^n^D was originally D^HDim The story of the tempest
and the lot-casting may have once had an independent

existence, and referred to some other person than Jonah ;
it

looks much like folk-lore (cp. E. Bib.,
(

Jonah,' 5). The
'

great fish
' seems an editorial addition in the style of the

reference to the dragon in Jer. li. 34, 44 ;
it implies the

favourite dragon-myth. ms*^, as in Nah. ii. 9, iii. 7, Gen.

x. 1 1 f. comes from ^NDriT ;
the Jerahmeelite or Cushite

capital is meant. In iii. 3 the editor fell into much error.

He thinks that the story represents Nineveh as a city of

the past (rrrrrr), and, as it were, supernaturally large

(u^nhvh nV-m) ;
it was a '

three days' journey.' Jonah
himself only went a single day's journey in it. But, as in

Gen. x. 12 (cp. also Judith i. i), rnTTl TS comes either from

-uu TS,
'

city of Gilead,' or from ^HDITP TS,
'

city of Jerah-
meel

'

;
the latter origin is favoured by DYT^N^, which

certainly comes from TMDnT (a gloss) ; l^no and D^D"1 also

represent corruptions of that word, and nc^tt? (numerals are

apt to conceal ethnics !) comes from a variant TNVDV.

Similarly in iii. 4 inN DV ihrift Tia springs from a cor-

ruption of ^HOTIT TS1, and in iv. 5 TS7 DTpD = ^HOITF TS

(a gloss on Tsn JD). We now understand how it was that
'

Jonah
' was so respectfully treated in the foreign city.

Yahwe was well-known in Cusham, as the story of Elisha

shows (2 K. viii. 7 ff.}. See Crit. Bib., 'Jonah, Book of.'

We now turn to the inserted psalm. In ii. 6 tDlin *po
is odd and certainly corrupt. Parallel corruptions

elsewhere justify us in reading TIDN ^Npt?r rip"}2 ;
it is a

gloss on the figurative expression
' the waters.' (h BTOn

represents f?N2D&T ; cp. Crit. Bib. on Ezek. xxvii. 24, where

BWnn == fjHSDBT). In v. 10 read with Gratz moitf, and see

on Ps. liv. 8.

In the rest of the book only two new corrections occur.

n
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In iv. 8 n^tp^rr D^T}? TTH is undeniably difficult. Probably
we should read [rPirrtD] SNOHT rm,

' a wind of Jerahmeel

[a Shihorite].' A wind of Jerahmeel means a sirocco.

4 Shihorite
'

(
= Asshurite, rvnnBJN) is a gloss. Cp. on Jer.

iv. 1 1 /!, where ' a wind of the desert of the Zarephathites
'

is parallel to
' a wind of Jerahmeel.' See also E. Bib.,

'Wind,' 4. iv. 11, being parallel to iii. 3$, must also be

corrupt. The key to it is given, partly by that passage,

partly by Gen. x. 1 1 f. (see note). Beautiful as the moral

sentiment is, we must give half the credit of this to the

editor
;

the original writer would never have used the

strange expression found here for
'

young children,' and how

improbable a conclusion for the narrative is rnn nprrrn !

The true and highly effective close of the story is,
' And

should not I have pity on Jerahmeel
'

? The words under-

lying the sequel are, first, TJ&3 TS. Then come three

further definitions, first, D'TiEm rhirn -|EN ^MBDOT ; then,

D-JSI rmm IQ?N ; then, nrom? [SrarDW] ^^ .^ -,^N THDTTP.

The fullest is the last,
' between Jamin (cp. ^cr1 pN, I S.

ix. 4) and Rehoboth.' ^tttDV for m-B^ and mim for

nnrr and nn (the latter representing a correction of norm)
are easy corrections. For noni = '"!, cp. Pj.(2) on Ps. xxxvi. 7.
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CHAP. I. i. The heading in its present form gives two

alternative definitions of the present
' word of Yahwe,' viz.

(i) 'that came to Micah the Morasthite in the days of

Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of Judah,' and (2)
' which

he saw concerning ]V)DBJ and Jerusalem.' According to

Wellh. and Nowack, the latter is a later insertion, and the

former should be shortened by the omission of '

in the days

of,' etc. It is also possible, however, that the later editor

partly rewrote the heading in order to bring in the chrono-

logical statement referred to, and that the original heading
was of the type represented by Isa. ii. i, i.e. that it ran

thus, nStzrm p-in&rSj? Tim-non HD^D mn -IEN mm -m.
The title TitDYlD (cp. Jer. xxvi. 18) apparently rests on

tradition. But where was Moresheth ? If we are right in

holding that the subject most present to the minds of Amos
and Hosea was the fate of the Israelites (and Judahites ?) in

the Negeb, we may well consider the possibility that the

fate of the Judahites in the Negeb (both Israel and Judah
seem to have occupied parts of this region) may have shared

the interest of Micah with the fate of Zion or Jerusalem.
The only way to get a satisfying insight into Micah is to

assume that this was indeed the case. Hence in i. i we
shall have to read plptp (cp. on Am. iii 9, iv. i), and to

look for Moresheth (whence moraSti) in the Negeb.
i. 5-7. Throughout the prophets we see that the

greatest danger to the religion of Israel and of Judah arose

from Jerahmeel. Hence ' what is the transgression of

Jacob? Is it not Shimron ?
'

Cp. Am. viii. 14, where the

true text may have referred to the ' Ishmaelitish
'

goddess
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worshipped at Shimron. ' And what is the sin of the house

of Judah ? Is it not Ishmael ?
' Here we read of course

rmrr rvi nNten (with Kuenen, Wellh., Now.) ;
also we

correct aStznT into Tt&Dflp (cp. Jer. iv. 15-17; these two

names are elsewhere confounded). Still more accurately,

however, we might read ^NonT1

;

' Ishmael
' and '

Jerahmeel
'

were obviously interchangeable. By
'

Jerahmeel
' some great

religious centre in the Negeb is meant
; cp. on 2 K. xxiii. 8,

Jer. ii. 34, iii. 24, from which passages it is clear how awful

the 'sin' practised at Jerahmeel was. The sin of Shimron,

too, was black enough in the eyes of Micah, as v. 7 shows
;

it only lacked the added horror of the sacrifice of children.

i. 8- 1 6. A lament over the fall of the cities (probably)
of the Negeb, which is the prelude to th^ fall of Jerusalem.
V. 10 has been much discussed

;
see E. Bib.,

'

Gath,'
'

Giloh.'

From our present vantage-ground, however, we can perhaps
see more clearly than before into some of the obscurities of

the text. V. loa has long perplexed interpreters, nor does

(see Now.) give any real help. Probably we should read

thus, -Din SD^N! 1TOTI SN mi. ]^in (Elhorst, Wi.) is

suggested by Pesh.
; *r and ~? are easily confounded. The

m intended may be Gath-hepher, certainly a southern

locality (see on Jonah, ad init.}.
( Gath ' means ' wine-

press' ;
with a bitter humour the prophet says,

' In Winepress-
town exult not.' An exact parallel is produced by reading,

for ^N 1D1, ^TDtDNl. Eshcol (as if
'

grape-cluster ') was in

the Negeb (see E. Bib.,
'

Negeb,' 7) ; possibly it comes

from '

Eshkol,' and this from ' Ishmael
'

(D and p con-

founded). The mD2 spoken of was Ophrah, which appears
to have been a place in the Negeb within easy distance

of the city of Cusham (this depends on the correctness of

the view that the scene of the original story of Gideon

was in the Negeb ;
see on Judg. vi. 1 1).

'

Shaphir
'

(v. 1 1)

comes either from 'Shamir' (Josh. xv. 48), which the

original document used by P very possibly placed in the

mountains of the Negeb (see ad loc.\ or from '

Sepher
'

or '

Sopher,' attested by IDD rnp, which, however, may be

a corruption of DD12 'p,
'

city of Zarephath.'
' Zaanan '

(see

E. Bib.,
' Zaanan

'), according to analogy, should come from
'

Ishmael.' The corruption was no doubt very early.
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Another form of the name is
' Zenan '

;
see Josh. xv. 37,

where ' Zenan '

is grouped with ' Hadashah '

(? from
' Ashhur

'),

Joktheel (from
'

Jerahmeel '),
and Lachish (?

=
Eshcol). In

v. 12 ' Maroth '

should be '

Jarmuth
'

; cp. Josh. xv. 35,

where it is followed by
' Adullam '

(from
'

Jerahmeel
'

?) and
' Socoh '

(rather
' Cushah '

?) ; cp. E. Bib.,
'

Jarmuth.
'

Jar-

muth '

(cp.
'

Jeremoth ')
is doubtless connected with '

Jerah-
meel.' On v. 13 cp. JQR, x. 5/6/1; note, however, that

HTD^ here, as in 2 K. xviii. 14, is probably a popular cor-

ruption of SlDtDN '(Eshcol). It is true that 'Eshcol' has

already been referred to in v. 10 (corr. text). There, how-

ever, it was <nly mentioned in order to produce a jeu de

mots, whereas here there is a much more serious purpose.
'

It (Eshcol) is the<hief sin for the people of Zion.' How ?

Because of the% fascination exercised by the sanctuary of

Eshcol on Israelite pilgrims. The expression suggests that
' Eshcol

'

(Ishmael ?) was closely connected with the southern

Bethel (also called Dan ?), where Jeroboam placed the

'golden calf (see on i K. xii. 28-30).
i. 14 / m narna Possibly m should be ns, and jvs

has dropped out. Because Eshcol was the prime occasion

of sin to bath-siyydn, therefore thou, O bath-siyyon, shalt

have to bid farewell to Moresheth (see E. Bib.,
' Morasthite

').

Moresheth, or rather Morashah, appears to be another form

of Mareshah, adopted to suggest the meaning
'

betrothed.'

Read perhaps in v. 15

mm
Til!)

The writer anticipates that the Israelites (Judahites ?) in the

Negeb will be carried captive into N. Arabia (cp. iv. 10,

Am. iv. 3, v. 27). That the Mareshah of this passage and

of 2 Chr. xiv. 9 / (cp. E. Bib.
'

Zephathah ')
is in the Negeb,

is not a bold supposition. l^DN. Cp. Josh. xv. 44, Achzib

and Mareshah together ;
Gen. xxxviii. 5, T1D (a place-name)

connected with Shelah, b. Judah ;
i Chr. iv. 2 1 f., Mareshah

and Cozeba (NTtS) similarly connected. Cozeba is also con-

nected (in i Chr. /.^.) with IM'ID, or more probably with IED

(cp. -aTD, bath-[Mis]sur, Num. xxv. 15, 1 8). We may con-

clude that Achzib (Chezib), like Mareshah, was in the
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Negeb. cbis, most probably = cb~]2 or D^-IN = ^NQnv or

obwOTTT. See on I S. xxii. I.

CHAP. ii. 4-6. I fear the restoration in Nowack will

hardly stand
;

historical allusions are indispensable,, and

parallel cases of corruption ought to put us on the right

track. In v. 4 ~PN "per is almost certainly from

"h arc"1 and nmmb from fattGftft Read

In v. 6 there are also indications of ethnics, but the passage
cannot be restored till we rightly understand v. 8. As-

suming the restoration of v. 8 given in the next note, we

may read v. 6 thus, npy ivi ^NDriT-Di? ^totJJDn Srr,
' do ye

not go on raids with Jerahmeel, O house of Jacob
'

? The
accusation is that unpatriotic Israelitish nobles in the Negeb
join their Jerahmeelite neighbours in making raids on

Israelitish territory. iD^to"1

. . . "iD^rrfjN is made up by
the redactor out of a dittographed and corrupt form of

ItttDDn N^n. Tlhuh, niD^D, and YIDNH arose quite naturally

out of corrupt forms of SNDJTT ; 3D"1 N"? probably comes

from ~JNJ?D&r. V. 7 is probably an editorial insertion
;

it

breaks the connection.

ii. 8. The current explanations are vague and un-

satisfactory. Read probably nearly as follows SNDTITI.

i3ipn mto i-iiTD? fifctDDn bMpptfrDB nip; T>N^, 'And
when Jerahmeel arises as a foe, with Ishmael ye make

raids, with Arabia of Tebah ye make captives.' From
Gen. xxii. 24 we may infer that Tebah (see E. Bib.,

' Tebah ')

was near Maachah. This view of the passage suits v. 9

perfectly. Note that ^NQnT has become bioriN, as in

i S. x. II, Ps. xc. 4. TTN is probably a fragment of THOTTV,
an intrusion from the margin ; HErnD is another attempt to

make sense of a badly written YlT.

CHAP. iii. 1 2. For IP niDlS read ^HOTTT no^S. The

meaning is, the mountain of the temple shall indeed retain

its sanctity, but the numen of the spot shall be no longer
Yahwe but Jerahmeel (see on Zeph. i. 5). "iir, like TJF

(Jair) and the second part of D*1

"!!?"
1

rnp, is a corruption of

So in vii. 14.

Note that the description in iv. 8-ioa, v. 9-14 [10-15]
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forms a connected passage (post-exilic) in our revised text.

See E. Bib.,
'

Micah,' col. 3072.
CHAP. iv. 8. fvs-m hss VUr^mD nriNI. The meaning

is obscure. According to Wellh.,
'

it is presupposed that

Jerusalem is no longer a city, but only a " tower of flocks
"

in

the desert, or a hill where a city was once situated.' But

what an extraordinary way of conveying this idea ! If,

^however, we take the passage in connection with Gen.

xxxv. 2 1 (see ad loc.\ and with other prophetic passages in

which the destruction of the N. Arabian peoples (represent-

ing the foes of Israel) is anticipated, we may probably read

thus

' And as for thee, O Jerahmeel [Arabian fortress], Zion's

people thy foes will I bring, and the Ishmaelites and the

Asshurites shall come to the people of Jerusalem.'

It is a prophecy of an attack upon Jerusalem by the

combined peoples of N. Arabia. Jerusalem is called
'

Jerah-

meel,' perhaps alluding to Isa. xxix. i f. (see ad loc.}. To

explain his meaning, the writer adds bath-siyyon. The sug-

gestion is that Jerusalem is no better than a Jerahmeelite city,

or, as the gloss suggests, than an Arabian fortress
; morally

as well as historically,
'

thy father was an Amorite (Jerah-

meelite),' Ezek. xvi. 3. (J|'s insertion etc Ba/3iAcoz/o9 (preced-

ing ry Ovyarpl lepovaaXr)/i) has not yet been adequately
accounted for. The underlying hl3.G> fits perfectly well into

the revised text,
' the Ishmaelites, etc. shall come from hll,'

i.e. from Jerahmeel.
iv. 10. Wellh. remarks, 'These two verses (w. g f.}

which seem to be antithetical to v. 8 (note nni;), neverthe-

less do not join on to it. For they presuppose that Jeru-

salem is still inhabited and that the kingdom still exists
;

they prophesy the siege of the city and the exile of its

inhabitants.' The revised text of v. 8, however, permits the

antithesis which vv. g f. in the MT. seems to Wellh. to dis-

allow. Read probably, as v. loa

h "*?n nru -s rrj^va ]v?-n3
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' Writhe and groan, O people of Zion, for now must thou

go out and dwell in the highland of Jerahmeel.'

The reader may perhaps surmise that impQ (0 CK

770X66)9) has been overlooked. Not so
;

it is really a corrup-
tion of f?NDrrr, and should stand after mtDH. This is one

of those cases in which editorial manipulation has succeeded

in producing a text, not, indeed, perfectly satisfactory, but

yet plausible enough to escape being suspected. Nowack

remarks,
'

rnp, although without the article, is of course Jeru-

salem, and as opposed to residence in the city, dwelling in

the field (mon nrotm) points to the fact that the Jerahmeel-
ites are now given up as a prey to the inclemency of the

weather, the attacks of wild beasts, and the like.' This,

however, puts undue pressure on the words. There is a call

for a keener textual criticism. The possibility that rmp
(like Tp) may come from ^NDHT, must be admitted. If,

now, we suppose that, after corruption had taken place, the

word was transferred by the editor to a different position,

and that originally it stood after rnQJl, we can dispense with

the forced explanation of ITIpQ and iTTBQ 'tD offered by
Nowack, and bring the passage into harmony with the con-

text (v. 8), as explained above. Whether "an for TU is an

adequate correction, is an insignificant and subordinate point.

The avSpi^ov (eyyte) of df must be based on a different but

not more correct text. There remain the words, nNl^

Sl3-~T$, which Kuenen, Wellh., Nowack, and in 1882 the

present writer, have excised as an interpolation. Most prob-

ably, indeed, they are so, but like the SllD presupposed by
@ in v. 8 (see above), they fit quite well into the context

(fm = 'rrr).

iv. 10 ^-14, v. 4f. [3 /.] seems to be an editorial inser-

tion, telling how the Jews, while on Jerahmeelite soil, will be

delivered, and how the Ishmaelite plunderers will suffer a

crushing defeat at Zarephath (E. Bib., l.c.}.

iv. 14 [v. i]. A much misunderstood passage ! Nowack
renders the opening words,

' And now cut thyself, O daughter
. . .

(?).' As to 'inn, it is surely best to read "H-inn ; "mi
has not arisen through dittography, but is a corruption of

~Ti>f?:i (Gilead in the Negeb). V. 14^, Nowack thinks, refers

to the shameful treatment in store for the king. But surely
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the smiting the judge of Israel on the cheek with the stick

comes in rather strangely, especially after ' he has laid siege

against us.' Read the whole verse thus

-nap] -rsSa m "nann nni?

' Now stir thyself, O people of Gilead [Missur the Ishmael-

ites] ;
at Zarephath they shall smite the raiders of Ishmael

on the cheek
'

(cp. Ps. iii. 8). Here, however, the bracketed

words are misplaced ; they should stand as marginal glosses

on ' the raiders of Ishmael.'

D^tttDBT for M~bs nfr is surely not difficult (ID
=

D).

nDIS for &IID, as in Am. i. 5 ; cp. ttDttf (Shaphat) also from

's. ^HBDOP for f?N-|QF. Cp. on Isa. xxx. 31.

CHAP. v. i [2]. nmsN Wl^-ira. The key to this is
T T : v v v J

supplied by Gen. xxxv. 19, xlviii. 7, Josh. xv. 590 ((),
where the gloss,

' that is, Bethlehem,' attached to '

Ephrath,'
is quite correct. Cp. Ruth iv. 1 1 (Ephrathah and

' Bethlehem
'

parallel). Both Ephrath and Bethlehem (Beth-jerahmeel)
are names of the Negeb (see E. Bib.,

' Rachel's Sepulchre,' a).

<H, however, has B^^Xee/A o*/to? 'E<pa#a, i.e.
'

Bethlehem,

Beth-ephrath,' two alternative readings, of which Beth-

ephrath is probably the more original. Read, therefore,

mDN ivn nriNl, and continue (with Hitz., Wellh., Now.)
rmrp 'D^NI Tssjn.

oShi? 'p-'p D~rj?p vnNSlDl. It is usual to compare iv. 8,

i.e. to parallel the prophecy of the future n^&DD by that of

the future StthD. The '

ruler
'

intended is a new David, who,
in

'

antiquity,' in
' the days of yore

'

proceeded from Beth-

lehem. The VID would be the points from which a genealogy

springs. This seems to be right, so far as the new David

and his birthplace are concerned, but the closing words of

v. i are not explained by comparing iv. 8 (corrupt), but

should be read ^NDTTTD 'siDI,
' and (

= in fact) his goings
forth (

= his origines] are from Jerahmeel
'

;
this is a gloss

on Ni ~h ^[Qp. Both cnp and D^tS "'Q'
1 are easy corruptions

of THOHT.
v. 4 f. -rt#N D'lSm m mm. Does this mean,

' and this
/ - T V T T :

one shall be peace,' or ' and of this kind shall be the peace ?
'

In either case, DlSttf m gives no additional fulness to the
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sense
;

it reads very awkwardly. The truth is that 'ft m
should be Susntzr m (cp. the same error in Isa. xxvi. 3,

xxxiii. 7, Zech. ix. 10), i.e.
'

that is, Ishmael
'

;
it is a gloss on

Tlt&N (note the Pasek after '). For "m-iNl read W123. ; pN
and TS are often confounded. The alternative is to change
'DIN! into 12nD"TN} (Q eVt rrjv X^Pav ^wz/), which Now.

adopts (cp. >. 5).

D~TN "O^p? rnb&h D^sh nsitt? ;
Now. finds here the chiaro-

scuro of the apocalyptic style. Better explanations may,

however, be offered, (i) Comparing ]1D2 ^Dl, Ezek. xxxii.

30, where pD2 is certainly the name of a region, one is

tempted to read either CTTN 'D, or D"u* 'D, and consequently
to correct D^m mntD into ^NDnT "nto rnatD (D^l for 'nr, as

Am. i. 3, Zeph. ii. 6). The meaning of vv. 4 _/l will be,
' When the king of Ashhur invades the land of Israel, the

Israelites will instigate subject leaders of Jerahmeel and

Edom to carry war into the Ashhurite land, and so deliver

the holy land from the presence of its once dreaded foe.'

But why should ' seven
' and '

eight
'

be introduced ? Here

is a mystery for the critics. (2} More probably both niQtD

and miDtB are corruptions of f?N!>atzr, while "PD3 comes from

JBna, and DTK from DIN. Read \vr\y\ ^Norm v^ 'pm
(omitting f?NSO^, twice, and D"iN as glosses). For rrnno
read D^nmn (javelins) ;

see on Ps. Iv. 22. Read IDlS^rr

(cp. Wellh.).

v. 7. Should we not read rp"iNt& b rrm ? As the

drops of fine rain upon the grass, so is the supernatural
' dew '

from Yahwe upon the remnant of Israel. Cp. Isa.

xliv. 3. Note Pasek after rrm, and see E. Bib., col. 1095

(foot).

CHAP. vi. 1-8. In the rhetorical style of Deut. Cp.
Ps. Ixxxi. 6-17 (corr. text). Post-exilic. See E. Bib.,

col. 3073.
vi. 4 f. Explained in E. Bib., col. 3073, note 2.

Improving what is there given in some points, read (for

V?, cp. Ex. xvii. 13)

For D-Q-ii? n^n, see E. Bib.,
'

Moses,' 8 1 1 . ^HOTfTj which
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is here enclosed in brackets as a variant, corresponds to

i"nrTN and D'HD in the text. The first scribe wrote VlT twice

over, and his successor miswrote the two representations of

the word in such a way, or what he wrote became so indis-

tinct, that a final editor made out of what he found in his

text D-nm piriN. In v. 4 hlbl-~W D^tDn p is also doubtless

due to an editor. The true words, which must originally

have stood in the margin as a gloss on 7Ni?D&r~riN or TIN

fpNDriT, may have been TJ&am* DTiDlsrrp (see on Num.
xxv. i), and have indicated that the conquests referred to

in v. 4 (B^riNl) extended over the country between Zarephath
and Gilead, both places or districts in the Negeb. The

Negeb, together with Cushan, appears to have been the first

region attacked by the Israelites after their departure from

Missur or Misrim (see E. Bib.,
f

Moses,' 17 f.}.

vi. 7 f.
' The reference to the most awful kind of sacrifice

[cp. on Jer. ii. 34] in vi. 7 seems to be as purely rhetorical

as that to
"
rivers of oil." The writer may have gone on to

say that Yahwe took no pleasure in any sacrifice but that

of obedience, and that if that had only been rendered, Yahwe
would have delivered his people from the Arabians [cp. Ps.

Ixxxi. 17],' E. Bib., col. 3073. In v. 8 Q-TN should be DTrW
npS iQSJTi is more difficult to correct. Elsewhere ws only
occurs in the passive part., Prov. xi. 2. (corrupt ?). (J| renders

eroi/jiov elvai TOV Tropeveadai. Very strongly must one

question i^sn. Even if purely moral edification were in-

tended, yet the uncommon word $y%. would not be chosen

by this rhetorical writer. It would, in this case, be best to

read -pn^N nb^So ypmm (cp. Ps. Ixxiii. 28). But is this a

correct view of the intention ? V. 4 f. places us among the

N. Arabians
;
so also does v. 7, with its reference to child-

sacrifice (cp. on Jer. ii. 34). Strongly moral psalms like

Pss. xiv., xv. refer to one special religious offence among the

post-exilic Jews that of falling away and blaspheming
Yahwe (see Ps.^. Surely we must read ^priSst ""SWp n^Dl.

The person addressed is, not an individual Israelite, but the

people. Is this a purely ideal programme ? One can hardly
venture to bring this passage down to the early Maccabaean

period.

vi. 1 6. The apparent reference to the '

statutes of Omri '
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and '

all the works of the house of Ahab,' have been held to

point with certainty to the pre-exilic period, though it is by
no means easy to give a clear explanation of these phrases.

There can hardly be a doubt, however, that "nm? is a corrup-
tion either of DiTM or of D^cn^, and iNn^-lTl of ^wonVTTa.
The rvipn are the laws of a religion, whether that of Yahwe
or of the Jerahmeelite Baal. It is those of the latter which

are here meant. The passage points to the time when the

Shimronim (not the ' Samaritans
')

exercised great religious

influence on the post-exilic Jews.

CHAP. vii. 11-13. By ^e old methods very little light

can be thrown on this passage (see Wellh., Now.). It would

seem, however, that by noticing the habits of the scribes, and

by comparing parallel passages already corrected,
1 a very

probable text can be restored. Omitting words repeated or

misplaced (partly in a corrupt form), such as QY> Nirr DV,

prrprrr (
=

f?NDrrp), T~un (
= ^Tia).

"
irrrr

"
in<i (

=
10^), we

get

pfi Trap nyi IICJN -spf? INIT Trra freak Nirrrr DVI

' In that day they shall come to build thy walls from Asshur

(Ashhur) to Missur, and from Missur to the stream of

Jerahmeel.'

Compare Isa. xxvii. 12 f., Zech. ix. 10, Ps. Ixxii. 8. The
' stream of Jerahmeel

'

may be that also known as ' the stream

of Perath' (Gen. xv. iS, 2 K. xxiii. 29, xxiv. 7, Jer. xlvi. 2,

etc.), i.e. 'of Ephrath
'

(cp. E. Bib., 'Paradise,' col. 3573,
note 5). It is the return of the Jewish exiles from the N.

Arabian regions on the S. of Palestine which is here foretold.

Cp. v. 13 with Joel iv. 19.

vii. 14. ^cnD lini -1ST. It is very probable, says Now.,
that the territories in Palestine assigned to the exiles on

their return were the uncultivated regions which those who
had taken the places of the exiles had not cared to occupy.
These regions, according to him, are here called -ISP ;

he

renders the MT.,
' who dwell solitarily in the wilderness in

the midst of the fruitful land.' But surely if bashan and

1 It so happens that this portion of Crit. Bib. was done subse-

quently to Isaiah, Zechariah, and Pss. i. -Ixxii.
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gil'dd are names of regions, the presumption is that karmel

is so too. Now it can be made (to say the least) extremely

probable that ^CfO is a popular corruption of ^NDrrT, and

that in a number of passages ]tDl (Bashan) is a corruption
of

]ti3 (Cushan), also that there was a southern as well as

a trans-Jordanic Gilead. ~iy still remains to be accounted

for. Most probably, as in iii. 12, it is a corruption of

^NDnT. If so, we may neglect it as a virtual anticipation

of the ^NDrrr underlying ^mD.
vii. 1 7. Correct the text as in Ps. xviii. 46 (2 S.

xxii. 46). See Ps.^ ad loc.
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PROF. BUDDE (E. Bib.,
' Nahum ') remarks that the second

part of the heading agrees with the headings of Isaiah and

Obadiah, and almost with the true title of Habakkuk, if

we regard "IDD (sepher) as an editorial insertion. He also

holds that '

Elkosh,' the prophet's home, was probably, but

not certainly, in S. Palestine. We have, however, already
had so much evidence that the chief object of prophetic
denunciations (outside of the prophets' own people) was

N. Arabia that we can venture upon more definite solutions

of the problems of the heading than those of Prof. Budde.

miTD (ii. 9, iii. 7) comes from m^D^^NDm^], the name

given by the Jews to the capital of the chief N. Arabian

power. Cp. on ii. 9, Jon. i. 2. *IDD (as probably in

p and in mso) comes from DDIS, and 'Op^N from

N (i.e. Elkosh should be Eshcol, see on Mic. i. 8-16).

D1TO (Nahum) is parallel to cnm ;
in Neh. vii. 7 ninn

corresponds to the o.im in Ezra ii. 2. Both names are S.

Palestinian
; cp. the one with Nahamani

;
the other with

DJTT = TMBfflT. Thus the composite heading becomes,
' Oracle of Jerahmeel [Zarephath]. Vision of Nahum the

Eshcolite.'

CHAP. i. 4#. The first S^DN is certainly a corruption of

SNOTIT (cp. n^QN, Neh. iii. 34) ;
so also is ^cro. The

opening word was probably TT (so G. B Gray, cp. Isa.

xix. 6) ;
which fell out through its resemblance to the

closing letters of ^?DN. ;mi should be
jfifa. Read, there-

fore, JBJDI f?NoriT fjT ; cp. Am. i. 2b.

i. gb. $& OVK eicBiKijo-et St<? etriToavro ev 0\tyet

in: 07059 Oj-r N"^. Not impossibly M's ms and (g's

164
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spring from 12p3, and <J|'s -rrr from ^NDTTrQ, to which

may be a variant. In fact, the enemy on whom, once

for all, Yahwe will take vengeance may equally well be

called Jerahmeel and Missur (both names archaic).

i. 10 / The latest critic (W. R. Arnold, ZATW, 1901,

pp. 225-265) reads IDT1

tDpD I^DN D^MIlD pi D^p, 'thickets

ever so drenched, they are consumed like dry stubble/ i.e.

'

though they be as the vegetation of a swamp, the fire of

his wrath burns them as straw.' Even the editor did not

mean this
;
much less the poet. In our sore need $j) helps

us again. Instead of DNloD it presupposes TTOB01, for co?

cr/uA,a is a corruption of o>? A,et//a|f
= S^ltt), which in the

present context is almost certainly a corruption of ^NSDBTD.

The particle of comparison, however, seems a dittographic
insertion (note 3 in D^Dlo) both here and in QjpD (y. iob}.

Now as to N^p, for which Wellh. would read N'fprr (prefixed

to v. 11) and Gunkel ^72.\ As in Gen. xxiii. 9, jer. iv. 12

it seems to have been a fragment of TltonT. BET, as else-

where, represents ^NUDttT, ftp comes from 8TO, I^DN from

D^TD (but 4 "IYID'0 from D^&N, D'Ono from

In v. ii N2P ^Qp is very improbable (see Nowack).
like the preceding N'PD, represents ^&nT ; N!T seems

to be a (preferable) variant to j>^ ; Wbl, both here and

in ii. i and in i S. x. 27, comes from TNQfTT. We now

get a much more possible text of w. i o, 1 1
,

viz. Tri? >!),

JMlDnT MS^ n^i mrr^J n^imn D^^N 'for the Asshurites

still devise evil against Yahwe
; Jerahmeel has come forth

'

(cp. ii. i).
'

Ishmael, Jerahmeel, Cush [Ishmael],' is inserted

as a gloss on D'HItDN.

i. 1 2. ^ begins, ra8e \eji tcvpios tcardp^wv vBdrcov

7ro\\wv. A welcome confirmation of our general view, for

tear. vS. TT. = D^"i D";p ^C?D. That ^tDD in such a context

9Dtt)% we know from Isa. xiv. 5, xlix. 7, Hi. 5 ;
that

can equally mean this, may be seen from Am. i. 6, 9,

Mic. v. 4. Render,
' Even if the Ishmaelites are many, yet

shall they be cut off' (TiTir, see on Hab. iii. 17).

CHAP. ii. I. W?l; see on i. n. V. 2. Cp. E. Bib.,
1

Iron,' 2
;

'

Shoes,' 3. The extent of the corruption,

however, has perhaps been under-estimated. For D^tmil

gives ol i7T7ret<? = D^QhB. Beside tSmn, which is surely no
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word for the movements of horses, and may perfectly well

come from ~JNDnT, does it not seem probable that D^sm!

(cp. on 112) in Isa. xlix. 10) or D^ttTiD (cp. on Isa. xxi. 7)

represents DTiaiS ? po, too, may represent an ethnic
(73j7,

see on Ezek. xxiii. 2$ f.}, and elsewhere in the same verse

there may be corrupt fragments of ~5NOnT and ^N^CCT (note

which, like -"MB, is a current corruption of 'tZT, and
= D^MOTTT1

) ? Lists of hostile peoples are found in

the Psalms, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel.

ii. 7. For f?Dvrrr read probably ^NonT.
ii. 8 / Read probably nnSjn nD~m. Possibly rrnrrcN

comes from D^nD^p. The corruption is easy, and the con-

nection with '

Zarephath
'

natural. For mimo read memo
(cp. Pesh.), see Ezek. xxiv. 23 ;

and for jrni^r^ n'lDDhp
read f?NpnY; nEnsp (a gloss ;

Maacath = Jerahmeel). M
NY7 ""p^p ; (J| TO, vSara avrr)s. Surely the original had

,
a gloss correcting m^ (see on heading).

ii. 14. For \wsft read misci (similarly Isa. ix. 17). M
n impossible form. Read perhaps ^MDFTP.

' The
voice of Jerahmeel (cp. Isa. xxxiii. 19) shall be heard no

more.'

CHAP. iii. I f. The connection is not satisfactory. At
first sight it appears as if the writer were still in the same
circle of ideas as in ii. 11-13. But who will say that,

' Woe
to the city of bloodshed

'

is naturally followed by
'

Hark, the

whip, and the noise of wheels
'

? Surely the name of the

city is required. Now D^CTT in Ps. v. 5, Ii. 16, Iv. 24 is a

mutilated form of D^p'T^ ; D^Z2fiJ< would, of course, also be

text-critically possible. What we want here is D^cnN Ti? ;

after this a brief statement of its guilt might justifiably

follow, such as mrrD rr^D,
'

it is altogether lying,' with refer-

ence to Jerahmeel's disregard of its brotherly relation to

Israel. P. Ruben would read after this HN^D j-HD, cp.

Ass. pD, 'to lie' (Del. Ass. HWB, 544^), and see on Ps.

xvii. 4 (plD), and in v. 3 he regards nb^p Bh3 as a gloss

on nNf?a pD. Experience, however, suggests a fuller

though necessarily a bolder remedy for the difficulties of the

text. CTcr #h certainly comes from SNSDQT ;
it is not

uncommon for the final hn in words like f?N2DBF to be

corruptly prefixed (as S) to a corrupt form of soar, 'or is
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evidently a gloss on D^QIN. But '\tp cannot stand alone.

Other ethnics or place-names must accompany it. *pb

(suggested by ii. 13) comes from rn?N, in the southern

Ephrath (see on Gen. xxxv. 16). There remains riN^D p^.
'D might conceivably mean '

plunder,' but this (see on

Ob. 14) is a pure assumption. rm^D and f?o are both

recognised fragments, in a corrupt form, of ^NDHT. As
for pnc, we have already (Isa. Ixv. 4) found this word
miswritten for pin, which existed in an earlier form of the

text as a corruption of ^NQnT (see on Ob. 14). Such a

combination of two corrupt fragments of the same ethnic is

common.
iii. 7. mir:), vtvevt]. See on i. i. 8. pDN N2p ^tpnrt.

The view which has become traditional identifies No-amon
with the Egyptian Thebes. Prof. W. M. Miiller (E. Bib.,

col. 3427) considers this to be distinctly indicated by v. ga,

though he adds that the description in v. 8 (see his trans-

lation) is less favourable to the identification, and suggests
that the prophet imagined Thebes to have been like many
cities of the Delta, i.e. situated on the plain on an artificial

mound, surrounded by canals. Brugsch, feeling the same

difficulty, identifies the city with a place in the NE. of

the Delta, where the god Amen once had a temple. Both

these scholars suppose pQN to represent the Egyptian Amon
or Amen, the name of the local god of Thebes. Elsewhere,

however, criticism most unexpectedly discourages the idea

that the old Hebrew writers took any special interest in

Egypt, and in Jer. xlvi. 25
'

Amon-minno,' and in Ezek.

xxx. 15 'Hamon-no' (cp. Hamon, Hamonah, Ezek.

xxxix. 11, 15/i), are most probably expansions (due to

the editor who manipulated an already corrupt text) of

PDS = ^NDHT. But then, it will be asked, what is to be

made of the description of the watery rampart of No-amon
'

that was situate among the Nile-branches
'

? The answer

is that the text is, from any critical point of view, not

entirely in order, and that, using the experience we have

already gained of the habits of the scribes, we can be sure

that the present text is an expansion of a very different

text which referred to N. Arabia. Nor is it an un-

important confirmation of this view that in Am. vi. 2

12
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corresponds exactly to "a^Tiri here. The agreement

hardly needs further development ;

' Calneh
'

in Am. I.e.

(and
' Calno

'

in Isa. x. 9) designates the same city which is

here called in MT. No-amon. It was, in short, one of those

cities whose names ultimately go back to
'

Jerahmeel,' not

of course the D^GDN TS of v. i, the ^NDHT of v. 7. All

that is genuine in v. 8 is the opening clause PON N2D "a&Tirr,

or rather (for MO is dittographic, and ^lErnn has acci-

dentally expelled a group of similar letters which seems

originally to have followed it) f?Ncnv JTDmo "atoTiiT. It

was a Jerahmeelite or N. Arabian city called Rehoboth,
whose sad fate is described in v. 10. And there is some

probability in the view that the barbarities attending the

capture of the same city are referred to in Hos. x. 14, where

SmNm should certainly be either SNDHT mi or YTT irn[m].
The destruction of Beth-jerahmeel or Rehoboth-jerahmeel by
the N. Arabian king Shalman seems to have produced a

deep impression on the Israelite mind. Cp. also on Am.
i. 1 3. Now as to the addition to the brief but telling

question,
' Art thou better than Rehoboth-jerahmeel

'

? It

begins with D^WI mtDTT. This is almost certainly a cor-

ruption of fpNQrrp SNSDBF, i.e.
'

Ishmael, Jerahmeel,' two

glosses on the obscure pon M (or the form which may have

preceded this). Then follows a series of conjectural attempts
to read the already corrupt groups of letters which came to

represent 'nr 'oar. D^Q, D"1 Wr, D^D, and rrriDin represent

SNOHT ; nh Zrao represents fmSDBP. We shall find many
parallels.

iii. 9. Point D^ISp. tolQ probably comes from mo,
D^h from D^Ttf? = DnsS} ? See on Gen. x. 6, 13.

iii. i $b 1 6 /.
' Delete p^TO T^DNn.'

' After the
|| impera-

tives read of course ^nn. ttt&D ?
'

So Wellhausen
; Nowack,

as usual, follows. But this is not at all penetrating criticism
;

experience points in quite another direction. The second

T?DND certainly is dittographic and should be omitted. But

the rest of v. 15^, and also v. i6#, are simply an expansion
of 'nil D^noin rm*o D^NDHT rvs-irr. It is not denied

that pb^ is the name of a kind of locust, but its presence
here is due to corruption of ^NonT (or pf?S, cp. on Joel

i. 4). The other corruptions ought soon to become plain.
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For SD~I, see on I K. x. i 5 ;
for 1D1D, on Judg. v. 20, Am.

v. 26
;

for D^DID, Judg. v. 20, Isa. xlvii. I 3, etc.
;
for tot&D,

cp. E. Bib.,
'

Shaphat ') ;
for "p^D, cp. on Isa. xxxiii. 1 3

(ly^rao) ;
for -piCDE, see . 2?$.,

' Pathrusim.' *\y*\ would

not be clear, but for tot&D = nD["i]2 which precedes it. The

passage may be restored thus, with all the repetitions,

'rrp o^wsrrr min TO-IND 'in 'rrp n^-in ^Honr
DTiais1

! nilND D^NCnT nois 'nr. Paul Ruben, it is

true, acutely emends TH^D into ip*rr:in, an Ass. loan-word

(mindidU)
'

measuring-clerk ') parallel to "plDSZfl. See E. Bib.,
'

Scribe,' 4. This is plausible upon a conservative view of

the historical reference to the prophecy. Still, it is probable
that noDto in Jer. li. 27 is corrupt, and the best view of the

reference of this prophecy and of Isa. xxxiii. is not the

conservative one. <J|'s o O-V^LKTO^ crov may be = *]:ns, a

variant to mitO.
iii. 1 8. According to W. R. Arnold, YI&N "f^D is a

clumsy interpolation, originally a gloss to T*in. Another

doubt concerns ^IDD and "i^ttT ((@> e/cot/ucrei/
= TDQ)n). For

the latter Now. reads llDtD"1

,
Wellh. tiyair,

'

sleep,' thinking of

the sleep of death (Now.) or of carelessness (Wellh.). But

1D3 (as in Ps. Ixxvi. 6) should be ^03, T^D represents ^MOITPi

Tn^lM 'IDDm'1 comes from D^m^l ]VTQ. The whole verse

becomes,
'

Thy companions have fled, O Asshur
; thy people

are dispersed on all the mountains, and there is none to

gather them.' '

Jerahmeel, Cushan, and the Arabians '

is a

gloss on ^pm. The Jerahmeelites have already been referred

to as the allies of the besieged people. Asshur, of course, is

a N. Arabian people still called by this name archaistically.

For a probable allusion to v. ijb see on Ps. cix. 23.
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FRIEDRICH DELITZSCH (Prol. 84; Ass. HWB 281)
connects the name with Ass. fyambakuku, the name of a

garden-plant If, however, the centre of the prophets was

in S. Palestine, where the Jerahmeelite or N. Arabian

element was strong, we need not be afraid of the conjecture,

supported by the occurrence of ppnn for f?Norrr in Ps. Ix. 9,

that plpin, like pllpl and JTplpn, Ezra ii. 51, Neh. xi. 17,

has arisen out of some corruption of ^NDfTT. Whether,

however, this was the prophet's real name, is quite uncertain
;

his father's name, at any rate, is not given.

CHAP. i. 4. Nowack views the closing words as a late

insertion. But f?pso is a corruption of ^NDJlT. The under-

lying text of v. 4 is not otherwise clear.

i. 6. For Dntosn read D^BhSil. The epithet ~incn

awakens suspicion. Neither ' rash
'

(Isa. xxxii. 4) nor
' anxious

'

(Isa. xxxv. 4) will suit here, and there are parallels

for the view that both norr and irrBzn come from some other

underlying word. What that word is, can hardly be doubt-

ful. Read simply ^NonT ^3Tl, which is a gloss on D^BTO.

8. M rns. Rather rns or (as Jer. v. 6) rnTW. rrjs

'Apa/9ia?. Nowack rightly reads VBTiD 31S "awo l^pl, but

he points 1*15, whereas ^ should rather be followed. He
also regards INT pirnp as an editorial patch, suggested by
the dittographed vono. These words, however, have doubt-

less sprung from some corruption of TTTOD1Q (cp. Jer. iv. 17).

CHAP. ii. 3. It is usual to suppose that the
'

vision
'

which is to be written down is contained in v. 4. But the

truth seems to be that a part of it exists in v. 3. inN"1 ^h

(like -ir?N and D'nrrN elsewhere) comes from THOITP.
'

Though
170
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it linger, wait for it
;

for Jerahmeel will surely come.' The

inscription, thus read, has the historical colouring which the

|| passage, Isa. viii. I, entitles us to expect.
ii. 5. For pvr Mr. H. W. Robinson suggests )3Vn, 'the

Greek.' The emendation is probably right, but "OVrr may
be presumed to mean, not ' the Greek,' but ' the Yamanite,'
i.e.

' the Jerahmeelite.' All that Wellh. suggests for the
'

impossible
'

pn is ^n, but he leaves "0 PJNI unaccounted for.

Karoioiievos (icaTOWovfjievos or Karwvwpevo's}. At v. 4 a

fresh section appears to begin.

ii. 1 6 f. M friSiTi. 0, however, presupposes ^inrn

(K.OI aeLa-QriTi) ;
so Aq., Vg. Kimhi and some moderns (e.g.

Wellh.) prefer this. But experience shows that both S*i$[n]

(see E. Bib.,
' Shechem ') and f?yin (see on Nah. ii. 4) may

be corruptions of ^NDnT. The presumption that here too

this is the right reading is overpoweringly strong. Cruelty
to the northern Lebanon is only a possible ground of com-

plaint, if that Lebanon was occupied at this time by men of

Judah, and in no case is it conceivable that the ruthless

destruction of animals was represented as the cause of the

fall of an empire. It is the cruelties attendant on the

capture of a city, or cities, that must be meant, and the

event referred to is probably the capture of Rehoboth-

jerahmeel (
= Beth-jerahmeel), a place in the Negeb (see on

Nah. iii. 8, 10, Jer. xxii. 6 fi, Hos. x. 14). pun*? will be

the southern Lebanon which we have met with elsewhere

(see e.g. on Jer. xxii. 20, 23). friTT is usually corrected into

^nrr (cp. 0, TTTO^O-CI, <re). But the remedy appears too easy,

nor is the parallelism produced satisfactory. It is better to

read ^NonT rnirn -rfcx The final letter in ]nTP represents

h. For the correction of niDIfl cp. on Jon. iv. 1 1.

CHAP. iii. A psalm ascribed to Habakkuk. The pious

community speaks, pleading for a renewal of the wonders of

the Exodus from Misrim. The heading (cp. OP 156 f.)

shows that the piece originally stood in a collection of psalms.
It is, however, a mistake to suppose that the subscription in

v. 1 9 originally belonged to the heading. Surely it is rather

either a part or the whole of the heading of the psalm which

followed in the collection referred to. Cp. the niD-Si? in Ps.

xlviii. 15, and see Nestle, ZATW xx. 168 [1900].
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-m:mtD. Probably an error for rpaTito, i.e. D^NSDBT (cp.

ptf, from 'DBS'1

,
Isa. x. 27). See . .5$.,

'

Shigionoth,' and

introduction to Ps>
In w. 3, 9, i 3, we meet with n^D. The first and third

are geographical glosses on ]tyn and TiEp (disguised as 1N1S)

respectively. The SNDTTP in v. 9 was perhaps a variant to

the preceding IDN = DIN. The scenery is Jerahmeelite, N.

Arabian
;
on a Jerahmeelite Teman, see on Judg. iii. 8.

iii. 2. D^tD npl is variously explained (see Now., who

paraphrases
'

in the midst of the years of the child who is

now gray-haired '), but is surely corrupt. Read f?Ni?OBT npl.
The community is in captivity (cp. Ps. Ixxvii. 2 in Ps.\ and

see below on w. 10 ff.}.

iii. 3- After e opovs Qapav, Q adds Karacriciov Sacreo?,

i.e. perhaps -pi? to hlift, which would come from -p$to f?NsatZT,

two glosses (cp. on Ezek. xxxi. 3). n^D = f?NOnT follows

(see f?2D, preceding note).

iii. 4. Read perhaps

*r

Cp. v. ii. pp does not mean 'a ray of light'; as in

Ex. xxxiv. 29 we should read pii. See E. Bib.,
' Horn.'

Ruben (JQR, 1899, p. 452) has already seen that DB> (MT.)
or Dto (Hitz., Wellh., after

, Aq., Sym., Pesh.) represents a

substantive. But surely n&n and if? must be taken together.

iii. 7.
' One of the finest expressions in any literature of

the passage of evil tidings through the tremulous East
'

(G.
A. Smith, Exp., Jan. 1903, p. 9). But the text is surely

corrupt, and the corrections adopted by Nowack from Perles

(Anal. 66) appear to need these three additions, (i) ^HN
should be ^DYI (see on Ps. xv. i) ; (2) IWT should be

rvntriN (see on Jer. iv. 20) ; (3) rTO pN should be Tisp (cp.

12 beside pT2, Joel iii. 4, both corruptions of 1120 ;
also pro

for 1120, Ex. ii. i 5 /). Cp. E. Bib.,
' On.'

iii. 8. D"nn31, twice, is a considerable difficulty. Gratz

and G. A. Smith would change the first into cmm. The

only adequate solution, however, is suggested by the phrase

DIN, where (see on Gen. xxiv. 10) 'a is a corruption of
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. The first '3 may have been written by an error for

D"1 in D^l also represents YrT, or rather jo*
1

(^r'nT).
DM DN seems to be a variant to IDN D^n^l ON

;
it

may therefore be omitted.

iii. i o ff. As Nowack remarks, the author of Ps. Ixxvii.

probably knew the psalm ascribed to Habakkuk
;
the paral-

lelism between the two psalms is unmistakeable (see above,

on v. 2). Ps. Ixxvii. 17-20 probably contains an anticipation

of the destruction of the foes of Israel, archaically designated
'

Jerahmeelites
' and '

Misrites,' by a second deluge.

iii. i 3. For hrrBJp and YTprr. Possibly the error may
not be altogether accidental. See on Isa. xlv. i. i ?. Foro <J

^N <

^!5"rI? read lisp T2 (on
'

Selah,' see above).

iii. 1 7. bpN nto N*? rhDTfBh. Even the cautious Nowack
admits the difficulty of this

;
for

f

~iti> he suggests n^to, which

is plainly inadequate. See SPOT, ' Isaiah' (Heb.), pp. 121,

198. Read ^DEN rrtDi? &h TTOD^,
' and (though) the vine-

blossom produces no grape-cluster' ; cp. on Dt. xxxii. 32.
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THE key at our disposal unlocks some of the secrets of this

book in the most satisfactory manner. Zephaniah, in spite

of his Jerahmeelite name (an expansion of Saphan = Saphon,
see on Jer. i. 1 3 f.\ and consequently extraction, which is

confirmed by the Jerahmeelite names of his ancestors, is

vehemently opposed to the reactionary Jerahmeelite Baal-

worship which still survives in Judah. His is a '

strong and

significant prophecy
'

(G. A. Smith), indeed perhaps more so

than has been supposed. I have referred here to Schwally
as well as Wellhausen for his long and learned article on

Zephaniah in ZATW x. 165-240 [1890]. He is certainly

right in questioning the supposed reference to the Scythian
invasion which Wellhausen (Kl. Pr.^ 154^) accepts. See

E. Bib.,
'

Prophet,' 40.

CHAP. i. 3. Wellh. remarks (i) on the 'intolerable

repetition' at the end of v. 3, which may or may not be

due to the author ;
and (2) on the self-evident interpolation

respecting the
'

stumbling-blocks with the wicked.' Hardly

adequate criticism. As for (i) DTNn is almost, or quite,

certainly a corruption of fpNOJTP, and as for (2) rvfovBOn is

a corruption of DYinrUDDrr (cp. on mrODn, v. ii), and D^ttn

of D'HGJN (cp. on v. 8, ii. 13). Render,
'

I will consume . . .

the fishes of the sea, and those that prostrate themselves

with the Asshurites (N. Arabians), and I will cut off Jerah-
meel from the face of the land.'

i. 4. According to Wellh. ' the asyndeton HN . . . ~IN& DN
DB> is suspicious ; D2J n seems to be a variant of INE TIN.

There is no question of difference between D"ncO and o^HD ;

the accumulation of names expresses totality.' Schwally, on

174
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the other hand, on account of <f's ra ovo/iara and the

parallelism, would read DID HN twice over ! But surely it is

now possible to see that D2> DN is a relic of n^NSDOT n

(DID, like ptD, often represents 'DBT, cp. E. Bib.,
' Shem

'), that

D'HDD comes from DTOtDITP (cp. on 2 K. xxiii. 5), and D^HD
from D^3|7 (cp. on z/. 1 1

,
Zech. xiv. 2 1

,
Ezek. xliv. go).

Render, 'and I will cut off from this place the remnant of

Baal, [and] the Jerahmeelites with the Kenizzites.' Omit
' Ishmaelites

'

as a gloss.

i. 5. Wellh. remarks, 'That the prophet lumps together
the worshippers of the stars and of Milcom, is surprising.'

He regards D^ltDDn as a (right) correction of the follow-

ing D^ltDDm. Omitting the i, we get the sense,
' those

worshippers of Yahwe who at the same time swear by
Milcom '

(so Hitz.). This is not qu'ite satisfactory. We
expect two classes of offenders to be mentioned. Elsewhere

(see on i K. xi. 5) we have seen that D!&D (Milcom??) is a

corruption of THBJlTj also that TMOITT is most probably an

expanded form of DTTT, which is rrr,
' the moon,' with, the

Arabic ' mimmation.' This gives an increased probability

to a conjecture of Nestle that for mnr? we should read rrvS

(cp. Dt. xvii. 3, Jer. viii. 2, Job xxxi. 26). Render,
' and those

that prostrate themselves before the moon, that swear by

Jerahmeel
'

;
omit 'tmrr as a scribe's error. Parallel passages,

Hos. iv. 1 5 (end), Isa. xliv. 5 (probably) ;
see footnote on

Zeph. v. 3. As a contrast, note Elijah's leniency to Naaman,
a worshipper of Yahwe at heart but of Rimmon (rather

Jerahmeel) outwardly; see on 2 K. v. 18.

i. 8 f. Why should the '

princes
' and the '

king's sons
'

be mentioned, but not the king? For D'nfrn read D""iCJNn,

and for ^on Ml read (as usual) ^NDTTP "SI. And why
'

foreign apparel
'

? Two ethnics lie concealed under the

phrase. Read, as v. 8, D^nrn D^NSDBT f?D Wl (cp. on Isa.

ii. 6). Again compare Ezek. xliv. ga,
' No Jerahmeelite or

Asshurite shall enter my sanctuary,' and see on 2 S. v. 8.

It was, according to i S. v. 5, a custom of the N. Arabian

devotees of Dagon (Gadon ? cp.) to spring over the threshold

of their temple (as specially sacred
;
thus the connection

between v. 8 and v. 9 is perfect). V. gb should run, D
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i. lof. For mtnnn ;o read nDttrn -is>p (see . Bib.,
'

College '),
z>. ^NSDBT 1SK7D.

1

Just before, the fish gate is

mentioned
;

see Neh. xii. 39, and wherever this phrase
occurs read D^arr ~I22>,

'

gate of the Gadites
'

(see on 2 K.

xi. 1 6). For tBroon read a^nnmon in (see on 2 K. xxiii.

13); for pro read
7Dp>,

and for *pD ^Z03 read P]mp ^^D,
' those

that work secret enchantments.' Cp. Dtab, D^ttnS.

CHAP. ii. 1,2. V.2 \s rightly corrected by Wellh. (after

((I, save that reads p for pn). But v. i remains in its

disorder. It is not enough to read ^tfcri ^BJch^nn (Che.,

Proph. Is., on Isa. xxix. 9 ;
more recently Budde) ;

v. i

must be corrupt throughout (cp. Schwally, pp. 181, 218).
Read an?]? '*h ^m B-'Bto rr}Trh ^nrrnmrn. Cp. Ps. ii. 1 1 /.

(emended text), Zech. xiv. 16. mmS is required as a
||

to 1^, though only represented by 1 in itDlpl.

ii. 4-12. (For Winckler's discussion of vv. 5-7 see AOF^
ii. 232/1 His presuppositions are quite different from

mine.) "TO may be a name of nms ;
^ 's = Zarephath the

Strong. p^ptDN is a substitute for ^OBM, probably an early

correction of SN^DID'' (cp. on i S. xxvii. 6) ; THEN for

or Tima. ;

a

]*nps is a popular distortion of bnonT, and

of aTQm. a^H ^in comes from ^HOnr, p3D (which We.
would cancel) from TDp ; D^ntD^D from DTiEm. For metre's

sake read TDp pN, and transfer Ss pN to the end of v. 5 (thus

we get a kina-verse). In z;. 6 nnvn with f?in has been found

puzzling. Wellh.'s words (A7. Proph^ 153) are, 'Rightly

LXX., /cat earai Kp^r?) vo^r] Troipvicov
= D*1^ D13 ^D nrpni ;

only mD is not the name of the island of Crete, but of the

land of the Philistines. The combination of the Philistines

with the Cretans and the explanation of Caphtor by Crete

certainly seems to me to lie rather close at hand.' Bohme
(ZATW vii. 212) and Winckler (AOF (y)

ii. 232) do not agree
with this view of niD. According to the former rrD is a mere

repetition of ni3. According to the latter, vv. 5,6 formed

1 See on 2 Chr. xiii. 19 ; also on 2 K. xxii. 14, where mro occurs

again without ~vv, so that possibly ru^D, i.e. tanv (cp. on JOB-, Isa. x. 27),

may be the name of a part of Jerusalem, possibly the upper part (cp. on
'

Millo,' i K. ix. i 5).
2 TIBM seems to be required to produce a paronomasia with aienr.

Schwally (p. 182) cannot explain why inc'N has suggested no parono-
masia. But the prophet did not write -rncx.
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originally a separate oracle, addressed to the Cretans
; LXX.,

therefore, is right in giving Kprjrwv (v. 5) and Kp^rtj (v. 6).

A most hazardous view, surely ! Can we get no further

than this ? Experience of the newer critical methods else-

where seems to show that JTQ and n~O are both fragments
of rvpDIN (constructed with a fem. verb

; cp. Ges.(26)
145 ),

and that D^in, like DT7 Sin, is ^NonT (cp. Am. i. 2, Mic.

v. 4). The 1 in rrma.1 may be a relic of h. Thus we

again have a kina-verse. The opening of v. 7 is a late in-

sertion (We.), but it has not been rightly read. ^NOnT
stands there in two forms Sin and DrrW Read, therefore,

rmiT TO rmNmS Ym JTm. The original writing had (con-

tinuing JNS m-mS)

: ]m-p i-nsi I SDN ^nn par

Thus Schwally's difficulty that * Ashkelon '

in v. 7 has no

parallel, is removed. All between v. 7 and v. 12 (We.), or

rather v. 1 3, is an interpolation. It is worth approximating
to the true text, however. In v. 8 (end) read flTCDTI (also

in v. 10 and in all similar cases). In v. g 'Moab' and
' Ammon '

are probably a scribe's explanatory insertions.

ptDGD (!) represents Dtftp (cp. Gen. xv. 2\ S*nn, mDD, nSo,
and probably DS'lJr'TS, represent YlT. Read (restoring the

paronomasias), moio Vrr ^n rrrrn DTDD aim "O ;
Hoots

comes from 'DID*1

,
a gloss. In v. na for nn read mi, and

for pNH TlSN-S:: read probably D'^ttMTTT (pNH is merely an

insertion to help out the sense, after corruption had taken

place). In vv. lib, 12 read D^ttnin DTOSD1 D'HfZfa* n^n^.
Dittograms are obvious

; *iD*ipDD and Drm Dl both =
"hhn and non "nn both = O'^tOITP, a gloss on

ii. I 3 / pD2 is the land of Zaphon, to which TIEJN, i.e.

Tin, is parallel, ma^a = SNOTIT [TI?]. V. 1 4 should prob-

ably run

CHAP. iii. ib, 3. By way of shaming its citizens, the

prophet calls Jerusalem
'

city of Jerahmeel
'

(cp. on Isa.

xxix. i
), its princes,

'

Jerahmeelites,' and its judges,
' Arabians.'

The corrected readings are n^Qirr Tl?n or ^NDnT1 T5 (for
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TOvn T$n ;
see on Jer. xlvi. 1 6), trNnrrT (for nvi

and Ipl^), Dm$ (for INI and ns, both of which come from

'ms.) To these we must add D^NSDHT (represented by
D^Nft = D^NID, cp. ^tBDN not unfrequently for ^M9DB*), which

is a gloss on EFhtHOTfT. The editor had a corrupt text, and

remembered Jer. v. 6, Hab. i. 8, where, however, invaders

are spoken of.

iii. 10. A locus desperatus till we have found the key.

and 'SID ni are both mutilations of nDnuo. Read

But this is not all. The closing words of v. 9 receive light

from the N. Arabian theory. ~rrrN DDK),
' with one shoulder,'

is grotesque. Read TMbHT 8?3p, perhaps a marginal correc-

tion of &ro "nmf? (v. \ o). Cp. on "THN, i S. i. i .



HAGGAI

THIS prophet's name, too, evidently represents an ethnic

(Haggi or Hagaiah) ;
see on Haggith, 2 S. iii. 4. Probably

in i. 1 3 (a gloss from the margin ?) the prophet is called

^MOITPj a reading which is concealed under the two corrupt
variants mm -JN^D and mm JTDN^Dl. The gloss (?) means

that Haggai and Malachi are the same person. It may be

noticed here that mm, both in proper names and elsewhere,

sometimes represents m*1 in T>NDnT. Haggai was early

identified with Malachi. See E. Bib.,
'

Malachi.'

CHAP. i. i, 15. Perhaps the original had, not WVTT, but

"HftN ('
the Asshurite king ').

i. 9. Read perhaps D^snn (Prov. x. 4) for D^TI. See

E. Bib., col. 1935, note 4.

CHAP. ii. 5. (f omits the first part of this verse. Was
the text illegible or only difficult ? Something there must

have been between the solemn asseveration 'is
' DM and

^rrm. Looking at the text in MT., we are struck by several

difficulties, (i) Why -inn rw? (2) Why the verb mD ?

(3)
' My spirit abides in your midst

'

is synonymous with '

I

am with you
'

(v. 4, end). (4) The sentence, however ex-

plained, does not fit into the context. Evidently, the editor

must (as so often) have manipulated an imperfect or uncon-

genial text, and what we have to do is to read underneath

his text. With the key in our hands, we may probably
restore thus nqjg Dr^MpTTFi D'nspiji crrnrrirn D^rnsmriN

iNyrr^N DpinrQ. In these words faithful Jews are directed

not to be afraid of the large number of N. Arabians who
have settled themselves in Palestine during the captivity of

so many of the Jewish people. DDHN is a corrupt and

179
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manipulated dittogram of 'im and DDn21 of D'HSD.

for ns is a corruption to be found elsewhere, and the ex-

panded corruption mDS YD"!, for Yrv, is quite in the style of

the editors.

ii. 7. is certainly right in assuming the plur. fern.

ending, but both here and in i S. man should be n'rnp,
' the tributes (of).'

ii. 2.2. The colouring becomes much more vivid if we
read fpNorrp for the vague JYO^DD, and ^NOTT ^ha for 'DO

D^}n. The chariots and horses spoken of are those for

which the larger kingdom of Jerahmeel was specially famous

among the Israelites. See on i K. x. 28 f.
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THE higher criticism of chaps, ix. xiv. will have some day
to be reconsidered on the basis of a revised text. It is, e.g.,

hardly possible to maintain that ' Asshur ' means either
'

Assyria
'

or the empire of the Seleucids, or that '

Javan
'

clearly means '

Greece.' Nor can we safely say, with Prof.

G. A. Smith (Twelve Prophets, ii. 464), that ix. 6-8 'are

certainly post-exilic, because of their mention of the half-

breeds.' It seems to me that we have been working too

contentedly in twilight, and that fresh rays of a brighter

light are bursting in upon us.

Chap. i. 8. nWa Itm* D^pirrn p3. Two points should

be remarked (i) that no attempt is made to symbolise these
'

myrtles
'

(contrast Tg. and Kimhi), which therefore pre-

sumably owe their origin to corruption of the text
;
and (2)

that in the eighth and last vision the central point is said

to be ' between the two mountains now the mountains are

mountains of Cushan
'

(reading ]ti>^3 ;
see on vi. i). As to

the difficult D^D^rH, MT. in vi. I and @ in i. 8 (dva peo-ov rwv

opewv) suggest the probably true reading D^n ;
the D in

D"lD~rn possibly comes from D
;

the D actually found is

dittographed. As to nbson, we might at first sight suppose
it to be a corruption of nisp3,

'

in Missur.' But the

following word TinNI (which, as Wellh. remarks,
' causes

difficulties ') is, according to numerous parallel cases, a

corruption of ^NDnT, and the case of nf?s in Am. v. 26 (see

note) leads one to suppose that nf?2Dl represents

Read, therefore, [fworrp] fwsoara itDN D^nn pn.

i. 8. We are now in a position to explain

N, which both Ew. and We. rightly feel to be very
181
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awkward. It is simply a corruption of
'

which corresponds to 'ETN 'DID Vintf*! in MT. Render,

therefore,
' And behold a man he stood between the

mountains which are in Ishmael [Jerahmeel] and horses

(D^DIDl)/ etc.

CHAP. ii. 10 f. Read 1D1D (first 1 transposed), snND, and

TIDDN (following <g, nearly as We.) ;
then ^HOMr morr,

also ^NSDBPQ, see on Am. vi. I (to take p"2 as = '

to Zion
'

is

unnatural). So w. 10 and ii become nearly parallel.

For the close of v. ii see next note, pas, as usual, means

the N. Arabian land of Zaphon ( || Y12D).

ii. 12. Wellh. and Nowack have rightly seen that the

clause ^nfptD TOD "in** interrupts the context, but they
have not explained its origin. The same combination

in**) occurs in Ps. Ixxiii. 24, where we might point

s rrw,
' the path leading to (the final) glory.' The same

pointing is suitable here, if we complete the phrase with

"rjnbtp (*7
and D confounded, and inserted for sense) and

attach it to v. ii. Certainly v. ii, as it stands, requires

some addition (cp. v. io). Completed as here proposed,
it will run thus,

' Ho ! escape from Ishmael, O people that

dwellest in Jerahmeel ;
on the path of glory he has sent

thee.' Still better we might read '3 jn,
'

to the land of

glory
'

;
this is only slightly bolder,

1 and gives an easier sense.

In v. 9 the prophet has told us that Yahwe will be '

glory
'

in the midst of Jerusalem. "Ori^lD was miswritten under

the influence of the close of v. 13.

CHAP. iii. 8. For nos read perhaps j>nb (see on

vi. 9 ff., end).

CHAP. iv. 7, 9. Sellin (Studien, i9Oi,ii. 93 f.) suggests
that the ' mountain '

referred to may very well be the great

heap of the ruins of the temple (note *^2in,
'

bring out ').

In Babylonia the preliminary to the restoration of a ruined

temple was the search for the old foundation-stone, to which

enormous sanctity attached. The phrase t&N-irr pNH (so

read, for m09N~in pNiT, v. 7} may at least as well mean the

foundation-stone as the top-stone. Adopting this view,

it seems best to correct 7VT3TI "in into D^O "in,
' mountain

1
Cp. the instances in which, according to Dr. D. H. Weir, px has

taken the place of rnk, Academy, iv. 251 [Ps. Ixvii. 5, cxvi. 9, cxliii. 10].
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of the heaps (ruins),' and for VTZp*
1 (v. 9) to read vrpv<

(future).

iv. 10. The apposition fnirT pNn gives an incorrect

explanation of the stone '

in the hand of Zerubbabel.'

But Smn is not a mere gloss (cp. Marti, Stud. Krit.

1892, p. 213, note); it is probably a corruption either

of fnTTt TQ or better of ^NDTTP, a (correct) variant, pre-

served by a good fortune to which we shall find parallels in

the text of 2 Samuel, to Sirm
CHAP. v. 3 f. Parallel passages (e.g. Isa. Ivii. 3, Mic.

v. 11, Zech. x. 2, Mai. iii. 5) suggest that sorcery or divina-

tion must have been included among the special sins of the

Jews. For rmrr read perhaps pj?Dn, and for lp&& 'DtDl

read bMMMJT DtDl,
'

by the name of (the god) Ishmael.' See

on Mai. iii. 5.
1

v. ii. iintD (Shinar ?) here, as elsewhere, is suspicious,

though firmly rooted in our texts (cp. on i:ji?, Gen. xiv. I 3,

1 8
; lift, Gen. xxxvii. 2). See on Gen. x. 10.

CHAP. vi. i. The enigmatical 'mountains of brass'

(
= copper-yielding mountains ?) are due to the editor. Read

l|,
'

Cushan.' See on i. 8, and cp. on nmTO, Gen. iv. 22.

vi. 2-7. Wellh. is nearly right, but in v. 6, not having
the key, he could not point out that DimnN'^N represents

SNDHT [pN]-b, and that the name of the district to which

the red horses (DTnNlT, not D^QNrr) were sent underlies

IBpTI ;
read Dtth!) [H$]- Tne following words '}

>L
> T\*&>

are superfluous ; they are derived from^ the words which

MT. quite correctly gives after IDN"1

*!.

vi. 9 ff. The current explanation is hardly correct.

The donors of the silver and gold are not '

Babylonian Jews,'

but foreigners such as are referred to in Isa. Ix. 1 3, and

their gifts are TVinDD such as Haggai probably refers to in

Hag. ii. 7. The text of this section has suffered partly by
1 The difficulties of Isa. xliv. 5 are well known. They can only be

fully surmounted by correcting the text in the light of Zeph. i. 5 ;
we

thus obtain a parallel both for Mai. iii. 5 and for the passage before us.

There is no real connection between Isa. xliv. 4 and 5. V. 5 describes

the divided religious allegiance of many of the Jews, and may originally
have stood after v. 8.

Worn' Dtyn lop* nn | 'JN m.vS noN' m
: jay; SNJW DBQI I rn'

1

? IT ana 1 nn

13
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ordinary corruption, partly by editorial manipulation. Cor-

ruptions are nb'ttn, 'nbn, and D^>n for fjNorrp (for the

ethnic names, see on Neh. ii. 19), rrTlto for ^nn, JTST for

ms or ^Honr, Nirrrr DVI for TMOTTP, rrmN-1 for ^DB?, ;n

(v. 14) for -Dnn, nnN J-INTI for HNDI, INDD-^ for wwhs
(@), riTitoJ? for m&. The main editorial alteration is the

substitution of Joshua ben Jehozadak for Zerubbabel (v. n),
or perhaps the insertion of the whole clause about Joshua.
It is usual to suppose, further, that the title nos, which may
have been drawn by the editor from Jer. xxiii. 5, xxxiii. 15

(both post-exilic, see Duhm), has supplanted the name Zerub-

babel. This, however, is hardly right. The name (as we
must call it) HDS cannot be due to the editor. Why did

he not say T1"T nos ? and why did he accompany the bare

ne>S with the strange statement nt>^ vnnnoi ? On the

other hand, by a slight transposition we obtain a title such

as Zechariah might have applied to the Messianic king.
For iot& no* read ictn pno. pnb, 'striker, crusher,' is a

very fitting title for the Messianic king, at whose right hand

Yahwe will be invisibly present, dealing destruction to his

enemies. Cp. Num. xxiv. 8, Ps. Ixviii. 22, ex. 5. This

applies also, of course, to iii. 8. The following words,

nos^ Vnnnoi should probably be pnc"
1 vnnDoi ' and those

that shatter him (xi. 6) he will strike (crush).'

CHAP. vii. 2. van^i iSNim btjorg r6mn More than

one view can be taken of this passage (see We., Marti in

Kau. HS, and E. Bib.,
'

Regem-melech.' It is possible that

justice has not been done to the reading ^Nrva of M^,
which may with some reason be regarded as a distortion

of the N. Arabian ethnic Tubal. Now '

Regem-melech
'

being more than probably a distortion of '

Jerahmeel,' it

will follow that "iShTitD is not improbably a scribe's corruption
of -HEN ;

the final 12 will be a corruption of a dittographed
12). If so, it was three clans of N. Arabian affinities, but

of orthodox Jewish religion, that sent to the temple to

make certain inquiries. See, however, on 2 K. xix. 37,

Jer. xxxix. 3, where another view of "iSNItD is recom-

mended by the contexts.

CHAP. ix. The whole of this chapter has to do with

Jerahmeel ;
the names are archaistic. Not having observed
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this, interpreters have been involved in almost infinite

trouble. In w. 1-8, in particular, the fact that the original

prophecy has been worked over and recast has hindered a

consistent historical interpretation. For w. 2b-ja let the

student compare Am. i. 7-10 (and notes). That D*TN (v. i#)

should be D^N, was first seen by Klost., who proposes
f
t* "Hs.

1

This is better (cp. on Isa. xvii. 2) than Ball's proposal (in

Smith's DB i.
(2)

[1893], p. 1261$, 'N D$. Klost., of course,

thinks of the best-known Aram. But it does not follow

from combination of '

Hadrach,' Damascus, and (by con-

jecture) Aram, that the northern Aram is referred to.

Analogy warns us here as elsewhere to look out for signs

of editorial recasting, and it is only this course which can

clear up the difficulties of the section. It may be admitted

to be in itself possible that "[Tin may be a Hebraised form

of the Hatarika of the Assyrian inscriptions. But if on

other grounds the prophecy must be held to be late, we

may well hesitate to accept this otherwise unknown name.

Moreover, the strange prominence given to the ' land of

Hadrach '

may well give us pause. The experience which

we have by this time had of textual errors ought to suggest
the true explanation. *]-nn is a distortion of 3MOCTT,
while ptDcn, as elsewhere {e.g. Ezek. xxvii. 18), is miswritten

for Dtps. Thus v. i becomes,
' Yahwe's oracle is on the

land of Jerahmeel, and Cusham is its resting-place ;
for

Yahwe's are the cities of Aram, and all the tribes of Ishmael.'

^NIBT and f?Ni?DBF are, as the context shows, confounded ;

among other parallels notice Isa. xvii. 3, Ezek. xxvii. 17.

For the tribes of Ishmael see Gen. xxv. 13-15, and cp.

E. Bib.,
'

Tribes,' 3. In v. 2 for nnn read rose ;
and for

pTn 12 read Tiap. In v. $a read n^> 121D "nap prn_. In

v. 4 for nWl read probably rr^pYT (see on Ps. xlviii. 1 4) ;

cp. the
|| passage, Am. i. 10. In w. 5, 6 the original proper

names are ^DtDN (a^ps ?), JTO (
= Zarephath ?), StDrTT, Tifctf

or -pintpi?, DTIDIS. In v. 6 "rtpp is perhaps a corruption of

1 Stade's only objection (ZATW, 1881, p. 15) to this is that the

combination of the names ' Aram ' and ' Israel
' in this passage is not

quite intelligible, whereas Israel and the heathen (DIN) form a natural

antithesis. But ' Israel
'

also must be corrupt, if a clear and at all

points intelligible view is to be obtained.
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i.e. Bedouin tribes. Cp. Isa. xiii. 20. But cp. E.

Bib.,
'

Scribe,' 4.

ix. 9-17. In >. \oa read rmDrr (Sta., We., after (j|),

and SNOnT ntflp (for nonSo 'p, see on Ps. Ixxvi. 4) ;

probably, too, D^tmT should be ^NSDQF. Ephraim is a

southern region. In v. lob D^ttf? D*iSt& IIT) and D^D *6tDcn

D^TS are two corrupt forms of the same original, which was

Snorm SNSDQT -mm. (nifpta for 'oar, as Isa. xxvi. 3.)

Cp. on Ps. Ixxxv. 9. In v. lob the "im spoken of (read

"irj|p) is the D'HSQ im, the stream which bounded Missur

on the west
; pN DDM, as usual, means the extreme south

of Palestine including the Negeb (cp. on Ps. Ixxii. 8). Vv.

11, 12 have been hardly less misunderstood than the pre-

ceding verses.
' The blood of thy covenant

' what does this

mean ? The sacrifices connected with the ancient covenant

of Yahwe with Israel (Ex. xxiv. 5 ff.} ? The sacrifices which

Israel daily offers in virtue of the covenant and to maintain

its validity ? And what does )*il21 mean ? And what is

the announcement made for the second time l
in v. 1 2.b to

the so-called '

prisoners of hope
'

? (J| does not help us
;

even its seductive avrl juas ^/iepa? TrapoiKecrlas crov (v. I 2^),

which Stade (ZATW i. [1881], p. 17) approves, is but a

clever attempt to soften the difficulty of the traditional text.

As Nowack truly says,
' The abrupt transition from the

prisoners in v. 1 2a to Zion in v. 1 2b is very startling, and

all the more because Zion is already in existence." We shall

probably get nearer the true text of vv 1 1 f. by reading

n^Nprrr TON D'nspp

The writer turns in v. 1 1 from the picture of the final result

the extended empire of Israel to its necessary pre-

liminary the return of the exiles through a waterless desert

region (cp. Isa. xlviii. 2 1
,
xli. 1 7, and cp. Isa. xxx. 6). To

account for this, he assures his people that a stern destroying
word ("isi**) will be spoken to the enemy by Yahwe. It

,
a ovn DJ.

' But where is the quotation taken from,' asks Wellhausen.

G. Hoffmann tries to remedy the evil by reading -us (for Tie), i.e.
'

fruit,'

like Syr. magda. But in a case like this such isolated corrections are

useless.
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should be noticed that both mpnn (see on 2 K. xxii. 14) and

DVrr D} appear to have grown out of D^NDTTT.
ix. i 3 f.

'

It is a fight of the sons of Zion against the

sons of the Greeks
'

(Stade ;
so Wellh., Nowack, G. A. Smith).

Stade has a right to his opinion, for he has made a very

thorough study indeed of the passages referring to ]V

(reprinted in Akad. Reden, 1899, pp. 123-142). From the

newer point of view, however, adopted in the present work,

it is unhappily not possible to adhere to these results (see

on Gen. x. 2). )V (p"
1

) comes from S^onT, and it is more
than probable that the D at the end of the second "p^l

represents the n in f?NDn"P, as if to make us doubly sure
;

we may note in passing (J|'s rendering eVt ra retcva TCOV
f

E\Xr?y&>i/, which is at any rate adverse to ^33,
'

thy sons.'

Note also JDTI in v. 14,' because he comes from Sinai
'

?

asks Wellhausen. Yes
;
the whole atmosphere is that of S.

Palestine and N. Arabia.

ix. 15/1 That lorn should be DDTi, Klostermann, Stade,

etc., have pointed out, following Nc>a' c-b
AQr. But solutions

of other text-critical problems (see e.g. Stade, ZATW i. 19,

note i, Nowack's commentary, and the note in JQR x.

[1898], pp. 58 1/) need to be revised in the light of the
'

Jerahmeelite theory.' It will probably be found that that

theory supplies the key to all of them. In z>. i 5 both lf?DNl

and
i?f?p represent ^HOITt*;

'
ID3 comes from ^1. In v. 16

IDS fNSD and IIS-^IN "0 both represent the same original, viz.

TSD *gi $ (cp. JN23 from TISDD, Ps. Ixxix. 2 1
).

1 moDlDnD

may come from D^tDBTOnD, but a stronger expression might
be fairly expected. [Klo.'s emendation (approved by Stade,

p. 1 8), D'fcn, introduces a tautology with ll&lD. The corrup-
tion l^DNl for VTT is one of the most ordinary in the O.T.;

cp. on Isa. Ixvi. 17.]

CHAP. x. i o /. The southern '

Asshur,' Gilead, and

Lebanon are meant
; point D"n^p. Cp. Isa. xxvii. 1 2 (note),

13, Jer. iii. 12 (note), 18. It is in S. Palestine and the

Negeb that this writer, like Ezekiel (chaps, xlvii. ,/.), places

the reunited Israelites.

x. ii. An untimely recollection of the story of the

1 Note that \MI in v. 21 corresponds to jnin in the duplicate of the

same distich (v. 16). See Ps. ii. 14.
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Exodus has contributed to produce the present text. Read

D^NSBBF-SD *iarniTi ~r^ P"
1! nsrn TIBD JD^I 13^.

' And
he shall pass through Jaman-missur, and shall smite Jaman-

gilead, and all the Ishmaelites shall be in consternation.'

CHAP. xi. 1-3. The conclusion of x. 3 ff. According
to Wellh. and Nowack ' Lebanon ' and ' Bashan '

represent

the kingdom of the Seleucidae (also designated
' Asshur

').

But again and again jcn is miswritten for, or altered from,

\ti>3 (Am. iv. i ), and
' Lebanon '

as often means the moun-
tainous region of the N. Arabian border. For pTH ]*IN! we
should in this case read SNDJTT pNi,

' the pride of (mount)

Jerahmeel.' This opens up a question as to the range of

meaning of TIN and umi, and as to the probability that the

trees of the N. Arabian border were more abundant and

more varied than at present. In v. 2 for TiSirr read perhaps

"T2S125 (cp. Duhm on Isa. x. 33). In v. 3 for trshn, which

can hardly be right, read ^NDrrT (with hrWFN) ;
Wellh. keeps

D^irr but omits 'TN. So Am. i. 2. For D^TDD mt& read

perhaps D^-pSS nino> (confusions paralleled in the Psalms).

DV-
I
VTN, of course, means the cedars (cp. SBOT on Isa. x. 34).

xi. 4-17 and xiii. 7-9 should, as recent scholars (follow-

ing Ewald) agree, be taken together. The great difficulty

of the section is probably caused, not only by the difficulties

necessarily inherent in such symbolic narratives, but also by

corruption of the text. It will be most convenient to give

at once a view of the narrative which follows naturally from

the corrected text. The reader will at once understand

that the course actually taken by the present writer was a

differerent one
;
certain corrections of the text occurred to

him as probable (in the light of textual phenomena, explained

already elsewhere), and this led to a critical and exegetical

re-examination of the whole passage. The prophet (can it

be Jeremiah who is dramatically introduced as the speaker ?)

has been invested by the God of Israel with what we may
call an efficient suzerainty over his land. This suzerainty,

he tells us in effect, was recognised even by the pitiless

tyrants who had bought their crowns from the greater kings
outside (' their buyers . . . their sellers

').
Its outward

symbols were two pastoral staves, the one called by the

prophet Ammon, the other Jerahmeel ;
as long as he kept
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these staves unbroken, there was no danger to Judah, either

from the side of Ammon or from that of Jerahmeel. But

the misrule of the tyrants continued. Weary of it, the

prophet says that as a judicial act he (i.e. Yahwe, whom he

represents) cut off three of them (successively) by the hand
of Jerahmeel. He now cut asunder the staff called Ammon
as a sign that Judah was henceforth open to destructive in-

cursions from all the populations round about. The tyrants
of Judah understood this, but so small was their respect for

the prophet's office that, symbolically, they gave him as his

fee no more than thirty shekels (cp. Ex. xxi. 32) ;
this he cast

into the temple treasury. His next step was to cut asunder

the other staff, called Jerahmeel, as a sign that no sense of

kinship was any longer to restrain Jerahmeel from doing its

worst upon Judah. But before he passed into the back-

ground, the prophet was directed by Yahwe to act dramati-

cally the part of a Jerahmeelite tyrant (for D^pD, cp. Hab.

i. 6). All that the native tyrants had wickedly done, the

foreign governor would do with greater completeness. But

Yahwe is displeased with this excessive rigour. The governor
shall be slain, and though for a time the people of Judah
will be so sorely tried (by Jerahmeelites) that only a third

of it will be left, yet a bright and happy future, through the

repentance of the people, is in store for this third. The
' three shepherds

'

of v. 8 seem to be Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin,

and Zedekiah, all of whom, according to the prophet, were

set aside, if not killed, by the king of Jerahmeel (bll). The

cutting asunder of the staff Ammon (v. 10) may refer

to the tradition in 2 K. xxiv. 2 (read &Vft3, etc.) ;
for the

'

breaking of the brotherhood between Jerahmeel and Israel
'

cp. Am. i. n, Ob. 10. The Jerahmeelite governor (xi. 15,

xiii. 7) is perhaps the governor whose story is now inac-

curately represented by that of Gedaliah. Cp. on Jer. xl.

xi. 7. ]NUn -^3$ pS. Read, probably, not 'n ^XOSh (as

Stade, Wellh., etc., following (J|), but 'n
"tflffy ', cp. v. 5.

Similarly in v. 1 1 . For D2b read pD, and for D^iri read

f?NDnT (see on Ezek. xxvii. 24). So vv. 10, 14. Cp. xii. 2,

where a distinction seems to be drawn between '

Jerahmeel
'

and '

all the peoples.'
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xi. 8. Read D^T (without article) and NDHT ~P3. The

prophet did not himself cut off the shepherds.

xi. I 3 /. For np"
1 TTN read perhaps D^jrnis (see E. Bib.,

col. 1134, foot); for Trip"
1 read (certainly) rnDtp, and for

read S>NDnT (see above, and on xii. 2 ff^}.

xi. 15-17. For -'
J
ris (Houb. ^IN) and h*h**r\ read

r (cp. on Isa. x. 10) ;
and for ni^n read nissan.

CHAP. xii. 1-7. The deliverance of Jerusalem from 'all

the peoples round about
'

by the help of converted Jerah-

meel. The idea of the conversion of a people once so hostile

to Judah is in accordance with the gentler side of the theology
of the Psalms (e.g. Ps. Ixxvi. 1 1), and underlies Jer. xlix. 39

(where cb^S comes from Yrr), xlvii. 26^, Ezek. xxix. 13 f.

Isa. xix. 18-25, and indeed Zech. xiv. 18. In some of these

passages the Misrites are spoken of. But it is not only the

conversion of Jerahmeel, but that of the remnant of the

other '

peoples
'

which is anticipated ;
see xii. 9 (note).

xii. I f. For SNIQT read either SN^EST, or, with Gratz,

,
and for rmrp-Ss read bstDnT. rmrp may equally

well represent YrT and rrr ;
here it stands for the latter, and

bs for SND.

xii. 4-7. For rmrr read YFT, and note that Dl^n is

not to be rendered '

in their heart
'

;
it represents 7NDTTP,

which was presumably written as a correction of mirr. In

v. 5 note 'D^N (or "'D^si) ; cp. the D^Dl^N of Edom, Gen.

xxxvi. 15^ Note also ' Yahwe . . . their God.' For the

equalising of Judah and Jerahmeel, cp. Isa. xix. 24^
xii. 9 xiii. I. A strangely altered passage \ It is the

repentance of Jerahmeel and the remnant of the other

peoples, not of the 'house of David and the inhabitants of

Jerusalem,' which is here described.

xii. 9. For TDttn^ ttplN ('
I will seek to destroy \ ')

read

!T03rr7 ItDHN,
'

I plan to bring back (to the true God).' Not

only Jerahmeel but all the nations which came against Jeru-

salem are to be converted and restored to prosperity. To
the references on vv. 1-7 add Jer. xlviii. 47.

xii. loa. The scribe had the phrases TTT rvi and

DbtDVP IOTP (v. 8) in his mind
;
he was also, perhaps, un-

equal to following the soaring flight of the prophetic writer.

Hence the former phrase supplanted (most probably) rr2l
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Trrr, and the latter (note the warning Pasek) a dittographed
D^NSQBP. The other distortions are more purely accidental.

For 1 jn read rnntf,
' brotherhood

'

;
an allusion to xi.

140. Also for ^N *izo*am read, certainly, ^Nnrn. The

subject of this verb is DT3HOTTT*j which underlies the mis-

placed corruption D^IDnn. The difficulty arising out of

ntf now disappears. It is not a fragment of some personal
name (We.), but a corruption of h& = hs. The personage
who was 'pierced through' by the Jerahmeelites was some
member of the Davidic house, possibly Zerubbabel.

xii. i ob. TTTn-bs T*DDp3. Plausible, and seemingly
confirmed by TDirr^s ^HD. There is, however, a want of

definiteness in this comparison, and a suspicious resemblance

in the latter phrase (in which inn!) is, on the ground of idiom,

disputable) to ^NonT. If the reader will courteously read

the next note at this point, he will see that there is good
reason to admit a Jerahmeelite atmosphere. Returning to

v. lob, he will thus be driven to the conclusion that the

contents of xii. lob are, with some variation, what we find

in v. ii. Read bl|Bltf^ 1DDDD fbs VTDD1. 'Because

of Jerahmeel
' means ' because of the slaughter at Beth-

jerahmeel.' Cp. on Jer. vi. 26, Am. viii. 10.

xii. 1 1 . For D^tmTl read, probably, fpNSDQTa ;
for

peniin read iirr (pen is a variant to JTUo) ;
and for nspm

(port) plio read THOTTt? nDSDl. The Jerahmeelites, it is

announced, will mourn as bitterly for the scion of the royal

Jewish house as theirforefathers did when Hadad,king of Edom

[Aram ?], lost his life in the war with David
;
see on I K.

xi. 15-17. The corruptions of f?Nor?T and rose here assumed

are supported by parallels elsewhere (see e.g. on Am. i. 5).
' En-rimmon ' comes from '

En-jerahmeel,' and m-k-d[ = 1] is

one of the possible representatives of Jerahmeel (cp. E. Bib.,
' Makkedah

').
A different view of this passage is taken in

E. Bib.,
' Hadadrimmon.' The worship of Tammuz did in

fact give occasion for bitter mourning as for an only son.

But the Jerahmeelite theory is so generally applicable in

II. Zechariah that we cannot be wrong in applying it here.

Zech. xii. ii now supplies the key to Jer. iii. 23. In both

passages a great national religious function at the sanctuary
of Gibeath-jerahmeel seems to be referred to.
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xii. 1 2 f. The '

families
'

of the land are the ' families
'

of the N. Arabian borderland which the prophetic writers

desire to see annexed by the Jews. Note the phrase in v. 1 4,
' the families that remain,' and cp. xiv. 1 6 f.,

'

every one that

is left of all the nations,' etc., and ' the families of the land.'

For TVT-rPi read Tiri-nra ;
for jnrrrn read ;epn-rT5 (or

JITN '}); for nfrrri read ^HOrrp-TPl; for ^nrcn read

CHAP. xiii. 7. Vv. 7-9 (see above) should come after

xi. 1 7. For >rvp$ "Qlr^Jn (truly an extraordinary expres-
sion !) read, probably, ^>NDTTP rn3D"iN-Wi. Perhaps, too,

"'jn comes from Yrv, i.e. "^HOnT (i.e. the '

Jerahmeelite

shepherd ').

CHAP. xiv. 3. M
in]? ova (so (g). According to Wellh.,

'

v. 3# says nothing, and exists solely because of the parallel-

ism.' But is this so ? The ending np is several times

incorrect; see on Ps. Iv. 22, Ixviii. 31, Ixxviii. 9. Probably
as in Ps. Ixxviii. 9 'p should be ^HDTTP. The reference is

probably to 2 S. v. 17-21 (see note).

xiv. 5<z. M ffiinn rJSp DriD3 -itDN3. We. remarks,
' All

interpreters admit that Zech. xiv. was written at least 150 years
after the earthquake in the time of Uzziah (Am. i. i).' Like

Nowack, he holds that this is archaistic colouring designed
to produce the impression that the writer was a contemporary
of the event. But considering how the archaistic theory
has failed us already, and also considering the amount of

admitted corruption in the context, it is more probable that

the text is wrong. Read -nntDN
rD 'i 'l. The reference

probably is to some N. Arabian invasion later than that

which comes before us disguised as an invasion of Nebuchad-

rezzar. The following words, 'ill TTQ, are apparently an

incorrect gloss.

xiv. 5^-9. The original text probably spoke only of the

Jerahmeelites and the Cushites. In v. $b read has D"'tp!r ?:n.

In v. 6, SNErrr m_D:n TiS rprr-rtf? Ens]- V. 7a may be

largely made up of corrupt forms of TMBtTTi and v. jb may
be a corrupt repetition of v. 6a. In v. 8 the singular terms

"\3D7p and pin imply the recasting of Dt. xi. 24 (see note).

In v. ga piNrr means the expanded land of Israel
;

in b, read

probably ptODtfl] ^tDmn rrnrr^ rrrr (cp. on Obad. 2 1 b}.
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xiv. 10. A much misunderstood passage. For a see

note on Jer. xxxi. 22
; D^tDVP, as often, should be SNSDBT.

The following word nDNTi is generally taken as = noil, in

support of which DNpl in Hos. x. 1 4^ is quoted. But DNpl
is corrupt (see note) ;

both in DNpl and in the place-name

noNi, N is an index of 7MDITF. Most probably nnN-n repre-

sents StfDnT, a gloss on WoflT (MT. oSwiT). After man,
DbariT must have dropped out a consequence of the mis-

reading 'IT just before. Cp. xii. 6.

xiv. 14. For nStinv read ?Ni>DlD"',
'

Judah also shall

fight against Ishmael.' Only so is there a connection.

xiv. 15. Corruptions as in Isa. Ixvi. 20 (see note).

Read vrr it&N EreMT^Oi n^Nsrrrm D^nD-isjn n^tpsn nDio.

xiv. 1 8 /., 21. Point D^Sp. For ^WD read
)? (cp. on

Gen. xiii. 12).



MALACHI

THAT ON ?o is not the writer's real name is obvious. It has

not been noticed, however, that 'o is simply a corruption of

"^NOnr. Zephaniah is described by his name as a Zaphonite,

Haggai (possibly) as a Hagrite ;
it is very possible and even

probable that the author of the last prophetic writing was

called a Jerahmeelite. Bachmann (AT. Untersuch. 1894),

according to Cornill (Einl.
(y)

207), detects underneath the

apparent quotation from Hag. ii. 15, which in follows the

title of the Book of Malachi, a Hebrew gloss which ran

1^0 IDttn. We have already met with so many cleverly dis-

guised originals in MT. that we ought not to dismiss this view

too hastily ; Torrey's refutation is surely inadequate (see on

I K. xxii. 28^). The main point to observe is that ""DuSo,

YFT, and }*>D are in meaning identical. See on iii. i.

CHAP. i. 3. rhsnb. Read perhaps rhTZpS. It is usual

to quote in support of the emendation mM 1

? or (Torrey)

rn?7. But Swete's text gives Sahara (gifts ?).

CHAP. ii. 3. Winckler (AOF ii. 533) rightly sees that

no superficial emendations (such as those mentioned by

Nowack) are of any avail. But his own corrections are

inadequate ;
he makes wun tZTiD a mere insertion to soften

the (corrupt) tths ;
he also leaves the closing words un-

accounted for. With the key in our hand, we cannot doubt

as to the right correction (how familiar to us is QTiD !). What
we have here is a prediction of the expulsion of the Jerah-
meelites or Misrites from Palestine, and of the dismissal of

the temple-servants (many of them Jerahmeelites by birth

or sympathy) with them. Read

194
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-one DD^iD-Ss Tr-iri ["mp-rm] Yrr "i$a

ii. I o- 1 6. This very difficult passage, which has recently

been ably commented upon by Torrey (JBL xvii. 4 f., 8 ff. ;

cp. . *&, 'Malachi,' 4) and Winckler (AOF ii. 537/),
should, if my methods can be trusted, be restored thus

SVTD Q*1

!"!^ "ION *? N"f?n ^warrr*? ^ON IN

myirn rrnrr rrjia
n

: ^m$ rrn^
N rv:i SDN^ in IBJN mm BTTD rrnm... .. .. . .

nrnp w^api
13

15

nias "i; pp ?NonTiD mrr
14

: rrns ntD^i rr^nr ^
- -

'ITP

10 ' Has not Jerahmeel another father ? is there not another God
in Arabia ? Why commit we treason in the land of Jerahmeel, to

profane the covenant of our fathers ? n
Judah has become traitorous ;

an abomination is practised in Ishmael
;

for Judah has profaned
Yahwe's holy things which he loves, and has eaten in the house of

a foreign god.
12 May Yahwe cut off every man that deals with a

familiar spirit, a wise one, in Jerahmeel, and (also) offers a gift to

Yahwe Sebaoth !
13 And this do I hate. Cushites and Edomites

serve Yahwe's altar as in Jerahmeel, so that he no longer regards
the gift or accepts pleasant offerings at your hand. 14 And ye say,

Wherefore ? Because Yahwk has made known a distinction between

thee and the woman who has a wise spirit, by whom thou hast

committed treason (?), seeing that she is a Jerahmeelite, an Arabian

woman. 15 And Jerahmeel ministers to another god, and why does

Jerahmeel practise sorcery in the land of God (Yahwe)? Then
beware of Jerahmeel, and in the land of Jerahmeel let none commit
treason. 16 For I hate the spells and the divination of the

Ishmaelites, saith Yahwb Sebaoth, Israel's God. Then beware of

Jerahmeel, and commit not treason.'

Torrey and Winckler have independently pointed out that

the rebuke in this section is directed, not against marriage
with heathen women and divorce, but against the encroach-
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ment of some foreign cult (so Pesh.). So far I follow

them, but in details I have to take another course. Torrey

explains the central part of the passage thus :

'

Judah has

dealt falsely with the wife of his youth, the covenant religion,

and is wedding a strange cult. The sanctuary of Yahwe is

profaned. The worshippers (who, of course, insist that they
are still worshipping Yahwe) lament because their offerings

fail to bring a blessing, and are strangely unable to see why
ill-fortune has come upon them.'

Winckler has this advantage over Torrey that he more

fully realises the uncertainty of MT., and sees that com-

paratively easy, superficial emendations are useless. Among
other readings of MT., he rightly questions n^tp (y. 13).

According to the ordinary view,
' Malachi '

passes over in

v. 1 3 to a second subject ; Torrey denies this, but keeps

rrgHJ. Winckler, on the other hand, follows Q, which gives

teal ravra a eplaovv eTroielre. Both these scholars retain

~D3 SNTQ bsi^ (v. n), though (
Winckler suggests the bare

possibility of reading SsD instead of h$1, and rendering,
' he

has built a place of cultus of a foreign god
'

;

' the daughter
of a foreign god,' according to them, is a symbolic phrase
for a foreign cult. Torrey, however, remarks that Q Pesh.

have nothing that corresponds to TO,
' the daughter (of),' and

content themselves with general terms for idolatrous worship.

According to Winckler (AOF ii. 538 ; cp. ii. 423), it is the

Adonis-cult which is referred to. Zeus Epiphanius (
= Me-

sammem-el [Wi.]) was identical with Tammuz or Adonis,

the mourning for whom may be referred to by
'

Malachi,'

i.e. if miT in v. 13 is really a substitute for the name of the
'

foreign god.' The latter view is also taken by Winckler of

the mention of mrp at the end of v. 12. Winckler and

Torrey are agreed in holding that z>. I 5 baffles explanation,

but the former thinks that, since the Tammuz-cult is referred

to in v. 13, nf?tD in v. 16 presumably means the dirge of

Tammuz, and the covering of the garment with violence

(v. 1 6) means the usual mourning ceremony of rending the

garment. Torrey is only on one point bolder than Winckler
;

as a correction of the strange reading rD*i "is (v. 12; AV
and RVmg>

,

' him that waketh and him that answereth ') he

offers *iDjn tinw (cp. iii. 19).
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Winckler, and somewhat less clearly Torrey, have both

seen the problems of the text
;
but they have been without

the only trustworthy key to their solution, and Torrey is

rather too much afraid of touching MT. The rebuke of
' Malachi '

is really directed against some of those heathenish

Jerahmeelite usages that are denounced in Ezek. viii. and

Isa. Ivi., Ixv., Ixvi. The Jewish berith or religion came from

Yahwe, not from the god and father of Jerahmeel (cp. Num.
xxi. 29). What right have Israelites to practise abominable

foreign rites, and to hold intercourse with diviners, either in

the land of Jerahmeel or among the Jerahmeelites of Jeru-

salem ? (That many Jerahmeelites had settled themselves

in Palestine, is clear
;

see on Ezra ii. 66 f.} And what

place have N. Arabians in the temple of Yahwe? They
can still be seen (as in Ezekiel's time Ezek. xliv. go) act-

ing as sacrificers of Yahwe, as if they were in Jerahmeel

serving the god of the land. Yet you wonder at Yahwe's

displeasure, and ask a reason. It is because of the broad

distinction between the holy Israelite and the unholy diviner

by the 'ob. (To have dealings with such contributed to bring
about Israel's ruin

;
see 2 K. xxi. 6, 10.) To Jerahmeel and

all its doings Yahwe has an antipathy ; beware, then, of

Jerahmeel.

Among the corrections here put forward note especially

these tftttOflya for WrWOt1 ^^1 for hsft\ (v. 1 1), ^sm n
for nuin is (v. 12), ^Norrras for npziNi m (v. 13, cp. on

Ezek. viii. 3 ;
and on pis, Num. xiii. 33), ^jrr for

v. 14), *l$pQ for j?lp (v. 15), and Dpp for oon (v.

1 6). Observe, too, that this is not the only passage in

which npy and ^TIH (see v. 12) have supplanted ^NDITP.

It is possible that in v. 14, for m, nival we should

read m nnDDp, since 1 "HI generally means '

to be

treacherous to.'

CHAP. iii. i. For "ON^Q read Sia^p-ru* (the angelic

patron of Israel, Dan. x. 13, 21). Note, just after, >&D
man. Cp. E. Bib.,

'

Michael,' 1 1
;

'

Prophet,' 28 (a).

iii. 5. Winckler (AOF ii. 539) sees that D^DNDD and

1 'wa is followed in MT. by DWivai, but originally, for 'rai,

there stood bonva^ a correction of VNWS. 'IT and 'GO* are often con-

founded.
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ought to represent classes of men analogous to

the D^DJpDQ or '

sorcerers.' But I doubt his
'

nuph-priests
'

and '

shaba-priests.' The class-names we want are
'

diviners' (see Isa. ii. 6, Ivii. 3) and (^MMHRl) SNOHTI
For the corrupt ipmS cp. D^ptD, I S. xvii. 5, 7~
See on Zech. v. ,



PART III

FIRST AND SECOND SAMUEL

THE textual difficulties of the Books of Samuel are only
too well known. If the present writer often differs from his

able predecessors (among whom Wellhausen and Kloster-

mann are conspicuous) this will excite no surprise. The

surprise would be if one who has a somewhat new point of

view should have nothing original to suggest by way of

supplementing the existing commentaries and dictionaries.

It may only be necessary to add that if the proper names
dealt with in some of these notes are generally taken to

indicate that the bearers of them resided in S. Palestine or

even in the Negeb, this is not merely because of their

apparent Jerahmeelite connection, for it is certain that a

great Semitic migration from Arabia took place between

3000 and 2000 B.C., which has left its traces in early royal

Babylonian names, and which cannot have failed to influence

the names of Palestine. We might, in fact, expect to find

names plainly of North Arabian origin anywhere in Palestine.

The inference drawn in these notes from the names in I and
2 Samuel is based on the fact that the legends and histories

of the Old Testament, when critically examined, are most

easily intelligible on the hypothesis that they come from

circles closely connected with the N. Arabian border-land,

and that it was this region which exercised the most direct

and continuous influence on that section of the Hebrew race,

from which the Old Testament records appear to proceed.
The reader is courteously requested (i) not to form his final

judgment till he has worked through the whole of the evidence

14
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which will be produced for a greatly modified view of the

Israelitish history and literature, and (2) to remember that

no one more appreciates the importance of extra-biblical

evidence than the present writer, who retracts nothing that

he has hitherto said on this subject, and is anxiously waiting
for further archaeological and Assyriological suggestions,

especially with regard to the history of the northern

Israelites. Without a more thorough textual criticism, the

archaeological work of Bliss and Sellin and the Assyriological

researches of Winckler and Zimmern will only be of half the

use that one desires, but with such preliminary work as is

here at any rate attempted, most welcome historical surprises

may in due time be hoped for.



FIRST SAMUEL

CHAP. I. i f. Samuel's father is introduced with a word

("Tn) which, as Budde (KHC} truly says, only has a clear

raison d'etre in the case of a nameless person (cp. Judg.
ix. 53, 2 K. iv. i [both times nn], I K. xiii. n). The

only parallel for -rr BTN as here used is Judg. xiii. 2, where,
after the prefixed words, comes 'his name was Manoah.'

Now Manoah's home, as we shall see, was placed by the

original legend in the Negeb, another name for which was

Jerahmeel. We also find "inn again and again standing, by
textual corruption, for ^>NDrrT (see e.g. on Gen. iv. 25, i Chr.

vii. 12). See also on "rriN, Zeph. iii. 9 (10). "THN BTN in

Judg., I.e., should therefore probably be f?NnrrT ttTN ; cp. &TN

"OtDttT, Judg. x. i. In all probability Samuel himself a son

of Jerahmeel (see below) was also connected with the

Negeb. If so, we need not hesitate to make the same
correction here.

CTEm D";ncnn-]p. The explanation of Wellhausen,

adopted by Driver, shows his wonted acuteness. There are,

however, cogent objections to it (see E. Bib.
y
col. 4011), and

Wellh. forgets that a clan-name would be just as suitable as

a place-name to indicate Elkanah's extraction. The easiest

emendation is [or PpEp] ns^pp ^^prT'ip. "ntoo, however, like

*ion and ncn, and like TitoD in Gen. xxxvi. 39, comes ulti-

mately from ["'jbtfOnT.
1 The ' mount Ephraim

'

spoken of

was therefore a district in the Negeb ;
a view which is

1
Marq. (Fund. 14) is wrong in emending nan in x. 21 into nao (for

nan), nao does no doubt exist (i Chr. ix. 8), but both Michri, Bichri,

and Matri all have a right to exist as independent popular corruptions
of '"?KDm\

201
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supported by numerous other passages. Saul too, as we
shall see, was at any rate of Jerahmeelite extraction, and

very probably also belonged to the Negeb. It is true that

Elkanah's house was at Ramah (v. 19, ii. 11). But there

was a Ramah in the Negeb (xxx. 27), and Ramah (i.e.

Jerahmeel) and Mizpah (i.e. Zarephath ? see on Judg. xx. i)

were both frequented by Samuel (vii. 16
_/!).

We now
understand better how the Chronicler and his authority (?)

came to make Elkanah a Levite. He was at any rate con-

nected with the southern Zarephath, which was in early

times a great centre of the Levites (see E. Bib.
'

Moses,'

17). For Q-'DIS see further on ix. 5.

According to Marq. (Fund. 12 f.} the genealogy in i. i

is made up of two reports, viz. Elkanah ben Jerahmeel

(Jeroham) and Elihu ben Tahan (Nahath, etc.). Certainly
there are two genealogies of Samuel in i Chr. vi. 18-23 and

7-13, which Marq. acutely analyses. Who Elihu is, this

critic does not expressly say, but he allows us to infer that

it was, according to one tradition, the name of Samuel's

father (cp. E. Bib.,
'

Elihu,' 2). He omits fps (Zuph), how-

ever, as being the name of a place, not of a clan. But how
does Marq. know that f]l2, or the name represented by it,

was never used as a clan-name, and that Tohu, or its original,

never passed as a place-name ? The truth probably is that

?p2 = [n]D~i2, and that Sarephath, disguised as Resheph

(i Chr. vii. 25), could be used as a clan-name. Tohu,

Tahath, and Tahan may all spring from Naphtoah (clan-

name and place-name) ;
see on Naphtuhim, Gen. x. 13. The

name we could spare best in i. i is Elihu. Omitting this,

the description of Elkanah's origin would be ' a Jerahmeelite,

having a family connection with Naphtoah and Zarephath.'
Another name of Zarephath was probably Mizpah (a modifi-

cation of Zephath) ;
see above. In truth ' Elihu

'

is only
an ancient distortion of

'

Jerahmeel
'

; here, however, it may
have sprung from an early variant to DrrT, i.e. an original

reading fpNorrT1 was miswritten rpr^N.
' Elkanah '

itself

may come from Kinathiel (from nrp, connected with

the tribal name
]?j?).

After the '

genealogy
' comes THDN,

' an Ephrathite
'

;
there was, as we have seen (on Gen.

xxxv. 1 6, i Chr. ii. 19), an Ephrath in the Negeb. Cp.
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E. Bib.,
'

Jerahmeel,' 3 (with Cook's conjecture),
'

Jeroham,'
' Tahath.'

nine (favvava), as Bateson Wright suggests (see E. Bib.,
' Peninnah

'), may be related to Jephunneh (father of Caleb).

i. 3. n'f?tp. If the most venerated Israelitish sanctuaries

were in the Negeb, the presumption is that the Shiloh of

this story was also in that region. Shiloh, Shaul, and

Shalisha may therefore all be connected. The site of Shiloh

is described in Judg. xxi. 12, 19, 21. It was in the land

of iDp (so read) ;
it was near the border of the (southern)

land of Benjamin ;
it was N. of Beth-el and E. of the road

from Beth-el to Cushan (so read) ;
it was S. of Libnah (so

read). Cp., however, E. Bib.,
l

Shiloh.'

"hs. Eli has no genealogy (in spite of ii. 27, 30 f.}.

His sons are called "ODn and on^D, which are obviously the

same name (cp. Jabal and Jubal). If Eli was really of the

Levi-tribe (see ii. 27 f.\ it is possible that his name was

originally given as Eleazar or Eliezer, for Eleazar (
= Eliezer)

was known as the father of Phinehas. But it is also possible

that '

Eli
' comes from ^NSOBP or "htlD/nT* On the origin

of DHDD see E. Bib.,
'

Phinehas,' and note the corroboration

of the view that Phinehas comes from '

Jerahmeel,' furnished

by Jer. xlvi. I 5 (see Crit. Bib?).

i. 6. nDinn -niia. Read rrT-iy rrhs3. Cp. Wellh.

and Klost. on 2 S. xii. 21.

i. 20.
*7N1Dlp.

Semu'el and Sa'ul (with Ishmael and

Shobal) are probably modifications of the southern clan-

name Shema'
(
= Sheba', (J|

B
aa^aa, Josh. xix. 2), with the

afformative h or *?N. Cp. v. 28, where WiotB is expressly
made = Ttttft For contributions to study see E. Bib.,
1

Names/ 39 ;

'

Shemuel,' with references
;

'

Shem, Names

with'; and especially 'Saul,' \b. Note that a-a^ovrfX.

represents blNtD in Gen. xlvi. 10 (A), i S. xi. 13 (B*), 15

(BA), xv. 12 (B), while aaovX represents WiDID in xv. 12

(B). In i S. xxviii. 12 the Win&> of MT. should be VINB

(Perles). See also the two readings in xi. 7. This easy
confusion is significant.

CHAP. ii. 23. n-'in DT-QTriN. H. P. Smith says,
' lack-

ing in ((!" and difficult to construe. ... It seems better to

leave the words out.' Similarly, he adds, on nf?N DOT,
' im-
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possible. The rn>N has come in by false duplication of the

followingW (Jf has Kvpiov, which perhaps represents DTT^N ;

but notice the phrase mm DS at the end of the next verse.'

To this Budde can only add the suggestion that D^T 'TT

(without DN) may be an alternative reading to v. 24. All

this is mere groping in the dark. Just assume the result of

criticism of the earlier books, and use experience in the

correction of textual errors elsewhere, and all becomes plain.

D^l, as in Ps. Ixxviii. 49^ (see Ps(y)
\ has been produced

from a miswritten 3WDHT. 'iTDN has in part a similar

origin ;
i.e. ynn represents ~>DnT, and the whole complex

of letters '"p-riND. Upon this, in the original text, followed

the true reading, viz. 'T DirSs FIND.
'

Jerahmeel
'

is a

synonym for the Negeb, where Shiloh probably was (cp. on

v. 28, end). (Jf's /cupiov
= mrr, which is not unfrequently

a corruption of Vrv = ^NCnT ;
thus ^ and MT. both point

to the proposed reading, nht* was facilitated by the near

neighbourhood of this word in the same verse.

ii. 24. mrr DS D'niSD,
' seems unintelligible

'

(H. P.

Sm.). Budde,
'

(that I hear) Yahwe's people spread,' which,

he thinks,
' remains a satisfactory rendering.' Driver takes

the same view, but adds that the text seems doubtful. ^
gives TOV /AT) Sov\eveiv (~DSQ) \abv #e&>, which seems as un-

original as MT. It is probable that the true text stopped
at 2DOJ, and that mrr D2 D'HISD represents DS ^NDrtTO

f?NQnT, which got into the margin (from another MS.) as a

double variant to rr?N DiTT'^D DND in v. 23.

ii. 28, end. fpNIlD'' ^1 ; (f, vl&v 'lap. et9 ftpwaiv. els

/3p.
'

is an extremely weak explanation
'

(Wellh.). It pre-

supposes ^DN^>, and forms of ^DN sometimes (see e.g. on Isa.

vii. 14/i, Ixvi. 17) represent 7NDTTP. Possibly there was an

early reading ViT ^n. Though the term A
iB}t| -31 became

universal, yet it is possible that the Israelites who dwelt in

the Negeb were sometimes denominated VFT,
'

Jerahmeelites.'

As opposed to hostile Jerahmeelites (Amalekites, etc.) they

may have called themselves 'sons of Israel,' but, as settlers

in the land of Jerahmeel, and worshippers at the old Jerah-
meelite sanctuaries, they may have thought it natural to style

themselves 'sons of Jerahmeel.' See on vv. 23, 29, and on

Gen. xxi. 33).
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ii. 29. vpi 'tZF nmo-D. 'It would be easy to read

OS, but h appears also in (f|'s -gob
'

(Wellh.). Hitz., Driv. (?),

Klost., Bu. accept "OD^?. But is this quite natural ?
' Ye

make yourselves fat (?) with the offerings of Israel,' is a good
sense, and is only obscured by the addition of the words

'before me'
(' defying me?' or ' before I receive my portion?').

Surely yeah is half right ;
i.e. it is the disguise of a longer

word ^NDnT, which is a variant to ^NIBP (see on z/. 28,

end).

ii. 36. Dnf?-i3D1 *p3 HTOlAy DTlWffl hlvh. For the

first group of words ffi has o/3oXoO dpyvptov, to which ^A

adds KOL eV aprw ev [eW] ;

L
eV o/3oA,&) apyvpiov KCU ev aprw

evi For the second,
BA

(frayetv aprov, ^L rov (frayeiv aprov

icvplov. The rendering o/3o\o9 for HT1N implies a combina-

tion of the word with
iT]3.,

a Hebrew weight (^Vth of a

shekel). Vg.,
' ut offerat nummum,' makes another guess (ni,

'to collect'). Frd. Del. (Prol. 149), followed by BDB,
explains

'

payment
'

(Ass. agaru,
' to acquire, hire a person,'

Muss-Arnolt). The word is very suspicious. In E. Bib.,
'

Spelt,' it is suggested to correct ?pD 'itfb into ncDD llQsh,
'

for an omer of spelt.' But this is too literary a correction.

The prophecy in vv. 27-36 is full of religious-political mean-

ing. The first word one can identify is D11J3, which (as in

Isa. Hi. 3) underlies fpD. One then sees that nYilN repre-

sents mnNS (ll
=

D), i.e. ^NdrTT1

(cp. ^DIIDN, Gen. xiv. i).

"iDD and DrV? are both among the current disguises of this

same ethnic (for
7

D, see on Gen. xiii. 10, and for
f

h, on Gen.

xxxv. 19). We now pass to the second group, bmh, as in

v. 28 ((J|), represents *?NDrTV ; no probably comes from rr:a ;

&rh and niri"1 (appended in (f|
L
) have already been explained.

The whole verse should be explained thus, Whoever is left

of Eli's clan, after the great catastrophe described in vv. 31,

33^, shall, with abject humility, beseech the 'faithful priest'

(i.e. the Zadokites) to put him into one of the priestly offices

in Beth-jerahmeel. Beth-jerahmeel was apparently the

name of a city in the Negeb with an important sanctuary

(see on x. 5, Jer. ii. 34), in which the few survivors of Eli's

clan hoped to receive posts. Read IDNI if? ninntDrrb

rrg niarnjo nn^-b^ a 'DD.
r

ii 'rmb represents

Dtt?3, which omit as marginal glosses (It will be
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noticed that L
's aprov Kvpiov is here explained for the first

time, mrr is simply 'nT = ^KOTTPi tfl's omission of ns,

however, is adequately accounted for by Budde
;

' a morsel

of Yahwe's bread
' would be a most inappropriate ex-

pression.)

CHAP. iii. 20.
' From Dan to Beersheba,' i.e. in all the

sanctuaries where Israelite pilgrims congregated, Samuel's

prophetic call had become known. Cp. on 2 S. iii. 10,

xxiv. 2.

CHAP. iv. i. There is no sufficient reason to doubt that

wherever ' Eben ha-ezer
'

occurs (iv. I, v. I, vii. 12) the same

place is meant. It was near Aphek, according to iv. I, and

between Mizpah (Zarephath ?) and Shen (Shunem ?), accord-

ing to vii. 12. ITS was a clan-name. Cp. Ezer, (i) one of the

b'ne Hur (Ashhur), i Chr. iv. 4 ; (2) a priest, mentioned with

Malchijah and Elam (Jerahmeelite names), Neh. xii. 42 ; (3)

one of the b'ne Ephraim, mentioned in a group of Negeb
names, i Chr. vii. 2 1

; (4) one of eleven Gadites bearing

Jerahmeelite names, i Chr. xii. 9. Note also Azariah.

Eben-ezer (not ha-ezer, originally) meant ' stone of Ezer.'

It is more difficult to reach a safe conclusion as to Aphek.
The final redactor of Kings probably knew of an Aphek E.

of the Jordan (Fik\ But in Josh., Judg., I S., and also in

the original form of I K. xx. 26, 30, 2 K. xiii. 17, 25, a

place in the Negeb was meant. This place must have had

strategic importance. It was near Eben-ezer, also near

Jezreel (xxix. i), and in Josh. xiii. 4 it is apparently repre-

sented as on the border of the Arammites (so read), and as

near the land of the Misrites (so read), and of the men of

(the southern) Gebal. In Josh. xii. 18, too, it is most prob-

ably (according to the intention of the original writer) a

place of the Negeb. For all the place-names in the text of

Kings may be readily explained as Negeb names, and note

in particular that the next name to Aphek is pimf?, which

is probably a corruption of pW, ' Shilon
' = '

Shiloh.' This

view would illustrate the sending for the ark mentioned in

v. 4.

iv. 10. 's Ta^fjbdroav (MT. ^n) suggests that, as in

xv. 4, ethnics stood in the original text, and that we should

read [~ishl] ^NSDBn *TND n^lll men vim ; ishl may be a
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gloss on 'EOT. This is agreeable to parallels. ^D*1

*! and s\h&

may both represent fragments of 'ct^ ; 'h& also may have

come from Ttt&DVft Right method leads with some certainty

to this result. See on xv. 4.

iv. 21. TQITN, really a distortion of ^NonT ; cp. on

Ex. vi. 20. Like ^ITN from 'DOT. This bears on the
'

golden mice
'

of chap. vi. Cp. E. Bib.,
' Ichabod.'

CHAP. v. 1-5. TTTtDN is here a corruption of nt&N (cp.

on Am. iii. 9), the N. Arabian Asshur or Ashhur is meant

The 'Philistines' are really the Zarephathites (Gen. x. 14).

constant foes of Israel. The god of Asshur is called p:n,

probably an alteration of 'Gadon' (not so I Mace. x. 83,

see on Judg. xvi. 23). Priests and worshippers of this god
avoid treading on the threshold of his house

;
see on Zeph.

i. 8 /; i K. xviii. 21.

v. 6-vi. 20. The difficulties of this portion of the

narrative are enormous indeed. The ingenuity of the

attempts to overcome them will scarcely be denied by any
one

;
I have done my own best (valeat quantum} in the

article
' Emerods '

(E. Bib.}. Further experience, however,

of the frequency of the phenomenon of an underlying text, and

of certain recurrent types of corruption, together with the

enforced correction of Ps. Ixxviii. 66, has enabled me to

clear up the passage with an approach to certainty. First,

as to D^DS, D*nn&, and D'HIDI? ;
all spring from corruptly

written ethnics, D^D^ (cp. on SDS, Mic. iv. 8) from D^NSDQF,

D^intt (cp. linn) from D^NOrm, and D'niDS (cp. on Isa.

Ixvi. 17) from D^NDrrT or D^p^Dl?. In v. 6 <J|
B has (after

eVt 'A.) K.OI 7rijjajv aurofr, /cat efeeo-ez> aurot? a? ra? z/au?,

Kal ftecrov T*}? ^&>pa? avrrfs ave<f>vrjcrav (Aves ', (^
L

is slightly

fuller. Here e'eecrez/ seems to Klost. to have come from

e^eaT^a-ev (ar?rr*i). This may be right (cp. rTDino, v. 9) ;

certainly eh ra? yaO? [aurwz/, L] represents DrrnipINO (cp.

on Isa. ii. 16, Ps. xlviii. 8). DDttTl in MT. seems to repre-

sent D^Ni?Dtt)\ The text of v. 6 must once have run

somewhat like this, Drr^ "iW1

*! Dan^ D-m^Nrr^i; '' P "TlDni

D^-IN Tip:n DrrmenNi nn ^i D^N^Dm"1 [D^Monrjj The

meaning is that first of all Yahwe sent a panic among the

Asshurites (accompanied by sudden deaths, see v. 1 2), upon
which Amalekite or Ishmaelite plunderers set upon them,
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and slew them everywhere, even in their towns or palaces

(cp.
'

palaces of Asshur,' Am. ii. 9).

v. 8 f. By the advice of the D^n (see on Josh. xiii. 3)

the ark is taken to
'

Gath,' or rather ' Rehoboth '

(xxi. I o).

The same events ensued. First, the panic. Then the

attack of the Amalekites. The closing words onb nntm
D^DI? represent three fragments of D**7NSNDBT, which is the

subject to [l]:n.

v. 10-12. Similarly at Ekron, or rather Jarkon =Jerah-
meel (see E. Bib.,

'

Me-jarkon ').
First came the panic with

the sudden deaths (v. 1 2) ;
then the Amalekite raiders. For

D^Dia read D*&DK3 ;
the Kr. D'nn&l represents D'^HOrTfO.

In v. i o, vi. 1 6, vii. 1 4 (fl has '

Ascalon,' i.e. EshcoJ. Cp.
A. Mez, Die Bibel des Josephus (1895), pp. igf., who, how-

ever, does not go to the root of the matter, and explain the

rival readings.

CHAP. vi. 4f. The 'as/tarn is to consist of what? Of
4
five golden tumours and five golden mice ?

'

Certainly not of

'golden tumours,' (i) because D^D9 is only by a bold con-

jecture rendered '

tumours,' (2) because morbid growths like

tumours nowhere receive plastic representation (cp. Creighton,
E. Bib.,

' Emerods
').

The '

golden mice '

might pass. It is

only in 0, however, that a plague of mice finds express

record, and this may well be a late redactional insertion,

while the view that the mouse was anciently a symbol of

pestilence cannot be proved (Budde's argument is the re-

source of despair). No, the '

mice,' too, have to be abandoned.

In vv. 4 f. either "hzs ( ^JHaoW) or '-QDs (
= '<^MOriPP or

"p&QS) is superfluous. The 'dshdm consisted in golden

images of Amalekites or Ishmaelites, which were offered as

piacula in place of living victims to the offended God of

Israel.

vi. 6. Clearly one expects D'nsp and IN*IS. 8. For

7DTIN} (a doubtful word, for which Lagarde and Klost. offer

improbable etymologies) read fnNQ. piN is not confined to

a single sacred chest. The repository of the sacred offerings

could also be called an p-| ; 1 and t are corruptions of
].

So

Exp.T., x. 521. Cp., however, Bennett, Exp.T., xiii. 234,
and Budde's comment.

vi. 9. ajpoyTra. But as DID sometimes represents trh3,
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so tDDtB again and again (e.g. Ps. cxxi. 6) represents DG33.

Cp. on Judg. i. 33, I K. iv. 9, 2 K. xiv. 1 1, Jer. xliii. 13.

vi. 1 8. For -TIB read ^-is, i.e. DTIQ12 (cp. on Dt. iii. 5).

'in isin TIHD is probably an accretion on the text.

vi. 19. (^ begins thus, KOI OVK rjcr^eviaav ol viol Te^oi/tof
eV rot? avBpdaiv Bai&ra/if?. Budde and H. P. Smith approve
Klost.'s view of the underlying text, viz.

' the b'ne Jeconiah
did not share the joy of the men of Beth-shemesh when
these looked with delight on the ark,' etc. But who are the

b'ne Jeconiah ? and why are they brought in here ? The
truth probably is that underneath iTM"1 ^1 vrn N^l (as Klost.

plausibly restores @'s Heb. text) there lies an earlier text,

viz. rrprr 'ID DT7NO1TP.
'

Jerahmeelites
'

(
= Amalekites)

and ' Kenites
'

are alternative readings, one or other of which

is the subject of the verb [l]3?l_. Further on in the same

verse other variants are given, for underneath &TN *]*?N D^lDDn

(which Budde unsuspiciously describes as an exaggerating

gloss) experience teaches us almost certainly to see D^tpa

D^HPDBFi i.e.
'

Cushites, Ishmaelites.' The second -pi (with

DIQ, from next clause) may of course be omitted. The

inexplicableness of this attack of the Kenites or Ishmaelites

was heightened by the fact that the men of Beth-cusham

had rejoiced to see the returning ark. It seemed as if

their sympathetic interest had stirred up Yahwe's displeasure

against them. Hence the ark is sent to Kirjath-jearim.
vi. 21, vii. i.

'

Kirjath-jearim
'

has now to be explained.
It was one of the cities of the Gibeonites

;
now Gibeon was

certainly in the Negeb (see on Josh. ix.). We need not

hesitate, therefore, to correct the improbable D'HiT (as well

as the Sia in ^JQ 'p, Josh. xv. 60) into ^NonT (see on vii. 2).

Another name for Kirjath-jerahmeel was probably Gibeath-

jerahmeel (see on 2 S. vi. 3, Josh, xviii. 28). This seems

to have been the name of a city in the Negeb with a very

popular sanctuary (see on Jer. ii. 34, iii. 23). The mm is

the hill with the citadel, within the precincts of which the
' house of Abinadab '

may have been. Note the N. Arabian

affinities of the names Abinadab (? Arab-nadab) and Eleazar

(cp. on '

Eben-ezer,' iv. i).

CHAP. vii. 2. Neither of the two clauses, D^DVT 11T1

and 'ill vm, can be made to connect with what goes before.
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Klost. and Budde point this out, but do not fully account

for the insertion. The truth seems to be that both llTI

and CTD'Tr are corrupt fragments of 7NETTP, which is a gloss

on the preceding word D'HiF. After the corruption had

arisen, a redactor inserted the plausible statement '

there

elapsed twenty years.' At the end of the verse (

L

appends
ev

elprivrj,
i.e. DlStDl = bKVDBTQi This conveys a correct

explanation of '
all the house of Israel

'

;
the Israel

'

in

Ishmael
'

(
= in the Negeb) is referred to.

vii. 1 1 f. n3 rv3, i.e. '"D rri = O"D rvi (E. Bib.,
' Beth-

car
').

' Beth-kerem
'

is a distortion of Beth-jerahmeel (see

on Jer. vi. i). jftn. The article is adventitious as in rTDScn.

\VO comes from r

ytD*=B}$ (see on xxviii. 4). Cp. on iv. I,

and on '

Jeshanah
'

(which We., Dr., H. P. Sm., and Bu.,

after <Jf, Pesh., substitute for
' Shen ') see on 2 Chr. xiii. 1 9.

vii. 14. Temporary peace was secured between Israel

and the Arammites (read ^enNrr). The cities in the Negeb
which the '

Philistines
'

(Zarephathites) had conquered, from
' Ekron '

(
= Jerahmeel ?) as far as ' Gath '

(
= Rehoboth ?),

were recovered by Israel. <J| has airo 'AoveaXeoi/o? eW Ab/3.

Ab/3, according to Wellh., is a witty reference to Zeph. ii. 4

(rrrrn ni^TS rro), an<^ means Gaza, which, as the most

southerly Philistine city, should be opposed to Ekron in the

north. But the question is what did the underlying text

mean ? ('s
' Ascalon '

represents Eshcol (from
' Ishmael '

?) ;

see on v. 10. Ab/3 may be illustrated by the name Azubah
borne by the 'wife' of Caleb (i Chr. ii. 18) and the mother

of king Jehoshaphat (i K. xxii. 42). Azubah is of course

connected with some clan-name. Azubah in i K. is called

bath-shilhi\in\ ;
she was a native of Shilhim. Not improb-

ably the Azub (?) clan became fused with that called Shelah,

whose centre was at Shilhim. Now Shilhim appears in

Josh. xv. 32 between Baalath and En-rimmon (for the text

see ad loc.\ and both these places were in the Negeb. Azub
is probably based on a popular corruption of ^ITN, i.e.

btODD", and may be grouped with ' Buz '

(cp.
'

Buzi,' Ezek.

i. 3 ;

'

Buzite,' Job xxxii. 2) and ' Boaz '

(isi) in the story of

Ruth, where, as we shall see,
'

Bethlehem-judah
'

is partly

corrupted, partly altered, from Beth-jerahmeel.

vii. i6f. The centres of Samuel's judicial activity were
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Bethel (perhaps Tubal), Gilgal, Mizpah (i.e. Zarephath ?), and
Ramah (i.e. Jerahmeel).

CHAP. viii. 2.
'

Joel
'

(from
'

Jerahmeel ') and '

Abijah
'

(from
' Arab -Jerahmeel

'

?) are the significant names of

Samuel's sons
;
inserted by the redactor from a genealogy.

viii. 8. Read ^NDFIT VT^N (Dt. vii. 4, etc., Jer. i. 16).

CHAP. ix. i. pD-i-po CTN, i.e. '} J>-IND QTM (y. 16). The
continuation needs keen criticism. Marq. (Fund. 15) has

seen that Trer BFN-p TTDN-p should probably be ]Cf p [or

(n)im] pDN \o. Let us add that Qpp represents BP.D, 7HTOW

(i Chr. viii. 30, ix. 36, hsti) comes from pO^JrTtt (2 S.

xxiii. 3 I
), ins (Chr. ms) probably from nD12 = DDIS, mi:n

from "HDl (2 S. xx. i). Beyond doubt, Saul's family was of

Jerahmeelite, i.e. N. Arabian, origin. See E. Bib.,
'

Saul,' i .

ix. 4. D*nDN~~in.
'

Har-ephraim
'

has four conceivable

senses; it may mean (i) the great mountainous mass from

the plain of Megiddo to Beersheba, (2) the northern part of

this, i.e. the central highlands of W. Palestine, (3) the part

verging towards the south commonly known as Benjamin,
and (4) the region in the Negeb otherwise called ' Har-

jerahmeel.' See E. Bib., 'Benjamin,' i f.\
'

Ephraim,' 3.

The third of these senses would best suit the ordinary view

of the geography of the life of Saul. It is doubtful, how-

ever, whether this sense really exists. Buhl, indeed, says

(Pal. 89) that the '

Benjaminites dwelt on Mt. Ephraim
(Judg. iii. 27, cp. v. 15 ;

2 S. xx. I, 21).' But the geography
of these passages is in dispute. He adds,

'

only in passages
like 2 Chr. xix. 4 is the extent of Mt. Ephraim determined

by the political boundary.' But it is probable that in this

passage the Mt. Ephraim spoken of was not far from Beer-

sheba.

D^WD, "iTD'v Each of these names is attached to

they belong to the districts through which, as well as

through Mount Ephraim, Saul and the servant '

passed.'

H. P. Sm. combines ' Shaalim
'

with the f?$ltt) pN of xiii. 17.

In fact, n&^E, D^MD, Wto, to which we may add ^INW and

&MD or JT^Bf, seem to be all connected. Very possibly ntD^lD

and yhsVl represent the same name which may have been

written both n^ttt (Shiloh) and oVwD or bV*V. It is possible

that the place intended was the seat of the famous sanctuary
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of the ark, which was destroyed by the '

Philistines.' Cp.
also chw, Gen. xxxiii. 1 8, if we may regard this as the name
of a place near ' Shechem '

(rather
' Cusham ') in the Negeb.

See further on 2 K. iv. 42. ^D'1 should probably be -gcp ;

the ' Yemanites ' were the Jerahmeelites. (f|
B

ta/cet/* ;

'"

ia/3iv.

ix. 5. They next reach the land of
t\*}%.

This is a

mutilated and corrupt form of some place-name, perhaps of

rrDSD, but more probably of DDIS. This involves placing
the region in the Negeb. The original story may have

meant this. Klost deserves great credit for seeing this
(' cp.

nD2, Judg. i. 17' are his words). He also explains ^D^
(v. 4) as a Simeonite district in the S. (Gen. xlvi. 10, Num.
xxvi. 12).

ix. 9, ii. In v. II Saul and the servant ask the

maidens, HNin rmi crrr. This is explained in v. 9 by the

gloss,
'

Formerly a seeker after oracles said,
" Let us go to

the roeh ('
seer ')," roeh being an old word for nabhi.' This

early gloss is thought to imply forgetfulness of the fact that

the ' seer
' and the '

prophet
'

were originally distinct. It is

also held that the nebi'im originated in the period of the
'

Philistine oppression.' The former of these propositions

is more plausible than the latter, but unfortunately docu-

mentary proofs of it are wanting. The nebi'im are certainly

of N. Arabian origin (see E. Bib.,
'

Prophet,' 4), and there

is no reason to doubt that the seers (Jwzim) were quite as

much a N. Arabian as a Canaanitish phenomenon. Samuel

himself is described as a prophet in iii. 20, and in xix.

18-24 is even said to have taken part in the dervish-like

proceedings of a band of prophets. But the latter passage at

any rate is probably late. Elsewhere he is called either a

'man of God' (ix. 6 /., 10) or rrNirr, EV. 'the seer,' <g 6

fi\e7TQ)v (ix. II, 1 8, 19), I Ch. ix. 22, xxvi. 28, xxix. 29).

But it is doubtful whether rTNirr really means ' the seer.' In

I Chr. ii. 52 Shobal has a son called HN1H. In iv. 2 this

becomes iTN"i. Both names are distortions of fpNcriT.

Now, we have seen that Samuel was a son of nnv. It is

possible that the earliest tradition gave the ' man of God '

a

second name, which was some form of Jarham or Jerahmeel.

Thus we are no longer bound to hold that HNT (roe/i)
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was an earlier term for N-QD. True, in 2 Chr. xvi. 7, 10

Hanani (elsewhere called mhn) is called H^irr. But these

are very late passages.

ix. 21. ""IDltD is probably a corruption of a dittographed
rrnDlDD (cp. E. Bib.,

'

Tribes,', col. 5201, note 2).

CHAP. x. 2.
' Thou wilt find two men ^m rmnp-DS.' If

this is correct, Rachel's tomb was pointed out at Tttihw, i.e.

Shiloh (see above), as well as at Ephrath. For m^2 almost

certainly comes from nvbti) (cp. E. Bib.,
' Zelzah

').
It is

more probable, however, that 'n
r

p is incorrect
; ^m (as well

as 73n) is a possible corruption of ^NDHT, and rmip may
spring from pirpl, where pn represents m in hm (ditto-

graphed). )D^1 bill will be a correct geographical gloss.

The southern Benjamin is meant. Where MT. has rtt&SQ

Aid. and some MSS. of {Jf (cp. Field's Hex.} give, before

d\\ofj,evovs fj,eya\a, ev S^Xco ev Rafca\a0. These are render-

ings (?) respectively of 0^1 Ira D^nSk and D"1

;?! rvaa n'f?Qi

(cp. E. Bib.,
'

Gallim,' 2).

x. 3. Tinn p^N. (JI
L

r?}9 Spi/o? r^5 e/cXe/cT^?, i.e. Tiro,

representing DlTini.
' Bahurim '

is generally supposed to

have been in the northern Benjamin. It was, however, not

far from Gallim (2 S. iii. 16, cp. I S. xxv. 44), i.e. Jerah-

meel, and the reference in 2 S. xix. 16 (see note) does not

oppose our placing it in the Negeb. The name D'mrn has

not yet been explained (Fiirst,
' low ground

'

? ?). (J|
L

,
2 S.

xvii. 1 8, gives ^aid^oppwv. Possibly
r
l = Din 2T1, so that

ultimately
' Bahurim ' comes from '

Beth-jerahmeel.' Klost.

makes 7
l = D^lDl, i.e. the seat of the Bicrites (Saul's clan).

But was not this a Beth-jerahmeel ?

x. 5. DTT^Nn rum. Does this mean ' Gibeah of the

sanctuary ?
' And why the addition,

' where is the l*1^ (so

read) of the Pelistim
'

? It so happens that DTT^N is pretty
often miswritten for 7HDITP, and that there was a place
called Gibeath-jerahmeel (miswritten in Josh. v. 3 Gibeath-

ha-araloth, and in 2 S. ii. 24 Gibeath-ammah). If we correct

Gibeath-haelohim into Gibeath-jerahmeel, we can account

for the addition about the TSD (E. Bib., col. 4307, note 2).
'

Jerahmeelites
' and '

Zarephathites
'

(corrupted into

are synonyms. The sacred pillar (see WRS, Rel.

204) of the Zarephathites (So) occasioned the place-name
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'

Gibeath-jerahmeel.' There seems to have been a great

Jerahmeelite sanctuary of that name (note on Jer. ii. 34).

See, however, on Isa. x. 28-32 ;
also on i S. xiii. 3. neono.

Cp. i K. iii. 4,
'

this was the great bdmah? Beth-jerahmeel

(ii. 36), Gibeath-jerahmeel, and Gibeon may have been the

same place (xx. 19).

'The second DBJ is protected by v. 10' (Wellh.). 'DC?

beside YW7 is suspicious
'

(Budde). The truth probably is

that both here and in v. 10 DID comes from bt&OUT (as e.g.

Isa. Hi. 1 1
; cp. E. Bib.,

' Shem '),
and Tl?n from ^NonT.

We saw just now that the spot was called YrT '33. probably
a great sanctuary.

x. 10. DJD. See preceding note. 1 1 f. For the textual

and exegetical difficulties see H. P. Sm., Bu., Wellh. SloriND

Qwh can hardly mean
' from his youth up,' as Budde thinks.

This critic adds,
'

It may seem as if there were two parallel

openings ;
in this case m?n is not superfluous, as H. P. Sm.

supposes (cp. Vg.).' It is, however, unsafe to analyse before

textual criticism has been applied. The passage is quite

regular, if we take account of the signs of an underlying

original text. In xiv. 21, xix. 7, 2 K. xiii. 5, Mic. ii. 8, Ps.

xc. 4 fnoriN has probably come from ^KOHT, in Isa. xxx. 28

from fpNsatD"1

. Dtibw (
= ^NSDBT) is a constant gloss on

SinriN. It is probable that fnoriNQ here comes from ^NcnT

(D is dittographed), and that a verb of movement preceded
it. Read [^NSECr

1

] ^NDnr TP O vm,
' And so it was, that

when he came down to Jerahmeel (i.e. from the bdmdh}, men

looked, and behold,' etc. (T became 7, and ~r became $
; cp.

"iQtD and sntD confounded in Dt. xi. 22, etc.).

x. 12. Read ^NSDtZT BTN Jin. The following words are

not the original reading (see H. P. Sm.). Possibly the speech
of the man has been lost, and nrrUN ""0*1 represents ^NDTTT,

a variant to SNl7om\ (fl's reading irriN (so, too, Pesh., Vg.)
is a guess.

x. 21. HJpCi. See on i. if. Emendation would be

distortion.

x. 27. hphl "QTi. Why this strong expression ? Read

"Oil (cp. on 2 S. xx. I, Nah. i. n). This is con-

firmed by the corrupt ID^noD VP1, which represents f?Nnn"P

, probably = the Tisn f?sl of 2 S. xiii. 23 (see note).
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It was the men of a particular district who withheld their

allegiance, and the true text gives the name of the district.

Most critics follow <*|, and read unripp vrn. But the com-
bination of D with a preposition is very uncommon. Gen.

xxxviii. 24 (see note) is not a safe passage to quote.
CHAP. xi. i. pas so often represents ^NorrT that we

have to consider whether this may not be so here. See on

Judg. xi. 4. Saul's great foes are the Amalekites or Jerah-

meelites, and Jabesh-gilead is a city in the southern Gilead

in the Negeb. In 2 S. x. 2 we hear of a Nahash, king of

Ammon, who showed kindness to David. Is not this Achish,

king of Gath or rather Rehoboth ? Rabbath-ammon is the

name which our text gives to the capital of Hanun, ben

Nahash (2 S. xi. i, xii. 26), but its true name was probably

Rehoboth-jerahmeel. Probably either ' Achish '

is misread

for
'

Nahash/ or ' Nahash '

for
' Achish '

(see on 2 S. xvii.

24 f., and cp. E. Bib.,
'

Nahash,'
'

Saul,' i /). Both names
come either from ' Cush' or from ' Ashhur '

(see on xxi. 10).

"Ti^Q oir. A place which only plays a r61e in the story
of Saul and in connected narratives (see on Judg. xxi. 8).

Probably the same as Beth-gilgal (TS73 and hlhl being
liable to confusion) and Beth-jerahmeel (see E. Bib.,

'

Saul,'

6). There are, however, also parallels for equating IDT

with SNUQBT ;
the original name would then be Ishmael-

gilead, i.e. Gileadite Ishmael (or Jerahmeel).
xi. 2. The text caricatures the cruelty of the foe. The

true colouring is restored by reading, for YipD}, ^IpDH. pep
means ;cr

= StfDnT ;
whether the whole Negeb, or only a

part of it, bore this name, or whether usage varied at differ-

ent times, may be left open.
'

Stopping up every fountain

in Jaman
' was cruel enough, doubtless (cp. 2 K. ii. 25). D

and D confounded (see E. Bib., col. 4305, note 4).

xi. 7. SNIDE "inN. Impossible here. It is a corruption
of THVDdT ^KOnT, a gloss on rrD-Q in the earlier text of v. 8.

xi. 8. prn. See on Judg. i. 5. Read either 711, a

southern clan-name (cp. iTOll, roil), or 1D1 (Saul's clan) ;

cp. E. Bib., col. 4306. The huge numbers and the division

into Israel and Judah indicate a late insertion, remarks

Budde. But this is an incomplete view. The true key to

the problem is furnished (i) by tff's eV ftapa (cp. Jos. eV /3a\a),

15
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and (2) by the numerous passages in which numbers have

arisen out of corruptly written ethnics. As to (i) we may
follow B, which recognises both p711 and noil, rather than

A, which represents only the former, and L which represents

only the latter. ntDll, however, is a corruption of ncni,

and this a corruption of THDim For the benefit of later

readers it is stated that Bezek (?) was situated in Jerahmeel.

V. %b is a redactional expansion of ^NSOBT NTTl. This

(under the influence of a wrong theory) became 'Ol vm
^N"i8P. All that follows has grown out of the words

(corruptly written) SNDJTP f?NSDBP ;
note that t\h& very fre-

quently represents SND, and see on xv. 4. We can now
understand how 'otD "iriN arose in v.

"j ;
it is a gloss on noil.

CHAP. xii. 3. For 11 Ti? D^SNfl read ri ^ DY^nn. <,
Kal vTroSrjjia ; aTTOKpiOrjre icar e/iov. Similarly in Sirach

xlvi. 19 (J| has Kal eo>? vTroBrj/jLarfov, and the Heb. text

D'TOft. Pesh. omits. See E. Bib., col. 4493, with note I,

and cp. on Am. ii. 6.

CHAP. xiii. i. Possibly the omission of the numbers

(>ntp is clearly inadequate or corrupt) is deliberate. See on

xxvii. 7.

xiii. 2. ^NTPl in. Here only. The Jerahmeelite

highlands are meant.

xiii. 5. 'In Michmash, E. of Beth-aven
'

; cp. xiv. 23

(note). Beth-on (so we should read) was in the Negeb ;
see

on Am. i. 5, Hos. iv. 15. Was there really a place called

Michmas to the E. of Beth-on ? That there was a Michmas

(toftDD) N. of Jerusalem (mod. Muhmas), can hardly be

denied. The true name of the southern locality referred to

was probably Michmash (mEDQ, not moDE), and this was a

distortion of Cusham (Dttto). Cp. Am. i. 5 where Cusham

(miswritten pCJcn) and On (miswritten ^N) are in close juxta-

position. (jf's fiaidapwv seems to be a corruption of

xiii. 7. pT here, as often (e.g. Gen. xiii. 1 1, I K. vii.

46), represents ^Nom*1

, or, more particularly, ^NDrrv "ITO, the

stream (torrent ?) which flows E. of Asshur '

(Gen. ii. 14;
see E. Bib., col. 3573).

' The land of Gad and Gilead
'

(so, too, (f|) may be right.

The southern Gad and Gilead were meant in the original
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story. For the former see Num. xxxii. 3 3 ('
Sihon '

should

be ' Cushan
'),

2 K. x. 33 (Hazael, of Cusham, smote the

Gadites and Reubenites). For the latter, see on 2 S. ii. 9,

I K. xvii. i, Jer. viii. 22, Am. i. 3.

xiii. 1 7 f, Ophrah, i.e. probably Gideon's Ophrah, which

was within easy distance of Shechem, i.e. Cusham (Judg. ix.

1-5). Originally Gideon was a hero of the Negeb. A
Kenizzite genealogy includes Ophrah ( i Chr. iv. 1 4). Shual.

See on ix. 4. Beth-horon. Not far from Azekah (see on

xiii. i, and on Josh. x. 10). The Valley ofZeboim (D^ISH "U).

'^ (with i?) again in Neh. xi. 34 (see note
;
the names are

Negeb names). Probably, like fisis (Gen. xxxvi. 2) and

NTS (2 S. ix. 2), D^IS is a corruption of [n\] ?NSDm\ Per-

haps the nSnn "U, i.e. the valley of Jerahmeel, is meant.

Slli may come from W?}.
xiii. 19-22. Previous critics (except Klost.) agree in

supposing that these four verses are an interpolation, and

Stade (E. Bib., col. 4275) pronounces the statement that

the smith's craft was suppressed by the Philistines through-
out the land of Israel

'

incredible.' No doubt it is incredible,

but. considering that the text is obviously not free from

corruption, ought we not to investigate it more thoroughly
before we dogmatise as to what the text really says. This

thorough criticism is only possible by the application of the

methods adopted elsewhere in these researches, and .by

taking account of the experience already gained by applying
these methods. The correction offered in E. Bib., col. 1552

(art.
' Forks

'),
for pttfbp vb, viz. D^JBD,

'

hatchets,' must

therefore be abandoned
;

it presupposes the accuracy of the

general view suggested by MT., viz. that vv. 20, 21 contain

a list of the agricultural implements taken down to Philistia

to be '

sharpened.' It so happens that h*1 ! in Ps. Ixxiv. 6

is corrupt ;
a reference to Ps.^ ad loc., will throw some light

on the passage before us. Let us take the points in order,

refraining (from want of space) from criticising earlier con-

jectures, but premising that earlier commentators are quite

right in illustrating v. 19 by 2 K. xxiv. 14, Jer. xxiv. I.

A fatal error of interpretation has been caused by the im-

possible reading VT\vhh (v. 20). Budde remarks that 'it is

odd that the Israelites are forced to get Philistine help even
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in sharpening their tools,' and H. P. Smith finds this specially

strange in the case of the ox-goad (which most would place

by conjecture at the end of v. 20, and which certainly occurs

at the end of v. 21
).

To explain W*\vbh it should be enough
to refer to Gen. iv. 22 and Gen. xxv. 3, where tZ?^

undoubtedly springs from a miswritten ncr>D. That n

should be 'a HSIN (see 0), has been pointed out by Weir,

Driver, Budde, etc. But it has not been noticed that tmttb

BTN springs from a miswritten DTitD^D pN (GTN for pN, as

Hos. vi. 9, etc.). As to the names of tools, the fact that

Shamgar's ox-goad (Judg. iii. 31) and the axes of Ps. Ixxiv. 5

have grown out of corruptions of ^>NDnT is of fundamental

importance. Nor can a practised critic help seeing that

D^D rrr^Dn may easily have come from D^nDIS, and 71 DTIN
from ^NSDQT (see on SinnN, I S. x. 1 1

),
that pm^p mbtD may

represent two other attempts to write T>Nl>Dttr (cp. on hpW,
Isa. xxxiii. 18), that D^emp may come from D^NnnT, TS
in l^nb from ^NSDBF (cp. on NT2, 2 S. ix. 2), and p~n from

D'QIS (~r for s, cp. on x. 1 1 /".). The only word in the list

which is left is ["ijntznno. For this gives SpeTravov, i.e.

tDtnn. This surely is transparently the representative of

D"inttf[N], i.e. Ashhurim.

We have now very nearly explained vv. 20, 21. But

one important elucidation remains. We have seen that

there were no artisans (tznn) left in Israel (i.e. in the Negeb)
because the '

Philistines
' had carried them into captivity.

And now that the glamour of the list of names of tools has

been dissipated, it is possible to see what follows from this

statement, viz. that vv, 20, 2 I must contain a record of the

captivity of the artisans. Beyond doubt we should begin
v. 20 thus, DTI2&D ns-lN ^hnOT 'Bhrrbp Vm, ' and they

brought down all the artisans of Israel to the land of the

Philistines.' BTN tzntt^S is explained above. What follows

in v. 20 is given somewhat less incorrectly in v. 21. The
continuation of the passage on the captivity should run

nearly thus, n^Ncm^ crhHSftvrh D-nntpN^] D^npm rrnorn

[D^TtsS, i.e.
' and to Hamath (

= Maacath) of the Zarephath-
ites [gloss, to the Asshurites, to the Ishmaelites, to the

Jerahmeelites, to the Arabians
'].

In v. 22 Wellh. hesitates between mnDD ncnSo Dm and
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toODD DTI ; Toy definitely adopts the latter. Surely Toy
is right. But /

?D has still to be accounted for. In Hos.

ii. 20, Ps. Ixxvi. 4 'So has certainly come from ^HDITP.

Probably the original reading in our passage was DV1
S^EnT, referring to the battle with the Amalekites. After

the passage had been transferred, a scribe or editor corrected

YlT into toDDD, but the correction did not find its way into

all Hebrew MSS.
CHAP. xiv. 2. Wellh. proposes flip,

'

threshing-floor,'

(1) to avoid confusion with the 'Migron' of Isa. x. 28, and

(2) because a second place-name is not wanted. But 'ID,
'

threshing-floor
'

is not known, and the parallelism of xxii. 6

suggests another explanation. There, as here, two place-

names are mentioned
;
one is Gibeah, the other is Ramah.

If the Gibeah in both passages is Gibeah-jerahmeel ('
elohlm

'),

it is possible that the sanctuary bore the name Jerahmeel

(or the divine name Jarham). Of this name both Migron
and Ramah appear to be popular corruptions (cp. on

'

Gomer,'
Gen. x. 2

;
E. Bib.,

' Ramah
').

Saul was apparently sitting

as judge under the tree by the sanctuary ;
the spot may have

been called both Migron and Ramah, i.e. Jerahmeel. See

also E. Bib.,
'

Migron.'

xiv. 3. Ahijah, Ahitub, Ichabod all N. Arabian

names. The second also occurs (as Ahi-tabu) in Am. Tab.

xi. 14 as the name of a person engaged in political matters

in Syria. They are of ethnic origin. Ahijah = Ahi = Jerah-

meel. Ahitub = Jerahmeel-tubal. Ichabod (iv. 21) = Jerah-
meel. Phinehas and Eli

;
see on i. 3. The other occurrences

of Ahijah and Ahitub also favour this view. See e.g. on i K.

xi. 29 (Ahijah the Shilonite), i Chr. viii. 7, ix. 1 1.

xiv. 4 f. The narrative may, or may not, have been

recast with a view to the physical peculiarites of the northern

Michmas (cp. E. Bib.,
'

Michmash,' 2). At any rate, ]tp
in

the sense of '

craggy side
'

(Conder) is impossible, and why
should the opposite sides be named at all ? The clause on

the names may be a corrupt form of v. 5 (see E. Bib., I.e.}.

,
like f>ra, may be a corruption of pD2p. Dt&, ]W, and

all possibly represent 7N9DBT, an early gloss on DTIB&B.

Remember that in v. 6 the Philistines are called by Jonathan

cp. also on v. 21. In its earliest form
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the narrative seems to have represented Saul as warring with

the Jerahmeelites or Ishmaelites.

xiv. 6. D'vis. A constant error for dHTHQITP (see on

xvii. 36, xxxi. 4, and preceding note).

xiv. 14 f. mmrr ~rns may represent 12EH ISO, two

readings, of which 'on is the better. See E. Bib.,
'

Sling.'

xiv. 2 1 . Read [btfroBT ^HOTTT] DTim^sb 1TF "iftN D^ium.
YfV and 'DOT are variants to DTim^D (cp. on vv. 4 f., 6).

On *?tD 'riND see on x. 1 1.

xiv. 23. Budde and H. P. Smith prefer the ftaiOwpwv

(Beth-horon) of @L
to the ' Beth-aven

'

of MT. and <
A

(daw = ftaidavv). Cp. xiii. 5. The point is doubtful.

xiv. 24. Insert from 0, with Thenius, Ewald, Wellh.,

Driver, Budde, H. P. Smith, but instead of D^DN ini read

'DN is:l (0 TTO\LV = TS). It is the same lip (rocky jungle ?)

which was the scene of the battle between Absalom's army
and the warriors of David (2 S. xviii. 6 f.\ and which was

really in the Negeb (see notes). Cp. Isa. xxi. I 3 mia -lira.

xiv. 25^ and 25$ are doublets. The former should run

-ISTT-SN 1N1"1 ; pNrr^D is a corruption of -lirrr h& (misplaced).

V. 2$b is an interpretation of the genuine original words

am ih'n nirt^ (ifpri, Klost., Budde).
xiv. 31. There is no sufficient ground for altering the

text; a corresponds to v. 2$b (see Lods in Budde's note).

For '

Aijalon
'

see on Josh. x. 1 2.

xiv. 47 f.
' The writer does not scruple to transfer

exploits ascribed by tradition to David (2 S. viii. 12) to his

neglected predecessor.' The ethnics, etc., need rectification
;

partly corruption, partly misunderstanding have produced a

most misleading statement (see on 2 S., /..). Read

-^Di n^io onV*i]

[smv
TO

We have in fact an introduction to the war against
' Amalek.' The corruptions in MT. are mostly familiar ones.

That ns-12 p7D9 (see on 2 S. viii. 3) should become ^So
rrilS is only surprising as long as one has the habit of re-

garding MT. as a faithful record of names. (J|
L
inserts after

' Edom '

teal et9 rov RaiOpotojSi, i.e. 11m Jl*
1! (cp. 2 S., l.c.\
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' Rehob ' was the N. limit of the '

spies
'

(see E. Bib.,
(

Spies ').

Probably for mm ('mm) and mm IT} we should read

rnmrrj (cp. E. Bib.,
' Rehoboth

'). inoB) (end) comes from

fpNSDBT (D = n) ;
so does the irrDn implied by (g's rwv tcara-

Trarovvrojv avrov. 17QJV, as Wellh., see (.
xiv. 49-51. The names of Saul's sons were probably

derived from xxxi. 2. Abinadab has fallen out and his

place has been taken by ^IBF, which may be a fragment of

SW07O, written too soon (instead of mUTlN).
1 See on

xxxi. 2.
'

Abner, ben Ner,' should be '

Abinadab, ben

Nadab.' Abi-nadab probably comes from Tig Tw. All

these names point to the Negeb.
CHAP. xv. 4. n^Jp. It is the n^tt of Josh. xv. 24

(so all critics), only it is nearer to the original name, which

is f?Ni7D8>>1

(cp. on ^lariN, x. 11). Observe that in I Chr.

ix. 17 Talmon precedes Ahiman, and that in Num. xiii. 22

Talmai, together with Ahiman (Jerahmeel) and Sheshai

(Cushi), is a dweller in Hebron (Rehoboth in the Negeb).
V. 4& is subject to the same objections as xi. 8. It is a

half-hearted measure to alter rmrr BTN-riN into D^onD to

correspond with ^:n (Noldeke, ap. Wellh. TBS, 96), or

again to omit the last words from mffiin (Wellh.; cp. (J|
L
),

or even from *^n onwards (Budde). The critics have failed,

partly through not having noticed how often numbers have

arisen out of misunderstood or corrupt ethnics, and partly

through not having looked closely at (J|'s raj^drayv, which

certainly comes from tfhsi (see 0, Num. ii. 2 _/!, etc.), i.e.

from anshl,
'

Gileadites.' Of course MT.'s "6n has a similar

origin, i.e. it represents "ri^n. It is now easy to explain the

mystery of v. 4$. DTIND, like n"1^^, represents S'inriN, i.e.

S^DBr1

; mms comes from TinwM (cp. nann) ; rmrr comes

from ^NDHT ; fj^N represents ^n, and D^D^N comes from

D^HO. In fact, v. 4$ has grown out of 'rm TintDN T^Sl 'DDT,

i.e. Ishmael or Jerahmeel (spoken of in a) is Gilead-ashhur.

We may infer from 2 S. ii. 9 that the most important parts

of the kingdom of the house of Saul were Gilead and Ashhur.

1 It is also possible that
'is?',

like '', may come from TOD?1
. Saul's

successor was best known as Ishmael (see on 2 S. ii. 8). Malchishua

(rather Jerahmeel ?) may represent the same person. If so, only two

sons of Saul are well attested.
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If '

Jabesh-gilead
' means '

Ishmael-gilead
'

(a very tenable

view), the place so called may be that intended in our

narrative. Cp. on iv. 10, 2 S. x. 6.

xv. 5. Read, perhaps, -ns (<J| eo>5 rwv iro\ea>v} ; cp.

xxx. 29. So Klost. Most take MT.'s ITI as = in^l, i.e.

rynspl (see Driver, ad loc.} ;
Klost. prefers "QS?"!. But con-

sidering that it is a plundering expedition, it is most natural

to read TirPX The ^HD is possibly that of SNOTT, better

known as the rr>En ""I. Winckler, however (Musri, ii. 6),

thinks of the D^SD SnD.

xv. 7. nS^n. Not to be emended into DN^t? (Wellh.,

Budde), nor into -ntE-in bn? (Che., Exp. T, x. 239 [1899] '>

E. Bib., col. 546), nor into nfrDn (Glaser). According to

Wellh.,
' the misreading arose under the influence of Gen.

xxv. 1 8.' Wellh.'s correction is a consequence of an emenda-

tion of xxvii. 8 which claims the authority of 0, but on

doubtful grounds, and is at any rate not the most probable
one. Now that it has been shown that ' Amalek '

is a

popular corruption of '

Jerahmeel,' and that ' Ishmael
' and

'

Jerahmeel
'

are used as synonyms, there is no reason what-

ever why the description of the limits of Ishmael in Genesis

should not be adopted in our passage with reference to

Amalek. In both passages it is apparently the less advanced

section of the Ishmaelite or Jerahmeelite race which is re-

ferred to. That nT'in = T>NDnv is plain from xxvii. 8,

critically examined. -nt0, as in xxvii. 8 and elsewhere, is

shortened from "nc&N, i.e. -nnti?N. See on Gen. xvi. 7. Point

xv. 9.
'

Highly corrupt text
'

(Budde, cp. Driver).

True, but the usual corrections are, I fear, wide of the

mark. DTDIDD is certainly not from D^DDlp,
'

fat ones
'

(Then.,

Wellh., Driv., Bu., etc.), but from D^NSDCtr ; again and

again ptD represents ^NSDOT (see, e.g., 2 S. i. 21). Of

course, 'dtZT is misplaced ; experience warns us that it is

an intrusive marginal gloss on some other word. What
word ? No doubt DD3, which is incorrectly written for

JDtD='ottP. TON^Q now becomes clear; like O*&ho in

2 S. xi. i, it represents QpfoiOnT or B*p9B& miSD is, of

course, impossible. The D is intrusive (influence of DD3) ;

like fnrN, represents '^NSEQT, a variant to ^
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It has only to be added that CPTSrwi, which does not

recur in w. 1 5 and 2 1
, probably comes from D^NOITP,

a marginal gloss on the incorrect rON^on, and that

IWr^r^Sl seems to be a gloss on 3ttfnWT^ (l often

introduces glosses). Render, therefore,
' And Saul and

the people spared Agag and the best of the sheep and

of the oxen, but the Jerahmeelites [Ishmaelites] they
devoted.'

xv. I2b. The difficulties have not been met. To
read l^n for Tso is not at all less arbitrary because the

translation of | read so, nor can we simply omit the closing

words from riD^I with Budde. Experience of the recurring

types of corruption, when ethnic names are concerned, ought
to enlighten us. Nothing is more common than for the h**

in fpNDnT or fpNSDtD"1 to be separated from the rest of the

name (or rather from the fragment which represents it) and

prefixed as xh or "p. And it is certainly not uncommon
for -^Nsctzr to survive in the corrupt fragmentary form of

D!r or 1B>\ Less common, but not unexampled (see on

2 S. viii. 3) is 1^2 as a representation of SNSDBT. Lastly,

Sn~D again and again represents ^N^onT, and ~thm again
and again is confounded with W?}. Read, therefore, SINCE Nl

"nfei TPI iiiPi (jHfroap [^NDrrr SNSDBT] nsn nsrn n^Nonr,
' Saul came to Jerahmeel, and behold, he smote [Ishmael,

Jerahmeel] Ishmael, and passed on, and went down to

Gilead.' inn fell out after nDn. By
'

Jerahmeel
'

is meant

the 'cities of Amalek '

(v. 5);
' Ishmael' is a synonym for

'Jerahmeel' or 'Amalek'; 'Gilead' (see on v. 4) is Saul's

own country in the Negeb. The words in square brackets

are a gloss, s TO appa, i.e. niDldn, like ^D13, represents

xv. 22 f. l*ito is obviously an editorial makeshift
;

D~h^& lf?n represents two fragments of 7MOITT1
;

HNJan

comes from nD^Q (cp. on Ps. cxlvii. 14). 1115 = ^1 (Ps.

xxvii. 13). Read hn n^l ^n^p and SNOTT [ni^i?]D.

Then D^nDnsi ftisrmyi ^NonT1 no>3 ripsoi. Cp. Hos.

iv. i 5.

xv. 29. n23 in several other passages is corrupt ;
the

presumption is that it is so here, for no one can profess to

know what /-
IBT ms really means. In JQR xi. 400 /. an
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attempt was made to heal the text on the basis of Num.
xxiii. 19. This was an error. Klost. is right in seeking

help from (JI, but his result is unsatisfactory. Applying
our methods, however, ^i's text becomes transparent. As it

stands, < presupposes sn^ N^I rrtzr N^n D^tz> hxiw nsm
(real SiaipeOrjaerai 'I<rp. et? 8vo, /cal OVK aTroaTpe^et ovSe

^eravorjcrei). Here D'OtD (as ]DQ) often) and :TBT vh (in

accordance with many parallels) probably come from Twncr.

nsrr, too, should represent some Negeb name. Can we
doubt which? surely it comes from pn!T, which, as in

Am. vii. 9, 16, represents the Israelite territory in the

Negeb. A light now falls on MT.'s npfip *h 'or rm. ms
and "ipttT come, the one from pn!T, the other from pntZT.

On pn^ or pn&T, SN-IBT or (better) fpNSDQr' is an explanatory

gloss. DTi is right, but h& has fallen out after it owing to

the hx and the two #b which follow. Read N^> pm*1 h$ D11

Dns"1

,

' Moreover the God of Isaac will not repent.'

xv. 32 f. mnirtD has been tortured with much ingenuity.

(Jl's T/ae/zw^ should, however, furnish a clue
; Tpepwv pre-

supposes, not Lagarde's rrrn7Q (PropJi. Chald., p. li.),
but

; cp. nni;T, Job xxxix. 19, <f>6ftov. In Gen. x. 7

is a son of Cush (the N. Arabian) ;
it represents DT"TT

p). Read 'npjnrr lis.
' Amalekite' = (i) Jerah-

meelite, (2) Raamathite
;
the three names mean the same

thing. The speech of Agag should be kingly (cp. Judg.
viii. 210). Budde sees this, but gets no further. Yet (J| may
again help us

;
el o{mw<? TTi/cpo? o Odvaros may as a whole

be inappropriate, and yet el OVTW? may preserve a correct

tradition. In Ps. xviii. 5 f. and elsewhere, mo represents

7NEnT (cp. moT) ;
it may also, especially when preceded by

mo, represent 'npyi. Read (or nom) 'no^T Ito n^io; pn,
' Dieth so a prince of Raamath ?

' To this Samuel's words

are a fitting reply. ^DB^l.
' Whether the word has

been correctly handed down may be questioned. Etymo-
logically ?pt& stands isolated. . . . Should we read SEBTl

(Judg. xiv. 6 at.y ? Driver. So already Gratz (Gesch. i. 188),

but SDVO means '

to rend in pieces
'

(of a wild animal).

Surely the right reading is plain ;
it is ttn (tt and D

confounded). Samuel prepared his victim for sacrifice by

flaying him (cp. Lev. i. 6, nSi?rr-nN z^tpDiT] ;
2 Chr. xxix. 34,
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xxxv. 1 1
).

The actual slaying is not reported, only pre-

supposed.
CHAP. xvi. i. ""OF,

' of uncertain origin, best with Marq.

\_Fund. 24] as = ^QTIIN
'

(Budde). This implies that >} in

'BrQN means ' father
'

(as the title of a god ?). But neither

of the parallels offered for this will hold
; Y11D"1

** and ^ITN
can be shown to have come from f?NorrT and f?N2DBF re-

spectively. Marq. himself admits that *>&r may possibly
come from fpsiBT = f?32)N. It may at any rate come, and

certainly does come, from ^NSDHT (cp. rpBT, son of Harim =
Jerahmeel, in Ezra x. 31), and ''BriN (

=
"'&PDN) seems to

have the same origin, unless, indeed, IN = yw. "
lDnJ

?n-rP3.

If due weight is to be attached to the evidence which makes

David a man of the Negeb, the Bethlehem intended will be

not that which in later times was the best known Bethlehem,
but one in the Negeb. Marq., speaking of the '

real

home of David,' points out that it must have been near

the southern Jezreel. This follows from the true text of

2 S. xvii. 25 (note) and from the fact that David's first

wife, Ahinoam (see on xxv. 43) was a Jezreelite. Marq.
further holds that David's city was originally Arad (p. 25 ;

cp. E. Bib., col. 1 020, note 2). It was, at any rate, near

Arad. Note, however, that in 2 S. xxiii. 24^, a Bethle-

hemite warrior is put side by side with an Aradite (read,

with Marq., ^Ti^rr). It is very possible that one of the

Bethlehems was near Jezreel and Arad. For this was the

Jerahmeelite Negeb, and Dnb-rpS comes from ^NnnTTPl

(cp. on 2 S. xxi. 19). In xvii. 12 (see note) the place is

called rmrp DnS n*a, but rmrp here, as in Judg. xvii. 7

etc., represents 7KDITP. More specially it was in Ephrath

(cp. on xvii. 12). For Marq.'s view of xx. 6, see note on

that passage.

xvi. 8 f. Jesse's three elder sons are IN^N = ms (cp.

on '

Abiel,' ix. i \ man** = ITS 312 (vii. i ), and nott = nsntD

(2 S. xiii. 3) = ^MSOBT. All Negeb names.

xvi. 1 1 . ]^3 rnn. ]N2 is one of the recurrent cor-

ruptions of fattDD*. See on xvii. 34, Gen. xxxvii. 2, Ps.

xliv. 12, Ixxviii. 71, Am. vii. 15.

xvi. 12. Dl? represents DTS, written too soon
;

xvii. 42
is harmonised with our passage.
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xvi. 19 / ]Nimt&N. Read Nsoari "IIDN. Harmonised

with v. ii (cp. Budde, Richter u. Sam., 211), but note the

omission of mn. lion (^. 20) represents ^NDHT, a gloss

on ""OF (
= SNSDET) from the margin. Possibly it displaced

mtDS (see xvii. 17), but rather more probably nnb as well

as -non represents ^NDnT, so that (omitting i) the present
consisted of a skin of wine and a kid. The present in

xvii. 17 has altogether different items.

CHAP xvii. i. The invaders encamped between rrDltD

and npTS. Both place-names occur again in Josh. xv. 34,

as in the Shephelah of Judah. In i K. iv. 10 nDtZJ is

mentioned with '

all the land of nsn,' whose eponym, in

i Chr. iv. 6, is made a son of Ashhur
;

in Josh. xvii. 2 he

is made a Gileadite, but the original record referred to the

southern Gilead. Soco and Azekah were among the cities

'in Judah and in Benjamin' fortified by Rehoboam (i Chr.

xi. 4). The Judah and Benjamin spoken of are in the

Negeb (see E. Bib.,
' Rehoboam

'),
and the question arises

whether rmrr both in Chron. I.e. and in our passage (as

well as in v. 12) does not represent YrT = ^Nam"1

(cp. on

Judg. xvii. i). In Josh. x. 10 Azekah is named between

Beth-horon and Makkedah ; the original story fixes all

these places in the Negeb. D^CTT DDN3.
' This redundant

statement is suspicious
'

(H. P. Sm.). But the original

reading probably was D^EHN rose:-! ;
an intermediate reading

was SN pDJQ (cp. E. Bib.,
'

Ephes-dammim, end of par. i
).

Cp. (f|
B

e</>ep/Lt6/i,
and see next note.

xvii. 2. n^NH pCSS, not '

in the terebinth-valley,' but

corrupted from SNETTT posi, or more probably still (cp. on

Ps. Ix. 8) VrP rosoi,
'

in Maacath of Jerahmeel.'

xvii. 4<z. D?33n BP
' has not been satisfactorily ex-

plained
'

(see evidence in H. P. Sm.). (g, however, may
give us a hint

; dvrjp Svvaros may represent f^n D^N, i.e.

bNETTr CTN (cp. on v. 7). This is confirmed by another

Greek translation (?), introduced into <H
A which has (in

v. 23)
X1H BTN, o a/iecro-cuo9, i.e. ^DD97T><-^NnDV41 (cp. a/ze<rcraet,

B in 2 S. xix., BA in xx., A in xvii., where MT has Nfros,
'

Amasa).' Clearly, then, D^Dirr must be a synonymous
ethnic with prefixed article. The solution of the problem

is, read pp^-tZTN. The phrase points to a time when
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'

Benjamin
'

represented a district in the Negeb n^pi. If

we are in favour of explaining Hebrew legendary names
from Assyrian, g-l-y may be a corruption of g-z-1, and
' Goliath

'

be a pale reflection of mythical evil spirits called

guzali (see E. Bib.,
' Goliath

') ;
for another view see Winckler,

AOF(y>
i. 51, note 3. This involves taking -ath as a mere

termination (see E. Bib.,
' Ahuzzath

').
But if we have

found that N. Arabian preponderate over Assyrian elements

in Hebrew legends, and if we are aware that -ad in
' Gilead

'

has a tendency to become -ath (e.g., I K. iv. 13, ja\aa6
[B], Judg. i. I 5 D^D rhl = ^HOrm T3&a), we shall prefer to

take nbl ((&* yo\iaS and yo\ia6') as = "na, i.e. the Philistine

champion could be said to come either from Benjamin or

from Gilead (the southern Gilead). See further on 2 S.

xxi. i 5 /i, where the giant Gilead is distinctly referred to.

rap. His origin could also be traced to
'

Gath,' or

better
' Rehoboth '

(as often). The identification of ' Gath '

with ' Rehoboth '

is placed beyond doubt by the following
word. See next note.

xvii. 4^-7. The redactor has put forth all his skill to

make sense of certain (to him) unintelligible glosses. These

glosses can still be detected underneath the passages relative

to the height of the '

Philistine
'

warrior and the weight of

his armour; 2 S. xxi. 16 (middle part) is exactly parallel.

First comes rrm JTIDN mt& liTn. Here 'i corresponds to the

m in mo (just before), and to the 33, 32, and m of 2 S.

xxi. 15-22. BJ& and riDN are well-attested recurring cor-

ruptions of 0)13 or rather (here, at least) Yint&N and ^NDn~r

respectively, mil (cp. the names ms and (ms) represents

nD~i!>. Thus the verse becomes,
' And there went out a man of

Benjamin from the camp of the Pelis'tim (a), named Gilead of

Rehoboth ($). [(a) Jerahmeelites, Zarephathites. (fr) Rehob-

ashhur.]
' For e?GJ presupposes 3ni? (rea-a-apwv, mis-

understanding) ;

'

Rehoboth-arab,' would do quite well, for

another name of Rehoboth was Kirjath-'arab (see on

Gen. xxiii. 2). D^mplDp. Read DBFi3. hpwm Wlh WTl.

'h comes from ^N^nttr (see on Ezek. xxiii. 6). N*in intro-

duces a gloss.
' Cusham '

precedes ;
then comes '

that is,

Ishmael.' hpWft also = ^NSD&T, originally a correction of

oni^. The following words (omitting no?nD, which came in
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from v. 6) represent blODV f?NEn"P Dffi3 jVUD. In v. 6 omit

the second nt&m. In v. 7 omit imun pm, a corruption of

nt&m nmcn (dittographed), and DTIN YiUDD as a corrupt

marginal note on D^nrrBTN (v. 4), to be read DTPIN mvp,
i.e. b^orm p. See on 2 S. xxi. 19, and note (J^'s reading
in v. 4 (above). Also omit nirrT), a corruption of S^cm*1

.

The second "irrDn (nt&m) resumes. Then follows (correcting

as before) 'nor 'flT int&N. bm represents fmt, i.e. ^Ninonr.

xvii. i 2. The redactor has awkwardly adapted a second

account of Jesse, [^Norrr] rmrr nnb rrsn TTIDN BTN vm.

(rrTirp from 'nT, as in Judg. xix. I
, etc.).

'

Ephrath,' like
' Gilead

' and '

Benjamin,' is a district in the Negeb ;
it may

have included '

har-jerahmeel.' The reading Dn^Tra
^NDnT is confirmed by necessary textual corrections in

xxix. 3, xxx. 26. David was by origin a Jerahmeelite.

xvii. 26. ' This uncircumcised Philistine
'

? No
;

'

this

Philistine [the Jerahmeelite].' See on w. 4, 7, and on

xiv. 6, Judg. xiv. 3.

xvii. 34 / ]NS1. Read bt&DVTCI (xvi. u). ^^n
IT^n-riMX Why HN ? and why two animals, when, except
in v. 36 (DHO, see below), David speaks of but one foe.

The key is furnished by 2 S. xxiii. 20 and by Ezek.

xxiii. 1 5 (irfoaa). Read [-^KSMn] ^an^rr ;
for inn-nN

(
= ^NSE&rO, cp. ^nn^, I K. xvi. 3 1 . Afterwards, for m,

read, not nto, but probably n^2.. Omit "i~n?nD, a corruption

of ^NDnT1

(cp. on Jer. vi. 3), a correcting gloss on

For vBp read VQ3p. Then continue vbs DJ7NX
should probably be hnptO (cp. 2 S. xxiii. 21). The exploit

of David is partly like that of Benaiah's. His foe is a

Jerahmeelite robber, whom he slays with the robber's own

spear. This heightens the effect of the detail about the

slaying of Goliath with his own sword (v. 51).

xvii. 36. nN has got misplaced (see v. 34). Read

[^NSEtzrn] ""pisin na, and for nno -rrrN:p read ^rrin3. THN

(a common disguise of Yrv) may have been brought in from

the margin, after the single Arammite foe had become, by
textual corruption, two wild animals.

xvii. 37. "n^rr TO comes from ^NonTD, and, unless

the editor has been more arbitrary than in v. 34, so too does

mrr TO (n = fro =
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xvii. 40. It is but slowly that the best solution has

been reached, but the result is all the surer. Isa. Ivii. 5 f.

supplies the right key ; there, too, the text is overlaid with

corruptions of ^NonT, and one of these corruptions is ""p^n,

one of the words which puzzle us in our passage. Add also

DIp^N, Prov. xxx. 3 1 (see ad loc.\ and ^phn and 'Vro, Ps.

xvi. 5 (see P^.(2)
).

The words to be omitted are I*? it&N

(
= ^KBDV), also ^n, D'snn, and ttlp^Ti ( tfipW? ?), all

of which represent THCirr. We assume that an early scribe

wished to explain ~>n2Q (cp. on vv. I /!), and wrote THDITr
and ^NSDHP in the margin. These words intruded into the

text, and were miswritten, for which there are many parallels

(see e.g. on Jer. xlix. 29, 1. 9, li. 3). D^irr for YlT ;
see

on Am. i. 2. Thus we get,
' and he took his staff in his

hand, and chose him five stones out of the wady [Jerahmeel,

Ishmael], and put them in a bag, and his sling in his hand,

and drew near to the Philistine.' Cp. <> in v. 43, eV pdftSw
real \idot,<>.

>} is not to be altered into m ; together with ~rsi it

represents 7xh}. This correction is favoured by "nstD (i.e.

'nstD = D'HSttt) which follows. Shaaraim is = Sharuhen (the

Ass. Shirihana (see E. Bib., s.vv.} ;
the former represents

Asshurim (cp. on Q-nsiD, Ezra ii. 42 ; rms, i Chr. viii. 38),

the latter Ashhuran. ' Gilead
' and ' the Asshurite

'

are

brought together in 2 S. i. 9. No doubt the territory was

a 'debateable land.' Read Q-niBN'i T|f?! rfMta-TS. V. $2&
is a doublet, and from it ]*np2 (0 ao-Ka\a>v} penetrated into

the text of a.

'

D^tDIT* is so evidently out of place here that we
are forced to consider the clause an insertion of a late

editor. . . . The mention of David's tent, however, is

perfectly in accord with the narrative, xvi. 14-23, which

makes him a member of Saul's staff' (H. P. Sm.). 'The

acme of thoughtlessness, that David brings the head of Saul

to Jerusalem
'

(Bu.). But D^ttTiT is often written in error,

as Gratz long ago pointed out. In E. Bib., col. 3430, and

Exp. T, x. 522, fnNt&S is read, and l^TTNl is emended into

/-1 SrTNl,
'

in the tent of Yahwe.' The latter is certainly

right ;
the '

tent of Yahwe ' was at Nob or rather Gibeon

(ibid.}. But another name for
' Gibeon

' was ' Gibeath-
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jerahmeel
'

or '

Gibeath-ishmael.' It is probably in this

neighbourhood ('
Ishmael

') that Saul was, according to the

original story. The head of Goliath was presumably to be

exposed on the city wall (cp. xxxi. 10), the arms to be laid

up in the sanctuary.
CHAP, xviii. 6. Several words in MT. should have

awakened critical suspicions. These are, Tittf?, mSnom,
rrrrDttn, and especially D^CT^Bm YI&& (not recognised in (J|")

is a corruption of a dittographed SN"IBT. rnf7nt>n[*l] no

doubt represents T>NDrrP (see on Ex. xxxii. 19), a gloss on,

or correction of, ^NIBF ;
for it is the Israelite territory in

the Negeb which is meant (cp. on 2 S. xvii. n). nncttfl

may represent Dtitt ; O^vrhwi, for which even the extensive

learning of Paul Haupt ('
The Heb. term vrhtt,' Beitr. zur

semit. Sprackwissenschaft, iv. 583 ff.} fails to justify the

sense '

triangular harp,' may, with the highest probability,

be read WttpBTQ (cp. on I K. ix. 22). nrsni, as perhaps in

Isa. xxx. 32 (see note); may come from DTTFi?:)^. Thus we

get the statement that women came forth out of all the

cities of Israel to meet king Saul, and glosses further instruct

us that Israel means the Jerahmeelite Negeb, and that the

women belonged to Naphtuhim (see on Gen. x. 13), and to

Cusham, and to Ishmael (
= Jerahmeel) all parts of the

Negeb. This throws a new light on 2 S. iii. 5.

xviii. 17, 19, 20. 3no and SlPD both probably come
from 7NDnT. That Saul's daughters really bore these

names need not of course be affirmed. Nor should we be

too certain that ' Merab ' and ' Michal '

represent distinct

persons ;
at any rate, so far as chap, xviii. is concerned, (J|

B

only recognises one daughter of Saul/ The respective

husbands are called Adriel ben Barzillai the Meholathite

(2 S. xxi. 8, but i S. xviii. 19 omits 'ben Barzillai') and

Palti ben Laish. Here '

Barzillai
'

and ' Laish
'

may ulti-

mately contain the same place-name (see below).
' Adriel

'

and '

Paltiel
'

are both clan-names, but the clan-names are

very much alike in meaning. As to 'Adriel, it is probably
neither the Aramaic form of 'Azriel, nor simply miswritten

for 'Azriel (though ( in 2 S. xxi. 8 may be taken to support
this view), but one of the popular corruptions of Jerahmeel

(cp. on ~nsrrC), xvii. 34 ; Dmim, Jer. vi. 3, and especially
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on the place-name ->jrnN, Num. xxi. 33). And as to Paltiel

it is simply an expansion of Palti = Perathi or Sarephathi.

Cp. on Beth-pelet, Josh. xv. 27. The legendary husband of

the legendary daughter of Saul may equally well have been

called 'Adriel or Palti, and his home have been called

Beth - ishmael or Laish (Shalisha ? Shaul ? Ishmael ?).
'

Meholathite,' too, comes from a corruption of '

Jerahmeel.'

Cp. E. Bib.,
'

Meholathite,'
'

Merab,'
'

Palti.'

xviii. 1 8. -jrr, implying, it is said, a air. \ey. TT, 'clan,

family.' So Wellh., Nold., W. R. Smith, Driver, Budde, etc.,

who then proceed to omit "ON nnDBD as a gloss. This

omission is very hazardous
; why should a mere glossator

have added -ast to
fw& ? The word TT, it is admitted, must

have been '

rare
'

in Hebrew. But if only rare, why then is

there no second instance in some other plain narrative like

the present ? Trb in xxv. 6 and Tr^D in Gen. iii. 20 will

hardly be adduced. The right explanation, however, is

close at hand. Remember that Saul has been fighting in

'Jerahmeel' (see on xvii. if., 54); David, too, has come
from Beth-lehem, i.e. Beth-jerahmeel. Read f?NEnTl "ODN "'D

^Niam ^1N 'moi,
' what am I in Jerahmeel, and my father's

clan in
'

Israel
'

?

xviii. 25-27. mbis HNQ is suspicious, (i) because in

v. 27 'two hundred men' (| harmonises, eicarov) are slain,

and (2) because in Ex. iv. 25 and Josh. v. 3 nSli? has

evidently come from D*6NDrrr ; m^ns here, in fact, pre-

supposes the incorrect reading D'TTIS (for n^Nnrrr) so often

attached in MT. (cp. ^) to DTitZ^D. The original story

doubtless gave, as the message of Saul to David in v. 25,
' The king desires no dowry, but (desires) to be avenged on

the king's enemies' (see E. Bib., col. 3077), on which there

was a gloss D^NcnTH,
' on the Jerahmeelites

'

(HND
l and

n^Sli? [DTTW], both being corruptions of YTT). Then, in

v. 27, it told how David and his men 'slew of the Philistines

two hundred men,' and how David brought
' the skulls of

the Jerahmeelites to the king.' DiTn'nsrnN has probably

supplanted D^NDnT rnSjtarriN (cp. on 2 S. iii. 14). This

is required to produce a parallelism with xvii. 54 ;
it

was not the nb"ii? but the head of ' Goliath
'

that David
1 For paralells see on Gen. xiv. 14, xv. 13, 2 K. xix. 35, Isa. Ixv. 20.

16
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brought to the city of Ishmael or Jerahmeel. That m
is correct (rather than ^tEN"]) may be presumed from the ease

with which it would be extruded by the corrupt orrn^~i2.

And the correctness of EP^NOPPP is shown by the distorted

record of the word which follows, viz. DIN^E"1

*) (a crux to all

commentators I).

1 In v. 26 (end) we find a similar distortion

of the same word (a misplaced gloss on DTitt>Q), viz. N^*I

D^DYT IN^D. Remember that SN in YTP is often separated
from the main part of the word and prefixed to the corrupted
remnant as xh. And note, in conclusion, that the offer

reported in xvii. 25 is simply that 'to the man that kills

him (Goliath) the king will give his daughter.' See, further,

on 2 S. iii. 14.

CHAP. xix. 7. After the reconciliation David waited on

Saul, D12&GJ SlDnND, or rather (see on x. n) ^Ni?CBra, 'in

Ishmael
'

(or
'

Jerahmeel ').

xix. 1 6. T13, like HDD in 2 K. viii. 15, comes from

~Q"iC!. In Prov. vii. 16 we hear of cushions (n^no) of

Misrite manufacture. crn>rr probably comes from D"nnN,

i.e. SNDHT. Cp. also -PICJN nTTN, 'a mantle of Asshur'

(Josh. vii. 21, corrected text).

xix. 1 8. David and Samuel dwell mD3 (Kr. nvsn) ;

v. 19 adds ncftn. The older methods having failed, there is

a good field for the application of the new. Obviously some

compound name is required. Gilead-jerahmeel would be

possible (cp. Golath-maim = Gilead-jerahmeel, Judg. i. 15),

but Gibeath-jerahmeel is more obvious (see on x. 5, and

E. Bib.,
' Naioth

').

xix. 20. npn^-riN. Budde (SBOT) reads n^rrp J|

Ktc\r)(rLav\ or rather (HK] omits the word as a ditto-

graphed nnp7. Perhaps, however, we should read mpSrrD ;

cp. i Chr. xxiii. 6. Omit D^NSlD (Klost), and for ipi; read

Dn^. Samuel, too, had naturally thrown off his upper

garment (cp. v. 54). Wellh. is content with the note
'

nsu ~rm? ?
'

xix. 22. Read pT
an 1121 (

BL
; Wellh., Dr., etc.). For

1 Kamphausen talks of a ' sense of decorum ' as the cause of the
' omission ' of cixVn'i in (g ;

he also ventures on the correction o6o'i

(' Bemerkungen zur alttest. Textkritik '

in Theol. Arbeiten aus d. Rhein.

Wiss. Pred.-vereins, vii. 22).
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^Oto, Wellh. and his successors read ipcfo (0 eV ro3 o-e<e.). A
more correct reading would be n'l3D, which however may
come from npi?p (cp. Ps.* on Ps. Ix. 8). *?NBn, which

follows, comes from TtttDflD". The name of the locality was
Maacath-ishmael.

CHAP. xx. 1 9. The ' stone Ezel
'

has long been a crux

interpretum. We might read l^n "iinsn hzn,
' beside yonder

juniper-tree' (E. Bib., col. 1472) ;
-iini? is at any rate better

than in** (imagined to mean '

cairn
').

But this was only

possible while the significance of the correction of ' Nob '

into ' Gibeon ' was but imperfectly realised. If, however, we
admit that H13 in xxi. 2 comes from n:)^}, we can hardly
fail to see that both p in v. 19 and HID in v. 41, and also

the epya/3 of 0, come from pim, while bl^n (cp. Sl^N) is

little less certainly from f?N2QBT. Gibeon or Gibeon-ishmael

(otherwise called Gibeath-jerahmeel, see on x. 5) was the most

sacred city in the Negeb ;
what better place could Jonathan

suggest as a temporary refuge for David ? Note in passing
that the narrator has no idea that Samuel may be at this

place, though, as we have seen (on xix. 1 8), it was one of

the places where Samuel was believed to have resided, also

that HDni . . . m:n (v. i) is probably a redactional seam

(see H. P. Smith).
xx. 30. nVT-ian ni3-$ ;

so Lagarde (Mittheil. \. 237),
but who will accept this as the original ? Adopting

(not plur., as $, but sing.) from 0, read rrnsp mjp (

Saul regards David as a Misrite (cp. xxii. 3, reading
and denounces Jonathan as half a Misrite. Jonathan's
mother may of course really have been a Misrite. The S

in rvi!D dropped out, and the n was dittographed.

CHAP. xxi. 2 does not fit on to chap. xx. but to xix. 17,

or rather to tshlSf*} in v. 18. Nevertheless the redactor had

a reason for placing xxi. 2 ff. where it now stands, viz. the

reference to psi! which is common to chap. xx. and to

chap, xxi., assuming that the place-name in the text of

xx. 19 and xxi. 2 was not yet corrupted (cp. on xix. 18).

Instead of m3 read rmj?ia, and cp. preceding note. On
the certain correction of ' Nob '

into
' Gibeon

'

see E. Bib.,

'Nob,' and cp. on 2 S. xxi. I. "j^DTrN. No doubt the

same as the rrriN of xiv. 3, but not, as the critical tradition
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says, because ' the ^D of the one name means the same

God as the rr of the other' (Klost), but because TFN (Gen.

xlvi. 21, i Chr. v. 15, vii. 34) represents ^NaTTT (the n in

rrTFN is formative only), and so also do I^D and I^CITTN.

This at any rate is the original meaning.
xxi. 3. Read,

' and the young men I have appointed

(rm?
1

:,
H. P. Sm.) to meet me at a place in Jerahmeel

'

;

2 K. vi. 8 is exactly parallel. As also in Ruth iv. I, *&&
comes from nSo, TC&M from D^ND, and both represent

^NQnT (o duplicated, cp. D^D = l^o = bwonv).
xxi. 6. Without the key no clear explanation can be

reached. As so often, Qtihw f?orG (^ e'%069 KOL rpiryv

fjpepav) comes from ^NSCittr ^NDrTT (see on x. 1 1
),
where 'or is

a gloss or variant to Yrr. hn and ^Dl also represent ^NDnT ;

no sense can be made of hn ifTT,
' a profane or common

way,' or of ^33,
'

in (or, by) the vessel.' In the real speech
of David, however, 7Norrp only occurred once, i.e. in the

phrase S[cj]n[T] *]YT. Cp. Sin, Gen. x. 23, one of the sons

of (the southern) Aram. Read, therefore, ffTTTOS HDN'DN "0

im m-rp D^wn-f?D vm ^HNHI [V 'T 1

]

DVrr-'D, 'But the prohibition of intercourse

with women has been carried out
;
when I came forth all

the young men were holy. Indeed, it is the usage of Jerah-

meel, and how much more will they be holy to-day.' The
'

usage of Jerahmeel
'

should mean the rule in force in the

Jerahmeelite Negeb, a breach of which by David's young
men (natives, like himself, of the Negeb) would be incon-

ceivable. Budde thinks that
JTpjp?

'

hardly means taboo, for-

bidden on religious grounds, but inaccessible.' But why
may it not mean that the sexual taboo, which primitive

religion imposed, was actually carried out ? As to hrt TH
Schwally's conjecture (Sem. Kriegsalterth. i. 64) is only in

order if there is sufficient ground for trusting the text. The

many conjectures as to "hi (see H. P. Sm., Bu.) may also be

safely neglected.

xxi. 8. ""pl^rr.
More probably >icni*n ( o Svpo?).

Doeg was probably a Jerahmeelite of the region in the

Negeb occupied by the Israelites. D^hn T3N. Following

Gratz, Driver reads D^n TSN,
' the mightiest of Saul's

runners (or couriers)
'

;
so Budde (SBOT), Kittel. This is
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plausible (cp. xxii. 17, where the 'servants of the king' are

identified with the D^*J, as to whom see note on 2 K. x. 25).

Such a use of TJIN, however, is unexpected, and from (J|'s

vepwv ras rjfuovovs Lag. conjectures D^T^n ^IN (Rev. Luther-

bibel, p. 17), to which Budde in KHC inclines. S'QIN is

properly
' camel-driver

'

(cp. E. Bib.,
' Abel

'),
and is thought

to occur in i Chr. xxvii. 30 as the name of the keeper of

David's camels. But much more probably ^IIN is (like

JWfP, etc.) a corruption of *?NDnT ; Lag.'s ingenious view is

to be rejected. We must not, however, disparage @'s

rendering ;
it warns us not to acquiesce too readily in the

D^mrr TUN of MT. Let us next call in the aid of experience.
As Jer. xlvi. I 5 shows, TQN may represent either in whole

or in part an ethnic name, and D^inn may, as Jer. vi. 3 and

other passages show, represent ^NdrrT. On the whole, it is

most probable that D^Vin TIN in v. 8 comes from "Ois

^NDnT ;
i.e.

' Arabian ' and '

Jerahmeelite
'

are two rival

descriptions of Doeg. The words (D"*enN~bl? 1S3 ?) which

originally stood before blNftS "it&N (cp. xxii. 9) appear to

have been supplanted by the two short glosses. See on

xxii. 9, and cp. E. Bib.,
'

Doeg/
'

Saul,' 2 a.

xxi. 10. ttPDN, <JI ay%ov<;. May we connect this with

Ass. akdsu,
'

to rush forward,' and suppose the name to have

come from a divine title (E. Bib., 'Goliath')? More prob-

ably, like
' Nahash '

(see on xi. i),
'

Nahshon,' and ' Nehustan
'

(a corruption of ' Nahshon
'), it comes either from ' Cush '

(cp.
' Shishak

' = '

Cushi,' king of Misrim) or from ' Ashhur.'

This harmonises with the representation of Achish in xxvii. 2

and i K. ii. 39 as a Maacathite. 'Cush,' 'Ashhur,' and
' Maacath '

all point to the N. Arabian borderland. Achish's

city was m, a corrupt fragment of rvo'rn (suggested by ({|
L
's

a^ifj^aavy
xxvii. 2). See on xxvii. 2, 2 S. xxi. i$f., 18.

xxi. 12. Klost. rightly restores, after TIT, ^N 11^

(xxix. 3). H. P. Smith and Budde do not succeed in

making the text at all probable. How could the courtiers

of Achish have imagined that this Hebrew fugitive was
'

king of the land
'

? On the other hand, to have on their

side the chief of the warriors of the hostile king, who had

so fully shown his capacity at the expense of the '

Philistines,'

was the greatest boon that heaven could give them. ' The
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land
' means the Jerahmeelite Negeb. The phrase

'

king of

the land
'

implies that Saul was not in the eyes of the
'

Philistines
'

a mere adventurer, but was the embodiment of

ancient Israelite claims.

CHAP. xxii. i. 0^72 rnsp. The words recur in 2, S.

xxiii. 13 (||
i Chr. xi. 15), and in both passages are followed

(see v. 5 here) by nT)2D. Hence most, after Wellh., correct

msD into n~rsp. This view, however, must be abandoned.

Again and again (see on the cave of Machpelah, Gen. xxiii. 9 ;

the cave in Makkedah, Josh. x. 17 ;
the cave of the Zidonians,

Josh. xiii. 4, cp. Ges.(13) and AVmg-
) mso owes its precarious

existence to corruption of the text (see notes), and the word

used in the original texts was evidently either WtDITT or

some long-established popular corruption of that name (such
as nDN"i). Ehis is also corrupt. It comes immediately
from D"IT1&, but ultimately (see on xiv. 6, and cp. on Mic.

i. 15) from T>Non~P or D'THOnT (as each case may require).

Observe that in Josh. xiii. 4 mso is followed by DTTsk 1B?N,

i.e. probably D^SD^ "it&N. True, the plausibility of this

depends on the correctness of the historical view that N.

Arabia was in the closest historical connection with the

people of Israel
;
but about this there can hardly be the

shadow of a doubt. The name of the place, therefore, which

David, according to the original tradition, made for a time

his headquarters was '

Jerahmeel,' or some corruption of that

name (not Adullam). Cp. on Gen. xxxviii. 2..

xxii. 3 f.
'

Mizpeh of Moab '

should probably be

Misrephath-missur ("iv^D riEmp) ; so, in accordance with

analogies, a seemingly hopeless problem is solved. See

especially on Gen. xxxi. 49, Josh. xi. 3, Judg. xi. 29 ;
note

also that Elijah probably came from Zarephath of Gilead

(see on i K. xvii. i). On the connection between vv. 3 f.

and the genealogy in Ruth iv. 18-22, see E. Bib., col. 4170 ;

1N1D in Ruth, as well as in Sam., represents "fisp.

xxii. 4. rr"p2p3. Read, probably, iT^p^i ;
this was

perhaps misread as TIXOCI = miSQl. The idea seems to be

that David's father and mother were cared for in the palace
at Zarephath, while David and his four hundred were in

the open country. Pesh., however, in vv. 4 and 5, reads

(for rmSD}). Adopting this, since nsSD often repre-
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sents riD-iSD or riDlS (see above), we should have to explain
IQI? in v. 4 as = ' with David.' So Budde, except that he

retains the enigmatical HN*ID HD^O.

xxii. 5.
' Gad the prophet' is improbable ;

'

Gad,' if the

name is correct (see on 2 S. xxiv. 11), was David's 'seer'

(rnh), 2 S. xxiv. 1 1. According to Budde and H. P. Smith,
Gad is simply introduced in order to get David sooner out

of a heathen land. But it is a question whether rmrr pN
is right. In xxiii. 3 the place miscalled ' Adullam '

is

apparently referred to as in Judah. This it was not
;

it was

either Jerahmeelite (see on v. i) or Misrite (see on v. 3) ;
the

latter was the view of the writer of vv. 3, 4, and probably
also of the writer of v. 5. Probably both in v. 5 and in

xxiii. 3 we should read, for nTlJT, ^>NOnT ;
a confusion of

the two names is not uncommon (cp. on xvii. 1 2).
'

Jerah-
meel

' means the Negeb ;
a place might therefore be called

Jerahmeelite whether, at the time referred to, it belonged to

the Israelites or to the Philistines. Possibly Zarephath was

just now Israelitish
;
the counter-statement of vv. 3 f. (as

read by us) would not disprove this.
' Gad the prophet (?),'

however, can, by a writer who holds Zarephath to be Misrite,

be represented as outside the land of Jerahmeel. He delivers

an oracle bidding David remain no longer in Missur, but

pass over into the land of Jerahmeel. Accordingly David

withdraws, and comes to mn 1$\

Where was mn "IIP ? If in vv. 4 f. we read nD^cQ, and

if HD2D means a different place from ch~\$ mi?D (v. i), it

will be natural to suppose that mn "lip and 'is man are

equivalent ;
i.e. that David returned to his former refuge at

' Adullam '

(see E. Bib.,
' Hareth

').
It is, however, more

critical to suppose that throughout vv. i-^a the same place
is intended, viz. Zarephath. Looking more closely at IIP

mn, and taking account of parallels elsewhere (e.g. "is?
11

,
Ps.

cxxxii. 6), it would seem that iir1 can most easily be traced

to ^Nonv. mn may also come from this name, unless it

be a fragment of rarn. The latter view is preferable, only

we should then transpose the names, and read,
' Then David

. . . came to Rehoboth- Jerahmeel.'
'

Jerahmeel' may be

added to
' Rehoboth '

to show that it is not the Rehoboth

over which Achish ruled that is meant, but another Rehoboth.
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(Ewald, Wellh., Klost., Budde, and H. P. Sm. suggest tzhn,

to which lir may, Budde thinks, be a gloss. It would be

more plausible to read mrr TS ; cp. ({f eV TroXet a-apiK(x) ;

Din = -intpN (see on xxiii. 15).

xxii. 6-19. Cp. on 2 S. xxi. I, 6. 6.
' In Gibeah . . .

in Ramah.' Since ' Ramah '

is an old corruption of '

Jerah-

meel, and Saul is sitting under the sacred tree, we may
suppose that the sanctuary of Gibeah bore the name '

Jerah-
meel

'

(see on xiv. 2). It is premature to correct to np!l3

(Bu., H. P. Sm.
;

ev /3a/ia). f?G?N is probably a deliberate

alteration of rntDN (see E. Bib.,
' Tamarisk

'). Cp. xxxi. I 3.

xxii. 7. zppi ^D3. 'o"1 = "^D"1

fiN (ix. 4), a region of

the Negeb.
xxii. 9. (@i 6 /ca#ecrr?7#eb<? eVt ra? rj/Jiiovovs aov\ =

r

vb 1tZ?N DTir* 1S3 Him. The passage appears to have

been harmonised with (f|'s rendering of xxi. 8. 21
'

Abiathar.' See on 2 S. viii. 1 7.

xxii. 14. rfn^otpa ht* ipl is impossible. 'Captain
over thy bodyguard

'

? ? Read, probably, np^p ^N^pGr "ito").

This was David's special office chiefship of that portion
of ' Ishmael

'

or '

Jerahmeel
'

(i.e. the Negeb) which was

called Maacath. Cp. on 2 S. xxiii. 23. apx&w = IB?.

CHAP, xxiii. 3. David's present headquarters are in

rmrr, or rather (see on xxii. 5) ^NorrT, i.e. the Negeb.

Keilah, however, is not reckoned to the Negeb. Here

David's men say that they have only a moderate anxiety,

but far otherwise will it be if they go et<? ra? /cotXaSa? rwv

d\\o<f>v\a)v ((@i
L

;
in BA et? ra cr/cuXa, an obvious corruption,

not understood by Wellhausen), i.e.
;
f?D ^po^-^N (cp. on pos,

xvii. 2). This suggests the true correction of MT.'s

'h% JYD-iscr^N,
'

against the ordered ranks of the Philistines
'

('o hardly suits a mere raid), which should evidently be
;

f?D roscrbN,
'

against Philistian Maacath.' Keilah seems

to have been a border city of Jerahmeel.
xxiii. 15. nBhrni. V. 16 shows that a place-name is

meant here. Budde inclines to Conder's identification of

Horesh with Hureisa, one mile S. of Ziph. But there is no

good biblical evidence for a word ttnn meaning
' wood '

(see

E. Bib.,
'

Forest,'
' Horesh

').
A doubt is no longer possible

that ncnn represents -nn&N,
'

Ashhur,' the name of a district
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and of places in the N. Arabian border-land. Cp. Har-
heres (Judg. i. 35), Kir-heres (Isa. xvi. n), 'Ir-haheres (Isa.

xix. 1 8).

xxiii. 19. rrr^n. See on xxvi. I. 24. 'With nin^S
hardly anything can be done '

(Budde). Certainly the

Jordan Valley is not referred to here. But read nya (see

on Dt. i. i). 'In Arabia, south of Jeshimon
'

is a possible

statement, for pcrOT is a corruption of ^NSDBF, and 'nttr =
SNDHT (i.e., here, Jerahmeel mountains ?). Cp. on Num.
xxi. 20. (Jl's K.a& ea-Trepav (1121) seems to have been over-

looked.

xxiii. 28. rhp*?nsn s^p. Neither 'rock of divisions'

nor ' rock of smoothness '

(Budde) is satisfactory. Probably
rnbhan 'D,

' rock of the (circling) dances
'

;
Saul and David

seem to have played hide and seek, ffhm (nSnc), like

TTTOn, probably comes from 'Jerahmeel.' In different parts
of the Jerahmeelite highlands the common name '

Jerah-
meel

' became differently distorted in the popular speech.
See E. Bib., 4346.

CHAP. xxiv. i. ""TTpS. Probably from tzr"r:rpl>
=

s. See on Gen. xiv. 7.

xxiv. 3 / D^VT -vyis. Rather SNGHT riDIS. At any
rate Vrp for Vrr is certainly correct. ]N^n rrn*T3u

' The

sheep-cotes, at present empty, consist in the cave itself with

a space in front
'

(Bu.). But '

gidroth
'

is only a place-name,
and for fN^n we should read ^NSDBT (see on xvi. 1 1). Cp. on

'Gidroth Chimham,' Jer. xli. 17, a locality beyond Mizpah
(i.e. Zarephath ?), on the way to Misrim.

xxiv. 13. See next note. 14. H. P. Smith observes,
' The exaggerated humility with which David speaks

appears to me secondary.' We may at any rate surmise

that the reference to a ' dead (?) dog
'

is an interpretation

suggested by Mephibosheth's speech in 2 S. ix. 8, and made

subsequently to the growth of the corruption "rns ftinD. As
to the text underlying these latter words, we can only here

give a decision without the grounds (for these see on

xxvi. 20). The original words probably were nriDJ^ N"iB,
' a

wild ass of Ashhur.' This enables us to account for v. 1 30.

Prof. H. P. Smith well remarks on the infelicitousness of the

introduction of this mdshaL But neither he nor Wellh. nor
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Budde has been stirred up to account for the passage, except
as a ' worthless gloss.' Yet, rightly understood, it is not

worthless. It is a gloss, or rather collection of glosses

(derived from different MSS. ?), on the name Ashhur which

had long become unfamiliar to readers. ' A wild ass of

Ashhur '

really meant ' a wild ass of N. Arabia '

;
it may

be compared with the phrase
' a wild ass of Aram '

(or
'

Jerahmeel ') which, in Gen. xvi. 12, is probably applied to

Ishmael. Deciphering the overwritten original of v. 1 3^,

we may with probability read thus, bi;C!&r ^NDnT int??N

TEN b^sottr DviE2?N D^NcnT. It wrill be noticed that in

xxvi. 20 the clause with "it&ND = (YintEN) comes immediately
after "inNtB (also = Tint&N), whereas here the parallel clause

comes before the reference to Saul's useless persecution of

David. Both these clauses consist of glosses on ' Ashhur.'

CHAP. xxv. i. The alteration of pND into pso ((f| ^aav)

appears hasty. See E. Bib.,
' Paran.'

xxv. 3. ^ID is a most improbable name. The original

story may have given some other name, e.g. Nadab (n
became ^}), or Abiel, or (Winckler) Habal (MT. ^irr)

properly a tribal name. ^TIN, but in v. 32 and 2 S.

iii. 3 Kt. is brQN. Probably from "T^pa I'm Cp. on

xxvii. 6.

xxv. 4. llf?D. Read ^NQnT, disguised as i TiS TO

(v. 6). ii
1

? = ^ni = SND. D = n[-r].

xxv. 6. *nS TO, together with the following 1 (from i)

represents ^NonT, a variant to ilSo (v. 4, Kt.). The

points and accents presuppose ^nN^,
'

to my brothers
'

;
but

this is unnatural, and in Gen xvi. 1 2 vn^-^D is a corruption

of SNQrrr (see ad loc.}. Cp. also ^n^ = YFT, Judg. xv. 9.

xxv. 22. Tpl pntDD, a 'not very refined' expression for
'

every male
'

(H. P. Sm., and most). But elsewhere these

more than '

inelegant
'

expressions turn out to be due to

corruption. Read here bpDl |i?ritZJp. Cp. on 2 S. iii. 29.

xxv. 25. h^hin QFN (contrast fp^fn-p, v. 17). Read,

perhaps, ^NorrP GTN. Abigail plays on the name '

Jerah-

meel,' which suggests the idea of rudeness and violence.

The initial n in 'in represents n in YrT.

xxv. 44. For *
i

to ?D, tzrf?, see on xviii. 17, 20. -ic?^

[B], 7XXefc [A], >yo\ia6 [L]. In the
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MT. of Isa. x. 30 a place called Gallim is mentioned

between Gibeath-shaul and Laishah (
= Shalishah). Prob-

ably, however, the true reading here is either Beth-gilgal or

Beth-gilead ;
the names Gilgal and Gilead are so liable to

confusion that it is difficult to say which is the more correct.

See also on 2 K. iv. 42. (J|
L

,
in our present passage, points

to
' Gilead

'

(yo\iad may represent ishz, see on xvii. 4).

Possibly
' Laish

'

represents the place and ' Gallim
'

the

district (Gilead) to which Palti was traditionally assigned.

CHAP. xxvi. I, 3. n^Dnn. Probably from ^HDITT.

See on xxiii. 19, 28.

xxvi. 6. Note 'Ahimelech' is a '

Hittite,' i.e. either a

Maacathite or a Rehobothite. Cp. on 2 S. viii. 17.

xxvi. 1 9. The contrasted deities are
' Yahweh ' and

^Norm vrf?N (see on Dt. vii. 4, Jer. i. 16).
' Abishai

'

or

(2 S. x. 10 and in Chr.)
'

Abshai,' is probably, like

' Absalom '

(see on 2 S. iii. 3), from 'Arab-ishmael.

xxvi. 20. "rriN BJinQTiN. Incredible (see E. Bib.,
1 Flea

'). (Jf
BA

, rrjv ^rv-^v JJLOV, a mere guess. In E. Bib.,

I 533>"'3"TD hns is suggested ; compare Gratz's correction of

CHN N1D in Gen. xvi. 12. Most probably, however, we

should there read DIN N~IB ;
Ishmael is compared to the

untameable wild ass of Edom. Just so, David likens himself

to the ' wild ass of Ashhur '

(a region explained in an

ancient gloss on YII&N in Hos. viii. 9 as
'

Arab-jerahmeel '),

or, as a variant recorded at the end of v. 20 puts it, to the

'wild ass of Jerahmeel.' iU)Ni comes from "intDN, as in

xxiv. 1 3 [see note] and Ps. Ivi. 7 ; ^"n*
1 from nD ; frTiprr

from YiT, as in Judg. xv. 1 9 [see note] ; D^n[l] also from

VrT, as in Ps. Ixxv. 7.

CHAP, xxvii. 2. -spsc. Rather n^p (i K. ii. 39) ; cp.

{*|
B

a/j,fj,a%. (Jf
L

, however, a%ifiaav ; cp. ]QTTN, Num.
xiii. 22, etc., the name of one of the three Anakite tribes

dwelling at Hebron. ]DTIN represents ^NQJTP, and piin
probably comes from mim. Another of the tribes was

called ^ww, a corruption of "'tths.
'

Achish,' therefore, being
a corruption of ' Cush '

or 'Ashhur' (see on xxi. 10), and
' Maacah '

being not improbably connected with '

Jerah-

meel,' it is all the more likely that the city of Achish was

Rehoboth (Hebron). The alternative is to suppose that m
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is a corruption of rOSD ; cp. uno, 2 S. viii. i . But see on

2 S. xxi. i 5 /i, 1 8, where the evidence points decidedly to

Rehoboth. See next note, and on 2 S. x. 2, xii. 26, i K.

ii. 39-41-
xxvii. 5. nD^tpan Ttffl.

Read YFT TSl,
'

in the city of

Jerahmeel
'

(see on Am. vii. 13). The city was Rehoboth-

jerahmeel. See on 2 S. xii. 26.

xxvii. 6. ^6p2. An impossible name. The under-

lying name must have been more intelligible. Very possibly

pSs the Ammonite, or Jerahmeelite (2 S. xxiii. 37), came
from this place. Another form of the name was possibly

robo (see Dt. iii. 10). Not that the same place need have

been meant by both names, for Sp2 and "fbo (p^D ?) may
both represent bttSOBr (p= s), a name which, preceded or

not by rvi or ~p, was doubtless borne by several places
in the Negeb. Very possibly ihpZ is a modification and

contraction of hyphx = ~isbl ^NSDBT,
'

Ishmael-gilead
'

; cp.

SriN, i.e. T^i ms (xxv. 3). Marq. (on 2 S. xxiii. 37)

supports the reading zhx (for p^2). It so happens that the

place-name shz (2 S. xxi. 14) is cognate with blNtB or

^lODBT. Cp. E. Bib.,
'

Zela,'
'

Ziklag.'

xxvii. 7. The duration of David's sojourn was '

four

months' (^), or 'a year (?) and four months' (Heb. text).

The frequency, however, with which D^Wis is written for

D"Q-iS (e.g. on Judg. iii. 1 1, and cp. E. Bib., col. 3573, note 3),

and the fact that the phrasing of Achish's reference to time

in xxix. 3 is also not quite natural, make it possible that,

as in xiii. i, the words expressing duration of time have

been omitted. We can easily account for the rest of the

verse. It is a misplaced gloss on p^cs and Tltm in v. 8, and

should be read D^ntD[] mn fwoiTT,
'

Jerahmeel and Arabia

of the Ashhurites.'

xxvii. 8. David makes a raid on the Geshurites, the

Girzites, and the Amalekites. -ntzn, "intDN, or -nt&N (2 S.

ii. 9) was the name of a district in S. Palestine (Glaser and

Hommel [AHT 242], cp. E. Bib.,
'

Geshur,' 2) or more

distinctly in the N. Arabian border-land. The fuller form

is Ashhur
;
there is also a mutilated form Shur. The so-

called
'

Girgashites
'

were no doubt the same as the

Geshurites or Ashhurites. Tii (or ^7i, Judg. i. 29, i K.
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ix. 17) also appears in the name D"a-Q in ; Mt. Gerizim

was originally 'in 'Arab-Jerahmeel, at the entrance of

Cusham '

(see on Dt. xi. 29). p~?DS is a popular corruption
of ^NenT, which attached itself to the less advanced portion
of the Jerahmeelite races.

pNH miGT rrDn "0. Most ingeniously and improbably
Wellh., Dr., Bu. render,

'

for these are the populations that

inhabited the land.' This is evidently a case for textual

criticism. For mn <& presupposes nsn. "acr often repre-

sents SusoBr1

(e.g. Isa. x. i 3) ; n and h are also very liable

to confusion, n'ns, too, is not, as Wellh., Budde, Winckler,
etc. suppose, from D^p (many cursives give TeXa/z, instead

of FeXa/Lt) but a pretty common corruption of bNDTTP (see on

Gen. vi. 4, Ps. xc. 2). JTTim should be miE&N (see preceding

note). Thus the whole passage becomes, ^NSDBF nzn ^
D'nsp phnsi rrnDN ^Nia ^NDTTVQ IBJN p^rr,

'

for behold

Ishmael is the land which extends from Jerahmeel, in the

direction of Asshur, as far as the land of Misrim,' a

geographical comment based upon Gen. xxv. 18, where

the region of Ishmael is described as being
' from Havilah

... in the direction of Asshur,' or more shortly,
' over

against Jerahmeel
' nS^n = ^NDJTT). See on the

||, xv. 1 7,

and cp. on xv. 4, where it is shown that D"Wto comes from

Sinn, i.e. ^NSDCT ; 'or and Yrr are synonyms.
xxvii. 10. rmrr 1J (cp. xxx. 14). Possibly 'rr is

miswritten for 7NonT. Cp. on xxx. 26, and see E. Bib.,
'

Negeb,' 2.

CHAP, xxviii. 4. Dintn. Ultimately from ^NSDCtr1

(cp.

(DID, Isa. x. 22. Cp. also
]ttrrr;jl

or ]NtDTP3 and ]$$>& ]to$.

It is a place in the Negeb. Note that for a Shunammite
woman it is an easy journey to

' the Philistines
'

(see on

2 K. viii. 2 f. s^bz, from ^NcnT (see on 2 S. i. 21, and

E. Bib., 'Saul,' 44
xxviii. 7. n'VT p?, perhaps from "hn PS (Judg. vii. i),

or perhaps ~nj? YS (E. Bib.,
'

Saul,' 4 d}. Note Tin in v. 5,

and observe that in 2 S. xxiii. 25 f. a 'Harodite' and a
'

Paltite
'

occur together.

CHAP. xxix. i . For '

Aphek,' see on iv. i . Insert TIT after

ps. Budde's reference (in comm.) to E. Bib., seems hasty (see

cols. 1291,1967). En-dor and En-harod are one and the same.
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xxix. 2.
' The alternation between D'OID and D'HtD is

peculiar' (Budde). Not so, if DT31D comes from n^T (see

on v. 8).

xxix. 3. Q-gtB nrhN trp^ rn.
' Some days or some

years,' says H. -P. Smith, would hardly be the reply
of a man who knew the situation. ^AB and ~

agree in

making the period two years, but it is not quite clear that

they read DTiDtZ) ITr (Budde's reading). On the analogy of

xxvii. 7 (as explained above) I venture to hold that D^ry m
represents ^NonT m, and D^tD m represents ^NSDtZT1 m,
'

this Ishmaelite or this Jerahmeelite
'

being the original

reading, which was ousted by 'in SlNlD TH? YTT. According
to Achish, David was a Jerahmeelite ; indeed,

this may
very well have been true.

CHAP. xxx. 9 ff. The -rmrr bn? is only me^ione.d
here (vv. 9, 10, 21). Apparently a boundary -smfam is

meant
;
we might have expected the Q-nsp ^riD or the

(lintD) "iTTGJrT Srn. The slave left behind by* an Amalekite

was, of course, a Misrite, not an Egyptian (Wi., Mu$ri,
ii. 6

;
soon after adopted by the present writer in E. Bib.,

'Mizraim' [only printed in 1902]). The MT. speaks in

v. 14 of the Negeb of the Cherethites, of ''that which

belongs to Judah,' and of the Negeb of Caleb, rmrr,

however, here and in v. 16, and perhaps too in v. 26, may
come from ^NQrrP (see on xxvii. I o).

1 At any rate ' Caleb
'

and '

Jerahmeel
'

are somewhat difficult to distinguish. TTI3

is plausibly explained ass^hB&D (cp. v. 16). This is only
correct on the theory that ^>D represents DTiD"i!. Certainly

Rehoboth, the city of Achish (see on xxvii. 2), was, in a

large sense, Zarephathite (Philistine) and the name ^mD
is best explained as coming (like rp"G in r K. xvii. 3)

from mim. '

Ziklag
' was naturally

'

Cherethite,' i.e.

1 Rehobothite.'

1 It is not denied that there may have been a clan called '

Judah
'

which had fixed itself in the Negeb (cp. on Judg. i. 16-19), but

considering (
i ) that David was not a man of Judah,

' Bethlehem-

judah
'

being certainly miswritten for '

Bethlehem-jerahmeel
'

(see also

on v. 26), and (2) that the places where the mi.r 'jpr dwelt were

certainly not all occupied by a single Israelite or Hebrew clan, it is

more probable than not that rnirv in passages of i Sam. where David
is referred to is miswritten for ^Ncrrr.
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xxx. 1 6. See preceding note.

xxx. 26. These ' elders (sheikhs) of Judah' were rather

(see on vv. g ff.} of Jerahmeel, a name for that part of the

Negeb which was becoming Israelite. The correction

was indeed actually made by an ancient scribe, for

for which gives KOI rot? TrK^cr'iov avrov (cp. Pesh.).

This, however, is not a translation, but an arbitrary altera-

tion of the text (^irpinS}, which H. P. Sm. reads), iriinS is

based on a corruption of ^NDrTV ;
i.e. we are told to read

'rrT 'QpnW In defence of the ordinary rendering Driver

"appeals to ^irrptD in xiv. 48. But there, too, the text is

-corrupt (see note).

xxx. 28. nini?, a corruption of "ns or of ins (see on

Dt. it. 36). rnopto (Ginsb.) or nhDDBJ (Baer) is connected

with DDDJ, a place in the Negeb (see E. Bib.,
'

Siphmoth ').

l>DnON. Arabic resemblances must not lead us astray.
' Eshtemoa '

is related to ' Shema '

(see E. Bib., s.v.} as
' Eshtaol

'

is to*' Shaul.'

xxx. 29. bp> Read Sens (see 0) = ^NOnT. 'The
cities of the Jerahmeelites

'

follows.

xxx. 30. ntnn. See on Num. xxi. 3. ;cttrri21

(Ginsb., Baer). (J|
BL

gives
'

Beer-sheba.' The correction of

IQID into \$ is not impossible. But more probably both

Sheba (Shema) and Ashan with similar names (cp. on
'

Shunem,' 'xxviii. 4), are independent though mostly dis-

torted representatives of the ethnic ' Ishmael
'

(JNS, ]*% jNttf,

etc. are among the recurrent corruptions of that name). Cp.
E. Bib.,

'

Ir-nahash.' Tfn^ has been much discussed (see

E. Bib.,
' Athach ') : Klost. would read 1DI>, and H. P. Sm./ 7 T -:'

But the clue is given by @'s Kifiad, an insertion in

29. Both forms, like HtoDn and nnn, certainly represent
The z/oo, vo^e, and va<y/3 of certain MSS. of ^

represent pi?!l3. (a place in the Negeb).
CHAP. xxxi. 2. 'Abinadab' and ' Malchishua' are

suspicious. In i Chr. viii. 33 the names of Saul's sons are

given as Jonathan, and Malchishua, and Abinadab, and

Eshbaal. Here it is probable that we have doublets,

Jonathan and Malchishua corresponding to Abinadab and

Eshbaal. ' Malchishua '

is probably an unreal name, pro-

duced by a combination of ^D = THDlTPj and [S]lNB? an
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early scribe's error (see E. Bib.,
'

Saul,' 6). The real name
was '

Jerahmeel/ and an alternative form of name was

Ssit&N = ^H9OBT, i.e. Ishmael. ' Abinadab '

is no doubt in

itself a plausible name for a son of Saul
('
Abner ' comes

from .' Abinadab
'). It is possible, however, that, as |

B

reads in our passage, we should rather read '

Jonadab,' which

is an easy corruption of '

Jonathan.' It is, of course, an

error to say that Jerahmeel (Malchi) or Ishmael (Eshbaal)
fell at Gilboa, and the famous dirge in 2 S. i. only laments

over Saul and Jonathan.
xxxi. 3. It was needful to begin by correcting the

text on the supposition that v. ^b was, at any rate, a real

sentence. But now that we have found so many glosses

consisting of synonyms for obscure ethnic terms, we are

no longer entitled to assume this. I therefore withdraw

the emendation, partly based on Klostermann, given in E.

Bib., col. 4312, note 3, because a definitive correction,

based on the new assumption, is possible. Read ir7N2Dvi

[tr^Monr D^Q-IN 'rrr &ti>y] D^NSQCT] D^KOrnv '

Jerah-
meelites

'

might, in fact, be variously explained ;
Saul and

David themselves were in one sense Jerahmeelites. Hence
the glosses ; D^EDN and Q^tED, at any rate, explicitly declare

the enemy to be not Israelites but N. Arabians. Cp. on

2 S. i. 6b.

xxxi. 4. n^is. Read, as usual, D'^HOnT.
xxxi. 7. For pTH 1121 1EN1 pasrr "I1S1 Chron. has

simply posi TtDN. This may be original, thinks H. P.

Smith,
'

though it is difficult to see how it could give rise to

the present text.' Budde agrees that the present text is

impossible ; how, indeed, could the Israelites
'

beyond the

Jordan' have' deserted their cities? And what does
'

beyond the plain
' mean ? He doubts, however, whether

Chron.'s text is more original, but has no definite solution

of the problem. H. P. Smith, on the other hand, inclines

to adopt Klostermann's conjecture, pcsn "HL&3. Truly the

problem is insoluble from the older point of view. But

from our present reforming point of view all becomes clear,

not by imagining a new text, but by deciphering the true

original, pourr "112} and pTH 11171 represent two variants,

viz. J"O5P 1*121 (see on xvii. 2, 2 S. v. 18) and ^NCTTP ni?l
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(see on xiii. 7). Let us select the former, omitting it&N, and
read biNtt? ^QEN iw-o rose mia IEN Ww-H&aH INTI, '.*.

when the Israelites who occupied Maacathite Arabia saw
that Saul's army was dispersed, etc., they deserted the cities

in the Negeb, and the Zarephathites (Philistines) came and

reoccupied them.

xxxi. 9. DiTlSS ira, a gloss on rmntDS JT1 (v. 10),

which has inopportunely intruded here and spoiled the

construction. Most critics follow Wellh. in reading TIN for

n"Q (so (jf, Chron.). But this is a pure guess. To put the

'idols' (H. P. Sm. and Bu. suggest DrPHTN 'their gods') on

a level with ' the people
'

as needing a notice of the victory,

is surely absurd.

xxxi. 10. rmnarnn. Originally, perhaps, nDnSTPl.
See on Gen. xiv. 5, Dt. i. 4.

xxxi. 13. After a suitable dirge had been raised

("nQD^i, Klo., Bu.), the bones of Saul and his sons were

honourably buried rnfiJNn nnn ' under (at the foot of)

the asherah.' On the questionable word bti& (cp. xxii. 6)

see E. Bib.,
' Tamarisk.'

ADDENDUM

CHAP. xv. 5. Dr. H. Winckler has kindly communicated

to me the suggestion that p^ni> T2 may be a gloss, and

that ITpi] may represent a place-name, viz. IT, and he

connects this with IT I^D in Hos. v. 13, x. 6. He further

holds that xv. 5, thus corrected, belongs to xiv. 47. This is

helpful, but the reference must surely be to some well-

known place. It would be better to read CTT, one of the

current popular corruptions (cp. D'nsr rvnp) of "JHOnT. But

brtll. remains a difficulty. I would therefore propose, neither

IT nor DIT, but }$ or D^m, and read ^NDHT Ti? Ty

's bnil. Cp. D^r^n brn (Isa. xv. 7 ;
so point). Such

transpositions are not very uncommon. We have thus got

rid of the difficulty of the unnamed
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CHAP. i. 6b. D^onsn "sQ,
' a singular and suspicious ex-

pression for
"
riders

" '

(Wellh.).
'

Everywhere else we find

'Q joined with 111. Possibly, some one started to write ^n
D^n (Gen. xlix. 23), and afterwards discovered D^BTiD in his

text' (H. P. Sm.). This would accord with the mention of

Dalian in i S. xxxi. 3. So also would Wellh.'s nttfp TOSt,

but both readings are far away from the text, unless we
follow Wellh., who finds ntDp misplaced in v, 18 (see his

note on that verse). Budde retroverts (f|'s iTrirdp^ai into

D^DID '}, to which SDH would be an explanatory gloss. But

after restoring the text of i S. xxxi., we can perhaps discover

a better remedy. Surely "hsft as often is a fragment of

D'^HDTTPj and D^ttnDn is a corruption either of DTID1S, or

rather perhaps of DTIB&D, indicating that the '

Jerahmeelites
'

spoken of were the same as the '

Philistines
'

(
= Zarepha-

thites) mentioned above. HD~in is possibly another corrup-

tion of D'^HDITP. The passage now agrees with i S.

xxxi. 2a, DTitt&D IpTTI, beside which we have Saul's phrase
in v. 4,

' these Jerahmeelites.'

i. 8.
'

It is strange that an Amalekite should get so far

north
;

even as ~ia (v. 13) he can only with difficulty be

imagined
'

(Budde). Certainly, from the traditional point of

view, it is strange. But, for us, 'mount Gilboa' (i S. xxviii.

4) is
' the highland of Jerahmeel.' The only real strangeness

is in the intercourse between David and an Amalekite.

Evidently the tradition has been manipulated. The
Amalekite must have had good reason to expect a friendly

reception, and perhaps he had one.

i. 9. All that follows "0 is suspicious, as H. P. Sm.

248
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admits with regard to ^BDD Tiirf?D "O. pnttf ought to be an
ethnic

; 12T often represents bNSDtZT ; 2 may have sprung
from D. Read probably n^NSD&r1 ^ms-'D ; 'oBT also under-

lies mc&2, presupposed by (J|'s CTKOTOS Setvov (hitherto un-

explained). What follows is probably a combination of

readings ; TiirSD"0 has come from D^NDm*1

,

1 and "a 'BDS

either from D^&S,
'

Zephonites,' or more naturally from

D^Npotpi,
'

Ishmaelites.' Cp.
'

Ishpan,' i Chr. viii. 22. Thus
we get

'

slay me because the Ishmaelites (are about to) seize

me [Jerahmeelites, Ishmaelites].'

i. 12. H. P. Sm. remarks,
'

'IOT 'i Wi mrr DS Wl is

tautology, and is relieved by (jf, which reads for the first

clause " and over the people of Judah."
' He adds that

'

probably even this one clause is an interpolation.' Wellh.

inclines to read simply mrr DJ? 7S1 ;
Budde assents. But in

this case, should we not expect 'itt^ TJfl (without rri) to

follow ? Cp. I K. ix. 6. It seems better (with Klost.) to

read rmrp Dl? TSfij retaining the parallel words. Tradition

supposed that Israel and Judah were in alliance under Saul.

David would naturally put
'

Judah
'

first.

i. i o. '1^53 ^n rrrr wS 'S ~r % ' an apology for his

deed on the part of the murderer' (H. P. Sm.). An apology

hardly worth giving ! Read p^tDITT invrr *b "0
f
"T "*1.

So v. 10 harmonises with the most probable text of v. 9.

rrn,
'

to save alive,' as i S. xxvii. 9.

i. 17-27. 'A conjecture as to the period of those

collections (the
' Book of Jashar

' and the ' Book of the Wars
of Yahwe

') depends on our conjectures relative to their

contents' (Holzinger, Einl. Hex. 228). It is, therefore,

important to get the best text that we can. The help

given by the versions is of doubtful value (see e.g. ^L
,
w.

25 f.}. David's elegy can only be restored to something

probably not unlike its original form by using the experience
of the habits of the scribes and of recurrent types of corrup-
tion gained elsewhere. In E. Bib., col. 2334, a step in

advance was taken
;

it is hoped that the present restoration

is an improvement upon that. The verses are trimeters
;

Sievers (Metrische Studien, 422 f.} seems to me to have

attempted more than was possible with the MT.
1 For a similar corruption see on Ps. Iviii. 3^ (Ps.).
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18

nDD-^i? rmro mn

nmmi
mim
man narrDn-]D
nm

inn

19

20

DOT man

22

nnrri
"

1 mm
inairri

im

26

nos3

e b'ne Jerahmeel.

it is written in the book of
Ashhurl

Upon thy heights, O Jerahmeel,
How are the heroes fallen !

Report it not in Rehoboth,
Declare it not in Eshkol,

Lest the Philistine women rejoice,

Lest the Archite women triumph.

Be ye parched, O mountains of

Jerahmeel !

Let him not rain upon you ;

Let the highland of the Chere-

thites become waste,

Let Cusham and Ishmael fade.

The shield of Saul has been denied

With the blood of Jerahmeelites ;

The bow of Ishmael is snapped,

The sword of Jerahmeel is broken.

Saul and Jonathan, the trusty,

On Jerahmeel's heights have

fallen.

Ye women of Israel, weep
For Saul * *

Who clothed you with linen

vestures,

Who decked your raiment with

gold.

How are the heroes fallen

Upon thy heights, O Jerahmeel !

For thee [do I mourn], my
brother !

Jonathan, thou wast very dear to

me,

1
According to a probable conjecture of Budde (KHC), v.

originally stood at the end of the elegy.
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"frarjN nn^DD Peerless was thy love to me,

rQiTND [npnn] [Sweeter] than the love of women.

lf?D3 TN 2T How are the heroes fallen,

TT "TIN"1

*) And the host of Jerahmeel

perished !

First, as to the passage (v. 18) under which, according
to the above restoration, lies the heading of the elegy, and

perhaps also the editorial postscript (v. i8), stating the

source from which the elegy comes. The riddle in v. 1 8a is

really not so hard, nn^i is an innocent-looking word, but

really it covers over f?NC7TP, as it may perhaps do in xxii. 2

(
= Ps. xviii. 2), where SNDTTP would be a likely variant to

the preceding fpNSoar (underlying friNO) ; cp. also Jer. iii. I,

where i^^h represents a marginal Yrp (see note). TD^, as

also in Ps. Ix. I, represents THWIY^
',

so does rmrr (as e.g.

in Judg. xvii. 7, etc.). nmp might = Dtps (cp. on Ps. Ix. 6),

but here it more probably represents -non = Tint&N, a

marginal correction of "itzrrr.
' The book of hayyasar

'

in

v. 1 8$ should be 'the book of Ashhur.' The book con-

tained songs and perhaps other old records relative to the

Negeb. Another name for it may have been 'the book of

Jerahmeel
'

(see on Num. xxi. 1 4).

V. 19. "asn is almost certainly a corruption of S>NSQttP

(cp. E. Bib.,
' Ziba

'). Both this word and the following

word 'i&P are glosses on -|&rn. The correct gloss is that in

v. 1 8a
;

i.e. lETT is to be read lintDN, not 'DBF, and not '-ittT.

(see on xxiii. 8) ;
so v. 22.

V. 20. m comes from niim (cp. on xxi. 18-20;

M from *?ptt>N
= ^DBJN (i S. vi. 17).

/
?D and Si?

need hardly be explained again. The corruptions arose

early.

V. 21. On I?}*?}, see on I S. xxxi. I. -Q-iq (Isa.

xliv. 27) was suggested by Klost., but this suggestion is

incomplete ; ^rr is wanted. On the other hand, f?tD~7N is

superfluous ;
it comes from ^NDrrr (& from D). IBD"1

;
the

implied subject is Yahwe. (f|
L
's

0/977
Oavdrov is misleading.

We expect a name (DTTO = DT-Qrn) ;
the 3 in "O belongs to

the preceding group of letters. D^-Oll comes from v. 22.

rrt&D and pt& are current corruptions of DQh3 and
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respectively (see on xxiii. I, Isa. x. 27). ^1
is obvious.

V, 22. The text reading is extraordinary. iSno (as

well as 'f?n) represents [D^NoriT ; cp. on bine, Josh.

xix. 29. D*nm is a gloss. jnDlIT is cleverly superimposed
on an ill-written nnnD (Ps. xviii. 35). li3 vh = 'ow (the

final i comes from 3, dittographed) ; TiHN and Dp^i, of

course, = 'm\ *b ^WHJ = ;
DBr.

F. 23, as it stands, is incoherent. D^n^Dm has already
been challenged by Sievers (p. 423, but cp. p. 578) as a

gloss on D^inN^n. It is, however, rather a variant, and

putting the two readings side by side we can detect a more

probable reading than either, viz. D^DWn (cp. 'D in Job
xii. 20). DiTTD, like other expansions of ^n, represents

YlT. Dmoil has been transposed and manipulated by the

editor. N~> is to be taken with 'Til, and 1T1D3 covers over

D"HtDDQ has grown out of a corruptly written 'DBT ;

and nViND both represent Yrr. Till may represent

D'nill, a gloss on D^DND.

V. 24. Transpose 't& ^N and n^^Dl (metre). For n^Ti?

Gratz (Gesch. i. 192) and Klost. read D^Tp, but this is not

enough. Did the Israelitish women wear scarlet ? Prov.

xxxi. 21 is probably corrupt. DS ^W also springs from

D^Tp ("T and s, D and w confounded). So metrical correct-

ness is restored. Omit "Hi?, a relic of a repeated cr:ni>.

V. 25. nonbon "pra. nonbo is a frequent corruption
of S^DnT1

(cp. e.g. on Hos. i. 7). Tim = TWQl [~^]-

Such abbreviations are common. Perhaps the interior

letters had become effaced, and the exterior ones were

drawn together. ]mirp has intruded from v. 26
; Yr 'l-^l?

is either dittographed or a correction.

V. 26. *6"i!, a\yo). But this says too little
;

anxiety is precluded by destiny. Klost. ^^b "ns,
' my heart

was bound (to thee)
'

; cp. Gen. xliv. 30. Rather ip IS

comes from SN-I&T (as ch. ii. 3), and this from btttDflT, a

variant to 7MOTTT. After T^> Ti^lN may have fallen

out, and, before niHNO, npno (the latter proposed by

Budde). Resemblances of letters would account for the

omissions.

V. 27. HDn^D ^D, i.e. (figuratively) Saul and Jonathan
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themselves l

(Driver, with Vatablus, Ewald, H. P. Smith,

Budde). But such an artificial expression is improbable,
and elsewhere

/
?D = ^NDITT1

, Possibly ^3 comes from tm )

'

army.'
CHAP. ii. 46-7. "it&N in v. 46 is baffling. Read, perhaps,

rnmNH nnn W&rriN iing ;
see on i S. xxxi. 1 3. For

D^N^D read perhaps D-gbpQJ,
2

'presents' (Isa. i. 23); t& fell

out, D became 3. Note nmn miterr, v. 6. See E. Bib.,
'

Saul,' 4.

ii. 8 f. Two points strike us at once as peculiar (i)

that Ishbosheth's capital should be at Mahanaim (on the E.

of the Jordan ?), and (2) that his kingdom should compre-
hend such an extensive territory. Was Saul really king of
'

all Israel ?
'

Next, we are puzzled by the selection of the

names of Israelite districts. Is it really true that ' Ashur-

ite
'

is miswritten for
'

Asherite,' and that the latter name
was given to the country N. of the Plain of Jezreel ? Our

experience in the legends of the Book of Judges, and still

more in those of i Samuel, may induce us to suspect that

there has been a great misunderstanding of the original

tradition. In fact, the story of David's relations to Ish-

bosheth first becomes clear when we assume that Ishbosheth's

kingdom, like his father's, was mainly, at any rate, in the

Negeb. Every one of the names in v. 9 is found applied
elsewhere to districts in the N. Arabian border-land. It

may be just possible to understand '

Benjamin
'

as meaning
the territory which commonly bears that name. But this is

not absolutely necessary, for even as late as the time of

Jeremiah (see on Jer. vi. i) we find ]ty:Q applied to Israelite

clans in the Jerahmeelite Negeb. We cannot deny that
'

Israel
' was applied to the tribes of central and northern

Palestine, but we must also hold that either the name could

be used aTrA-w? of the Israelites in the much-prized territory

of the Negeb, or that very often htnur has been miswritten

for ^NSQQT (cp. on xvii. 1 1
).

But if so, what does ' Maha-

naim ' mean ? For the answer see on Am. vi. I 3 f. Maha-

naim, like Karnaim (Am., I.e., Gen. xiv. 5), is one of the

popular corruptions of 'Jerahmeel.' Whether Ashtor- or

1 For a similar corruption see Ps. (-} on Ps. Iviii. $a.
2 Ass. Sulmdnu (see Ges. Lex. (W)

).
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Ashhur-jerahmeel (Og's city, see on Dt. i. 4, and cp. on

iii. 17) is meant, we cannot say. But it is at any rate clear

that Mahanaim was in proximity both to the southern

Gilead and to the southern Ephraim, and that it was on the

further side of the torrent-stream called Jerahmeel ;
it was

also near an important place called Beth-gilead, the possession
of which was equally coveted by the Israelites and the

Aramites or Jerahmeelites (see on xvii. 24, Josh. xiii. 26,

and Am. vi. I 3 /".). In harmony with this general view is

the true name of Saul's successor, viz. Ishmael. This name
was corrupted into Yebdsheth (see (J| readings, E. Bib., col.

2209), Ishbosheth, and Ishbaal. Cp. the ethnic Yebusi,

which has the same origin, and note that "OCT in the traditional

text frequently represents 7N2QCT, also that 7i?l often repre-

sents the latter part either of f?NOTTT or of SNSCBT. See,

further, on iv. 4.

ii. 12 f. Note the N. Arabian personal names. Abner

(or Abiner) =
'

Arab-nadab. Ishbosheth = Ishmael. Joab =
'ArabI (cp. on TPN, Ezek. xiv. 14). Zeruiah = Misri. So

Abishai= Arab-ishmael-(z;. 18). [BDB, followed by White

in Hast. DB i. loo) explains Abishai, 'My father is Jesse';

Lidzbarski (teste Mrs. A. S. Lewis, Exp.T, Nov. 1902, p. 95),
' a diminutive of Absalom '

; others,
'

my father was some-

thing' (ibid.}. But Jesse, Abishai, and Absalom all are, or

contain, ethnics.] 18. Abishai. See preceding note.

ii. 24. The difficulties of the text arise from an in-

correct view of the geography and from textual corruption.

Ingenuity has been displayed in dealing with the corruptions

(see E. Bib.,
'

Ammah,'
'

Gibeah,' 2, 6
;
and Klost. and

Budde, ad loc.\ but it is only a rectified geography which

here, as elsewhere, supplies the right key. First, JTON, like

rrONn in 2 S. viii. i, and rrND pretty often (e.g. i K. xviii. 4),

represents an original bttDTTT. Next, rTO. is obviously a

mutilated form of some well-known place-name in the Negeb.

Nothing seems to depend on the right reading of it, but

rrn[o] seems not unplausible (cp. E. Bib.,
' Manahethites

').

ii. 29. The geography has been skilfully adapted to the

view that Ishbosheth resided on the E. of the Jordan. The

original text probably spoke of Abner as going through ms
(i.e. 'Arab-jerahmeel, cp. on xvi. 14, Dt. i. i), passing over
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the "i^, i.e. one of the torrent -courses which served as

boundaries in the Negeb (cp. on Gen. xli. i, Dan. xii. 5),

going through the valley of the botnim
(D^Zp3tfl bn?), and so

coming to
' Mahanaim '

(v. 8). The botnim are pistachio-

trees
;

in Josh. xiii. 26 we read of a place in Gad, near
'

Mahanaim,' called D^tol. Now in Josh., l.c.
y
as elsewhere

in that part of Joshua, the account is almost certainly based

on a geographical record of the Negeb. Before n^ial in

Josh, comes the place
'

Ramath-mizpeh,' which probably is

^Zarephath of Jerahmeel (cp. on Gen. xiv. 5). The super-

ficiality with which pirQn has been treated, as if 'n meant
'

cleft,' i.e. side-valley, is surprising.

ii. 32. Beth-lehem = Beth-jerahmeel. Another of the

places formerly settled by Jerahmeelites, and denominated

from this circumstance.

CHAP. iii. 2-5. When David went to Hebron he had

but two wives
(ii. 2, cp. I S. xxv. 43). In iii. 2-5 four

more are mentioned. The names of the six Hebron sons

and their mothers prove David's close connection with the

Negeb, and the names in the supplementary list (v. 14-16)

abundantly confirm this. I. (a) p3DN or (2 S. xiii. 20)

pITDN, or (i Chr. iii. i) pQN, probably comes from pi* (cp.

NDDN) = p*
1

,
a shorter form of THOnT. For less probable

views, see E. Bib., cols. 3298, 3450. Note that in i Chr.

iv. 20 an Amnon is a son of Shimon (i.e. Ishmael).

(b} DiOTFN combines the tribe-name '

Jerahmeel
' and

the clan-name ' Naam '

(see E. Bib.,
' Naam

').

iii. 2. (a) lf?D, but in I Chr. iii. I SN^. As to
'

Daniyyel,' see on Ezek. xiv. 14 where ^Nin (Kt.) or h*ni

(Kr.) is traced to an original ^NQnT. Some prefer one, some

the other of these names as the starting-point of an inquiry

into the original name of the person. The truth is, however,

that both IN^D and h**Tt are most probably corruptions of

b*Drm (Cp. n^D with n^n, 2 S. x. 17; i is due to the

influence of branS). But exactly what form the name took

in the original tradition we cannot say.

(&) SPUN or (i S. xxv. 3) ^TlN probably comes from

Tia mi? (cp. Ga'al = ^BA
ya\aafy. Carmel and Gilead both

stand for districts of the Jerahmeelite Negeb. Cp. on i S.

xxv. 3.
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iii. 3. (a) D^QJIN or '-a** (i K. xv. 2, 10) probably from

I'm Cp. Lidzbarski's connection of Absalom with

Abishai (on ii. 1 2 f.}. (fr) rrDSD, the name of a N. Arabian

district (see E. Bib.,
' Maachah

').

'

Talmai,'
'

Geshur,' see on

xiii. 37. 4. (a) rr:i~rN. This is not a religious name, but

was originally a simple or more probably compound ethnic.

The former view implies that the final rr is simply emphatic ;

the latter, that the second part of the name is weakened

from rr = m*1

; nT of course represents ^NDnT. ps was

probably the name of a part of the N. Arabian border-land

(see on Am. i. 4, and cp. E. Bib., col. 3575). In spite of

the initial N, we may consider D~TN in rrDTN to have the same

reference. How early the modification rr:nN arose we
cannot say. But David's history forbids us to assume that

the name in question had, in his time, ceased to be in the

fullest sense a N. Arabian name. Cp. on 2 S. xxiv. 16.

The objection drawn from the Phoenician names 721DTN,

|Dtt)N3"TN (themselves, it may be, of N. Arabian origin),

cannot stand against the abundant counter-evidence from

the OT.

(b} rran. BDB explains 'festal'; Noldeke (E. Bib.,
1

Names,' 72),
' born on the feast-day,' comparing Shabbethai

(Ezra x. 15, Neh. viii. 7, xi. 16), which = ' one born on the

Sabbath.' But this meaning of Shabbethai is very improb-
able (see on Ezra x. 15), and in explaining the group of

names to which Haggith belongs (the other names are Haggi,

Haggiah) we must start from those which occur in larger

groups, i.e. in genealogies. The clan-name Haggi occurs in

a list of the clans of Gad (Gen. xlvi. 16, Num. xxvi. 15),

where it stands beside Ziphion or Zephon (fTQS, fins). Now
J1D2 is the name of a frequently-mentioned district in N.

Arabia (see on Jer. i. 14). The presumption is that near

or in Zaphon (pos) was a district originally occupied by the

clan Hag. That the Israelitish tribe called Gad (more

properly -aa, from UTTl= tznp) had a territory in the Negeb
we have seen already (e.g. on Num. xxxii. 33), and we
shall see again (e.g. on i Chr. v. 11). In particular, it

is noteworthy that according to i Chr. xii. 8 David, when
a freebooter in the Negeb, was joined by a number of

Gadite fighting men. No supposition is more plausible
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than that David's wife Haggith belonged to the Gadite

clan known as Hag or Haggi. Another N. Arabian clan

(at least in later times) was called Hagabah or Hagaba (see

on Ezra ii. 45). The names may be connected, and if

so, Hagab will of course be more original than Hag. The
clan may possibly have been thought of as the Locust-tribe,

but not improbably nn, like plpin, is really a popular dis-

tortion of some shorter form of ^NnnT. At any rate,

Haggith is beyond doubt to be included among N. Arabian

names. 5. (a) rrtoSDJ. Again the prevalent view has to be

rejected. The name is nothing but a travesty of T1D2,
'

Zephathite.' It should be grouped with toDtt, the clan of

which Elisha was a '

son,' and which, according to Num.
xiii. 5, was Simeonite, and according to I Chr. v.. 1 1 (original

text, see note) was Cushanite, i.e. of the N. Arabian Cushan

or Cush. The other occurrences of '

Shephatiah
'

(E. Bib.,

s.v.} equally point to this view; notice, e.g., I Chr. xxvii. 16,

where '

Shephatiahu, son of Maachah,' i.e. the Maachathite

tribe of Shephatites, is reckoned to the Simeonites. Cp.
also Shabbethai, referred to above, under \b. (V) S^lN ;

the onomatologists still repeat the absurd explanation,
' my

father is dew.' Looking at SETON by itself, we might take

it to be miswritten for ^Nira or SiQnn (cp. on Gen. xxii. 22}.

Right method, however, points rather to the view that ^ETIN

represents bnrrrrjr, 'Arab-tubal, i.e. Tubalite Arabia
; cp.

?to"'Qn = Jerahmeel-tubal, n^D ^n = Tubal-jerahmeel and Slin

pp i.e. Kenite Tubal (Gen. iv. 22]. 6. (a) nyirp. A divine

title DS is improbable, and the names beginning or ending
with DS can be explained on a better theory. Regarded by

itself, DinIV might be miswritten for mc^T ;
in fact, this error

may conceivably have been made in 2 Chr. xi. 1 8 (see E. Bib.,

col. 2295). Right method, however, requires another view.

Dinrp is compounded of "in"1

(see on xvii. 25) and DS, i.e. on,

a fragment of ^HOTT. Cp. ITDin for msm (Neh. vii. 7),

and perhaps pos for pen (on Gen. xix. 38). (b) rfap,

'young cow,' according to the onomatologists. Analogy,

however, requires some ethnic. If Sirt (Judg. ix. 26) comes

from ~n^2, so also may [n]^19 ; cp. on 2 (b}. If, however,

we may compare 2 Chr. xi. 1 8, where Jerimoth, son of David,

is husband of Abihail (Abihail ?), it is barely possible that
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Eglah is a corruption of Abihail, another form of the name

generally read (or misread) Michal (see E. Bib.,
' Ithream

').

The writer of 2 S. iii. 5 may have held that there was no

good reason for asserting the childlessness of ' Michal.'
' Wife of David '

is no doubt surprising. Possibly TTT arose

out of an imperfect ^N'ms (see on I S. xviii. 19). Wellh.,

Driver, Budde, etc., are themselves of opinion that Ti~r here

is correct, but what well-known name except SN^TTS can be

thought of as the original of YTF ? Cp. E. Bib.,
'

Ithream,'
'

Michal.'

iii. 7. The name of Saul's concubine (nD!H ; cp. on f]Sl,

2. K. xix. 12) marks her out as belonging in some way to

Zarephath in the Negeb ;
her father's name ITN (from rms ?)

points to a Zibeonite stock (see on '

Zibeon,' Gen. xxxvi.

20, 24).

iii. 8. Much misunderstood by H. P. Smith and Budde,
who keep

'

dog's head,' and omit, the one mirrf?, the other

'"h ~itt?N (reading noton), and also by Klost, who reads

1^5 8TN, and renders,
' Am I one of the Calebites, as they

are in Judah
'

? ^n, which occurs in MT after n&2N, is a

correction of rmmb ; DT7T = DTjbtf (cp. on Ps. ii. 7, Ixi. 9).

Read ntt^N CTH^N Ton 1WN oaw TJ^TT itorr,
' Am I the

captain of thine army (xxiv. 2), who show sacred loving-

kindness
'

(ix. 3). So E. Bib., 3254 (' Nabal').

iii. 10. Budde would omit all that follows 'David.'

He may be right. Certainly
'

Judah
' was not as yet more

than a tribe like the ' Cherethites
'

or the
'

Jerahmeelites
'

(using the latter name in its narrower sense). It is also a

mistake to suppose that the phrase
' from Dan as far as

Beersheba
'

is a description of the whole of Palestine with

the exception of the Negeb. The truth is that the phrase
means the Israelitish Negeb (see on iii. 20, vi. 19).

iii. 14. Read [OTtttHD] D^NEnT mW?} HNd, 'for a

hundred skulls of the Jerahmeelites [Philistines].' 'jhl was

displaced by rffcns (originally from D^NDHT). Cp. on i S.

xviii. 27.

iii. 1 5 f.
'

Paltiel, b. Laish.' See on i S. xviii. 1 9.

O'HTO. If Saul's clan resided in the Negeb, it follows that

Bahurim, like Laish and Gallim (see on i S. xxv. 44), was

also in the Negeb. Possibly D-nni represents D^n = rvi
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,
unless D'nrQ is a modification of D^^m ; cp. 2 S.

xvi. 5.

iii. 26. rnDj? "ha. Presumably men covers over some
ethnic. If

' Hebron '

in these narratives should really be
'

Rehoboth,' it will be natural to think of intpN (one corrup-
tion of which is Din; see on Judg. i. 35). According to

ii. 9, Ishbosheth reigned over the Asshurites
;
the well of

Ashhur would be within his territory. Cp. on '

Hareth,'
I S. xxii. 5.

iii. 29. l^Dl p^no. The difficulty of this is generally

recognised. Driver learnedly defends the sense of '

spindle
'

for 'D, but does not go on to draw the necessary exegetical
inference that the text is corrupt. The sense required is

' on

a crutch
'

; 0, KpaT&v cncvraX.'r}^. An easy correction is

^PP3 (o became D, p o).

iii. 38 / V. 38 in the text is too vague for the occasion,

and apart from this, it does not connect well with z>. 39. It

is true v. 39 is also suspicious, so that we must begin by

examining the text of v. 39. Here we notice 71 and mtDD ;

"p may be a fragment of ^NDnT (cp. Tnn, Zech. ix. i ; ppi,

Josh. xix. 46), and mt&Q (cp. Dtznn, i Chr. i. 45) may come
from DBh3. In v. 38, bvrn IB) (0 omits i) agrees with these

ethnic references if fm} (as e.g. in Gen. xv. 18, and cp.

iTTTl <r
"l$^!l) may be taken to represent "TS^I. That,

probably, none of the hitherto proposed corrections hits the

mark, is frankly admitted by Budde. Certainly we want a

less sentimental speech for David, one which connects itself

with his circumstances. It is very possible to read in v. 38,

Tia 12?, and as v. 39, H^Nil Dt&3m bNOrTV I^D DITT >1DDN*l

'ill VIQD D^tDp nSiQ ^1. David points out to his
' servants

'

that the man who has fallen is virtually prince of Gilead,

and that his death makes David the hardly disputed

sovereign of the whole of the Negeb (' Jerahmeel and

Cusham ').
But not for this would he have lifted his hand

against Abner
;

these men, children of a Misrite, are too

cruel for me
;

let the doer of the deed suffer Yahwe's

vengeance. It was, in fact, the death of Abner which made
Ishbosheth's position untenable, and virtually placed David

on the throne of Israel (cp. xix. 22, end).

CHAP. iv. 2 / ' Ba'anah
'

(cp. Bani, Benaiah),
'

Rechab,'
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and ' Rimmon '

(
= Jerahmeel) are all Negeb names (see the

occurrences, E. Bib., s.vv.~).
' Beeroth

'

(possibly from mim)
was a Gibeonite city, but is reckoned to Benjamin (so, too,

Josh, xviii. 25). It is certainly the Benjamin in the Negeb
that is meant (cp. on Jer. vi. i); this suits the mention of

Gibeon (see on Josh. ix.).
' Gittaim

'

is generally identified

with Gath-rimmon, which in Josh. xix. 45 is a Danite city.
' Gath-rimmon '

may nevertheless have been in the Negeb
(see on Josh. l.c.\ and the list in Neh. xi. 25-35, which in-

cludes Gittaim (v. 32), is most probably based on a list of

places in the Negeb. Gittaim, too, was the city of one of

the old Edomite or Arammite kings (Gen. xxxvi. 35, (f|).

Rechab and Baana are of the old Gibeonite or Jerahmeelite
stock.

iv. 4. According to Budde, v. ^b should be placed
after ix. 3 (not v. 40, because it is only a slight modification

of ix. 3 a). The reason is that v. 4$ gives the cause of the

lameness of Mephibosheth referred to by Ziba. This is

plausible ;
but how shall we account for the misplacement ?

Budde answers, The glossator thought it of importance,
in mentioning the death of Ishbosheth, to show that the

house of Saul was not thereby annihilated. A better ex-

planation can be obtained by examining the names. The

apparent confusion between Ishbosheth and Mephibosheth
in ^ of chaps, ii. and iii. has often been remarked. It is

possible, however, that in the original story there was no

confusion, and that both Saul's younger son and his elder

son's son bore the same name. This name may have been

either Ishmael or Jerahmeel (the two names are equivalent).

We have seen already (on ii. 8) that Ishbosheth (non-BTN) is

an expansion of nar or BET, a fragment of bttPDOP,
'

Ishmael.'

It is probable that he was also called '

Jerahmeel
'

;
he may

very well be the [inEDj'O^Q mentioned in i S. xxxi. 2, for

which form we should, on critical grounds, substitute fpNcrrv.

'Mephibosheth' is also called Meribbaal (i Chr. viii. 34,

ix. 400) and Meribaal (i Chr. ix. 40^). On grounds of

analogy,
' Meribaal

'

represents
'

Jerahmeel.' What '

Mephi
'

in
'

Mephibosheth
'

means, the older textual criticism was

unable to explain ;

'

bosheth,' of course, it represented as a

later substitute for
'

baal.'
'

Mephi,' however, can very easily
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be explained. If we may suppose that here, as elsewhere,

D is miswritten for -n, there is no difference between the first

part of nOlDD and the first part of Wrm ntDTHD (a

preferable reading) represents a combination of rn (
= Jerah-

meel) and niDT (
= Ishmael, see on ii. 8), and so attests the

fact that a grandson, as well as a son of Saul, bore the two
alternative names Jerahmeel and Ishmael. It would there-

fore not be surprising if a story relative to the birth of Saul's

son was wrongly transferred to the birth of his grandson.
And this, as we shall presently see, was quite possibly the

case.

As the story of Ishbosheth stands in the ordinary text,

we can only afford him a somewhat contemptuous pity.

Never does he strike a blow for himself, and he meets his

death while taking his siesta. The original narrative, how-

ever, must have been fuller, and if we assume that v. 4 in

its original form referred to the first Jerahmeel, i.e. Saul's

son, and not to the second, i.e. Saul's grandson, we account

both for his not having fallen on '

Gilboa,' and for his

physical incapacity when placed on a tottering throne. On
this supposition, the passage would originally have begun
with the words ' Now Saul's son was " smitten in his feet."

'

How his lameness was accounted for, we do not know
;

a later writer must have changed the circumstances to

suit the son of '

Ishbosheth.' But the closing words,
' and

he became lame '

(npQ^) are no doubt original, and, ac-

cording to analogy, we may presume that they accounted

for the name of the son of Saul, which must have been

given in this narrative as riDD. What noD is, we know.

It occurs as a personal name in I Chr. iv. 12, and Ezra

ii. 49 (Neh. vii. 51), and is no doubt, like DTOD, a corruption

of f?NQnT (D = "n, D = D) ; cp. on Isa. xxxiii. 2 1
, Jer. xlvi. I 5 .

The story of Ishbosheth's lameness, therefore, is simply due

to the circumstance that in certain records his name was

corruptly given as HDD. A later writer, interested in the

son of '

Ishbosheth,' altered the story of the lame child,

but did not take the trouble to transfer the altered story

to its natural place after ix. 3.

To some the substitution of the name of Saul's son for

that of Saul's grandson may appear too bold. Let it,
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however, at least be granted that no other adequate ex-

planation of the presence of the story of the lame child in

chap. iv. is forthcoming. Let it also be admitted that the

anecdote accounting for the lameness of '

Mephibosheth
'

(if
'

Mephibosheth
'

is really to be the subject) can only have

arisen in such a way as has been suggested, viz. by the

attribution to
'

Mephibosheth
'

of another name which

appeared to mean 'lame.' As Winckler (Gin. 203) re-

marks,
' the lameness on both feet (ix. 13) gives food for

thought.' See, further, on v. 8.

iv. 5-7. 'What a strange medley of carelessness, of

fatalism, or of blind confidence, to be found in a king
threatened with desertion, surrounded by traitors, but still

powerful because he possesses a kindgom, and is in com-

mand of an army ! It is to the maid-servant who every

day prepares his bread that the monarch entrusts the charge
of watching over his life.'

' Instead of guards and officers,

of an army of serving-men, they find one slave. This

woman, leaning against the wall, is winnowing wheat, and

she too has fallen asleep over her work.' l

' A scene from quiet home-life which, in contrast to the

shameful assassination, produces the impression of great

faithfulness in the report.'
2

' A king of purest petit bourgeois type ! From what

legend has this little genre-picture been brought ?
' 3

Dieulafoy and Budde appear to be too easily satisfied,

while Winckler sees how improbable this anecdote is, but

omits to test the readings of the text, indeed, had he

attempted it, the want of a clue would have condemned him

to failure. Budde and (in one important detail) Dieulafoy

put their faith in 0, which gives (for v. 6), KOI ISov jj

Ovpwpos rov oitcov eicddaipev irvpov^ ical evvcrra^ev KCU

(L, /cat virvwcrev}, Kal P. teal B. 01 aSeXe^ol SieXadov

et<? rov <HKOV\ i.e. D^n ri^b rrsrT rni?bj nirn

rn DDrn (so Wellh., Driv., H. P. Sm., Bu.). Klost. does

not care to retrovert, for his opinion is that the idyll of the

portress cleaning wheat and nodding over her task, has been

1
Dieulafoy, David the King, E.T. 728.

2
Budde, Samuel, on iv. 6.

3
Winckler, Gesch. Isr. ii. 196.
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invented by (Jf on the basis of the two words D-'ten and n*a.

He himself ventures on a reconstruction, not without some

plausibility, but falling short of complete verisimilitude.

We need not give it here, because we have a clue, and can

provide a better remedy, and one which enables us to

account both for the (doubtless impossible) traditional text

and for the ' schone Wortlaut
'

(Budde) or the ' Genre-

bildchen
'

(Winckler) of 0. Let us remember that, as we
have seen already,

' Ishbosheth
'

resides in the Negeb, at a

place popularly called '

Mahanaim,' but more correctly
'

Jerah-

meel,' and Rechab and Baana are of the old Jerahmeelite
stock (see on ii. 8 f., iv. 2 f.}. We shall then not think it

unplausible in v. 6 to read thus, utilising our experience of

many similarly corrupt passages, which editors have done

their best to embroider with the help of the imagination,

13Yi [ni&s VKDHT rosn] ^wonr rp3 rojjp-ro INI narn
ITO rr$3fi

(not rr|rn:
,
nor rrsrn) connects with v. 2a

;
vv. 2b

and 3 are glosses, v . 4 is a digression, and v. 5 is an early

editorial insertion (in which, perhaps, the superfluous D1TT DTO
is a corruption of THDnT = D^no). Yin for n3SD, cp. on

Ps. Iv. 12, Ixxii. 14. TTpS = ^MDHY1

(cp. on pfm, Josh.

xi. 1 7). D^&rr for non = nD^D (cp. on n^n, Ps. Ixxxi. 1 7).

rr hn in^l, based on a miswritten 'nv. Won = Dm3 (cp. on

nitUD, iii. 39). IttSn:) comes from ffhob, i-e- trVliWTP (cp.

on Judg. viii. 21, 26, Ezra ii. 67, also on zo^Dl, Jer. xliii. 7).

The sense of zw. 6, 7 is, The persons spoken of in v. 2

reached Beth-jerahmeel in Maacath without hindrance, and

proceeded to the house of '

Ishbosheth.' To understand

this action, be it remembered that Rechab and his brother

Baanah were of the Jerahmeelite race, with which Saul was

at war. Upon entering the house, they found the king on

his couch, taking his siesta. The assassins fell upon him, slew

him, and beheaded him, and then returned by the route of

'Arab, i.e. 'Arab-jerahmeel (cp. on Dt. i. i). In v. 7 for n^n
read ntm OTN (or ^NSOBr = worm), and for rmsn read 3n$.

But we have still to refer in detail to 0. Applying our

clue, we can discern the underlying Hebrew text. The text

was, of course, badly written, and the translator had to form

18
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imaginative conjectures, leaving out those groups of letters

which were hopelessly illegible. This is what the words

still partly legible represent, nDJ?D ^NSOBr-rpn rose nom
D^tD-m. For most of the alterations no one, I think,

could possibly account unaided. For ' Beth-shunem ' we

might almost as easily, and perhaps rather more probably,
read Dtth3TP3. ^NSDBT-rri is, of course, the equivalent of

Beth-jerahmeel, i.e., not certainly but possibly, Mahanaim.

For the corrupt nSpD (Wellh., rrfppo) cp. hpti), Isa. xxxiii. 1 8,

which certainly comes from 7H&DBT (see
'

Addenda,' pt. i.,

p. 49). ({|'s SieXatfov is no justification of the rendering
'

slipped through
'

(for Tfinoa) ;
it represents rather iSso (cp.

Lev. v. 15, \av6dvco = ^SD), i.e. ^NOHT.
CHAP. v. I. 'All the tribes of Israel,' i.e. perhaps the

Israel in the Negeb and in Caleb (Hebron).
v. 6-8. One of the most difficult passages in the O.T.

The general sense, however, can be settled with a far nearer

approach to certainty than before. First, "ils and noD can

be explained with confidence. TU7, like NTS (2 S. xx. 26)
and TN"1

(Judg. x. 3), is a fragment of ^NDHT
; HDD, too

(see on iv. 4), is a corrupt distortion of the same ethnic

name. That the early population of Jerusalem was Jerah-
meelite (

= Ishmaelite) appears from Ezek. xvi. 3, 45, 'Thy
father was an Arammite (so read, for

' Amorite '), and thy
mother a Rehobothite (so read, for

'

Hittite
'). Cp. also

Isa. xxix. i f. y 7, where SN^N probably comes from ^NOHT
(see note, ad loc.}. We can now see the true meaning of

"Dl*1

(' Jebusite '), which, in accordance with many parallel

corruptions, comes from ^NSCO)"1

. Thus, here again it is

clear that the early population of '

Jerusalem
' was Ishmaelite

or Jerahmeelite ;
in fact, the true (though doubtless, in

course of time, forgotten) meaning of Urusalimmu and

D^tDIT, not only can be, but is,
'

city of Ishmael
'

;

too, like ps, most probably comes from the ethnic

(see E. Bib.,
' Zion ').

But let us at once put forward our re-

construction (not always equally near certainty) of w. 6b, 8

on *m D-VI : rnn vporrvk Trh
[vn] pr*j$ -n-r DJ13 D^Nprn^n^ p"sa m^. "'on
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Jerahmeel and Ashhur are here represented as the lords

of Jerusalem. They defy David to make good his entrance.

(But David succeeds in taking the fortress of Zion.) It was
a great triumph for David this heavy blow to the Jebusites.

From Zion as his centre he subdued the Jerahmeelites.

This, the narrator adds, is the reason why the temple-
servants are Jerahmeelites.

Now as to the textual details, without repeating what
all the commentaries accurately and convincingly tell us.

Note first "nnN^i of Chron.
;
also that ION*? is wanting both

in Chron. and in (J|. l&t*h would, in fact, be superfluous,
but surely underneath it is fpNDTTP (similarly, Jer. iii. i).

The scribe, however, omitted one important ethnic. To

repair this error, he wrote the two subjects of "no^n after

rr|n, viz. Yint&Nl f?NDn*r, which unhappily became corrupted
into TPDH DN "0 (cp. mo for Tint&N, iii. 26, and TD in Ps.

Ix. 10). The enigmatical DTTDDiTl D^*ii?n, as we have seen,

comes from D^NOTTT, originally an alternative subject to

TIQN^I. In v. 8 the first serious trouble is caused by 1122.

This word occurs again with plur.-suff. in Ps. xlii. 8, where,

however, if genuine, it cannot (if Wellh. will allow me to

say so) have any meaning that would also be suitable in the

account of the capture of a fortress. Chron. has, instead of

Tmi sm, milDN"il. But this cannot be right ;
it would

require, not 'cr^D, but nsan. If 'D-^ is right, Budde's

ingenious correction hl^pl i?3.?l
seems the only possibility.

The sense, however, is not satisfactory. Why is there no

mention of a ml in connection with this strong statement ?

and why
' touches his own neck

'

? Try some other course,

then. h$ and ^3 are frequently confounded, and IDN^I is at

least sometimes miswritten (e.g. Gen. iv. 8). Do we not

expect to hear something of the greatness of David's

achievement in conquering Zion ? Read JV21, and we
shall then (with the revised text) have a suitable sense, viz.

' David was triumphant that day because of the blow to the

"Jebusites," and held sway in Zion.' Then comes that

obviously impossible phrase,
' and the lame and the blind

that are hated of David's soul
'

(or,
' that hate David's soul

').

Budde, at his wits' end, proposes,
' the lame and the blind

David's soul hateth [not]
'

;
i.e. David forbids slaughter after
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the conquest. But these diseased people are mere moon-

shine
; -iis and HDD represent f?NDrrr, and NDQJ (like JNS, ]%

]V2) is one of the current corruptions of ^NUOCT ; nr^NSEtzr

is, in fact, a gloss on D^NonT. YH ttDD should perhaps be

emended into TTT EID.

This is followed (apparently) by a reference to the ex-

clusion of the blind and the lame from the sanctuary (cp.

Lev. xxi. 1 8). According to Budde, it is a gloss, and owes

its existence entirely to the unintelligibleness of the preceding
words. Surely there ought, from our point of view, to be a

better explanation. Nor are we disappointed. "noN"1 may
be, and in this context must be, a corruption of D^NDm*1

,

originally perhaps a gloss on nDDI Yis. rrirrfpN NIT *h can

hardly be right. The context suggests and (*> presupposes

mrp JT1, which is a gain. Nil"1 &h may have come from

D"1!}^, and by prefixing vrr and reading at the end rpnS

mrp we get a completely satisfactory text. In fact, even

down to the times of Ezra, the temple-servants were of the

N. Arabian race (see E. Bib.,
' Solomon's servants ').

Observe that Tl~r TS NTT is a gloss. In David's lifetime

the term '

city of David '

also belonged to Kirjath-jearim,
where in fact he chiefly resided. See on vi. I .

v. 9. Nh^ian is, from our point of view, beyond doubt a

corruption of THOITT. It may represent the oldest part of

the fortifications (perhaps the citadel). For parallels see on

Judg. ix. 6, 2 K. xii. 20, and cp. E. Bib.,
'

Millo.' At the

same time, it is very possible that N^CH represents a part of

the original name of Jerusalem. Budde seems right in

favouring the text of 2 Chr. xi. 8 (ad init.) ; only we should

perhaps go further, and read SN^EBT TS fTl (T1D being often

a corruption of 'DBT), after which one might continue (trans-

posing), "TIT T iV? Nip*
1

*!. nrrTi N^nn-JD may be a corrup-
tion of S>NEnT mi, a variant to 'DOT Tl?. Cp. on i K. v. 25.

v. 1 1 . DYTT comes from DTTP, as QTriN from ^NOTTP

(see on Num. xxvi. 38). David could not have rejected

the help of the neighbouring king of Missur. According
to the most probable text of viii. 2 f. David had conquered

Missur, and received tribute from the Misrites. If so, it

would be natural that timber and carpenters, stone and

masons should be sent from the highlands of Missur to the
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suzerain at Jerusalem. See, however, E. Bib.,
f

Solomon,'

3^-

v. 14. David's sons at Jerusalem have Negeb names

(cp. on iii. 2-5;. (i) SIDE ; cp. ^NlDtn and m?Dt&. (2)

llltD, like TQD and D1T, ultimately goes back to ^NSDBT.

See on DmilD, Jer. 1. 6, and E. Bib.,
' Shobab.' In i Chr.

ii. 1 8 Shobab is a son of Caleb. (3) jris. The other

occurrences mark this out as a N. Arabian name (see e.g.

i Chr. ii. 36). Like DTH3, it may be connected with ]rVN.

(4) HD^QJ, probably connected with Hd^to, pt&to (see E. Bib.,
1

Solomon,' i
). (5) -irtT1

. Cp. the clan-name -QO (Kenite,

Asherite, Judahite, Benjamite). By all these connections

(including even Asher = Ashhur) it is a true Negeb name.

(6) yBT7. Cp. the Kenizzite name silD (see on Gen.

xxxviii. 2). Jeshua and Joshua may also be Negeb names.

(7) 1D3. Cp. Ex. vi. 21, where Nepheg is a son of Izhar (a

Levite clan-name). (8) IPS'*. Cp. Josh. x. 3, 'Japhia king
of Eshcol

'

(so read). (9) 3>U)*h&. Cp. the place-name and

clan-name Shema
;

also 2 K. xxv. 2 5 (see note), where

'Elishama' is distinctly a Jerahmeelite name. (10) ST^N.
But for the form yrhsQ, sanctioned even by the pious
Chronicler ( i Chr. xiv. 7), we might regard irp^N as = ^NJTT,

i.e.
' one belonging to the clan ST '

; S*P is a Jerahmeelite
name (i Chr. ii. 28, 32), and the mother of Jada' was 'Atarah

(i.e. Ephrath in the Negeb). We also find the distinctly

Negeb names 5HSTT and rPT1

.

'

Jediael
'

is a Gibeonite

(i Chr. vii. 6), and Gibeon (see on Josh. ix. 3) was in the

Negeb.
'

Jedaiah
'

occurs, nominally, in a Simeonite, but

really (as the names show) a Jerahmeelite genealogy ;
in

fact, the tribe of Simeon was, if names count for anything,
of Jerahmeelite origin. Cp. also Jaddua, mentioned (Neh.
x. 21) with Meshezabel (Ishmael) and Zadok (a southern

clan-name) ;
also Iddo and related names, and further the

N. Arabian name 'Adah (see on Gen. iv. 19, xxxvi. 2).

But though it seems to be clear that there was a clan-name

or tribe-name of the Negeb in which the letters "rs were

prominent (cp. ps), we must allow for the possibility that

in some of the above names there has been a confusion

between ~r and "i, and in the case of STTJM this view is forced

upon us by the existence of a second form irpWi. Now
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and N3, as an element of personal names, can be shown

to represent ^ND in ^HOITIX Hence on the analogy of rri

SNIIN (Hos. x. 14), and probably nfrrs (
= f?DiN) and ^NTTN

from ^NDrrv, it is probable that Vjblfo comes from ^NE[rr]Y> ;

cp. ^HST = f?NDrrr, as suggested by the Palmyrene name

Sl^T (Cook, Aram. Gloss.}. This certainly suggests that

ST in i Chr. ii. 28 comes from ST (
= f?NDnT). mrs and

11% however, will belong to another group. irrfpN, too,

must ultimately come from YfT. For '

Jehoiada
'

see on

2 S. viii. 1 8. (11) tt^D^N. SN here is a transposed forma-

tive affix
;

in other words, the name comes from hvrvhx (see

on Hi. 15).

v. 1 7 f. David '

goes down '

(from Rehoboth ?) to the

fortress
('
Adullam '

?). The 'Philistines' (Zarephathites)
had 'spread themselves out' where? In the plain of

Rephaim? Rather 'in Maacath-ephraim.' Ephraim (a

Negeb name) defines the portion of Maacath which is re-

ferred to (pDS often corrupted from roso, e.g. Josh. x. 12,

Ps. Ix. 8). Cp. E. Bib.,
'

Rephaim.'
v. 20. D^IErSm, an ancient popular distortion of

DTID12 ^HDHT (see on JTP^N, v. 16). Cp. E. Bib., 'Mul-

berry,'
'

Perez,'
' Perazim.'

v. 2 3 / Read bonr rra blttO,
'

opposite Beth-jerah-

meel '

(written anr 'l). See on Judg. ii. i. So in v. 24,
' when thou hearest the sound of steps in the gate of Beth-1

jerahmeel
'

(YlT rvn isan).

v. 25. ^ presupposes puian (so, too, text of Chron.).

Both Gibeon and Gezer were in the Negeb ;
that places of

the same names (or should ' Gezer
'

here and in i K.

ix. 1 5 ff. be ' Geshur '

?) existed elsewhere does not affect

this.

CHAP. vi. The proceedings with the ark (cp. Kosters,

Theol. Tijdschr., 1893, pp. 361-378; E. Bib.,
' Ark of the Cove-

nant'
;
also Winckler, Gesch. Isr. i. 70 ff.}. The connection

of this narrative with that in i S. vi. i vii. 2.b is undeniable
;

it has been discussed with much acuteness by Kosters (cp.

E. Bib.}, but without an in all respects certain result, partly

because Kosters omitted to criticise the text, and accepted

e.g. the name ' Obed-edom the Gittite
'

unquestioningly. A
new hypothesis must therefore be offered, based upon the
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facts disclosed by textual criticism. It is most improbable
that the ark was taken to Jerusalem by David

;
all that

this king can have done was to take it to '

Kirjath-jearim,'
or rather (see on I S. viii. I /) Kirjath-jerahmeel, where

(see on xi. i, xv. 1 1) he appears to have chiefly resided, and
which was therefore called

' the city of David.' The narrative

in chap. vi. cannot be in all respects restored to its original
form. Some important corrections, however, can be made.

I mention first that which relates to v. 2. We know from

i S. vi. 21, vii. i that the ark was conveyed from Beth-

shemesh, or rather (see note) Beth-cusham, to Kirjath-jearim,
or rather Kirjath-jerahmeel. It was not, however, 'the

men '

of the latter place who brought up the ark but David,
who probably planned to have Kirjath-jerahmeel as the

capital of the Negeb, and wished it to be consecrated by
the presence of the ark. Hence the large muster of the

young warriors of Ishmael (so read in v. i), even though the

number '

thirty thousand
'

may have to be resigned. David's

object was, as described in (probably) the true text of v. 2,

^NonT imp npttj N~ipD IBN TV^N zm^Nn PIN n n*fa?r6.

The corrections are, no doubt, suggested by a hypothesis,
but they are text-critically possible, and the hypothesis is a

necessary one. We are now relieved of the difficulties aris-

ing from the prolix description of the ark and from the

impossible position of fhs, and what is much more im-

portant of the grave difficulties attendant on the ordinary
view of David's action difficulties which will become more

and more pressing as we go through the narrative of the

life of David and the accession of Solomon. The prolix

description of the ark is due to the redactor, who had before

him a corrupt text
;
note especially how a mutilated and

corruptly written ^NDnT suggested vhs D^nD, while an ill-

written imp became mrp. N1S and 1QT are both familiar

corruptions of fpNSDBT, which is a variant to ^NonT. I have

put this first, in consideration of its extreme importance, and

now resume the natural order of the notes. D*1

DJ712) 7NTBT1

f]^N. To understand this we must presuppose the result of

criticism of i Chr. xiii. 5, which should, as I contend, run

thus ' And David assembled all Israel from Ashhur-misrim

to the entrance of Maacath.' This means that the persons
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assembled were all the male Israelitish inhabitants of the

Negeb, and suggests that there may be something under-

neath fj^N
f

btt>, viz. SNSDBT (Ishmael = Jerahmeel = the Israel-

itish Negeb). The mention of the number of the men of

Israel (or Ishmael) is quite superfluous, whereas the due

comprehension of the narrative partly depends on our

knowing that those who accompanied David were Israelites

of the Negeb. Cp. on v. 1 9.

vi. 2. rrfiiT "6saD. Chr. calls the place nblO, and

identifies it with Kirjath-jearim (cp. Josh, xviii. 14). Dozy,

Kuenen, Wellh., Driver, etc., propose to read nYirr bsi, ex-

plaining the -
1 in MT. as dittographed and the D as implying

a false view of "^la as '
citizens.' This is plausible, but the

whole truth has not been seen. How is it that Kirjath-baal

(Josh, xviii. 1 4) and Baalath ( I Chr. xiii. 6) can be identified

with Kirjath-jearim ? Simply because 53Q, nSsi, and D'HST'

are all popular corruptions of 7NDTTP (cp. on I S. vi. 2 1
,

viii. i). And why is rmrr appended here to ["^Sl ? Why,
too, in Josh, xviii. 1 4, does the name '

Kirjath-jearim
'

receive

the gloss imrr ^33, "PS ? Simply because here, as elsewhere

(e.g. Judg. xix. i, i S. xvii. I, 12), rmrr represents an

original 'nr, i.e. ^NDnT.
vi. 5. *& ^Ol should of course be tir^Dl (as Chr.

; cp.

v. 14). But D^ETa and D^Dirtl should give us pause. Com-

paring i S. xviii. 6 (see note), read D^NDnTTl D'TiENl

bNSDtZTTi DTinDDin ;
it is the Israel in these regions of the

Negeb which is meant, according to the gloss.

vi. 4. For yrm read, not vnN (Wellh.) nor vn (d),
but nNV. This is a popular distortion of SNCJIIT. The
latter name was naturally suggested by ^?NDnT irnp. ms,
on the other hand, may have a more interesting history.

From v. 17-25, xxi. 15-22, xxiv. 8 ff. we gather that David

won a great victory over the Zarephathites and the Reho-

bothites. It is probable that ms riDIS (the name in the

earlier tradition) became H72 pD (cp. E. Bib.,
'

Perez,'
' Uzzah

'),
and by a misunderstanding m$ was taken to be

a personal name.

vi. 6. The p33 of MT. here and the pTO of i Chr.

xiii. 9 may both be corruptions of 1TP (@
B

in Sam.).
Nodab and Nadab are Jerahmeelite or Ishmaelite names.
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Ittnttf. Perhaps the residuum of ibtttonn,
' wavered

violently.'

vi. 8.
'

Perez-uzzah.' See on v. 4.
' Obed-edom the

Gittite.' The original name was probably ens i-ji? (cp.

rrpBTTi from oro ms). His true description probably is,

not ' the Gittite,' but ' the Rehobothite.' Between ' Reho-
bothite

' and '

Jebusite
'

there is no great difference, for
'

Jebusite
' = ' Ishmaelite

'

(i.e.
'

Jerahmeelite ').
It was the

more natural that the Chronicler should make this man a

Levite, because the Levites, like the Rehobothites, belonged

originally to the Negeb.
v. 1 6. For 151DD1 71DD read -rj-nt^i riDDCfi. On HDD see

Toy, JBL xvi. 178/5 for TpT see I Chr. xv. 29. Cp. E.

Bib.,
'

Dance,' 4.

vi. 19. This passage was seriously misunderstood even

in early times, (a) n2?"Tin tiTHcta The prefix h, though
not usual, is perfectly possible (see Driver), and the presence
of women at sacrificial feasts is sufficiently proved (see Peritz,

JBL xvii. 122 f. [1898]). Still, there is no apparent reason

for the stress laid on the presence of the women just now,
and in itself, assuming the story to be either historical or

well-contrived, such presence is improbable (cp. TUTTED, v. i).

The words must be corrupt, and (gi (v. ig) gives us the clue

to the true text. No critic has noticed this, but so it is.

airo Aai> eco? ~Br)paa^e is no mere interpolation, but an

alternative reading to airo az/S/jo? ea>9 yvvaitcos. It shows

that there was a second view of the original, according to

which the people who received David's gifts belonged to the

Negeb (cp. on v. i). But sltt INI ~TS*l pD cannot be the

original reading ;
it must be a substitute for some earlier

reading capable of becoming corrupted into n&N "T2*l

And one word in this reading is supplied by 0.
which (Jf gives for MT.'s nstDN, certainly represents

and this word must be a corruption of -intp^.
This suggests

to us what BT'NDb must be, viz. btt&DBPD. () From the

same source we obtain the key to nnS n^n, to nt^ON, and

to inn and nntf. nnS r6n represents nnS oSn (both well-

attested abridgements of ^NDnT). rrBTEN comes from VrttN,

i.e, -inttJN. in* and nn (from inn) represent ^NonT (cp.

on i S. i. I, Isa. Ixvi. 17). f?nnT was a gloss on 7HM90T.
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Thus the whole passage becomes

'ill *f*?
v

l "intp^nsn,
' and David gave portions (of the sacri-

ficial meat) to all the people . . . from Ishmael [Jerahmeel]
as far as Ashhur.' It should once more be noted that the

Chronicler makes . the two extreme points between which
'

all Israel
' was settled Ashhur-misrim and Maacath. Also

that the help of (f is not, strictly speaking, necessary, for

any experienced critic would suspect ^NUQBT to lie under

and f]&n (i.e. riDIS) under the unintelligible -IDB>N.

, however, is better than *]ttn, because of the Chronicler.)

CHAP. vii. 8. ]Hn "ir?Nn rn|n-]p (Chron., -nnN-;
Here ]N2n "inNE is transparent ;

it covers

See on I S. xvi. II, Ps. Ixxviii. 71, Am. vii. 15.

m3rr]O, however, is quite correct. The allusion is to I S.

xvi. 1 1, where read ^NSEBTl nin rT37Ti.

vii. 1 6 f. Bethel, Gilgal (
= Gilead), Mizpah (

= Zephath
or Zarephath), Ramah (

= Jerahmeel) are all Negeb names.

CHAP. viii. i. nDNH inn. Budde (1902) is as much
at a loss as H. P. Smith before him (1899). Yet the key
had been offered him in E. Bib., vol. iii., cols. 3065, 3179.
One cannot, it is true, treat this passage by itself; the right

view could only be obtained after a fuller study of related

textual phenomena over large spaces of the Hebrew Bible

and also of the rise of David. intD undoubtedly comes from

nDSD, and rrD[n] from b^crm For the former cp. poi?,

often for nDl? (e.g. I S. xxxi. 7) ;
for the latter, see on

ii. 24. For the current purely conjectural views, see E. Bib.,
1

Metheg-ammah.' We have still to explain rrnbll rUTiN
in the

|| passage, i Chr. xviii. I. Here m represents

(in the document on which Chron., l.c., is based), and

represents roso, originally meant as a correction of

IT should be taken together with TD which follows. The

resulting group of letters Tom represents ^Nnrrp, corre-

sponding to rreiNn in our text of i S. As to crrm^D we
must either prefix -i-p, or excise the word as redactional.

The latter course is preferable. After the notice of the sub-

duing of the Philistines, we do not expect to be told that

David took something
' out of the hand of the Philistines.'

We can now give a still clearer view of 2 S. viii. i. The

explanation of '

Metheg-ha'ammah
'

offered above has been
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confirmed by Chron., and in addition to this we have learned

that TO represents VwoiTTN and that DTIB&D in b is intrusive.

And the sense of v. i becomes,
'

after this David smote the

Zarephathites, and took Maacath-jerahmeel.' See on v. 9.

[We can but briefly refer to Winckler, GI ii. 206. Under-
neath nosn he suspects the name of a maritime city, not

having noticed Exp.T, Oct. 1899, PP- 47 /. where it is pro-

posed to read, 'and he took Ashdod the city of the sea

(DTI rino TnBJ-nis nj-n) out of the hand of the Philistines.'

Cp. also E. Bib., cols. 1027, 3065.]
viii. 2. The only critics who have shown any insight here

are Budde and Winckler. The former questions the correct-

ness of 3N*|Q (cp. i S. xxii. 3), and suggests that a late editor

may have substituted IN*ID for pas ^1. The latter (GI ii. 206)
that the excerpter misunderstood his document, the true

text of which spoke of the measuring, not of the Moabites,
but of the land of Moab, a proceeding which usually gave a

third as the domain of the conqueror, while two thirds re-

mained for the vanquished. But there is no room to doubt

that the text has grown up out of the mistakes of the

scribes
;

the recurrent types of corruption are manifest.

HN"ia, as so often, has arisen out of Ti!p ;
the right reading

was known to the writer of Num. xxiv. 17. Passing on, it

may be stated that textual criticism dissipates the descrip-

tion of David's supposed barbarity into thinnest air. DTiD"1

*)

represents DT^HOITP ;
so -na^i = ^HOTrP. ^in[l] also, as

often, represents the same name (cp. i K. iv. 13, Zeph. ii. 5).

'n iDt&n represents D^nDis-riN tzb:n. nrnnS . . . TTO^ is

nothing but ^Norrr over and over again, except that *>itt

(cp. ps, ps) is a corrupt fragment of a gloss or variant

^NsaGT. Such repetitions of this name, so ill understood by
the later scribes, are of common occurrence. It is remark-

able that I Chr. xviii. 2 omits nvnn . . . DTTO>t

1, which

suggests that the brief text represented by these words was

a later insertion. However, the text which underlies both

MT. and (in the main) (g's Hebrew text probably runs thus,

'in -ISD vm DTiDis-riN onm tr^Honr -mems TI, 'and

he smote Missur of the Jerahmeelites, and subdued the

Zarephathites, and those of Moab became,' etc.

viii. 3. The difficulties attending the translation of b
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are well-known. Winckler finds himself compelled to alter

the text. On the historical and text-critical questions com-

pare Winckler, GI ii. 203^"., but note that Winckler does

not go deep enough into textual criticism, nor has he the

most tenable views on the history of David. We must

start from the fact that David was in the closest possible

connection with N. Arabia, and had, as his most pressing

duty, to secure the hold of the Israelites on the Negeb.
The name Hadad-ezer is in harmony with this fact, for it is

not probable that a king of the N. Aram would bear a name
which was half Hebrew.1 As a matter of fact, 'Ezer (Ttt?)

appears in Gen. xxxvi. 2 1 as a son of Seir the Horite (the

Ashhurite), and in i Chr. iv. 46 as a son of Hur (Ashhur),
the firstborn of Ephrathah, the father of Bethlehem (Beth-

jerahmeel). Hadad, too, in Gen. xxv. i 5, is the name of the

eighth son of Ishmael. Nils has been learnedly and acutely

discussed by Delitzsch and Winckler on the supposition that

a N. Aramaean district was meant (see E. Bib.,
'

David,' 9,

and note 2, with the references) ;
two Aramaean Zobahs

have been thought to be confounded. The view seems to

be untenable. Credit, however, is due to Winckler for

conjecturing that Zobah and Beth-rehob are designations
of one and the same place (GIL 14 if.}. Reheboth was,

in fact, Hadadezer's capital (see on v. 8). This realm was

called mis or NTiS. Of this name two explanations are

possible. 112 may ultimately come from ^NSDBT ;
the inter-

mediate form would be psis = pro to = f?*?otD\ This is

probably the explanation of the name NTS (see on ix. 2),

and rrs^DBT may lie underneath :r>2D in xv. 12. Of

course, NTiS, even if ultimately from 'oar, may early have

become regarded as an independent name. But there is a

second theory, which at any rate deserves mention, viz.

that NTis, like *ps, comes from nD"i2. Thus for mi* "oka

in i S. xiv. 47 would be read, not SNSntD'' 7HOTIT, but

riDis 'TTT (p^ns ?).

We can now return to the question of the reading

'ill VP TtDH^. Budde prefers Chron.'s reading yiffjh, but

admits that the expression is obscure. The true reading,

however, is, from our point of view, obvious, ima in

1
Cp. Winckler, Alttest. Untersuch. (1892), p. 73.
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Chron. is followed by ms. This is very plausible,
1

for

some supplement to "im is required. What we expect
lies concealed under IT T^n^, which should be Yrv SNSQQT.
These are variants

; SlUT1 = ^MVDBP ; IT = 'riT (see on 2 S.

xxiv. 1 6). We may, therefore, read either 'DOT "irm or

'nT "irm. But a small insertion has still to be made,
i Chr. xviii. 3 reads irobl nnon, as if

' Zobah in the

direction of Hamath '

were meant. Read rather nnnn iro^l.

Thus we get as v. 3,
' And David smote Hadadezer, a man

of Rehob(oth), king of Zarephath (?), when he went to

Hamath (i.e. Maacath) by the river of Jerahmeel.' We
have already heard (v. i) of David's conquest of Maacath.

On his way thither he would seem to have defeated

Hadadezer.

viii. 4 f. TW"). Budde insists on reading lim (cp.

x. 1 8), because such a host of prisoners would have been

unmanageable. But the change is too great. The truth,

probably, is that IDT1

*) was educed by an editor out of an

ill-written ^NDTTP (to be taken with imi in v. 3). As a

consequence he had to omit the illegible remains of nm
(or perhaps Tn). Read DBh3 DIM. We hear of a Cushite

in David's army, 2 S. xviii. 21. 6. D^TS!). The 'officers'

in Aram-cusham are
||
to those in the Israelite Negeb (see

on i K. iv. 7, ix. 23).

viii. 8. Hadadezer's city (not cities). nEQ, but Chr.

nrQJo ;
in Gen. xxii. 24 (see note), nntt. The underlying

name is niirn ;
note that Tebah is a son of Nahor by

Reumah (
= Jerahmeel). TH3. Another corruption of

Chr. gives pso ;
this is a corruption of pan =

(cp. pop, Judg. x. 5). Thus the name of the royal

city was Rehoboth-jerahmeel (see E. Bib.,
' Tebah

').
This

agrees with the description of Hadadezer as
' ben Rehob(oth).'

It is the place called Rehoboth-hamahar in Gen. xxxvi. 37.

Note also that in x. 16 Hadadezer and his allies are said to

come to D^n
;

now Vr is a distortion of ^NDrrT. As a

consequence read, not $, but vi?.

viii. 9. In what sense David ' took Maacath-jerahmeel
'

(v. i). On his way thither David had vanquished Hadad-

1 If rns were correct, it would mean (in the original narrative)
<

Ephrath.'
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ezer
;
so To'i hastened to send tribute. Tor

i (Chr., To'u),

however, is hardly right. Possibly we should read
"'c'pn ;

cp. iii. 3 (Maacah, bath Talmai).

viii. 13 / Dtp "m toin. Kittel, in Kautzsch's O.T.,

gives up in despair, and represents the original by five dots.

The next word is *Qtm, corresponding to which in i Chr.

xviii. 1 2 is 't&lNl. Since the proper name ' Abshai '

or
'

Abishai,' and nor or tnrr very frequently, represent f?N$oBT,

and since the scene of David's best attested military opera-
tions is the Negeb, also having regard to i K. v. 27,

DQ DO (so read), it is justifiable to read (for

DID
f
~l tD^l) 'oara DE '~r Dim,

' and David imposed a

corvee upon Ishmael' (i.e. the now fully conquered Jerah-

meelite Negeb). iniDHD, which follows, means
'

after he had

smitten.' The ' Arammites '

are the Jerahmeelites (i Chr.

and Ps. lx., title, wrongly
' Edomites

'). n^orr, as usual,
= SNDHT ;

the famous '

valley of Jerahmeel
' was the scene

of the battle. The closing words are probably a gloss on
' Ishmael.' nmom comes from jotD

= SNSEBT
; noto

*|

t
?N = /m\ In Ps. lx. i, DratD, like nnotn, comes from

there is no discrepancy. See on 2 S. xxiv. 1-9, i K.

xi. 1 5 / V. 14 is a doublet of v. 6, but not badly

placed.

viii. IO. DTP, (& teSSovpav. I Chr. xviii. 10, DTfrn

(@ iBovpafi).
'

Joram
'

represents only
'

Jerahmeel.'
'

Hadoram,' however, comes from '

Hadad-jerahmeel
'

(cp.
'

Hadad-ezer,' and see on Gen. x. 27), and is probably the

original. Chr. rightly omits ">^n (*isn), an insertion which

implies the false reading npn ^E, for non^D. Note the

abundance of silver, gold, and copper in N. Arabia. Cp.

Jer. x. 9, xv. 12.

viii. 12. A conglomerate of names, due to an early

redactor
;
some of them (e.g. Aram [not, Edom], Ammon,

Amalek ;
and perhaps Pelistim and Zobah) ultimately have

the same origin.

viii. 1 6- 1 8. David's officers. INT (from ^rir ?) was a

Misrite ; rms is a corruption of rrnsn ; cp. on mn"i2,

i K. xi. 26, and see E. Bib.,
'

Zeruiah,' also on 2 S. iii. 39.

BDtDirr comes from nDSr^NDnT,
'

Jerahmeel-sarephath
'

(cp.

E. Bib.,
'

Shaphat ').
His father's name is TiWlN, i.e.
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"13&l-
/ms '

Jerahmeel-gilead.' p*m, a N. Arabian clan-name

(cp. E. Bib.,
' Zadok

') ; TibTFN from SmrrYlT (for other

details of the text, see Wellh.). T^omn combines two

representatives of TNDnV. "imiN comes from ~im n$
'

Ithrite Arabia.' mto. An examination of the occurrences

shows that this, too, is a N. Arabian name. Cp. "nto, but see

on i K. iv. 3 (NBFB>). irr:a ;
see on xxiii. 20. TTO (cp.

on miD, i K. xvii. 3) comes from "Torn
; cp. on xv. 18,

i S. xxx. 14. Ti^D represents THD, i.e. either THDN (i S.

i. I
;

xvii. 12) or TiDIS. The analogy of TTO gives

plausibility to the latter view. The closing words of v. 1 8,

and of the paragraph, are not only evidently incomplete but

also under the suspicion of corruptness. The true text gave
the name of the chief administrator of the Negeb. See on

xx. 26.

CHAP. ix. 2. Nl"1

^. Probably a worn-down form of

psas (Gen. xxxvi. 2) = pinsm = ^NSDBT ; cp. on N112, viii. 3.

Ziba, like Doeg (i S. xxi. 8), was a N. Arabian.

ix. 4 ff. Was '

Mephibosheth
'

really in the house of a

private individual in an obscure trans-Jordanic town ? See

on xvii. 27. The place was, at any rate, in the Negeb;
-|TT *h represents ishl mi (il for mi, and misplaced).

TDD and SN">DI? represent DITT and ^NQnh]"1

respectively.

Possibly the text has grown out of two contending variants

SNOTI-P ml and Ti^} ml. '

Beth-jerahmeel
'

or ' Beth-

gilead
'

(
= Gibeath-jerahmeel) appears to have been the

centre of Saul's clan. See E. Bib.,
'

Saul/ i
;

'

Mephi-
bosheth.' See on iv. 4.

ix. 8. nan l^n. See E. Bib.
y

'

Dog,' and cp. on xxiv.

14. 12. ND^D, an ancient popular distortion of ^NDrrr.

CHAP. x. i. Read ^NonT ^1. pos and pf?DS (Yrr)
are often confounded. So throughout. Cp. on xi. i,

xii. 26. 2.
'

Hanun,' or ' Hanan '

(cp. the readings).

Hanan (see occurrences, especially i Chr. xi. 43) is a N.

Arabian name. 'Nahash'; see on i S. xi. I.

x. 5. 'Jericho.' See on Josh. iii. i.

x. 6. Tim mi, see on Judg. xviii. 28. ilia GTN, not

'the people of Tob' (so now Winckler, KAT 231), but a

compound name like Aram-cusham (viii. 6).
' Tob ' comes

from Tubal (Slin) ;
see on Judg. xi. 3.

' Ish
'

probably
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represents Ashhur (nnt&N). For earlier explanations see

E. Bib.,
<

Ish-tob.'

x. 7, 9. Dunlin Nl^rr^D. Budde points out that

N32 and DTll} represent different bodies the one, all the

righting men
;
the other, the veterans. True

;
but the text

is wrong. N3!S, like i?12 and si!N (xxi. 2O\ comes, here at

least, from ^NSDBT ; 'll (as xxiii. 2,2) from D'^MOITT. If so,

in v. 9 read fpNsnar (
= the Negeb). Cp. on '-]&r f?D, xi. I,

and on Nl^rr frrrriN, I Chr. xxi. I.

x. 1 6 f. nWr or DN^rr (better DH^Tl) should be

;
see on v. 8, and on Ezek. xlvii. 16. The im

is that of Jerahmeel (see on viii. 3) not the Jordan. But

cp. E. Bib., 'Helam'; Winckler, GI ii. 215. ijrntn (Chr.

IDItt) may either be grouped with Ishbah (i Chr. iv. 17),

Ishbak (Gen. xxv. 2), and perhaps Shobek (Neh. x. 25), or

be read lTHD = SN2QBr (see on v. 14). In either case the

original narrator had a clear consciousness that the scene of

his story was the N. Arabian border-land. pTrr, as often,

comes from jn"P
= ^NDJTP. The VFT "im (viii. 3), in x. 16

called the irr3, is meant.

CHAP. xi. i. n^DN^D (Kt.) or D-^D (Kr. ;
so Chr. and

the vss.) ? The former is preferred by Hitzig (the

messengers sent out to announce the new moon) and by
H. P. Smith (the messengers who had been sent by
David to Hanun) ;

the latter by Wellh., Klost., Driver.

Budde, etc. Neither reading, however, is quite satisfactory,

D^NT'Q is a corruption of D^pbios or tSTJHWTP. Jerah-
meelite raids on the Israelitish territory in the Negeb were

almost the rule (2 K. v. 2). They had probably begun

again after the insult described in x. 4. Hence at the

return of the season for such raids David sent his fighting

men under Joab to waste the territory of the b'ne Amalek

(Jerahmeel). This they did
;
and the raid led up to the

siege of the capital, named here and in xii. 27, 29 rnn, but

in xii. 26 pns OS TOl (see on vv. 26 f.}. The traditional

reading may be correct. But it is very possible that mi or

nn should be rhirn. Thus, since pos represents TWBTTP,
the full name of the city would be ' Rehoboth of the b'ne-

Jerahmeel.' This slightly confirms the supposition that
' Nahash ' and ' Achish

'

are distortions of the same original,
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for
' Achish ' was the king, probably, not of Gath, but of

Rehoboth (see on i S. xxi. 10). We must, of course,

distinguish this
' Rehoboth '

from that referred to in viii. 8

(see note). D^ttWl Read, probably, *?NSDHra (
= Yrrl).

The place meant may be Kirjath-jearim (i.e. Kirjath-jerah-

meel), where the ark apparently still was. It is, at any
rate, in the Negeb. For Joab (xii. 28) urges the king to

collect
' the rest of the people

' and finish the capture of

Rabbah (Rehoboth). Now it is the Israelites in the Negeb who
are specially concerned in the overthrow of Rabbah

; indeed,

'nBF hi should probably rather be SNSDBF ^O (cp. on x. 7, 9).

To be able at once to collect
' the rest' of Israel in the Negeb

implies that David too was in the Negeb. Cp. on xv. n.
xi. 3. The true name of Uriah's wife is not given.

This was probably Abigail, whose son in iii. 3 is named

Chileab, and in I Chr. iii. I Daniel names which probably
come from '

Jerahmeel.' Something in the nature of a

designation is given to Uriah's wife
;

she is rnarrQ =
a = ^NSOBF-ra, i.e. Ishmaelitess, and D^Wni =

pTQ, i.e. Jerahmeelitess. Just so, as criticism shows,

the son of David and ' Bathsheba
'

is called nD^B), which

suggests Ishmaelite or Salmaean affinities, and ^NDnT (MT.
rpT~r), i.e. Jerahmeel. See E. Bib.,

'

Solomon,' 2.
' Uriah

the Hittite.' Tin, as elsewhere, probably comes from Tiim.
Uriah was a Rehobothite in the wider sense

;
i.e. he was

not a native of the Rehoboth of Nahash, but a member of

the wide-spread race called sometimes Rehobothite, some-

times Zarephathite. rr-n>* is an expansion of -"-m, i.e.

probably "Q^s (see E. Bib., col. 5228). David's warriors

all came from the N. Arabian border-land.

xi. 21. Abimelech n3T-;3, but (& iepo/3oa\ [L],

lepoftoajj, [BA]. nan here is supposed to be a con-

temptuous substitute for hxi. Our experience with Ish-

bosheth and Mephibosheth, however, may warn us against

accepting this view. nttflT is a scribe's arbitrary correction

of ntBT1

, which, as Ps. Ixvi. 6, xcv. 5 show, can be a corrup-

tion of blttDBft The true name of Abimelech's father,

according to tradition, no doubt was SlOT = THOnT. But

Yrr and 'DBF were used as synonyms, so that Abimelech

could be said to have been the son of Ishmael.

19
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CHAP. xii. 24. Various explanations have been given
of this difficult passage ;

see E. Bib.,
'

Jedidiah.' But the

true key has been missed. nctatZ? being obviously connected

either with noSttf or with SNSQBT, it may be presumed that

the child's second name had a similar origin. Now TTTT
certainly can be a corruption of TMDTTT*, and so too can

"iirTN mm and mm "nisi. The circumstances of the case

render it extremely probable that these corruptions actually

took place. This leads to the conclusion that v. 24 f.

originally ran thus, nth iDBJ-nN Nlp^ p T^m, and that

there was a various reading, ^NcnT lOtnTiN Nlp^i. In the

latter reading SNDTTP, written 'TTP, became corrupted into

mT, and this into m~P"r (by dittography). The second

Nlp-'l clause found its way into the text, and had to be

connected by some intermediate words with the first. This

the editor effected by manipulating another corrupt marginal

reading (producing iiriN mmi), and by modifying a clause

relative to Nathan
;
the corrupt mm 111171 was added. The

Nathan-clause originally ran *ra2n }m Tl ineSttn (so

Wellh., Budde), preparing the way for the prominent position

of Nathan in I K. i.

xii. 2.6 f. HD^on TS, D^arr TS. As Wellh. saw, the

two phrases must be synonymous ;
he himself would read

D^DH T2 in both verses. This, however, is an improbable

phrase ;
hence in Exp.T, Dec. 1897, pp. 143 f., I proposed

osbp TS for both verses. This was a step in the right

direction. If
' Milcom ' was the god of the Ammonites,

what more natural as the second name of the capital than

'city of Milcom'? But it now appears (see on I K. xi. 5)

that DD9Q is but a corruption of TJNDTTP, which name the

Israelites applied both to a people and to its god. And the

analogy of the corrupt phrase rrDlSan m7, 2 K. xxv. 25, Jer.

xii. i, from SNOnT mt, and of D^Q in 2 Chr. xvi. 4, and Ps.

Ixv. 10, from f?NonT, justifies us in reading in both verses

xii. 30. No explanation of the text is very satisfactory.

Chron. makes things easier, but the meaning that only the
'

precious stone
'

in the ' crown ' was put upon David's head,

is not clearly conveyed. Budde remarks,
' one must suspect

either deep corruption or intentional distortion,' and adds
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that
'

this is most easily explained if such a statement as

that of an idol's crown had to be got rid of.' I think that

experience of the ways of the scribes elsewhere enables us

to explain this strange passage. A very different text

underlies it. DD^trm&S comes from b^DHT mDN, '

Ephrath-

jerahmeel
'

; cp. Atroth [Ephrath]-beth-joab, mentioned in

i Chr. ii. 54 in a Calebite connection. f?sD, which follows,

comes from ^NDnT, a correction of DD^D. Under itn^n

rr^pmcn should lie the names of other places (note
'

all the

cities,' v. 31) ;
read ^Nsoan THDNI (cp. BJp^N and SDEN from

'nor). 1DD and mp"1

naturally represent SnanT (cp. on Gen.

xiii. 10), and PN comes from ^la. irn probably represents

^N^nttT (see on Dt. i. i). The statement, 'and it was

(placed) on David's head,' is editorial expansion. The
Chronicler is less trustworthy. We must of course suppose
that z>. 30 comes from another place in the original docu-

ment, for vv. 30^ and 31 refer to the Jerahmeelite

capital.

xii. 31. A difficult passage. Yet if we take due

account of the three verbs NTin, Dim, and TOsm, the general
sense should be clear. The people of ' Rabbah ' were
'

brought out
'

from their city and '

placed
'

in other parts

of David's realm
;
so he ' made them to pass (cp. YO^rr, Gen.

xlvii. 21) from [Rehobothj-jerahmeel.' TTQD, "mn, and

rm73Dl ought to represent place-names. Nor is it difficult

to find these. THn and rvnilD (the initial D is due to the

influence of rrQD) both represent rmsn ; ITQQ, like 1T1D,

has come from p-QQ (ultimately = fpNorrr). ^ro (cp. on
'

Barzillai,' xvii. 21
;
also Isa. x. 34 where Sm, i.e. ^WDttT,

is a variant to "urn = SNDTTr) comes from ^NSDtzr. For

pSoi read ^DITTD (cp. on nm^D, v. 26). Render,
' and

the people that were there he brought out, and placed in

Migron and in Hazeroth-ishmael
;
he transferred them from

[Rehoboth-Jjerahmeel.' Note that Kt. pSo is a compromise
between DD^D and pbo.

CHAP. xiii. Note in w. i, 3, 4 the strictly Jerahmeelite

names. Tamar = Ramath
;
Amnon or (v. 20) Aminon (see

on iii. 3 ; Jonadab, or (v. 5) Jehonadab, or (as (!I
L
) Jonathan,

containing the N. Arabian clan-names Nadab and Nathan

(
= Ethan ?) respectively ;

Shimeah (see on i S. xvi. 8 /) ;
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Absalom (see on iii. 3). Note the Jerahmeelite name of

Absalom's daughter (xiv. 27).

xiii. 1 8 f. n-'DB n^h!) ; again in Gen. xxxvii. 3. (f

here, %ITO)V Kapirwros (with sleeves to the wrist), or rather

d<TTpaya\a)T6<; (reaching to the ankles
;
so ^ L

; Aq. %. K.~) ;

but in Gen. ^trcav Trot/ciXo? (Aq. acrrpa>yd\wv ; Sym. %e*/jt-

SCOTO? [sleeved] or ym/37r&>To<?). The most interesting render-

ing is ^. TTot/ctXo?, not for Lagrange's reason (Etudes, 1903,

p. 403), but because, using the analogy of (f|'s -\|aXr/ TroiKiXij

for iwiD rVTTN in Josh. vii. 21, we are permitted to detect

underneath TTOLK. the name of some one of the countries

famous for embroidery. One of these countries was Egypt

(E. Bib., col. 1286). If, therefore, there is any Hebrew
name recognised in as a name of Egypt, or of a part of

Egypt, which could become corrupted into D^DD, we may
suppose that the translator of Gen. and 2 S. in (5 read this

word instead of DT>D. One such name there is n^DnriB,

the name of a son of Mizraim [Egypt], according to Gen.

x. 14; for it is clear that agrees with MT. in pronoun-

cing Mizraim. I conclude that it is very probable that the

tunic of honour worn by Joseph and by Tamar was, accord-

ing to the original text, a tunic from Pathrusim, or from

some other region whose name may underlie Pathrusim.

And since the region which had the closest relations with

S. Palestine (including at present the Negeb) was N. Arabia,

and in fact the scene both of the Joseph-story and of the

Tamar-story was in N. Arabia, I conceive that we have a

right to restore both in Gen. and in 2 S. the reading mro
DTIQ12,

' a tunic of the Zarephathites,' i.e. a N. Arabian tunic,

embroidered in various colours, and analogous to the mantle

of Achan in Josh. vii. 2 1 . This suggests a correction of the

difficult ")M in Gen. xxxvii. 2. See next note.
' For so the king's daughters that were virgins were

apparelled a*TtoQ,' rou? eVei/Sura? avrwv. Wellh. emends,

nVlsa. But even, if this be a gloss, we do not expect cfrisci

(from antiquity) in such a connection
;
the right word would

be D^pS (i S. ix. 9). Even then, however, the gloss would

be inadequate, for the reader would surely desiderate some

hint as to the reason for such an exceptional dress. And if

we turn to the only other passage in which the term
r
o

;
3
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occurs (Gen. xxxvii. 3), we are astonished that the gift of a
' mere tunic with sleeves

'

(so most render) should lead to

envy and murder. Gunkel (ad loc.} thinks it enough to say
that this effect of such a modest distinction is

'

characteristic

of the simplicity of the circumstances presupposed.' But

Joseph's father was at any rate not in the meanest circum-

stances. The true explanation is very different. Joseph's
brethren envied him because his tunic was beautiful and

expensive, and put him in a class apart from the rough
shepherd life the class to which the women of the family

belonged. But if so, how is it that in 2 S. xiii. 18 the robe

in question is appropriated to
' the king's daughters

'

? The
answer is that the text is corrupt, and that the clue to the

true reading is furnished by that impossible word D^T^o
which Wellh. attempted to correct. ty^PSD (like D^nso in

Gen. vi. 4, Ezek. xxxii. 27) should be ^NDHT, and that this

word is a correction of the corrupt *]^Dn in 'on rrpl, which,
as in the

|| phrase, *]Son p in i K. xxii. 26, Jer. xxxvi. 26,

xxxviii. 6, Zeph. i. 8, should be "THCfTF. The point of the

gloss before us is that
'

this robe was worn by women of

Jerahmeel while they were virgins,' so that Tamar was

reckoned as at once an Israelitess and a Jerahmeelitess, i.e.

she belonged to a Jerahmeelite family that of David, but

also to the larger folk of Israel. As a Jerahmeelitess she

wore a richly embroidered Zarephathite robe. Note in this

connection the fondness of the later kings of Israel for a

residence in the Negeb (Shimron, Jezreel) disclosed by the

criticism of the Books of Kings. It is possible, too, that

David himself, and his family, sometimes resided in the

Negeb (see on xv. 1 1
).

xiii. 23.
' Baal-hazor which is beside Ephraim.' Ab-

salom's close connection with the south (see on vv. 37/i)
makes it practically certain that it is a southern Ephraim
which is meant; cp.

'

Har-ephraim,' i S. i. i. This is quite

consistent with holding that the place here (and in Isa. vii. 2)

called D*HDN is that called in 2 Chr. xiii. 19 piss, and men-

tioned with Bethel and Jeshanah (i.e. Shunem), both places

in the Negeb. Baal-hazor has probably come through a

misunderstanding from Hazor-baal, a distortion of Ashhur-

jerahmeel (see on i S. x. 27). It is the Hazor or rather
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Ashhur of Solomon (see on I K. ix. 15) which is meant.

If our view of Ephraim is correct, Absalom's estate

was at no very great distance from the residence of

David. At any rate ' Mount Ephron
' was not far from

Kirjath-jearim (
= Kirjath-jerahmeel) according to Josh.

xv. 9.

xiii. 34. See Wellh., p. 189 ; Rothstein, ZDMG Ivi. 196.
Neither critic has seen that inn TXC> comes from

xiii. 37. The improbability of a flight of Absalom to

Geshur in the NE. of Palestine has been pointed out in

E. Bib.) col. 1 7 1 1 f. His chief supporters, Ahithophel (see

on xv. 12) and Amasa (see on xvii. 25), belonged to the

Negeb ;
where the scene of his warfare against David was,

we cannot yet consider. Turning to the names in v. 37
and in iii. 3 we find that Talmai ("WJi) elsewhere is the name
of the eponym of one of the three clans of Kirjath-arba, i.e.

Kirjath-'arab = Rehoboth (see on Num. xiii. 22), and that

Maacah is elsewhere the name of a concubine of Caleb

(i Chr. ii. 48). Note also how easy a journey it would be

from Geshur in the Negeb to Jerusalem (cp. xiv. 23), assum-

ing that the reading 'Jerusalem' in v. 37 is correct. It is

true that in xv. 8 Absalom speaks of his temporary home
'

in

Geshur in Aram,' but '

Aram,' as we find again and again,

is the short for
'

Jerahmeel,' and as a rule designates the

Jerahmeelites of the Negeb (cp. on Gen. xxii. 21 where

7NlEp comes from 7HOITP). How convenient a flight to the

S. Geshur (
= Ashhur) for an intending revolter would be

need hardly be pointed out. The name Talmai (like the

place-name Telem or Telam, see on I S. xv. 4) comes from

Temul = Ishmael. For Ammihur @ reads Ammihud. Both

names are possible.
' Ammihur ' = Jerahmeel-ashhur ;

' Am-
mihud '= Jerahmeel -jehud. Both Ashhur and Jehud (see

on Josh. xix. 45, and note Jehudi, the descendant of Cushi,

Jer. xxxvi. 14) were Negeb names. And there is at least

some probability in the view that ffyWT is miswritten for

TMSDar,
' Ishmael

' = Kirjath-jerahmeel (see on I S. xvii. 54).

CHAP. xiv. 2. 'Tekoa' (cp. on '

Koa,' Ezek. xxiii. 23,

see the evidence in E. Bib.,
' Tekoa ')

was in the Negeb.

Perhaps we should read ' Maacath '

;

' Maacath ' and ' Geshur
'
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were evidently connected. Absalom was a son of Maacah
(iii. 3). Cp. on xx. 14.

xiv. 13. Read probably ^NDnT1 Q* = hs> (cp. on Judg.
xx. 2, where, however, it is ^Nrr). The Israelites in the

Negeb might be called 'the people of Jerahmeel,' just as

an individual might be called Yrr-p or YFT m (see on xiii.

i8/). This correction may supply the key to the trouble-

some intermediate clause which so grievously interrupts
the sense.

For DtEfrO Hitzig (Hiob, 299) suggested Di^tunN?. More

probably DON should be TMHDttT. Omit irrrDl as redactional,
and read following words thus, 'D&TD mn ITrn S^onT.

~I^o[rr], as often (cp. on v. 26), is a corruption of ^NOHT,
which was originally a correction of DTrf?N. The next

words are,
'

this word is like Ishmael
'

;
i.e. Jerahmeel and

Ishmael are synonymous. Cp. the parallel glosses in Ps.

Ixxv. 7 (see Che., Ps.f ad
loc.*).

xiv. 25. TNQ h^rh. Budde remarks on the imperfect

connection, and would have preferred ^np. But the remedy
is plain. Read f?NDnT, a gloss on, or correction of, SN-I&T.

To the original narrator, as well as to the wise woman of

Tekoa, Absalom belongs to the '

people of Jerahmeel.'

xiv. 26. Driver (ad loc.} has shown that the Hebrew
of this verse as a whole is possible, but not that it is probable,
and though late post-exilic writers were capable of gross

exaggerations, yet I hesitate to account for the present text

on the hypothesis that v. 26 is a late interpolation. Ex-

perience elsewhere \varns us to look for an underlying text.

That text is probably neither more nor less than ^NonT "03

TiDhn, a correction of ^Niar in v. 25. Remembering that

"TTJ in Judg. xv. 9 (see note) represents 7NDITT, we see that

irtaai may have come from ^NDTTP ^l. That itDNT and

-il?ttf may represent TitDN (the southern Asshur = Ashhur), and

that bpQ? and D"6ptD may have come from ^N^DBT (a gloss

on VMDITP), and DTIND from S>NnrT, is evident, l^orr pm
finally sums up the various emendations, for it doubtless

represents ^NDrrr ^m (cp. on xiii. 1 8 f.~).
The editor who,

on the basis of corrupt glosses and corrections, produced the

present Midrash-like passage, wa.s under the influence of a

wrong interpretation of xviii. 9. (The ordinary explanation
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of f^on p*O,
'

after the king's weight
'

[see E. Bib.,
'

Weights,'

4, end], must at any rate be abandoned
;

' the king
'

should

be '

Jerahmeel.')

CHAP, xv.-xix. The revolt of Absalom. The geography-
has been throughout manipulated, but there are traces of

the original representation which confirms the view suggested

by the story of David thus far that the Negeb is the true

scene of the narrative.

xv. 2.
'
I am from this or that tribe of Israel.' The

region meant is the Negeb together with Judah (including
Hebron and Jerusalem); cp. on ii. 8 f., xvii. n. 'All the

tribes of Israel
'

(v. i o) has the same meaning.
xv. 11. 'From Jerusalem.' Was David really residing

at Jerusalem ? The kings of Judah (see on Kings) dwelt

very often in the Negeb. David's own children (e.g. Tamar)
called themselves Jerahmeelites. We also often find 'Jeru-

salem
' and ' Ishmael

'

(
= '

Jerahmeel ') confounded
;
see e.g.

Zech. xiii. I. It would not be very surprising if there were

such a confusion in many parts of David's story. There

may be a trace of it here in the word Den*? (and in xxiv. 24,

end). Is it at all probable that these two hundred men (of

the best families, we may presume) knew nothing of Absalom's

ambitious programme. Can the reading be correct ? In

i K. xxii. 34, almost beyond doubt, lorn comes from Tien,
and this (as usual) from SNSDBT or ^NDJTP. Most probably
then [oJonS has the same origin here

; probably, too,

if not also D^Dbm, has come from a miswritten

David's true home at this period was probably at a place
called Beth- or Kirjath-jerahmeel, i.e. perhaps 'Kirjath-jearim.'

Cp. on vv. 17, 24, 27, 2 S. xxiv. 8, 24. The closing
words of the verse may be put down to the late redactor.

xv. 12. ^DrpnN, i.e. Jerahmeel-peleth. Cp. Eliphalet,

v. 1 6, and cp. Num. xvi. i (Peleth). For DTQirrriN inill

read perhaps, with Klost, n^p^rr^N ^nni^ (see i S. xxiii. 1 9).

This is connected with a plausible correction of the former

part of the passage,
' Absalom had made a league (D^BTI.)

with Ahithophel the Keilathite (Ti'rsprT, or ? ^S^pn), the

counsellor of David, who caused him to escape (^-Q^o) from

Keilah.' Should ' Giloh
'

be ' Keilah
'

in Josh. xv. 5 i ? See

E. Bib.,
'

Giloh.'
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xv. 17. prnan rprQ, ev olicw TO> paicpav. Read prob-

ably ^Norrp-rva, in the Negeb. See on Jer. vi. I / Prob-

ably this is the name of the place where the king and his

family resided. Was it the same as Kirjath-jearim, i.e.

Kirjath-jerahmeel, which was in the Negeb, and for a time

the seat of the ark ? Cp. on i S. vi. 21.

xv. 19 f. fcnpnS, blDn. The former of these words

the versions arbitrarily change into ~D. The latter they,
and the moderns, render '

yesterday.' Yet there is a group
of passages (see on i S. iv. 7) in which 'n and YIN are

certainly corruptions of ^N^DBT (or ^NDm*1

),
and DIpD has

sometimes sprung from f?NnriT (see e.g. Isa. xxviii. 8). IDQS

and rof?f? are also somewhat suspicious ;
the former with h

may represent ^NDnT (see on Isa. vii. 14), and the same

origin is possible for nih (cp. S^np"
1

). "INI! is a dittogram
of ~p*DN, which also may conceivably come from YFT ;

the

scribes often accumulated bad attempts to reproduce this

word, and the editors made what sense they could out of them.

David's speech to Ittai therefore was,
' Return and tarry with

the king, for thou art a foreigner and an exile in Jerahmeel

[read f?NDnTl], and as for me I go whither I can go.'

xv. 23. pTTp f?m. If 'Jerusalem' really covers over
' Ishmael' (see on v. 1 1), what can we make of the torrent

'Kidron'? In i Mace. xv. 39, 41, cp. xvi. 6, a Kedron is

spoken of, with a
^et/j,appov<; eastward. This is not in the

Negeb, but near Jamnia and Azotus. Note, however, (i)

that in 2 Chr. xxviii. 1 8 a Gederoth is mentioned with Beth-

shemesh, Aijalon, and Soco, all of which turn out to be most

probably Negeb names (cp. also on Josh. xv. 3 3 ff.}. Kirjath-

jearim (Kirjath-jerahmeel) was near Beth-shemesh (Beth-

cusham) ;
see on i S. vii. i. (2) Also in Jer. xli. 18 (see

note), we can detect, underneath ' Geruth-chimham which is

by Beth-lehem,'
'

Gidroth-jerahmeel which is by Beth-jerah-

meel.' Both these places were in the Negeb on the road to

Misrim. Lastly, in Judg. v. 19 (see note) we find a torrent-

stream called ' the waters of "mo '

;
now TT3D, like ;rao (see

on i K. xiv. 2), probably comes from f?NOnT. It is most

plausible to identify the torrent of pTTp with the
' waters of

TT3Q.' If so, we must of course distinguish this stream from

that called Jerahmeel (see on xvii. 22).
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For -iTTDrr-riN ^-n, <
L

presupposes 'on m TH. But

rn, or rather DTPt (written 'JV7), in a place-name like this,

represents ^NSOBT (see on v. 30). Probably we should read

'DBF '"TO TIT,
' toward the wilderness of Ishmael.' Cp. on

xvi. 14.

xv. 24. Perhaps one of the most striking gains from

new methods is the explanation of cnro BaiQap in ( and of

the equally strange -UTIIN hw in MT. Wellh., Klost, H.

P. Smith, and Budde agree that the original text mentioned

Abiathar, and that (*|'s BaiOap represents this name. This

is incorrect. TSaiOap is a mutilated form of /3cu0iapei/j, ;
one

proof of this for those accustomed to scribal errors is *yff*\

irriN, z>. NirraW) = S^anT rrn ;
for another, see on v. 27.

We should therefore restore YlT mo, ' from Beth-jerahmeel,'

after DTT^Nn plNTiM. Possibly this Beth-jerahmeel is

equivalent to Kirjath-jerahmeel, where the ark was at the

accession of David. See further on vv. 1 1, 27, 29.

xv. 27. nNin jrrsn. 'Unintelligible. Read min bn '

(Wellh.). Budde prefers to read nT ; cp. @, iBere. The

remedy, however, is clear. HNin occurs again in I Chr.

ii. 52, where one of the sons of Shobal,
' the father of Kirjath-

jearim,' is Haroeh. Another form of this name is Reaiah,

and both (like
'

jearim ') are corruptions of THOITT. The
same scribal errors recur in different places. Read jri3

'nT, in apposition to pvrs ;

' and the king said to Zadok
the priest of Jerahmeel.'

'

Jerahmeel
'

may stand either

for Kirjath
- Jerahmeel or for Beth -

Jerahmeel. See on

v. 24.

xv. 28. m-OSl (Kr. mmm). Read probably 1-153.

For the complete phrase, see on xvi. 1 4. Neither ' the

plains
'

nor ' the fords of the wilderness
'

is a natural phrase.

Cp. E. Bib., col. 1550.
xv. 29. irriN"]. Rightly bracketed, but not understood,

by Klostermann. As in v. 24, 'IN represents ^NnnT-m,
originally either a marginal correction of D^tDVT, or a variant

to TMBDflT.

xv. 30. D^mn nf?l?Dl. The original name of the
' ascent' was 7H9DBT nSsd (see on Isa. x. 32), but the name

by which it was known in the writer's time may have been

'n. This is suggested by v. 32. See on 2 K.
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xxiii. 13, on Zeph. i. 1 1 (mroon), and on Neh. xiii. 15 ;
also

E. Bib.,
'

Destruction, Mount of.'

' David's friend.' Rather (in spite of xvi. 1 7)
' David's

courtier.' Cp. ru/u, 'officer,' in Am. Tab. 181, 7. Cp. on
i K. i. 8.

1 Hushai ' = '

Cushi,' which (g (^ova-ei) may perhaps
intend. ^"iNn. The Archites were probably a clan of the

Negeb ;
their chief seat was at Ataroth, i.e. perhaps Ephrath

(see on Josh. xvi. 2). According to df, two of David's heroes

were Archites (2 S. xxiii. n, 35), which would confirm the

Negeb connection. Cp. also on '

Erech,' Gen. x. 10.

CHAP. xvi. 5.
' Bahurim.' See on iii. 15 f. 14. D^S

has puzzled all critics (cp. Judg. viii. 4), but DO? mD2P has

been left unquestioned. Yet we can hardly deny that 'tDDD

in the Psalter sometimes covers over ^NSOBT1

; cp. also JDBT,

a son of Shashak (from Kish = Cush), 8TDD, a son of Ishmael,

D^DDD, in Ezra ii. 50. DO), too, may be a fragment of fpNSDBT

(as Isa. Hi. 11, etc.). Read b^HSDBP n$, 'Arab of the

Ishmaelites'
;
the name is that of a city (see on Dt. ii. 36,

2. S. xxiv. 5). The rvt of (3
L

in xv. 23, etc. (see note)

doubtless = SNSDBT, the full phrase may have been -ITTD yis

'DOT. This explanation gives the key to D^DTYl D^STS, Judg.
viii. 4 (see note).

CHAP. xvii. ii. 'As the sand,' etc. An inopportune

hyperbole ! But, in accordance with parallels, ^inD (cp. *nn,

Dt. xxxiii. 19), DTF b, and n^ (cp. SmN, Hos. x. 14) probably
come from ^NDrrr. Here, as elsewhere, the editor seems to

have constructed a clause out of a group of scribal errors.

Considering the accumulating evidence that the chief object

of the Israelites in the regal period was to secure their hold

on the Negeb, we can hardly doubt that
'

Jerahmeel
'

is a

gloss on '

Israel,' or perhaps rather on ' Ishmael
'

(reading

'D&r for 'itzr). Cp. on iii. 5, xiv. 13, i S. xviii. 6, Judg.
xx. 2, and for 'from Dan,' etc., on iii. 10, 15, xxiv. 2, I S.

iii. 20.

xvii. 17. ^rrpi?. Cp.
'

Rogelim,' v. 27. The original

name was En-jerahmeel (' En-gilead
'

is less probable). Since

the original form of '

Jerusalem
' was probably

f

lr-ishmael or

'Ir-jerahmeel (see on v. 6), it would not be surprising if there

were one En-rogel near Jerusalem and another near Kirjath-
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jearim. This affects i K. i., but it is a grave question
whether in i K. i. the original narrative did not mean
'

Ishmael,' i.e. Beth- or Kirjath-jerahmeel, rather than '

Jeru-
salem.' See on i K. i. 9. And a close inspection of Josh,

xv. 7 favours the view that the true En-rogel was in the

Negeb (see note).

xvii. 19. rns-in ; cp. 2 S. xxvii. 22 rnEnrr. No
amount of learning avails to save these readings. See E.

Bib., col. 3202, notes 2 and 4. Read here nTTEn, 'cushions.'

A pretence of preparation for a family meal.

xvii. 20. D^rsn b:rp. The critics naturally despair over

It is, however, one of the current corruptions of

(cp. on '

Michal,' i S. xiv. 49). D^an (as v. 21) is a

gloss on SD^D (cp. Gen. vi. 1 7 ?).

xvii. 22, 24, 26. David, and after him Absalom, crosses

a stream called by the redactor prn, but by the original

narrator ~>NEnT (as elsewhere). David rests at Mahanaim,
which is not far from Beth-gilead (Lodebar ;

see on w. 27 ff.

and on ii. 8 f., 29) ;
Israel under Absalom in Arab-ishmael,

or, more precisely, in the land of Gilead (see on v, 26).

Close by was the D"nDN "iy (see on xviii. 6).

xvii. 25. NtoipS ;
or perhaps 'NlDQS (@ a/z.eo-0-aet some-

times), probably from SNSDBT. In i Chr. ii. 17 his father is

'

Jether the Ishmaelite,' which seems correct. (But cp. E.

Bib.,
'

Jether,' 3.) What follows is very puzzling. If

Abigail, like Zeruiah, was David's sister, her father ought to

have been, not Nahash, but Jesse. The truth perhaps is

that Joab was not really the grandson of Jesse, but of a

Misrite named Achish. tDn3 (cp. on i S. xi. i) seems to

be miswritten for BTTTN or BTDN. mnN may represent BTrrN,

a correction of tnm ; rmi? may come from HSD (cp. n^ns,
the name of Jeroboam's mother, as explained in E. Bib., col.

2404, note 2). If so, Abigail is described as ' the daughter
of Ahish

(
= Ashhur ?), a Misrite.' (The final n in mso

would be simply formative.)
'

Joab's mother '

is an incorrect

gloss. See E. Bib.,
' Zeruiah.'

xvii. 26. Klost. and Budde (?) would omit D^BQMl, but

wrongly. It is a corruption 7NI?DW 1"J^3,
'

in Ishmaelite

Arabia.' David had lodged there (see on xvi. 14).
' In the

land of Gilead
'

is a gloss or variant.
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xvii. 27 ff. Budde's supposition that Nahash the ex-

king of ' Ammon '

is here referred to as a private individual

because he was now simply David's viceroy, is plainly an

improbable makeshift. S. A. Cook's ingenious supposition

(adopted by Stenning in Hastings, DR] that we should read

'in wm IfrTTI, has against it, apart from the chronological
inferences which it involves, the absence of "[Son before orr3,

nor can we safely get rid of nttf, which is, according to rule,

a fragment of ntDT 1 = SNUCBT. There is also difficulty in
'

Machir, ben Ammiel, of Lo-debar.' In ix. 4 this person is

referred to again, but we have found reason there to attribute

the mention of him to the editorial working-up of a corrupt
text. And who is this mysterious Barzillai ? We hear of

him again in xix. 3 i ff., but we shall there find reason to

doubt the accuracy of the present text. We have next to

remark upon the singular parallelism between xix. 33 and

ix. jb. This suggests that according to one form of the

tradition it was neither Ziba (xvi. 1-4) nor Barzillai who

brought provisions to David but Mephibosheth. It is indeed

quite conceivable, and in accordance with similar phenomena
elsewhere, that an admirer of David would not have his hero

accused of having ill-treated the son of his friend Jonathan,
and provided a more satisfactory form of narrative. Of

course, we can have no documentary proof of this, but a

plausible reconstruction of the text of xvii. 27 can be offered

on this assumption. The task before us is to undo the work

of a harmonising redactor, who having already admitted the

narrative of Ziba's contribution to the provisioning of David's

army, could not also recognise that Mephibosheth had given

to David a similar proof of loyalty. For tZ?TO-p "atD read

jrnvp ^NSDtD"1

(see on iv. 4, where the true name of Jonathan's

son is shown to have been Ishmael or Jerahmeel). For

pDJrm nno read ^Nonr rrn. For TDDI read ^Honr

(correction). For ^NNWrp read, again, YlT rri. For N^>D

in read -na nrao (see on Am. vi. 13). For ^TOI read

^MPDttT rp} (for ^y\ cp. barn = ^oar), a synonym for 'nT rva.

For CP^riO <''> m its original form (i.e. omitting the inter-

polated r/veyfcav'), represents D"Qp1D (o e/c paicafieiv). B, A,

and L (as we have them) agree in giving -fivey/cav, which corre-

sponds to D-QI^D. This Hebrew reading is in fact correct,
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.except that we should read the sing. l"lpO- And
also may cover over a correct reading, viz. either D

(see E. Bib.,
' Gallim

')
or SNEfTT (cp.

'

Rogel ').
These

restorations, put together, produce this result, jmv p
[D^O mac ^tODflT rraD "nfei rrao] ^NOI-IT rrao

TlpD =
' and Ishmael, son of Jonathan, the Gileadite, of

Beth-jerahmeel, presented . . .' Cp. E. Bib.,
'

Rogelim,' and
'

Saul,' 4.
'

Mephibosheth, then, or rather Ishmael (I-bosheth), was

known at this time as
' the Gileadite.' He was a man of

wealth, and proved his loyalty to David by bringing supplies

for the army.
CHAP, xviii. 5. Read, with Klost, "h l^on (see <) ; cp.

JDN^ from ^NonT in Isa. viii. 6 (see note).

xviii. 6. D*HDN 1S\ The phrase
'

might naturally be

expected to mean the great forest covering the highlands
of central Palestine in which the tribe of Ephraim settled

(Josh. xvii. 15-18). But all the circumstances are in favour

of supposing the battle to have been fought on the eastern

side of Jordan. . . . These considerations make it all but

certain that " the wood of Ephraim
" was some part of the

great forests of Gilead
'

(Kirkpatr. ad loc.}. G. A. Smith is

more positive.
'

Ephraim gave its name, not only to the

western mountains, but to a "wood" or "jungle" on the

eastern side
'

{Hist. Geogr. 335; for arguments, see ib.,

note 2). It should be clear, however, by this time that

there was a southern Gilead and a southern Ephraim (cp.

on ii. 9), and we know that Samuel of ' Mount Ephraim
'

(i S. i. i) i.e. of the southern Mt. Ephraim was often

seen at Gilgal or Gilead (see on vii. 16). In Judg. xii. 14

(revised text)
' Gilead

'

is represented as '

in the midst of

Aram or Ishmael.' See on Josh. vii. 15-18. The reading
' Mahanaim '

for
'

Ephraim
'

(@
L

, Klost.) is surely a guess.

The story of the destructive is*1

,
and of Absalom's

getting his head caught in a terebinth is very improbable,
even after Budde's ingenious explanations. Nor will Budde
himself deny the patent improbabilities. It would seem

that the original story was very short, and that the editor

made up for this by the free use of his imagination. He
did not, however, invent without a basis. Just as the thirty
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ass-colts of Jair's sons have a textual basis (see on Judg.
x. 4), so the forest or jungle or field of rocks (Budde), and
one or two phrases in the Absalom-story before us seem to

have a textual basis. IF, again and again elsewhere (e.g.

i S. xxii. 5), is a corrupt fragment of Jerahmeel ;
the re-

sulting phrase (v. 6),
'

in Jerahmeel-ephraim
'

corresponds to

that in v. 1 8, 22 'in Maacath-ephraim.' Similarly nnn
n^'mn rh^ri 7110? may represent Ti^a ^NDHT ^MttDOr rose,
where two district- names, viz. Maacath-ishmael (variant,

-jerahmeel) and Gilead are combined. Probably, too, the

words rr?Nl *nn, which contain the essence of the strange

story of Absalom, may come from b^on m^l, i.e. "ritax

' Gilead -jerahmeel.' Less plausibly Winckler

i. 51) accounts for the 'hanging' of Absalom by
this hero's supposed connection with the myth of Orion.

xviii. 17. "lira. See next note. 18. See Klostermann

and Budde. I do not agree with Budde that \a/3eiv (a

corruption of SafteiS} corresponds to VTO, nor do I see that

either Klost. or Budde has explained the np^> Dl^tDlNl of

MT. These critics also seem to me to be in error in

locating the -j^DTTpQl? near Jerusalem. The latter phrase

(see on Gen. xiv. 17) is a corruption of ~>NDTTP rose ;
so

also lira in v. 17 and TT71 (not, as Kr., VTQ) in v. 18

represent ^NonTl ;
and frph DI^BQHl comes from msa

[^NOrrT] ^NSDBF (cp. on xvii. 26). Klost. and Budde seem

quite right in considering David to be the subject of the

verb
;

all that they have left unnoticed is the Negeb

geography. In putting forward my own result (which

owes so much to these two critics), let me first of all put

aside the two glosses on, or variants to, the original phrase

stating the locality of the monument. These glosses or

variants came in from the margin, and are ^NDrrri (lim,

v. 17 ; vm, v. 1 8), and SNDITP msi (TTph D*&01M1, v. 18).

The text itself of v. 1 8 should be, IBM mscrnN Trr iS IJTI

-IDE TDTH -nnja p if? p nos ^ 'TTP roson.

xviii. 21. 'The Cushite.' The N. Arabian Cush.

23. "i33n. Apparently the short for ^NDrrT ^D (see on

Gen. xiii. 10). It was probably either coincident with,

or formed part of, SNDHT r02D, Maacath-jerahmeel (see

on Dt. xxxiv. 3). 133 is evidently a corruption of
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,
but an early one, which obtained an independent

existence.

CHAP. xix. i8/ Cp. E. Bib., 'Food.' 21. Nowhere
else is Benjamin reckoned to

'

Joseph.' For f]Dp read

^>N2E>BT (see on Am. vi. 6).
' Ishmael

' = '

Jerahmeel,' i.e.

the Israelites in the Negeb.

31^. The story of Barzillai's last colloquy with David

possesses great beauty, even if it be due to the imagination
of the writer, and even if it be based on misunderstandings
of the text both of xvii. 27 and of a document which lay

before him and which related to
'

Mephibosheth.' On
xvii. 27 I have made some suggestions (see note) ;

it is

now possible to clear up two further points, viz. (i) the

reason why in xix. 32 ff.
'

Barzillai
'

is represented as a

very aged man, and (2) why
' Chimham '

is brought into

the story. As to (i), iTDE D'OdE, as in Judg. iii. 30 (see

note), comes from ^NSOBT. Probably v. 32 has been ex-

panded out of an explanatory marginal gloss on "Oni, viz.

Snorm Nin f?NSDBr-p ^mi, '

Barzillai (was) an Ishmaelite,

i.e. a Jerahmeelite.' TO7D, as in i K. xviii. 4, covers over

SNDrrr. imran is also mysterious. It is not to be altered

into inittfl, and probably covers over SNSDBT ira. Origin-

ally this 'BF mi was a gloss on D^JTiD (v. 32), which, as

we have seen (on xvii. 27), probably represents D^3 JT1 =
YlT IT}. Another gloss on the same word exists in two

forms in the text of v. 32; these are pTH = S>NDrrv (rvi
has fallen out) and pT3 (altered by Klost. and Budde into

irto:a)='rrp TO. (2) OHED (or omoD, Jer.), who is to

go over the river instead of '

Barzillai,' owes his name, not

to his weak sight (Nestle), but to his N. Arabian ancestry ;

DncO comes from pTT (cp. Jos. a^i/tayo?), i.e. "JWDITP. The
name may be derived from a lost narrative of Mephi-
bosheth's second interview with David, at which the king
offered him a fixed position and income (v. 34 ; cp. ix. jb,

which may be misplaced ; cp. E. Bib., col. 3024).
CHAP. xx. i. For h^hl cm read SNOHT ; cp. on

I S. x. 27. This is supported by the addition in @ L
, avrjp

BPN. ''DIN is probably an early modification of

xx. 2. pTn-;a. Read, not [D^h^D ?m (Winckler,
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GI \. 174; KAT(y)
148; and Cook, 166, note 47), but

THDnr-JD, i.e. from the southern to the northern capital.

xx. 3. nvn rvno^N jno Dl*1 is. We should expect
Into Df1 "72. But even this is not required after DiT^HI
Nl **h, and the style of the narrative is so energetic that

the writer cannot afford superfluous words to the ten

concubines. So much is clear the two parts of the

above quoted passage represent the same original, and
that original is a gloss. Can we doubt what DV *Ti? repre-
sents ? Surely ff"TU (cp. ofm?), while jn (the initial D is

dittographed) represents m. The whole becomes ni^prTY1
.

If David had two residences, one at Jerusalem, and another

at Beth- or Kirjath-jerahmeel, it was not superfluous to

remark that the ten concubines were Jerahmeelites (fhtifTP,

here as elsewhere [see on xv. 1 1 ], represents ^MBDOT). It is

hardly necessary to remark that )nStf is one of the current

distortions of TAOnT (see on i K. vii. 14, xi. 26, xvii.

9 f.\ and that nvn may obviously be a fragment of

xx. 8. Gibeon was certainly in the Negeb, and perhaps
in the Negeb of Judah. Otherwise Budde.

xx. 14 / ' Abel-beth-maacah.' ' Abel
'

from '

[Jerahj-

meel,' but the origin was no doubt early forgotten. Cp. on

i K. xv. 20, 2 K. xv. 29. In 2 Chr. xvi. 4, Abel-maim,
where 'maim' (cp. on 2 S. xii. 27) represents

'

Jerahmeel.'

The mysterious hm "TDSJTi (v. 15) is best explained as a

corruption of ^nn rOi?Q, i.e. 'o 73T1 (Jerahmeel-maacath) ;

TSJl precedes.

xx. 1 8 f. Two weighty corrections are suggested by

(gi, viz. ]-rri for
p*i,

and lann (which prefix to v. 19) for

lann. For the rest experience of the habits of the scribes

must guide us. The second ION^ should be 7HOTTP[a] ; cp.

on Jer. ii. 34 (iii. i). Thus the wise woman's speech

becomes,
'

Formerly men used to say in Jerahmeel (i.e. in

the Negeb), Let them ask (counsel) in Abel and in Dan.'

"'O^tD (cp. E. Bib.,
' Shelumiel ') certainly comes from

^HWMr. hnivr is a doubtful variant
; rWN is dissimilated

from -goN. Thus we get,
' Are the trustworthy ones of

Ishmael (or, Israel) come to an end that (supply ^) thou

seekest, etc.' The moral wisdom of Jerahmeel was con-

20
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centrated in
' Abel ' and in Dan. Has this ceased to be

the case, that Joab indulges such destructive tendencies ?

xx. 24 f. DYTN (so i K. xii. 1 8) and N^tD are incomplete
names. See on I K. iv. 6 and 3.

xx. 26. The text is corrupt, but can be corrected with

some precision. Unfortunately some illusions of critical

predecessors have to be dissipated. I begin by giving the

text of the three parallel passages, i S. viii. 18$, xx. 26,

and i Chr. xviii. i 7

: vn D^rp TH gyi

jrrb rrn "TNVT NTS DTI

1 -pf? D^btonn TYT ^311

That the sons of David (unnamed) should be called

priests, as well as Zadok and Abiathar, remains highly

improbable, even after all the clever arguments of the critics

have been heard. In i K. iv. 5 (on the text, see note) ]iD

is followed by the gloss nin, i.e. high officer. We must not,

however, infer from this that (HD is susceptible of the

meaning
'

high officer,' for experience in textual criticism

assures us that ]ro can be a corruption of pb. Now in

Isa. xxii. 1 5 we meet with a governor of the palace who
was also known as pb. That a governor of the palace was

not the only pD, is obvious. It is plausible, therefore, to

hold that sons of David belonged to the class of sokenim,

but not that they were regarded as
'

priests.' But is TH "01

right? The second of the three passages puts 'Ira the

Jairite
'

in the place of ' the sons of David.' Klost. and

Budde suppose that in the original writing both Ira and the

sons of David were mentioned as among David's priests.

But this is to miss the mark completely. TV7 "01 must be

miswritten for TW P- We may suppose that NTS fell out

owing to its resemblance to TN\ Thus, working upon the

first and second forms of text, we get this result

TYT^ ]HD JTn [or TH-TT] TW p NTS DD ; D3, of course, refers

to the whole clause (as ii. 7). A study of the third will,

however, carry us a step farther. DXUDN-in is not merely
an uncomprehending paraphrase of D^HD ;

it is based on an

ill-written D^DD VJT. l^on T^ is also corrupt. The case

is exactly parallel to that of Neh. xi. 24 (see note), where
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iSon "rh comes from ^NDITF"^*. We should therefore

read in i Chr. xviii. 1 7, ^MDnT7^ po rrn Twp-i, and to

the restored text of the original writing we should attach as

the closing words ^wonT^ft David had now two capitals
and an expanded and expanding empire. It was necessary
for him to have a viceroy in the Negeb, and that viceroy
was himself a Jerahmeelite (TN"1 is an early mutilation of

'nr).

CHAP. xxi. i. The famine, like the pestilence after-

wards (xxiv. 15), is in the Negeb (cp. on Gen. xii. 10,

Ruth i. i\ It is caused by Saul's slaughter of the

Gibeonites. Thenius (with whom his successors agree)
remarks that this slaughter

'

is nowhere to be found re-

corded.' Yet the fact is narrated and explained in i S.

xxii. 6-19; 'Nob' (see E. Bib., 'Nob') is a corruption of
'

Gibeon.' It is true, the narrative is somewhat unjust to

Saul. It was not altogether in passion that the king acted.

The fact that Gibeonite priests aided and abetted David was

probably the reason why Saul thought it necessary to make
an example of the whole population of Gibeon (see E. Bib.,
' Gibeon ').

xxi. 2. "HbNn.
' A comprehensive name for the early

inhabitants of Canaan '

(H. P. Smith). Rather, read

"*cn_NrT ;
see on Gen. xv. 16. rmm 'has here just as much

worth as in i S. xv. 4,' says Wellh., who deletes mirr and

what belongs to it in that passage. But the step is doubtful.

In both passages it is possible that rmrp may be correct.

The b'ne Israel and the b'ne Judah were, as the traditional

narratives rightly or wrongly give us to understand, in

alliance in the time of Saul.

xxi. 6. mm Tm SINE rumi. Recent critics, after

Wellh., read mm ini pimn, and refer to v. 9. agrees

so far as ' Gibeon '

is concerned, but in other respects reads

as MT. Both (f and the moderns, however, appear to be

mistaken. There was an important sanctuary at a place called

Gibeath-jerahmeel or Gibeath-ishmael where human sacrifices

were offered (see on Gen. xxii. i, Jer. ii. 34, iii. 24). It is

very possible that this was sometimes called Gibeon (see on

i K. iii. 4), but that the true Gibeon,
' the city of the priests

'

(i S. xxii. 19), was separate, though probably not very
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distant, from Gibeath-jerahmeel. At any rate, the extant

evidence (apart from I K. iii. 4) suggests that the great

sanctuary was at Gibea/t and not at Gibeon. And when
we inspect the closing words of v. 6 we see that nsill must

be the right reading. For mrr TTT1 is by no means a

probable corruption of mrr im ;
on the other hand Tm

and mrr are both possible corruptions of f?NOT"TT (for the

former see Isa. xxvi. I, Job xxvi. 13, and perhaps Isa.

xliii. 14, where rm = 'nT). b'ttttt, too, can easily have

come, and in the present case must have come, from

(a synonym of Yrr). Read, therefore [^>NDnT] ^NSD&
xxi. 8. "SDm From ^>NDnT ;

the final h in such names
often becomes

\.
Or from n^lN (as E. Bib.,

'

Saul,' 6).

xxi. 9.
' The mountain '

; cp.
' one of the mountains

'

(Gen. xxii. 2). For i^n read i^rn. So Klost. E. Bib.,

col. 1959.
xxi. 14. shz. Probably the same place as rrBT^tB or wh

(modifications of SlNtB or ^MMMT). From i S. xxv. 44 it

appears that Laish was either identical with, or at least near,

Gallim, i.e. Beth-gilgal or Beth-jerahmeel, which was the

centre of Saul's clan. If Beth-jerahmeel is the same as

Gibeath-jerahmeel, Budde's remark that it is strange that

the family-grave of Kish is not in Gibeah loses its force.

Cp. also Josh, xviii. 28, where Zela appears in close

proximity to ^NSOBT1 rum (so read for rum ofptDVP). As to
'

Zela,' see further on i S. xxvii. 6, Josh. l.c., and cp. E. Bib.,
1

Zela.'

xxi. i 5 f. One of the most baffling passages, as long
as new methods remain untried. In E. Bib.,

'

Ishbibenob,'

the only step in advance is the suggestion that ni (cp.

w. 1 8 f.} as Wellh., Kittel, and Budde read for ID, should

perhaps be [ni]nn[n] ; cp. ra (v. 20) which (cp. E. Bib.,

col. 4028 foot) probably comes from rnirn. Looking at

the whole passage without regard to recent criticism, and

using the newer methods, it is plain that iltir (v. 16)

represents fm&T, i.e. bltPDHP 5
so also Kr., -aur (cp. Isa. x. 13).

Ishmael, however, is not the name of the giant referred to,

but a part of the name of the battle-field. It will be noticed

that v. i 5 in MT. and differs from w. 18-20 in that the

scene of the contest is not mentioned. Underlying the
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text, however, we can discern the missing name. It is

represented by 131 Q&r1

(misplaced) and nttnn TUn. The
latter phrase is introduced by Him ;

it is a gloss, and
should run,

' That is (Nim), Rehob-ashhur (inmN).' Tun
comes from TUn, which is presumably an error for Tim
(
= mTim) ; n&nn, like nnhn (Judg. iv. 2, etc.), Ntrhn

(Ezra ii. 52, Neh. vii. 54), Din (Judg. i. 34, viii. 13), comes
from -nnt&N, the name of a district or districts in N. Arabia.

The former phrase is only less transparent because 133

(i.e. lin) has been wrongly placed after -QBT or MBr. The
battle referred to in w. i$ ff. took place f?N$QBT TiTTQ, for

which in the margin there was a gloss,
'

that is, Rehob-
ashhur

'

; Ishmael, then, was synonymous, not only with
'

Jerahmeel,' but with ' Ashhur.' It should be added, how-

ever, that niDN (which Klost. alters into BTN) is, equally with

rrttrrn, a corruption of intDN (through IE>M). The next

problem to solve is that of TH fp"
1

*). Wellh.'s note here is

good ;

'

in Ti~T ^1 there lurks the name of the Philistine,

and perhaps, too, a verb such as Dp"
1

*!,
to which IDNVI might

attach itself.' Dp"
1

"!, however, is not quite near enough to

?|m ;
it is nearer to <j|'s 1^1 (eiropevOrf}. The analogy of

sprri (v. 2 1
; cp. i S. xvii. I o, etc.) suggests the synonymous

word as^i, out of which (Jf's "j^l and MT.'s Pp*
1

*! (a corrup-

tion of ii?"
1
*) ?) may have developed. The name of the

Philistine appears to have suffered through the similarity

of its opening letters to the middle and closing letters of

Jxh*\. It was probably Tsf?}, and the final letter "i was prob-

ably taken to be an abbreviation of TIT This is confirmed by
TTQ (MT.), which is preceded by a warning Pasek, and is

not to be ' corrected
'

into T^D (cp. i Chr. xx. 4), but most

probably represents TsSi. On the ' unusual *T*T
'

(Driver)

see, further, note on Num. xiii. 22, 28, Josh. xv. 14.

Then follow 1
glosses (in MT. note the non-existent pp,

rendered 'spear, lance') ^DBT ^NDrrp 'oBT 73p 'oar (see

on i S. xvii. 46-7, whence, too, comes the inserted

1 Winckler's theory (AOF^ i. 51) that HIND is to be omitted, and

that the three talents which the spear (?) weighs have a mythological

connection, also that in irp there is an allusion to the tribe j'p in the

Negeb the land of Caleb and Orion (Cf ii. 189, 285) is not well

founded.
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The original passage ran,
' And there was again ... in

Rehob-ishmael (-ashhur), and Gilead the Rephaite mocked,
and threatened to slay David.'

xxi. 1 8. in. Read mimi. There is a ' confusion
'

of readings, says H. P. Sm., but this is a mistake. In

i Chr. xx. 4 iill. There was a southern ' Gezer
'

(see on

i K. xx. 4) ;
the name is evidently a corruption of TtJJl or

intDN. The place meant is Rehoboth-ashhur (see above).

"91D. Cp. liTDBD (i Chr. xxvi. 7\ of the family of Obed-

edom (
= 'Arab-edom or -aram) ;

E. Bib., 4361.
' Husha-

thite,' from Hushah (i Chr. iv. 4) = Cushah. P]D ;
i Chr.

xx. 4, 'BD. Klost. "BDN ; (>
L

TOU9 eTriavvrjyiJievovs. Cp.
'

Asaph.' Rather from "TIBS. In i S. xvii. 4 Gilead

(Goliath !)
is very probably called TIDIX. The '

Philistine
'

slain by
' Sibbecai

'

appears to have been known as ' Gilead

the Rephaite
'

(rTDirr TTOi ;
emend as above). ntDN, which

precedes the name, comes from "intpN, the second part of

the name of the place of battle (Rehob-ashhur).
xxi. ig. DTIN "HiP p. The received critical view (see

Wellh., H. P. Sm., etc.) is that 'nip should be -nip or Tip

(Chr.), and that 'IN has crept in from the line below. Cp.
E. Bib.,

' Elhanan.' This, however, is an error. The line

below '

crept in
'

from i S. xvii. 7, but DTiN, or some similar

form, was already in existence. Both in i S. Lc. and here

DTIN (
= DTJT, Jer. ix. i) represents DHT, z>. SNDHT ;

this

was a gloss on "py (cp. on TN"*, Num. xxxii. 41, Judg. x. 3).

Budde hesitates between TIP and Klostermann's n'n (cp.

xxiii. 24). (j|
L here gives vio? ta&Seiv, and this, Budde

thinks,
'

approaches the VTYT of MT. in xxiii. 24.' Most

probably, however, i"m or (see 0) """m has come from Tis"1

;

an old Hebrew T and 9 might easily be confounded. But

we must not jump to the conclusion that Elhanan was

traditionally represented as the son of Jair. In i S. xvii. 7,

f?NdnT p (underlying D^nN "ODD) is probably an intrusive

gloss on jD^Dl QTN (underlying D^zm CPN). The probability
is that here, too, it is the '

Philistine
'

warrior who is called

'rTT p ;
the father of Elhanan is probably Ahihur =

Ahiashhur (see on xxiii. 9). Note that in (^
L of our

passage vios iaS8etv is followed by viov TOV eXe/u = Vrr p.
This is to be preferred to the reading ^rbn rrl. The
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passage now becomes, 'and Elhanan slew Gilead the
Rehobothite [son of Jerahmeel].' Cp. on i S. xvii. 4, 7.
We have yet to speak of the second part of i Chr. xx. 5,

the text of which, if correct, speaks badly for the Chronicler's

capacities. But from our point of view the text is certainly
not correct, ^rh (not

fhn rra) comes from f?NnnT, which
is a correct gloss on -ny or TIT

; HN is redactional. Nor
did the text originally say that the '

Philistine
'

slain by
Elhanan was ' the brother of Goliath

'

; TTN, as often, repre-
sents a fragment of ^HOim In fact, the text agrees with

2 S.
;
the absence of p before f?Norrp being unimportant.

xxi. 20. nj3. 'A change of place' (Budde). See,

however, on vv. 1 5 /. pTD ;
but Kr. p*TD ; 4 fj,aSa>v.

' Midian '

is unsuitable, but pTD (P")B) in Josh. xi. i is a

corruption of ^NDITP. i Chr. xx. 6 has rnp ; mo (ma)
too, like m*TD in Num. xiii. 32 (see note), and like rnn in

Isa. Ixv. 14, comes from that ethnic. (Jf
L

, however, has

etc paatys, which points to a misunderstood 1*120 ; cp.

xxiii. 2 1
,
where (in the true text) -njjn BFN and ^Norrp t^N

stand side by side. What follows is corrupt but not in-

curable. 5?}2N, as in Isa. Iviii. 9 (see Addenda), comes

from ^NSQB^ (cp. psas) ; bn from fpNoriT ; D-nms OHD from

D^.Z&N, and so on. We have here in fact a list of the names
of districts or peoples which in MT. and in (J| have been

applied to
'

Goliath.' They are ^HWMT1
, ^HDnT, llt&N,

ni?, nD~iS. The manipulating skill of the redactor is

obvious.

CHAP, xxiii. 1-7. Budde justly remarks on the pro-

verbial character of this poem, and indicates Prov. xxx. and

xxxi. 1-9 as specially parallel, alike in form and in contents.

The procemium, too, recalls the sayings of Balaam, Num.
xxiv. 3 ff.> 15 ff. He fails, however, to draw the natural

inference. Much keener textual criticism is required. In

v. i D^Dinsn presumably comes from tfbweNTP
', cp. pirTN,

Isa. viii. 23, and DTTIN, Jer. ix. i. This is confirmed by the

attribution of poems to Jerahmeelites in the true text of

Num. xxi. 27 (read D^KSDttP for nrSfto), and of Prov.

xxx. i, xxxi. i. The application of the poem to David

must have been an idea of the last redactor, who, doubtless,

had a bad copy. Not improbably v. i should run thus
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Taj DM NSCBT a-a:> DM D'wnr ang -nai

: btODV g'li DM [fwDrrr DDTD]

With S>s Dpn cp. on hs N*?, Hos. vii. 16
; f?N "HON, Num.

xxiv. 4. For 1^3 cp. Prov. xxv. 7 ;
for Tin, Prov. xxx. i

(read 'ott^ Tin), and perhaps Num. xxiv. 3 ;
and for ^n,

Prov. xxxi. 14. rrtOD (as in i. 21) comes from ltDO, a

current distortion of Dti>3 (see on Gen. x. 2). TF^N and

apsr may both represent 7NDJTV (for apsr cp. Mai. iii. 6). The
latest explanation of

f
-\& ni"iD7 D^D is that of Nestle

(Marginalien, 10), adopted in BDB, s,v. p^3. This, how-

ever involves a use of the Arabic lexicon which transgresses

the bounds of the possible, and is justly criticised by Konig,

Stylistik, 284. It is a mere resource of despair, and only
shows how certainly corrupt the MT is.

xxiii. 2, 3#. 'A second introductory stanza
'

(H. P.

Sm.), not less illusory than the first. The case is slightly

parallel to that of the proem to Ps. Ixxviii. (see Ps^\
and still more to that of Num. xxiv. 3$, 4 (see note). Let

us give all due credit to the redactor, and recognise that

his work is of value as a piece of evidence for the religious

ideas of his time (an interesting and important time), but

let us not be debarred from applying to it a methodical and

thorough criticism. The prolixity of the preface is un-

deniable, and not less so is the poverty of the poem which

follows in the traditional text. The reader is assured four

times over that the singer is divinely inspired, and the

singer's only revelation is that a righteous ruler shall have

a brilliant career. Now, in v. 2 there are four words (or

rather groups of letters) which experience warns us to

criticise when there are grounds for suspecting the text.

These are rm and mm which may represent ^NDnT ; If&O
= blon (cp. on i S. x. 11), and pmb (see on Josh. xv. 2,

Ps. cxl. 4), which may come from btODBT. Similarly in v. 3

IDN and DTl^N may, as experience shows, come from

fragments of 7NDnT. Possibilities of the second order are

rrini? ('ms) for ^a ia~r ; ans;
for ^*r ; no-is for TIS ; htttDVT

for ^N12T. Thus we get, in various forms of scribal error,
'

Jerahmeel-arab,'
'

Ishmael,' and '

Zarephath
'

;
fresh indica-

tions of the (fictitious) N. Arabian origin of this poem. The
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wisdom of the N. Arabian populations was, in fact, pro-
verbial (see on i K. v. 10 /.}.

xxiii. 2^-7. I leave the text of the poem, only pointing
out traces of an original reference to the N. Arabians.

(v. 3) from DIN ? ^H"DS (v. 5) from f?NSDBT ?

,
and T uhl O (v. 6), also N^D"1

(v. 7), from

xxiii. 8-38. David's gibborim, otherwise called salisim,

which either means 'Shalishites,' or is directly corrupted from

DtTKPDflP ; naturally David found his bravest warriors in

the Negeb. It is an error to suppose that the original text

distinguished between a band or order of three and a band
or order of thirty, though at a comparatively early date

D^B&ID came to be interpreted as '

thirty,' and the first three

warriors were imagined to have formed a class by themselves.

See on vv. 19, 23, 240.
xxiii. 8. rQ$2i ItZT. That part of this reading repre-

sents ntDl"1 or ni&F, i.e. 7MVDV (cp. on 2 S. iv. 4), is clear
;

cp. (ff 's readings. In I Chr. xi. 1 1 the name is DS1BP, i.e.

hsQOT = htWftW ; cp. hsOXDH, and on the other hand DIOT.

It is simplest to suppose that BDl&r is the part which

represents 'DO), and that the final m stands for rrl (so

Marquart), the initial n of ^DDnn (see next note) being

dittographed. Cp. E. Bib.,
'

Jashobeam.' -ODDnn. In I Chr.

I.e. we find ^rrp. ;
the same patronymic is also attached

to Jehi'el in I Chr. xxvii. 32. |
B

(Sam.) gives 6 Havavalos,

"DlODrr, which Geiger adopts (but see Marq.). Like jcrnN
and DHCiD,

fin comes ultimately from SNDHT, though the

existence of an intermediate form may be granted. Possibly

the required link is ^msn [~rP3]. Beth-haccerem comes, no

doubt, from Beth-jerahmeel. Cp. E. Bib.,
' Tahchemonite.'

For hhn read Dn^Honr. inn mm ; Kr., nnN. But

underneath the corrupt Kt. reading lies probably
For this place-name see next note. Read
'

chief of the Shalishites
'

(see on vv. 8-38).

xxiii. 9. vfn, or litr, should probably be n-^ (see on

xxi. 19).
-

i

nhi<i-]3 ;
but Chr. TrhNn. Instead of reading

with Marq. 'pn^n-rva (E. Bib.,
' Ahohite '),

read probably

TirrTFN, Ahihur = Ahiashhur. It is this name, and not Jair

(Dodai) which is the true name of Eleazar's father,
' Ben-

jair/zr'Ben-jerahmeel,' belongs to 'Goliath' (Gilead), the
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doughty antagonist of David. Cp. on xxi. 16, I S.

xvii. 4. DD-im. Chr. has DTQT DB2, i.e. '-[ DDNl ( i S.

xvii. i
), Marq. reads D^NDT pp^3 ; D-'CnN po$3 would be

nearer to Chron., and to MT. of i S. xvii. i. The true

solution is probably different. Underneath DDin, must one

not see Q-nDn, the name of a place in Issachar (Josh.

xix. 19)? See preceding note. The Issachar-names in

Josh. xix. appear to be properly Negeb names. As the

very name suggests, the ' Issachar
'

region was originally

regarded as Jerahmeelite. Issachar comes from Ashhur.

See on Judg. v. i 5.

xxiii. 1 1 . Read Shimeah, ben Ela, 'DiNH (as <*|, cp.

Marq., Fund. 21), and on ' Archite
'

see on xv. 32. For

rrrh i Chr. xi. 1 3 gives nnnhzh. Both TiS and nonSc
are among the current corruptions of 7NDJTP ;

for the former

see on Judg. xv. 9, 17, and for the latter on Hos. ii. 20.

Klost.'s preference for
rhtb is, therefore, however plausible,

unjustified. DID was transposed by the Chronicler or his

redactor subsequently to the growth of the corrupt reading
Tvsrhth.

' To Jerahmeel,' then, i.e. to the place corruptly
called Adullam ?

xxiii. 1 3. Critics have been mightily puzzled by
and T2p ^N (see e.g. Budde). But both ENT and T2p (

is here the link) represent YintEN. Note the connection of

Beth-lehem (
= Beth-jerahmeel) with Hur (i.e. Ashhur, cp.

v. 5) in i Chr. iv. 4. Render, 'And three of the thirty

went down, and came to Ashhur to David, to Jerahmeel
'

(on '"rs 'o see on i S. xxii. i). On S pm?, see on v. 18.

xxiii. 14. Read i^tp^ (i S. xxii. 4/i)?
xxiii. 1 8. Read D^CD^OH tENT Strictly, this is incon-

sistent with v. 8
;
the traditions evidently come from different

sources. hhn. See on v. 8. ntt>tzn DtD *h\ So Chr.,

but in the next verse Chr. inserts the enigmatical word D^BQ,
which Kittel points D^trQ

' as two,' and Benzinger alters into

I2n (v. 25), while Budde remarks that it is the germ of a

distinction between the two as well as the three and the

thirty gibborlm. But textual criticism has yet to be applied.

Now D^DQ? (cp. 2. K. x. 14, Ps. Ix. i), equally with
}E>to (Isa.

v. i, x. 27), may represent ^NSQ&T (3 for f?).
This suggests

that D^D^n comes from 7MVDBTQ, and is a corrective gloss on
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'OQ DBTITt (two corruptions of 'DBTI) which has intruded

from the margin. Render, therefore, '. . . against 300
Jerahmeelites in Ishmael.' Cp. v. 8, where a similar descrip-
tion closes with a statement of the locality. So a great

difficulty (see Budde) is finally removed. (On D^nn, v. 22,
see note ad loc.}.

xxiii. 19. The redactor's comment on ntD^tzn Dm 1^1

(v. 1 8). 'Truly he (Ian) was honoured among the thirty

(as if D^Brrp), and became their captain, but he did not

reach the three.'

xxiii. 20.
' Benaiah '

or ' Benaiahu '

bears a Negeb
name

;
the occurrences (see E. Bib.?) of ' Bani

' and '

Binnui,'

when critically examined, place this beyond all doubt. So,

too, Jehoiada (see on 2 K. xi. 4). Note the alternative

statements,
' son of Jehoiada,' and ' son of a man of Jerah-

meel
'

(read S^anT CTN p ;
see E. Bib.,

'

Ish-hai,' and cp.

7TI p = VfT 'n, 2 Chr. xvii. 7). D^SQ 1*1,
' a doer of great

deeds
'

(H. P. Sm.) ;

' of great possessions
'

(Budde). Plainly

a Will o' the wisp ! Either D^D, or tfhos, or bf&M may
represent [D"

l]fwD[nT] or 'otZT ; cp. on I S. v. 6, xvii. 5.

'D n is an editorial expansion of a corrupt 'hwBTTP, a doublet

to S"1 tD^N.

xxiii. 20 f. Benaiah's exploit. Was it 'two lion-like

men of Moab '

(AV.) that he slew, or the two sons of Ariel

of Moab ? And did he add to this the slaying of a lion

under special circumstances and of an Egyptian ? Many
and diverse have been the views of scholars (see E. Bib.,
' Snow ').

The key in our hands is the only one which will

open the lock. There was a single exploit, but it has found

a threefold record. We begin by noting that "'DID (from D^DtB,

on which see on v. 8) and nbtDrr represent bHBDV, and that

SN-IN, mNrr, and TIN-ID should, according to parallels, repre-

sent bttDTTT. 1N1Q, as so often, has supplanted YiSD, and ^2D
means ' a N. Arabian Musrite (Winckler, KA T (3)

147 ;
E. Bib.,

col. 3 1 64). As a near approximation to the truth read

nsm TT Nin TISD NCHT NSDQT m^-ns nsn

TN-nN nsn

' He slew a man of Ishmael [Jerahmeel Missur]. He
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went down and slew a Jerahmeelite in Arabian Maacath on

the day (battle) of Ishmael. He slew a Misrite [a man of

Jerahmeel],' etc. A word on the text of I Chr. xi. 23, which

Benzinger and Budde fail to comprehend, JTTp 8TN is a

corruption of ncn BFN, i.e. SNDTTT (cp. Isa. xlv. 14, Num.
xiii. 32) ; nONl mon comes from Yrv DBJp. DTiN TIDED has

the same origin as in i S. xvii. 7.

xxiii. 22, 23^. D^iarr is wrong; it comes from

(cp. I S. xvii. 7), i.e. fjHOPTT1
,
the usual gloss on

(restored ;
see on v. 18). V. 2$a is the redactor's comment

on rrtD^B?} in v. 22. Cp. on v. 19.

xxiii. 23. ITODBD-fa^ (Chr. -f?s). Siegfr.-Sta.,
'

(David

gave him admission) to the daily audience
'

(?). Budde and

Kittel,
' over his bodyguard.' But how does the latter sense

arise? 'Over his subject land' (cp. Mesha's Inscr. 1. 28).

But most probably we should read rOSD SNSCOT-^. The
Chronicler's hs and our narrator's ^N both, together with too,

contribute to make up 7K9DO['
>

]. inso is a fragmentary
rose. Cp. on i S. xxii. 14. From viii. 18, xx. 23 we
learn that Benaiah was over the ' Cherethites and Pelethites.'

This valiant guard probably came from Rehoboth and

Zarephath, and these places or districts belonged to Jerah-
meel-maacath. The alternative is to read imDWD"^* ; (@

L
eVt

rrjv 4>v\aKrjv avrov. But this is too vague.
xxiii. 240. D^ttntDl,

'

among the Ishmaelites
'

(see on

w. 8-38). In i Chr. xi. 26 D^Trn comes from D'^NDTTP,
a gloss on [D]^!!.

xxiii. 24^. See on xxi. 19. 250. See on v. 1 1. Np^N.
See E. Bib.,

'

Elika.' From ^Norrr. 26. ^bsn yhn. But

i Chr. xi. 27 ^iSon J^n ; cp. wbhxn, i Chr. iv. 3, where

"nob comes from ^NIDDI (cp. v. 4). The true reading of

i. Chr. xi. 27 may be ^Miann Yr,
' Heles (?) the Penuelite

'

;

Penuel (see on i K. xii. 25) was in the Negeb. But 'tobsrr

is also quite a possible reading. Pelet or Peleth is a Negeb
name (see E. Bib., s.vv.}. 27.

'

Abiezer,' see on Judg.*vi. 1 1.

'Anathoth' in the Negeb (see on Jer. i. i).
' Hushathite

'

;

xxi. 1 8. 28.
' Ahohite.' See on v. g. nnD = Drrr, 'Jarham.'

'

Netophathite
' = Naphtuhite. Naphtoah was in the Negeb.

29.
'

Benjamin,' in the Negeb (Judg. xix. 14). 30.
' Pira-

thonite.' See on Judg. xii. 13. r-3o. ^n. Rather ^-nrr (cp.
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I Chr. xi. 32), i.e. Ashhuri. But cp. E. Bib.,
'

Hurai.' Ob-
serve the connection between ' Gaash ' and '

Timnath-heres

[-ashhur]
'

in Josh. xxiv. 30. ifpna is probably from

(cp. D'HTO also from 'rm, and see E. Bib.,
'

Nahaliel.' If

represents "irrtpN, we get the compound name 'Jerahmeel-

ashhur,' which is both possible and (see on v. 13) probable.

31. pl^ir-ON, probably from
fto^yiTjjj (Chr.'s ^N^N is a

corrupt mutilation
; cp. on 'N, i S. ix. i). In Josh. xxi. 18

Anathoth and Almon are coupled (Anathoth was in the

Negeb, v. 27) ;
and in Num. xxxiii. 46 Almon (-riblatham ?)

is placed near the mountains of the Arabians (see note).
' Arbathite

' = Beth-arabathite. moil?, probably from

f?NDnT-~inEN ; cp. on '

Hasar-maveth,' Gen. x. 26. Cp. on

v. 30$.
'

Bahurim,' whence ' Azmaveth '

came, was in the

southern Benjamin (xix. 16; cp. on iii. 16). 32. 'Eliahba,'

cleverly modified from '

Jerahmeel.' Chr.'s DtDn = DCJn

(modified from nt!) ;
Sam.

]tzr). 34.
'

Eliphelet
' = 'Paltiel,'

iii. 15. 'IDHN-p. Chr., non Twp, from which Marquart

(p. 22) deduces 'a well-known heathen name' f]rriN. But

the true original must be ^n^N~]3 (cp. on i Chr. iv. 5 /".),

TOsnrrp is a variant. Or we might read TOSD nnt&N-p.

35. 'HSD. Cp. YiSD, a Negeb name (see E. Bib.,
'

Nebo').
Read either ^Tisrr,

' the Arabian,' or ^iNn,
' the Archite.'

36. ^Nl"1

; cp. hm, from ishz.
' Bani' (cp. on v. 20) was a

Gadite of the Negeb. 37. phx, or (see Marq.) i?^, may come
from SNlrtDHT (see on I S. xxvii. 6).

' Ammonite '

may =
'

Jerahmeelite
'

(x. I ). -nrn = JTTP
= ^HOnT. "mwl from

'nnm (see on iv. 2). 38. l~a Cp. nriN, Dt. iii. 4 ; -m,
Ezra ii. 20.

CHAP. xxiv. 1-9. The ordinary explanations of this

passage need not be restated here
;

it is hoped that some

new light can be thrown on this difficult narrative. So much

is clear at once ( i ) that the region spoken of is not the entire

Israelitish empire, with '

idealised
'

limits (cp. Budde on v. 6),

but the Negeb, and (2) that the numbers in v. 9 are ex-

aggerated, owing to the mistaking of ill-written ethnics for

numbers. For further illumination we must read in connec-

tion (i) the account in 2 S. viii. of David's conquest in

Aram, i.e. Jerahmeel, in one part of which (see v. i 3, in the

revised text) we hear of a corute imposed by David on the
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conquered Jerahmeelites, (2) i K. v. 27 (revised), in which

Solomon in his turn is said to have renewed this corvee, and

(3) i K. xi. 15 /". (revised), in which Joab, as a sign of

David's victory, is said to have taken a census of the male

Jerahmeelites, which took six months. Our result will be

that the order given to Joab by the king related to a survey
of the whole territory of the Negeb (cp. on Num. xxi. 14),

and as a consequence of this a census of the male population,
with a view to the imposition of a corvee. It may be con-

venient to give here the translation of the revised text of

these three passages. ( i )
' And David imposed a corvee on

Ishmael after he had smitten the Arammites in the valley

of Jerahmeel.' (2)
' And king Solomon raised labourers out

of all Ishmael.' (3)
' So it befell that when David smote

Aram, when Joab the general went up to take a census of

the Jerahmeelites, and registered every male in Aram for

six months Joab and all Israel remained .in Aram, until he

had registered every male in Edom.' Let us now seek to

recover some of the earlier readings of the story in vv. 1-9.

It was only after the original narrative had sustained corrup-
tion that it became possible for a later writer to represent

David as having committed a sin against Yahwe. Space is

wanting to draw out here in detail the effect of the examina-

tion of the text here instituted on the higher criticism.

xxiv. i. For fwittr read ^NSOttr (as often), and omit

rmrrTWi, inserted after a corruption had arisen in v. 9 (see

below). Not in i Chr. xxi. i.

xxiv. 2. The verse may be due (or mainly due) to the
'

later writer
'

spoken of above. But it is equally possible

that it may come from the original story. ^NSOBT 'BllB is

not an impossible phrase ; cp. Isa. xix. 1 3 (the
'

tribes
'

of

Misrim). Of course the Jerahmeelites had '

tribes.' Note

the twelve D^ISD 'over all Ishmael' (i K. iv. 7; so read),

corresponding to the twelve nhEN (cp. Gen. xxv. 16) of

Ishmael. ' From Dan to Beer-sheba
'

(vv. 2, 15; i Chr.

reverses the order) describes the extent of the Negeb ;
see

on iii. 10. 3. Chr.'s reading, 'Are they not all my lord's

servants,' is specially suitable if the Jerahmeelites were

originally referred to.

xxiv. 4$. Read 'oar, and cp. on i K. xi. 15. 5-7. The
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difficulties of this passage, which the Chronicler ornits, are

well known. The '

later writer
'

accommodated the names
as well as he could to his erroneous representation of the

census as extending to the whole of the land of Israel, but

could not succeed entirely. The first proceeding of Joab
and the captains (ito in v. 2 is wrong, see Budde) was to

cross the stream called Jerahmeel, or by some corrupt form

of that name (see on xvii. 22), and note that the starting-

point on both occasions is, not Jerusalem, but Ishmael in

the Negeb (see on w. 8, 24). Then they
'

began
'

their

census (read o ^rn, with Wellh., etc.
; (f|

L
tfpgavTo airo) at

Aroer, or rather 'Arab-jerahmeel. This place is referred to

again in 2 S. xvii. 26, and of course in Dt. ii. 36, Josh.

xiii. 9, 1 6 (see notes). It was on the verge of the Jerahmeel

(see Dt. and Josh.), and also in the region of Maacath-jerah-
meel. So they came to Gilead (note in 2 S. xvii. 26, the

combination of
f

Arab-jerahmeel and the land of Gilead) and

to the land of the Rehobothites, also known as Ashhur, and

from thence to Dan, and to En-ishmael, and, farther still, to

a place called Missur, and in fact to all the cities of the

Ashhurites and the Kenizzites. They closed their operations

in the Negeb of Judah, the entrance to which seems to be

placed at Beer-sheba. This implies the following text

Yrv roson im -ran jo?

prfwi rm *iNm [nntDN] DTiim PN hw ma&an
rmrr m~hn iNm 'rcpm nntan narfei TISD

p-
1 =

^D"
1 in ^^D\ nDl7D from fin (as Judg. xii. 4). Yrr

from ^TOH (cp. on Num. xxi. 15). "Tin in MT. probably

comes from mshsn, -written too soon. If so, inr1 comes

from ]>~IN. ^2)"Tn D^nnn has revived more than one tempting
emendation (see E. Bib.,

' Tahtim-hodshi '),
but beyond all

doubt Yi comes from DTiim (since the Negeb is referred to),

and r

n, like Din and nttnn, and like ntmn in xxi. 16, from

YinEN. \& in MT. might of course come from iir1 or Ty, or

again from ]vs (see on I K. xv. 20), but on account of TQo,

which is one of the current corruptions of 'oar, and requires

something before it, it seems better to correct it into p?. For
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see on Josh. xix. 29. The other corrections are by
this time familiar.

xxiv. 8. The census took nine months and twenty

days ;
in i K. xi. 1 6 six months are allowed. The high

officers return to David '

at Jerusalem.' But most probably
for D^ttHT we should read ^HRDflT (see on xv. 1 1). It would

be natural that the report of the survey and census of the

Negeb should be delivered to David in his more southern

capital (Kirjath-jerahmeel ?), and there may actually be

textual traces of this in v. 16 and in i Chr. xxi. 20, 2 Chr.

iii. I (see on v. 25).

xxiv. 9. The ' men of substance
'

(TTtBPlt) in the Negeb
('every male in Edom,' i K.) amount to 100,000 men. This

implies reading Yl ttTN t\hn iTND 'DOT1 vrm. iTDDttf (like p)
comes from ^NSDBF, so also does t]h ; nn represents the

variant ^NDn~P (see on Judg. viii. 10, xx. 2). The intro-

duction of Judah is owing to a misunderstanding. tDDH

prefixed to ITIND represents DGJ3 (cp. viii. 6, officers in Aram-

cusham), a supplement to '&&*> and Yrr, followed by a ditto-

graphed ttPN v\ht* iTND. The '

later writer
'

supposed that

this must have referred to Judah. The seemingly discrepant
numbers in i Chr. xxi. 5 may be similarly accounted for

(D^ntD, like D^O2, represents 'oar).

xxiv. 10-25. The pestilence. A later addition (see

above). It is the Negeb which suffers. See v. 15, where

we have not only
' from Dan to Beersheba,' but also perhaps

a second statement of the extent of the epidemic, for the

words "Finn runs'! npino are quite intolerable (see Wellh.).

"TS*J suggests that Ipin and *TSID ns cover over place-names,

such, e.g., as D'nni (Bahurim) and DIN Ts> (Ir-aram) or TS
D-ais (Ir-arbim).

xxiv. 1 6. MT., nnntr> B^OTT I iN^nn IT rrf?on.

Chr., nrrntnrrb I ibo I n^nS^n nStm. Note the warning
Paseks. Evidently IT (at any rate) is incorrect

;
the order

7D IT is impossible. It is possible that IT, like T in Ps.

Ixxvii. 3 (see Ps.(3)
} came from rnTT, and that Chr. altered

this into Q^n^Nil. On this hypothesis, however, no fully

satisfactory sequel can be obtained (cp. Budde, H. P. Sm.,

and Klost). There is, however, another possibility ;
both

and IT may be corrupt. In Job xxvii. 8 h**W is the
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right reading instead of h& (see Budde, ad loc.\ and in 2 S.

viii. 3 IT, and in Gen. xxxviii. I rrrn, come from ^NDHT.
Now, if as the evidence permits or even requires us to hold

the city where David was bore the name (not merely by
an archaising caprice of the writer) Ishmael or Jerahmeel, we
see at once how the present text may be fully accounted for.

"iTn, or rather ^NQnT, was written too soon, but, as usual

in such cases, not deleted by the scribe, who wrote next

IN^on, and then, not oWsT, but the word not unfrequently
confounded with it, viz. fjNSDar (a syn. of Yrp). Thus we

get the sense,
' And the angel asked for Jerusalem in order

to destroy it.' The angel is the heavenly agent whose

activity is presupposed in v. 15. rmiN (the spelling varies

in Kt.) ;
see E. Bib.,

'

Araunah,' where reasons are given for

restoring JT3*TN ; cp. on w. 18, 23.
'

Adonijah,' however,
is certainly an incorrect pronunciation. See on iii. 3, where

DIN (ps ?) is explained as the name of a district in the

Negeb. 'Dim. Dl*1

(like an*1

) is one of the current corrup-
tions of SNSDBP, with which D11"1 is probably identified in

Judg. xix. 10 (true text, see ad loc.\ The owner of the

threshing-floor was a citizen of the southern capital of David,

and as much an Israelite as David himself. 18. Note Kt.

iTDIN for rr;]"TN. Sometimes, however, the scribe wrote ^TN
(see next note).

xxiv. 23 / As Wellh. saw in 1871, l^DH mn** comes

from ifSan ^"TN ~QS (cp. E. Bib.,
' Araunah

'). iW? has

been left unquestioned. Yet a close inspection of i Chr.

xxi. 23 will show that "|W? must be miswritten for Jimp*?.

(The words are, Tiro ^3n rrmoS D^nm. Here, as in

1 Chr. xxi. 20, Ps. cxlvii. 14, D^n is a corruption of ^NDrT,
to and D being confounded. It is a gloss correcting N^D in

2 S. xxiv. 24 which [see below] comes from Yrp.) Coming

(in 2 S.) directly after "[Son, 'moS would easily become mis-

written ~\hzh. Thus v. 23 becomes, 'All this does the

servant of my lord the king give as an offering.' In v. 24

we get David's rejoinder.
'

Nay ;
but I will buy it of thee

vnea.' No doubt -rno may mean ' a price,' but it is also

possible that, as in I K. x. 28, Jer. xv. 13 (here b = ^N,

precedes), it may, like DTn, represent DITT = TMWm. In

i Chr. xxi. 24, for 'on, we find vhv 5]D3n, probably from

21
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(cp. on Gen. xxiii. 9). Therefore read, in our

passage, YlV [f]DD]l,
'

for Jerahmeelite money,' i.e.
'

for money
that comes up to the Jerahmeelite commercial standard.'

D^fton D^bptD.
' The order is unusual, and generally late

'

(Driver). This reminds us that D^SptD and D^toon are

among the corruptions of ^NSIDBF and DtDl3 respectively.

Our conclusion in the preceding note strongly favours the

reading ^NSDtty f|D33, on which DID13 will be a gloss.

xxiv. 25. David builds an altar 'there/ i.e. on the

threshing-floor. In 2 Chr. iii. I, according to the ordinary
view (see e.g. Benzinger), the threshing-floor is placed on the

top of Mount Zion. No doubt the present text implies a

combination of the story of David and ' Araunah '

with

that of Abraham and Isaac on a mountain in the land of

rrnon (Gen. xxii. 2). But it is in the highest degree prob-
able that in 2 Chr., I.e., for morr "ini we should read 'onTO,
i.e. SNOnTa, a variant to ^NSDBFl (so read, for aSon-Pl). Cp.
on vv. 8, 1 6.



PART IV

FIRST KINGS

THE textual difficulties of Kings are as great as those of

Samuel, and less serious attempt has been made to cope
with them. We have, unfortunately, no contribution to the

subject from Wellhausen, and Stade's important work in

SBOT is only now passing through the press. I hope, how-

ever, here and there, by Prof. Haupt's kindness, to refer to

the latter work. No equally thorough examination of the

text from a moderate critical point of view has yet been

made. Still there is ample scope for a bolder revision
;

progress, indeed, requires it. The historical bearings of the

results of the present inquiries will not be overlooked by
careful students. A N. Israelitish history, in the proper
sense of the phrase, has not, as it appears, come down to us

in the Old Testament, unless keener critics should succeed

in discovering fragments of it which have escaped the author's

notice.

CHAP. i. 1-4. It is a Negeb tradition that we have

before us. There was a Shunem (from
' Ishman ' = Ishmael)

in the Negeb (see on I S. xxviii. 4, 2 K. iv. 8). For ^NTtzr

read probably ^NSDBF (a name for the Negeb). Probably

3BT1N (which is no more Hebraic than ' Abital
')
comes from

jOPlN
=

\NVJ l"i = Q31& '$,
' Shunammite Arabia'

; cp.
'

Abigal'

or' Abigail' = 'Arab-gilead (see on I S. xxv. 3). <*|
B
's afteicra

= '
IBP:IN (see on I S. xxvi. 19). Otherwise 'N might be a

very early modification of B3.7Q. See E. Bib.,
'

Shulammite/
'

Shunem,'
'

Solomon,' 2, near end.

i. 5 ff. Not Jerusalem, but Beth-jerahmeel, a place in

22
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the Negeo where David often resided, is most probably the

scene of the struggle for the regal inheritance. Cp. on viii.

1-5, 12. 8. 'Nathan han-nabl! Cp. 2 S. vii. 2, and see

E. Bib.,
'

Solomon,' 2. How comes a prophet to assume

the prominent position which belongs rather to Benaiah ?

Was Nathan really a prophet ? Should N^rr be *a"T2n,
' the

Nadabite ?
'

i. 9. hn ps. See on 2 S. xvii. 1 7, where it is shown

to be most probable that the En-rogel in that passage is a

fountain near ' Ishmael
'

(i.e. Beth- or Kirjath-jerahmeel) ;
also

on Josh. xv. 7, where the original reference is shown to be,

most probably, to a fountain near '

En-shemesh,' or rather
' Ir-cusham

'

(or
' Ir-ishmael

').
It is important to notice

that, if the place referred to was really this
'

Ishmael/ the

reference to Enrogel is geographically quite what we should

expect, for
'

Kirjath-jearim
' was not far from ' Beth-shemesh

'

or (Josh. xix. 41)
'

Ir-shemesh,' i.e. Beth- or Ir-cusham (or

Ir-ishmael). See, further, on 2 S. vi. i.

* 33> 38, 45- According to Gen. ii. 13 the stream

called Gihon flowed round the land of Cush. Cp. E. Bib.,

'Paradise,' 5, end. Was this 'Gihon' of the capital of

the Negeb named after that legendary stream ?

CHAP. ii. 34. linon "irril. We should have expected

irntol or "incnNl. Corruption suspected (so Stade). Should

we read ^ rvil, i.e. fpNDJTT rril ? The place meant would

be that commonly called
'

Bethlehem-judah
'

(see on Judg.
xvii. 7, i S. xvii. 12). The -DTD would be that of Jerah-

meel or Ishmael. ^L
's ra(f>o) (cp. Pesh.) is arbitrary.

ii. 37.
' Kidron.' See on 2 S. xv. 23.

'

In our ignorance
of the topography, it is hazardous to touch the reading (see

Klost. and E. Bib., col. 2662).
ii. 39.

'

Achish,' etc. See on i S. xxvii. 2. It was

an easy journey, no doubt, from one district of the Negeb to

another. Was the real object political ? See E. Bib.,
'

Shimei,' i.

CHAP. iv. 1-6. The critical problems arising out of the

names of Solomon's officers, as given in MT., in 0, and in

<

L
,
are specially difficult. Burney is lucid and learned,

Klost. masterly and original. Stade sees the problems, but

not how to solve them. Perhaps, however, from a new
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point of view, some steps in advance can be taken. 3.

Sprr^N is better than either E\ia<f> or EXta/3, which are

evidently worn-down forms. Transposing the two parts (an

expedient frequently necessary) we get 'J^iDn. The name
does not occur elsewhere, but ion is an Asshurite name in

I Chr. iv. 6, and a Maacathite in i Chr. xi. 36 ; see also on
v. 10. 7N, as often, is merely formative. rTTTN. See on
I S. xiv. 3. NBTID, or (better attested, see JS. Bib., 4433, or

Burney) NtzntD, is not from Bab. savsu = samsu, 'sun' how-
ever tempting from the point of view of the history of Baby-
lonian culture (see E. Bib., 948) this theory of Marquart
may be, but (for a parallel, cp. >, Josh. xv. 14, Judg. i. 10)
either from tiro or from YltDN. The family, then, was N.

Arabian. The same result, however, follows if we prefer
the reading rrnto (2 S. viii. 17, see note), or <@>

u
s 2a</>ar, i.e.

BOB = HDIS (Zarephath in the Negeb). BDBFim and T&TIN ;

see on 2 S. viii. 16-18. 5. irmto. But presupposes
"lITD-TH. Both are Negeb names

;
see notes on the earlier

occurrences. Read -fbon pb, omitting run as a gloss (cp.

on 2 S. xx. 26). pb = officer
; cp. Am. Tab. 237, 9 (zukini}.

It is no argument against Klost. (who wrongly keeps )rr3,

but rightly omits nin) that '

all versions reproduce
'

run

(Burney). 6. norrrN. Burney rightly observes that the

text of v. 6a may be corrupt, the father of the official referred

to not being given (v. ^b is evidently an interpolation).

He ingeniously conjectures lf3rH [rr]"itD-p ^f^J> But

4f 's EXta/3 vio? 2a</> (or (Jf
L
Iwa/3) clearly corresponds with

EXta0 vio9 2a/3a in @ B
,
and EXta/3 vibs Sa^ar in ^L

,

v. 3 ; Trar/Dta?
=

crr/jarta?
= N12. The truth seems to be

that T&rriN (cp. intDTm), or rather nntDN (Stade restores,

impossibly, tDTlM), is a variant to Till, or rather (as (H
L
pre-

supposes) 1137. Zaccur, then, or rather Ashhur (the original

of Zaccur ?) is described as (like Azariah or Adonijah) a son

of Nathan, as a high officer (pb) of the king, and as over

the palace. DT:HN. So v. 28. DTTN (xii. 18
;
2 S. xx. 24,

but (*|
BAL

AScweipafi) seems to be a contracted form. DT =

(
= Jerahmeel), as i Chr. ii. g, cp. | apafi. See also on

Gen. xvii. 5. For 'DTN see on 2 S. iii. 4. Nils.

Plausible as the usual explanation may be (E. Bib.,
'

Names,'

37> 5 1
)'

the rigm f tne other names in the list, and the
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frequency of such corruptions as D'Hin? from D-QIS (see on

v. 4, Num. xxvii. 12), suggests that NTIS is a corruption of

TiS. Cp. also STW for ins, Gen. xxiii. 2, etc. It seems

probable enough that the superintendent of the N. Arabian

corvee would himself be of Arabian origin. Thus all the

names are Negeb names. We shall be still more struck by
the list of Solomon's prefects.

iv. 7-19. These officials are called D^SD (cp. v, 5).

But we might as well point D^l?:) (cp. irSD, v. 19). At any
rate, ^>N1BT in v. 7 should be SNSDCT (as often, though not

in v. i
).

It is the Negeb, otherwise called
'

Jerahmeel
'

or
' Ishmael

'

or 'Aram,' that is meant; cp. on 2 S. viii. 14,

where David is said to have put D"1

!?:) in the newly conquered
Aram (not

' Edom
').

See E. Bib.,
'

Solomon,' 6. They
are twelve in number, because there were twelve tribes of

Ishmael (see on 2 S. xxiv. 2, and cp. E. Bib.,
'

Tribes,' 6).

The duty of the prefects is to
'

provide victuals for the king
and his household

'

;

' each man had to make provision for

a month in the year' (RV). Taxes were of course quite

unimportant ;
a luxurious king like Solomon must have

thought first of his banquets. Stade (Gesch. i. 305, note i)

and historians in general disregard this statement
;

all say
that the division of the land of Israel into districts was for

the sake of the taxes, but no one (not even Stade in SBOT)
investigates the text. The truth, however, is that W?D
(' provide victuals for ') is liable, more than most words, to

serve as the envelope or shrine of another word, which, when
we can find it, has to be restored. See, e.g., on 2 S. xix. 33/ir

I K. xviii. 4, 13, xx. 27. Applying this key, and omitting

dittograms, we get this list of names which is an extended

gloss on ^NSDBr-^3, SNSD&T TO YinN TO ^HOTTf : note

that *iW>D and T?Dn both = WtOITf1

(dittogr.) ; 'n 1TO =
'nt&N TO ; roan = 'DOT TO.

The names of the prefects and their districts or chief

towns are as follows corrected readings are in italics :

1. *, ben Ashhur. Mountains of Ephraim.
2. *, ben Rekab. Michmash, Beth-isJunael, Beth-cusham,

A ijalon.

3. *, ben Ashfyur. -Arabia, Socoh, land of Hepher,
See on i S. xvii. i.
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4. *, ben Abinadab (i S. xvi. 8). Naphtoah-ardd.
(Naphtuhith, an Ishmaelitess, his wife).

5. Baana ben Ahilud (2 S. viii. 16). Beth-anak and

Migron, all Beth-shean (Shunem ?\ or from Beth-shean to

Abel-meholah (see on Judg. vii. 22). Zarethan = Zarephath
(see on Josh. iii. 16), and ]okmeam=Jerahmeet, are also

mentioned.

6. *, ben Argob, or rather ben
f^ra (see on Dt. iii. 4).

Ramoth(ath) Gilead (see on xxii. 3). Also Havvoth-jair or

Hebel-argob (i.e. Rehoboth-jerahmeel, Jerahmeel-rehob}. The
former is said to be '

in Gilead
'

;
the latter

'

in Cushan!
The different writers concerned mean the same thing-.o

7. Ahinadab (
=Jerah\meel\-nadab} ben Iddo (?). Maha-

naim (Gen. xxxii. 3, 2 S. ii. 8). For *

Iddo,' cp. <g (

Acra&w/e).

8. Ahimaaz (i S. xiv. 50). Naphtali. (Cushamith, an

Ishmaelitess, his wife.)

9. Baana ben Hushai (2 S. xv. 37). Asher (from

Ashhur] ;

f

Aloth or Be'aloth (Josh. xv. 24, a southern city).

10. Jehoshaphat ( =Jerah[meel\
-
zephath) ben Hepher.

Issachar (from Ashhur}.
1 1. Shimei ben Ela (2 S. xxiii. 1 1). Benjamin (Jamin =

Jerahmeel).
12. Argob ben Arabi. Gilead gB

jaB). The land of

Cushan, king of the Arammites^ and of Og, king of Bashan.

In v. 1 3 (end) note the lengthy expansion of the corrupt

D"H.y D^tDtD (properly YFT DQJ3 ;
see on Dt. iii. 4).

In v. 19 it is added jnisa 1HJN THM 1^31 ; <@
B

, however,

KOI vacrecj) el? ev 7$ loy&a, and (J^
L

vaa-et/3 / 717 Iov8a el?
',

both B and L mention Jehoshaphat at the very end. Kittel

would read as in MT., except that }HN2 becomes, with him,

l[^]l pNl. It is better to criticise (f|'s text
; rmrp, as

elsewhere, most probably represents ^HOfTT. In v. 5 we are

told that Azariah ben Nathan was ' over the D^lp.' Perhaps
he is the person meant by TS3, and perhaps BTCJ13n~7S should

be restored in v. 19 after "rn. So Klostermann. If so,

Azariah was practically the viceroy of Israelite territory

in the Negeb, as David, tqo, had perhaps been in his time.

Cp. on i S. xxii. 14, 2 S. xxiii. 23.

iv. 20. Underlying this passage (not in (&) there is
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most probably a list of the peoples over which Solomon
ruled. The same account has to be given of v. 2, 3. Both

passages have the same object to illustrate the statement

in v. i. I fear this may startle some scholars, but I see no

help for it no alternative view seems possible. Benzinger
indeed thinks iv. 20 a not unsuitable close to the account

of the administrative divisions of the land, only it implies a

conception of the reign of Solomon which is altogether late
;

the division into Israel and Judah also, he remarks, points

to a late origin. The description of Judah and Israel as
'

eating and drinking and joyful
'

reminds him of Deutero-

nomy (e.g. xiv. 26
;
we might add, because of noil?, xvi. I 5).

There is, however, this difference between our passage and

the deuteronomic passages, viz. that here the eating and

drinking is not said to be ' before Yahwe '

in his chosen

sanctuary, for
'

eating, and drinking, and joyful,' and for the

singularly abrupt opening, D^T Shnto'n iTprr, there is surely

no parallel in Deuteronomy. I will return to this passage
in connection with v. 2.

CHAP. v. I a. <*| gives this statement in two forms, in

ii. 46^ and in ii. 46^. The latter agrees with MT.
;
the

former implies a Hebrew text which closes with mincon
and may be earlier than MT. The '

plus
'

in MT., however,
has to be accounted for. The '

kingdoms
'

are ' the kingdoms
of Kenaz' (so read in Ps. cxxxv. 1 1, cp. cv. 13, and see on

Josh. xii. 7 ff.}. The addition defines the region as
' from

the "inn (i.e. the river P'rath or Ephrath,
1
see on Gen. xv. 18)

to the land of the Philistines (Zarephathites) and to the

border of Misrim.' The Zarephathites, then, had not been

entirely conquered in spite of 2 S. viii. i.

v. ib. $ inserts /ecu r]<rav
= vrn (Klo.), 'and they went

on bringing tribute,' etc.

v. 2, 3, with iv. 20. Benz. remarks,
' The expense for

the table shows the luxury and wealth of an eastern despot.

The numbers are rather high ! . . . What the D'n^na. are,

1 Winckler says, 'the nahal Musri, which is so often confounded

with the nahar, i.e. the Euphrates (or even the Jordan),' GI ii. 264,

cp. KAT(y*
148. He does not notice, however, that there was a P'rath

(
= Ephrath) in the Negeb ; this accounts for the supposition of the

extension of Solomon's empire to the Euphrates. Cp. on Jer. xiii. 1-7.
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we do not know
;
tradition is unanimous in rendering

"
fowls,"

which is suitable.' A little scepticism as to the incredibly

high numbers might have led the critic to examine the

textual basis. As so often, a string of ethnics, which were
no longer understood and had come down in a corrupt form

(for QTKD, cp. on Ezek. xxxi. 16), was manipulated by an

ingenious redactor. It is possible, however, to undo his

work. DnS TP, THN tSfk, fOD ID, HDp "O, D^tm npl, ^H Ipn,

HMDI, V'ND Tl^, and Yinm all represent repeated
' bad shots

'

of the scribe at ^HOfTT ; nthvt DHobfr, JN2 (see on i S.

xvi. 1 1
), "'IS and D^DIlN (cp. D^IS, psis) come from

D^tDtn represents n^B>3 ; mi&S and D'HIDS represent

D^ni no doubt comes from D^ns. We can now hope to

understand iv. 20 better. Notice the hyperbolical com-

parison TI^> . . . 7*irrD. All the passages in which this

occurs need a careful examination. See below, on v. 9. In

fact the verse is full of groups of letters which have else-

where turned out to be corruptions of geographical or ethnic

terms. The result is that l~ib . . WtD once ran thus fpNDrrp]

'D&TI 'nr [YlT By^lS ~itt>N. For the words in [ ] see on Josh,

xi. 4. For DTTDID = 'DBF, cp. on D^nn, xviii. 3/; and for

H^rjM = f

rtl\ cp. on xviii. 1 9, Is. Ixvi. 1 7. Prefix, for v.

2oaa, the only essential words, D"1!")? ^NrDm*1

*! 7WOTTP, i.e.

the names of the subject peoples or districts of the Negeb.
v. 4. Again the limits of Solomon's rule in N. Arabia.

Read, perhaps, nn3H yyyt
;
the im is presumably that of

Ephrath (see on v. 10). For nosn (see on 2 K. xv. 16),

cp. "-jl'im (2 S. x. 1 6) or 'fDh&J (i Chr. xix. 16), also

(i Chr. iv. 17). TF$9 may stand for
f
s nans. ^D

For the difficult viir read Q-ais ;
and for i^3DD read

(a gloss, cp. DIT = ;

DBT).

v. 5.
B

,
at ii. 46^, inserts 4cr0lonv$ al Trlvovres from

46^. But D^ntDI D^N = '

Jerahmeelites and Ishmaelites,'

and clearly it is the Israelitish aristocracy which is here

spoken of. Render ' so that Judah and Israel,' etc.

v. 6. Again, great injustice has been done to the

original writer (cp. x. 26}. The higher of the two numbers

can be corrected from 2 Chr. ix. 2$. Is any more correc-

tion needed ? miN is said to mean '

stalls for horses.' This

gives a bad sense. It is very possible that miN may have
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sprung from D^Tis, while D^DID (as elsewhere) may have

come from D^&TO, 11D1D from D'Qm, and D^ttTiD from D^riDiS.

Accepting this, we get an excellent sense ' And Solomon
had four thousand Arabians [Cushites, Rehobites] and twelve

thousand Zarephathites,' i.e. he had a standing army of N.

Arabians. Cp. Hezekiah's ' Arabians
'

( Urbt] in Sennacherib's

inscription. The twelve thousand Zarephathites may have

included the ' Cherethites and Pelethites
'

(2 S. viii. i 3). Cp.
E. Bib.,

'

Solomon,' 6 f.

v. 7 f. More N. Arabian ethnics. h^~K is a regular

corruption of Yrr ; D*1!!*!) comes from D^IQS = 'Q

(cp. on Josh. xi. 10) and ^on = /

nT; tltbtD**'

=
npi, or even Vrr ; \nhtt perhaps = DTrS ; *iann am =

"iintDN ; tns^ = htfnm (?) ; in = 11J?.
'

Barley and straw

for the horses,' etc. A likely thing for a chronicler to report \

The '

barley
'

should be D-nz&N,
' Asshurites

'

;
the '

straw,'

D^crn,
' Temanites '

;
'for the horses

'

should be
'

for the swift steed,' [D^DON,
'

Eshcolites.'

v. 8. MT. Dffi rrri^ IN ; (, ov av 77 o /3ao-tXeu9. Which
is right ? If the general view of the context common to

both MT. and is correct, neither. It is very harsh to

render the Hebrew,
'

(they brought the fodder to the place)

to which it had to come '

(so Benz., Burney). On the other

hand, it is most unnatural to introduce the king (so Kittel)

in this connection. Kittel is half inclined to read vrr ; cp.

2 Chr. i. 14, ix. 25. But then, how came l^&n into the

text underlying (j| ? From our point of view all is plain.

Render,
'

(and the Jerahmeelites) used to come (iNl^) to the

place where the king might be, each according to his duty
'

;

i.e. Solomon's N. Arabian warriors had, at stated times, to

serve as his bodyguard. Cp. on x. 26.

v. 9-11. Solomon had 'width of heart like the sand

that is on the sea-shore.' has vv. 9, 10 in two forms,

viz. (a) together with vv. 11-14 after v. 4, and (V) at ii. 3 5 a, b,

Swete = ii. i, 2, Lagarde. In the former we find
%ivyu,a

KapSias = ^> in, in the latter 7r7uiTO<? K. = MT. im is clearly

an earlier reading than in, but cannot be correct (see Isa.

Ix. 5, Ps. ci. 5 ;
and cp. Klost.). Nor is there any parallel

for this application of the figure of the sand. There is plain
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corruption. ~b nm and SlTO represent f?NDJTr (bis}. Cp.
on v. 2/ [iv. 20], Gen. xxii. 17, Josh. xi. 4 ('the people
of Arab-jerahmeel, which is on the shore of the sea of

Jerahmeel'), Judg. vii. 12, I S. xiii. 5. The whole of v. 9 b

is a gloss on HTTp-aa-^B (v. i o), i.e.
'

all the sons of Jerah-
meel.' D7p, as so often, comes from Dpi, a worn-down
form of Yrv (see on Judg. viii. 10 and Job i. 3, and
E. Bib.,

'

Jerahmeel,' 4 u
;

' Rekem
'). Point D'nsp, and

cp. Isa. xix. n, 12 (oracle on Misrim). In v. n read

probably Di^r^D D3nyi, a gloss on v. 10. Another gloss

follows, stating the names of the ^IflO^tb (i.e. ^HDnv) ;

^ L
, vlov MaaXa, as if

' Darda '

were the only son of Mahol
-as erroneous as the wo? of (*|

B
. These are ' Ethan the

THIN,' i.e., as most say,
' the Zarhite.' Certainly in i Chr.

ii. 6 the four here mentioned (but
' Darda ' becomes ' Dara '),

with '

Zimri,' are made sons of Zerah, son of Judah by Tamar.

But 'Zerah' in Gen. xxxvi. 13, 17 is ben Reuel (
= Jerah-

meel), ben Edom. It is a widespread name, and probably
comes from "nntJJN. Still wider in range was the name

Jerahmeel (cp. DpT^T^). If tradition had not given
Ethan the title

' Ezrahite
'

(Ashhurite), he might well have

been called a ' son of Mahol.' The same record which

makes Heman, etc.,
' sons of Zerah,' represents yamul

(
= Mahol

; certainly not for SN inn [Kittel]) as a kinsman of

Zerah. These men were famous in legend for their wisdom
;

yet Solomon surpassed them, just as Ezekiel's king of Missor

was 'wiser than Jerahmeel' (so read in Ezek. xxviii. 3, see

Crit. Bib.}.

v. 12. Benz. remarks that no one can take the numbers

seriously, and laughs at (f for exaggerating 1005 into 5000.
Kittel is content to say that the basis of these numbers is

unknown to us. Experience of the ways of the scribes

clears up the mystery. V. 12 is not based on legend, as

Benz. thinks, though a plentiful crop of legends grow out of

it. It is due to the writer, who sought to extract a rill of

sense from the strong rock of corruptly written ethnics.

"DTI comes from ns (cp. Ps^ on Ps. cxix. 42), ntD^ttf and

hw = ^NSDQT ; 1T = YIN, HtDDH = DtW ; *|S and [CTJD^H

represent *?ND in ^NorrT. The scribe wished to give the

names of ' the nations round about.' For one among many
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parallels see xi. 3. The corruption, however, is old
; cp.

Sirach xlvii. 17.

v. 15. The Hiram spoken of was not king of Tyre

(112). The name itself was no doubt Phoenician
;
so also

was Ethbaal (
= Ishmael) ;

so also was Urumilki (
= Jerah-

meel). Other considerations exist which force us to hold

that this Hiram (
= DTTm = ^NorrT, cp. on v. 32) was king

of Missor ("riEp) in N. Arabia. Whether it was the real

name of the king who had dealings with Solomon, we know
not '

Jerahmeel
' was apparently a conventional name for

a N. Arabian king (see e.g. on Isa. xiv. 12). See, further,

E. Bib., col. 4682/1, and note that v. 21 represents Hiram

as a worshipper of Yahwe.

v. 1 7. 'ill non^arr. The perplexity of critics is well

set forth in Burney's note. But as in several passages

(e.g. Hos. ii. 20, Ps. Ixxvi. 4) rrorr^D here comes from

v. 20 (and 13). The ' Lebanon '

is that in N. Arabia

(see on Jer. xxii. 20); or was it
' Gebalon '

(see on v. 32)?
TIN is not to be confined to the cedar (see E. Bib.,

' Cedar ').

In v. 22 and ix. n D^wni, and in 2 Chr. ii. 7 trcnQ&M are

added. See on x. 1 1. D^TS should be D^ISD (a common

error).

v. 25. rfoo D^n,
||

2 Chr. ii. 9, mDD D^Bn. Read

sp. "'ten, or else (

B
teal f^a^eip ;

A ? /ia^aA, ;
A* /AaXaX)

'n. Probably also rvro should be roso. The Tal-

mudic equation rrro = BnnD (Menakoth, 86) is doubtful).

v. 27. The later tradition, no doubt, considered that

Israelites were not exempt from the corvee (cp. xii. 4, 18).

But in ix. 20-22 it is expressly said that the corvee was

limited to non-Israelites. The original reading in v. 27 was

no doubt f?snar~^>D ;
the two names are frequently con-

founded. See above, on iv. 7-19. Cp. on 2 S. viii. i$f.\
also on 2 S. xxiv. 1-9 (p. 308).

v. 30. D^ISDH, as in v. 7, comes from D^NSDttT ;
so also

does nthtih (originally a correction). The gain is great ;

for how can there have been 'princes of the prefects'? 32.

Another puzzle. D^nm is
'

startling
'

(Benz.). Stade with

some hesitation takes it to be here now as an appellative =
'

stone-cutters.' How improbable ! Thenius and others
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correct somewhat violently (see E. Bib,,
'

Gebal,' i). But
from Josh. xiii. 5 (see ad loc.} it appears that ^an fiN and

|tak are synonymous. The Giblites or Gebalites are the

people of Gebal (Ezek. xxvii. 9) or Gebalon. But the

passage is not yet quite plain ;
it should be read thus

^NDrrr am] TODV an I^DD^I. 'rrr an and
are correct explanatory glosses.

CHAP. vi. i, 37. That the contents of this verse are of

diverse origin is seen by Kittel. He thinks that RD obtained

the calculation of 480 years, etc., from a scholastic tradition,

while the statement of time in b is simply repeated from

v. 37. But it should be added that the scholastic tradition

is based on a series of corruptions of the text in Judges and

Samuel
;

it is not found in
||

2 Ch. iii. i f. Originally v. 37
was without the words if nra ; similarly, ^.38 was with-

out the words TDtnrr tznnn Nin fm rrri. These words

originally stood in the margin, but in another form, for they
are corrupt, though (thanks to the regularity with which

types of corruptions occur) not hopelessly. For it nTl v. I

gives ^wn tmnn NIPT 17 onm, where tznn (cp. on norm,

Josh. xv. 37) represents YintBN ; "OB) (cp. on i S. xiv. 4) =
'DOT, and IT perhaps = f?11T, i.e. 'DBP (cp. on xvi. 31). In

v. 38,^11 rrp = Wirrp; 'mrr 'nn Nin is a gloss, viz. Nin

WtVDtP TiniDN. Thus we get as marginal notes '

in Jerah-

meel ' and '

in Ashhur-ishmael,' notes which originally

described the region where the workmen '

prepared the

timber and the stones' (i K. v. 32). Consequently is

not wholly wrong in placing vv. 37 f. immediately after

v. 32 of our Hebrew text. See on viii. 2.

CHAP. vii. 13 f. Origin of the artificer Hiram. The

Chronicler (2 Chr. ii. 13) calls him Huram-abi, which, like

Aholiab (Ex. xxxi. 6), probably comes from Jerahmeel-arab).

He is brought from -ikp (not -fc), and is the son of a Misrite

father, and a mother who was HDD^N ntDM. Now \tbtf is a

corruption of f?NDnT (see on i S. xxi. 3), and both here and

in xi. 26, xvii. g f. it is hardly doubtful that mo^N repre-

sents irfotbtfTV Possibly the next words ^nDa nttQD Nirr

(but ^ reads Mini) imply an endeavour to make Hiram

out to have been a full Israelite (see Benz.). More probably,

however, the words are corrupt, and we should read
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D^n[m]f?D. That TitD^D and *3VKSfTP were synonyms is

certain (see on i S. xvii. 26). The region intended was

probably that called, according to I S. xvii. 2 (corrected

text), f?NETTT roso, and referred to again in v. 45, in the

account of the casting of the brass vessels.

vii. 21. The two pillars, p:r and na. In E. Bib.,
'

Jachin and Boaz,' col. 2304, an explanation is given which

is only to a small extent correct Now that we know what

the dominant foreign influence on the popular and official

religion of Israel was, it is possible to make this criticism.

And as it happens (Jf
B and partly (

L confirm the view which

must of itself occur to any one who has realised the religious

influence of N. Arabia, py is in |
BL

uv^ovfi, and this repre-

sents WtDTTP, while tsi is in (J|
B
{3a\.a%, and this represents

^ll*1

**, i.e. ^MMMP, see on xvi. 3 I . (That 721 probably had

some connection with Sll7 was pointed out in E. Bib., I.e. ;

now 7117 is a divine title = TTPN)- The two pillars were, in

fact, dedicated to the N. Arabian deity, sometimes called by
the Israelites Jerahmeel and Ishmael.

vii. 4$ f. Cp. E. Bib.,
' Tebah.' Neither Benz. nor

Kittel has removed all the difficulties
; indeed, the chief ones

only yield to the '

Jerahmeelite theory.' It is pardonable,
and yet a little amusing, when Benz. makes this remark,
'

T^arr to be deleted, as in (@>, as an incorrect explanation of

the subject.' It has, however, been shown again and again
that -f^on is a corruption of ^MOITf1

(cp. E. Bib.,
' Ham-

melech
'),

and when Kittel says of
zanbip,

'

properly stripped

bald (of the head), made bald, then polished (of metal),' it

must be objected that he, together with the lexicographers,

puts an undue strain on the root-meaning of toio ;
Isa. xviii.

2, 6 is corrupt. And though the correction of nefrisrr nisca

(v. 46) offered by G. F. Moore and Clermont-Ganneau (see

E. Bib., col. 58) deserves praise for its acuteness, it must be

pointed out that the text of the related passage Josh. iii. 16

is corrupt (see ad loc.}. The key to I K. I.e. (and the

||
2 Chr. iv. i6/i) is furnished by i Chr. xviii. 8, which, in

a critically revised text, states that David obtained a large

quantity of brass from Rehoboth-jerahmeel (YrT Yn under-

lies pDDI nmti), a city of Hadad[-ezer ?], king of Zare-

phath (or Missor? see on 2 S. viii. 5). It was presumably
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this captured brass that Hiram the artificer used, according
to the earlier tradition. In short, the fcnoo of i K. vii. 45
and the p*HD of 2 Chr. iv. 16 come respectively from np"jo
and rhirno, and the second of these readings is the better.

"iDDl and pTTT, which follow, are probably corrupt inde-

pendent forms of a dittographed f?NDTTP (cp. E. Bib.,
'

Jordan,' 2 [2]). The result is, with regard to I K. vii. 45,
that the verse should end at mrr TO, and that the hitherto

unexplained ^rTNiT represents SNDHT (written in the margin
as a gloss on DYTT, and that v. 46 should run thus, ntETO

nEns prrt np$o p3 mT$-n35p:a ^nonr n^ ^Norm niirnp.
For the ' Succoth

'

of MT., see on Gen. xxxiii. 17; for
'

Zarethan,' on Josh. iii. 1 6.

CHAP. viii. 1-5. These verses appear in and (j|
L
in a

much shorter form, and this form is almost entirely an earlier

form. So the critics agree, and this adds weight to the

circumstance that (f gives ev ^etcav, where MT. gives D^tDVT.

Kittel regards this as .a pure mistake somewhat too easy
an expedient. It is plain that the original sources of the

history of Israel have been very much worked over, and we
have seen already that both David and (up to this time at

any rate) Solomon preferred [Beth-]ishmael or [Beth-]jerah-

meel as a residence to any other city. Moreover, it was here

that David placed the ark, and here that, after his accession,

David's successor resided. We have also seen that in Am.
vi. i p"2 represents 7M9DQ", zV. Beth-ishmael (cp. on 2 S.

v. 7). It is possible that, according to the original record,

Solomon gathered together the elders of Israel (i.e. the Israel

in the Negeb and in Judah) at Beth-ishmael to take up the

ark out of the city of David (
= Beth-ishmael) to Jerusalem.

But it is also possible that the original writer meant us to

understand that the house which Solomon had prepared for

the ark was in a higher part of Beth-ishmael the place

where, in a sanctuary in the so-called 'city of David,' David

had placed the ark. And this may be confirmed by v. 2

(see below), also by the fragment of song ascribed to Solomon

(see next note), and by the notice (both in MT. and in <g)

found in v. 65 (2 Chr. vii. 8). In this case there has been a

fusion of two accounts, each of which referred to Solomon's

erection of a temple the one at Beth-ishmael, the other at
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Jerusalem. See, however, Winckler's radical criticism (GI
ii. 252 ff. ; cp. E. Bib.,

'

Solomon,' 30). Note that of v. 2

(@> only gives ev f^rjvl A0a/j,eiv (AQavetv) = D^nNH JTV}.
' This

[statement] has given rise to many scruples,' says Stade,
'

as

it seems to be at variance with the statements in vi. 38 and

xii. 32.' Cp. Kittel and Benz. The text has been manipu-
lated

;
hence the perplexity of the critics. For 'nun nvi

'ill read SNSQBT ~intt?N Nin D^rpNn ^NDnTn, and cp. on vi.

I, 37. The ' Zion
'

intended was in the district called

Jerahmeel of the Ethanites, i.e. Ashhur-ishmael (gloss).

viii. 1 2. This utterance of Solomon (cp. 2 Chr. vi. I /.}

occurs in ( and (@>
L

after v. 53 vv. 14-53 being a later

insertion. It is more important, however, to notice that the

Greek version gives it in a fuller form, which may be here

quoted from (Jf
L

ecTTrjcrev ev ovpavw Kvpios, KOI eire rov /caroiKetv

ev <yvo(j)a), QltcoSofATjcrov OLKOV ftov, ol/cov evTrpeTrrj aeavrw

OVK ISov avrrj yeypcnrrai eVlrov /caroticev et

The most essential part, however, is given by MT. The
two most remarkable words are ^p"]!? and bll. '^2 is at first

sight plausible, being frequently given in a description of a theo-

phany (cp. Burney, p. 109), and it is usual to find a contrast

in the first two lines, as given in (*|, between the brightly

shining sun and the black cloud filling the House of Yahwe.

This, however, does not fit in with the context, and would

not the '" TQD (v. 1 1 ) be a luminous cloud ? Hence Bottcher

has suggested Wiara and Thenius obttYTD (for WniQ) ;

indeed, long ago (probably by a guess) Tg. paraphrased,
' Yahwe has been pleased to establish his Shechinah in Jeru-

salem.' The difficulty exists, and it is time to apply our

own critical method to it. ^Dll? is a good Hebrew word,

but it closely resembles two groups of letters which cover

over SNErrT ;
these are fpDIDN (Gen. xiv. I ) and SNITIN

(Hos. x. 14); 70S, too, has sometimes sprung from this

word (see, e.g., on 2 K. v. 24, Mic. iv. 8). This leads to the

conclusion that ^snsi may come from ^NOTTTa, and if this

and this alone brings sense into the passage, and makes it

full of life and colour, we may say that it does. And does
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it not restore life and meaning to the song-fragment?
Surely.

' Yahwe said that he would dwell in Jerahmeel,' i.e.

in the Negeb, where his sanctuaries were. Then take *yyi.

Without retracting what is said in Proph. Is. ii. 172 f., I

must qualify it by observing that bin sometimes, like Sin*,

represents ^NSDtzr1

(cp. on vii. 21, Judg. ix. 28). Our object
of reviving the perishing colour of the song will be further

promoted if we read, for hy\, ^NSOttT, or rather (cp. || ^Dlia)
'Darn. These corrections will be confirmed if, in other

passages (see on Josh. x. i 3, 2 S. i. 18), we find ourselves, if

not compelled, yet gently stimulated to read, for norn nDD,
inDJN 'D. The postscript of the song-fragment then becomes
'

Surely it is written in the book of Ashhur,' implying that

the passage refers to Ashhur or Jerahmeel, i.e. to the Negeb.
But what is to be said of the introductory words in (gi's

version ? Critics differ as to its retroversion, because, while

gives eyvcopiaev, (& has e<rr?7crei>. The true reading ought
to be some word out of which both irTin and ron may have

L
' i -

grown. That word should be 7NDTTP (for the former cp. on

biWT, i Chr. vii. 6
;
and on Ti:rp, Ps. cxxxv. 5 ;

and for

the latter, cp. on p\ vii. 21). But what of BNDtD and D^DtDl ?

IDE ID often comes either from D273 or from ^NSDOT. In the

present instance it comes from 'oarf}]. crDtD3 most prob-

ably has the same origin, while mrr again and again comes

from [3>ND]rrr. Thus the opening words in (> (cp. OP
212; Burney, p. ill) represent a two-fold and twice-

written marginal correction of the corruptly written 7D1S1 ;

the correction is ^NDrrP ^NSDttra. So that (H has really

misled the critics
;
Solomon's '

song
'

is more correctly given

in MT., unless olKoB6fj,rja'oi> oltcov pov KT\. may seem prefer-

able. From our point of view, indeed, it is not preferable.

Read, therefore, ~\h TO TP33 rm ^NcnTl ptt?f? nDN mm
Q*cb\9 iramb pDO ^NMMTQ,

' Yahwe promised that he would

dwell in Jerahmeel ;
I have built a house for thee in Ish-

mael, a sanctuary for thy inhabiting evermore.' [Hum-
melauer's article,

' Salomons Tempelweihe,' Bibl. Zt. i.

43-46, only shows the urgent need of a reform in the

methods of textual criticism. At the same time, he rightly

protests against the improbabilities of the received inter-

pretation.]
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viii. 65. 'All Israel' is defined as extending
' from the

region of non to the D"n!SD brn.' nnn is a popular modifi-

cation of rGSD (see on 2 S. viii. 9) ; D^ISD as often means

Misrim. Cp. on 2 K. xxiv. 7.

CHAP. ix. ii. 'Twenty cities in the land of

the cession of which to Hiram provoked the disparaging

remark, 'What are these?' and so 'they were called

^13 fitf unto this day.' The true explanation ought not

to be far away. TllD must be a corruption of some well-

known name of a district
;

it can hardly be, as Burney

supposes, the name of a town (cp. Josh. xix. 27) from

which the district was named. We require a name out

of which both *niD and fym can have sprung ;
for and

(g
L

agree in giving "Opiov where MT. has f?*QD. In PSBA
xxi. [1899] 1 77 ff- (CP- E- Bib-> 'Cabul') ^17 = ^17 is

proposed. The explanation of Zebulun as '

dung-country
'

would be parallel to that of Beelzebul as ' lord of dung,'

and 'Izebel as 'what dung!' implied in 2 K. ix. 37 (but

cp. note). Out of fnit both ^ilD and frm might have

sprung, though the expansion of a character is less

common than its diminution. But there is a better

alternative, viz. to read silTQ. This word may indeed

have come ultimately from TMKffTT (see on I S. xxviii. 4),

but a corrupt form resembling tfOOT may have established

itself as the name of a particular district. The palatals

JL and D are easily confounded. The name may have been

popularly derived from nf?3,
'

to shave.' A ' shaven
'

country
was a treeless country. It was perhaps the treelessness of

the district that displeased Hiram (cp. Judg. i. 15).

ix. 14. The original which underlies the received text

is probably 'ill nSD *f?tb n^&n ; DTH is a gloss on

12D V?D, inserted at the wrong place. See Winckler, GI
ii. 262

;
KAT(S)

237. Solomon, it seems, had to make up
for the territory which Hiram rejected by a large payment
in gold.

ix. 15. hrtaon = ^NDnT [rva] = the acropolis (see on

2 S. v. 9), so called, perhaps, because the temple of Jarham
or Jerahmeel stood there. Another derivative of Yrv may
perhaps be nmp (inscr. of Mesha) ; cp. on 2 K. v. 24.

'Hazor' (see on Josh. xi. i) represents "int&N ; 'Megiddo'
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[rap (i S. xiv. 2
; cp. on iv. 12, Josh. xvii. n, Judg. v. 19).

1 Gezer
'

is not the Gezer represented by Tell Jezer, identi-

fied by Cl.-Ganneau, and explored by Macalister, but rather a

place in the Negeb called either Gezer or perhaps Geshur

(cp. on i S. xxvii. 8). For 'Jerusalem' we should still

read '

Ishmael.'

ix. 16-17a. On the right placing of this passage, see

Kittel, who, however, has not noticed that the king with

whom Solomon allied himself by marriage was necessarily
the king of Missor. It was against Geshur in the Negeb
that Pir'u (cp. on Gen. xii. 15, 2 K. xvii. 7) took the field

;

it was Geshur, whose Kenizzite inhabitants he slew, that he

might give the place as a marriage-portion to his daughter.
Macalister's archaeological conjectures (JPaL Fund. St., Jan.
I 93> P- IJ ) nave no critical weight. ijb, 18. Beth-

horon, like Gibeon, was in the Negeb (see on Josh. x. iof.,
Ezek. xlvii. i, 6). For ' Baalath and Tamar' (2 Chr.

viii. 6,
' Baalath

'

only) we might read '

Baalath-tamar,' i.e.

'

Lady of Tamar.' The case, however, is parallel to that

of Abel-meholah, both parts of which compound place-

name may ultimately come from '

Jerahmeel.'
' Baal

'

in

place-names seems invariably to represent 7ND. ^n prob-

ably comes from DDI, which (see E. Bib.,
'

Tamar,' 2) comes

from the ethnic f?NDnT. In different forms, this name was

very often given both to towns and to districts. For

pNl -iTTDl (to which Kittel would append riYirr) read

either ikpa yyo3. or o^lis ptfl ($ and 1 again confounded).

Klost. too boldly D*isQ "i^ns-l. For another too bold view

see Perles, AnaL 22. Both these scholars hold that the

Kr. ntnn is correct (but see E. Bib., 'Tadmor'). For

inrr and D^BTiDn read CpfjHOrrP and DTiDns. See on v. 6,

x. 26. 'Jerusalem' may be right; 'Lebanon' is certainly

the southern Lebanon (v. 20). May we compare the ret

Svvaa-revfjbara rov Aifidvov which Solomon '

opened
'

(,
ii. 46^, mentioned just before the building of rrjv Sep/Mit ev

ry eprjiito)
? Cp. Benz.

;
and for Winckler see E. Bib., col.

3098. 25. -II&N iriN and rrarrriN D^QJ are most puzzling

(see Burney, pp. 141 /). The passage is not, however,

hopelessly corrupt. Read -n$N-rw and ?Ni?Dttr' nrrnsn,

and join on to v. 24.

23
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ix. 26-28. See E. Bib., 'Solomon,' 4. The received

view will hardly stand. In v. 27 DTT >lins n'VQN "'QJ^N are

a redactor's makeshift
;

the two first words represent

Orhwf&ST ;
the two last ET^NOhnr. (BTDN = 'BEN, like ]NS,

is a fixed corruption of 'DOT ;
so also irp and D"1 of

YTT and ]ty respectively ; nV3M may represent D^DN,
which = D^Norrp). Cp. on x. 22. I must also glance
at the traditional place-name in p^SS, the treatment of

which by Lagarde (endorsed in BDB
y s.v^) I cannot regard

as satisfactory. The two parts of the name must be

grouped with those other, already explained, names to

which by their respective forms they are related. ]V2$ is

obviously to be connected with ]% p2, )N2 (i S. xvi. 12),

]VS ; therefore, unless some strong reason to the contrary

exists, it ought to be = SNSDBT, while -m must be explained
in the same way as "Di (ill p) in iv. I 3, and inw in iv. I 3,

2 K. xv. 25, Dt. iii. 4, i.e. it represents ins? = ins. The
name means, therefore,

' Arabian Ishmael.' There were

various towns called (in a corrupt form) Ishmael
;

this one

was defined as the Arabian Ishmael. (The theory in

E. Bib.
t 2352, was, however, a first step in the right

direction.)

CHAP. x. i f. This favours the view that there were

two Shebas. We know of queens of N. Arabia (mat Aribi],

but not of the Sabaean empire, and if we apply criticism

to the text of our narrative it will become still clearer

that a N. Sheba is here intended. In v. i miT Otib is

not '

hopelessly corrupt
'

(Kittel) ; according to parallels it

may represent SNDTTP SNSDBT (cp. on chw, ix. 25), i.e. it

is a twofold gloss on NltD. In v. 2 "TND T1D ^Tll and
/%
in D^Dl are in apposition ; D^D}, as elsewhere (e.g. Judg.

viii. 21), comes from DT>HDnV. In the train of the queen
were Jerahmeelite merchants bearing spices (cp. E. Bib.,
' Merchant

').
There may have been a confusion between

the two Shebas, but the earlier tradition meant the N.

Sheba, in the neighbourhood of Musri, whence came
Solomon's principal wife. Cp. Wi. GI ii. 267 ;

also

E. Bib.,
'

Solomon,' 5 b.

x. 1 1. A very early corruption has to be indicated

here. 'Almug(gim)' or 'algum(mim)' is, like
'

gemalllm,'
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in v. 2, miswritten for
'

Jerahmeel,' from which word also

the Assyrian tree-name ' elammaku '

(Del. Ass. HWB 74^)
may also perhaps come. 1 The Jerahmeelite timber was

naturally obtained (as 2 Chr. ii. 8 expressly states that

the algum wood was obtained) from Lebanon
; by

' Lebanon ' we (but perhaps not the Chronicler) mean the

southern Lebanon, mp pN, in accordance with v. 31,
vii. 9 ff., ought to mean '

costly building-stone
'

; such stone

naturally came from the same district (v. 27, 3O/1). Now
it so happens that in 2 Chr. ix. i o we read thus,

' Also the

servants of Huram and the servants of Solomon, who

brought gold from Ophir, brought algum -timber and

PHp*
1 p.' It is probable that, after omitting the paren-

thetical remark (not here pertinent) about gold from Ophir,
we may accept the Chronicler's text as correct. The
redactor of Kings took the passage (vv. 11, 12) from

its original context, introduced the remark just referred to,

and placed the notice in connection with the visit of the

queen of Sheba. Observe that, according to v. I2b, such

a quantity of almug-timber was never again seen in Israel.

Perhaps the trees had become rare owing to the large

number cut down for Solomon. (Cp., however, E. Bib.,
1

Solomon,' 4, end.)

x. 1 2. D^&h ttfyyj* rrmrn ;

'

very strange
'

(Klost.).

Read D^N$DBT tFXpft O^lsiDTTr, a gloss on min DTH 'TIS

nnbtZ), which originally (see preceding note) stood at the

beginning of v. 1 1. For a parallel corruption, see on

I S. xviii. 6.

x. 15. D'nnrr ^BttND 7lh.
'

Incurably corrupt
'

(Benz.) ?

Surely not. It is tribute which we expect to be referred

to here. 'BEND probably comes from BESD, and what

follows is a list of the sources of the tribute. Read

[DTnim] ^p-S^i [D^NDHT] n^nmNi n^rvarn

For D'nnrr cp. on mn, I S. xxii. 5 ;
for inDD, on

Ps. ex. 3 ;
for D^?:n, on Neh. iii. 32 ;

for l-$n, on Jer.

1
Cp. ]ov f7> probably from "wotr fv, and nWxn, perhaps from

See further on pjn, Dt. xii. 2. That '

almug
' and ' elammaku '

may be

connected, was first suggested by the writer in Exp.T ix. 470^;
Hommel (ib. 525) assented. ' Elammaku,' however, may possibly mean

'Elamite' (Hommel).
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xxv. 24. The concluding words ]>-)Nn mnDI (also in Chr.)

may be an editorial or scribal expansion of a mutilated

and slightly corrupt form of DTTOm (but see E. Bib., col.

4688, note 2).

x. 22 a. Benzinger's excuse (p. 75) of the supposed

misunderstanding of the Chronicler is unnecessary ;
the

misunderstanding is most probably with modern critics.

' In all passages,' says this scholar,
'

except here and

i K. xxii. 49 (both passages from the redactor) ships

that really went to Tarshish or at least sailed on the

Mediterranean are intended.' But a keener criticism will

only allow three passages in which, even plausibly,

tZTOnn IYP3N (^JN),
'

Tarshish-ships,' can be read.
1 These

are I K. x. 22, xxii. 49, and 2 Chr. ix. 21. The first

is our passage ;
the third, the parallel in Chr.

;
in the

second, we should probably follow $ which has simply

(eVotTycre) vrjas, and it is open to us to hold that ttTBTin is

a variant to rrTDIN, BTBTin being a corruption of "IIDN, which

was probably, like Sheba, the name of more than one part

of Arabia (cp. Jer. x. 9, where '

Tarshish,' i.e.
(

Asshur,' is

parallel to
'

Uphaz,' i.e. Ophir). Returning now to i K.

x. 22#, it is well to take it in conjunction with 2 Chr.

ix. 21, applying, however, a keen criticism to the text

of both passages. Probably the original passage ran

somewhat as follows, n-pn -ans DS arann "nSrr t\hxb ^DN ^.

D*3, which in MT. follows t\hcb, may have come from ]CP5

(
= ^NDrrrl) ;

if so, it is a geographical gloss stating that
' Asshur '

('
Tarshish

'

!)
was in (the southern) Jerahmeel.

On the origin of the word BTBnn see E. Bib.,
' Tarshish.'

x. 22 b, D^Drn D^pj?] D^HIHD . . . nrTN, i.e. the ships

returned once in three years bringing gold and silver, and

also some animate or inanimate objects which critics find

it difficult to determine. According to Benz. and Kittel,

vv. 2ob (or at least 21, Ki.) 22 belong to a later writer

(perhaps the redactor), so that Kittel finds it justifiable to

suppose that the writer is aware of voyages to India, and

transfers such voyages to the time of Solomon. But, as we
shall see, a fuller criticism renders this supposition of voyages

1 See E. Bib., col. 4899, with note 4 ;
and cp. col. 4685,

(' Solomon,' 4).
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to India unnecessary. Either the D^Dp and the D^rjn are

different sorts of aromatic oil (see Amarna Tablets, E. Bib.,

190), in which case D"amtD should perhaps be read D'TiDtD ;

or 'D&> should be read Drift ^1N (see Klost in note), in

which case underneath both 'p and 'n the Ass. hipindu (see
E . Bib.,

'

Peacocks,'
'

Topaz ') has been suspected ;
or the

three terms are virtually ethnics, viz. ^NSDttF "Ol and DTOsn
or DTQm (underlying both D^Dp and nr-On). The last-

mentioned view is the best, nnt&, whether as the name of

a precious stone or as a personal name, probably comes
from 7N9D0*, and Tin m the Psalter is a relic of rose.

If so, (o^nim) DTI3SD1 'DOT1 "'Dl is the continuation of (or

a gloss upon) v. 15, which, as we have seen, contains

the ethnic names of Solomon's N. Arabian tributaries.

Indeed, v. 220. as explained above, should properly stand

after vv. 14 f. If it be asked how Solomon came to have

so much gold, the answer is, because the king's servants

were wont to go periodically to Asshur, and bring thence

gold and silver.

x. 25. This verse too, now becomes clear. S. A. Cook

led the way to the truth by the suggestion (Exp.T'x. 279 /.)

that (Jl's o-raKTrjv represented no, and that this should be

combined with MT's pan. The true reading, however, is not

D^pamD (Ass. mtir-niske,
'

young steeds,' Del. Ass. HWB,
391 b\ but ptBCTD-iN

= Dttto-DIN. niD^tt) = ic>tt> = the Sal-

maeans, or = ShWDBT. D^DIDI = D^NSDBT (cp. notm, iv. 15).

D^DID = D^CJ^S. D^TiD = DTTiDN or D^nD^S. Cp. on Isa. Ixvi. 2O,

Zech. xiv. 15, Ezra ii. 66 f. (similar errors). Thus 'vessels

of silver and of gold
'

are the whole tribute.

x. 26. Another version of v. 6. Read,
' And Solomon

gathered together Rehobites (D^rn) and Zaraphites (D^DIS);

he had four thousand (so @) Rehobites, and twelve thousand

Zaraphites, whom he placed (onin) in the cities of Rehob

and with the king in Jerusalem.' irn and rrDTTi, D^DIS and

D^nim (cp. Neh. iii. 8, 3 1 /) are, of course, synonymous.
x. 28 f. After Lenormant (Origines, iii. 9), Winckler

(Alttest. Unters. 173 ;
AOF^i. 28

;
G7ii. 265) and Hommel

(Gesch. Bab. u. Ass. 610, n. 3) ;
the scholars to be consulted

for corrections of this difficult passage are P. Ruben

(JQR x. 543) and the present writer (E. Bib.,
'

Mizraim,'
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2 a, col. 3163). But is the result entirely satisfactory?

So much, indeed, is perfectly clear, that Egypt (Misraim)
was not the country from which Solomon was likely to have

imported horses, but that he might very possibly have im-

ported them from a N. Syrian land called Musri (Misrim)
l

and the adjoining district of Kue (rnp ?), or E. Cilicia.

There is, however, some improbability in Winckler's and

my own former view of the passage. (i) Though pos-

sible, it is at any rate unlikely that a N. Syrian Misrim

should be referred to here, considering that everywhere
else D^nsD means either Egypt or the Musri in N.

Arabia. (2) Though possible, it is somewhat improbable
that such an odd-looking place-name as mp should be

correct, considering that elsewhere equally odd-looking

names, such as Shoa and Koa in Ezek. xxiii. 23, Helek

and Gammadim in Ezek. xxvii. 1 1, plausibly identified by

archaeologists, can be still more reasonably explained as

corruptions of N. Arabian names. And when we scrutinise

the words of the passage in MT. and 0, we are struck by
several phenomena favourable to the view that some part

of N. Arabia is referred to. For instance, where MT. has

mpn, (@> has etc Te/coue, i.e. Iflpnp, a reading which the

ordinary criticism (see Kittel, Chron., Heb., SBOT, p. 72) is

unable to explain. Now there was a yipn in the Negeb,
as Jer. vi. 1 1 shows (see Crit. Bib. ad loc.}. It is not,

however, this
' Tekoa '

that will be meant, if (>'s text is

correct, but some other district called
' Tekoa '

or rather
' Maacath '

(for
' Tekoa '

is a popular distortion of Maacath),
still more to the south. In the Hexapla we find another

reading, e'/c Koa (cp. 2 Chr. i. 1 6 Nlpo) ;
now sip in Ezek.

xxiii. 23, according to the best theory of the reference

of chap, xxiii., is a corruption of HD^D.
2 And Luc.

1 P. Haupt makes a reasonable suggestion.
' It seems almost certain

that in several passages of OT the final o in MT. cnso represents a later

addition due to a misunderstanding, and that the original reading in

such cases may have been nsp. MT. onso was no doubt often written

'nsa' (postscript to note on x. 28 in Stade's Kings, SHOT}. Winckler
writes Musri

; Haupt prefers Musr, the i being the genitive ending, im-

plying a prefixed mat,
'

country (of).'
2 In Crit. Bib., p. 100, by an oversight, j'ip is equated with ^worrr.

This is possible, but yipn and jnp are most easily explained as above.

There is, however, no essential difference in meaning.
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gives the additional words KOI etc kapaaKov ;
now ptDcn

(see on Isa. xvii. i - 1 1 ) often represents DBft3, i.e. Cusham
in N. Arabia. Next, turning to MT. we find, joined
to the second mpo, the improbable word Tnnl. ' Im-

probable,' I call it, for why should such a vague phrase
be used ? It is obvious that without payment no horses

could have been obtained
;

it is also obvious (unless our

widening experience of corruptions is to be allowed no

weight) that T/7Q here, as in Jer. xv. 13, may very well

have come from orrp (
= ^NDrrp). In short, we are led

to suspect that Tirol mpD has come from ^NcnTl nDSBD

(we may omit the last two words of v. 28 as a gloss). It is

but little less probable that nTWTl which follows Tnnl, and
which has been ingeniously regarded as a technical term

(npi;,
'

to be estimated ') has grown out of a dittographed
7NOnT3 (o and n, n and n confounded). Looking on

further, we notice DTQ (' by their means '

?). Now, as a

study of Isa. x. 5 (see Crit. Bib.} will show, this may very
well have come from 7HDTTP or 7HDITTO (omit as a gloss).

It is true that, as Ezek. xxvii. 14 is given in MT., horses

were imported into Palestine from Togarmah, which is

supposed to mean Armenia. The precariousness of this

view, however, is extreme
;

in a strictly revised text

Togarmah becomes ' Beth- gomer' = ' Beth -jerahmeel,' and

the '

horses, and horsemen, and mules
'

also become trans-

formed, while the importing country is not Tyre, but

Missor in N. Arabia. According to the same text (v. 20)
the source whence Missor obtained D'HTID

1 was Dedan.

We may perhaps venture to find the same word for some

costly young animal in I K. x. 29 (for "nnb point
%l

"inp).

Lastly, we are struck by the reference to the kings of the

D^nn and of DIN. Now we have met with southern DTin
and a southern Aram so often that we have a right, when

1 On vno see E. Bib., col. 2 1 1 3 / ;
and cp. Del. Ass. HWB s.v.

suhiru. What kind of young animal is meant by suhiru is uncertain.

It is mentioned (see Del., op. cit., p. 173) after bakru, 'young camels'

(collective). In i K. v. 8 [iv. 28] the AV. renders ran (which may be

explained as a popular corruption of THD)
' dromedaries.' Prof. Haupt's

remark (in Stade's Kings, SBOT} suhiru 'does not mean horse,'

but '

might perhaps denote the suckling colt of an ass '

is not destructive

of the above view. We may still hope for more light.
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these names come before us, to think in the first instance

of these southern peoples ; nrnn, in fact, represents

D-'rQJTi and DIN is a very early abbreviation of TMBlTft

And it is not unimportant here to recall the fact that

Hadad-ezer, who was so troublesome to David, was well

provided with horses, and that Hadad-ezer's kingdom was

on the N.Arabian border of Judah (see Crit. Bib., p. 274/1).
He was, in fact, to apply the language of I K. x. 29 (see

above) a '

king of Aram in Jerahmeel.' Having all this in

view we cannot hesitate to read w. 28 f. thus, 'And the

exportation of Solomon's horses was from Misrim, and

from Maacah were fetched the king's su^irs. And a

chariot was exported from Misrim for six hundred pieces

of silver, and a horse for a hundred and fifty. And on

these terms they were exported to the kings of the

Rehobothites and to the kings of Aram.' Gloss on ' from

Maacath' (v. 28), and on 'Aram' (v. 29), 'in Jerahmeel.'

We are therefore bound to suppose that there were

districts of N. Arabia, called respectively Misrim and

Maacah, from which horses were imported. Misrim was

a wide region, so that in Ezek. xxvii. 20 the king of

Missor (
= Misrim) can be said to have obtained his suhirs

from Dedan. According to Winckler, the Misrite kingdom
extended to Medina, and, according to Glaser, we have

to place the seats of the tribe of Dedan N. of that place.

In Judg. i. 19, the Maacathites are said to have had

'chariots of iron.' Stade in SBOT denies the possibility of

reference to Arabia. But there are too many passages re-

ferring to chariots and horses of Misrim, Aram, and Ashhur

to warrant this incredulity. Isa. xxxi. i, quoted by Stade,

refers not to Egypt but to Musri. Misrim was no doubt an

extensive region.

CHAP. xi. 1-8. We cannot by the older methods

restore the approximately correct text either of the

original narrative or of the additions which, as all critics

(with many differences of detail) agree, were made to that

narrative. For the results of the newer methods see

E. Bib., 'Solomon,' 10. It is very doubtful whether

the early narrator said anything about any other wives

of Solomon but the Misrite princess. The original state-
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ment probably was to the effect that '

there Solomon built

a sanctuary for the god of Cusham and the god of Jerah-
meel,' i.e. for the god worshipped by his Misrite wife. 1

It

is not, however, to a supplementer, but to corruption of the

text, that we may ascribe the statement that Solomon had
seven hundred princely wives and three hundred concubines

;

both mND $1 and mNO vhto are corruptions of nV^MfrDBP.
It is one of the commonest phenomena the transformation

of ethnic names into numerals. The other corruptions

(popular and other) of ethnics have been pointed out in

E. Bib. (I.e.} ; they are the familiar ones, such as 'IND for

'iSD, '3DS for ^Hbrrr, 'DIN (perhaps) for 'DIM (note that (

gives a choice of three readings, 'DIN, 'DIN, and SON), 'ms
from '"iSD (cp. on xvii. 9), Yin from 'mm.

xi. 14-22. I have already examined this as well as I

could in JQRy July 1899, pp. 551-568 ; cp. Winckler (GI
ii. [1900] 269-273), whose results to some extent agree

independently with my own. I cannot think this unim-

portant, though Burney, even in his 'Additions,' p. 380,
makes no reference to it. It was already made as plain as

possible in my article (with which Winckler on this point

coincides) that the refuge sought by Hadad (and by Jero-

boam) was not in Egypt but in the N. Arabian Musri. For

some of the other results which, rightly or wrongly, I seemed

to have gained, see E. Bib.,
'

Genubath,'
'

Hadad,' 3. It

may now be possible to improve some of the details, (a)

Who was Hadad ? According to MT. and (f| an Edomite.

Rather, as Winckler (GI ii. 270), an Arammite i.e. a man
of the southern, not (as Wi.) of the northern, Aram. And
whether we consider Kin ^>an yno (MT.) or rOI^Dn 'lD )

to be the more original reading, the authentic reading is

neither the one nor the other but b^nnT r

7D,
' of the race of

Jerahmeel' (for HDI^D, cp. on 2 K. xxv. 25, Jer. xli. i).

Dl"TNl (DTNl) has come in from the next verse. See on

Gen. xxxvi. 35.

() What was the occasion of Hadad's flight? It was

1 That BODD is a very early modification of Dena, and both iVo and

of *?Kom', is, from a text-critical point of view, highly probable. In the

original text, however, which underlies v. 7 Qena and Vwom 1

probably

meant, not the gods, but the people, of Cusham and Jerahmeel.
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the conquest of a large part of Aram or Jerahmeel by David

(cp. 2 S. viii. 5 f., i 3 f.\ which was followed by a census of

the male population, with a view to the imposition of a

corvee (see p. 308). Read in vv. I 5 f. rnsn^i (for nvm, with

Bottcher), Erettb!Tl*TM TpD*? (for D^nrrnN lapf?), nnm
(for TI), in3 (for man).

(c) Hadad's reception in Misrim. l*riD or linD (not

runs) gives him a house and a wife. The latter was the

sister of Pir'u's wife
;
her name is given in MT. as Tahpenes,

in ^ as #e/c(or ^)e/i[e]ti/a.
The Hebrew form reminds one

of DTODnn ;
the Greek of deKepavei, which in of 2 S.

xxiii. 8 corresponds to "ODDnn. Now both 'onn and 'Dnrr

ultimately proceed from THOTTP (pp. 52, 203). The precise

form of the name is unimportant ;
what is significant is the

circumstance that the early tradition gave Hadad's wife a

Jerahmeelite name. rrTiarr, for which (f preserves two

alternatives, TT}? /iet<w (rrr:a3n) and rrjv Trpea-fturepav

(iTTOjirT), is corrupt. We expect a clan-name
; probably we

should read rrnran,
' the Bicrite.' The Bicrites were a

Jerahmeelite clan
; cp. on 2 S. xx. I. (In v. 19 read TIN

for the second mnN, and in v. 20 omit niJlN and DDDnn.)
xi. 2 3 f. On '

Rezon,' see E. Bib., s.v., but cp. also on
1

Jehoiada,' 2 K. xi. 4. On ' Hadad-ezer
' and ' Zobah '

see

pp. 2'j^.f. For ptocn see on xix. 15, Isa. xvii. i, where it is

pointed out that a city in the southern Aram is meant. DttFO

is suggested. This must be nearly right ; cp. QTp for CTD.

But most probably 'i, like Q-ON, TT3H, etc., is a compound
name, and comes from tD3"D"i_st. C. Niebuhr (Gesch. des Ebr.

Zeit., i. 137, n. 3) has suggested ^top D*TN a step in the

right direction. It is to the Jerahmeelite country in a wide

sense that this notice necessarily points.

xi. 26-40. See E. Bib., 'Jeroboam,' I, where the Mis-

rite origin of Jeroboam's mother is shown. The rrsViH and

of MT. in v. 26 come respectively from rr"isp and

(cp. on vii. 14, xvii. 9, 2 K. v. i, xv. 5 ;
the iropvrj

of xii. 24^ (([|
BI

'),
i.e. n:m, represents ir^HMMP (see on Judg.

xi. i
). Jeroboam himself was an '

Ephrathite
'

;
it is the

Ephrath in the Negeb which is referred to (cp. on Gen.

xxxv. 19). 'Zeredah' (rm^) or ' Zererah
'

(Judg. vii. 22) is

almost certainly
'

Zarephath
'

(see, further, on xiv. 1 7), while
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the name DiDT itself comes from hsiT, i.e. ^NDrrr. Nebat,
too (see E. Bib., s.v.}, may be a N. Arabian name. Cp.
D^ttl, probably from D^12, 'Nebatites' (Josh. xi. 26). 27.

N^OH, probably from ^NDHT [TO] ;
see on ix. 15, 2 S. v. 9.

xi. 28. For fjDY
1

j-P3 read probably ^j^nor1 TO (see on
Am. vi. 5 /). Possibly, too, *?}D is a corruption of ^NSDBF

(see on Ps. Ixxxi. 7). If so, Jeroboam's office was that of

TpE, or governor, of '

all Ishmael.' See on 2 S. xx. 26,
end.

xi. 29. For D^BJTTO read fjNSDQpD (see on 2 S. xv. 1 1) ;

Beth-ishmael (or Beth-jerahmeel) is meant. The ' Shiloh
'

from which Ahijah came was in the Negeb (see on i S. i. 3,

and cp. E. Bib.,
'

Shiloh,' 5, end).

xi. 40. pBTtD, crouo-a/cet/A (
=

D^pBTltD), are corruptions
of BTD and CTOnD respectively. The king intended is the

same called liOD in the true text of xi. 18. He was king
of Misrim, but might quite well be, racially, a Cushite.

Winckler's view that
rw is here an interpolation (my own

view also in JQR, 1899) is therefore unnecessary. See

discussion in E. Bib.,
'

Shishak,' 3 ;
also on xiv. 25.

CHAP. xii. i -20. That the original story of the separa-
tion of the kingdoms was much edited is plain from a com-

parison of MT. and of (cp. Burney, pp. 164 f.}. Both

MT. and 0, however, erroneously assert that the ultimate

cause of the separation was the hard labour exacted from

the Israelites by Solomon, whereas the detailed evidence

before us (see on chaps, iv., v.) supports the statement

expressly made in ix. 20-22 that the corvee was imposed on

non-Israelites only. And though, as Benz. points out, the

LXX. (S
2
) may contain, in xii. 24 n, o, the fragmentary be-

ginning of a second account of the great event representing

a different point of view from that given in the rest of S2

and in MT., yet this, too, contains details which are, histori-

cally, very improbable. All that we can be sure of is that

there was a national assembly, at which Jeroboam was

solemnly recognised as king, and that this took place at the

place commonly called Shechem, but more properly Cusham

(see on Gen. xxxiii. 18, and E. Bib.,
' Rehoboam ').

xii. 25-32, 33. Very difficult (see Kittel, and cp. E. Bib.,

'Shechem,' 83). In v. 25 (i) why is Shechem, or rather
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Cusham, described as
'

in Mt Ephraim
'

? To distinguish it

from other places of the same name. The full name of

Cusham was Cusham-jerahmeel (see on Gen. xlviii. 22, and
E. Bib.,

'

Shechem,' 2, end) ;
now there was a Mt. Ephraim

in the Jerahmeelite Negeb (see on i S. i. i). (2) How
comes it to be said that Jeroboam resided in Shechem
rather than in Tirzah, and why is Penuel specially men-

tioned ? Nowhere again is Penuel mentioned in the regal

period. Add to this, that v. 25 is singularly isolated. It is

usual to regard it as a separate fragment of old material.

But may not a study of the text reveal an underlying earlier

form which would fit in with vv. 26 ff. ? Klostermann has

an ingenious suggestion, but perhaps the following is nearer

to MT., f?NTOF 'Dl ^NSEBTD 11!rm DTIl* Bn D'HDN . . . p^l.

For '7 roin, cp. v. 27 ;
for 'm, 2 Chr. xi. 13 ;

for DD =

pron = SNSDBTD, cp. Isa. Hi. n. For omission of i? in twri,

cp. Dnf?N for Dsrr^N in v. 28. Probably the southern Bethel

was near Cusham (Judg. xxi. 19). Vv. 26-33 really supply
an explanation of v. 25 (as here read). In v. 27 it is

perhaps right to assume that later ideas of the superior

sanctity of the temple at Jerusalem have influenced the

present form of the passage. But it is more probable that

D;>roiT has come from bNSDttT, and that the speaker means

the old temple of Kirjath-jerahmeel (K.-jearim), where the

ark was at the accession of David (see on 2 S. vi.). V. 28.

For *hl$ "Tiro read probably either ^NDTTP [^NSDET] or ^}s

['oar]. tWN, pro and D^ro sometimes come from 'DOT ; why
may not ^Dro ? And if in Hos. xiii. 2b ETTOP should be YlT

(see also on v. 32), why may not ~his have that origin here?

his rnay, indeed, also be supported by Hosea (see Hos.

viii. S, x. 5 [(!!]), but it is not likely either that the name of

Jeroboam's God was unmentioned, or that it was mentioned

in w. 29-31 (see below), while in w. 28, 32, D*6:i2, 'calves,'

was substituted for it. Now as to the name of the God.

In w. 28, 32 [DJ^m?, and in v. 31 BTrnS cover over respec-

tively SNDJTT and Tnro'N[S]. In fact, it is possible that one

of the names under which the early Israelites worshipped
their supreme Deity was the compound name TIEN [Tint&N]

SNOT-IT. The evidence for this is naturally not on the

surface, but it seems to be none the less real (see on Gen.
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xvii. i, Ex. iii. 14, vi. 2, also on Gen. xiv. 18, xxi. 33).

Considering that the chief sanctuaries were in the Negeb,
and that bull-symbols were used in the temple at Jerusalem,
also that ' Steer (Tin) of Jacob

'

(or
'

Israel
') was an archaic

title of Yahwe, we cannot wonder either that Jeroboam made
a bull-image (cp. Ex. xxxii. 4) of his God, or that he identi-

fied his God with the God who had led Israel out of Misrim.

The place where the idolatrous symbol was, seems to have

been the southern Bethel. (Point D"n$p.) V. 29. For "rnNH

(first) read ^Nom"1

(see on I S. i. i), and omit the closing
words. V. 30. For "rnn again read Yrv ;

omit p"TS.
V. 32. For OrXtyy read TMDTIT^ (see on Hos. xiii. 2b\
The other corrections will be best exhibited in a connected

attempt to restore the text of vv. 31-33 :

[Vrr ~I&N] ^NDnT -nn&JNp D^HD mm mm rrrrnN mm
[JCP -IEN cam] fwsonr 1 inmN3 in DSIT mm
renf? ^H-jroa nuts p mion-fw w*i rrnrri nm^ iro

fwnm' nmi; nm nitnn ^s f?^i : 'in

: in in

The names iinm^, ^NDm*1 and
JD->

caused the scribe much
trouble. There is hardly any doubt that they did occur

again and again in the original text, the narrator having been

anxious to prevent the misunderstanding which, after the

text had become corrupt, actually occurred. It is amusing
to see how all we critics have been taken in by n^rr niXpD,

by the supposed names of the months, and by the enigmati-

cal ~n^n Nil TtDN. For the former phrase, cp. on 2 K. xvii. 32,

Judg. xviii. 2. The editor was more opposed to Jeroboam
than the original narrator.

CHAP. xiii. 32. On piDlD 'Hi?, see on 2 K. xvii. 26.

CHAP. xiv. 10. Cp. on i S. xxv. 22. 17. nnn. On
the situation of Tirzah, and on the true form of the name,
see E. Bib.,

'

Tirzah,' and '

Zarethan/ 3, where rms or irm
(see on xi. 26), the crapeipa of (0?, and n!nn are identified

with nD"i2,
'

Zarephath.' Winckler's view (A T. Unters. 1 4)

that the reading rrcnn (v. 1 7) is an '

alteration,' caused by
the transference of the sickness of Abijah into the period

after Jeroboam's accession, is unnecessary, now that we have
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(as it seems) attained a truer view of the traditional history
of Solomon and Jeroboam.

xiv. 21. So 2 Chr. xii. 13. But is rrDQl? strictly

correct? Hardly. The addition in @ (see on 2 S. x. i,

xi. i ) suggests that 'm? = IT^MDnT ;
but it is also possible

that we should read rraaip (see E. Bib.,
' Rehoboam

').
Note

also the
fjuaa^afj.

of (J|
B

(cp. xv. 2). 23. cnp may come
from ^3, a collective, = ' Cushite priests,' a synonym for

O"nDD, i.e.
'

Jerahmeelite priests.' See on xv. 12, 2 K.

xxiii. 5, 7. 25. pBTUB (Kt.) or pttTft (Kr.), i.e. 'GTD or 'tlTD

(cp. ^aTp, i Chr. vi. 29). Even if Shoshenk I. really invaded

Palestine, which is hardly proved by the grand sculptures
on the south wall of the great temple of Karnak, it is not this

invasion which is referred to here, but a raid of the Misrites

of N. Arabia. For the arguments, see E. Bib.,
'

Shishak,'

3. In this connection note 0's addition respecting the

spoil taken from Hadadezer by David, and now taken by

^ovcraicetp,. The colouring is all N. Arabian.

CHAP. xv. i (xiv. 31, xv. i, 7, bis, 8). D*IIN( = ;D^ a-w),

like irrQN, ultimately means 'DJTP ITS,
'

Jerahmeelite Arabia.'

Thus both forms are strictly correct. For another view of

DMN, see Jastrow, JBL, xiii. 1 14 (1894). 2. QlkttratrTn, but

in 2 Chr. xiii. 2 bHFTWTQ. Both "H-IN and "QN may come
from ["]}"!$ ; crhto from ^KVOtt" (see on 2 S. iii. 3). The

queen-mother, then, was of the Negeb or N. Arabian border-

land
;

her name ' Maachah '

corresponds. The ' Gibeah '

of

2 Chr. is probably
'

Gibeath-jerahmeel
'

(see on Jer. iii. 2 3 /.}.

Cp. E. Bib.,
'

Maacah,' 3. 10. Pesh. gives as this Maacah's

father's name DlStD "OS, where ~ris is a corruption of ins

(cp. on vv. I /.}. 12. D^tznprr, perhaps from D^tDYDn (cp.

Ezekiel's objection to N. Arabian temple-ministers, Ezek.

xliv. 7, 9, and see above, on xiv. 24). Just afterwards the

gillfdim, i.e. images of Jerahmeel (see on xiii. 30), are very

naturally referred to.

xv. I 3. Possibly mtDNS was appended to m^DO by the

redactor, who may have supposed 'DO to mean '

idol
'

(cp. &,
2 Chr. xv. 1 6). If not, mtW? will have to be taken as a

gloss =
' with reference to Asherah.' For with our present

experience we can hardly doubt that n^DO (about which

even the latest critics are hopeless) is a corruption of
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rvf?H*EHF. The great N. Arabian goddess (consort, probably,
of Ashtor) was called sometimes Cushith (see on xvii. 19),
sometimes 'queen of Ishmael' see on Jer. iii. 23^"., vii. 18).
Another corruption is Mazzaloth (2 K. xxiii. 5); indeed,

Klost, on grounds of his own, would read mS'TO here. Note
that (f|'s ra? KaraBv(Ti,<; = rh^Q (a variant).

' Kidron '

;
see

on 2 S. xv. 23. 1 6. Ntwa, probably from ^tttDflP. Cp.
'

Baaseiah,' I Chr. vi. 40, from '

Maaseiah,' i.e. Ishma'-jerah.
The corruption arose very early, for Ba'sa was the name of

an Ammonite king (temp. Shalmaneser) ;
Del. Par. 294.

xv. 1 8. TTiTp. Perhaps a Hebraised form of Bir-dadda

(E. Bib., col. 3861, note 3). ;a-att, probably not a personal

name, but a corruption either of Beth- or of Rabbath-jerah-
meel. )Vin may come from )Vin = ^HOtTF ;

if so, it is a

gloss either on ]cn or on DIN (Ben-hadad was king of the

southern Aram). See E. Bib., col. 4112. Read Dtth3

(xi. 24). 20. The cities should be in the Israelite portion
of the Negeb. )*p, either from p^N or from pw. p ;

see

on Judg. xviii. 28 (near Beth-rehob). ^ON an element in

several place-names, =Jerahmeel (cp. on 2 S. xx. 14).

rVTOD, by the western shore of the Jerahmeelite sea (iDD, like

p-inN, represents SNOTT), equivalent to 'SnD^ pN'^D, which

is a gloss upon ':o ^D (omit hs, as a dittographed ^D).

in 2 Chr. xvi. 4 favours this.

xv. 2 3 f. The cities fortified by Asa are not only Geba

of (the southern) Benjamin and Mizpah, but a place the

name of which, in two forms, underlies rr^n innpT rtir? pi

vSlvnN ('diseased in his feet'
!).

The name is Racal (I S.

xxx. 29),'glossed Jerahmeel. Read [^NDnT HNl] D^p ^31 riNl.

xv. 25, 27. Note the Negeb names, Nadab (i Chr.

ii. 28), Baasha (
= Ishmael), Ahijah (i S. xiv. 3).

'

Issachar,'

too, comes from ' Ashhur.' ' Gibbethon
'

is harder. It was

a Philistine, i.e. Zarephathite, city (xvi. 15); in Josh. xix. 44,

however, it is Danite. Should we read nDia ? Cp. n^i or

((JI) rrm, i K. xvi. 21 f.; TU, Gen. xlvi. 24. Or is it =
Gibeah of Phinehas (cp. (g

BAL
yafiaOeav}, i.e. Gib. of Jerahmeel,

which Josh. xxiv. 33 places in (the southern) Ephraim ? Cp.

E. Bib.,
< Gibbethon.'

CHAP. xvi. 9. -ntrt, a N. Arabian name. Cp. E. Bib.,
'

Zimri,'
' Zimran.' 16. -nor, clearly analogous to -not. Cp.
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'DIN, both probably = NcrrT. 24. f'nDtp or

(point so), from the clan-name IDE. Stade's argument for

]nDt& in ZATW v. 165 ff. is very strong. It is merely con-

venience which may induce us to follow MT. and point

fnDBJ. The pointing p")DGJ adopted by MT., where the

capital of Israel is concerned, is clearly inaccurate. See

E. Bib., 'Samaria,' I, with note 2,
'

Shimri,'
'

Shimron,'

and cp. Burney's rfcumJ of Stade, pp. 2 1 6 f. One important

point must, however, be added the clan-name Shemer

probably belongs to the Negeb. In i Chr. vi. 46 f. nnttf is

the son of 'bno (
= ^NnrrT), and in vii. 34 ^D is the father

of TIN (also
= 'nr); cp. ^.32, iDim son of inn (a Negeb

name, Judg. iv. 1 1).

xvi. 29. ItfriN (Ass. Ababbu) a Jerahmeelite name, as

appears (i) from the name of our Ahab's father, Omri
; (2)

from Jer. xxix. 21,' Ahab ben Kolaiah,' where rrSnp, accord-

ing to analogy (cp. on *y\pt
Ps. Ixxvii. 2), represents Sucrrr1

;

(3) from the name DNTFN given to one of David's warriors,

presumably of the Negeb, 2 S. xxiii. 33. The explanations
of a supposed name,

'

father's brother
'

(see, e.g., Nold., E.

Bib.,
'

Names,' 65, Ulmer, Die semit. Eigennamen, i. 14 ff.

[early polyandry ;
after Winckler]), or ' the (or my) brother

is the father,' are strained. Here, as in all similar cases,

the popular wit has played us a trick. The original meaning
of Ah'ab, or (Nold.) Ahi'ab, was probably

'

Jerahmeel-'arab
'

(cp. on D^IN, xv. i). This may not have been remembered

in Ahab's time
;

nevertheless the fact that this king bore a

Jerahmeelite name is significant in the light of the very full

narratives, the scene of which is in the Negeb.
xvi. 31. After the 'sins of Jeroboam,' i.e. his introduc-

tion of Jerahmeelite religion, the writer mentions Ahab's

marriage with Snrtf,
1

i.e. [rv]^Ni7DttP ; cp. ^37 ^W below
;
also

D*htt, Jer. xl. 14 (Crit. Bib.}. The name of the queen's

father, ^mriN, is also, like f?nn (cp. also on D^'Dtt, Ezek.

xxiii. 15, and on TnrrriN, i S. xvii. 34), a form of 'otzr,

which had attained an independent existence. This ' Eth-

baal
' was king of the tTDTH. Who were these people ?

According to Judg. xviii.
"j they were at any rate in the

1
Marquart {Fund. 24) prefers Varan. If right, this should mean
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same region as vrb (see on i S. xviii. 17); according to

xvii. 9 the land of p-ps included Zarephath. It is at any
rate possible that the people called 's were people of the

Negeb. The considerations which make this view in the

highest degree probable will be found collected in E. Bib.,
'

Prophecy/ 6 / Both YI2 (12) and pT2 (ps) are possible,
and often probable, corruptions of YiHip (or lisp). Jezebel's

was therefore the Baal of Ishmael, corruptly called

f3 = fynt 'l (see on 2 K. i. 2]. Cp. on 2 K. x. iS ft,
and E. Bib., col. 4683.

xvi. 34. The names are Negeb names. Jericho =
Jerahmeel. Kiel = Ahiel = Ahijah (see on i S. xiv. 3).

Bethel, see on xii. 29, Am. vii. g f. Abiram = '

Arab-jerah-
meel. Segub (on the name, see E. Bib. s.v., and '

Reuben,'
1 1 ) is father of Jair = Jerahmeel ( I Chr. ii. 2 1 f.}.

CHAP. xvii. i. TaAoi "nemo amnn. Most critics try to

make out that there was a place in Gilead called Tishbe,

referring to Tob. i. 2, where i<r/3r) in Galilee is mentioned,
and supposing that "ISTO is appended to ^nojn in i K. xvii. I,

to distinguish Elijah's Tishbe from the Tishbe in Galilee.

The supposition, however, of two Tishbe's is very improbable.
It would be better to correct Ta\et\aia in Tobit into Ta\aa8j
or (rather) to suppose that in the Hebrew text "|3&3 (the

original reading) had got corrupted into h'hl (the two words

are easily confounded). It is true, this leads us into a fresh

difficulty. Tob. i. 2 describes laftr) as being in Naphtali
as well as (ex hyp?) in Gilead. If, therefore, the proposed

reading be adopted, we shall have to suppose that two

discordant readings were placed by the redactor side by side.

But, however we read in Tob. i. 2, must we not admit that

the introduction of a plan, otherwise unknown (in the O.T.),

into the story of Elijah is improbable ? Did tradition really

connect the great prophet with an insignificant village ?

Klost, therefore, plausibly enough, proposes to read ^tDTH

Ofcrp ;

l

Jabesh in Gilead was renowned in tradition. But

there is a more satisfactory solution of the problem. On
Tob. i. 2 no reliance can be placed ;

the narrative of Tobit,

1
Burney's objection (p. 216) that '3nn would then have to be corrupt

six times over, is of no weight. Nothing, perhaps, is more clear than

that the text of the O.T. writings was harmonised with minute precision.

24
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like so many other narratives, has been edited in such a

way as to alter the historical and geographical references

(see on Tobit). Both in Tob. i. I (reading
' Gilead ')

and in

I K. xvii. I the ' Gilead
'

referred to is the southern Gilead,

and -at&n represents (i) TiDIS, (2) DD12 (cp. the personal

names TintD and BDO> = TiDlS and nim respectively). Elijah

then (the name ultimately =
'

Jerahmeel '),
like Moses (see

E. Bib.,
'

Moses,' 4, 1 7), was connected by tradition with

Zarephath. This fits in perfectly with the most prob-
able explanation of rvo (v. 3), and is supported even by
MT. later on (see chap. xix.). See E. Bib.,

'

Zarephath.'
The '

unintelligible
'

phrase (Klo.) rn>Nn D^ETT should be

,
i.e.

'

in the Negeb.' Both D"^ and n^NTT (see on

Josh. xi. 10) are current corruptions of T>Nom\ See on

xviii. i.

xvii. 3. riD~rp may = nnpl, i.e. nf?NDn"P ;
see E. Bib.,

' Rekem.' At any rate, mD (cp. TVO,
' Cherethite ')

comes

from nirn, and py from pnT, another of the independent
modifications of Yrr (see on Josh. Hi., 2 S. xvii. 22}. 4.

MT. D'Q'lkrT. It is an old idea that the ' ravens
'

should

perhaps be ' Arabians.' Though dismissed by Bochart, it

appeared not impossible to Clericus, and it gives the most

satisfactory sense (cp. Isa. xxi. 14). The 'commanding'
of the cms corresponds with that of the ma^N (v. 9).

Cp. on }$, Judg. vii. 25. 9. riDD^N. See on xi. 26.

CHAP, xviii. i. Both nntD and w*hti) are found as cor-

ruptions of f?Ni;Dttr. Read probably 'DQFI,
'

in Ishmael
' =

in the Negeb. Cp. on xvii. i (end). 3 f. 'irnii? perhaps
from irrais = YFT ini; ; cp. on Judg. ix. 26, 2 S. vi. 10. See

on v. 13, from which, in its corrupt form, the statement in

v. 4 is derived. 13. Read, 'I hid of Yahwe's prophets a

hundred men [Ishmaelites] in Jerahmeel.' D^tDDn (in v. 4

only once) comes most probably from D^Nunttr1
1

(cp. on

D^in, Ezek. xxvii. 24) ;
so also does &TN. On mso

(
= /

nT), see on i S. xxii. i. This is a gloss. The closing

words D^DI onf?
/

?DN are, agreeably to parallels (see, e.g., on

1 Another view is possible that cwan here and elsewhere (e.g. 2 S.

xxiv. 24, see p. 312) represents an original OHMD. But the view adopted
above is more probable ; cp. on v. 2. f. [iv. 20]. y and n are sometimes

confounded; cp. nnb'i, Isa. xxxix. 2=yDtsh, 2 K. xx. 13.
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iv. 7, xx. 27), three different corruptions of f?NOm\
' Obadiah's

'

talkativeness is now somewhat reduced. Cp.
E. Bib., col. 3860, note 6.

xviii. 1 9.
' Mount Carmel '

should be ' the highlands
of Jerahmeel,' as often. For niND ttriN (twice over) read

(Swoon) Stfnrrp m^; a gloss (see on 2 K. xiv. 13, and cp.
on Josh. xiv. 15). The Baal prophets were of 'Arab-jerah-
meel. D^tDonfl], i.e. D^WDOn (see preceding note), is another

gloss. ^>DN (cp. on Isa. Ixvi. 17), i*. SNOTT, is yet another.

SITN \nhti! probably comes from S* ""tDTOD,
'

diviners of

Jezebel.' Observe that in w. 19, 25 (Jf has rijs ala-^yvrj<;

(for MT.'s Sian), i.e. nm^rr. This is probably not a con-

temptuous substitute for SlOH, but represents another reading,
viz. n^twn,

' the Cushite goddess.' The N. Arabian consort

of Baal-ashtor is meant. Cp. on xv. 13, Jer. iii. 23 f.
fin

and mtDNrr would be parallel.

xviii. 21. Benz., Kittel, and Burney still repeat the

same impossible explanations, in spite of Che. JQR, 1898,

pp. 568^, Jastrow, JBL, 1898, pp. 108^"., who have inde-

pendently completed the solution begun by Klostermann.

Surely D^DSD does not mean either
'

opinions
'

or ' knee-

cavities
'

(lyvvai), and '

limping
'

for DTTDD is unsuitable (see

below, on v. 26). Read D^sprr (Klo.), and render,
' How long

will ye leap over both thresholds ?
'

i.e. enter with the same

scrupulous awe the sanctuaries of the two rival deities. Cp.
on Zeph. i. 9, I S. v. 1-5, and E. Bib., col. 5062. 42. nnn.

Cp. E. Bib., col. 3824 f. 45 f. The southern Jezreel is

probably meant.

xviii. 26. inDDvl,
not '

limped,' scornfully (Burney), but
4 danced.' See on 2 S. v. 1 6 (references).

CHAP. xix. 4/. MT. nrw am nnn. Benz. remarks,
4 The intermediate clause 'N

r
T nnn Itm NT1 is a later gloss ;

v. $a in** Dm shows clearly that this broom plant had not

previously been referred to.' Neither Benz. nor Kittel, nor

even Burney, discusses the difficulty about the gender of

Dm (fern, in v. 4, masc. in v. 5). The latter leaves v. 4

untouched, but proposes to restore in v. 5, Dtp JQ>"'*

1<

1 HDBTt, on

the ground that ' nn Dm in the previous verse is simply

transliterated, LXX. '

Pafyiez/, Luc. paOapetv,' suggesting
' that

the original text read e'/ee? alone, and that the remaining
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words are a later insertion after MT.' This is possible ; Dtt?

fell, perhaps, out after
}tt.

But it does not affect the sense.

On v. 4 critics have overlooked E. Bib., vol. ii. (1901), col.

2647, where it is proposed to read niirr) hrt^ (iBPl). Of

this, mim at any rate both may be and is right. The word

has, in fact, a triple representation. In nnn and nn the

letters n and n, in cm the letters T and n are obviously

preserved. The missing l may conceivably underlie one of

the remaining letters. Further study, however, leads me to

question SriD! (derived from Klo., who reads D?lSp ^n^, cp.

xvii. 5). The parallelism of Jon. iii. 2 (see note) suggests
that DV TI~T may come from ]CP "p"T, i.e.

' towards Yaman

(Jerahmeel),' and this forcibly suggests correcting 'N '~\ nnn
into D'TOrn. In this case it will be best to omit nan (iDBTl),

as an insertion from v. 5, just as in v. 5 we have to omit

'N '"i nnn as an insertion (corruptly written) from v. 4, and

to regard NT1 as a corruption of ni? (a word very often

corrupted). We thus get for v. 4, ]CP TIT 11TD1 ~\hn Nim
'ill f?Ntm [a^nim ins],

' And he himself went into the

wilderness, towards Jerahmeel [Arabia of the Rehobothites],
and he requested,' etc. Then, in v. 5, we have simply to

make the omission indicated and read 'in mm J&y^l 1DBT1,
' And he lay down, and slept, and behold,' etc. This is, at

any rate, more like an authentic text than what we now
have.

xix. 8. All between, rrn&TI and Tin is probably a

transformation and deformation of the true text (note Pasek

after TOl). Whatever view we take of the situation of

Horeb, it cannot have taken Elijah
'

forty days and forty

nights
'

to get there. The statement of time is specially

strange after the words '

in the strength of that (divinely

provided) food.' Wi. (GI i. 29, note) would omit the words

in question as a later insertion. This, however, becomes

unnecessary, now that we know how often I?}-IN stands for

:ns, and D^I-IN for D^mi?, and that nv sometimes comes

from }& (see preceding note), and nW> from ^NonT1

. TTTQH,

too, is suspicious. It is for SDN, mON, ^DND, says Burney

(p. 209), and may be dialectical (N. Palestinian). Rather

(like ^DN in xviii. 19) m^DNfn] represents ^HDITT*, and NTTJl

has grown out of another fragment of the same word. Read
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lin frNfinm] Dm* in IS iron T^l,
' and he journeyed in

his strength to Horeb the mount of the Arabians [Jerah-
meel], Horeb.' The probability is, that DYI^N in, however
fine a reading in itself, is not the true reading, and that the
sacred mountain was originally called, sometimes the moun-
tain of the Arabians, sometimes the mountain of Jerahmeel
(DVT7N and nS^, both from ^NonT). Cp. Ex. xxiv. 18,
where the original story probably had D'ais "im ntDD TP*i

[^Nornr] ;
also on Ex. iii. i, iv. 27. It now becomes plain

how (fl's text came to be without the DTT^N (
= VIT) of MT.

xix. 10, 14. Read with Kittel, Stade, etc. TDIS (so <).
"irm comes from a too early written "pnrQ7D. 15. For
'en read Dttfi3 (or better HTD-D-IN).

'

Hazael,' a N. Arabian
name (see E. Bib., col. 3861, note 3).

xix. 19. SBT^N from ^NSDCr, as irr^N from ^NDHT.
tiDE from nss = nD-iS (see E. Bib.,

'

Shaphat,'
'

Shephatiah ').

The difficulty felt by critics (e.g. Kittel) in n$n disappears
if

' Abel-meholah '

(v. 16) is a place in the Negeb (see on

Judg. vii. 22).

CHAP. xx. Ahab, suzerain of the king of Aram-
cusham. Cp. Wi. GI i. 148, foot. i. The name Ben-

hadad (see on xv. 18) was perhaps assigned to a king of

Aram (Jerahmeel) when the true name was unknown.

Now as to the '

thirty-two kings.' Had Ben-hadad really

so many kings about him ?
' Even if we give quite a

modest meaning to "T:>D, the number is surprising' (Kittel).

In xxii. 3 1 we hear of '

thirty-two captains of Benhadad's

chariots.' Has tradition magnified these captains into

kings ? This view may seem to be favoured by v. 24 ;

for this passage certainly appears to assume a connection

between the '

thirty-two kings
' and the '

thirty-two captains.'

But the explanation is not correct
;

it is not exaggeration

but textual corruption which has been at work, and it is

in the number, not in the word '

king(s),' that the error lies.

The truth is that both crmbtD and D^E are current cor-

rections of SNSDBT (cp. e.g. 2 S. xxiii. 24, i K. xii. 28).

Again and again we find numerals in place of ethnics

(see e.g. on xix. 8), and this is another instance of the

same phenomenon. Read inn f?N2DBT l^DI "ib'TVT'DTiN.

Thus the king of Aram is accompanied by a N. Arabian
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vassal called '

king of Ishmael.' For a parallel see on

2 K. xvi. 5 (Isa. vii. i). The besieged city is Shimron

(or Shamron) ;
see on xvi. 24.

xx. 12, 1 6. Omit D'oSom NVT in v. 12; also the

whole of v. 1 6 (Kittel).

xx. 15. Omit CTtthw\ D^tD, inserted from v. 16.

xx. 20.
'

crtznoi gives no sense
'

(Benz.). But DID
and tznD are, as often, corrupt. Read DTID12 orD~f?N,

'

to

Cush(am) of the Zarephathites.'

xx. 23. Where was the TiBrD of Aram? Is the

reference due to the recasting of the story by the re-

dactor ? 24. Is this verse a redactional insertion, to

account for the thirty-two captains of chariots in xxii. 3 1

(see above, on v. I, and Benzinger) ? But if so, why is

JYinD used here instead of nDin "nttf ?

xx. 26. Aphek in the Negeb, whence the Aram mites

of Cusham made frequent attacks on Shimron. Cp. on

Josh. xiii. 4, Judg. i. 31, I S. iv. I. 27. iSo^D, from

D^NorrT (gloss on DIN). See on i K. iv. 7. 29 /. Kittel,

Stade, and Haupt point out the difficulties. The boldest

solution is that of Haupt, who reads in v. 30$, "iin rri Nl"1

*),

' and entered a conjugal chamber.' Clearly, we must search

further, and with our present clue we can hardly go far

wrong. In v. 2,gb, 'in *]^N HNQ comes from ixhl THDnrja]
^NDnT jo"

1

!,
'

in Jerahmeel of Gilead, in Yaman of Jerahmeel,'
a geographical gloss on UpDN, v. 30. After npDN supply

perhaps rr^D *DDBT1 (2 S. xx. 15), i.e. 'and (the Israelites)

cast up a mound.' The second D'HTTDrr indicates that the

preceding words, in their true form, are a gloss on that word.

Read trSwn9V*l D'HtDN, i.e. those who were left were Asshurites

and Ishmaelites (the N. Aram is thus excluded). The
second T^n-S (v. 30 b, cp on xix. 13 [vs6]) has come from

^NonT ; mm ~i~rn is probably a corruption of TTrrp. See,

however, E. Bib.
y 1725 (top).

CHAP. xxi. i. mia ;
see E. Bib.,

' Naboth.' 27.

&N ^VOTI P^? ^^1. Here are two difficulties, (i) We
do not hear elsewhere of sleeping in sackloth

;
and (2)

JDN 'rm '

gives no tolerable sense
'

(Benz.). The text is

corrupt. ^NnnT tznpoi (m^l). Cp. Am. vii. 13, where

(the southern) Bethel is called iSerCTTpQ, i.e. Yrr 'o (see
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ad loc.}. Elijah, does not, like Amos, reject this great
southern sanctuary.

CHAP. xxii. 3. The name Ramath, doubtless, belonged
to different Jerahmeelite settlements. This Ramoth or
Ramath was probably a border-city in the southern
Gilead. 6. BTN HIND KTIND. Read hnSQVT rnifO. The
prophets came from the whole region of 'Arab-jerahmeel.
Cp. on xviii. 19. 8, 1 1. The names are Negeb names.
We infer this partly from the form of the names, partly
from the occurrences. 26. -[ban p, Le. 'son of Jerahmeel.'
See E. Bib.,

' Hammelech.'

xxii. 28. D^3 D^BS toiptf Ip^x Not in 0. Most

suppose that this (see Mic. i. 2) is the gloss of an early
reader who identified the two prophets. But why not

investigate the text before imputing such stupidity or

ignorance to an early reader? Each of the above four

words is one of the current corruptions of ethnics, I and

4 of '

Jerahmeel,' 2 of ' Ishmael
' and 3 of ' Arammim.'

Originally
'

Jerahmeel, Ishmael
'

may have stood in the

margin to explain who the enemies of Ahab were. 31.
Omit crDBn CPtt&V, i.e. Df^MVDV (see on xx. i); a gloss.

xxii. 34. ^isn*? can hardly mean '

artlessly
'

(a<eX<y?,
L
) or

' with a good aim '

(evcrro^a)^, (J|
BA

). fnon frequently

(e.g. 2 S. xv. 20) is a corruption of ^NSiDttf'1 or ^MfilfTl

This enables us to explain ion*? here and [njnnf? in 2 S.

xv. 1 1 (see ad loc^}. It was ( a man of Ishmael
' who let go

the fatal shaft. pmn jm Q-'pT'm ]"*!. D^plT is obscure
;
the

most recent explanation
' armour '

(Barnes, /. of Theol.

Stud. Jan. 1903, pp. 266 ff.} is scarcely better than its

predecessors. Shall we read [DiphtD p5] D")3T ^3, where the

second phrase would be a gloss on the first ? Cp. Dt.

xxviii. 35, where read for D13-I2U1, D13TJ1.

xxii. 38. WTI n^Vn*) ;
adds hD"Tl, an interpretative

addition (so also in xxi. 19). Benz. and Kittel omit the

words as a late writer's tasteless insertion. But such

hypotheses are generally made without a previous criticism

of the text. DT or 32 (cp. ps) is frequently the kernel of

a corruption of ^NUQttT ; cp. on mit BL
), applied to

Jeroboam's mother, xi. 26, while Yisn (cp. ism) and -im

(see Ezek. xxvii. 18) are most probably corruptions of
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It is therefore plausible to read -nnt&NI 'cora,
'

in

Ishmael and Ashhur,' and to regard this as a perfectly

correct gloss on 'all the cities that he built (v. 39).

xxii. 47 f. Here the old and the new methods of

criticism come into direct conflict. That the text is

corrupt is generally admitted, but most take the easy
course of correcting ntDS into now on the authority of

Kr., the versions, and several MSS., and reading "pon IT2S31

'liT (so Stade, Benz., Kit, and nearly Klo.). The sense

that results is by no means natural.
' In Edom there

was no king,' leads us to expect information respecting
the government of Edom, not the construction of ships,

or of a ship, by a '

deputy
'

of whom we know nothing.

The argument that the versions all presuppose rrtDS would

be more important if this were not the easier reading. But

who does not know how often (*| alters already corrupt

readings by conjecture ? The results of a keener criticism

seem to me to be these : (i) pN ~p probably comes from

D'ON^D, i.e. D^n^p. (2} ns3 DTTN and -m ]V2$ are probably

slightly different names of the same place ;
the former

comes from ^NSDBT nn (for nn, cp. psas = ^Msner), the

latter from ms ^NSDOT1

(for ]VSS again cp. p$:i2, and for

nil, see on iv. 19, 2 K. xv. 25). (3) ttDBnrr ~f^o possibly

comes from ttbJD DJDh Nirr n^p (cp. Ezek. xxvii. 29), a gloss.

(4) -itttt and BFBnn come from nt&N and inmN respectively

(see on x. 2.2} ;
on this, HTDIN is a gloss. (5) nVDN

represents rrSNl. (6) Lastly, we must prefix fpN^i (or

the like). Thus we get the thoroughly suitable sense,

'And he gathered together mariners in Aram-ishmael

[those that handle the oar] to go to Ashhur [to Ophir] for

gold ; but they went not (*hn Nf?*l), for the ship (

was wrecked at Ishmael of Arabia.'
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CHAP. i. 2-1 6. Here, too, it is evident that the prophetic
narrator believes the chief residence of the kings of Israel to

be at Shimron in the Negeb. Elijah the Tishbite (Shepha-
thite = Zarephathite) meets the messengers of the '

king of

Shimron,' who are on their way to a sanctuary beyond the

limits of the Israelite territory in the Negeb, to inquire of

the Ishmaelite (
= Jerahmeelite) Baal (cp. on Jer. vii. 1 8)

whether the king will recover from his illness. The narrator

also believes that there is no sanctuary of Baal on Israelite

soil, whereas i K. xvi. 32 tells us that Ahab had built a

house of Baal in Shimron (cp. Am. viii. 14), and there is

strong probability (see on Am. vii. 13) that Baal was wor-

shipped in the temple at the southern Bethel, pips, here as

elsewhere (see on i S. v. 10), has arisen out of a corruption
of bnDttT. Tilt b3 comes from ^TQT biO, and *mT (as in

the case of the proper name, Judg. ix. 28
; cp. also ^UTtt

and f?lTN) has arisen out of SNI?O&\ (Cp. mo for 'oar in

viii. 21.) Other views are given in E. Bib.,
'

Baalzebub,' but

it is hardly possible to defend them against the .text-critical

arguments.
' Zebul

'

is one of the recognised types of

textual corruption, and as an element in a name must
= Ishmael. The short and simple refutation that SllT

instead of HIT has only the sanction of Sym. (/3eeXe/3oiA) is

of no value against the evidence from the habits of the

scribes. See E. Bib., col. 3862.
CHAP. ii. i -i 8. That the scene is in the Negeb is shown

in E. Bib., col. 3862 /.; 'Gilgal' indicates a Jerahmeelite

city ;
Bethel is the southern Bethel

;

'

Jericho
' and '

Jordan
'

have arisen out of popular corruptions of '

Jerahmeel,' which

353
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had acquired an independent existence, and consequently
were separate, distinctive names. For the latter, cp. on

2 K. vi. i, vii. 15. The ~>nD, or even perhaps inD of Jerah-

meel, was probably
' the river of Misrim '

(Gen. xv. 1 8
;
see

note). Cp. on 2 K. v. 12. In v. 8 D^n is corrupt ; cp. on

Ezek. xxvii. 24, Ps. cxxxix. 16. Read ~>NDnT, a gloss on

D^an. S>D1 corrupt in Judg. viii. 21. In v. 12 "ON was

repeated by inadvertence. Read, however, pl ;
Elisha

exclaims,
'

I behold the chariots of Israel and his horsemen.'

ii. 23. The mocking speech is not recorded; mp nf?2

probably comes from ^HDfTT, a gloss on Ti?n. The city was

Jerahmeel (hardly Jericho ?).

CHAP. iii. 4. It was most probably Missor which David

conquered (see on 2 S. viii. 2), and of which Mesha (stZTD
=

SNSDBP) was king. The strange statement in v. 4 that

Mesha was a
~rp (see Driver on Am. i. I

),
and paid a tribute

(TtDiT, frequentative) of 100,000 lambs and 100,000 rams '

in

wool
'

has caused some trouble, and with all Stade's critical

experience he can find no remedy. Benzinger finds something

disparaging in ipb ;
Klost. thinks the term intimates that

Mesha was by contract the king of Israel's sheep-master (cp.

i Chr. xxvii. 29-31). The moderns (following Tg.) suppose
the lambs and the rams to have been a yearly tribute

; 0,
however (ev rfj eTravaa-rda-ei), represents the requisition as a

punishment for Mesha's rebellion. But one can hardly doubt

that, as so often, the numbers are due to the misunderstand-

ing of a scribe or editor, by whom, indeed, the whole passage
has been transformed. Read, probably

h^nvr^fxh yiDm nrm rrn 1120 1^0 s&ro'i

1N1D for YiSD is a common error
; IDS, at the end, represents

"i'2p, an early correction of INIO. IpD comes easily from

nrna (or rim) ; ^N HND and D^N are both perfectly

regular distortions of bntWTP ; D~nD comes from rr~ip. To
'

push
'

is to gain a victory over any one (Ps. cxviii. I 3 ; cp.

rnn, I K. xxii. 1 1). Ahab 'pushed' Mesha so hard that he

had to restore the cities of Jerahmeel which had previously
been occupied by Israel.

iii. 8 / Read nnw "I57P- Very possibly, too,
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throughout this narrative, should be D*JN. See on viii. 22,
i K. xxii. 47.

iii. 25. In v. 2$a we hear of the stopping up of the
fountains and the felling of the fruit-trees

; what is to be

expected in b ? Klost, Benz., and Kittel suppose a reference

to the fact that only a single city remained untaken. (g

(Luc.) inserts ical egecreicrav rov Mwa/3, and continues e&>9

TOV
fj,rj

Kara\Lirelv \idov KT\. From this Klost. extracts

'n Tp -"HEN DN -O TNt&rr N*? IS. Against this see E. Bib.,
'

Kir-heres,' where it is proposed to read bsftN "iN$rr vb is
nann or nann Tpi rrn:s (N^> is with <g

L and Tg. Jon.).

Certainly
' the men of Kir-hareseth

'

is not in place ;

' the

citadel
' would be better, but after the mention of the ' choice

trees
' we expect to hear of the destruction of the grapes (cp.

Isa. xvi. 7). ~oa?N seems to have dropped out owing to its

containing two of the letters of iNtDH, and one which is easily

confounded with the closing letter of that word. But to

emend Yr Tp into norm imp is not enough, though

Lagrange (Revue biblique, Oct. 1901, p. 529) and Nestle

(ZATW, 1901, pp. 327 ff.} incline to nann (as suggested
in E. Bib., col. 2676), and (f in Isaiah favours this view.

The former thinks that the place originally bore the name

rrmp. The truth, however, most probably is that both
' Heres '

(wherever this name occurs) and ' Hareseth
'

are cor-

ruptions of YintDN,
' Ashhur '

(a district or region in the Negeb).

Cp. on Judg. i. 34, Isa. xix. 18, also on Isa. xvi. 7, where, as

here,
' Kir-hareseth

'

should most probably be Kir-ashhur.

nann in Judg. iv. 2 probably comes from Yint&N (so also,

indeed, does Nno^o).

iii. 27. Sacrifice of children, a N. Arabian practice (cp.

on Jer. ii. 34).

CHAP. iv. 8.
' Shunem.' In the Negeb (see on i S.

xxviii. 4). The parallelism between the Shunem story of

Elisha and the Zarephath story of Elijah thus becomes even

closer, the southern Shunem and Zarephath not being very

far apart. 34. inn. Read Trirn ;
see E. Bib., col. 3824,

top, and cp. Nestle, Exp.T, Jan. 1903, also on i K. xvii. 21.

iv. 42.
' Baal-shalishah.' Identified with Kh. Sirlsia,

13 m. from Lydda. But the true scenes of the traditional

activity of Elijah and Elisha have been much mistaken.
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Where the ' land of Shalishah
'

( I S. ix. 4) was, there, of

course, was Baal-shalishah. It was an Ephraimite place, as

the biblical geographers rightly say ;
but the Ephraim was

the southern Ephraim.
' Shalishah

'

(
= Laishah, Isa. x. 30),

like Sha'ul (see on Gen. xlvi. 10) and Ishmael, was a name
connected with the Negeb. iD'fpj^} Sp"pi:

. See E. Bib.,
1

Sack.' (f presupposes D^SlTi (cp. I S. xxv. 1 8) ;

' cakes of

figs
' would be quite suitable here. But we can hardly say

with Klost. that D^m = SmDl, and that 0(B) omits iD^pSl.
It is MT. which has dropped D^lTi.

7
21 'iDI probably

represents ^NSOBT ^1 (see on pSs, 2 S. xxiii. 37) So~i3, 'to

Carmel of the Ishmaelites,' a geographical gloss.
' Carmel '

(as in i K. xviii. 42, etc.)
= ' har Yerahme'el

'

; Gilgal (see

on ii. i) was in the Israelite territory in the Negeb; in fact,

whether we place the temporary residence of Elisha at Gilgal
or at Carmel makes no difference. Either term probably
indicates the same well-defined district in the highlands of

Jerahmeel. The renderings
'

garment
'

(Tg., Pesh.),
' sack

'

or
' wallet

'

(Tg.) are pure guesses, even though philology has

been called upon to give them a degree of plausibility.

On (j|
A

, @aice\\e0, see Lagarde, Mitteil. i. 212
;
Arm. Stud.

333> but note that ftatcakad in some MSS. of (J|
= MT.'s

mbsi, I S. x. 2, where 'f?2, like HtD^tZ? has to be grouped
with SNSDBT.

CHAP. v. 1-27. The healing of Naaman, general of the

king of Aram (
= Jerahmeel). As @ L

suggests (ai o

avdptoTTos rfv XeTr/jo?), h~T\ Tlin forms no part of the original

text. We cannot, however, say that it is a gloss on BTN

7YTO, which, in fact, requires no gloss. Read rrn QTNm
s
"isp [^NOn-p] ; Ym is a gloss on -nso. The key to the

passage is supplied by i S. ix. i, where V?
x
l represents

"^NDrTP, a gloss on T'D'1

,
and by passages (xv. 5, i K.

xi. 26, 2 S. ii. 1 8) in which insn, rrs'm, rms are corruptions
of "nsp, rrnsp ; cp. also on vi. 32, i K. vii. 14, xvii. 9, and

see E. Bib., cols. 2404, note 2, 5243, 5414. The passage
is partly important as showing the early date of the con-

fusion between inso and ^20. Possibly there was an

Israelitish story that the D"HSD were lepers (cp. Manetho on

the Exodus, Jos. c. Ap. i. 26 /.). At the same time it is

plain from this confusion that the Elisha-narratives, in a form
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resembling the present, arose long after the supposed period
of the events. For this confusion is not an error of com-

paratively minor importance ;
it is the real parent of the

narrative. If Naaman was not a leper, the whole story of
his intercourse with Elisha falls to pieces. But though
relatively recent, the narrative was clearly written by some
one who knew that Elisha's sphere of activity was in the

Negeb. This appears from the contrast in v. 12 (MT.)
between ' Dammesek ' and '

Israel.' We have no right to

assume that ' Damascus ' was occasionally the name of a

country. From other passages, critically viewed, we know
that pftCTT is often miswritten for DBTD, or rather onD-Dm
Now ' Cusham '

(or rather Aram-cush) is the name of a

N. Arabian region. Consequently the author of this nar-

rative, though he misread inso for "nSD in some earlier

writing or collection of anecdotal stories, was aware that

Naaman was a southern Aramaean, and that Elisha was
a prophet of the Negeb. In fact, Naaman's name, with

which compare Naam, ben Caleb, and Naamah, bath Lamech

(
= Jerahmeel), marks him out as a N. Arabian. It is no

objection to this view that the region in which Elisha dwells

is called 'the land of Israel.' For the Negeb was the

earliest land of Israel, the land where the patriarchs were

reputed to have lived and to have been buried, the land

containing the most sacred mountain and the most venerated

sanctuaries of Yahwe. There, too, was the favourite resid-

ence of the kings of Israel
;
the king as well as the greatest

prophet of Israel is represented as dwelling in Shimron.

v. 3. Point ]Tinm. By
'

Shimron,' however, is meant

here, not the place called Shimron, but the Israelitish

Negeb (cp. I K. xiii. 32, 2 K. xvii. 26, xxiii. 19). See on

v. 24. 10, 14. For 0-3 read ^Nprrrs. One of the n-6m
or rmrrs of the Negeb is meant. See on ii. 6, Gen. 1. 1 1.

v. ii. See 'Addenda.' 12. The rmm of Aram-cush,

according to Naaman, are ' better
'

than any of the streams

of the land of Israel. Their names are given as Abanah

or Amanah and Parpar. The problem of the '

rivers of

Damascus '(?) thus becomes geographically shifted. Two

points are highly probable. I. We may regard
' Amanah '

as

one of the many independent popular distortions of '

Jerah-
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meel,' and connect '

Parpar
'

with '

Ephrath
'

or '

Perath.' Cp.
on Gen. xv. 1 8. 2. The region called pC?D~r, or rather GfcrD^,
is that which, in the Paradise story, is called QJ13, and said to

adjoin gan 'eden. Among the four rivers ("iHD) of gan 'eden

are Hiddekel, or, rather Jerahmeel, and Perath or Ephrath.
These two streams correspond with Amanah and Parpar.
No wonder, then, that Naaman insists on the special sanctity

of his own streams. Evidently he does not hold that the

stream called Jerahmeel belonged to the Israelitish territory

in the Negeb. (What
'

Negeb
'

means, we do not for

certain know; see, however, Winckler, Gesch. Isr., ii. 184,

note 2). We cannot state what river-names of our own

day correspond with these ancient names. 1 3. "aw is

surely not from DN DN (Kittel), but from a dittographed

TO*,
v. 1 8 f. pen, to the redactor, no doubt, the (Canaanite,

Babylonian, and Assyrian) Ramman, but properly the name
of the god of Aram an early corruption of^NonT. Cp. Zeph.
i. 5, and E. Bib.,

' Rimmon.' 22. D'HDN "ino. The southern

Ephraim is meant
;

the highlands of Jerahmeel were the

great prophetic centre (see E. Bib.,
'

Prophet,' 6, 1 3).

J>"1N
rn!13. No learning can explain this satisfactorily ;

see

on Gen. xxxv. 16 (xlviii. 7). The key is supplied by imD

(i K. xvii. 3) and THD (i S. xxx. 14); cp. also (Jl
8

et<?

Se(3pa6a TT}? 7179. miD and SeftpaOa both come from rQ3YT,

i.e. mrn TTT '>
^ (n"0 ê^ out

>
as ^ dittographed. pN

either comes from TS, and this (as in TS S, Gen. x. 11)

from Ti, or from *ikp. The sense is,
' he went towards

Arabian Rehoboth.'

v. 24. bpi?n-SN. Benz. remarks that ^ (a-Korewov} con-

founds ^DS with ^DN. But this implies that hw is correct.

In E. Bib., col. 3513, nb^Qn is suggested (the stairs leading
to Gehazi's chamber). This is at least a step in the right

direction. For most probably Sssn (like *? in Mic. iv. 8

and elsewhere, and PI^N often) comes ultimately from

^HOTIT. We have seen already that the much -disputed

NlSo has this origin, and means '

acropolis
'

(see on i K.

ix. 15). It may perhaps be the acropolis of Shimron that

is here meant. In Mesha's inscr., //. 2 1 f. (cp. Cooke, pp.

2 f.}, nmp, py, and hss may all be synonyms for the
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acropolis, and all ultimately have the same origin. SDS may
be a constant scribe's and stone-cutter's error.

CHAP. vi. 2.
' Let us go to Jordan,' i.e. to the plain of

the Jordan (Benz. Kittel). Read rather fworrp ; cp. on
ii. i- 1 8, vii. 15 Forest or jungle -land extended to the
'

river of Jerahmeel,' i.e. the stream bordering the Negeb, but

commonly regarded (see on v. 12) as belonging to Aram-
cush.

vi. 8. Read ^NDrrT D^iper^N,
'

at a place in Jerahmeel
'

(i.e. in the Israelite Negeb). Cp. on Ruth iv. I, I S. xxi. 3.

vi. 13. There was a Dothan in the Negeb (see on Gen.

xxxvii. 17). Evidently it was near Shimron. The northern

Dothan was not near Samaria
;

a distance of i o m. will

certainly not suit vv. 19 f.

vi. 25. For Yion ttNT it is plausible to read D^oni? "ipn,

and for D^V "nn to read D^l^nn,
'

pods of the carob tree.'

See Expos. July 1899, p. 33 ;
E. Bib.,co\s. 1130, 1980, and

cp. on 2 K. xviii. 27. The existing text (however well

attested) is impossible. Winckler (Krit. Schr. ii. 35) accepts

ipn, and Stade D*a*nn. P. Haupt's objection to inn (in

Kings, SBOT) seems to me answered by himself. At the

same time, it is a singular fact that nearly all the words in

v. 25$ occur again and again in corrupt passages. It is

almost certain that v. 2$b is made up of geographical glosses,

stating where Shimron was. Read ^Norrp n0N nprr ~rs

Dtp!! 'DBF! ty^NOnT IPS' DQJ3 'DBTQ.

That is,
' a city of Hamath (Maacath), Asshur-jerahmeel,

in Ishmael-cusham, Jerahmeelite Arabia, in Ishmael-cusham.'

It is becoming plain that at a comparatively late period in

the development of our Kings, it was known that Shimron

was in the N. Arabian border-land. Cp. on xviii. 27^.

vi. 32 / nsiprr-^. Who is the murderer? Jehu

(Kuenen)? Cp. Hos. i. 4. Or is it the reigning king

himself; the faults of the son being imputed to the father

(Winckler) ? Surely neither view is satisfactory. The case

is exactly parallel to 2 S. xix. 23,
' What have I to do with

you, ye sons of Misri?' For mio read mSD (cp. mis
from "nan, note on 2 S. ii. 13, and see on v. 1-27. The

Misrites must have been noted for their fierceness. The
' Misrite woman '

referred to is presumably Jezebel ( i K.
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xvi. 31); the king, her son, is Jehoram. In f. 33 read, of

course, ^on, with all recent critics (cp. Burney). Cp. Kittel

(SBOT) on i Chr. xxi. 20, and note in Ges.-Bu., s.v.

CHAP. vii. 6. A large survey of text-critical facts is

here indispensable. Not the kings of the Hittites, but the

kings of the Rehobothites are meant, and not the kings of

the N. Syrian Musri (Hommel, Winckler, followed by Benz.,

Kittel, Burney), but those of Musri in N. Arabia are meant.

These were the nearest allies whom Israel could obtain.

See, however, Winckler, Krit. Schriften, ii. 1 6 f.

vii. 15. Read ^NDrrp-TS (see on ii. 1-18, vi. 2). The
stream of Jerahmeel may be meant.

CHAP. viii. i ff. Elisha (who lives at Shimron) sends

the Shunammitess (see on iv. 8, 2 S. xxviii. 4) out of the land

because of a famine which he predicts. So she goes into

the land of the Zarephathites ('
Philistines

')
for some years,

and then returns. Cp. the story of Ruth, and E. Bib.,
1 Shunem.'

viii. 7 ff. Elisha, Damascus, Hazael
;

so Elijah,

Damascus, Hazael (i K. xix. 15). 'Damascus' comes from
' Cusham '

;
Hazael (see on i K.

/.<:.)
is a N. Arabian

name. In v. 12 the close of the description, as given in

MT. and 0, is too highly coloured
;
the redactor has pro-

duced it out of a corrupt text. Read jnnn nrrSrrrn

sj-ni;! nrrrrnp}. Cp. on xv. \6b, Am. i. 13, Hos. xiv. i,

Isa. xiii. 16. On -QDD in v. 15 Benz. remarks, 'What the

makber is, we do not know.' True, because the word is

non-existent. (J|
L

, Aq., Sym. give TO o-rpwpa, i.e. "t-non.

Cp. on T1D, i S. xix. 13, 1 6. So E. Bib., col. 510.
viii. 20-24. Stade, whom Burney unfortunately over-

looks, has done the most for this passage, on which he

remarks that few passages are so well adapted to impress
us with the problematical character of most conjectures on

the MT. But his own recent article (ZATW, 1901, pp.

337^".), which partly corrects, partly supplements, his note

in GV1 i. 537, can hardly be called decisive in its results.

A somewhat new point of view, which presupposes a fuller

study of the habits of the scribes, and a recognition of at

least the most obvious of the textual references to N.
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Arabian interferences in the affairs of Judah, is shown by
his paper to be urgently required. From such a point of
view we seem to reach the following result, beginning by
taking a hint from <g's dve@r). IBS imrrSm iTTmp DTP hs^
'in nmn ^im ni D^HSOBP [DIJN] IHN 1^-1. Observe that

nS^S Dp torrvri has arisen out of a badly written cor-

ruption of CTTNOnT, which should have been the subject of

im, but was written too soon, and that vStf TlDH (which
has caused Stade so much trouble) has come from D'^MPpQT

(TQD often covers over ^M9DO*). Thus it was not Joram
who defeated the Arammites, but the Arammites who routed

the Israelites. We must also read DIN for DTTN in v. 20

(cp. on iii. 8 /). Missor may be a N. Arabian town, and
is perhaps the isr'2 of Josh. xv. 54 (see E. Bib.,

f

Zior').

CHAP. ix. 2. Jehu, who attains distinction in the war
with the southern Arammites, is called ' son of Jehoshaphat,
son of Nimshi.' '

Shaphat
'

(i K. xix. 19) no doubt repre-
sents '

Zephath
'

or '

Zarephath
'

;
for the prefix in*1

,
see on

i K. xxii. 42. Nimshi = Ishmin = Ishmael (fpNSBBF). Prob-

ably Jehu (like Joab) was a native of the Negeb, which was

the home and nursery of bold adventurers.

ix. 25. npTl. Probably for *]p"rp, i.e. 3?Vp (see on

i K. iv. 9). Pesh., np~r 11. Saul's son had a guerilla leader

named Rechab (2 S. iv. 2), and Jehu himself was in covenant

with Jehonadab, ben Rechab (x. 15). But cp. E. Bib.,
'

Bidkar.'

ix. 27. Di^T-riN It&N WT1*O3. The geography has

to be revised. Gur-baal in 2 Chr. xxvi. 7 is the name of a

place inhabited by Arabians
; Dozy explained it as = Gedor-

baal (enclosure of Baal), but more probably it is a corruption

of Jerahmeel. Ma'aleh-gur may receive a similar explana-
tion. An independent corruption of the same name is, no

doubt,
' Ibleam

'

(te/c/SXaa/^,
B
).

This place is generally

(and rightly) identified wth the ' Bileam
'

of i Chr. vi. 55,

which is one of the Levitical cities of Manasseh. We must

not, however, hastily infer that the
' Bileam '

intended is

Berameh, a little S. of Jenin (cp. on xv. 10). There is

good reason to think that here, as in some other cases, the

Chronicler (like P) has used geographical documents which

referred to the Negeb, but which he wrongly supposed to

25
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refer to N. Israel. Certainly, in Gen. xiv. 24, Aner, with

which Bileam is grouped in Chr., is a Hebronite (i.e. Reho-

bothite) name. Not improbably it comes from p3N[~n^],
better known as -pan (Taanach). "mo here, as again and

again elsewhere, comes from b~QQ (cp. on xxiii. 29), a

decidedly Jerahmeelite name. Lastly, as to ]an-jv21. The
critics rightly identify this with D^a-ps, Josh. xix. 2 I

,
but it

needs to be added that the list of Issacharite names in Josh,

xix. 18-22 seems to have been derived from a list of Negeb
names. Were the names originally Negeb names, but

transferred by the Issacharites ? At any rate, a Beth-

gannim or En-gannim may safely be said to have existed

in the Negeb. Most probably the true form is Beth-guni

("Qa-rr:-!) or Ir-guni (^a-Ty). Cp. on Gen. xlvi. 24.

ix. 34-37. Whether this is the original story seems

doubtful. Did the dogs really leave the feet and the

palms of the hands? The text may have been recast.

rhlbl may possibly come from ishz (cp. on rhl, Am. i. 6,

Ob. 20), D-'Sn from wish* (cp. ETWt, the home of a

Gileadite, 2 S. xvii. 27), n^-p mDD from ^NDrTT mDn
(Tappuah = Nephtoah, an important place in the Negeb).
There may have been a movement of those friendly to

Ahab and Jezebel, which Jehu had to crush. This would

help further to explain the cruelties referred to in x. 1-8.

Observe that in I K. xxi. 1 7 ff. the reference to the fate

of Jezebel is plainly a redactional insertion. In our passage,
w. 36 f. may also be redactional.

CHAP. x. i. The gloss-theory has here been overdone

by Stade (ZATW, 1885, pp. 279 /, also
'

Kings
'

in SBOT).
As Kittel points out, v. \b could hardly form the be-

ginning of a narrative. Add to this, that the section

abounds in words which create more or less difficulty to

the interpreter, and which are among those which most

frequently come into MT. through corruption. This is

already the case with v. la. Kittel would alter }NnN~>

into "per?. This is a violent step, and it does not achieve

its object. For Jehoram can scarcely have had seventy
sons. Comparing note on the second INJ-JN and on Judg.
xii. 14, it is best to read (v. la) fnD&Jn [^NUDQT] ^Norm ^3.

This must be a fragment of a passage relative to the
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existence in Shimron of a royal body-guard consisting of

Jerahmeelites or Ishmaelites. The reference in v. ib to
'

Jezreel
'

is wrong ;
read (with <J|

L
, Benz., Kit, E. Bib. 2355,

and Burney) h&\ TWT *lto fw. INHN D^DNH. Probably
insert '31 (<@

L
, Klo., Benz., Kit., Burney). This, however,

is not enough. Kittel and (virtually) Benz. would change
3Nrw into ~p&n. But D^DN has also to be questioned.
In v. 5 D^DNH is

||
to D^ptn. Evidently the word J|,

ol riOrjvoi} is wrong, and remembering rrSQN, p^N, cor-

ruptions of SNDHT (see on v. 12, i K. xi. 26, xvii. 9), we
should most probably read [^Nom*1

^33] D^D"1

,

' Yamanites '

(gloss, 'sons of JerahmeeP) ; so, in v. 5, D^DTF. In v. 6
flTN D^IQID should be D'TOODBP (see on v. la) a gloss on
the text underlying the following words Tsn I^Tamn
arviN D^STID, i.e. [riDsoa D'HsSal insn DvTs*?:rnN. The

l_ T -: - . T . .J T- : T : v

royal princes were guarded by Gileadites from Arabia (cp.

on xv. 25). In v. 7 ET^ttMHT (underlying BON '}&>) is a

gloss on DJT^H. In v. 1 1, for YOTDI V^TDI V^Tl read

VD^pl VQ^N*l Vll^Si,
'

his Gileadites, his Arammites, and his

Kenites.' The southern Shimron and Jezreel are referred to.

x. 12-14. D^mn Tpirrva, Ipirrra
'

Certainly
" Beth-

Eked of the shepherds on the way
"

still remains obscure
'

(Kittel). A solitary building is generally thought to be

meant. In E. Bib., 'Beth -eked,' it is proposed to read

O'Hp^rrPS, and to take D^mn as a gloss on the somewhat
rare word 'D. Prof. Torrey, it is true, thinks Tps the last

word to suspect (Amer. Journ. of Theol., 1900, in review

of E. Bib.}, but on what ground ? The discovery of the

frequent corruption of ^MDTTT, however, opens up fresh

possibilities or probabilities, ips in i Chr. ii. 27, D^Tp in

(Am. i. i), and D^inn in Am. i. 2 all come from

How probable, therefore, it is that "rpirrvi (cp.

comes from ^Nnm^'Tl, and that Q-'inrT (
= VfT) was

originally a correction of the miswritten word Tp$ ! This

suits the view of the revolution of Jehu as an event which

occurred in the Negeb, which a combination of reasons

forces upon us. Should we not read YrpTTa TTD ? 13.

DlW^. All the versions agree. But such an elliptical

expression is very improbable. Doubtless we should read

'to Ishmael, i.e. Beth-ishmael or B.-jerahmeel,
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one of the chief places in the Negeb (cp. on 2 S. xv. 17).

'ill "ffpon "'Dl may be a gloss on inn ^l. 14. For D

BTN D'TJOn read D^NScm*1

D^Tii?, glosses on ipi? ; cp.

(
= YrT) in v. 12. Cp. on Judg. xii. 14, 2 S. xxiii. 18.

x. 15. Note the alliance between Jehu and the

Rechabites, whose haunts were in the Negeb.
' Nadab '

is a N. Arabian name (see E. Bib.,
'

Nadab,'
' Nodab ').

The prefix
<HT=VP^s/ITT>

. The original text probably
stated that Jehonadab was a man of the Negeb. on &
may come from "ON2DBF,

' an Ishmaelite
'

(i.e. Jerahmeelite),

a gloss. The usual explanation (see e.g. Burney) is hardly
natural.

x. 22. rrnn^Gjrr. The sense 'wardrobe' has no sound

basis. n|lp^n is plausible ;
the worshippers would collect

in the hall of the temple (i S. ix. 22). See E. Bib.,
'

Vestry.' Now, however, that we know that the N. Arabian

god is called in the O.T. not only httn but ^NonT (see

e.g. on Zeph. i. 5), it is difficult not to suppose that rrnrpD
comes from m^o, i.e. f?NDnT, and to restore ^NonT rri.

Cp.
B

,
ro5 efrl rov OLKOV Me<r0aaA, [MeX^aaX,, see Kittel].

x. 25 ff. See Klost. (followed in E. Bib., col. 2356,
note 5); Stade, ZATW, 1885, pp. 278 /; Lagrange,
Rel. S<?m. 204, note 3. In v. 25 DTOTXD represents

probably D^NSDW, a gloss on tr!n, which (see on xi. 4)

comes from DT1D12. Cp. the case of h^T\ TitB^Dn (i S.

xvii. 26, 36), where ^"isn = Ynvr, a gloss on TiB^D. See

E. Bib., col. 3812, note 2. In v. 26 read rrmcn, for

mD-itm. In v. 27 for mso read mip (see i K. xvi. 33);
so Stade, Benz., Kit., Burney. In v. 27 for nNincS (so

Kt.) read probably nil'ino (Ezek. xxix. 12).

x. 32 f. Hazael is a N. Arabian king, and the land

which he covets is the Negeb. He makes devastating
inroads into all the territory of Israel in the Negeb,

' from

(the wady or stream of) Jerahmeel eastward, all the land

of Gilead,' and this southern Gilead is further defined as
' the Gadite (region), the Reubenite, and the Manassite, from

Aroer (?) which is by the wady of Arnon (?), both Gilead

and Cushan.' ]tz)i
for JCTI (see on Num. xxi. 33) is a common

error. Gad, Reuben, and Manasseh were partly settled in

the Negeb. Cp. on Dt. iii. 15-17, 2 S. xxiv. 5-7, 2 K. xiv.
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25, 28
;
note also ' ben-Gadi '

(?), the name of a successful

usurper, a native of the Negeb, xv. 1 4.

CHAP. xi. i. Plausible as it is to explain rrSns
'Yahwe is great, or high' (cp. Ass. etellu, E. Bib., col.

380), the daughter of Jezebel (
=

Ishmael) ought to have
a N. Arabian name. And so she has. In i Chr. viii. 26
' Athaliah

'

is a son of Jehoram (Jarham = Jerahmeel), and
in Ezra viii. 7

' Athaliah '

belongs to the b'ne Elam (
= b'ne

Jerahmeel).
xi. 4.

'

Jehoiada
'

is a Negeb name
; cp.

'

Jada,' i Chr.

ii. 28, 32; 'Jedaiah,' Ezra ii. 36, etc. Cp. 2 S. xx. 23
(corrected text), where two alternative descriptions of

Benaiah are given, 'son of Jehoiada, and 'son of a man
of Jerahmeel.' *1fy. The generally received view of "niDn is

most doubtful
;

' Carians
'

have no place among the warriors

of Israel. The term only occurs three times, viz. in w. 4,

19, and 2 S. xx. 23 (where the Kr. is TV^n). Presumably
HD is a corruption of THD ; but the original might be -aDl,

'Rechabite' (cp. on ix. 25), or TQ-O,
' Carmite

' = '

Jerah-
meelite

'

(cp. on D^DN, x. i). The n^T spoken of (see
also i S. xxii. 17, 2 K. x. 25, but not I K. i. 5, referred to

by Burney) are probably, says Ges.-Rodiger (Thes. 1278^),
identical with the '

Pelethites.' He might have added that

D"*n probably comes from QTIDIS. Considering the corrupt-
ness of TTO and Ti^D (terms similar to D^l), we can hardly

(with Prof. Paul Haupt) illustrate D^l,
'

runners,' by Ass. zuk

sepa,
' rush of feet,' i.e.

'

infantry.' (In Textbuch^, p. 46,

Winckler renders Sennacherib's Prism Inscription iii. 16, 'the

attack of zi^ik sepd troops.)

xi. 6. Since one third of the soldiers is mentioned in

v. 5, and the two other thirds are referred to in v. 7, the

intermediate verse must be superfluous. It may have

grown up in this way. YID in YID ni?l&l is a corruption either

of DID (D^DID) Benz. has already suggested this or of

DTiD-iS. D"*nn isan also comes from DTID12 1SBQ, the proper

place of which is at the end of v. 5 ; -irw is a corruption

of n^NonT, a gloss on D^n which we need not take account

of. nmo&n was originally *nom, as in v. 6 (a dittogram

with what follows) ;
it was altered when the disconnected

groups of words were worked up together. TIDD is possibly
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a corruption of n[lD]lBQ, another repetition. The reason

for the mention of the
'

gate of the Zarephathites
'

will

appear presently (see on v. 1 6).

xi. 1 6. D^D^ID, as often (e.g. I K. v. 6), is a corruption
of D^Bh!). The '

horse-gate
'

(2 Chr. xxiii. 1 3, [| passage)
is really the '

gate of the Cushites,' i.e. the gate by which

the Cushite mercenaries entered the royal palace. Near

this gate the soldiers were to assemble (v. 6, see above).

CHAP. xii. 1 8. ra, as so often, is a corruption of

rvnm ; evidently there has been a harmonising process.

Rehoboth would seem to have escaped when Hazael made
that earlier expedition into the Negeb which is referred to

in x. 32/! The next thing was to reduce Judah to

vassalage. Was Hazael anticipating a possible Assyrian
invasion ?

xii. 21. N*?p TlVT N^p nra, 'unintelligible' (Ki.),
'

unmeaning
'

(Benz.). The theories of the commentators

do not go to the heart of the matter. It has not been

recognised that N^D (^NE) is a frequent representative of

TNDTrp, also (for this, there are parallels enough) that

N^D ~rvn is another corruption of the same word. @ L
's

rendering (eV OLKW MaXXwy) r&> ev rrj Kara/Baaec AXXcov

represents another corrupt reading, pS TVIDI. The FaaXXa
or FaaXaS of ^BA would seem to point to ishz ;

if genuine,
this would mean the southern, not (as Wi. GI i. 178) the

trans-Jordanic Gilead. But one may perhaps doubt the cor-

rectness of the Greek text. So, then, the place where Joash
was slain was called Beth-jerahmeel. It must have been

some building in Jerusalem, and was perhaps devoted to the

N. Arabian troops (cp. on D^QN, x. i). See, further, E. Bib.,
'

Millo,' and (on the N. Arabian names of the '

servants
'

of

Joash)
'

Shimeath/
' Shomer.'

CHAP. xiii. 5. The deliverance concerned the Israelites

in the Negeb. For otibw Sinn:) read [^NSDBT] SNorrvi ;

'BT is a gloss on YFT, 'Jerahmeel,' i.e. the Negeb. Cp. on

I S. x. 11, xiv. 21, xix. 7, Mic. ii. 8, Ps. xc. 4; see also

on Isa. xxx. 33.

xiii. 17.
'

Aphek.' See on I K. xx. 26. 22. The
addition in @L

(critically treated) states that Hazael had

taken the Zarephathite territory
' from his hand '

(
= from
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Jehoahaz), from the Arabian Jerahmeel as far as Aphek
(cp. xiv. 25). Cp. on xii. 18. 25. The reference is to

cities in the Negeb.
CHAP. xiv. 2. Amaziah's mother was ^JTSIJT. ps is

a Jerahmeelite name (see on xix. 12); irr perhaps comes
from nr, i.e. bwDTTP, For second 'oriT read ^NSDBT (*>.

Beth-jerahmeel in the Negeb). Cp. on xv. 2, and see . Bib.,

col. 5240, note i.

xiv. 7. DTTN should be D-JN ; n^D is a popular cor-

ruption of ^NOrm ; ^Nnp'
1 comes from ^NSDttT (cp. on hpn,

Dan. v. 25).
' Kadesh-barnea '

may be meant. The name
was already corrupt when v. 7 was written. See E. Bib.,
'

Joktheel.' 8 ff. Amaziah covets the Negeb. A battle

with Joash follows at ' Beth-cusham which belongs to

Jerahmeel' (v. 11). Jeroboam II. recovered this place
for Israel (see v. 28). For t&Dtt ITl read DBJ3 n^ (l S.

vi. 9). For rmrrf? read ^NDrrrf? (cp. on w. 21, 28). The
' Lebanon '

of v. 9 is the southern Lebanon in the Negeb
(cp. on Jer. xxii. 6). Note that both the '

thistle
'

(Amaziah) and the ' cedar
'

(?) (Jehoash) are in Lebanon.

That D^tBVT is rightly read, appears beyond doubt
;

the

two gates mentioned are well-known gates of Jerusalem,
and the ' house of Yahwe '

can hardly be any other than

the temple at Jerusalem. Nevertheless, noN mND saiN

is suspicious ;
'n '& in Gen. xv. 13, I K. xviii. 19 represents

YTT rns or 'car 1-15, and HD[n] in 2 S. ii. 24, viii. I =
7MDTTT. In the light of more directly certain facts we can

hardly avoid correcting YlT 1*15, a topographical gloss on

OntD rvi, corresponding to the rmrpb ItDN of v. II. 14.

Probably piotD here = Samaria.

xiv. 19 ff. Vv. 19-22 belong to a different document

from vv. 7-14 (see Kittel). According to this source, a

league of Jerahmeelite kings, the chief of whom is called

king of Jerahmeel (see on v. 21), but with more precision

might have been called king of Missor, so alarmed Amaziah

that he fled to Eshcol (in the Negeb). Apparently he was

at this time residing in the Negeb. The crown prince

Azariah, however, was captured, and, after his father had

been slain, was raised to the throne by his captor,
' the king

of Jerahmeel.' For 'oriTl (v. 19) read ^NSDOra,
'

in Ishmael
'
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= '

in Jerahmeel,' i.e. in the more distant part of the Jerah-
meelite region called Missor. For nwih read n^30N (see

on Mic. i. 13, Num. xiii. 23/.). D^D*ID~S^ also needs cor-

rection. D^aharrTO (E. Bib., col. 5242) is possible. TO and

T>, DID and BTiD are sometimes confounded. TO, however,
is not quite natural. More probably we should read

D^btpNn. This may be a little more obvious if hs be

taken as a corruption of TO. It is, however, also possible
that D^DID represents D^tDlDJi, and that T^ comes from T>N ;

i.e. 'Dt&Nii may have been broken into two pieces. The
sense produced is excellent,

' the Eshcolites (among whom
Amaziah had come) bore him [to Jerusalem], and he was

buried in Jerusalem.'

xiv. 2 1 . rrnrr DSTTO inpm. Why TO ? and why rmrp ?

Contrast xxi. 24, xxiii. 30, f>~iNn Di?. Remembering the

tendency of the scribes to confound ^T>D and IN^D (cp. on

vi. 33), and to write rmrp for Yrp (i.e. T>NErrp), it is natural

to read here f?NDrrp ^D np^.. If so, the appointment of

Azariah as king was due to the king of Jerahmeel (here =

Missor), of whom we shall hear again presently. Cp.
xxiii. 34, xxiv. 17.

xiv. 22. nT^N-nN ntt Nin. The mention of Elath

here is very unexpected, and has been the occasion of

much acute but premature theorising. Klost. alone has

suspected the text. Adapting a suggestion of this critic, let

us read 'h men rh^Nl into N^in Nin (cp. Ezek. xvii. 13).

Azariah, then, took a solemn oath of fealty to his captor the

king of Jerahmeel or Missor as a condition of his being
allowed to return to Judah after the death of Amaziah.

xiv. 25. Hamath, as so often, = Maacath
; rmitfT D"1

should probably be 112 ]CP, 'Yaman (Jerahmeel) of Arabia' (cp.

on '-is, Dt. i. i ) ; iiDV comes from ^v (
= Yemani = Jerah-

meelite) ; TIDN is a corruption of ^nD^D. Gath = Rehoboth
;

Hepher, too, is a southern name. See on Book of Jonah

(introd.). It was Jeroboam's good fortune to recover a large

part of the Negeb for Israel (see on v. 28) ; Amos, however,
a prophet of the Negeb, foresaw that this would only be

for a time (see on Am. vi. 14).

xiv. 26. TND iTYiG. Another proof of the inadequacy
of the old methods. Kamphausen, Kittel, Burney, read
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np,
'

[that] it was bitter.' Of course, rrno as in Gen.
xii. 6, etc. = fworrp, and TND = om It is a twofold gloss
either on isnn nan 0. 25, end) or on the corrupt rmrrf?
(v. 28).

xiv. 28. Read 7HOITP*rOOTIMP| DDTO-flN :rmrr nBfcO

'The addition "for Judah
"

is absolutely un-

intelligible ;
there must be corruption, but all attempts to

treat it are vain. It is best simply to delete the word
;

how it came in, we cannot tell
'

(Kittel). Klost.'s attempt
(by rearranging letters) is no doubt unsuccessful, but ex-

perience (see e.g. Judg. xix. i /) shows that rmrr was
liable to be confounded with Yrr = ^HOTTT. Historically
the correction is of great importance. Judahite territory
in the region of the northern Hamath never existed (cp.

Wi. AOF i. i ff.\ GI i. 147). Winckler proposes to render

ITtDn,
' drove back '

(cp. Isa. xxviii. 6, xxxvi. 9). But it is

difficult (as Wi. admits) to do this in the face of xiii. 25,
xiv. 25. It is equally difficult to read ^ norm** l^BJn,
' he turned away the anger of Yahwe,' with Burney. irt&n

here can only mean '

recovered.' The narrator tells us that

it was Jeroboam who recovered the region of Cusham and

that of Maacath (in Jerahmeel) for Israel. Cp. on w. 25 f.

CHAP. xv. i f. On the name Azariah, see E. Bib.,

col. 5240, note I. Azar or Ezer was a clan in the Negeb.
xv. 2. The queen-mother was a Jerahmeelite ('oOFQ ;

cp. on xiv. 2). TTrfori, connected no doubt with ^Norrr.

xv. 5 f. Nothing is said here of Azariah's wars.

According to 2 Chr. xxvi. Uzziah (
= Azariah) was much

engaged in warfare in the south (see E. Bib.,
'

Uzziah,' 3).

Textual criticism discloses a reason for the omission of all

reference to such warfare in 2 K. xv. 1-7 (at least in the

present text). That reason is a certain heavy misfortune

which befel Azariah in the course of his warfare captivity

in the land of Misrim. From the meagre and corrupt

record of this which came down to later times, the redactor

of Kings extracted the statement that Azariah was smitten

with leprosy. The textual error is precisely the same that

we have met with in the cases of Jeroboam and Naaman.

See on v. 1-27 and on i K. xi. 26, and E. Bib., 'Uzziah,'

8 4. The text should probably be restored thus,
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TISD nDix-rrm nnn ino DVFS rison vn T?on-nN ^NDI-FT,
' and Jerahmeel carried away the king, and he was in

Missor till the day of his death : he dwelt in Beth-zarephath
of Missor.' The final word is restored from 2 Chr. xxvi. 2 1 .

The strange word rvtDDnn comes from mDtDNiT,
' the dung-

hill,' and niDtDN (as in the phrase nsmwri ism, Neh. ii. 1 3,

etc.) is a corruption of nD12 = nD2. For the results attainable

by the old methods see Stade, GVI i. 569 /; ZATW
vi. 156-159, where it is suggested that we might read, for

JTtDDnrr rva, *n'nn rra,
' the winter palace.' Cp. also

Klost, Kittel, Burney. That any of these are satisfactory,

can hardly be said. On the other hand, the new results

throw a bright light on the history of Azariah, and are in

harmony with parallels elsewhere. Like Manasseh, Azariah

was carried into captivity as the punishment of rebellion by
the N. Arabians, but unlike Manasseh he did not return.

xv. 8. On the name 'Zechariah' see E. Bib., s.v., and
'

Zaccur.' 10. By his name 'Shallum' he had near, or remote,
N. Arabian affinities. Cp. E, Bib., s.v., and '

Solomon,' 2,

and note the other occurrences of '

Shallum.' He was a son

of HEP, i.e. Jabesh-gilead (
= Ishmael-gilead ? see on i S.

xi. i). Dirblj}. Gratz, Klost., etc., read tohyit (see on

ix. 27). We cannot, however, assert that '

in Ibleam '

(0
L
eV

te/9Xaa/z) is more original than 'in Kebleam' (I
BA

ev /ce/SXaayn).

D^Snp springs from DN^in = 7MOITT (cp. [nJDN^n, 2 S.

x. 17, Kt.). Df?T, therefore, has nothing corresponding to

n. Both forms (Ibleam and Kibleam) may have been

current.

xv. I 3. piDID here must be the southern Shimron (see

v. 14). 14. On '

Menahem,' cp. Manahath, Naham, Nehemiah
all southern names. "

l

"T|i~i3.

' Gadi '

may mean the Gadite

territory ;
there was a ' Gad '

in the Negeb (see on x. 3 2 /!).

(The ya\\ei of <

A Vld *

is probably a scribe's error
;
A and A

confounded.)
"

1~Q may, however (as probably in ^3. ps),

come from Qr~Q = onj?.
16. Most suppose that riDDD is an

error for msn (Tappuah) ;

'

there is no Tiphsah in Palestine
'

(Benz.). @L
rrjv Ta^toe. But in i K. v. 4 (see note) riDDD

is one of the limits of the dominion of Solomon in H2H 115

(on which there is a gloss THOTTP, represented by '0^0), and

there is no sufficient reason to doubt that nDDD is either
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correct or at least more nearly correct that either man or

((gi
B
's reading) imn. It is also usual to supplement the

text from <gi
B

,
and to read 'irrfTD-nNi rr$n if? inns vb -3.

We have seen, however (on viii. 12), that in most of the

passages in which the worst barbarities of conquerors are

mentioned, there is a serious error in the text
;
and so it is

here. riN T1 ma7 De disregarded ;
it represents nvnpn, which

is less correct than rrp*iprf?3 (so read, f r rrnTBTn^D) which

follows. This suggests that
B
's on OVK r)voi%av aurcS is

an expansion of an incorrect reading, and that nnD vb "9

has grown out of an ill-written ShrnnETp.
'

Iphtah-el
'

occurs

in Josh. xix. 14, 27 as a place-name on the N. border of

Zebulun. The Zebulun place-names, however, given in

Josh. xix. 10-16 (see notes) seem originally to have be-

longed to the Negeb. The sense produced is,
' then Menahem

smote Tiphsah, and all that were therein, and the territory

thereof from Zarephath (" Tirzah "), from Iphtah-el, and all

the cities thereof he conquered (viii. 1 2).'

xv. 19. YIB)N -J^D SlD Hi. eV rat? f)pipai,<$
avrov

aveftr) (J>ova (but read <ouX, as in Chr.). Who is Pul ?

Benzinger, with most, answers :

'

It is true, Pul is distinguished

from Tiglath-pileser in the Book of Kings. But, comparing
the Babylonian

"
list of kings

"
with the Babylonian Chronicle,

the identity of the two names is beyond doubt, for the former

gives the name Pulu, where the latter has Tiglath-pileser.'

This assumes that the Hebrew Tiglath-pileser is identical

with Tuklat-abal-i-sarra, which may indeed be in accordance

with the view of the redactor of Kings, but is not by any
means certain. In I Chr. v. 6 we read of a certain prince

of Reuben called Beerah whom Tilgath
-
pilneser, king of

Asshur, carried away captive. The other names in the list

are distinctly Jerahmeelite, and ' Asshur
'

at any rate is quite

as likely to be the N. Arabian Asshur as it is to be the

better known Assyria. We have also already found that

N. Arabia exercised a strong influence, both attractive and

repellent, on both the Israelitish states, and that there is

evidence (cp. on x. 33) pointing to the view that Reuben,

as well as Gad and Manasseh, was partly settled in the

Negeb. It is reasonable, therefore, to think that Tilgath-

pilneser in I Chr. v. 6 is a king of a N. Arabian land called
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Asshur or Ashhur, and not of the land commonly called

Assyria, and if so, we cannot doubt that the Tilgath-pilneser

of v. 26 (
= the Tiglath-pileser of 2 K. xv. 29, xvi. 10) is

the same king, and that in both passages the same captivity

is referred to, in which Reuben, Gad, and Manasseh or

those parts of these tribes which were settled in the Negeb
were the sufferers. If, therefore, by Pul and Tiglath-

pileser or Tilgath-pilneser the same king is intended, this

cannot be supported by a reference to Babylonian docu-

ments. Textual criticism alone can explain the double

name which in MT. and (i is given to the king of Asshur,

with whom Menahem and Pekah of Israel had to do. Let

us ask, then, what is a possible name for the king of

Asshur? It might be a conventional one, e.g. 'Asshur/ as

in Isa. x. 5, or '

Jerahmeel.' The latter name seems to be

marked out as most probably the original both of MT.'s

h^B and of (f
B
's <j>a\co% ;

with the former cp. the Reubenite

name N^S, and with the latter the probably N. Arabian

name ^^r? (@ //,aA,o^).
This view is supported by I Chr.

vi. 26, where *riD I JYrrnN has probably grown out of a

corruptly written 9NDTTP. We can now perhaps explain

ION^D m^n, which probably once stood (for 'ibzi ^n) in

the second clause of v. 26. This second clause should

certainly be a repetition of the first. To bring this about

however, TitDN "|^D must be a gloss on part of TDN^D ni^n.

That is, these two words come from I^N TjSp bs. The final

n in mf?n is dittographic. ihn comes from "J^D, though
the misreading was of course only possible to a scribe or

editor who had in his mind some contraction of Tuklat-abal-

i-s"arra, and this also accounts for the other changes. (Note,

too, the proper name TON, from YitDN.) We need not now
be disturbed at the fact that the Assyrian inscriptions do

not favour the supposition that Tiglath-pileser III. advanced

as far south as Samaria. It was a N. Arabian power, not

Aram, nor yet Misrim, but one stronger than either perhaps
Meluhha which invaded the Negeb, and Menahem was

glad to buy him off by the payment of a heavy tribute. It

is possible that the true form of the Hebrew name for the

king of Asshur underlies the incorrect "oSo of 2 Chr.

xxviii. 1 6, which may have come, not from *]^D, but from
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See, further, on Hos. v. 1 3, etc., and cp. E. Bib
'

Pul.'

xv. 25. Pekah, the conspirator, is ITP^DTp= fjHOTJT p,
' a Jerahmeelite.' The problematical part of the text lies

between intf-JlN and DHla, for Q's evavriov probably comes
from ev av&pwvt, (see (jf,

i K. xvi. 1 8), and throws no doubt
on pQ-iNl.

'

Argob
' and ' Arieh

'

are very strange personal
names

;
can the words be rightly read ? Stade (ZA TW

vi. 1 60) suggests that inN n and TW rmrr HN (so for n
mNn) were glosses properly belonging to v, 29. This,

however, could only be adopted as a last resource. The
solution of the problem is furnished by (Jf, which gives
TOV (so B and Bb

A*) or per avrov, B*^1

, apyo/3 real

avTov apeta (B ;
but

apt,e, A) KOI
/L/,er' avrov

avSpes (so BL, but A av&pa?} djro rwv TerpaKoaioov. The
latter part of this is the true text of f ;

it represents iasn

rnNn I7^"1ND D^^pn, where 'D
7ND is a variant to the ^DID

ffnsfa of MT. Klost. inclines to read V"m mND MnN-nN,
i.e. Pekah and his fifty Gileadites overpower Pekahiah and

his four hundred gibborim. This is ingenious, but the true

solution is suggested by habits of the scribes which Klost.

has probably overlooked. Placing ^'s rendering in the

light of facts obtained elsewhere (see on Gen. xv. 13,1 K.

xviii. 19, 22, and I K. xxii. 6), we see that JYIND

(presupposed by airo rwv rer/m/cocriW) represents

THOnT,
' from Jerahmeelite Arabia.' It now becomes easy

to account for rniN and rmN, which represent 112 and

TMDnT respectively (cp. mN, Isa. xv. 9 ; SN-IN, 2 S.

xxiii. 20). FIN (bis} is an editorial insertion. The text

thus becomes,
'

. . . and smote him, etc., and on his (Pekah's)

side were fifty men from Jerahmeelite Arabia '

(v.l.
' of the

Gileadites
').

xv. 29. Conquest of a large part of the Israelite territory

in the Negeb. For '

Tiglath-pileser
'

see on v. 19; for
'

Ijon
'

and ' Abel 'on I K. xv. 20
;

for
' Razor 'on I K. ix. I 5 ;

for 'the Galil' on i K. ix. n. Janoah has been identified

with the Yenu'amu of Egyptian inscriptions (see E. Bib.,
(

Janoah '),
but a place in the Negeb seems rather to be

meant. Josh. xvi. 6 mentions a Janoah on the E. border

of Ephraim. Either this name was transferred from the
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Janoah in the Negeb, or the Ephraim names in Josh. xvi.

were derived from a geographical writing which related to

the Negeb (note the names Ataroth = Ephrath, Naarah,

Shiloh, Tappuah = Nephtoah). ttnp is not any Kedesh in

the north, but the so-called Kadesh-barnea (cp. on Tobit

i. 5).
' What Gilead can mean in this connection it is hard

to say
'

(Kittel), at least from the ordinary point of view.
'
If the name is not corrupt it can only have come in as a

gloss' (Benz.). In E. Bib., col. 1628, note 2, it is suggested
that ishl may be miswritten for W&J, the wrong word and

the right being, as often, left side by side (cp. the corruptions

mentioned under '

Gilead, 2
'). ~ria, however, as an abund-

ance of evidence shows (see, e.g., on Jer. viii. 22), is not only
a trans-Jordanic region, but a district in the Negeb. In

fact, all the localities in v. 29 belong to the Negeb, including

the last three,
'

Gilead, and the gallldh, all the land of

Naphtali.' *-?h\ nh'hl, and hlbl may possibly be early

popular corruptions of ^NonT ; cp. D^in Wu, Isa. vii. 23,

where D^ian may possibly arise out of some badly written

form of ^Mcrrr (cp. D*1

*!!, Gen. xiv. i
; D^an nonn, Judg.

iv. 2) and be a gloss on h~hl. In any case, 7TO is a name
of the Negeb. Did the places and districts mentioned form

part of a larger region called ' the land of Naphtali,' and was

this
'

Naphtali
'

identical with the '

tribe
'

so called ? In Isa.

viii. 23 'the land of Zebulun (= Ishmael ?)
' and the 'land of

Naphtali
'

are mentioned together. Or has there been a con-

fusion between 'SnDi and Tins:) (cp. on Gen. x. i 3) ? I should

prefer to suppose that ' Gilead and the Galil
'

covered a larger

region than 'the whole land of Naphtali.' The ' Asshur' spoken
of is of course lower down in N. Arabia than the Negeb.

xv. 32. Jotham, also a son of Jerubbaal (Judg. ix. 5),

and a member of a Calebite genealogy (i Chr. ii. 47). A
Jerahmeelite name. So, too, is Zadok (see the occurrences).

The name NBTIT (ntDVP, Chr., is less probable) reminds us of

(i K. xv. 1 6, etc.) from f?Ni?EBr. Is it a corruption of

? 'BIT precedes, which may account for the mishap.
CHAP. xvi. 3. Note the reference to the sacrifice of

children, which, though it doubtless spread northward, was

specially a Jerahmeelite practice. Cp. on xxi. i, and on

Jer. ii. 34. V. 5. See on Isa. vii. i.
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xvi. 6. Klost, partly anticipated by Thenius, corrects

D"ji* throughout into n'TN, and DT>Vm into D^DITN (with Kr.

and (5) ;
he also omits ps*i, assuming the redactor who

placed the verse in this connection to be in error. So Benz.,

Kittel, Burney. It was, however, a Misrite king who was

virtually (not nominally) lord of '

Ezion-geber
'

in Solomon's

time (i K. ix. 26 f.\ and it is now a Cushite king who
' recovers

'

the neighbouring part of Elath for Aram (' Aram
'

will cover both Misrim and Cush) in the time of Ahaz.

Between Jehoshaphat (i K. xxii. 48) and Ahaz we may
assume that Elath had for some time been in the possession
of ' Aram.' In v. 6b for D^DITN (a mixed reading), and in

2 Chr. xxviii. 17 for D^QVTN, it appears that we should read

D^cn.N. Note in the latter passage that the appeal of Ahaz
to Asshur is brought into connection with an invasion of

Arammites (assuming the change proposed above) and the

Philistines. Now the Philistines here, as so often, are the

Zarephathites. Possibly in 2 Chr. xxviii. 18 there is a

confusion between Israel and Judah. For '

Aijalon
'

is

plausibly identified with '

Ijon,' which in 2 K. xv. 29 is

apparently represented as in the Israelite territory. As to

the erroneous "O^D in 2 Chr. xxviii. 16, see above on xv. 19.

xvi. 9. The fate of the Israelitish Negeb (xv. 29 f.) is

now shared by Cusham, the people of which are deported to

Kir, if for rrTp we should not read ^NDHT or rmntm* (see

Am. i. 5). For pEDI read DBh3, or perhaps rather ana-onN ;

the pttfcm of Chr. may come from ptDDIT.

xvi. 1 5. "ipn'? ~h rrrr.
' The significance is obscure.

Tpl means "
to examine."

' So Burney, who thinks the least

questionable rendering,
'

shall be for me to inquire by,' lit.

' to investigate,' scil. the oracle, perhaps by examination of

portions of the sacrifice. Kautzsch, Die Aramaiomen, i. 24,

thinks that the phrase refers to a particular kind of royal

sacrifices (cp. W. R. Smith, Die Rel. der Semiten, p. 289).

More probably, something shocking to later Jews is covered

over by this form of the text. IDT sometimes comes from

(see on xix. 23), and ^n from SNO (as an element of

That the temple at Jerusalem was often not

strictly confined to the cultus of Yahwe we know. Read

rnP, i.e. the brazen altar, which the new altar
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supplanted, was to be devoted to the cultus of the Jerah-
meelite Baal.

CHAP. xvii. 3 f. Omit ' Shalmaneser '

(see Kittel).

Winckler now assents (Krit. Schr. ii. 19; KAT^ 268).
Misrim and Israel reject the suzerainty of the successor of
'

Tiglath-pileser.' Cp. E. Bib.,
'

Hoshea,' col. 2127, and cp.
'

So/ and especially Wi. KA T(y>
1 46. A curious problem

is presented by (

L
at xvii. 4 ;

instead of ^ijjwp or Stwa, we
meet with a8pa/j,e\^ rov AWloira rov fcaroitcovvra ev AiyvTrrw.
From our present point of view the mystery can be easily

explained. Afy>. rov Aid. is
'

Jerahmeel the Cushite
'

(see

on xvii. 31, xix. 37). According to this statement, Hoshea
sent an embassy, not to Sib'e the Turtanu Qmn, see KA T^
146), but to Jerahmeel the Cushite, who was then 'residing,'

i.e. as king, in Misrim. (Possibly, however, TOV Karaite, springs
from a gloss "'TWDtZT,

'

Ishmaelite,' which was corrupted, as

often, into HOT). Burney's note is hardly satisfactory.

xvii. 5 f. The fate of the northern piDttf is most prob-

ably not mentioned in the original O.T. texts
;
see on Isa.

xxviii. 1-4, Mic. i. 6. It is the fate of the jviDtD in the

Negeb which finds mention in xvii. 5. n^n^ (in xviii. 11,

nbrria). A place in N. Arabia is required ;
or should we say

rather a river ? In xvii. 6 and xviii. 1 1 (H
L

,
and in xvii. 6

@BA read Trora/iOi? jco^av (or yco^ap), where MT. gives in}

jpa in apposition to YQn[:n]. nf?n is presumably an ex-

panded fragment of ^>NnnT. What, then, is YQn, and what

jm ? The redactor no doubt thought of the Habur and the

Assyrian province Guzanu, where the Habur was (see E. Bib.,

'Halah,'
'

Habor,'
' Gozan

').
But what did the original

document mean, and what was its reading of these names ?

The names with which ' Gozan '

is combined in xix. 1 2 com-

pel us to think that p"U is a (deliberate ?) corruption of ftp3.

Now it so happens that in v. 12 two rivers of Cusham, or

Aram-cush (see on xvi. 9) are mentioned, viz. Amana and

Parpar. If Halah and Amana represent Jerahmeel, it becomes

natural to expect that the two other names of rivers, Parpar
and Habor, will also correspond. This, however, is not

the case. Parpar is evidently = Ephrath, but Habor

represents either Rehob(oth) or the Chebar of Ezekiel,

which (see on Ezek. i. 3) most probably = Jerahmeel. If
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the latter view is correct, MT. is, after all, right against

@ ; nhn and *ran are simply variants, and represent
the same '

river of Cusham,' which bore a name, or

names, the ultimate origin of which was '

Jerahmeel.' See

following note. It need hardly be added that many of the

distortions of '

Jerahmeel
'

may early have attained an inde-

pendent existence. ^"ip nin, ^ /cat opt] MrfScov. Instead

of this, i Chr. v. 26 gives N^rn, between "h^m and -irm.

For possible explanations of Nirr see E. Bib.,
' Kara.'

Without the Jerahmeelite key, however, the mystery about

it cannot be dissipated. The probability is that iNim is a

corruption of ^NEnT, which is a gloss, most probably on

nhn. The Chronicler, therefore, does not recognise "no "H,
and it is just possible that ^TD "Hm, like iNiiTl, is a corrup-
tion of ^HOTTF. "HD by itself, wherever it occurs, certainly

does come from 'm\ In this case, the true reading 'nT is

a gloss. Apart from this, ^i? is at any rate better than nn
(see, however, Wi. Alttest. Unt., p. 109). See on v. 9, and

cp.
'

in the cities of Shimron,
5

v. 24.

xvii. 9.
' From the tower of the watchman to the fortified

city' (also in xviii. 8$) is strange. In xviii. 8 (see note) it

is natural to read ~i!nQ TS"TI> D'HSD ^TlffiD,
' from the Misrite

Migdal to the fortified city [
= Missur].' Here it is perhaps

an intrusive gloss on '"TO "HS in v. 6.

xvii. 24. The colonists from N. Arabia who filled the

places of the Israelites in the Negeb. ^11 is probably a

corruption of some abridged and distorted form of 7NDm\
rrniD represents, not Kutha, but BTD or DUTD. >n& is un-

certain, but probably represents l*ji? (see on v. 31 ). ripn =

nDitt?. DTiDD has grown out of 1DD = nD"i2 (cp. mDD, Neh.

vii. 57). Possibly there was a second Zarephath. In any

case, the inhabitants of the Israelite Negeb had not a long

journey to take. See E. Bib.,
'

Sepharvaim.' This remark-

able passage, in which even the insight of Winckler seems

to be at fault, refers not to
' Samaria '

but to Shimron, i.e. to

the Israelite territory in the Negeb, the capital of which was

Shimron.

xvii. 30 f. A most difficult passage. We begin with

the impossible word D^i>, the easiest correction of which is

D" 1

!")?,
'Arabians' (see E. Bib., 'Avvim'). See Dt. ii. 23,

26
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Josh. xiii. 3, which, critically regarded, show that the Avvim
dwelt on the N. Arabian border of Palestine. N^ (v. 24) is,

therefore, presumably from 3N"ir (cp. .sa-iNTTlp
= INIS 'p).

We now pass on to the names, so variously and insecurely

explained, of deities. It is hardly too much to say that they

yield up their secrets in the light of the new theory struggling

into existence. The commentators with one voice call them

'Samaritan' deities; they are not, however, really 'Samaritan,'

but Shimronite (see preceding note). The deity of bni is

1TDD, i.e. not nDSD (Am. v. 26), but ntZ?3, i.e. the great
' Cushite

'

goddess, called (if the text is right) in Jer. vii. 1 8
' the queen of heaven '

(cp. note, and on Jer. iii. 24). The

appended niDl has nothing to do with Ass. banitu (see E.

Bib.,
' Succoth-benoth

').
It must be a corruption very

possibly of nm ^riD represents f?mo, i.e. ^HOTTT. NtrtDN

comes from ^NSDDF (Kittel, however, produces a river NTJ^N
near Tyre). 7niD (or, less probably, ]ni3) is

' unknown '

(Kittel), unless textual criticism be applied in combination

with the new theory. No other people is stated to have

made two deities, but is
' Nibhaz '

really a fresh deity ? It

is not preceded by n, and we may therefore presume that

it is an intrusive gloss from the margin. Take on i from

nN*l, and we get Iini3 or (i and n being very often con-

founded) *nni3. What this is we can hardly doubt. A N.

Arabian name is wanted, and the choice is very limited.

Most probably Tim:) is ^[njDnT written backwards (the

final h in these names often become D) ; ^Norm was prob-

ably written in the margin as a gloss on l^cmN. pmn,
then, is the only deity of the ' Arabians.' To explain this,

we must not have recourse to Assyrian (see, however, E. Bib.,
' Tartak ') ; pmn is not improbably mnp written backwards,
and this group of letters, equally with miJop, seems to be a

corruption of mn, which (see E. Bib.,
f Terah

')
almost

certainly comes from |3>ND]nT. Cp. on xix. 9. mn, how-

ever, doubtless early obtained an independent existence.

pDTJ-rjN and "ifxSS are still more obviously from ^NDHT
(cp. on xix. 37), nor must the variety of conflicting explana-
tions blind us to the extreme probability of this view. The
cruel god, to whom children were sacrificed, was the Baal of

Jerahmeel (cp. on Jer. ii. 34). See E. Bib.,
'

Sepharvaim
'

;
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but cp. also '

Adrammelech,'
'

Anammelech/ and ' Nisroch
'

(these articles assume that an Assyrian king is the agent in

this narrative).

CHAP, xviii. 2. Kgs., -ON
; Chr., rriN. The compound

name is rather more probable. See on i K. xiv. i.

xviii. 4. On ' Nehushtan '

see E. Bib., s.v. Plainly
there are two questions, (i) What was the real origin of the

'brazen serpent?' and (2) What was the real name under

which it was worshipped ? The story in Num. xxi. 6-9 is

etiological ;
it is chiefly valuable, in combination with 2 K.

xviii. 4$, as showing that in the regal period superstitious

Israelites sacrificed to the idol to obtain the recovery of

their sick. Was the idol of directly Babylonian origin, or

was it derived from the N. Arabians (leaving the question of

its ultimate origin undecided) ? In the article
' Nehushtan '

reasons are shown for supposing a Babylonian origin.

Notice, however, that in the time of Hezekiah's father there

was a strong religious as well as political connection between

Judah and the N. Arabian Asshur (Ashhur), and it is very

possible that Ahaz took not only the pattern of an altar from

Cusham (see on xvi. io^i), but also the idol here referred

to. That the name jntDTO is wrong seems to be certain.

In the E. Bib. article several conjectural origins are men-

tioned. From our present point of view a better one can

be offered, jnt&n:) should be pOJn?. The meaning of Nahson

might be '

little serpent.' Most probably, however, this is a

mistake, and the name is partly a corruption, partly an ex-

pansion, of
)tth3.

The idol referred to was probably an image
of the Cushite or Jerahmeelite Baal, such as is referred to as

having existed in the temple at Jerusalem in the last years of

the kingdom of Judah (see on Ezek. viii. 3, 5). Hezekiah

naturally broke up this idol and ' the Asherah ' when ' he

rebelled against the king of Asshur and served him not
'

(v. 7). Later writers confounded ' Cushan '

with another

image of Babylonian affinities the so-called ' brazen serpent.'

xviii. 8. Hezekiah's (temporary ?) successes against the

Zarephathites (Pelistim). These extended to the territory

of
'

Azzah
(' the strong '), i.e. perhaps Zarephath. A second

definition is also given, -|21D Vir*r$ D"n!a frDDD (cp. on

xvii. 9). Here 'a should be D'nso
;
note that in i K. xvii. 9
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we read of JTTSn "lEN nDi2, where (see note) p~r! comes

from "hap. "121Q TS is a description of ~nip, i.e. the city of

Missor. Cp. Josh. xix. 29 ;
the original document underlying

this passage must have had 120 "iSQO TS, and have referred

to the N. Arabian border-land
;
also I S. vi. 18.

xviii. gf. "ipMC/pB?, i.e., as most say, Shalmaneser IV.

Again, in xvii. 2 (gloss ?). The Babylonian Chronicle gives

the name of Tiglath-pileser's successor as Sulman-asarid.

According to Schrader (ZKF ii. 197 ff.) there is a tran-

scriptional error in the Hebrew text, and we should read

~nDM~]pSt&. Does our passage state that the Assyrian king
took Samaria? Most probably it does. gives /cal tcare-

\a/3ero ;
the Hebrew text has mfy\t which, following isn,

is most naturally pointed n"T?^1. The points, however, give

rn|fpyi, which it is very natural to prefer, if the pnolB referred

to is Samaria. For beyond question Sargon and not ' Shal-

maneser '

took Samaria. We must, however, after all that

has gone before, pronounce it to be more probable that p-iotD

is the Shimron in the Negeb, and that
'

Shalmaneser,' like

'

Tiglath-pileser,' is a N. Arabian king. It was apparently
a king called Shalman who took Shimron and with it the

Shimronite Negeb, and perhaps we may rightly see a

reference to this in Hos. x. 14, if Beth-arbel in that passage
should rather be Beth-jerahmeel (see note). A king of

Moab called Salamanu is mentioned by
'

Tiglath-pileser.'

The same name may have been borne by a king of Ashhur.

TDK may itself represent TiftN.

xviii. 13-xix. 37. Not only is this narrative composite,

but there are traces in it of a combination of two traditions,

one referring to an Assyrian, the other to an Asshurite

or N. Arabian invasion (against Winckler and Prasek, see

E. Bib., 'Sennacherib,' 5).
1 That xviii. 13^-16 refers to

Sennacherib's invasion in 701 is probable; the parallelism

between the 46 fenced cities, etc. of Sennacherib's inscription

1 PraSek's latest utterance ('Sanheribs Feldziige gegen Juda,' i.,
in

Mitteil. der Vorderasiat. Gesellsch., 1903, part 4) takes no account of this

article, which probably appeared just too late for him. It is an able

work, but relies, as I venture to think, unduly on the Massoretic text.

The same remark applies to Winckler. Until these critics have done

more justice to the new point of view in Old Testament criticism, no

sound progress can, as it seems to me, be hoped for.
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and v. 1 3$ is striking. But at any rate the rest of the

narratives, which critics have analysed into two distinct

accounts, refer to a N. Arabian invasion. The redactor

misunderstood this, and revised the text in accordance

with the theory that here, too, the invasion of the Assyrian

king was referred to. If this be so, the name :mn3D
must have a twofold representative character

; ( i ) it must
stand for Sin-ahi-irba, the name of the Assyrian king

Sargon's successor
;
and (2) it must have been partly cor-

rupted, partly altered from some conventional or real name
of a N. Arabian king. mn (D^nn) would be a perfectly

natural corruption of DITT (cp. on DTn, I K. v. 15), 3 as

often may represent the final letter of SNDJIT ; D may either

be an editorial prefix (cp. on E&12D, Neh. ii. 10) or a cor-

ruption of n (the D in r?T repeated). Probably too, here as

often elsewhere (see on 2 S. xv. 1 1
), Qbo?W is a corruption

of SNSDBT. The place meant is Beth-ishmael or -jerahmeel

(p. 286).
xviii. 14. nttr:)^, preceded and followed by Pasek. If

the king of Asshur referred to is the Assyrian king Sen-

nacherib, the place intended may be that defined by Eus.

and Jer. as 7 R. m. S. of Eleutheropolis, and referred to on

a bas-relief of Sennacherib as having been taken by that

king (Winckler, Textbuch^ 47). We do not, however, know
from any other source that Sennacherib received ambassadors

from Judah at Lachish, and it is possible that rrBTO^ was

inserted in v. 14 by the redactor in order to fuse the two

independent narratives, W& being referred to in v. 17 as

the place where the king of Asshur was when he sent a
'

great host
'

against Jerusalem.

xviii. 17. VT& here is probably a corruption of f?3DJN,

i.e. possibly rrshn (see E. Bib.,
'

Negeb,' 7,
'

Ziklag '),
but

more probably S'Nl'DQr, i.e.
'

Ir Ishmael
'

or '

Ir Jerahmeel.'

]mn and D^ID'IT are wanting in Isa. (xxxvi. 2), and since

in the sequel mention is only made of Rab-shakeh (cp. also

(Jl's 777)09 avrov, v. 1 8), it seems probable that npt&~n alone

is correct. )mn is, no doubt, the Ass. turtdnu, i.e. com-

mander-in-chief. Whoever wrote this word in v. 17 identified

the king referred to with Sennacherib. But was this the

view of the original writer of the document? There are
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historical reasons for doubting this (see E. Bib.,
l Sen-

nacherib
'),

and these doubts are confirmed by the fact that

no perfectly satisfactory explanation has been given from

Assyrian of the titles Rab-saris and Rab-shakeh. Upon
the theory that a N. Arabian invasion is intended, at any
rate, in the greater part of the narrative, we may (applying
the methods adopted elsewhere) explain Rab-saris as a cor-

ruption of 'Arab-asshur (
= Asshurite Arabia), and Rab-

shakeh as a corruption of 'Arab-cush (
= Cushite Arabia).

The narrative is possibly an amplification and development
of a short and simple record in which Asshurite and Cushite

Arabia were spoken of as taking part in an invasion of

Judah ; possibly, too, the narrator used the record in a

corrupt form, which presented the names in forms approach-

ing Rab-saris and Rab-shakeh. At any rate, there are

parallels enough for the corruption of YitDN into D^D, and of

BTD into nptB. Cp. on Jer. xxxix. 3. See also E. Bib., cols.

4001,4903; Zimmern, ZDMG, liii. 116, note; Winckler,
in KAT\ 273.

xviii. 21. The figure of the reed is from Ezek. xxix.

6 f., and the narrator means by D'HSD the same region as

the prophetic writer, viz. Misrim (Musri). nmD is either a

later insertion, or a corruption of 1N1D (Pir'u). The Asshur-

ite king had a quarrel with Misrim (see on xix. 9).

xviii. 26. Rab-shakeh (?) is requested to speak in

ardmlth, i.e. in the language of Aram or Jerahmeel, with

which Hezekiah's courtiers are well acquainted. Cp. Neh.

xiii. 23/1, where read,
' In those days also I saw the Jews

who had married Asshurite wives [glosses, Jerahmeelite,

Misrite], and of their children half spoke Asshurite.'

xviii. 27 b. It is plausible to read Drri^nrvnN

DSprrnN mnon, '

to eat their carob-pods and to drink

their sour wine.' See E. Bib.,
' Husks.' Certainly the text

is impossible.
1 But the parallelism of D^vin (vi. 25) and

nrmn suggests a more completely defensible remedy,

1 Konig (StyI. 267) objects to emendation, on the ground that else-

where the text-tradition alters the text in an aesthetic direction. But
there is a whole group of passages in which the early redactors had not

this object before them ; a corrupt text has here been manipulated by
them in a very unaesthetic direction.
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(' together with you ') should follow rTDnrrSi>. The inter-

mediate words come from ethnics. nN^N = ^in = 'DOT
;

Dmn = /

rrp. rw^nife=serfeNWDBr (i K. x. 25).

nrrrtD also = 'DOT (cp. nmtt, anaw, pS = 'DDT). The Kri read-

ings may represent 'rrr 'DBF (cp. on wp, HNS, 12, ip, Isa. xxviii.

8, 10 (pp. 33, 144). The '

Jerahmeelites
'

or ' Ishmaelites
'

are the people of the Negeb. Cp. on xviii. 1 3 xix. 37 (end).

xviii. 32. 'A land of corn and wine' (as Dt. viii. 7/).
Unless we are prepared to suppose that here the redactor

has manipulated the text, introducing a reference to Baby-
lonia, we must hold that some part of N. Arabia is meant.

Certainly the Negeb seems to have been regarded in

S. Palestine as rich in agricultural products. See on Gen.

xlix. 11, Num. xiii. 23, Ezek. xxvii. 18, Ps. civ. 14$, 15^.

xviii. 34. Cp. on Isa. x. 9-11. non, TD1N, DTiDD

probably come from n3SD, mDN, riDIS. Mil and ms do

not occur in the
||

Isa. xxxvi. 19 ; they are found, however,
in 2 K. xix. 1 3 and Isa. xxxvii. 1 3. They represent two

fragmentary distortions of ^NDfrp (CP- n T$7, xix. 13).

For the place called here '

Jerahmeel
'

see on Hos. x. 14.

We must, of course, supply (from |
L
) pin to pN YT^N JTW.

p~iQtt? is the Shimron in the Negeb. (Vv. 32-35 seem to be

an interpolation; cp. Duhm on Isa. xxxvi. 18-20).

CHAP. xix. 8. It appears (see Duhm
;
and Intr. /$.,

p. 229^!) that of the two accounts of the expedition against

Jerusalem, one represented the messengers to Hezekiah as

starting from ' Lachish
'

(see on xviii. 1 7), the other as start-

ing from Libnah. If it is the king of Ashhur who sends

the messengers, both Lachish and Libnah must be sought in

the Negeb.
' Lachish

'

will come from ' Eshcol
'

(cp. on

xiv. 19); for 'Libnah' cp. on Num. xxxiii. 20 /, Dt. i. I,

and note the gentilic
'

Libni,' Num. iii. 1 8, etc. Cp. on

xxiv. 17.

xix. 9. nprnri,
'

king of Cush.' According to most, the

narrator, or his authority, is here well-informed, inasmuch

as Taharko did not become king of Egypt till 694-693
(E. Bib.y

' Tirhakah '), while Sennacherib's expedition to the

West land took place in 701. Doubtless the redactor

meant by npmn the still famous Taharko. But was this

the name used by the original writer ? If it is on the whole
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probable that his
' Asshur ' was in N. Arabia, and that the

king of ' Asshur ' was called by him '

Jerahmeel,' it becomes

plausible at once to suppose that the original name was

pmn, which (see on xvii. 30 f.} probably comes from rnn.

The '

great king
'

of Asshur claimed suzerainty both over

Judah and over the smaller '

Jerahmeelite
'

kingdoms (see on

Isa. x. 10). His claim, however, was disputed by Judah,

by Misrim, and by Cush. The '

great king,' therefore, sought
to bring each of these countries into subjection. (Even if

we accept this theory, we may, of course, use the facts of the

life of Taharkd to illustrate the passage as read by the

redactor).

xix. i 2. From our present point of view, Haran is the

southern place of that name (see on Gen. xi. 31), and
'

Rezeph
'

is a corruption of '

Zarephath
'

(see E. Bib.,
'

Rezeph ').

' Eden '

(frs) is the Eden-jerahmeel revealed by
textual criticism in Gen. ii. 8 (see also on Am. i. 5, Ezek.

xxvii. 23).
' Gozan '

has probably arisen out of a cor-

ruptly written ]Hh3 (cp. on xvii. 6). The ' bne Eden '

are

further defined as being in -i&N^n, or, rather, -IEN bn, or,

best of all, IZDN -^in (see pp. 9 1 /).

xix. 1 3. Cp. on xviii. 34. TST? (not in xviii. 34) is

here prefixed to DTiDD (so in Isa. xxxvii. 13). No doubt

it is a corrupt fragment of SDnT, i.e. the city of Jerahmeel,

a place-name which also probably underlies mpl i?Dn (see on

xviii. 34). Cp. on Tsrrf?**, I K. xx. 30$.

xix. 23. Evidently corrupt. To restore the text suc-

cessfully we must remember that the invader is a N. Arabian

Asshurite, and that the territory invaded is that of Judah in

the Negeb, also that the metre of the poem is the so-called

kind metre. As to the details. In v. 2$a IDT represents

^NonT (cp. on Ezek. xxiii. 23, xxvi. 10) ;
so also DVID and

D"nn. In v. 2$b pf?B (Kgs.) and mio (Isa.) both represent

pDIN (cp. rfiDD^N and 'DIN, competing readings in Isa.

xiii. 22) ; rrsp (Kgs.) or isp (Isa.) springs from DBJS) or intEN

(cp. on Ezek. vii. 6) ;
lip from Tin, and I^DID from Yrr.

Read therefore

mm I nD-irr T^B -pa

TOT I TY^S ^
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-^i DBQ

xix. 24. Point -nsjp (Tisp ?) -TIN-; ; cp. Isa. vii. 1 8,

xix. 6, Ezek. xxix. 3 ff. t
xxx. 1 2, Ps. Ixxviii. 44, and see

Cheyne, SBOT, 'Isaiah,' Heb., pp. II5/ (but also Haupt
on p. 109); Ps.(2) on Ps. Ix. 12; and Winckler, Alttest.

Untersuch., 170.
xix. 25. We may with some probability correct thus

nrm
rinsi I rrmsr Dip ^D

THOTTP is a title of the king of Asshur (cp. on Isa.

xiv. 1 2, Ezek. xxviii. 8). pimoS in MT. is suggested by
Isa. xxii. ii. The sense, however, is improved by the

proposed correction. After the proud vaunt of the Asshurite

king, we expect an indignant apostrophe, addressing him by
name (cp. on ^. 2 /_/.), and DTp ""D^D has more force, if the
'

antiquity
'

of the predetermination of the king's exploits

comes in as a climax, followed by nnsi. For the corruption

of YTT into pwnt&, cp on Jer. iv. 16, viii. 19. Trn[*i] in

MT. is dittographic.

xix. 26. How very weak and tautological in the midst

of such a vigorous and concisely expressed attack ! Is it

an editorial amplification ? Experience, however, bids us

look for an underlying text. The proximity of "aft*1 and

1ET1

naturally suggests the presence of ^NSDBF, while "nsp

may easily have come either from i'i^n or (better) from

TinaJM. There remain ]n, i.e.
]rr,

' behold
'

; innT, i.e. mim ;

and vn, i.e. *on. This part of ^. 26 has probably grown
out of nintDN Nin TMOnr jn, 'truly, Jerahmeel (see z/. 25^,
' Hast thou not heard, O Jerahmeel'?) is Ashhur'

;
in fact,

the leading N. Arabian king is, in Isa. x. 5, 24, called
' Asshur.' This was recast by the editor, who also inserted

rnim and (twice) SNSDOF. The latter part of z/. 26 (down
to HEnt&) consists of interpolated place-names. ntDi? comes

from sin) = 7KVDOP ; rn, N"T, and T^n represent TinN ;

pT comes from 'rrp ; HDTtDl mil from D^nDis m, cp. Am.
vi. 2. (Isa. has nenttt, unsuitably, even from a conservative
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point of view. Yet, comparing the KOI cos aypwcrTts of (& in

Isa. xxxvii. 27, i.e. Tpttbl, we might perhaps restore p*iQBh.)

The three places meant seem to be Beth-jerahmeel, Ashihur-

(or Ashtor-)jerahmeel, and Rehoboth (cp. E. Bib.,
' Reho-

both'). V. z6b, therefore, is a gloss on rrmi D'n.s?, z>. 25.

For other views (resources of despair, surely) see Marti on

Isa. xxxvii. 27 (trip? *ivrm) ; Nestle, PSBA, xxv. 63 [1903],
who suspects a reference to the Egyptian shadoof (turned by
the foot) ;

and Klost, followed by me in SBOT, pp. 28, 1 16

(cr?Dtpi) ;
also Kittel, ad loc. nop ^%h, of course, comes

from
Tftpp? "gD^ ;

so Wellh. (Bleek's Einl^, p. 257), and most

after him. Burkitt (PSBA, xxiv. 217 [1902]) points out

that this is really confirmed by the Syr.-hex. in Field's

Hexapla,
xix. 27 f. Accepting Wellh.'s suggestion, and remem-

bering that the poem is in the kma metre, we are obliged

to omit TIST, as well as "h& Yn riN"i. riNl is a corruption
of a dittographed nirr. ^N Yin is also duplicated. But

this is not the whole story. We have hardly a right to

excise Tiirp without accounting for it. Did a scribe insert

it from the mere love of amplifying ? Besides, ^N and p"
1

are also difficult
;
"b& is superfluous (cp. IDDNBJ), and p"

1 is

awkward. As to TUTT. Sometimes (e.g. Ps. xxxi. 15,

Ixxxi. 6) this word has come from ?MDm\ This is almost

certainly the case here
;
the sense almost requires this, and

we can best account for p"> ^N, ^N, and the nn in Trmnn
by supposing that these also represent fjNQm"1

(p*
1 =

"iir, on

which cp. note on 2 S. xxi. 19, Ps. cxxxii. 6). The result

obtained is as follows

That NDnT,
' O Jerahmeel,' is a mere stop-gap, no one will

venture to assert. Cp. on v. 25.

xix. 35. Why this exact number, 185,000? As in

many similar cases, it is due to the redactor, who misunder-

stood corruptly written ethnics. The original text had

SND[HT] cim3 SN^Dttr [^]cn[T] glosses on TI^N. iD'oan

'*IH. Marti remarks,
' Whether v. $6b can be rendered,

" When one arose early in the morning, one found them
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all lifeless corpses," is surely very questionable,' and, with

Duhm, supposes the words to represent a popular witticism.

If, however, this is the only meaning the text will bear, can

the text, we ask, be correct ? The most doubtful word is

not iD-Otm but D^3. In a less degree DTiD D-niD is also

objectionable ; DTID (in spite of Gesenius's comparison of

Syr. pagra,
' de quovis corpore, etiam vivo

')
is superfluous.

Now 0^3 is one of the current corruptions of ^NDnT ;
not

improbably D'HID (like D^ll in xxii. 14) is a corruption
of D^NCnT, which was originally written as a correction of

DSD. The sense then becomes,
' and when men arose, etc.,

behold, the Jerahmeelites were dead.' On the singular story

of Sethos and Sanacharibos in Herod, iii. 141, see E. Bib.,
'

Sennacherib/ 5, where Herodotus is proved to have fallen

into a confusion of persons. See on xxiii. 29.

xix. 36 / mra (where ^ = n, 1 = 1, n = n) most prob-

ably comes from ^NcnT, some form of which was assumed

by Hebrew writers to be the name of the capital of the

N. Arabian Asshur. *pDH. The name has been much
discussed (see SBOT, 'Isaiah,' Heb., pp. 113/5 E. Bib.,
' Nisroch

'),
and Sayce's theory (wrongly ascribed by Kittel

and Burney to Halevy as first proposer) that Nisroch (?)

comes from Nusku, a god connected with Nabu, and also

identified with Gibil the fire-god, has found some accept-

ance. In E. Bib., I.e., "pcs is supposed to be miswritten

either for T?E[I]^,
' Anumelek '

(MT., 2 K. xvii. 31, ^13^),
or, more probably, for TPD (MT. Trio). These explana-
tions (the latter given independently by Winckler), however,

are only plausible on the theory that the original narrative

referred to a king who resided at Nineveh in Assyria.

From our present point of view -pD3 is most easily ex-

plained as a corruption either of "ho:) or of ^NDJTP. A late

writer might perhaps suppose that ' Nimrod ' was the name
of the god as well as of the founder of Nineveh. This

would enable us to keep 'TTN or the underlying name for

the assassin of ' Sennacherib.' But it is more probable that

'TTN, i.e. bNDTTV (see next paragraph), is an early correction

of -pD3 ; cp T^QDfy] in xvii. 3 i.

We now pass on to ^CTHN. This name, too, has exer-

cised the critics. In the Babylonian Chronicle only one son
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is mentioned as the murderer of Sennacherib, and Winckler

(AOF, vii. 59; KAT, (3)
p. 85) thinks that Adrammelech

and Sarezer represent two names of the same person. More

probably, however, *pO"i"TN comes from "po*iN (a well-known

Phcen. name, Cooke, pp. 18, 20), and this from ^NonT,
which was written in the margin as a correction of *]1D3.

From the margin 'nT, in the correct form "pDVTN, penetrated
into the text at an unsuitable place. Thus Sarezer was

provided with a fellow-conspirator. Cp., however, Cheyne,
'Prince Adrammelech,' etc., Exp.T, June 1898. "iSisnto (v.l.

~i2Nim). According to Winckler (AOF, I.e.], from Sar-etir.

More probably, however, the name is due to a redactor
;

underlying it, there should be a name or title referring to

some native of the southern Asshur. The best explanation

(but cp. on Jer. xxxix. 3) is that -|SN"1O comes from IDN ~ito,

' a prince of Asshur.' V31 (Kr. here, many MSS., all vss.,

and
|| Isa.) is rightly absent from Kt. &TIN. See on Gen.

viii. 4. The original text had D"IN, i.e. the southern Aram.

prn~-IDN. That the redactor thought of the Assyrian

king, Asur-ah-iddina, is beyond doubt. But that here, as

elsewhere, the text has been manipulated, is almost equally
certain. But what is the underlying name ? Probably

prnc?N, whose pn (like *?m in Gen.) is a fragment of 'nT ;

h, as so often in these names, became
\.

Thus the verse becomes,
' And as he was worshipping in

the house of Jerahmeel his god, a prince of Asshur smote

him with the sword. As for him, he escaped into the land

of Aram. And Asshur-haran (?) his son reigned in his

stead.'

CHAP. xx. 1 2. "[TNll is a corruption, not of TT*OD (as

several MSS., (Jf, Pesh., Targ., and
||

Isa. xxxix. i), but of

TTNna. (
= Bir-dadda, a N. Arabian name, see KB, ii. 222 /.},

and pN^l probably comes from this same word dittographed.

(' Son of Baladan
'

is a poor gloss). The king referred to

is one of the Jerahmeelite princes who had owned the

supremacy of Ashhur, but were now conspiring to re-

pudiate it.

xx. 14, 1 7 f. ^m, as so often, is a literary corruption
of some form of f?Norrr. The capital of Cusham or

Aram-cush (MT. D^tDD) is meant.
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CHAP. xxi. i.
' Manasseh.' The name may perhaps be

a sign of the annexation by the Judahites of territory which
had once belonged to the northern tribe of Manasseh. Cp.
xxiii. 4, 15-20, and see on 2 Chr. xxxiv. 6. This annexa-
tion may account for the gravitation of this king towards

Jerahmeelite cults
;

note the comparison of Manasseh's

religion to that of Ahab (husband of a Misrite princess).
Note also in v. 6 the reference to the sacrifice of children

(cp. on xvi. 3). The queen-mother's name is PTl"^5n. In

E. Bib., s.v.
'

Hephzibah,' this is identified with the Phoenician

name, SlDSDn (CIS, i. 102
; Cooke, p. 90). But whether

the name originally meant '

pleasure of Baal
'

is doubtful.

hyy& may be the connecting link between psis (Gen.
xxxvi. 2) and f?NSDttT ; cp. SlTN, Ahab's wife's name, an
may come from nan, which is the name of a son of Manasseh

(Josh. xvii. 2); cp. also on '

Hepher,' i K. iv. 10. 13.

Point fnpti. 1 8. See E. Bib.,
'

Uzza, Garden of.' 19.

f*nn, like Tisn, may come from TintDN ; rQtt"1 from nna*1

(see E. Bib.,
'

Jotbah ').

CHAP. xxii. i. Cp. the N. Arabian name, chip, Gen.

xxxvi. 5, etc.
' Adaiah '

; cp. ms, Gen. Hi. 19, a Jerah-
meelite name.

xxii. 3 ff.
The geography of the narrative has evidently

been shifted. Even '

Jerusalem
'

is probably inaccurate
; the

city meant is [Beth-]ishmael ; cp. on xxiii. i 3. The temple
of this place had probably been almost destroyed. Josiah

ordered its purification (as regards cultus) and reparation.

In the course of the repairs, Hilkiah found the famous law-

book of the Negeb, and perhaps carried out a further

redaction and expansion of it.

xxii. 12, 14.
'

Shaphan
'

has nothing to do with

totemism, though for a time such a connection seemed

plausible (see E. Bib.,
'

Shaphan '). Ahikam, Akb5r, and

Mikaiah are all Jerahmeelite names, and so, too, presumably
is Shaphan. The best theory is to connect ]DtD with pas

(the name of a N. Arabian region; see on Jer. i. 14^);
cp. b3 from nas.

'

Huldah,' too, does not properly mean
' weasel

'

(!), but is probably in its origin a literary corrup-

tion of nb-in, i.e. rrbm = ir^HOrm The Nabataean name

(CIS ii. 158 ; Cooke, p. 256) may be a stone-cutter's
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mistake; *hin, too, in 2 Chr. xxviii. 12, an Ishmaelite

name, should perhaps be "'Tin.
' Huldah '

is the wife of

Shallum (Ishmaelite? Salmaean ?), who is distinguished (i)

as mprrp, where inpn = rose (in the Negeb), and (2) as

D^-Earr "ID V) omrrp, i.e. SNonT i'HDtp [^NnrrT] p,
' a man

of Shimron-jerahmeel.' 'in = ^NCJTT, written too soon, and

therefore to be neglected. -IQ& is pintD written shortly

('intD). D^iai is a manipulated corruption of Yrr (cp.

onea). For oWnTCS read ^NUDttTl ;
the two names are

often confounded. If 'Huldah' had dwelt in Jerusalem,

why should this have been mentioned ? mftGa, i.e. ^NWDBPa

(cp. (DID, Isa. x. 27), originally a correction on the mis-

written nbtmTa. If we do not wish to hold that Huldah

dwelt in Beth-ishmael (or -jerahmeel), one of the chief

cities of the Negeb, we must suppose that a part of

Jerusalem bore the name '

Ishmael.' Cp. on Zeph. i. 10;
also E. Bib.,

'

Huldah,'
' Tekoa.'

CHAP, xxiii. 4. The southern Bethel is meant (see on

i K. xii. 29, Am. vii. 1 3). For '

Kidron,' see on 2 S. xv. 23.

V. 5 D'ntM. See on Hos. x. 5, Zeph. i. 4. rh^Tp.

The word follows ODtDH and m"TT. Most probably from

,

' the (great) Ishmaelitish goddess
'

; cp. rch&

,
if we may so read in Jer. vii. 18. Similarly

(see on Ezek. viii. 14); cp. also Q^oini, Dt. ii. 20,

from D^NSDBT. Perhaps we may omit tDOt&n and nvn
as interpolations, in which case the Baal and his consort

(^nn and rr^HBDVO will stand together.
' All the host

of heaven '

(which follows) of course includes sun and moon

(cp. xvii. 1 6, xxi. 3). 7. Benz., 'The writer of v. jb seems

not to have known what the D^tZTTp were for, since he

makes them into weavers.' But possibly we should read

D^BhlD,
' Cushites

'

(see on i K. xiv. 24). The Cushites were

temple-ministers ;
see on Ezek. xliv. ga, Zeph. i. 8 f., 2 S.

v. 8 ('
therefore the Jerahmeelites are servants of Yahwe's

house ').

xxiii. 8. The difficulties of this verse are great. Why
' from Geba to Beersheba '

? Did Judah proper really extend

northward only as far as Geba (see E. Bib.,
'

Geba.') ? Next,
even if we read n^T^to for D^DJ, who can explain the topo-

graphical notice in v. 86 ? The parallel phrase
' from Dan
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to Beersheba
'

originally described the Israelitish Negeb
(see on Judg. xx. I, 2 S. xxiv. 2), and 'from Geba to

Rimmon '

(taking these words by themselves) in Zech.

xiv. 10 can only mean 'from Geba to Jerahmeel,' and both

these place-names necessarily belong to the Negeb. Then,
T^rr nnD-IEN, T^rr 1W, and Ti?n istDl are not these in

some way related ? Then, BTN 71NO~7ir"HDN, how is this

to be construed in the clause ? And what business has
'

Joshua, chief of the city
'

in a description of a gate ? It is

a weak remedy for HTN f
Vf*ys to insert N3 (Klost, G. Hoffm.,

Ki., after (@
L

; cp. Perles, Anal., 49). Only a thorough-

going and yet regular criticism will help. We may assume

that the passage referred originally to the Negeb (annexed

by Judah) ; rmrr "nso should be fworrp nsp (cp. rmrp
from THOnT in the corrupt phrase rrTirp Dnfrrva). As
to v. S, it should probably run thus D^ajn msn-nN proi

^HDnr nstO nnD I&>N,
' and he pulled down the bdmoth of the

shedim which were in the entrance of the gate of Jerahmeel.'

The corrupt text also permits us to see that there was a

variant to THttTTS viz, (as so often) 7K9Dtf\ The city

meant was one distinguished religiously by having beside

its gateway bdmoth of Baal and his consort, here called

shedim. Sttnm is an invention of the redactor, based upon

fragments of both readings bltonT and Swear (i.e. TTT-f-

2tt>). Tsn 1t comes from 5HOITP 19V>. TIHDID

comes from ^N^DlD'1 ISM. TSTl ^utD m^N represents

^HDITT "i^tn. The passage implies that the inhabitants of

the Negeb still practised the old cults of the country, and

had Israelitish priests. To these priests Josiah gave other

places of abode, and their bamoth he profaned ;
and the

specially famous bamoth of Jerahmeel (see on Jer. ii. 34,

iii. 24, Mic. i. 5-7) he broke down.

xxiii. i o. ^hr-h. Rather "nW?. ^p, according to most

recent scholars (see E, Bib.,
'

Molech,' 5), was a title of

Yahwe. The evidence, as sanctioned by a keener criticism,

seems to show that -]bo is a popular corruption of bwonT (i.e.

the Jerahmeelite Baal). See on Lev. xviii. 21, Jer. xxxii. 35.

In the latter passage the bamoth of ' the Baal '

are put in

equally close connection with "po, 11. The passage has

been discussed in E. Bib.,
'

Nathan-melech,'
' Parbar.

1 For
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3p read probably lisa, 'on the west of,' and for the un-

intelligible D^ViDl read DUTIES. The name TjScrjn:) seems
to be a popular corruption of ^Nnm*1

frm. There was
an Ethanite* or Jerahmeelite, whose office was to attend

to the mules the king's riding animals. Near his chamber
were the horses which the kings of Judah had dedicated to

the sun, together with the chariots of the sun, which latter

Josiah is stated to have burned. i 3. rrntDarr in. Hoff-

mann (ZATW ii. 175), Perles (Anal. 31), and Kittel (ad

loc.} suppose rrn&Q to be an intentional, witty alteration of

But what evidence is there for nntED,
'

oil
'

? Surely

,
like tDroon in Zeph. i. 11, comes from

for an explanation of which see 2 S. xv. 32, mnncr
U^rhvh DE. DTnr7 nbso may also be a corruption of

'fton rr^i?D. See on Neh. xiii. 15, and cp. E. Bib.,
'

Destruc-

tion, Mount of,' also (for the original name), Crit. Bib. p. 288,
foot. There is good reason to think that the ' mountain '

spoken of was really close to Beth-ishmael in the Negeb.
xxiii. 15, 19. Here a revision of the text leads to

important results. A recent writer speaks thus (Day, JBL,
1902, pp. 208 /).

We are told in the later narrative that Josiah carried his reform,

not only into Ephraim and Manasseh, but also into Simeon and

Naphtali (xxxiv. 6). Did the writers locate Simeon in the north

because they knew no better than to place there a tribe that long
before their time had been absorbed by Judah ? Naphtali appears
to have become ... a name for all Galilee. The writers of

2 Chr. think that the whole land must have been purged. In

giving their conception of the extent of the reformation, they name
all parts of the land as it was known to them. All this is in

glaring contradiction to the earlier story, where Josiah is said to

have gone only into Samaria when upon his iconoclastic pilgrimage.

The truth, however, from the newer point of view, appears

to be that Manasseh, Ephraim, Simeon, and Naphtali in

2 Chr. xxxiv. 6 are the territories in the Negeb which were

anciently colonised by the tribes bearing the names
;

the

closing words of the verse should probably run ['DITP] niirrQ

^NSDBT, 'in Rehoboth of Jerahmeel (or Ishmael).' Cp. on

2 Chr. xv. 9, xxviii. 12, xxx. i, 10 /, and see on Isa.

ix. 7-x. 4.
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xxiii. 29. nbzi ninQ. So in vv. 33-35, but in Jer.

xlvi. 2 ^35 'a, and in 2 Chr. xxxv. 20, 22 'iD3 (without 'a).

That the redactors thought of the Egyptian king Nekou II.,

whom Herodotus (after Hecataeus) states to have warred

with the Syrians, and to have defeated them at Magdolon,
after which he took Cadytis, a large city of Syria (ii. 159),
is beyond reasonable doubt. But Egypt was not half so

likely to have interfered with the affairs of Palestine as a

N. Arabian power. The description of Josiah's encounter

with Necoh may be plausibly read so as to fit this view.
' In his days the king of Misrim went up against the king
of Ashhur to the stream Ephrath ;

and king Josiah went

against him, and he slew him at Migdal.' Then (vv. 33/)
we are told that the Misrite king put Jehoahaz in chains

at Riblah (
= Jerahmeel) in the land of Maacath (see

E. Bib.,
' Riblah

'),
and took him away to Misrim. It is

true that Herodotus (I.e.} speaks of the warlike expedition
of Ne/cw5 in Syria. But it is this same writer who elsewhere

(ii. 141) speaks of ^ava^dpi^o^, king of the Assyrians and

Arabians, as going against 2e0&)9 king of Egypt, whereas,

doubtless, it was a king of the Asshurites and Arabians

who went against the Egyptian king Seti (see E. Bib.,
f

Sennacherib,' 5). A similar confusion seems to have been

made with regard to ' Nekos.' It was not an Egyptian but

a N. Arabian king who made the expedition of which

Herodotus speaks. The Greek writer knew nothing of the

N. Arabian peoples, and concluded that, as Nekos was

the most powerful king near the S. border of Syria, Nekos

must have been the king meant by the notice which had

reached him. Precisely such a mistake was made by the

Chronicler and by the redactor of Kings, and all the more

easily because the ethnic Misrite appears not to have gone
out among Jewish writers even after, according to Winckler,

the old Misrite territory had passed from the Misrites to the

peoples called Kedar and Nebaioth. If so, we may suppose
that the original narrative in Kings spoke of "INID or linB

without HDD as the king whom Josiah opposed. Herodotus's
'

Magdolon
'

is more correct than the '

Megiddo
'

of Kings
and Chron. ;

the confusion of S~DD and mo was very easy.

Herodotus also throws some light on the facts by stating

27
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that ' Nekos '

fought with the '

Syrians.' It was, at any
rate, virtually the Asshurites with whom the Misrite king
contended

;
the KaSim? of Herodotus was possibly Kadesh.

Prior to measuring himself with the king of Ashhur he

wished to become possessed of the old Jerahmeelite Negeb,
in which Migdal (perhaps Migdal-cusham, Judg. ix. 46) was

situated. On the text of the closing words (iriN "inN-O is

impossible), see Klost. (who refers to 2 Chr. xxxvi. 23), and

E. Bib., 'Josiah,' col. 2611, n. i. Note that in 2 Chr.

xxxvi. 22 YTIQ nspnn should most probably be S~QD ro^Dl,
or rose ^"riDl ('n and '& have a tendency to be confounded).

Cp. on Zech. xii. 1 1.

xxiii. 31. ^Enon comes from Wnpn ; SN is formative.

The queen-mother by her name was a Hamathite, i.e.

Maacathite.

xxiii. 34. Eliakim made king ;
his name changed to

Jehoiakim. The motive for such a change is not easy to

see. Did the conqueror simply accept the name proposed

by the priests ? Or was the name originally
'

Yerahyakim,'
for Yerahme'el-yakim,' i.e.

'

Jerahmeel raises up
'

? Cp. on

xxiv. 17.

C.HAPS. xxiv.-xxv. Here again the question arises

whether the (composite?) narrative does not confound two

distinct invasions. It would be hypercriticism to deny that

Nabu-kudur-usur, king of Babylon, invaded Judah. Berossus

(Jos. c. Ap. i. 19) is said to have spoken of the rebellion of

the satrap appointed by Nabopalasar in Egypt, and the

region of Ccele-syria and Phoenicia, of his defeat by Nabucho-

donosor, and of the captives of the Jews, Phoenicians, Syrians,

etc., made by that prince after his accession to the throne

(cp. Winckler, Keilinschr. Textbuch^, p. 58, note 3). There

is also a fragment of a cuneiform inscription relative to a

campaign against Hatti-land (i.e. the region to the W. of

the Euphrates) in 602 B.C. Still there are cases enough
elsewhere of the (probable) confusion of two distinct invasions

of Palestine (see on xviii. 9, 17, xxiii. 29, Isa. xx. i) to

make the story plausible even here (cp. on Jer. xxxvii. 5).

A study of the later O.T. literature leads irresistibly to the

conclusion that whatever the Babylonian operations in Pales-

tine may have been, they did not set the same mark on
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Jewish tradition as another invasion that of the N. Arabians.

That the name 12WT3133 or -i^NTtm:) meant, to the redactor of

Kings, the Babylonian king Nabu-kudur-usur, is unquestion-
able. But experience justifies us in doubting whether this

was the name in all the original documents. Most probably
1SNTT3113 (D for i, after *r, is a corruption) is, usually at least,

a redactional transformation of nc?N "nl?,
' Nebrod-asshur '

;

cp. Mic. v. 5 [6], where ' Asshur ' and ' Nimrod '

are parallel.

Cp. on Jer. xxvii. 6, and for Nebrod = Nimrod see $, Gen.

x. 8/
xxiv. 2. For onteD read D^Bfr3 or ana-DlN, for UNIG and

read perhaps TISD and ^NnrrT. Since D^S, as well as

e>, represents TNDITP, it is possible that the original passage
meant ' bands (cp. 2. K. v. 2>

" the Arammites had gone out

in bands ") of the Cushites, of the Jerahmeelites, and of the

Misrites
'

(Winckler admits Arabian '

kasdimj AOF^, ii.

2 5 ff"}-
Note that v. 2 has the appearance of being the

beginning of the account of an invasion
;

i.e. the Cushite,

the Jerahmeelite, and Misrite ' bands
'

were the precursors of

an army. Vv. 2-4, therefore, do not probably follow v. I.

xxiv. 7. This verse seems to be the continuation of v. I.

It states that the king of Misrim remained quietly in his

own land. His plan of annexing the Negeb to Missor had

been defeated, for his suzerain the king of Jerahmeel (MT.
f?13) had taken all the territory which Pir'u of Missor had

temporarily occupied 'from the torrent of Misrim to the stream

of Ephrath
'

(D^SD, rnDN).
xxiv. 8. jehoiachin's mother came from Ishmael

(chvftT and ^NSEtZT are confounded). But Ishmael is a

synonym for Jerahmeel. Jehoiakim's mother also came

from Jerahmeel (noTi, xxiii. 36, is a corruption).

xxiv. 17. Mattaniah is made king, and his name

changed to Sidkiyyah. Why ? Sidkiyyah must have

meant more than Sidkite (a clan-name). May the rr in

such names be a corruption of nT (for ^HOTIT), so that the

name would be capable of being interpreted
'

Jerahmeel is

righteousness,' or
'

Righteousness of Jerahmeel.' Cp. on

xxiii. 34. Zedekiah's mother comes from Libnah, very

possibly the Libnah in the Negeb (see on xix. 8).

CHAP. xxv. 4-6. Zedekiah flees in the direction of
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Arabia (ins TTJ 5 cp. on Dt. i. i), but is taken in Jerah-
meelite Arabia (S>NcnT lisa). He hoped, perhaps, to reach

the Misrite army (cp. E. Bib.,
' Zedekiah

').

' Riblah
'

is a

southern city (see E. Bib., s.v.}.

xxv. 20. fiN-nii:). A good Babylonian name. But it

may have been produced by the redactor out of a N. Arabian

name, either Bir-dadda (see on xx. 12) or Nebrod-aram.

DT73fcm_. The analogy of D^D'll and npE~n suggests

that 'jD'li may come from a N. Arabian district-name
;
one

naturally thinks of D^nirn I'm There were probably several

Rehoboths. How the original sentence ran we cannot tell.

Cp. on Gen. xxxvii. 36.

xxv. 22^". See on Jer. xl. 15 ffn xliii. 2. The names

all point to the Negeb (cp. E. Bib.,
' Tanhumeth

').
For

instance,
' Kareah ' = Jerahmeel ;

'

Netophathite
' = Naphtu-

hite (cp. E. Bib.,
'

Naphtuhim ').

' Maacathite
' = belonging

to the southern Maacah. Mizpah may represent
'

Zarephath.'
xxv. 27. TT1D 7*Ht, The redactor obviously meant

Nebuchadrezzar's son and successor, Avil-Marduk, no his-

torical inscriptions of whose reign have come to light.

Berossus says that this king ruled az/o/ito? ical ao-eX/yco?. His

reign, however (562-560 B.C.), was surely too short to be

that referred to in w. 29 f. ('all the days of his life
').

It is

only a slight improvement which Tiele (BAG 457 ff.} pro-

duces by supposing (on biblical-chronological grounds) that

the true liberator of Jehoiachim was Nergal-sar-usur,

commonly called Neriglissar ;
this gives four years (560-5 56),

instead of two, to account for the Hebrew phrase referred to.

One can hardly doubt, however, that the king intended was

the leading N. Arabian king, and that the underlying name
is TT~i3 ^NCrrv (cp. on xx. 12). It would be delightful to

replace this notice with security in its complete historical

setting. Did the friendly treatment of Jehoiachin involve

the recognition of the Jews as a nation, and therefore of the

Jewish cult ? If so, it would seem that the temple must, as

a consequence, have been rebuilt, and that licence must have

been given to the exiles to return. Tradition is opposed
to this, and so too, apparently, is the great prophecy of restora-

tion in the Book of Isaiah. But see Cheyne, Ps.(^
Introd.,

and especially Winckler, A OF'ri. 198,439; cp. KAT^, p. 284.



ADDENDA

1 Kings xvii. 12, xviii. 10. Why "pr^N mm? Kittel

replies,
' In the former case because the speaker is a

heathen (?) ;
in the latter because Elijah stands in a special

relation to Yahwe.' The reasons are very weak. Most

probably the original reading was f?N[o]nT mm, which

appears to have been a current name of Yahwe in the Negeb,

indicating that he was identified with Jerahmeel. See on

Gen. ii. 4^. If so,
' Baal

' was distinguished by the narrator

from Jerahmeel, which is very possible.

xviii. 1 2. mm im is followed by a masc. verb. Why ?

rpn is fern. According to Stade (SBOT} rm is a later

addition, to remove the anthropomorphism. The original

reading, however, most probably was ^NnnT mm. im was

suggested by an incomplete ^Nnrrp (Vm), and, for the sake

of sense, was prefixed to mm.
2 Kings v. 11. Dlpon-Stf has not been satisfactorily

explained. Stade excises it as a gloss. He is right, but

the form needs correction. In Gen. xii. 6, Isa. xxxiii. 21,

D'lpD is a corruption of DITT (
= ^NDrrp) ; cp. also Drop"

1

(i K. iv. 12). Probably Dlpon-Stf represents ^NDTTT, a cor-

rection of vm?N. A current name of the God of Israel

appears to have been ^NDHT mm (see preceding notes). It

is true that the God of Aram bore a name which ultimately

represents 'Jerahmeel'; the origin of 'Rimmon' or 'Remman'

(^) however, had no doubt been forgotten. [Stade seems

wrong, in omitting mm, with (J|
v
.]
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PART V

JOSHUA

No one who has studied the recent commentaries, histories

of Israel, and treatises on Hebrew names, can fail to see

how much investigation is still required in the Book of

Joshua. There are, first, the ordinary and most easily

recognised textual questions ; next, the historical problems
which are largely mixed up with less obvious, but not less

real, textual problems ;
and lastly, the problems of the

significance, linguistic and geographical, of clan-names and

place-names. All these need to be taken up from a larger

point of view, and some of them for the first time. An
attempt is made to do so here, except, indeed, in so far as

the constructive treatment of historical questions is con-

cerned. That must be left, if it please God, for the near

future, when perhaps the wished-for help will have been

received from fellow-students working on the same lines.

It may, however, at least be suggested to commentators that

the view of the conquest of the land of Israel, as having been

effected rapidly and completely under Joshua, becomes, not,

indeed, historical, but less strikingly irrational, if the land

which Israel, according to the earlier form of the narrative,

occupied was the N. Arabian border-land, than if, as the

present text represents, it was Palestine to the west of the

Jordan. Also that the narrative of the conquest of '

Jericho
'

(including among its details the incidents of the ' harlot
'

Rahab and the ' mantle of Shinar ')
becomes more intelli-

gible by the application of a keener textual criticism, while

the strange story of the '

hill of the foreskins
' now for the

first time reveals its own origin ;
and further, that riddles

28
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like iTTT prrk (xiii. 32) and ]TPn rmrri (xix. 35) appear
to have at length yielded to criticism. The geographical

significance of the proper names too can be better seen,

now that by the application of the comparative method, and

the study of recurring types of corruption, it has become

possible to see that in their earliest form very many of the

place-names record the original settlements of the tribes

which occupied the N. Arabian border-land. The expression
'

better seen
'

is here used to guard against the erroneous

supposition that a claim is made by the present writer to

finality. The work in hand is difficult, and though possi-

bilities and probabilities have been anxiously weighed in the

light of a widened point of view, the writer knows full well

that the years will bring many welcome supplements and

corrections.

CHAP. i. 2. Joshua (see on Num. xiii. 4-16) is to lead

the people across the same stream which its ancestor Jacob
crossed when returning to

'

his country
'

(Gen. xxxii. 1 1
).

As we shall see, Jacob's country was in N. Arabia, and the

stream was the j'rrv (Yarhon = Yerahmeel). Note the

ancient correction of pT into 1TTP ('iTTP), Num. xxii. i, etc.,

which leaves hardly a doubt as to the true reading.

i. 4. The geography has been transformed.

should be either ~rja or ^ixhxn, and ms = mSN
;
see on

Gen. xv. 1 8. For 'in DTT Dt. xi. 24 has ]YinNrr DVT ; 'TIN

comes from nnT or f?NQnr ; cp. inN often for VlT, also

JJTP. Thus the two phrases are synonymous (cp. E. Bib.,

col. 3010). The Lebanon is the southern range so called

(see on Jer. xxii. 20, i K. v. 20, 2 K. xiv. 7). DTinrr pN hl

interrupts, and is evidently a gloss (not in
BAL

).
The

phrase itself surprises Dillmann and Steuernagel ;

'

Hittites
'

and ' Canaanites
'

are not generally synonymous. But, as

usual, DTin represents DTQm (see on Gen. x. 15).
' Reho-

bothites
' and '

Zarephathites
'

are used widely, though not as

synonymous with ' Canaanites
'

(rather
' Kenizzites

').

i. 14. D^tDQn. For this much misunderstood word, see

on Ex. xiii. 18, i K. xviii. i. 15 (end). See on Dt. iv. 47.

CHAP. ii. i. 2nn. BDB say, 'noun masc. as adv.,
"
silently, secretly."

' But this implies an excessive deference

to MT. Clearly we must read -inBJN,
'

(to) Ashhur,' one of
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the terms for the N. Arabian borderland, though also used

with a special significance. Cp. on o~in, Judg. i. 35, and on

n&nn, I S.xxiii. 15. 'Jericho.' But the previous statement

mentioned Ashhur as the point for which the spies were to

make. This confirms the view (see on Gen. xiv. 7, Num.
xxxiv. 4) that &np in wa CHp is miswritten for ann, i.e. "int&N,

and that wil comes from pen, i.e. ^NDnT. Now Ashhur-

jerahmeel seems to be the true name of the capital of Bashan

(cp. on Dt. iii. 17). There is no reason, however, why there

should not have been another place bearing a name which

was virtually Ashhur-jerahmeel, though in the speech of the

people it became Heresh-ram'an (wo BHp) and (omitting
the first half of the name) pnT or inT. The later pro-
nunciation of irrp was Yereho or Yeriho (here, MT. gives

"irTT). Let us now return to cnn, which, by the way, the

accentuation unites to ^N*?. If the true name of the city

was Ashhur-jerahmeel, it becomes probable that -icnf? here,

as occasionally elsewhere (e.g. Jer. iii. I, see note), has come
from ^HOrTT*, or has displaced an imperfectly written VrP.

Read,
' as spies to Ashhur-jerahmeel [saying].' mu Why

to the house of a harlot ? To attract less attention, say the

commentators. A weak answer, when we consider that

Jephthah and (in (f|
BL

) Jeroboam are made sons of harlots

by a pure mistake of the scribes (see on Judg. xi. I, I K.

xi. 26, and cp. on i K. xxii. 38), mil being a corruption of

some popular abbreviation of rp^NSDBT, cp. p?s, JN2, p2. The

original text must have stated that the Israelitish spies

found hospitality in the house of an Ishmaelitess a fact

specially noticed, because '

Jericho
' was a city of the Ish-

maelites (
= Jerahmeelites or Ashhurites). im should be

connected with the name of some clan, or people, or place.

irn and iin (cp. on Num. x. 29) have been suggested

(E. Bib., col. 2399). From vi. 25 we learn that the clan of

nm (or -an ?) existed long afterwards in the midst of Israel.

Cp. Bertholet, Die Stellung der Israeliten, p. 5. 7. privr.

The original story had ('rrrrr (i. 2).

CHAP. iii. That the original story spoke of the capture

of a city called Jerahmeel is in the highest degree probable.

Did it also say anything of the wonderful crossing of a

stream by the Israelitish host ? I see no reason to doubt
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this. The substratum of this story seems to be mythological

(Winckler, GI ii. 106 /), and even if it should turn out that

the stream called Jarhon was not a very great one, this

need not diminish our enjoyment of the narrative, which

partakes of the nature of a fairy-tale. The case is parallel

to that of the rivers of Paradise, which were identified (how

unfitly !) with the streams of the N. Arabian border-land

This renders it superfluous to indulge in the otherwise

plausible hypothesis that two traditions were confounded,

one of which had no crossing of any river, and referred to

the conquest by the Judahites of the city of Jerahmeel, and

the other to the crossing of the Jordan near Damieh, and

the conquest of a Jerahmeelite city by the Ephraimites.
See E. Bib.,

'

Jericho,' 4, where it is held that ' the crossing

of the Jordan by the Israelites under the Ephraimite Joshua

was, in its original form, parallel to the migration of Jacob-
Israel across the Jordan, which an early tradition placed at

the point where it is met by the Jabbok.' Against this

observe that most probably the Ephraim which Joshua

represents is a southern Ephraim, and the Jabbok a southern

stream
; cp. also in general G. A. Smith {Hist. Geogr. 659-

662), whose argument is directed against Stade from a

different point of view.

iii. 1 6. The following corrections appear practically

certain. We have here two parallel, alternative descriptions.

One runs thus -UDN -p$rr D"]^ r&NorTr n^-rprr n^en nom
J1D12 "Hip.

'

Jerahmeel
'

is here the name of a district.

' Aram '

may perhaps be the city previously called irPT

(
= ^NDnT). ~n lop, in, and pmn (for the first cp. DNp

in Hos. x. 14 ;
for the second, see on Gen. xvi. 13, xxii. 13 ;

for the third, cp. D^pm, Ps. Ixv. 6) represent respectively,

the first fpNorrr, the second and third together YFT "intpN, a

fuller phrase for the Jerahmeelite region or district, which we
shall again and again meet with. TNQ and DT^l both repre-

sent D^fcjQ. ]ms (cp. nnn) is one of the current corruptions
of no-is. The second runs thus D"1

] ins D: SN DTrn
imDD Ian [f?NDrrr. Cp. on Dt. Hi. 17. Note that (g's

rendering includes the words eW pepovs KapiaOtapetfj, (see

E. Bib.}. This it is usual to regard as corresponding to

~nQ ; according to Hollenberg KapiaO. is an ex-
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pansion of aapdav (cp., however, E. Bib., col. 2398, note 2).

But it is certain that {J|'s rendering is no longer in its

original form
;

it is conflate. One thing seems clear, that

the writer of Kapiadiapei/j, had before him a text in which
the Jerahmeelite scenery of the narrative was more evident

than it is now. We are not bound to adopt either

D^-iir1

n*np or f?NDnr rmp ; rnp may perhaps be a bad
emendation of pmrr. But we are justified in insisting on
the view that

'

Jerahmeel
' came into the description, from

which it follows that the later tradition was quite wrong in

its geography. Cp. on I K. vii. 46.

CHAP. iv. 3 (cp. 8).
' And lay them down p^ea

11 irhmWH.' C. Niebuhr (Gesch. i. 327) has already
remarked on the strangeness of the term p^on. He thinks

that the story of the twelve stones originally stood in one of

the Elijah-traditions (cp. v. 5, end, with i K. xviii. 31), and

that p^n comes from this tradition (cp. 2 K. vi. 1-6). But

the truth about pf?o will be clear to us if we refer back to a

strange story about Moses, in which p^Ql also occurs

(Ex. iv. 24) ;
see also on 2 K. xix. 23, Jer. ix. i. No doubt

JTO3 in all these passages comes from fjNcnT. The stones

were actually set up (vv. 1 9 f.} in Gilgal.
'

Gilgal
'

as we
have seen (on Dt. xi. 29^) was in the Jerahmeelite region.

It is possible that rh"hn in the appended words of v. 3

('ill -IE**) really comes from f?NcnT (cp. on 2 K. viii. 21,

Ps. Ixxvii. 3, xci. 5) a gloss on pko, so that the redactor's

work was limited to connecting the two corrupt words p>Dl
and nh'bn. 13. 1JTT mms (so v. 10), from prrp 1*15, i.e.

' Arabia of the (stream) Jarhon.' Cp. on Dt. i. i and on

1N1Q 'is, Num. xxii. i.

CHAP. v. 2 ff. The current criticism is very defective

here, owing to the want of a sufficiently thorough criticism

of the text. With Hollenberg, Wellhausen, etc., we may
agree that the original part of vv. 2-9 is limited to vv. 2 f.,

8 f. (or, rather, as Carpenter and Battersby), vv. 2 f., 9, and

that the object of the inserted passage was to harmonise the

original account with the statement of Gen. xvii. that circum-

cision was the sign of the covenant of Israel with Yahwe.

It is wrong, however, to affirm that lift and rrutB in v. 2

were also inserted in the same harmonising spirit, for these
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words are corrupt ;
all that we can say is, that the faulty

readings may have been facilitated by a desire to prepare
the way for vv. 3-7 (8). It is also an erroneous view that

the short original account said anything at all about circum-

cision. As in Ex. iv. 24-26 (quoted as a parallel to vv.

2 f., 8 f. by Kuenen), also in Gen. xxxiv. (see E. Bib., col.

4439), and in I S. xviii. 25-27 (see note), the reference to

circumcision is due to faults in the text. The true name of

the '

hill
'

spoken of in v. 3 has nothing to do with fore-

skins
;

l
it is a corruption of D^MDHT ni?}} (for this name,

see on I S. x. 5), for which it may suffice here to refer to

the gloss D"1^"!!? (as if
' uncircumcised ones ')

on D^nCrPD, or,

rather, DTiD-iS. We now pass to v. 2. Joshua is told to

make '

flint knives
'

(D'ns nhl~in) and circumcise the Israelites
'

again, the second time.' The key to '*%. Sn is supplied by
a phrase in v. 9. D'nSD nDin, though, as it stands, an am-

biguous and improbable phrase, must nevertheless be correct

as regards D'nSD. It is true,
'

flint knives
'

might be an

archaic survival (see E. Bib., col. 2685), but the double

plural (D
VT2 nhl~in) would not be likely in a technical term.

The two phrases, D^IS ninn and D'nHD nain, are variants
;

each supplies half of the true text, which is D'nSD mnn,
' swords of the Misrites.' It is now 'possible to give decisive

corrections of h& l^ffil (or, as (*f, ntZJl), of mo, and of

T?- BET and 1BF (itm) are frequent corruptions of

and comparing further the names ^TiE and ^ItDN, which

have the same origin, we cannot hesitate to correct TMSD&ft

JTUtD, however strange it may seem to the inexperienced,

comes from a corrupt form of 'otzr (so in Isa. iv. 6, Ezek.

xi. 11), and so also does *p n&2 (cp. on '

Eshcol,' Gen.

xiv. 13, Num. xiii. 23). To take a step further, we must

once more combine v. 2 with v. 9. In v. 2, correctly read,

(i.e. omitting the three TMPDV)* the divine speech is reduced

to the fragment
t
?Nil&'|

-"
1Dl-nN Q-nHEi niTin. In v. g, how-

ever, we read in MT. (0 agrees), Diisp nEnrrnN "rn*?a ni"n

Dp^^D. This gives us as the necessary correction of the

speech in v. 2, D^iso miino 'w ""31 FIN ^rhm nvn (for

Thm, see on Ps. xxii. 9). D3T7W3 in v. 9 can now be easily

accounted for. It is a corruption of D^pf?DS
= Bn^NWTT,

1 Also nothing to do with the Babylonian Aralu (E, Bib., col. 1716).
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which is a gloss on D'nSD, parallel to the gloss httSQVF in v.

2. It is almost needless to add that v. 3 is a redactional

piece of work, except rrbnsn rum, i.e. tr^HOTTT 'm ;
we

omit ^>N as dittographic, and replace 5. Where the words
'

at the hill of the Jerahmeelites
'

belong we shall see

presently.

v. 13-15. Omitting w. 10-12 (P), we come (as it

seems) to an account of a divine revelation to Joshua

(cp. on v. i$a with Ex. iii. 5). But where is the revela-

tion ?
l The answer is that part of it, at any rate, is to

be found in a distorted form in w. 3 and 9. In the

original story v. i$a was followed by these words,

D'Hso mmno-'in-nN TI^NI ovn sonrr-^N '* IDWI. The
' drawn sword '

of the speaker would be an apt comment
on such a speech. And in the opening of v. 13 1TTT1

(clearly unsuitable) should be changed into QpfeNDHT rumi.

Apparently the '

Jerahmeelites' hill
' was close to Gilgal,

where, according to Judg. ii. I (see note), miT IN^D had

his station.
2

CHAP. vi. 4.
' Seven trumpets of rams' horns.' Revised

Version, with margin,
'

or, jubile trumpets.' The combina-

tion of nnD*un with fcrfgntr, and in v. 5 of pp with ^IVH,
is remarkable. According to the common theory, both

"iDlttf and WP meant originally
'

ram,' and hence ' ram's

horn
'

(see Ges.-Bu., s.v.). There is no evidence, indeed,

that nDltB ever means ' ram '

in the O.T., and no secure

evidence that ^ir does. Why, e.g., should 7SFF1 pp mean
' a ram's horn ?

' And why do we never find the analogous

phrase nsitDH pp ? Lastly, the phrase 73NTI mt& (Lev.

xxv. 13, etc., P), if explained 'year of the ram's horn,'

appears scarcely distinctive enough for the great ero? rr}<?

a^ecrew?
3

{I). The philological facts on which the ordinary

theory is based are sound, but the theory may nevertheless

be wrong. It seems wiser to say that the origin of nsitD

is almost as uncertain as that of mssn. To me it appears
1

Holzinger well remarks that a mere repetition of Ex. iii. 5 is

improbable.
2

Similarly Steuernagel, comparing Judg. ii. i, assumes that the

appearance described was at Gilgal.
3 @ gives a^eo-ts for nm, Lev. xxv. 10, for Sav, Lev. xxv. 28, etc.,

and for noosr, Dt. xv. I, etc.
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possible that these three terms, 'sn,
f

W, and SlV all come

from the names of N. Arabian peoples. This is, at any

rate, probable for f?Tp. We have seen in the course of

these inquiries that certain objects from N. Arabia are

described as being Jerahmeelitish or Ishmaelitish (bows,

mantles, and cymbals may be mentioned), and we shall see

later that the '

Jabal
' and '

Jubal
'

of Gen. iv. 20, the ' Obil
'

of I Chr. xxvii. 30, and the ' Ubal '

of Dan. viii. 2, etc., are

Jerahmeelite names. It is natural to suppose that the

trumpet or horn of yobel came from N. Arabia, and that

the word yobel (like Wrr) comes from ^HOITF. Quite

independently of this, it has been held that $r>w 'hxh'Z in

Ps. cl. 5 must mean '

cymbals of Ishmael
'

(read fpNirtDOr1

).

It may not be superfluous to remark that the story of

Hiram the artificer appears to show that bronze-work was

anciently a specialty of the Jerahmeelite region (see on

I K. vii. 1 3 /, 46). The secret of SlTH nutD has not yet

been fully penetrated.
' Year of the Jerahmeel-trumpets

'

is

an inadequate meaning.
' Year of Jerahmeel,' however, is not

impossible ;
this might mean ' the year of the reassignment

of the Negeb.' I here assume that the phrase is very

ancient, and comes from a law-book which had special

reference to the Negeb. The origin of the corruption Sirr

was, of course, forgotten.

vi. 19, 24. The treasury of Yahwe's house intended

here is probably that of Beth-jerahmeel (see on Dt. xii. 5).

See on ix. 27.

CHAP. vii. i. pj? (cp. pDi>, Num. xiii. 22, ]ps\ Dt.

x. 6, and D^p% xii. 22), and
1:33 (see (J|

B
, Pesh., and cp.

vii. 25, and I Chr. ii. 7, 4 Esd. vii. 37 [107]) are both

early distortions of ^NDHT, and equally justifiable readings.
With 'Akar we may compare the legendary Ahikar (Achia-
charus of Gk. Tobit

; Vg. Achior). 'cro also comes from

Vrp (cp.
' Beth-hakkerem

'). ^17 and mr too are N.

Arabian clan-names (E. Bib.,
(

Zabdi,'
' Zabdiel

'

; cp.
'

Zimri,'
' Zerah

').

vii. 2. <

B omits rvaf? DTpD pN ;

A
, ^N-rrif? DTpE.

Steuernagel follows <J|
B

;
he holds that pNTri is a deliberate

alteration of ^N rVQ, Beth-el being regarded as a place of

idolatry. This, however, is an error
;

see next note. ^n
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(0, Tat
;

sometimes 77 TroXi? = TSH). A strange name for

a city evidently of great importance. Of course,
'

heap
'

cannot be the meaning (cp. C. Niebuhr, Gesch. i. 336). The
word may be a corruption of y\$ ; cp. on D^N in II. Isaiah.

There was a famous place in N. Arabia called Kirjath-'arab,

i.e. Rehoboth (not Hebron), but this does not appear to have

been near Beth-el
; besides, Joshua is said to have assigned

Rehoboth (Hebron ??) to Caleb (xiv. 1 3). There is, however,

one important place near Beth-el, viz. Beth-aven, or rather

Beth-on (cp. on Am. v. 5, Hos. iv. 15) ;
and the question is,

whether ' Ai '

does not mean the city which preceded the

later Beth-on, and was itself called ' On '

(p) or '

Beth-on,'

and perhaps also
' Beth-eden

'

(see on Am. i. 5). Possibly

^ was a deliberate alteration of p to keep the two sites

distinct. In Isa. x. 28 we find a place called
' Aiath

'

(or perhaps
' Ai '

; cp. (*f), but this was not necessarily

more than a ruin; the ' Ai
'

of Ezr. ii. 28, Neh. vii. 32,

and the '

Aija
'

of Neh. xi. 3 1 are probably archaistic.

Hence even if p JYQ~D2 be a gloss (see preceding note),

we must not defend this on the ground that ptf rvl is a

dogmatic alteration of SN rpn. /. It is simplest to read

vii. 21. pflr?, 'bar (of gold),' can now be confirmed

by the use of lisanu in Ass. and Bab. inscriptions (Bruno

Meissner, ZATW, 1903, pp. i 5 i /). It is strange, how-

ever, that this should be the only occurrence of the word

in such a sense, and considering that one might well expect
a gloss on such an obscure geographical name as isDtD,

it is better to regard
f
h as a corruption of SNSD&F, as in

xv. 2, xviii. 19, Isa. xi. 15, Ps. cxx. 3, cxl. 12. As so

often, the marginal gloss got into the text at an un-

suitable place. It may have been already corrupt when
it thus shifted its position. "TTTN might be redactional.

But more probably both nr?N and THN are fragments of

S^arrr, which, like 'oar (p&>), is a gloss on -isstD.
1 But

what is "lUDtD ? Is it = sani-'iri, i.e.
' land of two cities,'

as Schrader once supposed (KAT^ 34)? Or is it = Sumir,

1 The view in E. Bib., col. 1751, that 'V is a corruption of intf,
'

cuirass,' is plausible. But experience of the types of corruption favours

the above theory.
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a Babylonian district of doubtful location, as Schrader

afterwards held (KA T (2)
1 1 8 /) ? Or is it = Sanbara, a

region mentioned with Hatti in Am. Tab. 25, 49? Surely
these are all equally hazardous explanations. Many
parallels, however, suggest that ' Shinar

'

is a compound
N. Arabian name. Virtually, it is = 3iNDtD and

]tzn, i.e. it

comes from ns ]W, where
Jtn (cp. ]N&) represents bwDflT.

' Shinar
'

then means ' Ishmael of Arabia.' For (f|'s para-

phrase tyiXrjv TToiicfarjv, see on 2 S. xiii. 1 8 f.

vii. 24, 26. The scene of Joshua's warfare is in the

S. borderland. Not only, therefore, does 1133; (like YQDI?)

probably come from 7NEnT (see on v. i), but pDS, as in

Ps. Ix. 8, etc., must come from rOSD. pD2 would not be

a very natural word for a valley in the region indicated.

CHAP. viii. 17. SN nrri 'tf-L. <@> does not express
f?N JTT). Was this introduced by a scribe (Steuernagel), or

through 'awkward editorial supplementation' (Oxf. Hex.}.

Perhaps the original text had pN rrn, here and here only,

for ^n (see on vii. 2), of which there were two competing

corrections, ^[rr] and SN rpn.

CHAP. ix. The agreement with the Gibeonites. The
narrative is composite. Steuernagel divides it between

D2 and P. Both strata contain the same statement as

to the fate of the Gibeonites, whose lives indeed are

spared, but who are assigned as slaves, hewers of wood
and drawers of water, to the sanctuary of Yahwe (see on

vv. 23, 27). 'When the Gibeonites were really put into

this position,' says Steuernagel,
' cannot be made out with

certainty ; probably it took place in the time of Solomon

(i K. ix. 20 f., Ezra ii. 55/).' But of the two passages
which he quotes the first alone is to the point, and that

only to a slight extent
;

it speaks of the forced labour of

the non- Israelites of Solomon's dominion, including the
'

Hivites
'

(cp. Josh. ix. 7) ;
the second is disfigured by

textual corruption (see E. Bib.,
l Solomon's Servants ').

The probabilities is that both parts of the strange story

in chap. ix. have been manipulated by redactors, and that

originally the narrative only stated that the powerful
Gibeonite people escaped extermination, not by superior

prowess, but by a mere ruse, and that the notion of their
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being condemned to be ' hewers of wood and drawers of

water '

arose through the corruption of ^NSD&F rain

(' Arabia, Rehoboth-ishmaeP) into
1

D^D'^NtDI D^i? "Qlprn
The corruption is closely analogous to that in Ezr. ii. 55^
(see E. Bib., I.e.}. We may also compare, for the corruption
of ms into 11$, the corrupt D~W "QJ? from DIN ns ;

for

that of mm into ittn, see on Num. xi. 4, 2 S. viii. 8, Ezek.

xxxix. 6
;

for that of 'DBT into crsi;, on Dt. ii. 8 (p2S>) ;

and for that of D-^NJJDIDI into D1
D-*aNtt>, we may compare

IDE = 2QE = 'OBT in xix. 2, and D^lNtOD (from 'cur) in

Judg. v. II, also cm in xi. 8, 2 S. xii. 27. It really

appears as if one of the main historical difficulties of the

Joshua-narratives had been removed, and fresh light had

been thrown on the genesis of some of the later narratives.

ix. \a. Read jcp riirn bbrn noism -ra ]rn:n n-iaa

[p3lbn ^NDHT Tjfenj* W: = 'nT, as in Dt. i. i. 'Gilead,

Jerahmeel, Lebanon '

is a gloss on ftp lirn (cp. on Dt.

i. 7).
'

Gilead,' in 2 S. ii. 9, is the most important

part of the S. borderland. The list in v. \b is a gloss

on D'obnrrfjD in a
;
the original reading in a may have been

[^GTiN ?] HDN "of?Q (<JI ; Steuernagel). 3. As the historical

and geographical setting shows, Gibeon must be in the

southland. The other mentions of the place in the O.T.,

critically treated, favour this view. Note, for instance, that

in i Chr. ix. 35 (viii. 29), the 'father'
2 of Gibeon is 7W

(
= S^onT), whose wife's name is

'

Maacah,' and that,

according to v. 38 (viii. 32), Jeuel's family dwelt in nbtDW,

which, the names being Jerahmeelite, may be, and probably

is, a corruption of ^NSDOT ;
i.e. the land of the Gibeonites

was in the N. Arabian borderland. It is still more im-

portant that the references to the pool of Gibeon in 2 S.

ii. 1 3 ff., Jer. xli. 1 2 occur in contexts which point distinctly

1 The singular and plural, side by side, in v. 23, has naturally

excited surprise. On the new theory
'

Arabia,' or ' Ishmaelite Reho-

both,' was a marginal note stating where Gibeon was. Note that

one of the Gibeonite cities is called '

Beeroth,' i.e.
' Rehoboth '

(v. 17).
2 It is most probable, however, that UN in these and similar passages

(e.g. i Chr. ii. 21, 23^, 42, 44/, etc.) has supplanted an original aiy.

If so, in ix. 35 'nj UN should be 'aj my, i.e.
'

Arab-gibeon,' a gloss on
' Gibeon.' Cp. the proper names Abshalom and Abishai ='Arab-

ishmael, and see on xv. 13.
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to this region. Cp. also above (introd. to chap, ix.), on

'fll "T1S in v. 23.

ix. 7. ^nrr-f?N, rather ^inn-^N, i.e. nrrENrT-
J

?N or

nnt&rrfpN (cp. on Judg. Hi. 3). See on x. 41, 'the land

of Gishran = (Ashhur) unto Gibeon.' 10. See on Num.
xxi. 21-35, Dt. iii. 17.

ix. 17. omits ' on the third day.' The three other

Gibeonite cities, (i) HTD3. Cp. the spin "01, Neh. vii. 24,

mentioned before the b'ne Gib'dn. Probably from nsn,

Hepher, I K. iv. 10. The mv of Ezra ii. 18 probably
comes from HT[DD] ;

but cp. E. Bib.,
'

Hariph.' In Neh.

vi. 2 Chephirah is probably intended by 131N nspll D"HDD ;

read ]1N rosCQ man, '

Hiphram (?) in Maacath-on.' This

passage suggests that Chephirah (Hiphrah ?) and, therefore,

Gibeon were not very far from Ai (Beth-on ?) ; cp. on

vii. 2. (2) miNl, i.e. probably one of the places called

mim. (3) D'njp rrnp, probably from ^NcnT 'p (cp. TH"1

).

Note that the prophet Uriah of '

K.-jearim
'

flees to Misrim

(Jer. xxvi. 20 f.\ just the natural refuge for him if this

place was in the Negeb. Cp. on xv. 9.

ix. 23, 27. The Gibeonites being a people of the

Negeb (v. 3), the sanctuary which they are to serve is

also in the Negeb, by which we here mean the N. Arabian

borderland (see on Dt. xii. 5).

CHAP. x. I.
' Adoni-zedek [(J|, harmonistically, A8aw-

/3ee/c] king of Jerusalem.' On the names in Assyrian
historical and business records compounded with Aduni,

Adunu, see Zimmern, KAT^ 398, note 2. It is enough
to mention here Adunibaal (beside Abibaal), a son of a

king of Arvad (KB ii. 173). From our point of view

Aduni -baal and Adoni-zedek are both compounded of

ethnic or district names of the N. Arabian borderland,

(as often, e.g. Baal-gad) is a corrupt fragment of

; pis is an old clan-name (see on 2 S. viii. 17),

though also probably the name of the god worshipped

especially by the Sedek clan (cp., for facts, Zimmern, KA 7^3)

473/0; n^ *s the name of a district famous in legend
and in prophecy (see on Gen. ii. 8, Am. i. 4 /, and E. Bib.,
1

Paradise,' 7). Such names were carried by immigrants
to Phoenicia, and naturally abounded in the Negeb.
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B&BHT, as often (see on ix. 3), comes from SNSD&T.
' Ishmael

'

or
'

Jerahmeel
' was one of the chief places in

the Negeb. See on Judg. i. 5. We need not therefore

cast about for an excuse for the apparent anachronism
'

king of Jerusalem.'

x. 2. Adoni-zedek is afraid because Gibeon ' was a

great city, like one of the royal cities, and because it was

greater that Ai,' etc. What an obscure and prolix story !

How can Gibeon have been greater than Ai, and yet

(unlike Ai) have had no king ? The remedy is simple.
The first [nJ?Tn probably comes from Tia (see on

xiv. i 5). iT&DDn "HS reminds us of nD^DD TO = ^NDHT TO,
Am. vii. 13. The original text said simply, 'they feared

greatly because Gibeon was a city of Gilead.' To this two

glosses were appended, ^NOTTT "Hi? nTTND,
'

like one of the

cities of Jerahmeel,' and a much later one, inconsistent with

the former, '"in nVm NTT ^l,
' and because it was greater

(than Ai, etc.).'

x. 3. As to the personal names. For nmn read DTirr ;

see on v. 33. In both passages gives ai\a^ [BA] or

\a/j, [L].
' Horam ' and ' Elam '

both come from ^Nom*1

(cp. on ch^Sfj Gen. x. 22, Ezra ii. 7). Dins probably repre-

sents imD ; cp. Pir'u, king of Musur (KB ii. 54). ir^ ; cp.

HN1D and nmD. But ^ B

(lefyda) suggests either DD"1 or

nriD\ The name Japafri given to a prince of Gazri

(Gezer) in Am. Tab. 204, 4, etc. may be compared with

ITD"1

. We also find Japti'-Addu. Is Japabi = Japti'
= nnD"1 ?

See on inD^, xxvi. 33. TIT is properly a place-name;
see on xv. 15. All these seem to be Negeb names. Next,

as to the place-names. p-Qn, as usual, has grown out

of, or been substituted for, rnnm, while moT (like the

niDT of i Chr. viii. 14, etc.) represents ^HWTP. Possibly

indeed rfiDT, as an alternative form to 'nr, was not un-

commonly used, for niD in Isa. xxviii. 15, 18
(|| friNtD =

SNi7Dttr) and nio[n] in Isa. xxv. 8 are best viewed as

ultimately = ^HQnT. Note that in I Chr. I.e. mDT is a

brother of ptttt (
= onD, cp. tzrp). Also that in xv. 3 5 JYODT

is mentioned with ch~l9, certainly a Jerahmeelite settlement.

BroS, as in 2 K. xviii. 14 (see note), represents the Negeb
name ^DEN (see on Num. xiii. 23). pw ;

see on Judg. iii. 12.
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x. 5. "HENrr. (*I, however, presupposes ""DlTT, i.e.

which (since
' Ishmael

' and '

Jerahmeel
'

are

synonyms) points to "'ensfrr (instead of "HCNrr) = ^NonTH.
Cp. on xxiv. 8, 12, 15.

x. i o ff. Not the northern but a southern ' Beth-

horon '

is meant (cp.
' Sanballat the Horonite,' Neh. ii. i o).

' Azekah.' A place in the Negeb (see on i S. xvii. i
).

'Makkedah.' See next note. For ffyt* pCiQ read rOSEl

'N (see on xv. 8), and for norn 1DD read Yint&N nDD,
' book

of Ashhur.' See on 2 S. i. 17-27, end.

x. 16-27. The cave of Makkedah, like that of the

Zidonians in xiii. 4, that of Obadiah in i K. xviii. 4, that

of Adullam in i S. xxii. i, and that of Machpelah in

Gen. xxiii. 9 is probably due to mistake. msD (cp. moto,

rrcn) is one of the early corruptions of SNOTT ; so, too,

probably is mpo. It is also obvious that mso and mpo
are easily confounded. The writer of vv. 16-17 had before

him a plain statement of the conquest of Makkedah (v. 28),

into which, however, a var. lect. mSD had found its way
from the margin. To justify this strangely isolated mention

of a cave, he imagined the story in irv. 16 ff. 29.
' Libnah.'

See on Num. xxxiii. 20 /, 2 K. xix. 8.

x. 33. In the meagreness of tradition it was natural

to select a form of '

Jerahmeel
'

(mn) as the name of the

king of Gezer or Geshur (
= Ashhur). Cp. on i K.

ix- j[|.
_

38.
' Debir.' See on xv. 15. 40. A geographical

summary. Cp. on Dt. i. 7, where DVT fpn, i.e. jer Tim,

corresponds with rmtEN, i.e. either -nnms or mSnt&N (see

on Dt. iii. 17) here -

x. 41. ITtt, perhaps a title of riEm. ]&n J>m A
riddle hitherto unsolved, but scarcely insoluble. The ' land

of Goshen' mentioned here and in xi. 16 is not very

different from the 'land of Goshen' in Gen. and Ex.
' Goshen

'

in Gen. and Ex. is in the land of Misrim
;
the

identification with the Egyptian name Kesm (philologically

precarious, see W. M. Miiller, E. Bib., col. 1759, note 8) is

excluded by this precise statement. The key is supplied

by (g
A
's equivalent for the Calebite name jura in i Chr.

ii. 47, which is
ryrjpaajfj,.

Now Dttm or pttm certainly

comes from ara = N$u |Bi therefore comes from
\tir$

=
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= 1BJ3. = "inB?N. So also the place-name '} in xv. 51.
' Unto Gibeon,' which was an Ashhurite city (see on ix. 7).

CHAP. xi. 1-9. The conflict with Jabin. Cp. on Judg. iv.

The geography is transformed. i. p}^ should be pD*
l =

)D
>i

(see on Judg. iv. 2). Here, however, as also in i S. xii. 9,
BA has m/3et5 = El"1

,
i.e. htWttVT. Jaman (Jerahmeel) and

Ishmael are synonymous. ~i^n comes from YintDN ; cp. on

1TO, Ezek. xxvii. 1 8.
'

Jobab
'

;
see on Gen. x. 29, xxxvi. 33.

' Madon.' @BF

pappwv, but Eus.
/mapw/j,, which seems

right. It is the place referred to in D^HD ""D (v. 5) and 'D

"I11D (Judg. v. 19). The former phrase may come straight

from YlT ''D, the latter mediately through ^rmo ^o. 2.

"nT rODD, probably from Tns rnnDD. Cp. on i K. iv. 11.

V. 4 is probably altogether an interpolation ;
v. $a, with 'all

those kings met,' connects directly with vv. 1-3. The object

of the insertion was to introduce a list of the countries or

peoples represented in Jabin's host. At any rate, all that

follows DiTOnnrSDI is explanatory of that phrase ;
read

DiN-in.sn. nn-n m^ ^NnnT-D? noons T)ON [Sunn-p-i'ii!] DS.

Cp. on Gen. xxii. 17, Judg. vii. 12, i S. xiii. 5, 2 S. xvii. 1 1,

I K. v. 9. The ' Sea of Jerahmeel
'

is the so-called Dead
Sea (xii. 3).

xi. q. D*na "'D. Formerly identified with the HulehJ J V

lake, but without good reason. A. Sanda (MVG vii. 2, pp.

39-50) compares the Marum of the cuneiform inscriptions

and the Marama of Egyptian documents. But nno is one

of the corrupt forms of *?NQnT (see p. 31), and ^ITHD (see

on Judg. v. 19) is another. If we are right in combining
our passage with Judg., I.e., the ' waters

'

referred to will be

those of the ]&nD ^m (see on Judg. v. 21).

xi. 6b.
' Thou shalt hough their horses, and burn their

chariots with fire.' A late redactor's pious reconstruction of

a ruinous text. Read DVarrrnNl ^NDnT-nN D^ttfiD-nN

[SNlrtDttr nD"i2]. Cp. on Gen. xlix. 6. For 1ps[n] cp. J*np3

= pinN = 'TVP ; n is a fragment of r>N.

Unless there be a N. Arabian p*rs (to which nothing points),
rT2 as well as -|[l]! must be a miswritten -hap. Cp. E. Bib.,

col. 3164, note 3, and on '

Misrephoth-maim,' cdl. 3155.

9$. In its true form a gloss on v. 8&, viz.
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['DOT nQts] D^nim-nMi ; cp. v. 6b. 10. n^rr rn^pan ;

12. n>>Nn D^Son (<@l here, rwv /3aoY\ea>z/). F. 12 is diffi-

cult, not only through nf?Nrr, but through the double reference

to the kings. In Isa. x. 10 presupposes rrWn rvo^ncrr,

which, equally with MT.'s W?Nn 'D, comes either from 'DD

^NDTIT or from DT^MOnT (double representation), and here,

too, MT.'s and ('s reading comes from ^NOnT. Cp. also

on nf?Nrr, xvii. 9, Judg. ii. 23, I K. v. 7. The sense becomes,
'

all the cities of Jerahmeel (cp. gloss in v. 4) Joshua took.'

But we cannot stop here. In v. 10, too, nf?Nn 'don must

come from 'nT ITO^DQ. Hazor (Ashhur) was ' the head of

all the kingdoms of Jerahmeel.'

xi. 13. This follows strangely on v. 12. It becomes

clearer when connected with v. lib. Joshua burned only
one city, viz. Hazor

;
the other cities were left (cp. Judg.

i. i gb, 2 1
, etc.). These cities are described as D^rr^? rvnoirrr

(^ implies D^rrfw). Clearly this is corrupt. D^n is un-

doubtedly from SNSD&T ;
see on chto, Josh. xv. 24 ; ^non,

i S. xxi. 6. Has anything fallen out between 'osn and

'rr^i? ? The easiest restoration would be 'DBF irrf?s.

xi. i6b. A gloss on the preceding description ; i, as

often, means
'

in fact,'
' that is.' Read DTiD-iD f?Nn)&r irrnNl.

17. Either this geographical description has been manipu-

lated, or popular names are used which led the redactor (in

his ignorance of southern geography) to suppose that the

whole land of Israel, with partly ideal boundaries, was meant.

The mountain-range known as p^nn is no doubt some part

of the southern ranges. pTTT, which may possibly come from

YFT, seems to be a clan-name of the southern Gilead. See

on ppn, xix. 34 ;
also on Num. xxvi. 30 ;

and cp. ^p^n,

iTpT>n, also np^n, xix. 25, xxi. 31. TSto probably comes,

not from 1120, but from TiffiN. T! ^1 is not ' Lord

of good fortune,' but = '

Jerahmeel of Gad '

; f?si often

represents the ^NO in VrT. We must not forget that the

region referred to is not in the far north but in the far south
;

Maacath (so read for bik*ath\ Lebanon, and Hermon are

southern as well as northern names. Cp. on Judg. iii. 3.

xi. 21.
'

Anakim,' 'Hebron,'
'

Debir.' See on xv. 13-

i 5 . IDS (Anab), probably from psii, though the redactor,

who used an imperfect text, may have thought of the site
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still called
'Anab (see E. Bib.,

' Anab
'). rrnrr, as often, may

come from YrT, and h^TVST be miswritten for 'DBF
; Jerah-

meel and Ishmael are synonyms. 22. Read 'only in 'Azzah

(a title of Zarephath?), Rehoboth, and Asshur.' 23. 'And
the land had not nnn^QD '

(so xiv. I 5#). 'nSo, as in Hos.
i. 7, ii. 20, Zech. ix. 10, x. 4, Ps. Ixxvi. 4, is a corruption of

^NDrrT. Cp. on Judg. iii. 1 1, 30, v. 31, viii. 28.

CHAP. xii. 1-6. See on Dt. i. 4, ii. 36, iii. 8, 10-12
1 6 / In v. 3 read rni; D^TSl] nrrttE miDD D^-TS Tun
['"ID 7HDIW3'*, in accordance with the true text of Dt. iii. 1 7.

Two alternative readings. The ' Sea (Lake) of Kinneroth
'

and the ' Sea (Lake) of Melah '

(or Jerahmeel) are the same,
viz. the ' Dead Sea.' Cp. on xi. 4. rrD^D. A puzzling
word till we become aware that *pD, hpD, and hpW are current

corruptions of ^NSDBF (cp. p. 264).
'

Salecah,' in fact,

records an old Ishmaelite settlement.

xii. 10. Read ^KJHMP and mim. These names decide

the general character of the list. 1 7.
'

Tappuah,' see E. Bib.,

s.v. 1 8.
'

Aphek.' See p. 206, near foot. pitz^x If

is right, read pan, i.e. either pf?t& (
= Shiloh), or better

(see on xv. 2). 20.
' Shimron - meron.' See E. Bib.,

'

Shimron,' i. 22. '

Jokneam.' See on xix. 1 1. 23.

'Dor/ etc. See on xi. 2. fW? D^U. Graf (Th. Stud,

u. Krit., 1854, p. 870) makes a good case for T^3&; cp.

E. Bib., col. 1628. But both hlbl (as in Dt. xi. 30) and

fr^l (as in i K. ix. 1 1 ) are current corruptions of isbl. In

the present case, hlhlb comes from CT~uu (2 K. xv. 25),

which was intended as a correction of mi.
CHAP. xiii. 1-7. Here our study of the text compels us

to traverse the statements which are becoming traditional

among critics. These statements are only justified on the

hypothesis that the received text is in the main correct, i.e.

that it represents what the original writer, or writers, said.

Now, however, that it has been rendered in the highest

degree probable that the original text was manipulated by a

redactor, or redactors, who had incorrect views both of

ancient history and of its geographical setting, we are com-

pelled, not so much to contradict as to transform them. ' In

2-6,' says the Oxf. Hex. (ii. 341),
' RD

explains the previous

statement in a quite different sense as applying to remote

29
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outlying regions in the south and north. Yet again in 7

these distant patches are to be distributed among the nine

and a half tribes which settle west of the Jordan. Plainly

2-6 is not really related to I and 7, for the land to be divided

in 7 is not that described in 2-6.' Vv. 1-7 are therefore

assigned to an older source (J), and vv. 2-6 to RD
. Un-

fortunately it has, from our point of view, to be affirmed

that the original J considered that the land which was to be

allotted was in the N. Arabian borderland. It spoke not

of '

Jordan
'

but of '

Yarhon,' i.e. the stream of Jerahmeel, not

of Canaan but of Kenaz
; and, whoever be the writer of vv.

2-6 and 8-12, the region in his mind's eye was not different

from that referred to in vv. I and 7.

xiii. 2. vT)tDl. See on I S. xxvii. 8. 3. TUTtD, not the

Nile, but Ashhur in N. Arabia. See E. Bib.,
' Shihor

'

; cp.

Hommel, Aufsdtze u. Abhandl. iii. I, p. 285. The two

discussions are, it should be added, quite independent. The
view here given is supported by 0, which presupposes, not

TlTTtDrriD but pa^BTD (O.TTO TT}? aotKiJTou'), i.e. fpNSaBTa (see on

Num. xxi. 20). Possibly -ntonn f?D is a later insertion. The
five

'

potentates
'

(D^im, see on Judg. iii. 3) of the Zare-

phathites reside in 'Azzah (i.e. Zarephath-'azzah ; cp. on

Judg. i. 1 8, i K. xvii. 9). Asshur, Eshcol (Ashkal ?),

Rehoboth, Ekron (cp. on Judg. i. 18). D"*)S, probably from

D^ns (cp. pp. 377./)- Here (cp. Dt. ii. 23) $& presupposes

xiii. 4. For msa read either ntoo (0 evdvnov

taking rro as = Zarephath, or niphna ('l an early modifica-

tion of ^NcnT. From the traditional point of view, Bennett's

mND is plausible. Cp. E. Bib.,
' Mearah.' '

Aphek.' See

on xix. 30.

xiii. 5. ^rnn pNl (so read) and pDl^rrSo are equivalent ;

possibly the latter is a gloss. There was a Gebal in the N.

Arabian borderland. See on i K. v. 32 ;
also on Judg.

iii. 2 (where the phrase has also been discovered). ~ri 73Q.

See on xi. 7 ;
also on Judg. iii. 3. nan = nDSD (v. 13).

9. See on v. 16.

xiii. 13. 'In the midst of Israel,' i.e. in the Negeb.
1 6. Read SNOHT rO^ni ~IB)N Tl>n. The 'city' intended is

Aroer, or (see on 2 S. xxiv. 5) Aroer-yaman. It lay towards
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Maacath (see on Judg. xi. 33).
' Arnon.' See on Num.

xxi. 13.

xiii. 1 8.
' Kedemoth '

(cp.
' the wilderness of Kedemoth,'

Dt. ii. 26), a Jerahmeelite region. See on '

b'ne Kedem,'
Judg. vi. 3, and E. Bib.,

' Rekem.' 19.
' Sereth hassahar,'

i.e. iiniDN nD-12,
'

Sarephath of As"hur,' to distinguish from
other Sarephaths. posrr 1HQ. It is usual to interpret pos
here, and in v. 27, as = the Jordan valley (cp. G. A. Sm.
Hist. Geogr. 655; Buhl, Pal. 112). But in the original
record (as originally in Judg. vii. i, 8, 12, xviii. 28, Ps. Ix. 8,

etc., the reading was rOSQ.
' The highlands of Maacath '

is

a very possible phrase. Cp. rDSD miB, 'the uplands of

Maacath,' Gen. xiv. 17 (revised text). 20. Steuernagel

supplies nnn before 'on 'N. Rather read Yrr l^intpN, the

name of a place as well as a mountain (see on Dt. iii. 1 7).

Evidently a place-name is required. 2ib. See on Num.
xxxi. 8. Note that pJTD corresponds with pin. It was
therefore the name of a district

;
the original is Yint&N.

xiii. 23-28. The original writer meant the southern

Reuben and Gad. He wrote, probably, not Slim pTn, but

Slin j'nTrr. The 'border of the Reubenites
'

(v. 23) was the

stream of Jarhon (
= Jerahmeel) and the land of Gebal (cp.

on i K. v. 32). See on Num. xxxiv. 6. 26. D'Ottl. Prob-

ably from D^ID, i.e. a settlement of the Nebat-clan (see on

I K. xi. 26). But see also on 2 S. ii. 29. inb or in if?

(2 S. ix. 4), i.e. either
i-js> "T^pa, or, much less probably, 1N3

/

?} or 'hi rra. Cp. on xv. 15. Probably v. 26 should come

after izhl in ^.25 (Holz.). 27. pnia ;
see on z;. 19. n^

D-in, presumably from S^onT 'l (cp. on Din, x. 33). But

pn
r
l may be a better reading (see on Num. xxxii. 36).

JVDD. Probably from rO^D (
= rr^NlNDBT) ;

not necessarily

the Salecah of xii. 5, xiii. 1 1. pos. Cp. the Gadite

names JIDS and ]TDS, and note that pas is the name of

a N. Arabian district. See on Jer. i. 14, xv. 12, and

especially E. Bib., 'Zaphon.' Sill pYTT. Correct as in

v. 23. A gloss, || jhT.n ^1S (s read) farther on. 30.

TW rvin, i.e. Vrr mrn
:

;
see on Num. xxxii. 41. Ts D^m.

One of those quaint early transformations of ethnics, of which

we have so many in Judges (e.g. xii. 9, 14). Read 7N2DBT

w, an early gloss on ]tm, which really comes from ;&IN or
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]HT1M, i.e. 'DBT yrs (see on Num. xxi. 33). We hear of '

sixty

cities' again if the text may be trusted in Dt. iii. 4 and

I K. iv. 13, where they are located in miN ^on, in jan, and

also in I Chr. ii. 23, where (according to the text) the

Havroth-jair (twenty-three in number, v. 22), together with

Kenath and its towns, make up
'

sixty cities.' In each case

make the same correction. 32^. See on Num. xxii. i.

CHAP. xiv. Here begins the assignment of the land of

Kenaz (read tDp). Caleb, a Kenizzite who had joined the

Israelites, receives the first portion. Caleb, of course, is the

name of a large clan or tribe (cp. I S. xxx. 14). See on

Num. xiii. 6, Judg. i. 13, and cp. on xv. 13.

xiv. 15. D^pDia ^mrr mn, 'the greatest man among
the Anakim '

? A foolish idea, badly expressed. Read

D^pDSH "Tiu ^Norrp (for DTNH see on Gen. vii., and for bmn
on x. 2, Gen. xv. 18, Dt. i. 7, etc.), a gloss on ms. @BAL has

fjLTjrpoTroXis TMV eW/c[e]t/i, which springs from a parallel gloss

(see on xv. 13).

CHAP. xv. 2-12. Borders of Judah. Cp. on Num.
xxxiv. 3-6. In v. I read D*JN (Num. xxxiv. 3, revised text).

2. The south boundary line begins
'

at the end of the

Jerahmeelite Lake, at Ishmael that looks southward.'

(so v. 5) comes from f?N$n&F ;
see on vii. 21. 3.

surely a distorted version of '

Jerahmeel.' 6.

'

partridge-house.' Is this a trace of primitive totemism (E.

Bib.,
'

Names,' 1 04) ? But totemistic appearances have

hitherto proved fallacious, f?m (see Ps. cxx. 4, cxl. 11) is

one of the current corruptions of ^NDTIT ; another cor-

ruption is nS[*i]nD out of which, indeed, rfoyn may have

directly sprung. In xviii. 21 it is given as a place in

Benjamin ;
it is the Benjamin in the N. Arabian border-

land which was originally meant plNVp ;ni PN. As

Hogg acutely points out, ]m is a corruption of plNi, and

the true reading probably is
;
T JIN or

;
n vjl JIN (E. Bib., col.

535, note 4; and 4090; cp. col. 3332, foot); in xviii. 17

@BL
implies

7
T ^l,

'

Reuben,' as its name (cp.
'

Jerubbaal ')

indicates, was originally a Jerahmeelite tribe. 7. TD2 is

certainly in the south borderland (see on vii. 24, 26) ;
like

it comes from 7HOTTT. W?a probably from *T$f?3.

(so xviii. 17). Read D^CHM. Cp. on i S. xvii. i,
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end. '

En-shemesh,'
'

En-rogel
' = ' En-cusham '

(or
' En-

ishmael
'), and '

En-jerahmeel
'

respectively ; perhaps, how-

ever,
' En '

(ps) should be '

Ir
'

(TS). Cp. on I K. i. 9.

xv. 8. Many of these names appear to have had a

double existence. There was, very possibly, not only an

En-rogel (see on 2 S. xvii. 17), but also a 'ravine of the

sons (read ^l, as in 2 K. xxiii. 10, Kt.) of Hinnom '

in the

south border-land as well as near Jerusalem. nsn may be

another independent offshoot of 'nT (cp. ]Dn), though it may
also be explained as=]Q23 (E. Bib., col. 2071); note that
' Naaman '

belongs to a group of N. Arabian names (Na'am,

Naham, Nahamani, etc.). 'DIIYT.
B
rov leftovs ; (H

AL

Ie/3ou? (cp. xviii. 16; (g
B

le/Sova-ai ; <&^ Ie/3ou9 ;
xviii. 28,

BAL
Ie{3ov<;. 'l&Vr NTT here and in xviii. 28 is a gloss. But

the gloss is not in its original form. 'tnVP is miswritten for

'DBF (a common confusion), and D11"1 (0) is no '

pseudo-
archaism

'

(see on Judg. xix. 10), for o!T, B)}*1

,
and 3BF are

all current corruptions of 'DOT. The '

Jebusites
'

are, by their

name, Ishmaelites. It is highly probable that there was a

'DBF I*1

!? on the border of (the later) Judah and Benjamin,
and another in the south borderland (see on 2 S. v. 6-8).

D^NQT pos. The original text must have had D"HDN rose ;

see on Isa. xvii. 5.

xv. 9. rnhDp, originally a N. Arabian name ; cp. the

ethnic DTinp?, Gen. x. 13, and see on vv. 19, 34, xvii. 7.
'

Ephron.' The name of a Rehobothite clan (see on Gen.

xxiii. 8). Should we not read ]T$ pN-^N? "ns (not in

@) and "in are of course variants, and both may have sprung
from pN, written 'm n^i?l. See on v. 60. 10. ~psto "in ;

^ B

opo? Aa-a-ap. Read -rtntpN ^ ; cp. on Din "in, Judg.

i. 35. o^iy nn=/nT -in. p$D3. ^DD, Spo, ^?pm, f?D, and

D^ all represent f?Nl?DlD<l

(see pp. 49, 264, and on w. 30,

39, xix. 12, 1 8). p^DlD, therefore, must be formed from an

abbreviation of 'DOT (a synonym of YTT). Possibly 'oD N*7T

is an alternative gloss to D'HS"1 Sp N^n, v. 9.
'

Beth-shemesh,'

either from Beth-ishmael or from Beth-cusham (cp. on i S.

vi. 9). n. ' Ekron '

;
see on Judg. i. 18. ]VOtt> probably

from -inmM.
' Mount Baalah.' ' Baal

'

often represents
'

Jerahmeel.' Some spur of the Jerahmeelite ranges is

meant. ^Ml\ (
B

Xe/ti/a, as if nDlb (cp. on v. 42). MT.,
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however, is plausible. Cp.
'

Jabin,'
'

Bani,'
'

Benaiah,'
'

Ibneiah,' etc. For JTEP the original text probably had

'to Yaman,' and in v. 12, for 'in navr, [bizn -Tsba

Cp. on Num. xxxiv. 6 f.

xv. 13. saiN 'p
=

:Ti$ 'p (see on Gen. xxiii. 2). The
rest of v. 13 testifies to

' awkward erudition,' says Holzinger.
This is a hasty judgment ;

the passage goes with xiv. 1 5

(see note). As elsewhere (see on ix. 3, with note), "ON comes

from 1*15. The resulting phrase pDl?n I'll? is clearly a gloss

on yrs
:
(underlying SIIN).

BAL reads differently ; ^rpoTroKLv

[TWV] eva/cetfji,
= D^pDsn DN. The sense /i^rpoTroXt? for DN is

based upon 2 S. xx. 19, where ({f has 7ro\iv /cal /i^rpoTr. ev

lcrparj\ but here, unfortunately, the text is in the utmost

disorder. Probably ^ifii DS, in the text of Joshua used by
, sprang from 'usn f?NQTTP ; cp. on nDN, 2 S. viii. I.

'

Hebron,' as often, should be ' Rehoboth '

(Gen. xiii. 1 8,

xxiii. 2, xxxvii. 14), a leading city of the Jerahmeelites, who
are called, in a, b'ne ha-anak (see E. Bib., 'Anak,'

' Rehoboth ').

xv. 14. In Num. xiii. 22 the phrase, 'the three sons of

Anak,' is wanting. We might therefore suppose that TT1

pusrr meant '

offspring of Anak.' But in reality
>1~rS'1 comes

from 7NQnT (cp. on Jer. ii. 14), which is a gloss on pli?n.

Cp. on Num. I.e.

xv. I 5. -ITT. A hard name to explain. Most probably
111 (but in x. 3 TTr) is the -QT7 of xiii. 26, which, in turn,

is the '"T if? or
f
~i xh of 2 S. ix. 4^, xvii. 27 respectively.

That ~r "6 and ~r ^h come from ishl, is extremely probable ;

no other view at any rate appears tenable
;
and -Q, as well

as -INI, probably comes from Ti^ (cp. nptU 11 from inttfN lls).

Other names for the locality are IDD mp (as here) and 'p

JTJD (v. 49). The former is, not '

city of books '

(^, TroXt?

jpafju/judrfov}, nor '

city of the scribe
'

(Steuern., after W. M.

Miiller and Sayce), but = '

city of Sarephath
'

(by trans-

position and popular corruption) ; cp. on IDD, Gen. x. 30,

TiDD, Obad. 20
; not, however, meaning the Sephath (

= Sare-

phath) of Judg. i. 17. The latter, hitherto poorly explained
as a scribe's error, may, according to parallels, come from

fpNSDtD'' ;
see on rrUDDD, z>. 31. Cp. E. Bib.,

'

Kirjath-sannah,'
'

Kirjath-sepher.'

xv. 1 6. JiDDS (0, partly, acr^a) means not 'anklet' (!)
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but '

Ashhur,' personified as a woman. Cp. BTON ('Achish)
and miws (Ps. cxl. 4), both from TintpN. Note that Caleb,
'Achsah's father, is lord of Rehoboth

(' Hebron '), and that
'

Achish is king of '

Gath,' which is best identified with

Rehoboth (see p. 235, and E. Bib., 4028, foot). 17.
' Oth-

niel, son of Kenaz '

; cp. I Chr. xxvi. 7,
'

Othni, son of Obed-
edom '

(i.e. Arab-aram). SN is formative
; "oni? is probably

from 'DJTN. Cp. in the story of Judith (which, in its earlier

form, had to do with the N. Arabian borderland),
'

Uzziah,
b. Micah, of the tribe of Simeon, Habri b. Othniel, and Carmi
b. Malchiel

'

all Jerahmeelite names. Note, too, that Ethan,
in i K. v. 11, is an Ezrahite. i.e. Ashhurite.

xv. 19. According to Moore, D-'O rta, nfl]*
1^ '}, and

n[i]Tinn '} are proper names of Canaanite (not Israelite)

origin. Similarly Budde, who, however, thinks that D";p is

an Israelite gloss on the obscure word n^l. It has not been

noticed that D^D sometimes represents ]cp or SNDJTV (2 S.

xii. 26, 2 Chr. xvi. 4, Ps. Ixv. 10, and probably Gen. vii. 6,

Josh. xi. 8), also that -ad in
' Gilead

'

has a tendency to

become -ath (see on i S. xvii. 40). Thus D^D rhl becomes

]CP "rsSa,
' Yamanite Gilead.' Consequently n[*i]"6s and

nflj^nnn must also be corruptions of N. Arabian names,
such as D^N^D&r1 and nTTinp:) (cp. on rfin?n, xv. 9). For

another attempt, see E. Bib.,
'

Keilah.'

xv. 21^! A close study of these names shows very

clearly that they belong to the S. borderland and indicate

Jerahmeelite settlements. Only a few need be referred to

here
;

for the rest, see E. Bib. In v. 21, S!inp['
1

] represents

a combination of distorted forms of DHT and TWDQT re-

spectively (for huOL, cp. on S^S, xviii. 28, and on iNrnp"
1

,

Judg. vii. 25). For DYTN read Dm In v. 25, Yisn is men-

tioned twice over
;
the second time as equivalent to ]*nsn

Between -nsn and pisn we find nvnpl nmn. The pre-

sumption is that the same name underlies both these words,

and that it is the second part of a compound name beginning
with -nsn (-nntDN). We must take our choice between

mim and 'DTTP (i.e. f?NQrrp). The element isn in two

names (w. 27 f.} also probably comes from intpN (cp. ins,

Ezek. xxvii. 18). hsftti} no doubt comes from SlNtD or

; probably, therefore, rna comes from another tribal
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name 7$.
'

Beth-pelet
'

;
see on Num. xvi. I. h^Dl (v. 30) ;

see on xix. 4. IDDDD (v. 31); see E. Bib.,
l Sansannah.'

But considering that po, ]^, JVD, ]T% ]9X, ]&% form a group
of current corruptions of 'nNtn or ^MPDflT, we may best

regard this as a corruption of one of these names (cp. on

vv. 15, 49). In' v. 32 read (with all critics)
'

En-rimmon,'

though
' Ir-rimmon

'

(city of Rimmon) is also possible.
4 Rimmon ' comes from '

Jerahmeel
'

(see E. Bib., s.v. 2).

In v. 33, as elsewhere, n^DtB has probably been substituted

for nQJ^Q, which in turn has come from nD12. For '

Zorah/
see on Judg. xiii. 2.

' Eshbaal '

(cp. E. Bib.,
' Seth ')

is a

secondary formation from ' Ishmael.' See on '

Eshtemoh,'
v. 50. In v. 34, for D^a p$, (> has Trrjjrjv ^pa^fjbarwv, as if

~1DD ;
but really perhaps from TT. yavvifj,. D*1

!)}, however, must

be wrong ; perhaps we should read D^T} ; cp. Ginath or

Gunath, i K. xvi. 21. rnsn comes from rrinM (see on v. 9).

For DIPS'!, see on Gen. xxxviii. 14. In v. 35, nbhto. In

i S. xvii. i (f|
BL

,
and in 2 Chr. xi. 7 ((f

BA
give croK^wO. Can

HDIto be a late error for HDlD, and this (like rVOD ; cp. on

xiii. 27) come from nD^D? See on xii. 5. Cp. another

rrDIO in v. 48. There were, most probably, several places
called Salecah

('
Ishmaelitish

').
For D^~B?, see on i S.

xxii. i. In v. 37
' Zenan ' comes ultimately from ntznn,

from n&nn = ini&N. In v. 38, bnp% see on 2 K. xiv. 7.

In v. 39, tmb = SsaJN = ^NSSttT. Cp. frcD, xix. 30. 'Ish-

mael '

;
see E. Bib. s.v., and on Mic. i. 1 1. In v. 41 (xix. 27)

'Beth-dagon' perhaps comes from 'Beth-gadon' (see on

Judg. xvi. 23). The redactor perhaps confounded this with

a Beth-dagan elsewhere (cp. E. Bib.,
'

Beth-dagon ').

xv. 44. Note that ' Mareshah '

in i Ch. ii. 42 is the

father of ' Hebron' (Rehoboth), and that the b'ne Mareshah are

Calebite. See on Mic. i. 14. f., 2 Chr. xiv. 9 f. 49. mo 'p,

7roXt<? ypafjLfjidTwv, to conform with v. 15. But see on

v. 15. 50. IDS. See on xi. 21. nonttN or siDntDN, as

xxi. 14. One of the corruptions of 7N$QBT is DTilD (see on

Judg. x. 3 ; cp. on nntZ), Num. xxiv. 3). The n must not

divert us from the only plausible explanation both of ^iNntDN

(v. 33) and of siontDM. Secondary formations with letters

inserted must apparently be admitted. Cp. on I S. xxx. 28.

xv. 51. \w'z.
See on x. 41. ]'^rr

or (i Chr. vi. 43)
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frn. Cp. >n, Num. i. 9 ; SinSn, z>. 58 ; also Wi, one of
the b'ne Aram, Gen. x. 23. The common original is ^NOJTP ;

the popular speech produced many such independent
formations. Cp. also on xix. 25, Judg. v. 28, and E. Bib.,
1

Holon.' rf^a. Perhaps from "Wl (cp. n^l = *Tsf), unless

it be a corruption of nVvpL See on 2 S. xv. 1 2, and . /?#.,
'

Giloh.' 5 2. I-IN = n^, an Arabian settlement noYT ;
see

on Gen. xxv. 14. pton. Cp. jn, ^. 42 ; jNanra, xvii. n.
'DBF is the common original.

xv. 53. mDrrrPl. Another Naptuhite settlement
;
see

on v. 34, xvii. 7. 54. ntoon probably = the KeipaO of (J|
B

,

I S. xxx. 29, *>. Maacath. A S. Maacathite settlement.

See on ^ttlDn, 2 K. xxiii. 31. ISTJJ. See on 2 K. viii. 21.

55. nzoV. Perhaps from J-QEP (cp. on 2 K. xxi. 19).

58.
'

Halhul,' see on v. 51.
'

Beth-zur,' perhaps =
' Beth-

zophar
' = '

Beth-zarephath.' Cp. on '

Zuriel,' Num. iii. 35.

59- lpnfpjs> ; cp. npnS, xi. 44; Npn^N, xxi. 23 ; fwnp*,
-v. 38, 2 K. xiv. 7 (see note) ;

all from ^M9DB^. 59. See (g's

insertion, where the names are equally Jerahmeelite (e.g.

Beth - lehem = Beth-jerahmeel).
' Beth-anoth.' See on

'

Beth-anath,' xix. 38. 60.
'

Kirjath-baal/
'

Kirjath-jearim
'

;

see on 2 S. vi. 2. rnnrn. Perhaps 1 should be omitted,

and 'in regarded as an honorific title of VrT rmp. There

were other cities called
'

Jerahmeel,' but this was the great

one, where kings resided (see on 2 S. xv. 11). 'Two cities

with their villages
'

is, of course, the redactor's insertion.

6 1 f. Here, as elsewhere, "<"Tl pi? should be read -Ha ps (see

on Gen. xiv. 7, but also on I S. xxiv. i). nSp TS is a

popular corruption of VPP V2 (cp. on 2 S. viii. 13). This

implies that the places referred to are in the Negeb. JTQ

m~ii? may come from ini? rv3. Cp.
' Arab -

jerahmeel
'

(perhaps) in 2 S. xvii. 26, xxiv. 4 ;
see notes. p~TD may

represent p~np ;
but cp. on 'priest of Midian

' Ex. iii. I.

JTDDD almost certainly comes from HDD = HD^D. |t&13 is

problematical (see E. Bib., col. 3406). Perhaps, as in the

case of TODD, one letter is dittographic. ;tm most probably
= JtmN = ^NSD&T "S\s> (see on Dt. i. 4, Judg. v. 28). 63. See

on v. 8, Judg. i. 21.

CHAPS, xvi. / The tribe of Joseph. Again, it is

probable (from the names) that the writings used by P and
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by R in their original form referred to the geography of the

Negeb (cp. p. 374, top). The Chronicler confirms this

view. For in 2 Chr. xxxiv. 6 we should read '

in the

cities of Manasseh and Ephraim ... in Rehoboth-ishmael.'

In xvii. 1 6, 18, textual criticism notices another reference

to Rehob(oth)-ishmael as the territory of the Joseph-tribe.

xvi. i. 1TTT ~*rb irPT pTD. Steuernagel regards ID*?

'T as a gloss ; (J| did not read the words. This, however, is

a mistake. ITTT = pTTp, a correction of the false reading

]TTQ. See on Num. xxii. I. S ^th has also been mis-

understood. It comes certainly from TNDHTj which is a gloss

upon pTTT. Similarly, in xiii. 22, Num. xxvi. 2, xxxiv. 15,

etc. The stream intended is that which, as a boundary
stream, bore the name '

Jerahmeel.' 2. rvnpl?. An early

corruption of rnp. Cp. on i Chr. ii. 54, Num. xxxii. 3, 34.

*sh&r>' tt^D"1 is an Asherite, i Chr. vii. 3 2 f. With the

name, cp. Palti, i S. xxv. 44 (of the Negeb), and see on

Peleth, Num. xvi. I.
' Beth-horon.' See on x. 10.

3.
'

Gezer.' See on x. 33. 5. 'Addar.' Cp. I Chr. viii. 3

(Addar, son of Bela = Jerahmeel) ; Arod, Num. xxvi. 1 7.

6. nnnDD, probably from rose. n'^DJ nDNn. '

Fig-tree of

Shiloh
'

(so E. Bib., cols. 3316, 4859; cp. <f|) ? But more

probably from 'tD nhD^,
' Anathoth of Shiloh,' to distinguish

from the Anathoth N.E. of Jerusalem. Cp. on Jer i. i.

rrrrm Cp. on 'Janoah,' 2 K. xv. 29, also on '

Nohah,'
i Chr. viii. 2. 8. There was probably a northern wady
called Kanah (see E. Bib., s.v.\ Did the Ephraimites carry

the name northward ? For a southern Kanah must be

presumed to have existed. nap, too, is most probably a

southern name (see on Num. xxxii. 42), and certainly pp.

10. Note (i's addition, and cp. on Gen. xiii. 7.

CHAP. xvii. Observe that some of the names are com-

pounded with '

Ishmael.' See on vv. 7, 11, and note
'

Rehoboth-ishmael,' underlying corrupt words in 2 Chr.

xxxiv. 6 (see above, on chaps, xvi. /!). For the names in

v. 2 see on Num. xxxii. 42. 7. Read ' Maacath (xvi. 6) that

is eastward of Cusham.' For ^tZ)"1 htf pDVT^N, (> has eVl

la/jieiv KOL Iacr<ret/3. Correctly, only "atlF should, as often

(e.g. in v. n), be ^H9$O\ The sense becomes, 'to Jamia

(
= Jerahmeel)

'

;
the appended words ' to Ishmael

'

are a
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gloss or variant. mDrrps should probably be rnnqrT'S (cp.
on xv. 34). 9. Read D^DN^ ^NDTTT -ns hrrb rma. For
rrSNn = Yrr, see on xi. 10, Isa. x. 10. Then continue

'rrr roson (cp. on "pin, Ps. Ixxiii. 14), a gloss. nmDD is out

of place. 'no ^"lin follows.

xvii. 1 1. ]Nm-rr:i
= ^Nsoar 'n, an Ishmaelite settlement

DS^rr, from i&n (see on Gen. xiv. 2), i.e. a Jerahmeelite
town

; cp. on Num. xxii. 5. -INT ;
see on xi. 2. "pm,

almost always joined to "mo (rather SvttD ?). For possible

origin of name see on Judg. v. 19. "OBF (four times) comes
from 7N9DW,

' Ishmael
' = the Negeb. Similarly riDSn noStn

= mnD3 'DOT,
'

Ishmael-naphtoah.' So speculations as to

the ' three Naphoth
'

lose their basis.

xvii. 14-18. The Josephites' complaint of their in-

sufficient allotment. ' In the highest degree peculiar, and by
its awkwardness of expression suggesting the initial period
of Hebrew prose

'

(Ewald, Dillm.). A keener textual criti-

cism is urgently required. Budde and others have made a

beginning. See also corrections in E. Bib.
t

'

Perizzites,'
'

Rephaim.' 15. Joshua's reply to the petition is,
'

If thou

art (as thou sayest) a large people, go up to the woodland

(is*
1

),
and clear it for thyself [Ishmael, in the land of the

Zarephathites (the Rephaites, in the land of all the Repha-

ites)].' 1 6. To this the Josephites reply, 'It is beyond us

to obtain the woodland [Rehob-ishmael], because of all the

Kenizzites who dwell in the land of Maacath [namely, those

who are in Beth-shean and its towns, and those who are in

Maacath-jizreel].' iff. Joshua rejoins,
' Thou art a large

people, etc.
;

for the woodland shall be thine, and thou shalt

clear it, etc., for thou shalt dispossess the Kenizzites [in

Rehob-ishmael], for thou hast superior strength.' In v. 15,

msTT has given much trouble. Budde (ZATW, 1887, p.

125 ; cp. 1888, p. 148) and Holzinger would read "ufo my.
But the text-reading is better. It is the iy of the Zare-

phathite country that is meant. TiD, as usual, should be

[o]*TiD~iS, to which D^NDirr (also miswritten as D'HEN'-in) is a

variant. DID, as often, is a fragment of 'oar ;
note that <

does not render D^NDT . . . DID. In v. 16, NSO'' is generally

misunderstood, inn should be isvr ; cp. on v. 1 8. 1D1, as

elsewhere (e.g. Jer. xlvi. 9, Ezek. xxvi. 7), represents irn ;
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(S>, 17777-05 eViXe/cro?. 7FQ| as often (e.g. Judg. i. 19, iv. 3,

1 S. xvii. 7), represents either fpNSDtZP (if the linking form is

Vl3t) or 'oar m, if, on the analogy of pimrr (
=

and rrptzm (
= intpN 31$), we explain Win as =

' Ishmaelite Arabia.' The latter view is preferable, but it is

convenient in translation to give simply
'

Ishmael.' Thus,
here at least, the '

chariots of iron
'

disappear ;
for parallels,

see Judg. i. 19 (note), iv. 3, and cp. on Ex. xiv. 7. pDiTT,

as often, represents roso. Similarly, TWIT '2 comes from

V nDSD,
'

Jizreelite Maacath '

(Judg. vi. 33), a portion of the

larger
' land of Maacath.' For the older view of the ' vale

of Jezreel
'

see E. Bib.,
'

Jezreel.' In v. 18, in O and "nr'"0

are variants. The right reading is probably "iirrr "0. Nirr

comes from [~]h] mrr. Read v
nj->rr (as often). *b ^m IDT "O

is, exegetically, very harsh. Read ^NSOttr1 nh-Q ; '*\h repre-

sents SN in 'DOT. At the end, follow ^ (with Steuernagel).

CHAP, xviii. i. Originally this stood before xiv. i

(Wellh., CH, 130); xviii. \b thus becomes intelligible. But

which Shiloh does P mean ? At any rate, the writings used

by him meant the Jerahmeelite Shiloh (see on i S. i. 3).

17. rtbrh^, like hlbl in xv. 7, probably comes from T3&1

Cp. Trhl and rrhl for T3&3, Am. i. 6, 9, i S. xvii. 4.

xviii. 19. The original writer probably spoke of a place
called

' Ishmael
'

at the south end of the stream Jarhon.

]*\tth
from 'oar ;

see on vii. 21.

xviii. 21-24. Originally the Benjamin in the border-

land. See E. Bib.,
'

Zemaraim,' last small type paragraph.
21. psp pps. A strange name for a town ! poi? as often

(see on 2 S. v. 1 8) comes from rOSD. psp may be grouped
with the psn of 2 Chr. xx. 16, and the ][*i]!isn of Gen. xiv. 7,

2 Chr. xx. 2, perhaps too with DID, Isa. Ixvi. 20, Ps. xx. 8,

Ixxvi. 7, etc. The original of all these corrupt names

(unless indeed 010 = 1013) is almost certainly TintDN. 22.

rms rri ;
see on xv. 6. D'HQS ;

see E. Bib.,
' Zemaraim.'

23. D^. As in xiii. 3, Dt. ii. 23, from D/a^. mQ[rr] and

mD2, both probably from rnDN or rns (see on Jer. xiii. 4).

To be distinguished from the Bethlehem-ephrath. 24. IDD

^DSIT. Probably from D^iorrr IDn. 'SDsn (stench-town ??),

probably a dittographed ^[ijosn. 25 ff. nVJNl, JlTD!). See

on Josh. ix. 17. nsd[rr] ; cp. NSID, i Chr. ii. 46, viii. 36,
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ix. 42. Dpi, from Norrp (cp. E. Bib.,
' Rekem

').

Perhaps from ^No[n]-p, a gloss on Dpi. Again, perhaps,
miswritten as n^N-in (n for o, n for n) ; cp. rfano, xix. 1 1 .

28. i?S?, from ^NUEBT (see on 2 S. xxi. 14). t\h&n,

probably from SNon[T] ; cp. on Ps. 1. 10. 28. For n^on-p
read ^MbDttn (as in xv. 9). mp rum, a combination of

alternative readings. The second part of the place-name
has been swallowed up by the following word D^ni? (cp. (J|).

Read, therefore, either D'HIP rum or '> rmp (D^iP from

^WSnT)L See on 2 S. vi., Jer. ii. 34, iii. 24, vi. I ff.

CHAP. xix. The problems connected with Simeon would

seem, under our hands, to have become much simplified. A
northern Simeon has only come into existence through the

late redactor's transformation of the geography of his texts.

See on Gen. xxiv., 2 K. xxiii. 15, 19, 2 Chr. xv. 9. The

Simeonites, by their very name, are seen to be of Ishmaelite

i.e. N. Arabian origin, and they seem not to have

belonged to the most progressive branches of the race.

4.
' Bethul'

;
in xv. 30, called

'

Chesil.' fnm comes by

transposition from Vnn, i.e. ^NSDBT (cp. on fnortN, I S. x. 1 1);

so also does VoD (see on p^DD, xv. i o). ncnn ;
see on

Num. xxi. 3. 5. :6pS from Sl^pS, i.e. Tia ^NUDtZT (see on

i S. xxvii. 6). mrnnn rri, from rmm rr:i ;
see E. Bib.,

' Marcaboth.' noiD isn, doubtless from 'EBT in^N. 6.

;rmtD. From ]*j^nmN. See E. Bib.,
' Sharuhem.' 8. rhs/l

1^1, rather n-jy rh$&, 'the Arabian Baalath
'

(i Chr. iv. 33,
' Baal

').

' Baal
'

often comes from '

Jerahmeel
'

(cp. xviii. 14).

mil nm [HDMI]. Cp. i S. xxx. 27. Perhaps a misplaced

gloss on pen p? (v. 7) or '^ Ti' (see on v. I3).
1 n. HD^

rfxflBl Both words are peculiar. Why nn"^ ?
' Observa-

tion of the Sprachbewusstsein,' says Konig (Synt. 3302).

But the preceding Pasek warns us to suspect the text. The

word n^inp (cp. nWin, xviii. 27) has also an improbable
air. The remedy is plain. Both words represent n^NDHT,
'towards Jerahmeel' (cp. on v. 29, end). nttlT (a hump?)
is also corrupt. (g

B has ~Rat6apa(Sa=--'ir\2 IT^. Read

perhaps nt&:r
;
IOT = bltVDV1

;

' Ishmael
'

is personified as a

woman. Cp. on nT, Ps. xcv. 5. Ciop"
1

,
another N. Arabian

-i,
like nan, v. 21, HIDT, xxi. 29, nsivN, Ex. vi. 23, and D'TJIK, Num.

xxi. i, originates in DnT^SxanT. Cp. E. Bib., col. 4011.
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name. Cp. on ps, vii. I. The fact that there was a

northern Jokneam (W. M. Miiller, As. u. Eur. 393) does not

militate against the prior existence of Jokneam (a settlement

of the 'Achan-clan) in the S. borderland. 12. -an rhSp3.

Cp. m^DD, v. 1 8
; froD, xv. 30 ; HT^TO, xv. 40 ;

see on

xv. I o. n^DD is to ^DD = 'DOT as n^ia is to fa
Tin, probably from rQTTi (Judg. iv. 8, viii. 1 8) ; cp. the by-
form miNl. So the name is virtually Ishmael-rehoboth.

rnTT, an early condensation of a compound name. See

on rmTT, Judg. iv. I, and note the gentilic name "HIT, borne

by the father of rrobtD (
= Ishmaelitess) in Lev. xxiv. 1 1 .

As to the situation. The modern Daburiyeh,
' on the side

of a ledge of rocks at the W. base of Mt. Tabor '

(Rob. BR
iii. 210), may perhaps represent an ancient mm. But our

experience suggests the view that the Issacharites (Ashhurites)

brought the name from their earlier home in the S. border-

land. ITD\ See on x. 3. In vv. 12 f. Steuernagel would

excise tDDtDn 7TTID and rrnTTD as glosses to nmp. They
imply that ncrrp means '

eastward.' But has it not rather

come from iTDp"!, i.e.
' towards Jerahmeel

'

? Cp. E. Bib.,
' Rekem.' 13.

'

Gath-hepher.' See on Jonah (p. 150).

f^p rrni?. nns may be simply a dittographed nm ; or, with

(, we may read 'p TS. At any rate, the true place-name
underlies pJp, and this is to be explained like p&n (Gen.
xiv. 7), i.e. it probably comes from Tin ID = TintDN. See on

psp, xviii. 21. n^srr "iNnorr pan. Plausible as the current

explanation may be (see E. Bib.,
'

Rimmon,' 2 (3), compari-
son of parallels and geographical consistency suggest a

different view as in the highest degree probable. Read

^fDFIT npNT rmr-ri. This is partly confirmed by (gi
BAL

(see

E. Bib.} ; n^n may be grouped with riNDH, Neh. iii. I
,

xii. 39, and i^n, 2 K. xviii. 34, xix. 1 1. The place referred

to had two equivalent names,
' Rimmonah ' and ' Ramath.'

Both are pretty widely spread popular corruptions of TWOnT.
To prevent confusion the second name had '

Jerahmeel
'

attached to it, to indicate that it was in the Negeb and not

in Palestine proper. For a parallel see vv. 7, 8, where nen

11D is probably a gloss on pen ps (or S TS),

xix. 14. SN nnET "a. As usual, a N. Arabian locality

was originally intended. Iphtah is to be grouped with
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*

Nephtoah' (see on Judg. xi. i, 2 K. xv. 16) ;
el is forma-

tive. For older views see E. Bib.,
'

Dabbasheth,'
'

Jiphtah-el.'

15.' Nahalal.' Cp. on '

Nahaliel,' Num. xxi. 19.
' Shim-

ron,'
' Beth-lehem.' There was a southern as well as a northern

Shimron, and very possibly a northern as well as more
than one southern Beth-lehem (Beth-jerahmeel). Cp. E. Bib.,
'

Shimron,'
' Nazareth.' 1 8.

'

Chesulloth.' See on '

Chisloth-

tabor' (v. 12).
' Shunem.' See on i S. xxviii. 4, 2 K.

iv. 8. 19.
'

Hapharaim.' Read '

Hapharam
'

(cp. E. Bib.,
'

Names,' 107). See also on i K. iv. 10 (Hepher). rnnDN,
like pinN (see on Dt. xi. 24), from ^NDHT, with feminine

ending. 20. rpsriij. Read, probably, mum. C. Niebuhr

proposes mn ; cp. (
B and xxi. 28. JVlDp, either from

pBFp (<
B

Keto-wi/), a popular corruption of ]2h3, or from panp.
The

|| passage, i Chr. vi. 72, has
BTTJ?. Cp. E. Bib., col.

2683. flN. From N12, which, like NTS (see on 2 S. ix. 2)
=

piQS, i-e. 'DDT. Cp. on pi**, Judg. xii. 8. 21. ' Remeth '

;

see on '

Ramath-negeb,' v. 8 (note).
'

En-gammin.' See on

2 K. ix. 27 (p. 362). 22. '

Tabor.' See on v. 12. noisntt?,

a puzzling name (see E. Bib., col. 4421). In view of the

numerous names made up of two corrupt, mutilated elements,

we may venture to explain Shahasum as = Ashhur-ishmael,

the feminine ending attached as in Ramah, Baalath, etc.

pT, as usual, from |'rn\

xix. 24-31. It is specially important here to remember

that the foundation of P's work is a geographical survey which

related to the N. Arabian borderland, and that '

Asher,' like

'

Issachar,' was most probably produced by the popular

speech out of ' Ashhur.'

xix. 25. np^n. See on ppn, v. 34. ^n. Read f\hn (as

(

B
), i.e. ^MOnr (see on v. 33). ]B3. See on D^D^n, xiii. 26.

xix. 26. "r:>c>N. From ^N[^]D^D. Cp. on Gen. xlvi. 1 7

(Malchiel is an Asherite).
'

Mish'al,' from bn9D&r.
' Carmel.'

Originally the southern Carmel (
= Jerahmeel) was meant.

'

Shihor-libnath.' See E. Bib., s.v.
' Shihor

'

is no doubt =
the N. Arabian district-name, Ashhur, which, like Jerahmeel,

gave its name to different settlements. This Shihor or

Ashhur was near Libnah, or belonged to the Laban clan.

'

Beth-dagon. See on xv. 41. 27. htt. Rather ^111 =

(cp. on i K. ix. 13). 'Beth-emek,'
'

Neiel,' see on
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Num. xxvi. 33. The following word, ND&G ('
on the left

hand '

?), is a difficulty. It nowhere else occurs in P, and

why should this particular member of the list of names
have this special topographical definition ? Surely 't&o is a

corruption of ~>NSEBT, which is a gloss on the name which

underlies ^iDD. There were other places of the name
;
this

one, however, was in
' Ishmael

' = '

Jerahmeel,' i.e. the Negeb.
28. pins or pins (xxi. 30), perhaps pmi? (from lii?).

nrn = rvmm. nup. Cp. on xvi. 8. mi p-ps"i$. Here

the redactor's manipulation can be clearly seen. So many
indications show that the original lists referred to the Negeb
that, unless we assume that there was a Zidon in the Negeb
or in Musri, we must here, as elsewhere, probably correct

p"PS into TiSD, and suppose an anticipative reference to the

city of Missor, of course, which is mentioned again in v. 29.

(We might read 12X, but cp. on Gen. xix. 20.) nn should

probably be TJI;.
It was not the N. Syrian but the Arabian

Musri to which the original list referred. 29.
' Ramah.' A

Ramah near Tyre ? For conjectures assuming this view,

see E. Bib.,
'

Ramah,' 6. The name, however, indicates

that a Jerahmeelite settlement is intended, and can best be

explained on the hypothesis that the original writing referred

to the south borderland. ik ISlp TJr-nn. @ B
expresses

p5 instead of TI? (see E. Bib., 'Tyre,' i, and cp. Dillm.

ad loc.}. Probably, however, we should rather read Tirim

"i^StD,
' to the city of Missor,' and so in 2 S. xxiv. 7. Cp.

my note on Ps. Ix. 1 1 (in cviii. 1 1 "HSD TS becomes -|21D TS),

and on 2 K. xviii. 8. nph. G. F. Moore's tempting identifi-

cation with the Usu of the Assyrian inscriptions {Judges,

p. 5 I
,
note -f) must, I fear, be put aside

;
the redactor (who

seems to have shifted the geography of the lists) can hardly
have known of USu. In I Chr. xvi. 38, xxvi. 10, 16, we
find among the doorkeepers (D"ni?lD), originally

' Asshurites
'

(:r-i22>N), of the temple the names Obed-edom (rather 'Arab-

aram) and Hosah (nph). Consistency requires that this

should be a N. Arabian name. Its origin is obscure. In

Chron. l.c. we expect such a name as D"in = incpN ('
Asshur-

ites
'

are spoken of), nor should we be surprised to find it in

the original list of the towns of Asher (from
' Asshur ' =

' Ashhur '). novr. Originally rnc^,
' towards Jaman

'

(Num.
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xxxiv. 5). We can now understand rrTTDN Sinn. Steuer-

nagel remarks,
'

Following <, read ITiDiri l^ncn, and connect
these words with v. 30.' For only slightly different views, see

E. Bib., col. 1 02, note I
; Moore, Judges, 51. Two points,

however, have to be considered : ( i ) that h^n again and

again (see on Dt. iii. 4) has come from ^NDnT ; and (2)
that in v. 1 1 the two words, rrWiDI HD"1^ (side by side), both

represent rr?NDnT (error and correction). It is difficult to

avoid concluding that Sinn 77DVT in v. 29 represents niiCP

(see above), where Yrp ('
to Jerahmeel ') is a gloss on

('
towards Jaman ').

The n in 'DNI is redactional, a

consequence of the faulty reading, ^ino. The next name
in MT. is Has (v. 30), which, after Hollenberg (ZATW
i. 100 f.\ it is usual to emend into rr3i? or h32, z>. as the

commentators suppose, the modern 'Akka. Geographically,
this can be made plausible (see Moore, Judges, 51), though
the strong idealisation of the territorial limits of the northern

Asher is most surprising (cp. E. Bib.,
'

Asher,' 3). One

may agree that HDI? is an approach to the original reading,

but experience enables us to go farther. The original writer

did not idealise Asher
;
he spoke of a district in N. Arabia,

and wrote, not riDS, but npm This needs no special con-

firmation
;

it is self-evidently true. Still it is worth noticing

that Pesh. and two Heb. MSS. (de Rossi) read pos, i.e. rosn.

pDN. Is this Aphek, which (see xiii. 4) was on the

border of the (southern) Arammites, the Apku of Esar-

haddon's inscription, quoted in E. Bib., col. 4529 (top) ? So,

at any rate, Sanda (MVG, 1902, p. 58). Apku was 'in

(country) Sa-me-n[a],' i.e. perhaps in Ishmael, and was in

the direction of the wady of Musur. '

Rehob,' i.e.
' Reho-

both' (see on Num. xiii. 21).

xix. 33. Pj^no, certainly not 'from Heleph.' Either it

comes from a dittographed D^l| (E. Bib., col. 2005), or,

more probably, like Sunn (v. 29) and t\ht*n (xviii. 28), it

represents ^NDm*1

,
which was a correction of DIpS, and has

intruded from the margin. D^D^l can also now be defini-

tively explained, o^ass (cp. on pNS, Mic. i. n) would

represent B^MSDOP. The form found, however, is
7
21 ;

this

comes from D^sis, which (see on Gen. xxxvi. 2) is still

nearer to 'otZT. Perhaps some great battle, with hostile

30
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Ishmaelites or Jerahmeelites, took place near the sacred tree

(pSw). Cp. on Judg. iv. 37 (^elon meoneni-tri). 3p:rr "'P'TN.

Ip2n is puzzling. It might mean ' the pass
'

(so most), but

is this likely ? 'DTN probably comes from ^CHN, i.e.

(cp. i
BA

) ;
see on ntHN, v. 36 ; Q-'OTN, xv. 7. Now

Hpun for '"IN IpD is hardly conceivable. (f supposes the

word following
"

imN or 'DIN to be a place-name (or ['] a

part of a compound place-name). We may plausibly take

to be an early gloss on D^mss (
= 'ntD"1

),
and read

A clue to this name is wanting.
xix. 34. inn JYI2TN. Cp. mN-|7N, I Chr. vii. 246.

The two parallel compound names represent respectively

rarn-|N7 and -inaJN-;NT. JNt, like ps, \t*X,
and p2 (see on

i S. xvi. 1 1, Mic. i. 1 1, Num. xxxiv. 26}, represents ^NSSCT ;

see, further, on 2 K. xxv. 23. For -an, see on v. \2. ppn.

Cp. pp^in, i Chr. vi. 60. Like npbn in xix. 25, xxi. 31,

and the personal name, plpnn, it probably comes from

^NDrrT. Cp., however, E. Bib.,
' Helkath.' ]TiTT n'Tin^ll.

This ancient enigma can now, it would seem, be solved.

The non-recognition of rmrn in < led Holzinger to sup-

pose that it was excised by the translator (or the scribe

whose work he used ?) as
'

suspicious,' i.e. corrupt. In E. Bib.,

col. 2623, it is maintained that p~p was written twice, and

one of the '

Jordans
'

wrongly emended into
'

Judah.' See

also Torrey, New World, viii. 776. We have, however, now

plenty of evidence that rmrr and pT are constant types of

corruption, which replace f?NonT and pnT respectively, and

since the redactor is evidently working on territorial lists,

which originally referred to the south borderland, we need

not hesitate to read v. 34$ thus,
' and it strikes Zebulun on

the south, and strikes Asher on the west, and Jerahmeel (i.e.

the border-stream called Jerahmeel or Jarhon) on the east.'

xix. 35-38. All these place-names seem based upon
names of clans and districts. Ziddim, Zer, Hazor, En-hazor,

are best connected with "intJJN ;
Adamah and Ramah with

onN ;
Iron (]*INT) and Horem with 7NDnT ;

Hammath with

Maacath, Beth-shemesh with Cusham
;

Kedesh needs no

explanation (cp. Judg. iv. 6, where a southern Kedesh was

plainly meant by the original narrator). The doubtful ones

are (i) m331 npi. This should probably be rmD imp.
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As for m3D, it is now possible to go beyond E. Bib., cols.

747 / Without denying that kn-na-ra-tu in the Retennu
list of Thothmes III., no. 30 (RP> v. 45 ; WMM, As. u.

Eur. 84, note i) has to be explained in the same way, I

hold it to be plain that mM is a Jerahmeelite name. From
2 S. vi. 5, i K. x. 12, we see that YD} was liable to be read

for p-ifTN
= ]NHT = ^NDTTr (for YFN, see on Dt. xi. 24). Cp.

D^np, also from YlT (Gen. xiv. 5). For >m -

TN (=TIS), see

on Dt. i. 4. In '

Migdal-el,' el is formative
;

'

migdal
'

prob-

ably comes from IIDI = DTTP (cp. on Gen. x. 2 1 and i S.

xiv. 2).
' Beth-anath

'

may come from ]rrN ITS. On nnfTN

note that Kampffmeyer would read nDTN (for D*TN) in i K.

vii. 46, where, however, the true reading is Dns. See
ZDP V xvi. 1 4.

' Beth-shemesh '

;
see on xv. i o.

xix. 40^". Cp. on Judg. i. 34 f. That Dan was one

of the tribes which dwelt in the south borderland appears
from Judg. xiii. 2 5 and xviii.

;

' Zorah ' and ' Eshtaol
'

(see

on xv. 33, Judg. xiii. 25) were certainly in this much dis-

puted region. 41.
' Ir-shemesh

' = Ir-ishmael, or Ir-cusham
;

see on '

Beth-shemesh,' xv. 9. We need not be surprised at

finding Dan compared in Dt. xxxiii. to a '

lion's whelp that

leaps forth from Cusham.' 42.
'

Shaalabbin,' elsewhere
* Shaalbim

'

(see E. Bib., s.v.}. The place-name, however, is

corrupt ;
the original may be ' Beth-sha'alim

'

(cp. on i S.

ix. 4), if we should not rather say,
' Beth-ishmael

'

(cp.
'

Leshem,' v. 47 = ' Ishmael
').

The totemistic theory both

of Shaalbim and of Aijalon (as if= Fox-town, Stag-town)
must be abandoned. '

Aijalon
'

(pWt) and ' Elon '

(v. 43).

The original is f?NanT ; cp. on pW, Judg. xii. 11.
' Tim-

nah '

;
see on Gen. xxxviii. 12, Judg. xiv. i.

'

Ekron,' ]*np

(see on Judg. i. 18). That there was a true 'Philistine'

Ekron need not be denied. But there was also a Zare-

phathite Ekron, which the Danites may for a time have

conquered. The '

Philistine
' Ekron in the Assyrian inscrip-

tions is Amkarruna (Del. Par. 289), which, like pnp"
1 'Q in

v. 46, possibly comes from THEflTP. See on Josh. vii. I, and

E. Bib.,
' Me Jarkon.' Places with names which arose out of

'

Jerahmeel,' but which, in their corrupt form, early attained

an independent existence, abounded in S. Palestine and in

the borderland. 44.
' Eltekeh.' See on xv. 59. 'Gib-
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bethon. Is it for
' Gibeathon

'

? See E. Bib., s.v., and on

I K. xv. 27. 45.
'

Jehud.' Cp. the personal name,
'

Jehudi,'

Jer. xxxvi. 14, also on ' Ammihur '

({Jf, Ammihud), 2 S.

xiii. 37. pl^-gin. Cp. 'Barak,' Judg. iv. 6. That there

was a southern clan-name, "fin, is shown by the occurrences

of the expanded gentilic iTOTJl (see E. Bib.,
' Berechiah ') ;

probably TJD (Gen. xlvi. 21) is only another form of this.

Cp., also, n:n, TODS, and D^nps. In Sennacherib's Annals

(ii. 66) we find the place-name, Banai-barka. 46.
' Me-

jarkon
'

;
see on ^.43 (Ekron). ppin ; dittographic. IB\

The original text probably had 3TET (v. 12). Cp. on Jon.

i. 3, 2 Chr. ii. 16. 47. Cp. on Judg. i. 34 ff. D7, like orb,

comes from ^HBOBP. 50. mo-ruon = D"irr'n, i.e. ^nmN-rnipn,
'the Ashhurite Timnah.' The southern Ephraim is meant.

CHAP. xx. Cities of refuge three on the west, three

on the east of the stream Jarhon (cp. on Dt. iv. 41-43). 7.
'

Kedesh,' ^33. Read, rather, TSTO1 (see on xxii. 23). 8.

irPT, i.e. '*inT, a correction of pT (see on Num. xxii. i).

does not express the correction, and also neglects rrmiD.

niDN"i, v.l., DENT See on xix. 8.

CHAPS, xxii.-xxiv. There has been much manipulation
and expansion of an older text, glimpses of which can be

obtained.

xxii. ii. mfr^l. See on xviii. 17, and on Dt. xi. 30

(blbl from Tsftt).

CHAP. xxiv. i. 'And Joshua gathered all the tribes of

Israel to Shechem.' In the writing which P probably used, the

phrase,
'

all Israel,' meant
'

all the Israelites in the N. Arabian

borderland' (see on i K. viii. 65, Judg. xx. i, 2 S. ii. 8 /.,

v. i
).

'

Shechem,' as usual, has come by transposition from
' Cusham.' It is not a historical fact that this convention

under Joshua took place, but, at any rate, such assemblies

may have taken place when the original writer lived. 2.

The im referred to may be the JTID[N] im (see on Gen.

xv. 1 8); and lltta (so v. 15) should not improbably be

11^2 (see on Dt. i. i ) ; just as D^Tt&D TIN should be 7
D ms.

cr-insi DVT^N should possibly be ^NDHT1 *rbv* (cp. on Dt.

v. 7). The N. Arabian deities seem to have been Jarham

(the moon-god) or Jerahmeel = Baal and Cushith or

Yisme
r

'elith (see on Jer. iii. 23^!, 2 K. xxiii. 5), i.e. Astar
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or Astart. Cp. Barton {Semitic Origins, p. 148), 'The

worship of Baal was in many places connected with the old

mother-goddess, Astart.' In v. 3 read, perhaps, nsp, and

certainly iDJp,
and so on. In ^.15 *HDN was originally ""Cn.N,

and in v. 17 D"1

"!^ rPSp was D^Tis rriap (see on Ex. xiii. 3).

In v. 30 (Judg. ii. 9) atoa in from intm* nn (as shown on

2 S. xxiii. 30); mo, as we have seen (on xix. 50), also =
"intDN. ^ BL

,
TOV opovs [TOV] <ya\aaS, presumably representing

an early gloss. Cp. ^B
,
2 S. xxiii. 30, a-Tro xeipapp&v 'yaB

(from 7aXaa8?). In ^.33 nn^Q nna, ultimately perhaps
from WlonT 'll. See . ^zA,

'

Phinehas,' and on Jer.

xlvi. 15 ;
also on I K. xv. 27.



JUDGES

THE introductory remarks on Joshua may, to a great extent,

be applied to Judges. It is true, more has been done for

the text of Judges (think of chap. v. !) than for that of

Joshua, the number of obvious textual corruptions being
much greater in Judges than in Joshua. But whether even

here the textual problems have often been rightly appre-
hended is the question. The historical problems, too, have

received much attention, but, as the present writer is com-

pelled to think, without very satisfactory results. It must,

however, be emphatically stated that without the able

pioneering work of predecessors (notably Moore) the present

imperfect attempt to revise the basis of all investigation

the Hebrew text would have been impossible. Many errors

in the following pages there must, of course, be, but there

are, at any rate, not a few solutions of textual problems
which have an air of considerable probability, and which

ought not to be set aside, simply on the ground that the

point of view here adopted, and the methods employed, are

partly different from those favoured by the majority. It

takes much hard and self-denying work to get at a new

point of view, and without such hard work on the part of

those who may sit in judgment on the present work much
unintentional injustice cannot be avoided. ' When large

ranges of [possible] truth open, it is surely best to be able to

open ourselves to their reception, unfettered by our previous

pretensions.'

CHAP. i. 5 ff. The conquered enemies are Kenizzites

(pDD has constantly replaced pro in the early narrative) and

Zaraphites or Zarephathites (see E. Bib.,
'

Perizzites ').
The

battle-field was near pll. There is no need to read

436
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(Steuern. Einwand. 85). The word may represent either

p-Q, or TU (? rmi), or -m. All these names are connected
with the Negeb. 131, the name of Saul's clan, is perhaps
the most plausible, having regard to I S. xi. 8, where Saul
is spoken of. Here the true text probably states that

Bezek (?) was in Jerahmeel (i.e. in N. Arabia). It is true,

Moore denies that the same Bezek is meant in both passages,
but a searching criticism shows, at any rate, this much, that

the scene of both narratives is in N. Arabia. The name of

the hapless king in i. 5 ff. is probably pis 'DTN ; the place
to which he was conveyed was his own royal city Ishmael

(see on Josh. x. i), or, as the place is also called, Jerahmeel.
That the original tradition specified the mirp"^! as the clan

which conquered Ishmael is improbable. In v. 2 1 the "3l

p^Dl are implied as the conquerors of that city. Thus
Kuenen's difficulty about Jerusalem (Onderzoett, i. 357) is

removed. The question of the origin of such names as

Adonizedek is adverted to in note on Josh. x. i. The
current view needs expansion and correction in view of the

facts of textual criticism.
1

i. 10-15. See on Josh. xv. 13-19. In v. 13 note the

insertion IDDG ]ttpn (also in iii. 9, but not in Josh. xv. 17).

To what name is the phrase 'in lf?D TIN in apposition ?

Critics reply, to Othniel. But why should the age of Othniel

be noticed at all ? It has not been observed that ppn and

1DDD are among the current corruptions of ~>NDn~P (cp. on

Gen. ix. 24). 'D 'pn represent a dittographed ^NcnT (a

variant to tup). According to i Chr. ii. 9, 42 Jerahmeel
and Caleb were brothers. Render,

'

Othniel, son of Kenaz

[Jerahmeel], the brother of Caleb.'

i. 1 6. On 'rrp see Moore. Perhaps we should read

Tpn ~Qn (see on Num. x. 29). D'non TS (so iii. 13) repre-

sents 3HD1TP ITS ; cp. TJP = 'rrr, and DTIDT in i S. i. i .

The identification of the '

city of palm-trees
'

(?) with Jericho

is a mistake (see E. Bib., cols. 2396, 2651, and on Dt.

xxxiv. 3). The next words are difficult.
'

It hardly seems

1 Here and elsewhere Pere M. J. Lagrange (whom I am delighted

to meet on this field) gives lucid and accurate expression to the view

generally prevalent among contemporary critics. A step forward,

however, cannot long be delayed.
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possible that a part of the Wilderness could be described as

lying in the Negeb of Arad '

(Moore). The variety in the

readings of (J| shows the difficulty that was felt by the

ancients
;
see Moore and Lagrange. With Moore, I am of

opinion that (Jf's TYiOl (eVt Kara/3ao-ew?) is an old error for

-Q-TQl, as in viii. 24 (MT. Sol, but (f eVl TT}<? /cara/3.).

Possibly the true (f| should run, . . . ev TOO vorw ApaS, a

second il"TD[l] having intruded very late into the text, mis-

written (possibly under the influence of ~ni?) as TTlc[l].

This, however, surely does not give the original writer's

meaning. The scribes were in constant danger of confound-

ing Y?T (
= ^MplTP) and rmm ;

see on i S. xxvii. i o, Zech.

xii. 4-7, etc. This confusion has evidently taken place

here. Either we should read VrP 1131 nN *ns 11TO or

^HOITP n_s> 1131 ItBN "inn. The latter reading is to be

preferred, because it explains the reference to
' Amalek '

or
'

Jerahmeel
'

at the end of the verse. (For doubtless ffi

Sahid. are right with their /j,era [TOW \aov] A^aXijK, except
that osn presupposes either ^p^E^n [Budde] or ^HDITP. Cp.
i S. xv. 6.) For '

Arab-jerahmeel,' see on Dt. i. i f., 2 S.

xvii. 26, and on the whole passage, see on Num. xxi. i.

17. See on Num. xxi. 3. nD2 = nEm (cp.
A

vefap) ;

rrDin = nom (from 'nT1

).

i. 1 8. iTtt, perhaps short for '9 rtoX (nms) ; cp. on i K.

xvii. 9. If so, the conquest of Zarephath is related twice

over. pfpptDN should be read either ^3Q?N, or better,

The origin both of hiwn and of f&p&M is doubtless

(see on i S. xvii. 4/5-7). Eshcol (Ashkal) was in the hill-

country near Hebron or Rehoboth
;

tradition affirmed the

conquest of both places. *{T\ps
comes from priN ; "in is a

common abbreviation of ^KEflTT ; cp. also ppT, Josh. xix. 46 ;

p3i?, Num. i. 13. Possibly, therefore, more than one place

bore the name of Ekron. We may assume, however, that

the ' Ekron '

here meant is the most famous one which was

on the northern border of the land of Kenaz (Josh. xiii. 3).

That tradition in one of its forms spoke of the early conquest
of ' Ekron ' seems to be indirectly stated in the story which

accounts for the name of ' Achor' (Josh. vii. 24, 26). V. 19
thus becomes an explanation of v. 1 8. (J| apparently reads

(for ~rD ?vi) BTYin vh} ;
but this may be a learned emendation,
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suggested by the very considerations urged, in our day, by
the commentators (e.g. Moore).

i. 1 9.
' For he could not (h^ nh 'l, <{I) dispossess the

inhabitants of the plain, because they had chariots of iron
'

?

The 'chariots of iron' are suspicious (cp. on iv. 3, Josh,
xvii. 1 6). We might read 'chariots of Ishmael' (Sril from

SNSQ&T His). But the sense produced is not perfect. Since

IDT sometimes replaces irn, we may, as in Josh., I.e., read

'nor irrQ,
'

in the Ishmaelite Rehob.' This will be a

gloss on pOi;n (or rather nDi?n ;
see on v. 34). nrrb (as

elsewhere, cp. on^) comes from ^NQnT, a variant to ms
'our. 21. D^BTP miswritten for btttDV. See on Josh,

xv. 8, 63.

i. 23$. See on Gen. xxviii. 19. 26. Very possibly
there were two places (both in the N. Arabian borderland)
called '

Luz.' The name belongs to the same group with

Laish and Shaul, and indicates an Ishmaelite (
= Jerah-

meelite) settlement. This passage confirms the view that
' Beth-el

' comes from ' Beth-ishmael
'

(see on ii. 1-5). Note,

also, that here, as elsewhere,
' Hittites

' comes from ' Reho-

bothites' (see on Gen. x. 15, Josh. i. 4, Ezek. xvi. 3). 27 ff.

See
|| passages in Josh, xvi., xvii., and xix. 31. With

' Ahlab ' and '

Helbah,' cp.
' Helbon.' See on Ezek. xxvii. 1 7,

and especially on Josh. xix. 29.

i. 34 / "HCNrr is surprising, as Pere Lagrange remarks.

Elsewhere in chap. i. we find '3S33n, which indeed Moore

and Nowack read here. Budde (Richter u. Sam. p. 18,

note i) suggests TilD^on (cp. chaps, xiii.-xvi.). Read rather

"'Q-iMrT ;
this approaches Budde's view, for

' Arammite ' means
'

Jerahmeelite,' and to the early tradition
' Philistine

' and
'

Jerahmeelite
'

were equivalent (see on xiv. 3). Observe

that in Josh. xix. 47 the chief success of the Danites is

the conquest of DBD, i.e. of ^NSOBP, presumably not the

famous Ishmael or Jerahmeel spoken of in vv. 7 /, but

another. It appears, then, from this tradition, that the

Danites were engaged in warfare with the Arammites unsuc-

cessfully, except so far as the hill-country was concerned, for

the Arammites would not permit them to come down pcjr>.

This reading (
= '

into the broad, deep vale ')
is plausible, but

often elsewhere (e.g. Gen. xiv. 3, Ps. Ix. 8) po* has sprung
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out of roi?Q, and this seems to be the case here and in v. 1 9.

It is
'

Maacath-jerahmeel,' disguised in Josh. xix. 1 2 as pni;

pV*, which is meant. Dimn, rather int&N in. Cp. Kir-

heres (Isa. xvi. 11), Ir ha-heres (Isa. xix. 18); also t&Dtzrrri

from Dtps-Ira
1

(v. 33), and pW* from ^MDTTP (v. 35). See,

further, on vi. 26, Josh. xix. 41, I K. iv. 9.
'

Aijalon,' see

on Josh. x. 12;
'

Shaalbim,' see . Bib., s.v.

i. 36. Moore, Budde, and Lagrange would read, for

HDN, 'DTN, adopting one of the alternatives in Q (rov Apop-

paiov 6 T8ou//,ai09) ; Hollenberg would even combine the

readings. But 'DIN is probably right. So in Num. xxxiv. 3,

Josh. xv. i read D"1N. The statement of the boundary of the

Arammite territory is imperfectly given. Moore, it is true,

would delete the initial D in 2;?DrTD, and render / to Sela.'

But considering how often rSoD, or some similar combination

of letters, is a corruption of 7NSDBP, it is hazardous to take

this step. It may be added that it is very improbable that

SODTJ or S7D here, and in 2 K. xiv. 7, Isa. xvi. i, means 'a

cliff near the south end of the Dead Sea.' As in Isa. xlii. 1 1,

r] is no doubt an early corruption of f?NSQtZT. Similarly

represents 7HOITP (cp. Josh. iii. 16); the vague expres-

sion,
' and upwards,' is most improbable.

' Ishmael
' and

'

Jerahmeel
'

are probably two geographical glosses on ' the

ascent of Akrabbim '

(for this phrase, see on Num. xxxiv. 3).

Cp. E. Bib.,
'

Sela.'

CHAP. ii. 1-5. mm IN^D here, as throughout the pre-

exilic writings, has most probably come from mm "fSo, i.e.

'^ THnTTT. As indicated in the ' Addenda '

to Kings, and as

will be shown at length on Gen. ii. 4, xvi. 7, Ex. vi. 2, the

early Israelites, at any rate, in Judah and in the Negeb,
called their God Jerahmeel-yahwe or Yahwe-jerahmeel, to

indicate the identity of Yahwe and Jerahmeel. It is not our

business to criticise them from the point of view of the

religion into which Yahwism blossomed, but to understand

them. Historically, at any rate, the identification was

justified. Next, as to the paragraph, vv. 1-5. That ii. la,

$b originally stood together, as the close of the account of

1 It comes to nearly the same thing if vsv in this name be ex-

plained as an expansion of ctr, which pretty often in MT. is a mutilated

form of yso =
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the conquest in chap, i., is plausibly held by Wellh. (CH(2)

215); the intermediate portion is Deuteronomic, and there-

fore quite out of harmony with chap. i. In v. \a (j| gives a

conflate text, eVt rbv KXavOfji&va ical errl ~Bcu0ij\ ical e-jrl

TOV ol/cov lo-parj\ where MT. gives D'Oinn-W For the

varying views of the critics see Moore's note in SBOT, and

cp: Budde's more recent expression of opinion. The truth,

however, has been missed for want of the right clue. D'Onfn],
h& rra, and ^N-ittT rpl all mean the same place. D^Dl or

(2 S. v. 23^], see note), is a corruption of DJTP '} =
IVl, of which htf rri is a broken-down form (p. 142).

rri is a corruption of *?NSDBr} (as 2 S. xxiv. i, and

often) ; cp. on v. 23. How famous Beth-jerahmeel or Beth-

ishmael was even in later times (see Ps^ i. Introd.), our

studies may perchance have revealed. The best reading
seems to be 'nT ITl, so that, if we combine ii. \a and 5^,

the original close of chap. i. becomes,
' And Jerahmeel-

yahwe came up from Gilgal to Beth-jerahmeel, and they
sacrificed there to Yahwe.' I confess, however, that I am
not quite satisfied. Surely between v. la and v. $b some-

thing has been lost, which the existing narrative seeks in

vain to replace. There may have been an account of the

erection of an altar, perhaps also a speech of Jerahmeel-

yahwe, describing the compassion (n^nm) of Yahwe towards

his people, and so accounting once more for the name
'

Jerahmeel.' Very possibly Beth-jerahmeel or Beth-el was

not far from Shiloh. If so, there was no great discrepancy
between the statement of Judg. ii. i that the early religious

centre of Israel was at Beth-el (cp. xx. 18, 26 f., xxi. 2),

and that of P who places it at Shiloh (Josh, xviii. I, xix. 51).

The passage presupposes the conquest of Beth-el (i. 22-25).

ii. 23-iii. 2.
' The text is in the most extreme confusion

through repeated over-working
'

(Budde), and still more

through textual corruption. 23. n^Nn, difficult. See

Bertheau, Moore, Budde. The clue, however, has been

found. As in Josh. xi. 10, I K. v. 7, Isa. x. 10 (0), for

nhnrt read certainly ^NDrrr. D^ttn, altered by R from ^3.

The peoples of the Negeb are meant. inp. Almost cer-

tainly from Dm, z>. ^NDnT (cp. on '-i, v. 30), a correction of
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CHAP. iii. I f. The strangeness of the phraseology has

struck every commentator, and the only remedy proposed is

the hypothesis of redactional insertions or glosses. On v. ib

Moore remarks,
' The words are difficult and inappropriate in

their present connection'; on v, 2, 'The text is clearly corrupt;
the restoration is somewhat uncertain.' Budde remarks on

the strange phrase JSDD man^D, and on the redundancy of

dirhh by the side of rurr pob. To remedy the latter

Kautzsch omits nj?~r as a dittogram of nvr (cp. 0) ;
Moore

and Budde, however, omit rrrr and mafpf?, and Budde further

omits the second pi as a dittogram. D1ST is also a difficulty ;

unless the clause be a doublet to v. ib, the plural masculine

suffix is intolerable. The truth is, however, that, as so often,

the editor does his best to make sense out of repetitions of

ethnics. Underneath lirp~NT> 1tDN~;O JIN we can see JIN

f?NDrrP IDN-^O. Then follows (under So~^3 J"IN) the doublet

^HDnf-^D ritf (cp. on mrr mon^D, Num. xxi. 14), to which

the gloss 72p (miswritten p3D) is appended. \sth pi repre-

sents a repeated ^KDTTP ;
the same must be said of BJCnk,

and pi. WlBP-'W TTTi rurr probably represents

SI 1*15 (on which YrP is a gloss). Then we get pN
disguised as Dn9&V~lBl; cp. Josh. xiii. 5, I K. v. 32

(the names '

Gebal,' and perhaps
'

Gebalon,' seem to have

been given to the mountain-country of N. Arabia). DWT t*b

represents f?NDr?T a gloss. Thus the original text of w.

1-3 seems to have run thus, 'These are the nations, etc.,

Asshur-Jerahmeel [Kenaz], Arabia of the Ishmaelites [Jerah-

meel], the land of the Gebalites [Jerahmeel].'

iii. 3. Read ' the five potentates
l

(^n, a-aTpdirai) of

the Zarephathites, and all the Kenizzites, and the Misrites (?),

and the Ilorites that dwelt in Mt. Lebanon from Mt. Baal-

hermon to the entrance of Maacath.' With regard to ]T%
we may plausibly assume that, like 12 ("1*12), it is a modifica-

tion of ikp. ^in, as usual, = "nrr, i.e. vintDN ; cp. Isa. xvii. 9,

1
D'no, according to BDB, ' a Philistine loan-word ' a very timid

hypothesis; G. Hoffmann (Phon. Inschr. 15) would make it a dialectic

plural of tty. We have no reason, however, to think that the narrators

or redactors took the trouble to record dialectic or foreign words, o'jn

is good Hebrew, and though generally poetic, presumably at one time

belonged to the ordinary speech. It is suggested by @ of Judg. v. 3

= D'ln).
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where annn corresponds in <gi to oi Evatoi, 'the Hivites.'

It is true, the Gibeonites are, in Josh. ix. 7 (see note), called

^nn, but there is no reason why Horites (Ashhurites) should

not have been traditionally placed both at the southern

Gibeon and in the southern Mt. Lebanon. pmn bin "inc.

Cp. Josh. xiii. 5, and E. Bib., col. 4101. Most probably SlQ,
when it enters into compound names, is a popular corruption
of '

Jerahmeel
'

(see on '

Baal[e]-yehudah,' 2 S. vi. 2, and cp.

7lN in
' Abel-beth-maacah

').
In early ages the southern

Hermon would naturally be distinguished by the prefix
'

Jerahmeel/ which became worn down into '

Baal.' Cp.
i Chr. v. 23 ('

Baal-hermon ' and ' Mt. Hermon '

are variants).

iii. 8. D?nsnri jnh3. See E. Bib., col. 969 /. It is better,

however, to read DTiD-12
r
D. This Cushan is here called king

of '

Aram-naharaim'; D'nns may represent f?NDn~P
1

(a gloss).

See on Gen. xxiv. 10. He might with equal justice have been

called 'is *]f?D,
'

king of the Zarephathites,' Zarephath being
a Jerahmeelite city. His oppression of Israel, according to

the traditional text, lasted '

eight years.' The same duration

is assigned to the rule of Abdon the judge (xii. 14). In

both places, however, D^tD mntB has probably arisen out of

a twice-written jDBT, i.e. f?N2Dtzr. There are a number of

passages in which numerals have arisen out of ethnics (cp.

on v. 30). The chronological scheme of Judges seems to

have been largely accidental
;

i.e. the chronologist theorised

on the basis of corrupt texts.
' Ishmael

'

may be a second

gloss on ' Aram.'

iii. 1 1 . Read [f?Nl7QBT] D^"J9O pn ttpB>m. See pre-

ceding note. D'ms and D^llN are repeatedly confounded

(see E. Bib., 'Moses,' n). na, like JNB, p, etc., repre-

sents btttDBP. Cp. v. 31, xiii. i, and especially viii. 28, and

see on v. 30, and on Josh. xi. 23.

iii. 12-30. The traces of different versions of parts of

the story show that scribes and redactors were early at their

work. Winckler, however (GI ii. 129 /), goes too far;

seldom, as it seems to me, does he err so much through

theorising on the basis of an unmethodical textual criticism.

iii. 12. Eglon (0 Ey\wfjb) as a personal name here

1 It is possible, however, that 'Aram-naharaim 1

may mean 'Aram

of the two streams '

(the streams of Ephrath and of Jarhon).
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only. But as a place-name (0 usually oSo\\ctfj,
= Jerahmeel)

in Josh. x. 36, xii. 12, xv. 39, passages which, critically read,

point to the Negeb. Note in Josh. x. that '

Joktheel,' i.e.

[Kadesh-Jjerahmeel, is not far off. Kadesh in the Negeb
seems to have been near the border of the non- Israelite

territory, and to have been coveted by Eglon. The whole

story becomes intelligible only on the theory that 1N1O, as

so often, is miswritten for Missor, and that D'HDnrr T2 is a

corruption of ^Norrp T2,
' the city of [Kadesh-Jjerahmeel.'

Eglon's own name points either to '

Jerahmeel
'

or to
'

Gilead.'

iii. 1 3. pSoin pas. Read S'NonT ;
the text combines

two popular corruptions of this name. D^ncinn T2. See

on i. 1 6. Winckler's view is that Ehud's Ir-temarim should

be Ir-tamaraim = Baalath-tamar (Gesch. Isr. ii. 104).

iii. 14. Probably the original text simply stated that
'

the b'ne Israel served Eglon king of Missor,' with the gloss,
' Ishmael (ro, TOiaiD), Ashhur (m*).' Cp. on x. 8.

iii. 15. Tint* occurs again in I Chr. vii. 10, from which

passage it is plain that ~nn must represent an ethnic of the

Negeb. Pesh. gives 'thur, and in i Chr. viii. 6, for Yintf,

'abiht'ir (cp. 'abihur for TirriN in v. 3). Probably pn[tt?Nj
I>lN

(
= '

Arab-ashhur) is correct
; cp. "TrrTTN from "iTTTTN in i Chr.

viii. 7 (this form = ~ina?N fpNDm"1

), and note Ishhod (YirrBF),

I Chr. vii. 18, also from ^
<1^N.

iii. 1 6. n|TN "TOi, 'a short cubit long'? See Moore

(JBL xii. 104). Unfortunately the traditional Jewish ex-

planations are commonly wrong, and both nni and TIN are

regular corruptions of THDTTf. The ' sword of Jerahmeel
'

was proverbial (see on Hos. i. 7, Ps. Ixxvi. 4, Jer. vi. 25).

Read nVD "OP JTTi f?MDm^ nn TWTI if? ^1. Winckler's

appeal to Assyrian (gamru =
'

whole,'
'

full ') is therefore un-

necessary. Nor is the sense of peoth (?) made out. See GI
ii. 1 19.

iii. 19. D^DDrr. Among the possible corruptions of

are SDD and f?"DD (cp. E. Bib.,
'

Sheleph ').
It is not

a locality but an outpost of Ishmaelite or Jerahmeelite troops
that Ehud had to pass near Gilgal. See E. Bib.,

'

Quarries.'

iii. 22 f. rmenBn and mi-ncarr. Both words are

corruptions of the same original, i.e. most probably of

n|sn,
' the corner-gate.' ISM became TTIO and TTD ;
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remained in the one case, and in the other became men.
After going out by this gate, Ehud (Abihur) shut up the
murdered king in the rvhs. V. 22 is one of the many
passages in which an apparent coarseness is due to corrup-
tion. See E. Bib.,

'

Porch.'

iii. 26-29. The awkwardness of the connection and the

exegetical difficulty are well known. It is, however, all

due to corruptions, which we can now heal with a near

approach to certainty. DHDHDnn "is comes from m.sq
; cp. on Gen. xix. 16, also on D^nnn TS (i. 16).

DN "112 Nim should certainly be D^NSDBP Tis N*in,
' that is, Arabia of the Ishmaelites,' a gloss on the preceding
words (when read DTiinrT 'is), nrrrston perhaps comes from

nTin$N,
'

to Ashhur.' However this may be, one thing is

certain we are in the N. Arabian borderland. It is the

southern Mt. Ephraim which we meet with in v. 27. prrn
should be f'rrrn ;

the stream meant is that of Jarhon or

Jerahmeel (vii. 24).

iii. 28 f. pTTT rp-Qm See on vii. 24. tD^-^DI JDtt^3
TTT. ]Qlp,

in the sense of '

robust, vigorous
'

(Moore), occurs

nowhere else; nor can Isa. x. 16, Ps. Ixxviii. 31 (D^DtBD)

protect the reading. Why, indeed, should it be specially

noted that the slain enemies were '

all robust and all valiant

men '

? The truth is, that jotD and Wl are current corrup-
tions of ^NJHDBT and f?NDrrP respectively (Isa. x. 27, Ps.

Ixii. 1 1
).

Read ^NQr?T BTN-Sm SNSDBT [ttTN-J^DI, where, of

course, Yrp WN-^D may be omitted as a variant.

iii. 30. TOB? D^IDB). Why '

eighty
'

rather than '

forty

years
'

? The question is of a kind which often besets us.

Why, for instance, had Abram 318 home-born slaves (Gen.

xiv. 14)? And why were no more nor less than 185,000
men of Asshur slain in Hezekiah's time (2 K. xix. 35)?
The truth is, that both D^IDB) and mft, like ]Dtn, are among
the current corruptions of [D^MVDOP. On the analogy of

iii. 12 and other passages, read ffhtOOlOTO pn ZDpmm.
iii. 31. Nowhere, perhaps, has criticism tried harder to

solve problems without an adequate examination of the text.

From the newer point of view all is clear. The object of

^.31 is to explain an obscure phrase which the redactor

read (not quite correctly) in v. 6. It has, however, suffered
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in transmission. We cannot be far wrong in correcting thus

nDrrPD BTN] n^no^s DN TI jrpN-p DBTQ rrn virwi
NirrDl Sim. Cp. on xv. 1 5 (Samson) ;

2 S.

xxiii. 8, 1 8 may also be corrected on the same lines. Thus
the difficulties caused by the cnr. \ey. ~rof?E (note s

singular versions), and the 600 men who ' have always
taxed the credulity of commentators '

(Moore), disappears,
while the strange-looking

'

Shamgar ben Anath '

(cp. E. Bib.,
'

Shamgar ') becomes the intelligible
' Gershom ben Ethan,'

who is on a par with ' Othniel (
= Ethani) ben Kenaz '

in

iii. 9. Note that ' Ethan '

in I K. v. 1 1 is called TniNrr, i.e.

nntpNii, 'the Ashhurite,' and that DtZTQ (see on Ex. ii. 22)
comes from ~it&3. = nntpN. VHD has sprung out of QFN ; m^n,
as not seldom, represents DTOtD. The impossible word-

group, npirr "TD^DI BTN, which remains, after the preceding
corrections have been made, has sprung from THDITPO ETN

D"HDirr or the like. That 7NDTTP can underlie "TD^D or ~mSn,
the student will readily see. ID! is a well-known southern

clan-name (cp. on p~il, Josh. xix. 45). Here I may well

pause. In the light of results gained elsewhere the possible

becomes the probable and almost the certain. I am afraid

that the facts derived from the Greek and Latin versions by
Moore and Lagrange are of no value for our present purpose ;

I need not here repeat them. The extended note of the

latter scholar, so lucid and so learned, is altogether off the

right track, except, indeed, where it says,
' Nous avons aussi

un exemple des alterations qu'a pu subir le texte
'

(p. 64).

To trace the later fortunes of the text is doubtless an object

worthy of so good a scholar.

CHAP. iv.
' The actual text of chap, iv./ remarks

Lagrange,
'

presents insurmountable difficulties.' All is plain,

and in harmony with the Song in chap, v., as long as we

keep to Sisera. But when '

Jabin, king of Canaan, residing

at Razor,' and '

king of Hazor,' enters on the stage all

becomes difficult. There never was a single king of Canaan
;

the geographical perplexities, too, are quite extraordinary.

It is a sad confession. Can nothing be done to remove these

difficulties ? The prevalent view ascribes the embarrassing
circumstances to the fusion of two traditional stories, relative

to Jabin and to Sisera respectively. The consistent develop-
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ment of this idea, however, compels us to suppose that Jael
and Heber had no connection, since Jael incontestably be-

longs to the story of Sisera, and Heber is expressly brought
into connection with Jabin. In reality, says Lagrange, there

is no story of Jabin. His own opinion is that '

Jabin
' and

' Hazor '

got into the text after what should have been the

final redaction of the narrative. The true name of the

oppressor was Shamgar ;
his capital was Harosheth of the

Goyim. This is the latest criticism
;

I can hardly say that

I think it satisfactory. No progress can be made till the

proper names have been thoroughly examined, with constant

reference to the results of text-critical study elsewhere. That
'

Jabin,' or better
'

Jamin
'

((g
A

iv. 2, 7), comes from Jaman,
i.e. Jerahmeel, 'Hazor' and 'Sisera' from Ashhur, 'Harosheth'

from a feminine form of the same name,
' Canaan '

from
'

Kenaz,' is plain to any one who has given a keen criticism

to the Hebrew proper names, and who accepts the well-

supported theory of N. Arabian influence on the fortunes of

the early Israelites. There were, no doubt, different versions

of the story of a great defeat of the N. Arabians. One is con-

tained in the story of the battle by the waters of D*HD (Josh,

xi. i - 1 1
).

Two others are represented in chap, iv., one of

which gives Jabin (Jaman) and the other Sisera (Ashhur) as

the name of the N. Arabian king. A fourth is given in the

Song (chap, v.) where the N. Arabian chief is called Sisera
l

(Ashhur), and where a larger number of Israelitish tribes is

represented as taking part in the holy war than the com-

posite narrative in chap. iv. recognises (see iv. 6, 10, Naphtali
and Zebulun). In the first and fourth it is plainly stated

that there was a confederation of kings ;
the second and

third, in their present combined form, appear to relate that

there was only one hostile king, who was called '

king of

Canaan,' though the description of Jabin in v. 17 shows that

this erroneous view belongs to a late editor, perhaps, indeed,

to the redactor who changed
' Kenaz '

into '

Canaan,' and in

other respects altered the geography, and who also created the

prophetess Deborah by a misunderstanding (see on v. 4, end).

1 The theory of Moore, Budde, and Lagrange that 'Shamgar' is

given in v. 6 as the name of the oppressor of Israel, is extremely in-

genious, but can hardly now be maintained. Cp. E. Bib.)
'

Shamgar.'
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Upon the theory here adopted the difficulties mentioned

by the critics are, to say the least, very greatly diminished.

Certainly those which relate to geography, and which are so

forcibly presented by Moore, tend to disappear, if the scene

of the struggle is in N. Arabia. We may, for instance,

reasonably assume that the distance between Harosheth

(Ashtor) and the Naphtalite Kedesh two points in the

Negeb was considerably less than forty or fifty miles (the

distance calculated on the old geographical theory). The

discrepancies between chaps, iv. and v. also lose much of

their importance, if a methodical criticism is applied to the

traditional text. It is true, iv. 6, 10 speak only of Zebulun

and Naphtali, while v. 14, 18 mention several other patriotic

tribes of Israel. But, according to the new theory, all these

tribes were in the N. Arabian borderland
; they were not

separated so widely as the tribes bearing the same names in

central and northern Palestine. True, again, that iv. 10

speaks of ten thousand warlike Israelites, and v. 8 (in the

received text) of forty thousand. But methodical criticism

throws so much doubt on the text of v. 8 that we cannot

venture to use it.

That chap. iv. in its present form, is later than the Song
in chap. v. must be admitted, (i) because the Song gives a

more consistent picture of the events, and (2) because the

prose -narrator has misread, and therefore misunderstood,

several passages in the Song (iv. 4 f., 21, cp. v. 7, 12, and

26). It is plausible, however, to suppose that the basis of

chap. iv. is an old prose-story of a N. Arabian king called

Jerahmeel (Jabin) or Ashhur (Sisera) who oppressed the

Israelites of N. Arabia, but whose yoke was thrown off in a

patriotic rising of the tribes of Naphtali and Zebulun.

Objection may perhaps be taken to the above view

that the mention of horses .and of ' chariots of iron
'

points

definitely to the north. The Book of Job, however, is

plainly a N. Arabian work, and here we find the war-horse

among the familiar sights of nature (Job xxxix. 19-25).
The same book distinctly refers to iron-mines (Job xxviii. 2).

And unless we insist on binding ourselves to the traditional

text, there is evidence in many parts of the O.T. that horses

and chariots played a great part in N. Arabian culture, and
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that iron was abundant. For the iron, see on Dt. viii. 7-9 ;

for the horses, on i K. x. 28 /; for the chariots, on Gen.
xli. 43, 2 Chr. xxxv. 24, where the right reading is 'chariot

of Ishmael
'

(mtDD from par = ^NI?DQF). Note also the

interesting phrase
'

wagons of Ishmael
'

in Num. vii. 3

(MT., enigmatically, 12 nf$). I cannot, however, help

adding that the phrase
' chariots of iron

'

is in the highest

degree improbable. It is usual to explain it as '

chariots

strengthened with iron,' but what a violent explanation !

If the text of Josh. xi. 6 is correct, the chariots of Jabin

king of Hazor were burned by the Israelites. If so, they
were in no proper sense of the phrase

'

iron chariots.' The
truth is, however, that again and again SrQ (iron) is mis-

written for ^tzm, i.e. SNSDBT ms. ' Chariots of Ishmael
'

(i.e. of N. Arabia) is at any rate a possible phrase. A
fuller criticism, however, throws doubt on the other com-

ponent member of the phrase ;
not only ^m but IDT is

probably incorrect. See on v. 3, and cp. on Josh. xi. 4, 6, 9.

That Sisera himself had a chariot is not on this account

to be denied (see v. 28, revised text), and in this connection

we may recall the fact that chariots are constantly mentioned

in the Amarna tablets.

The legend of Jabin or Sisera has a fuller significance

than may at first sight appear. Such periods of oppression

by the Jerahmeelites were afterwards common. We may
regard the legend as an anticipation of the semi-historical

narrative of the ' Philistine
'

tyranny which was so gloriously

resisted by Saul, and may group it with the equally legendary

account of Gideon-Jerubbaal's struggle with the Amalekites

and Midianites. The difference in the ethnic names given

to the foes of Israel is unimportant ;
that they are in all

cases N. Arabians is sufficiently clear.

CHAP. iv. 2.
'

Jabin
'

or
'

Jamin
'

((&*, w. 2, 7), *>.

'

Jerahmeel
'

(cp. on Josh. xi. I ) ;
his realm is

73^,
a part

of N. Arabia, and his city
' Razor' (cp. Josh. xi. 10), or

rather
' Ashhur.' 'Sisera' (NID^D) is neither a Hittite nor

an Egyptian name, but, like
'

Hazor,' comes from -n$N =

lintpN (cp. on Ezra ii. 5 3), while nonn probably represents

"inato (see on v. 3), and D^un comes from SNOHT (cp. on

Gen. xiv. i). The Israelites oppressed by Jerahmeel or
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Ashhur are those in the southern borderland. (Cp. on 2 K.

iii. 25, where nann is traced to TiniDN.)

iv. 3. if? f?m-n JTIND swn. ' Chariots of iron
'

is

improbable, and not less so, when strictly criticised, is
' nine

hundred.' Did a later scribe, fond of numbers, insert 5>tt>n

niND after the corruption which follows had arisen ? No
;

it is almost certainly a corruption of 3NDT1T "int&i;
l

(see

on Dt. i. 4), which was originally intended as a correction

of D^QH n&nn in v. 2. *ib bra im comes from :n nrn

9M9DBP, probably a supplementary geographical gloss on
'

Ashtor-jerahmeel.' '"n = 7N ; cp. on i. 1 9, Josh. xvii. 1 8.

[1JN12 im comes from ^HSDBP "ilD,
'

prince, or kinglet, of

Ishmael.' N12 and I?12 are frequent corruptions of SDtD.

Cp. on v. 30.

iv. 4. miTT- However plausible a meaning
' Bee '

may seem (cp. Melissa in Herod, v. 92, and see E. Maass,

Griechen u. Semiten, 1902, p. 113; Sayce, The Hittites,

1882, p. 79), 'Deborah' has most probably grown out of
' Daberath ' 2

(so C. Niebuhr, Winckler), the name of a town
;

see on Josh. xix. 12 (two Daberaths). At any rate,

Deborah and Daberath are connected as closely as Zip-

porah and Zarephath. The key to both names is in the

name in *b y
i.e. m[>] -pf? = l"js> T^a. Cp. on '

Lidbir,'

Josh. xiii. 26. The narrator, in the present form of the

text, calls Deborah TfTTth DQJN (wife of Lappidoth). The

point of this reference escapes us. But the clue to both

words (ntDN and '&) is furnished by our previous experi-

ence. ntDN, like stwi, in iv. 3, almost certainly represents

in IDS ; HVrofc comes, not from '

Paltiel' (E. Bib., 2710, a

plausible supposition), but from some compound name into

which D"?2J (
= 7N2EtJr) enters. Such a name is "rns ?2 =

Tirr'aUT1

(see on Num. xxvi. 33); ~nn was a 'son' of

Ishmael (Gen. xxv. 15). Presumably 'Ashtor-jerahmeel'
is meant. If the preposition )D were prefixed, we should

have to suppose that the writer brought Deborah from

the very city where Sisera resided (see on v. 3), which
1
Perhaps the only doubt is, whether rnxo comes (as HND repeatedly

does) from 7MCRT, or from myo.
2 ' C'est fantaisie pure,' exclaims Lagrange. It is best to avoid such

remarks. Change your point of view, and much that appeared to be

sober sense at once becomes a mere imagination.
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would be strange. Most probably 'Ashtor-ishmael-fyadad;
which underlies 'esheth lappidoth, is a variant to

'
'

Ashtor-

jerahmeel (v. 3, revised text). That the narrator created
' Deborah '

out of a misunderstood passage of the Song
(v. 7) has been pointed out by Winckler (GI ii. 126).

iv. 5. On the geographical discrepancy between v. 5

and Gen. xxxv. 8, see on the latter passage. The narrator

is made to say that Deborah '

sat
'

(i.e. as a prophetess and

judge)
' under the tomer of Deborah.' Lagrange insists on

adhering to MT.'s inn '

pillar
'

as being more difficult than

inifi (adopted by Moore). Ges.-Bu. keeps nph, but explains
'

palm-tree.' But is "ion the right reading either here or

in Jer. x. 5 ? Here, at any rate, it is not
; ion has re-

peatedly arisen out of ntn, and so it has here,
' Deborah

sat at the foot of Ramath-daberath,' or, as another scribe

put it,
' between Ramah and Beth-el.' All southern names.

Tg. appears to have preserved another reading mm m&s
('Ataroth [see on Josh. xvi. 2] comes from Ephrath). in

D"nDN. See on i S. i. i.

iv. 6 f. p-Q. Rather Tin or iDl, a clan-name
;
see on

Josh. xix. 45. DJttriN = DSD 1*]?. Naam was a 'son' of

Caleb (i Chr. iv. 15). Tim Read probably mim (see

on viii. 18). Linking form, rvmn. p&Tp, corrupted from

]Dh3 (cp. BTp). The ' stream of Cushan ' = ' the waters of

Migdol' (v. 19) and 'the waters of Marom '

(Josh. xi. 5).

The original reading was 'DOT ItD (see on v. 2ti) ; fT1 is an

insertion.

iv. gb, lob. 'Deborah.' The earliest tradition would

have said
' Daberath

'

(see on v. 4), i.e. the men of

Daberath. 11. W. Max Miiller remarks (As. u. Eur.

174, note 5), 'Strange that a nomad tribe of the extreme

south should be found here.' He therefore explains "rp
' man of the city of Kin,' referring to a passage in Papyrus

Anastasi I. in which a locality called Kina, N. of Megiddo,

is mentioned. See, however, Jensen (in Budde's note).

Miiller's remark, however, is fully justified. The problem

referred to exists, but the true solution is in the theory

here advocated that the scene of the original narrative

was in the south. -an is given as an Asherite, Benjamite,

and Judahite, as well as a Kenite name. Now, Asher and
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Benjamin were originally settled in the south, and Judah
was a highly mixed and probably in the main N. Arabian

tribe. D"0221, or rather D^J^Q, is against all analogy. Con-

sidering that ps and ]N2 are among the current corruptions

of f?Ni?tzr (cp. on '

Zaanan,' Mic. i. 11), it seems probable
that 'sa is a corruption of D^NSOttP, the 1 having arisen

from a false idea that D"QS2, or rather D^SSl, was a place-

name. Cp. on Josh. xix. 33, Judg. ix. 37.

iv. I 3. The ' nine hundred iron chariots
'

are interpo-

lated from v. 3. 17. 38P, from Swam"1

. 18. The covering
of Sisera is mentioned twice (see v. 1 9, end). This is to be

explained, not by referring the two mentions to different

sources, but to corruption. If there were really two

mentions, we should expect Til? to accompany the second

(see Moore). In spite of Lagrange's opinion that the most

pressing object was to cover up the fugitive warrior, I

venture to think that a drink was the first thing to offer.

I therefore delete the irTDDm in v. 18, and am now enabled

to explain nT'OBD. This seems to be a marginal note on

h^ ^riN in v. 1 7. Jael's tent was in Cusham
;
read QG^O3.

ttnp and aro were liable to confusion
; pttrp f?m (

=
\VPti ':))

may also have been known as D^ETrp 'D (see on v. 21).

iv. 21. The narrator misunderstood v. 26.

CHAP. v. A study of Moore (SBOT~), Lagrange and

Ruben convinces me that on the well-chosen battle-field

of this poem the old method of using the versions

(especially the Greek) as they stand to correct MT. is

inadequate to the chief textual problems. This applies,

of course, quite as much to the older @ version as to the

younger (see on v. 1 2). Nor can I convince myself, that the

old methods of correcting the Hebrew text apart from the

comparison of the versions have proved very much more
effectual (cp., e.g., the different solutions offered by Gratz,

Budde, Lambert, Lagrange, Ruben respectively for the

cruces in v. 8). Ruben deserves high credit for bringing
in oriental history for illustrative purposes. His view

formerly influenced me (see JQR, July 1898, p. 566;
E. Bib.,

'

Kadesh,' 2} ;
I abandoned it on discovering more

and more the extent of the N. Arabian connection with

Israel. I am sorry that I cannot own obligation to
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Winckler's audacious reconstruction of the text in GI
ii. 130 ff., or to C. Niebuhr's Reconstellation (1894).
Probably, however, Winckler is right in holding that the
so-called Song of Deborah (but really, of Daberath) referred

to the traditional expulsion of the Philistines from the land
of Israel by Saul (see GI ii. 164), who may even be
referred to in the Song as '

Barak,' i.e. Beker. Saul was
a Bikrite (cp. on i S. ix. i). Note also that in v. 14
4 Machir '

follows '

Benjamin,' and that ' Bikrite
' and

* Machrite
'

may be of the same origin. Cp. tf|
L

,
i S.

ix. i, and see E. Bib., 'Saul,' i. The prose narrative,
as we have it, is later than the Song. See on chap. iv.

The Song in its original form consists of trimeters.

Compare, however, Rothstein,
' Zur Kritik des Deboraliedes

u. d. urspr. rhythm. Form dess.,' ZDMG, Ivi. 175 ff.,

437 ff- [1902]; also D. H. Muller, Strophenbau u. Re-

sponsion (1898), pp. 9-14; Marquart, Fundamente (1896),

pp. i-io; Grimme, ZDMG 1. 572 ff. [1896]; Winckler,
Gesch. Isr. (1900), ii. 128-135, J ^5 >

C- Niebuhr, Versuch

einer Reconstellation des Deboraliedes (1894). The last-

named writer is not so far from the truth as one might

expect in making Sisera an Egyptian prince, and, in ac-

cordance with this view, placing the tent of Jael, to which

Sisera directed his course, in the Negeb. For the titles of

other books see Budde's list (Buck der Richter, p. 39).

The reader of the Song as here given will observe that

the Arabic numerals, other than those indicating the verses

of MT., refer to glosses in the footnotes.

For the crushing of Zarephath in

Ishmael,

For the disaster to the Arabians

in Jerahmeel,
2 mrrh *

-saw
sb

I, to Yahwe will I sing,
3
nail* I will chant to Israel's God.

mm 4 Yahwe ! when thou wentest forth

from Asshur,

irmn
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tD"D3. ncftirr

^D 1DZ33 Dn
*3DD

Mil "'CPl
6 (7)

DBfol
"

IT3

mn

mm** tfr

mm

13*in mp~TS

mm 12

[TIT]

When thou marchedst from the

highland of Aram,

The earth quaked, yea, the heavens

Yea, the clouds dripped water ;

The mountains streamed before

Yahwe,

Before Yah, the God of Israel.

In the days of the Geshurites

and the Anakites,

In the days of Ishmael and

Cusham,

Those who fared on the ways

trembled,

They went by crooked paths.

Potentates trembled in Israel

At the sword of Jerahmeel and

the Ashhurites.

Kings and princes shuddered

At the hosts of Jerahmeel and

the Arabians.

Loudly praise ye the righteous

acts of Yahwe,

His righteous, gracious acts in

Israel.

March on, march on, Daberath
;

March on, march on into Asshur.

Arise, Barak, and take captives,

Subdue the sons of Arabia.

Then they came down to the

Asshurites,

Yahwe's force came down into

Arabia ;

Out of Ephraim [came down]

princes,

m.2

j

%a

. mm . . -iy mn.
7

pin 'OB'' D'inx D'an'N D'arn
['j

8 ,T.T Dj; DHB-K
1

? HT IN (see Z/. 13).

nnm]
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npsap

1TT

fCttCf\

15

af?

DTlD2-a naar HO*?
16

4

1"J51 "T^
17

IIP pi

f]1.n
1S

*mn

Drp"QD

DIN Y12D TIN

19

21

23

After him Benjamin from Maa-

cath
;

Out of Machir came down

marshals,

And out of Zebulun wielders

of the mace
;

And Ishcar was in Daberath's

force,

And the warriors of Caslah

among his great ones.

(But) in Pelesheth of Reuben

The great ones searched out

the heart.

Why didst thou tarry among the

Zephathites,

To hear the hissing of the

Arabians ?

Gad dwelt in Arabia,

And Dan sojourned with Ethan.

Asher tarried by Rehob,

And dwelt by those of Zarephath.

Zebulun was a people that defied

Ishmael,

And Naphtali, in the highland of

Jerahmeel.

The kings came they fought,

At Beth-anak by Migdol's waters,

The host of Cusham and Jerah-

meel,

Ishmael and the folk of Asshur
;

The Asshurites were panic-

stricken, they perished,

In the stream of Cushan were

their corpses.

Curse ye Missor of Jerahmeel,

1 TBD.

4

7

pna [KIH]
3 'ui nc-Vm (repeated).
6

np 'a^a n^Konr.

SKDHV pr'p 'j D'tnp Snx
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TOBT YPN YIN

*<h ^

rr -ma

linn

nunprr
rr

24

26

bttprvr

ndbm

28

mmn

29

nhn 30

Say a. curse upon its inhabitants,

Because they came not to the

help of Yah,

To the help of Yah in Arabia.

Blessed above women be Jael,

Blessed above women in the tent.

Milk of the goats she gave,

Sour milk she presented in a bowl.

Her hand she stretched it forth

to a club,

Her right hand to a staff of

Jerahmeel.

She struck Asshur on his head,

She shattered and pierced his

temples.

At her feet he sank down,

As the wicked, Asshur fell \

In the city of Holon she now

enchantments,

Asshur's mother in the city of

Cushan ;

'

Why fails his car ?

(Why) linger the steps of his

chariot-horses
'

?

The wise men of her sanctuary

divine ;

'

Surely he shall bring back

Jerahmeel.

Shall not Jerahmeel be strong,

(Yea,) prevail over the host of

Israel ?

Perish all the foes of Jerahmeel I

Be his friends as the going forth

of the sun I

'

Part i. v. 2. rvunD. Cp. on Dt. xxxii. 42.
L
.

and '-iBF confounded (as e.g. in i K. iv. 7). DS 3T), from

1
'J'pn nan n^x. 2 ^Ntf Q'D.

3 VBJ JHD H^JT pa aar Vsa.
4

5 vno Kia
1

?.
6 Wonr "?yDB" (repeated corruptly).

7
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?. Cp. Isa. xiii. 2, D'ana TrnD ;
read cms 'D. i:m

= /

rrpn; miT = 'rrp. 4. YIEND. Cp. on Dt. xxxiii. 2. 5.

^D m, a gloss on Q-nn (see Moore). 6. "unm. Correct in

the light of iii. 3 1 . Here, however,
' must be the (corrupt)

name of an oppressor or an oppressive people. The name,
'Geshurites' (Dt. iii. 14, Josh. xii. 5) = '

Ashhurites.' pas.
An imperfect p became n. The name h& comes from

^MPMP. Here, however, a partly effaced 'DOT has become
hs\ DIDD1 is derived from TiDptD in v. 7. 6, 7. l^rrn not

clear. Read mn. mm**, according to Moore, has two
senses in the same couplet, which is strange. Metre suggests
the omission of the first. Transpose the 1 ;

see text. 7.

priD. Among the (J| renderings are ol Kparovvres and

SvvaroL This, at any rate, gives the required sense. Read

D^ri ; (f
A
gives the double rendering, aaTpajrai Bvvaroi, for

S in v. 2. WittF is repeated at end of verse. TinplD is
and DN TiDptD have been produced by the redactor on the

basis of a marginal note, D^MOTTT D3 TS (
= 'm* 1 Dm3 TS)>

which enables us to complete the line (see v. 6) beginning
Vrp ''CPU. Out of his head he made it into an address to

Deborah, the ' mother in Israel.' This was how he made a

bridge between vnn anc* Wittn (v. jti). 8. MT. presents a

fine field for exegetical ingenuity. DVJ^N, as often, comes

from bNorrv ;
for D^ann (Marq. and Herz wrongly, D

cp. on norm, Josh. xv. 37, and cp. D^TlBWl in v. 6.

is a case of transposition. The '

barley-bread
'

of MT.
is as imaginary as the barley-cake of vii. 13. D"1

"!?) for

D'nstD (Houtsma) is off the track.
'

King and princes
' = all

the rulers and magistrates of Israel (Hos. viii. 10, xiii. io,

etc.), who were paralysed by fear. po from ^noo ;
note

the context. rm"r DN and nDT (
= 'iTT1

) represent common

types of corruption. For '~\ cp. on I K. xviii. 28. D^TiN,

as often (see E. Bib., 'Moses/ il), from D'OIS ;
initial 1

should be 1. The reference in the corrupt text to the want

of weapons reminds us of the equally corrupt passage, I S.

xiii. 19-22 (see note). Then follow a number of ethnics

a learned scribe's explanation of
' Arabians.' See glosses,

and note that both -a*? and -*ppnh are fragmentary repre-

sentatives of f?NcnT. io. YinB?N TTT^S "OWTI (1
= namely)

is the right reading of a misplaced marginal gloss relative
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to rvOTQ "On (v. 6).
'

I see no way to do anything with

irrtD,' remarks Moore. Lagrange, rrto,
' verdure

'

(?). The

remedy is plain; cp. Jer. ii. 18. 1 1. The improbable isrr

almost certainly comes from *iD3"i ;
the preceding DC? (as in

Isa. Hi. 1 1) represents ^NSEttF (in the list of ethnics). iDYnD,

corrupt, according to Moore. Budde,
'

his peasantry (?)
'

;

Lagrange,
'

his leadership (?).' Read
hzhs"].

Part ii. v. i 2. "His, TO? "HIT '

By a poetical artifice

the author invites Deborah to arise out of Israel, to manifest

herself as the preacher of the revolt
'

(Segond). But if there

were a Deborah at all, who else should the author be ?

What the context requires is a summons to some personified

clan or tribe to take the field against the oppressors. MT.
has the great merit of allowing us to see the true text

through it. Read 'in -nis. ~rm for TIEN as no, Gen.

xvi. 7, Ps. xviii. 30, etc.
;

' Asshur' here means the Asshurite

oppressors of the Israelites in N. Arabia. For /. 2 Moore

(SBOTJ gives D2 mill 'TSn, but this will not account for

the TtD of MT.
;
while Lagrange attaches TtDl to /. I, which

gives a bad sense, and is arbitrary. These scholars, it is

true, follow their method
;

see the oldest recension of (J|.

But /jivpidSas iiera Xaou, i.e. Di?l min, most probably comes
from D^ns DS1, which was originally a gloss on -n^Nl.

Moore and Lagrange also feel bound to follow the readings,

evla"xy<rov
= pin (Moore) or ev la"%vi

= "|TS1 (Lagr.). This

word, however, is pure amplification. Both lines in the true

text are trimeters
; -plttf comes from tzn:n ;

DWON represents
DS "OlN, where 'IN, as elsewhere, = 133, and DI> = 53 = crns.

V. 13 should be collated with v. lib. If the form were

in use we might read (in a) D^NiBr
;

in this Case we should

keep D^Tmi. It is assumed above that "i(l)li represents
ns. So in v. 2$b. In both passages 'lil is rather a pale

expression. In v. 14 p^Dia and TdOi7l both represent the

same word, probably roi?DD. For pTCUQ (>, Theodotus have

pD23, which Moore, Budde, and Lagrange adopt. This is a

step towards the truth, for poi? often represents rose. For

the troublesome D'OEQ read D^pnno. 1DD is metrically

superfluous ;
it is probably a gloss. In v. I 5 "niDl is a frag-

ment of -Dam (so read). Delete the following -DBF, and read

p represents ID, the last syllable of -DttT. It
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seems to have displaced Nin. Read, probably, inn

p-D,
' Iscar means Barak.' For nhti) posi read n^DD wi, or

the like; cp.
'

Casluhim,' Gen. x. 14; also Chesil and
Chesalon. V^TQ is a simple change. For nilfpD read

nm^D. Note <g
L
's readings for Pelet (i Chr. ii. 47) and

Peleth (Num. xvi. i), viz. <f)a\ey and <f>a\K, and cp. H. W.
Hogg, . /?#., 'Reuben,' 12, with note 5. 'Peleth' was
a Reubenite

; ultimately this name and ' Pelesheth
'

have
the same origin, viz.

'

Zarephath
'

; cp. E. Bib.,
'

Pelethites.'

Read -npn ((g>
B
),

clearer. In v. 16 DTiDlDD(n) is evidently

wrong; also in Gen. xlix. 14, and (without D) Ps. Ixviii. 14.

Moore makes the word = rhPiQtDN, 'dung-heaps,' 'ash-

mounds.' Rather read DTiDtD = DTIDS,
'

Zephathites
'

(i.e.

'

Zarephathites '), and in next line, D"1

!"]!? HjTitp (cp. Jer.

xix. 8, etc.).
'

Arabians,'
'

Zarephath
'

are parallel in //. i f.

of the poem. In v. 17 Houb., Budde, etc., read "73 for

~n?Sl ;
a tribal name is wanted. Cp. Pesh.

;
and 2 S.

xxiii. 36 ((g
B
), 2 K. x. 33 ((g

A
).

For prrn Ilia read, as

usual (see on i. i
), 3MGITP. 1"$3- Metre, however, suggests

that YlY1 is a gloss. Of this, the superfluous nof? in next

line may be a corruption (rr from n). For nvUN, which

Ruben rightly questions, and for which Budde once read

TTPND, we should read |JTN, i.e. the Ethanites of N. Arabia

(see i K. iv. 31). For fpn*? read iinvbi? ; D-'D"' = D^tP, a

gloss. Cp. on Gen. xlix. 1 3.
' Rehob ' = Rehoboth (as

Josh. xix. 28). vnDD, air. \ey., imperfectly explained as

'his ports' (Schultens, Op. min. 163) or 'his landing-places'

(BDB}.
'

II est difficile de habiter contre ses propres ports
'

(Lagr.). The word has some resemblance to another obscure

word, DTiDtDQ, and almost certainly has the same origin, viz.

1 8. nioS imDD f]in. 'The original meaning (of

),

" to despise," passes over into that of "
giving up

"

(Bertheau). But where does ?pn mean '

to despise
'

? Isa.

liii. 12 is quoted, but me& ItDDD mi>n is doubtful. Duhm,
Marti, and SBOT omit mnf? as a gloss. But is it to be also

a gloss in Judg. v. 1 8 ? Doubtless one of the above three

words is metrically superfluous. But notice that fnon, or

some closely similar group of letters, often represents either

^NSQQT or YTT (see on i S. x. 10), and this is most

probably the case with mob both in Judges and in
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Isaiah. 1 The nearer of the two possible originals is

This implies, in the case of Judg. v. 18, that ^NSQBT (the

original reading) was intended either as a gloss on, an

equivalent term to, 'DOT, or as a correction of a miswritten

'DBF. The latter is the more probable view
;

in fact, it is

not uncommon (e.g. v. 21) to find ^t&M (it&DD) written in-

stead of pan = bNSDBT. Read, therefore, 'DBF fpn. Insults

(cp. i S. xvii. 43 f. ', cp. v. 10) were a common mode of

defying an enemy. In /. 2 transpose ; ^DViD represents

7MQHT (cp. on Josh. xi. 5,
' Merom

').

Part iii. v. 1 9. The gloss is plain ; lonS^ TN = D'^HOfTT

(t
= 1, D = D). pDsrrva accords with pm m in v. 6. For the

wide extension of the Anakites, see Josh. xi. 21. l~riD. As
in Josh. xvii. II, etc., from bllld. f]DD from Dtps, as Isa.

xlviii. 10. inpf? d~>. The final h& in fwDrrT often gets

separated, and is prefixed as N~>. np7 (like pm, sometimes)
from noT = ^NnnT. 20. A fine but not clear passage.

p[] and DTBID both represent SNSDQT ; lorta (twice), Q-OD1D

come from S>NDrrT ; Dmf?DD[D] = TlpOttft For NID^D DS
read ~ntt)N D^. Vv. 21 and 22 are best transposed. Both

have been overgrown by faulty readings, out of which the

redactor has done his best to extract a passable sense. In

v. 22 inSn 7 (cp. lon^D tN, v. 19) represents tr^HDITP; so,

too, "Qps (like Ipir
1 now and then) ;

Ruben has already
divined that "lp^ conceals the name of a country. DID, as

so often, = either oh3 or YIIDN (TintDN) ; cp. NID^D. rmrrTD

rmrn is left by Moore
;
also lo^rr (^iD^n).

He remarks,

however, that ' the text has been differently understood, and

has varied considerably.' Ruben keeps v. 22a, and in b

reads 'IN JTnrTTD Ti^l ('i
= Kadavadu, a land whose prince

was an ally of the
'

Hittite
'

king Sisera). ra? v/Spet? eWra-

cre<B5 avT&v, where eiccnacr. avrwv represents Drmn (cp. ^,
i S. xiv. 15). \nJQR, July 1898, p. 566, I suggested, on

this ground, iDT-iD, retaining the VT3N of MT. and 0. But the

initial 3 is a difficulty. We must, therefore, question both

'~T '"TO and 'IN. The reading underlying VT1N can only be

Now the original text comes out. Attach o in 'ID

1
Read, probably, hnyoer isnn -\vtt nnn. Both IB-SJ and mo 1

?
(
= Vcn, see

on i S. x. 1 1
) represent 'ov\ The next verse-number in MT. needs no

emendation. Correct p. 46 accordingly.
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to DID, i.e. YiB?N, and read VTIN 1~nn D-H^N. V. 21 is full

of difficulty ; pBTp TTn alone seems clear, but even this has

to be improved, 'p is doubtless an early popular corruption
of ftps. DD~Q,

'

scraped them out,' cannot be right. (Does

xAp^ really exist ?) DD12 (JQR, l.c!) fits in with Ruben's

Assyriological explanation of 11? 'BJDD. But this seems to

me now too bold. It is one of the many Assyriological

explanations which Delitzsch and others have suggested, but

which a further study shows to be precarious. We do

expect, however (Ruben is right here), a reference to the

dead bodies of the foes
; read, therefore, Drp-QD ]BTO f?n31.

pBFp 'D D^cmp '2. The explanations of Sp are forced

(see E. Bib., col. 2683, note 2). Nor would it be wise to

correct into D^Dpn (DpT = f?NDJTP), for the older (J| version

(with Theod.) gives fcaS^o-ei/*. Ruben would therefore read

D^anp,
' the Kadeshites

'

(the people of the northern [so

Ruben] or of the southern Kadesh). This might be a

second name of the nahal in question. It is, however, not

probable that such a name (unattested elsewhere) was known
to the glossator ;

at the end of v. 21 YlT and 'DBF are given
as glosses. The most probable view is that D^BMp comes

from D-'BMp, i.e. D/'BTD. 72 ^B>D3 represents two corruptions of

'DBF ;
for '3 see on v. 1 8

;
for is, cp. WPN and ps. ^DTrn

(cp. 1TTH, Zech. ix. I )
= ^NDim 'or and 'rrr 1 are glosses

on p^p or D-'Bnp. The method is surely wrong which

produces D~TO 'B7D3 ITT B?7p '2,
'

le torrent de Kades a fou!6

les cadavres des forts' (Lagrange). 23. rno is neither

from Merom nor from Meron, but from -nsp ; cp. (Jf
A

/jLafap, at least for the transposition of letters. The

Misrites had once been Israel's friends
; yet

'

they came

not,' etc. See E. Bib.,
( Meroz.' For D^Tlim read D^fiia

(see on v. 13^). In niH"1 IN^D ^DN, ^DN comes from

D^N (the southern Aram) ;

'
'D represents m"1 ^ND, i.e.

SNDHT. We might, indeed, truthfully say that both 'D

and '> possibly represent ^MOTTP ; there are parallels enough
to prove this. But it is simpler to suppose that the two

halves of 'nT were transposed, and that SND was misread

'SD = IN^D. On the MT. Moore remarks,
'

It must be con-

ceded that the phrase here has some difficulty.' Grimme

and Lagrange delete "IN^D on this account. But why should
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a special divine command be introduced ?
'

They came not

to the help of Yahwe '

;
curse them, therefore. Is not this

the ancient feeling? In v. 24, a prosaic gloss. 25. Roth-

stein makes a very good suggestion (ZDMG Ivi. 200) ; D^o

h&V cannot originally have belonged to this line
;

it must

be a later addition
; suggested probably by iv. 1 9. But the

rest of the text has still to be adequately criticised. The

key of the situation lies in D^TTN. Being corrupt in v. 13,

this word may very likely be so here. Indeed, what sense

here has 'TN SDD ? It was not the bowl but the milk that

was important.
' A bowl fit for giants

'

(Moore) ? But we
do not hear that Sisera was a giant, and the ordinary Arab's

bowl is 'mighty' (Doughty, Arabia Deserta, i. 398). 'A
bowl fit for illustrious guests

'

(Budde) ? But did nomad
women keep artistic bowls ? In this context surely the

milk, not the bowl, requires emphasis. D^TTN should be

D^rs ;
and this should stand in /. I, DTO Yr (cp. Prov.

xxvii. 27). 26. The text is questioned in E. Bib., 'Jael,'

but not adequately corrected. Passing over, for brevity's sake,

both ancient and modern explanations (except the latest

n^m "Tp*?c} Rothstein), I venture to say that for mt&rrfp

O^yOSf we should almost certainly read SNOHT ZSID^. A
club-stick loaded with iron (cp. Doughty, Ar. Des. i. 397) is

meant
;
Vrr ZolD, because N. Arabia had abundance of iron

ore (cp. on Jer. xv. 1 2). It now becomes plausible to correct

the impossible *rrp into nmn, which, though in Assyrian it

means 'javelin' (see on Ps. Iv. 22), may in Hebrew have

also meant '

club-stick.' npno, miswritten for mmci (out of

place) ;
so Marquart. For the inappropriate noSn read

nn^D (Gratz). 27. Omit dittographed words. For itDiO.

DO) JHD (omitted, too hastily, by Budde) read D^BTO ; cp.

2 S. iii. 33. The word was miswritten, with letters ditto-

graphed ;
then came the redactor. For TTTtD read THEN,

which should also be restored for NID^D.

In Part iv. there is much of interest to notice. i:rm,
'and wailed' (v, 28), first excites our suspicion. If

is right, 'm should be a synonym. The /care^

of (SI
AL

suggested to Klostermann phanpvi (Marq., Bu.,

Lagr.). Plausible, but the trimeter is complete without

either* word. 1TTV) is, no doubt, a corruption, but not
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necessarily of a verb. It may represent either a gloss
or a variant to any of the words in v. 2%a (assuming
the text to be correct). Next (b\ rrrmiD moan looks

doubtful. ' The wisest of her princesses
'

;
who are these

princesses ? Consorts of neighbouring chieftains ? and why
are they credited with wisdom ? There were ' wise women,'
no doubt (the poet speaks from his own observation

cp. 2 S. xiv. 2, xx. 1 6), but their 'wisdom' had no con-

nection with their position as wives. Nothing of importance
is gained by pointing npDn (Marti, Budde, Lagr.), 'the

sagest of her court ladies answers her.' And what an

unwise 'answer' v. 30 presents! In fact, vv. 29, 30 are,

from first to last, impossible. Nor is this all. Negatively,
as well as positively, the text is open to strong objection,

(i) there is no geography, and (2) there is no religion, at

least till we come to v. 31 a, of which, as Winter (ZATW
ix. 224), approved by Budde, says,

'

this colourless, moral-

ising reflexion spoils the effect of this fine specimen of the

poetic art.' The geography and religion must, of course, be

looked for at the opening of the part (v. 28). Evidently
"Tia should come from Tia. Now, as to p^nn and ruONn.

The key to pf?n is in Josh. xv. 5 1 (see note), where a place
so called is grouped with ' Goshen ' and ' Giloh

'

(both Negeb
names), and in Gen. x. 23 where Sin is a son of

(
= f?NQnT), and the key to }D8?N is in Gen. xiv. I, where

is the name of the king of noTN (i.e. ^NDrrr ; cp. D"]N), and,

according to analogy (Abishai, Abishalon), should represent

'OOP 1"U? ; cp. also on Dt. i. 4 (]&n = JOHN). Read, therefore,

pSn -ria (
= VTT TSH) and JOHN TJO (

= 'DOT ms vso). In

iv. 2 the city of '

Sisera
'

is called ntznn, i.e. mnttf, the

feminine form of
"intpN. But, as we may see from 2 S.

xxiii. 13,
' Ashhur' and '

Jerahmeel' are practically synony-
mous. Now, as to the religion. The N. Arabian peoples
were pre-eminently addicted to soothsaying ; cp. e.g. on Dt.

xviii. 9/i, 2 K. i. 2, Isa. ii. 6. What more probable than

that the queen-mother should seek an oracle as to the cause

of the delay in Sisera's return? For HDpO3 (v. 28) read

nD2?3, and for m:u;m read iznir (cp. Isa. ii. 6 and Ivii. 3).

But where are the '

diviners
'

? Read, probably, rrtjnpp 'DSn.

It was the sanctuaries which were the centres of N. Arabian

32
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'wisdom,' and v. 2gb so fascinating in MT. in its suggestive

obscurity should be ^NDTTP TBF Nin IN. The type of cor-

ruption in rh rmoN is common. It still remains to correct

1TTT1. The most suitable correction is nYOl (l and
*i, -i and

1 confounded).
'

Sisera's
' mother ranked next after the

king (cp. i K. xv. 13, 2 K. x. 13). Nlib and the second

SVTO are metrically superfluous. In v. 30 hh is a cor-

ruption of fjNSOOT (ShntZT would here be unsuitable) ;
this is

the first and most obvious correction (cp. on Isa. viii. i). It

then follows that *lpf?rr is wrong ;
read ^NonT ; 'oHT was

inserted as a gloss. INSO"1 will then become DSS\ The
' wise men of her sanctuary

'

(plur. of extension) return

answer that there is no ground for uneasiness. The king
will bring back his victorious forces. The

j|
to DSir is -Qjp

'"IOT Nnsrftt?, which underlies hhw "nNlS*? NiD^D*? 111 WNlh.

The difficulty of hh "nNlsb is well-known (see Moore and

Budde). Both words,
/%

1X(^) and hhw, are specially liable to

emerge as the result of corruption (for '"is, see on Judg.
viii. 21, 26, and Ps. Ixxv. 6). The remainder of v. 30
has grown out of repeated attempts of the scribe to write

SNZDTTP SwotD"1

correctly. These words were originally a

marginal note equating 'Jerahmeel' with ' Ishmael.' The

corruptions are hhto (see above), D^IS and s}2 (cp. on Gen.

xiv. 2, xxxvi. 2, 2 S. ix. 2) ;
these represent 'ctJT ;

and rrepT
and DTiDpl, representing TNDtTt1

. The two latter words

Gratz (Gesck. i. 118) and C. Taylor (Journ. of Philology,

1873, P- 61) take to be for DTnon nion, 'heaps upon

heaps' (?), Judg. xv. 16. The comparison, at any rate, is,

in point, for lion (cp. on Judg. I.e., Gen. xxxiii. 19, xlix. 14)

is a very possible corruption of TNOfTf1
. V. 3 i a is not a

redactor's insertion in the style of the psalms (see above),

but a part of the oracle, p may be a corruption of ^D

(written too soon), mrp T^HN comes from 7onT ""TIN

(on mrp for YlT, see on Gen. ii. 4). Omit im:m (metri-

cally superfluous). After the Song comes a redactional

notice, [SN2EQT] l"i?O p-iNH 'BptDlYi. I cannot help thinking
this correction a great help to the effect of the narrative

;

those who have ever read chap. v. aloud will agree with me.

The corruptions of MT. are paralleled in iii. 11, Am. ii. 10,

v. 25, etc. (see notes).
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CHAPS, vi.-viii. The narrative is highly complicated,
and traces of composite origin abound. Nowhere has

criticism been more carefully and acutely applied than here

(E. Bib., col. 1719). And yet the imperfection of that

textual criticism, which necessarily precedes a sound docu-

mentary analysis, vitiates to a considerable extent the results

thus far attained. A fresh combination of textual, literary,

and historical criticism was attempted by the writer in 1 900,
the results of which are given in E. Bib.,

'

Gideon.' In that

article the writer certainly did not minimise his debt to the

criticism summed up by Prof. Moore (Judges, 1895), but the

pressing necessity for a keener textual criticism than that

applied by Moore forbad him to let the student suppose
that Moore's view of the legend of Gideon adequately repre-
sented the actual state of investigation. The results of the

article could not, it was admitted, be more than provisional ;

the early fusion of the different traditions having been fairly

thorough. But it was held to be '

scarcely open to doubt

that Gideon (Gaddiel ?) and Jerubbaal (Uribaal ?) are two

different heroes (the one belonging to W. Manasseh, the

other either to Gad or to E. Manasseh), whose respective

legends have been combined and expanded by successive

narrators and editors
'

(E. Bib., I.e.}. That Gideon and

Jerubbaal were different heroes was adopted from C. Niebuhr

and Winckler. Not only this, but the main outlines of two

distinct legends appeared to follow from the '

higher criti-

cism
'

of the text, as revised with some attempt at complete-

ness. Winckler (see KAT(S)
,
first half [1902], p. 216; cp.

GI ii. [1900], pp. 135^) appears to be still contented with

his earlier results, in spite of the fact that he has laid the

foundation for a new view of Israelitish history, according to

which the N. Arabian borderland was very largely mixed up
with the affairs of the Israelites. It is this new view which

has obliged me to revise the results of the article
' Gideon.'

Those results are indeed a step in advance, and the latest

editor of Judges (the learned and acute Pere M. J. Lagrange)
has not, I think, justified either the extreme caution of his

own views, or his silence as to the article in the E. Bib.

But in investigations like the present, no one can be tied

down to his own printed words. The scene of the original
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narrative, as well as (of course) the various traditions fused

together in it, is in N. Arabia. This could only be laid down
after considerable research into other parts of the Hebrew
texts. Now, however, it can be affirmed to be something

which, though doubtless susceptible of fuller proof, is, never-

theless, so far proved that arguments of a quite novel char-

acter and of quite extraordinary weight would be required
to subvert it. It does not, therefore, seem impossible that

one and the same legendary hero may be intended through-
out chaps, vi.-viii., and that, just as the leading king of

Kenaz in chap. iv. is called both Jabin or Jamin (i,e, Jerah-

meel) and Sisera (i.e. Ashhur), so the heroic deliverer of

chaps, vi.-viii. may have been called traditionally both

Gideon (i.e. Gileadon) and Jerubbaal (t.e. Jerahmeel). Nor
is the difference in the ethnic names of Israel's enemies of

much importance. Amalekites and b'ne Kedem or Rekem

(yi- 3> 33> vu - 12
;
so Pesh.) are both names of the Jerah-

meelites.
'

Ishmael,' which underlies D^DtD 211D in vi. i, is a

common synonym for
'

Jerahmeel.'
'

Midianites,' as Winckler

has made probable (KAT(y)
, p. 143), is the name of the

people of the N. Arabian region, called by the Assyrians
Musri (

= Heb. Missor). Attention may perhaps be called

in advance to the explanation here given of the genesis of

the so-called '

late embellishments
'

of the Gideon-legend in vii.

2-8, and to that of the dream of the Midianite in vii. 13 f.

CHAP. vi. 3. See on v. 33. 10. Read 'cn^. 1 1. TN^Q
mrp and DTrfwn 'h& (v. 20) both appear to represent

mrr TNOITP; see on ii. I, vi. 24, Gen. xxi. 17.
'

Ophrah.'
See on i S. xiii. 1 7 f.

' Abiezer
'

;
also a Negeb name,

as, indeed, is suggested by the neighbouring names in the

lists, Num. xxvi. 30, Josh. xvii. 2, i Chr. vii. 18 (note

e.g. Helek, Hammolecheth, Milcah, Ishhod [Ashhur]). In

i Chr. iv. 4 Ezer is a son of Hur (Ashhur), etc.
'

Abi,' as

usual, = Arab. Gideon then is a N. Arabian Israelite.

'

Gideon,' psil. Certainly not ' the Hewer.' Possibly con-

nected with SN^TI (Phcen. ^JMTTl), but much more probably
from pTO&Sf

'

belonging to Gilead
'

(see on Num. i. 1 1
).

x All

1 The southern Gilead is intended. It need hardly be said that

half Gilead belonged to Manasseh, and that Gideon was a Manassite

(v. 15).
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these hero-names have a distinct local significance. Cp. the

name of Gideon's son, Abimelek = Arab-jerahmeel, and note
that in 2 S. xvii. 22 (rightly read) 'the land of Gilead

'

is a

gloss on ' Arab-ishmael
'

(
= '

Arab-jerahmeel ').

vi. 14. For m irm read perhaps vpmra (cp. Gen.

xiv. 14). 24. Yahive-shalom, i.e. 'Yahwe is well-disposed'?

(so Moore, cp. v. 23). Most probably the original name was
'

Yahwe-Ishmael,' equivalent to '

Yahwe-Jerahmeel,' an early
name of the God of Israel (cp. on Gen. ii. 4^). It should

be remembered that mm "TN^Q (vv. 1 1 ff.} is equivalent to

mm 7Nn>n~p, i.e. the God known as Jerahmeel-Yahwe (see on

ii. i). Gideon has seen this God 'face to face,' and been

afraid for his life. The God has reassured him, and the

altar called 'Yahwe-Ishmael' commemorates the theophany.
On (j|'s elprjvrj Kvptov, see Moore (SBOT, Heb., p. 40).

vi. 25, 26, 28. The text has been altered by the

redactor, who had before him a text partly corrupt and

partly expanded by glosses, '"Ui nErriN np cannot be right ;

v. 27 suggests that the original reading was T~r^o D^tBDN np,
or the like. This became illegible, and the redactor inserted

from the margin a gloss which has become corrupt, and

needed to be manipulated in order that any sense might be

got out of it. The true form of the passage probably was

'ocr 'DBT mos VKBTIT^ nttf* YirrttN mos,
'

Ophrah of

Ashhur, which (is reckoned) to Jerahmeel, Ophrah of Ish-

mael
'

;
this was a gloss on '

Ophrah of the Abi-ezrites
'

v. 24. (The only correction which may seem doubtful is

f?N2DBP for MT.'s -OID and D^B) JOttf. See, however, on v. I,

and note that (f|'s rov ft6ojfm> TOV o-irevrov, i.e. ]QtDn 1DH [cp.

Moore], confirms this.
1

) After making this insertion the

redactor harmonised vv. 26 and 28 with the manipulated
v. 25. In v. 26 note also the unintelligible n^DH and

mni?al. Budde apparently takes n$D to refer in some way
to a neighbouring hill. But he does not explain how this

can be. (@i takes the word to be a proper name (some MSS.
insert rov opou?) ;

the form it assumes is Maoue/c [B] or

The latter suggests nDSD (cp. TW * s - xxvii. 2).

is obviously the original of the impossible mj-iSQ ;
it

may also be that of mn moil, the link being rmso (m arose

1
\ov in MT. often (see e.g. on iii. 28, Isa. x. 27) represents
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through dittography). &?hn, however, is not clear, for

was hardly the name of a hill. Remembering the "iintDN (?)

of the gloss in v. 25, we might perhaps read YintDN ["irr] hs

'DI,
' on Mount Ashhur in Maacah '

; cp. Din in = iintUN in,

i. 35. Was Ashhur near Ophrah? Was it the scene of a

battle in which Gideon-Jerubbaal was victorious ? Cp. on

viii. 13.

vi. 32. So then the original name '

Jerahmeel
' had

already become '

Jerubbaal
'

(cp. E. Bib.,
'

Jerubbaal ').

Another corruption of the name is
'

Jerubbesheth
'

(ultimately

from ' Ishmael
'). This, however, is due to an arbitrary scribe

(see on 2 S. xi. 21). 33. p^>DS, an early corruption of 'r?T.

The same ethnic suffered different corruptions in different

regions and localities. Dip here, as often, = Dpi, i.e. cnv ;

cp. on Jer. xlix. 28, and E. Bib.,
'

Rekem,' and col. 1719,
note 4. For V posi read V rose},

' in Jizreelite Maacath.'

Cp. Josh. xvii. 1 6.

vi. 35. All the tribal territories were in N. Arabia
;

i.e.

there were a Manasseh, an Asher, etc., in N. Arabia, as

indeed is suggested by the names of the tribes mentioned,

except Naphtali, and the phenomena in this and other early

stories make it not merely possible but probable that the

Negeb tribal territories are referred to.

CHAP. vii. i. The topographical description has suffered

either corruption or manipulation by an uncomprehending re-

dactor. The scene is most probably in the Negeb.
1

Tnri p?

(or 112 -PS? cp. (Jf
B

, apaS) is there; see on i S.xxviii. 7, xxix. I.

The name m*)D, too, is there
;
see on Gen. xii. 6. Even

pos, which at first sight (see MT. vi. 33) seems to point

distinctly to the plain of Jezreel, is most probably, as else-

where (vi. 33, Ps. Ix. 8, etc.), a corruption of rrDSQ, a name
which belongs primarily to the Negeb (see on nnnD, v. 8).
rmorr rum may possibly represent f?NDTTr Dim, the name
of a city with a famous sanctuary (see on Jer. iii. 23 f.\ but

it is also possible that nsm may have sprung either from

IWa = "Tl>l or from 93*?'xn ; mion, i.e. TNtihT, would in

this case be either an appendage to
f
hl or a perfectly

correct gloss on 'an. For an attempt to deal with the text

1 It may again be remarked that, for brevity and variety of expres-

sion,
'

Negeb
'
is here used widely for the N. Arabian borderland.
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of v. I as a whole, see E. Bib., cols. 1966 /., cp. 1724
(top).

vii. 2-Sa, a late insertion
;

for the evidence, see Budde.
But neither this critic nor Moore acute as they both are

have discovered the genesis of the tale. The story of the
'

smelting out
'

(*ps) of the less ardent warriors, and the

impossible numbers (cp. Lagrange) in v. $b, have grown out

of corrupt glosses. ?ps (v. 4) and nos (v. 3) have both

arisen out of -IDIS (Gen. xxxvi. 1 1 ) or DD12, and the numbers
in v. T,b from D*n&N and D'^HMDBP. Parallels in abundance
exist in this very book. A '

pure Midrash '

(Budde) can now
be observed in the making. 8. nnnn, from nDSD (

=
pns).

vii. 3 f. On the chief cruces see preceding note. The
mention of Mt. Gilead is only a difficulty if Gideon lived

in central Palestine. For one view of the text see E. Bib.,

col. 1967, note i. (f|'s eV^eopemu, however, may represent

m:r (cp. Am. vii. 1 2\ which would give a suitable sense. "iD^

is surely impossible ; '^ should mean ' to plait,' or '

to twitter.'

vii. io. ma. Probably from mD or mDN. 1 1.

D^tDDH, from D^HSOOT. See on Ex. xiii. 18. 12. Trans-

pose pEiQ and ET7B3| and read 'nr DDSDl (see on viii. io).

'in fnro. Read ^NonT-D? na ism bwDnr. Cp. on Gen.

xxii. 17, Josh. xi. 4, I S. xiii. 5, I K. v. 9. 13. Wfc, Kr.

^r^s ;

' sense and etymology unknown '

(Lagrange).
' From

the context, a round (disk-shaped) cake or loaf (Moore).

See also Budde, ZDPV, 1895, p. 93. ^2, however, as well

as D^2, is a current corruption of ^NSDBP (cp. on "5272, Isa.

xviii. i
; *hh*, Jer. vi. 4), and arh of f?HDrrP ; WWto at

once suggests D^^. It was not a rolling cake,
'

trundling

through the camp,' of which the Midianite dreamed, but a

wonderful sword which turned every way, as in Gen. iii. 24.

inri may safely be inserted (see v. 14). Read probably

-'in "jenno [o^i^H Vrp] VHSDOP mn nam. By Ishmael

(Jerahmeel, Asshurim) the speaker means the followers of

Gideon or Jerubbaal. The region from which these men

came was called indifferently Ishmael, Jerahmeel, and

Asshur. Of course, this part of the complex narrative (see

on chap, vi.) designated the foes of the Israelites, not

Jerahmeelites, but Midianites. 14. Omit WNVp p
is to be taken collectively.
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vii. 22. The explanation of the route of the fugitives

depends, of course, on our view of the scene of the conflict.

Whatever line we take, the text has to be corrected. If

Gideon was a hero of central Palestine, the corrections

proposed in E. Bib., col. 1720, are plausible. If, however,

he belonged to N. Arabia, a re-examination of the text

becomes necessary. n&CJrT ml'"?!? corresponds equally with

rim-iS and with nDOrrs. In fact, rr&tD (cp. on Joel iv. 18),

and nDtD certainly, and mis not improbably, represent riDlS
l

(cp. on i K. xi. 26). f?}N nSino, too, is a Negeb name

(cp. on i K. iv. 1 2), both parts of which come from ^NonT,

though the connection of SIN (especially) must have been

early forgotten. Tabbath (cp. Jotbah, Tabbaoth) also points

to the far south (see E. Bib., col. 4860). 24. The paral-

lelism of iii. 28, xii. 5, suggests that what is meant is 'the

fords of the Jarhon
'

(the stream, whose name is so often

miswritten as ]TV), i.e. that imiSD JTT7T became miswritten,

by corruption and dittography in such a way, that the

redactor, who transferred Gideon to central Palestine, could

make it into '-prrnNl mi mi is D-'orrriN. It is worth

adding though no deduction can be drawn from it that

may (see 2 S. xii. 26 f.} represent a fragment of

,
and that mi rri might come from n$ rPl (see

on 2 S. xvi. 14). The difficult words here may conceal

something no longer to be recovered which was in accord-

ance with the ancient geography of N. Arabia.

vii. 25, viii. 5. Winckler's mythological explanations

hardly justify themselves (GI ii. 1367^). ITS 'comes from

ITS ; T1S[1] may come from ito, and lp-{l] from DJ7
1

(
= Dim),

a variant to 1N7. As to the origin of INI (and possibly of

the Zabibieh of Tiglath-pileser's inscription), we can no longer
have any doubt

;
it is a corruption of fpNsnBP (cp. on 7S1,

'I K. vii. 21
; 711, Gen. xxii. 21

; nils, 2 S. viii. 3 ; NT'S,

ix. 2
; HTttS, i Chr. ii. 1 8). SDoSs, too, certainly comes

1
Lagrange (Livre des Juges, p. 139) thinks that there were two

places called rmx or jms. He criticises Budde, who connects Beth-

hassitta with Mesetta, SSE. of Jogbeha, where, Lagrange remarks, no

acacia (nov) has ever grown. Lagrange is always interesting on

Palestine geography, but his candidly expressed
' incertitudes

' would

not have arisen if he had devoted a more systematic and thorough study
to textual criticism. Cp. E. Bib.,

' Zarethan.'
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from SNSDBF. The view which has now become the

favourite, that 'n^S includes the divine name cbx, is only
plausible if D^ and ^NSOBF may be connected. The proper
name 3TEC&2 in an inscription from Teima, referred to by
Noldeke, however explained in later times, may perhaps
be compounded of two independent forms of the ethnic

best known to us as 'DB>\ Thus we get two parallel pairs
of names, Oreb and Zeeb = 'Arab and Ishmael, and Zebah
and Zalmunna, both = Ishmael. Tradition loves to dupli-
cate. Note ms-DWm See E. Bib.,

l

Oreb,'
* Zalmunna.'

CHAP. viii. 4. D^p-pn D^p^, (@>, Tretvwvres KOI SidticovTes (B),

oXiyotyvxovvres K. B. (A). Budde (and before him Houb.
made the same correction) infers from (J|

AL
, D"Qyfi V But

the words just here are not wanted, and Moore (SHOT, Heb.,

p. 43) suggests that they may be glosses, derived from v. 5.

This, however, is too easy a correction
; why should such

glosses have arisen ? The key is supplied by the
||,

2 S.

xvi. 4 (see note). Read THOITP Tn>,
' to 'Arab-jerahmeel.'

It is a correction of ins rrnTTT. The true text said,
' And

Gideon came to 'Arab-jerahmeel, he and the 300 men that

were with him.' It now becomes unnecessary to remark,
'

-Qi? is really impossible ;
read 1:1^1 with (Jf ,

or suppress it as

a gloss ;
the passage of the Jordan was a matter of course

'

(Lagrange ; cp. Moore, Budde). 5. rh3p. Read nD^D (see

on Josh. xiii. 27), or less probably, nDl>o.

viii. lof. iplp should be either Dpi or ^Nom*1

(see,

however, E. Bib., col. 1720). Dpi . . . D*nm:jrT ^O is re-

dactional. The rest of the verse has for its substratum cor-

ruptly written ethnics. ffhfQ (difficult to render) comes from

CrOMOTTT (so in viii. 10, Gen. vi. 4, etc.), of which HND is also

a fragment. D-HIDS represents D^M ; BTN *|f?N, ^>N2Q&r ; vf?W

and mn, 'OUT and TTV respectively (cp. on xx. 2). 1 1. MT.

D^rrNl rttD^rr TH> untranslatable. E. Bib., col. 1721,

note i
,
reads ptocm = ptoDT A step in the right direction.

But we are in the southern Aram. Read TNBITP DQJ13 TTT.

ntil should perhaps be rTOm[3]. Cp. on 2 S. viii. 8,

Ezek. xxx. 9.

viii. 13. MT. D*inn n^o^p nonWr;p. Read -inoJNp

^MOTPP. Both nnn^n and nS^D occur elsewhere as corrup-

tions of 'rrT ;
on Din cp. on i. 35. V. 10 tells us that the
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enemy was in Jerahmeel, and in the true text of vi. 26,
' Ashhur in Maacath '

appears to be indicated as the scene of

a victory of Gideon.

viii. 1 8 ff. For "nin read probably rni'm ; cp. on mi,
v. 33, on iv. 7, Josh. xix. 11, and Ps. Ixxxix. 13^. Differ-

ently, Budde, and E. Bib., col. 1720. For ~rrrN DmcD
read n^NDnr. At any rate, DiTlDD (Jer. xli. 17) and

(i S. i. i) are elsewhere corruptions of SNDHT. "fSnn ("03)

also comes from VfT ("OH). Read, therefore, as the answer

of the Ishmaelites, f?NonT "SI "iNro, with the variant

D^NDrrr. DH * has the same origin. Gideon's rejoinder

is Yrp TIN,
' the Jerahmeelites are my kinsmen.' irr. The

other occurrences of the name are significant as to the

locality of those who bore it.

viii. 21. The last clause, as Budde remarks, sounds

very strangely. Why speak of the camels here ? Besides,

according to v. 26, the crescents (VrtD) were worn by the

Midianites. Surely we should read here nYT^rrriN n^'l
crSNorrT 'inn noJN. Cp. 2 S. i. 10, the m^S on king Saul's

arm. The words became half effaced, and the redactor filled

up inadvertently (see v. 26).

viii. 28. Correct, as in Judg. v. 31, Dmsa pNH ttpmrn

[SNSDBr]. 31. T?D
>

aN, i.e. originally SNDHT yw. 33. MT.

TV13 h$3. ;
so ix. 4, but in ix. 46, El-berith. If there were

any proof of a direct relation between Shechem and the city

Berith (Beirut), we might, thinks Lagrange,
1

explain rvQ Sl?l

as Baal of Berytus,
' the Baal

'

being almost always the Baal

of a place, whereas the name of El is habitually followed by
a word '

indicating a memory.' For this statement respect-

ing El he refers to Gen. xxi. 33, where Abraham is said to

have called at Beer-sheba on the name of El-
r

olam. He
thinks himself that the primitive form of the name of the

god of Shechem was El-berith, that this was changed into

Baal-berith (' Baal de 1'Alliance ') to emphasise the idolatrous

character of his cultus, that El-berith may quite well date

back to the Israelites, and that it is probably
' the name

which in Gen. xxxiii. 20 is suppressed when, after the agree-

ment with Hamor, Jacob mentions by name El ... God of

1 Livre des Juges, pp. 164, 185 ; cp. Rel. Sent. p. 84.
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Israel.' The hypothesis is as premature as that of Winckler. 1

If almost everywhere else
' the Baal

'

is the Baal of a place,

why should not this be the case here ? And if an examina-
tion of El-olam, El-elohe- Israel, El-roi reveals the fact that

these titles are made up of El and a N. Arabian ethnic or

district, why should not El-berith be similarly composed ?

Some light may be thrown upon rp-Q bia (i) from viii. 18,

where ran probably comes from rvarn, (2) from 2 S. viii. 8,

where Tnio, as I3AL

suggests, has come from mrpD ;
and

(3) from Ezek. xlvii. 16, where in like manner a comprehen-
sive view of the context, coupled with a due regard to

historical criticism, bids us read, not nrrni (which Ewald

wrongly connected with the well-known Berytus), but rVQTn.

In our passage, too, the best sense is produced by reading
Baal- and El-rehoboth. The importance of Rehoboth in the

Negeb was great (see E. Bib., 'Rehoboth'), and we cannot

doubt that this importance extended to religion. It is not

improbable that at Rehoboth, and not at Hebron, was the

reputed tomb of Abraham (a Jerahmeelite hero) ;
also that

' Rehoboth '

in
' Baal-rehoboth

'

(underlying Baal-berith) is

used as an equivalent to
' Ishmael

'

in the phrase
' Baal-

ishmael
'

(underlying Baal-zebub, see on 2 K. i. 2). Now
we can understand how the Israelites can be said to have

made Baal-berith their god.
' Baal-of-the-alliance

' cannot

with any probability be asserted to have been worshipped by
the Israelites. But the Jerahmeelite Baal, here called

' Baal

of Rehoboth,' certainly was worshipped by them, as the

prophets frequently tell us (see e.g. on Zeph. i. 5).

CHAP. ix. 5 ff. nni* P4<H?9 (also v. 18). Both p and

nn are suspicious ;
it is useless to labour to explain the

phrase. For pN, see on 2 S. xiv. 26
;
for nnN, on Ixvi. 17.

Read probably f?NonT ^1 (a variant to
ryr "03) ; cp. ^wnp"

1

from fm\ hs comes from f?N (in YT). Nl^p rr3. Does

this mean the acropolis of Cusham (MT, Shechem)? Cp.

on 2 S. v. 9, i K. ix. 15. Or a place called Beth-jerahmeel,

near Cusham ? See on Dt. xii. 5. The latter view is to be

preferred. See on v. 46. DTU, in the Negeb (of course).

Cp. TQ, 2 S. v. 25, i K. ix. 15 (see notes), also Tia, I S.

i See E. Bib., col. 2582, note 3 ; Winckler, Gl ii. 69 /, KAT* 218.

rvn, the confederacy of the earlier N. Israelitish tribes.
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xxvii. 8 (other connections in note). See further on Dt.

xi. 29 (situation).

ix. 12 f. See on Ps. civ. i$a. 15. For the southern

Lebanon, see on I K. v. 20, and for the possibility of a name
' Gebalon '

see E. Bib.,
'

Solomon,' 3. The meaning of TIN

is not ' cedar
'

only.

ix. 21. JT1N3. Read perhaps rrins,
'

to Arab[-jerahmeel],'
i.e. to a town so called. Cp. on 2 S. xvi. 5, and note the

true origin of the name Abimelech (on viii. 31).

ix. 26-41. Cp. E. Bib.,
'

Gaal,' which, however, needs

correction. Not only can Wellhausen's explanation of the

name (' dung-beetle,' as if ~?i?i) be questioned ;
numerous

parallels enable us to find the true form, which is ishl ; this,

indeed, is already given in (j|
BA

,
which has ya\aaS. Lagrange,

rightly, from his point of view, is surprised at ya\aaS, but it

is quite right. ~rii?, too (Hollenberg, Moore, Budde, Til?), is

not a shortened theophorous name
;
as in D"TN"~rll>, it is a

corruption of
TTSJ (cp. on 2 S. vi. I o). Thus ' Gaal

' was by

origin a southern Gileadite and an Arabian. For the im-

probable DDtDl "niin (see Moore) read Dtim D-aiS,
' Arabians

in Cusham '

(gloss). Another series of corrections affects

v. 28. Moore seems to be correct in his general view of the

passage, but his reading of the text can, it is hoped, be

improved. First, in Gaal's first question we cannot do with-

out a synonymous expression, and the text supplies us with

the means of providing it. fjsiT'p N^n is a gloss, bidding
us read

r
~p p instead of DDtD ; goes one step towards this

with its uto? <rv%efji (which Oort, Kuenen, etc., adopt). Next,
as a consequence of this, and supported by one attested

reading of (see Moore, SBOT, Heb., p. 22) KareSovXa)-

a-aro TOVS avSpas e/uyi&>/?,
we must, for Tns, read "PISH ; "QN

DDE is of course a gloss to be explained just as thie same
words are to be explained in Gen. xxxiii. 19, xxxiv. 6, or

in the underlying original story (see notes). The sense

produced is
' Who is Abimelech, and who is the son of

Jerubbaal, that we should serve him ? Zebul, his officer,

has made slaves of the men of Hamor, and why should

we be slaves we?' (For the 'vineyards,' v. 27, cp. xv. 5,

xxi. 20, and see on Jer. xiii. 12, Ps. civ. i$.)
ix. 31, 41. Both ncnn and rrDYiN represent popular
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distortions of ^NOTm With the latter cp. rroYi, 2 K.
xxiii. 36. See E. Bib.,

'

Ramah,'
' Tormah.'

ix. 37. -n:i& is clearly wrong. We can hardly (with

Winckler) imagine a reference to the mountain of the

gods too grand a solution to be offered until the basis of

fact is more secure. Twice (see on viii. 18) nun seems to

represent rnirn. May not this be the case here ?
' Reho-

both
'

meets us again probably in the divine title
'

Baal-of-

Rehoboth' (Baal-berith). DS in DSD may perhaps be a

corrupt fragment of D"nso ; p[n] too may, here as else-

where, represent -&D. Thus we get the phrase mimo
D"nSD, 'from the Misrite Rehoboth.' D'OlhsD, probably a

distortion, partly accidental, partly deliberate, of D^NDTVP ;

D constantly replaces the final h in corrupt forms of '

Jerah-

meel,'
'

Ishmael.' See E. Bib.,
'

Meonenim,' and cp.
'

Maon,'

2,
' Moreh.'

ix. 46, 47, 49. DatD-fmo ^m-^D. See E. Bib.,
'

Shechem, Tower of,' which needs supplementing. We
have to ask whether Migdal-shechem is to be identified

with ' Beth-millo
'

(v. 6), or not. This is affirmed by Stade

and Budde, but denied by Moore and Lagrange. From
our present point of view this answer may be given. Most

probably
' Millo

' and '

Migdal
'

have the same origin, viz.

7NDTTT (for ^rttD, cp. ID} and p-UD, I S. xiv. 2, note).

'Beth-millo' (see on v. 6) represents
'

Beth-jerahmeel.'

Being near ' Cusham '

(' Shechem '),! this place was also

called
'

Jerahmeel-cusham.' One of the sources, which are

combined in this narrative, used the name '

Beth-jerahmeel
'

(Beth-millo), the other 'Jerahmeel-cusham' (Migdal-shechem).
In this venerated place was a sanctuary of 'Jerahmeel-

rehoboth' (El or Baal Berith), the Jerahmeel whose central

sanctuary was at Rehoboth, the Hebron of the Abraham

group of stories. See on viii. 33, and on the god Jerahmeel

cp. on Ex. iii. 14.

ix. 48. pDTX, i.e. pSNSQttT (cp. on Am. v. 26) ; <&

(epfjiwv, aeppwv} presupposes pDin, i.e. pTMOTIT. The two

names are synonymous. Some mountain of a Jerahmcelite

range is meant. Cp. on Ezek. xxviii., xxxviii., and E. Bib

1 ' Near Cusham,' because of the whole context in chap, ix., and

because of xxi. 19.
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'Zalmon,' i. The divine name ch% (see Baethgen, Beitr.

80 /; Zimmern, KA 7^3) 475 /) at any rate in Aramaic
and Hebrew, should come from JNSDttT.

CHAP. x. i. The position of textual questions as it

was until lately is well set forth (after Moore) by Lagrange.
No attempt is made to go behind either of the two texts

(MT. and the versions, and Moore's Lp
).

The same keen

criticism which has cleared up many analogous problems,

appears to lead to the following reading of the text,

PNDTTT p] Tin#N-p m_9N-p ^iNntp^. In justification of

this see E. Bib.,
'

Tola,' but note that some details of that

statement are here rectified. Thus, tZTN VTYT has almost

certainly grown out of THEN = THEN, i.e. YintBN ;
for this,

cp. YH, followed by it&N, in Ps. cxxxii. i f. (see Psl}.
The next word "OtDttT is an incorrect, and yet (cp. on Gen.

xxx. 1 8) natural emendation of "nniDN. The viov Kapie
or Kaprje which {jf

Lp
) introduces after viov <f>ova (rTNiD), is

not a corruption of ' ben Issachar,' but represents mp~p,
i.e.

' ben Korah '

or ' ben Kareah ' where K. is an early

expansion of a fragment of '

Jerahmeel.' The puzzles about

1YTF now disappear ;
so also does the problem created by

the reference to
' Tola's

'

residence in MT. Ephraim (cp.

E. Bib., col. 2293, and Steuernagel, Einwanderung, p. 13),

It is the southern Ephraim that is meant. "VOID or (^
A

, etc.,

ev ^af^apeLa) fnpDJ ? Note that the ' sons of Issachar
'

in

Gen. xlvi. 13, Num. xxvi. 23/1, are Tola, Puvvah, Job (or

Jashub = Ishmael), Shimron. Shamir and Shimron may
have been near together.

' He judged Israel twenty-three

years.' But the original text had ' he righted Israel against

Asshur and Ishmael
'

(^NSDtZTm YltDNo). Numerals from

ethnics, as often, especially in Judges. The very same

error (B&BTi D"ntDJ?), needing the same correction, occurs in

i Chr. ii. 23.

x. 3-6. At first sight Jair the Gileadite may seem to

have been invented to account for the name Havvoth-jair.

One is surprised, however, that no attempt is made to relate

the details of the conquest of Havvoth-jair. In the next

section, which is by no means homogeneous, we find the

conquest of
'

twenty cities
'

ascribed to another Gileadite

named Jephthah. Can these have been the Havvoth-jair,
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which, though represented in x. 4 as thirty in number, in

I Chr. ii. 23 are said to be twenty-three? It would relieve

the story of Jephthah if either xi. 1-33, or xi. 34-40 could

be detached from it. It was therefore proposed in E. Bib.,

cols. 2359-2362, to annex xi. 1-33 (in a revised text),
mutatis mutandis

,
to the story of Jair. Plausible, however,

as this may be, so long as the '

thirty cities
'

of x. 4 and
the '

twenty cities
'

of xi. 3 3 are retained, a searching criticism

of these pairs of words changes the aspect of the passages,
and so removes the grounds for the hypothesis.

'

Jair
'

is

merely another witness to the warlike capacity of the

Israelites of Gilead.

x. 3. TN^, the Gileadite. For a Jair, ben Manasseh,
see Num. xxxii. 41, Dt. iii. 14, Josh. xiii. 30, I K. iv. 13 ;

for a Jair, b. Segub, b. Hezron, I Chr. ii. 22 (cp. Steuern.

Einwand. p. 26) ;
Hezron's mother is a bath Machir. Most of

these names Jair, Gilead, Manasseh, Machir clearly point
in the first instance to the south (see on Gen. xxxi. 47 f.,

Dt. iii. I4/); note also '

Kamon,' v. 5. At the close the

original text had f^N^DWni "ntDND (cp. on v. 2).

x. 4. A corrupt passage was manipulated by the

redactor with a truly absurd result. Cp. xii. 9, 14. The
same key opens all three locks

;
numerals often come

from ethnics. Read here probably [SNSDttT
1

] D'Hls if? vm
^NQTTT rram ^1. D^TIS a necessary insertion suggested

by the
||

xii. 14. 'DBF a gloss or variant; it underlies

D^vb&. "01 from D^l (a mark of abbreviation was imagined
after -on). f?s D*aDT represents Yrr niim, as we can see

from the equally corrupt but more transparent "PN1 mn
(cp. on Dt. iii. 14). DTS; D^tD^tD, twice over, conceals

YTT 'DBF (gloss) ; DrrS, twice over, and iwnp^ also cover

over YTT. "Titain . . . DIVT TS is a redactional insertion,

based on misunderstanding. For MT.'s '

thirty
'

has
'

thirty-two.' To both numbers the same key applies ;

tPtihw and D^DtD are both current corruptions of SNSDBT.

In i Chr. ii. 22, read D^OsS ET^KSOBn D^ICJN iS'Vrn.

x. 5. PDJ23- 'p must be some important place. The
name may come from DXnp or D'Ono, which are both

popular corruptions of YrT. Cp. on 2 S. ii. 8/ xvii. 22.

x. 6 -xii. 7. Here again textual criticism throws a
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welcome light both on the exegesis and on the composition
of the section. As to xi. 12-28 Holzinger and Budde
seem right in holding that ' the Ammonites '

has in some

places displaced
'

Moab,' and that in v. 1 5
' and the land

of the Ammonites '

is an interpolation. But we must go
farther. As in Num. xxi.

ff., 3N1D appears to have dis-

placed lisp. The negotiations were originally between

Israel and the king of Miss5r. Missor, like Moab, appears
to have worshipped Chemosh. Not impossibly the present

text of w. 12-28 has replaced a passage which the redactor

found illegible (cp. E. Bib., col. 2361).
x. 6 ff. Rightly read, N. Arabian ethnics (see E. Bib.,

'

Maon,' end).
' The impossible collocation,

"
in that year

eighteen years
" must be attributed to editorial interpolation

or composition
'

(Moore). This, however, is not at all

certain, though as regards NTrrr TOBQ it is highly probable.

The troublesome '

eighteen years
'

is most probably due to

editorial misunderstanding of an early gloss. As in iii. 14 both

nDDtD and mtD probably represent TMSDOT, and mtDi? repre-

sents "intEN. Perhaps we should read 'oari itDN 'iQT "Ol-nN

-nnt&N, to which 'in TnNn PNI YTT n^a nt&N 'or 'Di-SD-nN

would be a variant.

x. 8 f. The stream is the 'rrr hm (see on 2 S.

xvii. 22), the Judah (xv. 9-11, xviii. 12), Benjamin, and

Ephraim mentioned are in N. Arabia.

x. ii f. Probably the list is swelled by some corrupt

doublets, pso may be a repeated pQS, which word is a

popular variation of pf?DS
= StfDnT. (f has MaSta/Lt, which

some critics (including Budde and Moore in SBOT) adopt.

Against this see E. Bib.,
' Maon.'

x. 1 7. ishl probably = '} rra (see on 2 S. ii. 8 /, Am.
vi. i 3 f.}. . rram See on Gen. xxxi. 49.

CHAP. xi. See on x. 3-6. 'Jephthah,' it may be

added here, is no mythological figure (see Goldziher,

Hebrew Mythology, pp. 97 ff.}, but the hero of a clan.

His father was Gilead, his mother an Ishmaelitess, i.e. the

clan was of mixed origin. His name indicates a Naphtuhite
connection

;
see on Naphtuhim, Gen. x. 1 3 (N. is one of

the sons of Misrim), and cp. Nephtoah, Tappuah, also

Pahath-moab, and the Zerahite name Pethahiah. Expelled
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(as the folk-story said) by his kinsmen, he took refuge in the

land of m&, i.e. Smn (see on 2 S. x. 6, and E. Bib.,
' Tob

').

The corruption n:m, from ^N^DtD"1 with feminine ending,
occurs again in a similar context in i K. xii. 24^, pre-

supposed by the
Tropvij of <g

BL
;

also in Josh. ii. i
,

i K.
xxii. 38 (plur.) ; cp. ;NS(I S. xvi. 19, xvii. 34), ps, pi, DntD,
all from 'oar 1

. If we keep mrrN HtDN in z;. 2, we must

suppose that v. 2 is an insertion made after the corruption
Him had arisen. But IHN (cp. i Chr. vii. 12, Isa. Ixvi. 17,

Ps. xvi. 4, and D*nnN DTT^N from 'onT YT^N) is one of the

mutilations of f?HOrPP. V. 2, end, thus obtains a good
sense,

'
for thou art the son of a Jerahmeelitess.' Now we

see why Jephthah fled to Tob, or rather Tubal, for
' Tubal

'

anciently meant ' Ishmael
'

(cp.
' Ethbaal

').

xi. 12
ff. See on x. 6-xii. 7, and cp. on

|| passages in

Num. xx. f. 33. -isns ;
see on Josh. xiii. 9. TV3D ;

read

nDSD (cp. on Ezek. xxvii. 17). Perhaps
' Abel-beth-maacah '

is meant; in this case it may be = 'Abel-keramim '

(cp. on
'

Beth-haccerem,' Jer. vi. i). TI? D"ntD2 'stands in a sus-

picious place' (Moore), and is certainly corrupt. TS = "ttfl

(dittogr.), and O'ntDS should be D'naJN, which should be

joined to ram D^D-O SlN, i.e. D^p~|3 bHOTTT,
'

Jerahmeel
of the Carmites

'

; cp on Num. xxii. 24. 37. The difficult

Trm is really a miswritten TPI;YI (E. Bib., col. 2361,
note 5).

CHAP. xii. i. Read perhaps nnp!f,
'

to Zephath

(Zarephath),' assuming that nDSQ (xi. 34) is a side-form

of nD2 or DD-iH. 4. From every point of view a difficult

passage. Moore, Budde, and Lagrange omit DDN . . . IIDN "9,

but whether they rightly explain the insertion of these

words, seems very doubtful. It may be that our key will

unlock even this troublesome door. zofpD in Ps. Ivi. 8 (see

Ps.^) probably represents nD"i2. Here, however, it will

rather represent mD, i.e. the nahal Ephrath (cp. on Jer.

xiii. 4), while VIDN "0 may come from 7<

n:n;o, i.e. rmnm
Reading D^DN[^] 'D 'D, we may take the words as a variant

to 'DN^ 'nsD'nw in v. 6, for friTT, as in x. 8 /, represents

the 'rrT1 hm, which was either synonymous with the

mDN f?nD, or might easily have been substituted for it in

another form of the legend. T^Sl DHN possibly represents

33
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,
beside which we have the two variants, DIN 'nl

and ^NSaBT1 'oi. (lin from rose, as in Ps. Ixxii. 1 4 ;

from DIN, as in Isa. xvii. 3 ; ntDDD from ]DBT
=

as perhaps in Ps. Ix. 9.) 5. ppp, as often, from jrrr.

xii. 6. rb^W. Was this word merely a chance

selection ? or was it suggested by the neighbourhood of

the stream (so Lagrange) ? The latter theory is the more

nearly correct. Only, for 'to we should read SiltD (Gen.
xxxvi. 20), or even, as in Isa. xxvii. 12, 7N2DBT (of which

h^]W is a side-form). Note that some of the corruptions
of 'DBP (e.g. SID, Ps. Ixxxi. 7) ; SDD, Ezek. viii. 3, 5) have

D. The statement (of the redactor?) that forty -two

thousand Ephraimites fell is due to a misreading of the

editor. D^tDI n^nw comes from SNSDtB*1

iris, a geographical

gloss on 'TTI rvniSD (see on 2 K. x. 14); t]hn (see on

viii. i o), from SND, a fragment of 'ar.

xii. 7.
' Six years.' But the original text probably

had either 'DBF BFNp, or 'DBTDI Tit&NQ.

xii. 8. J21N ; 0, eo-e/3&)i'
= pl2, Gen xlvi. 1 6, i Chr.

vii. 7, which should be psns (Gen. xxxvi. 2, etc.), i.e.

7Ni?DBT. Cp. }>!, a place-name in Issachar (see on Josh.

xix. 20). Hommel (ap. Ulmer, Die seniit. Eigennamen,
i. 22, note i) compares

' Ibzan
'

with Arabic names.

Ibzan's city is Beth-lehem = Beth-jerahmeel (see on Josh.

xix. 15).

xii. 9. Read, in accordance with x. 4, xii. 14, 17 YTT1

SNSOBT ^1 [f?Ni?o^] D^Tll?. What follows is an editorial

expansion of corrupt forms of 'OBT ^l. rb niDl seems

to have come from SlNDt&N "^l ;
now 'ntDN is not im-

probably a corruption of 'DBT. n^tD suggested the story

about marrying his daughters into other families. How
absurd, indeed, that this should form a judge's encomium !

Finally,
' he judged Israel seven years.' But with what

acts did he fill those years ? Probably the text originally

had 'D&TD '-itir-nN (cp. on x. 2 /., xii. 7). satD and D'QtD

(
= p8T) both represent 7N9DflP ; cp. on vi. I.

xii. ii. The ' Zebulun '

is in the Negeb. Elon

(pW =
fh$$ =

f

rTF)
'

judged Israel ten years.' But origin-

ally
'

righted Israel against Asshur and Ishmael
'
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xii. 14. Cp. on v. 9, x. 4, and read Dnns hb-vrri

[^Nnnv ^N$DBT] D^irn -ga 'DOF ^. D^TIN, when corrupt,

generally comes from ams, but this word may, just as

naturally, become D^TIS. The correction made here enables

us to restore the lost word in the parallels in v. 9, x. 4.
4 He judged (righted) Israel eight years?' Originally, it was
'

against the Ishmaelites.' The same correction as in iii. 8.

xii. i 5. The apparent discrepancy between the positive
statement that Pirathon was '

in the land of Ephraim
' and

i Chr. viii. 23 and viii. 30 (
= ix. 36), where Abdon is

reckoned as a Benjamite, is dealt with in E. Bib.,
'

Pirathon,'

in the main correctly ;
the ' land of Ephraim

'

spoken of is in

the Negeb. There is, however, no occasion to suspect the

form '

Ephraim
'

; cmDN pNl and ^phftS "ini (from im
^NDrrr) are parallel. According to i Chr., l.c.

y
Abdon was

a Benjamite. It is plain, however, from i S. ix. 4 that the

southern Ephraim was near the "'ITD'1 pN a term which

may have been equivalent to the original Benjamin. It

may be added that in i Chr. viii. 28 and 32 ch&TF is most

probably a corruption of 7MM9BT. Thus there is no great

difference in meaning between Ephraim, Amaleki, and

Benjamin. pnmD itself probably comes from mDN (cp.

some readings of (jf ;
E. Bib.,

' Pirathon
'),

which is a Negeb
name. Note the remarkable reading of (f'-

p
(Moore) ev

opei E(f>pai,fj,
ev yfj SeXX^, i.e. SNSD&T pNl D'HDN "im.

'otZT, as so often, is a synonym of 7HOTPP.

CHAP, xiii-xvi. There are two different strata of

narrative, in one of which Samson is represented as on

personal grounds the antagonist of the hostile people,

while in the other he appears as a specially Israelitish

champion.
1 That the latter view is the more correct one,

or at least that Samson was originally the champion of his

own tribe Dan, can hardly be doubted. The popular
humour seized upon him, more than upon any other figure

in the portrait-gallery, and slightly weakened the character

1 See xvi. 23-30, and note the description of Samson in xvi. 24, where

the words ' he who devastated our country, and who multiplied our

slain
'

(from an old rhyming passage) seem to point to exploits more

serious than any of those which have found record. I do not of course

mean by this to assert the historical character of the hero.
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appropriate to a hero. The humorous element, however, has

been exaggerated. At any rate, the story of the foxes and

that of the jawbone owe their origin, not to the popular wit,

but to a redactor who worked upon a text which abounded

in corruptions and was disfigured with glosses. According
to Winckler (KA T^ 2 1 9), Samson is purely mythological.
The present inquiries, however, tend to show that the

original legend of the Danite deliverer contained no mytho-

logical elements. On this point, and on the scene of the

stories, which, as well as the name of the hero, has under-

gone modification, see E. Bib.,
' Samson '

4. Suffice it to

add here that the Negeb was always a ' bone of contention
'

between the Zarephathites (Philistines) or Jerahmeelites

^aretlm ; 'arammhri) and the Israelites who early estab-

lished themselves but with much difficulty in the N.

Arabian borderland. The latter by their origin were half

Jerahmeelites, and, to judge from the evidence before us,

bore names which indicated this fact. Such a name is

'

Shimshon,' when rightly understood
; for, like

' Shimshai '

this name indicates that its bearer is an Ishmaelite (i.e. a

man of the Negeb ;
see on xiii. 24). That the corruption is

a very early one, may be granted ;
such corruptions mostly

are very early. That it has also been found far away from

the Negeb (Hilprecht, in Ges.-Bu. 86 1 3), as Samsanu, is

also not surprising. N. Arabian names spread widely, as

a consequence of popular migrations, and often assumed

the same corrupt forms as in the Negeb or in Canaan.

xiii. i. m ID D^lIN, as in iii. 1 1, v. 31, viii. 28, from

^NSOBT D'Q'is, a twofold gloss on DTI8&D. 2. Originally
not "rnN but f?NonT ;

see on i S. i. i. For Jims origin-

ally perhaps stood isk or "mp ;
see E. Bib.,

' Zorah.' For

g^rr nnstppp (so xviii. 1 1) one might read 'rmn riEmp (cp.

i K. xvii. 9), a variant to rrmiSD. See Josh. xi. 8, xiii. 6,

where mDitDQ = nEm, and cp. on xviii. 1 1 (xvii. 7), and

E. Bib., 'Tribes,' i. Elsewhere, however (see on Joel

iv. 4, 6, and especially Gen. x. i 5) pT% as well as -|2, 112,

probably comes from ~nsp, i.e. the N. Arabian Musri, and

it is probable that both in our passage and in i K. xvii. 9 it

was not Zidon or the Zidonians, but Missor or the Misrites

who were spoken of. rmp. Connected with the Negeb
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names ' Manahath ' and '

Manahathite(s)
'

;
see E. Bib.,

s.v. 3. mm IN^D, i.e. '> SNDTTT (see on ii. i).

xiii. 1 4. For prr pa read
]ip; pa

< the vine of Jaman
'

(
= Jerahmeel). See on Num. vi. 4.

xiii. 1 8 / -^D Him. Siegfried-Stade remark,
' ^D is

causelessly questioned by tradition, and replaced by ^s
'

;

cp. on cxxxix. 6. Certainly such a word is in itself

possible, but is not in this context probable. To tell

Manoah that the divine name had extraordinary powers,
was quite unnecessary ;

hence in a parallel case (Gen.
xxxii. 30) the divine being is content with simply saying,
f Why dost thou ask,' etc. We have also to deal with the

fact that in v. 19 there are the troublesome words N^DQI
rvitDiT?, which even such able critics as Moore and Budde
have failed to explain quite satisfactorily, though Budde

(after Bertheau) recognises the connection between these

words and the ^vhz N*irr of v. 18. The truth seems to

be that a glossator has been at the pains to tell us the

name of the divinity. *]^N is one of the current alterations

of 'SNGlYTV] or ^N|>]D[Br] ;
see on v. 8, xv. 15, Josh,

xviii. 28. So here "^D represents f?NQnT ;
the name

'

Jerahmeel
'

is used for the fuller name Yahwe-Jerahmeel

(see on Gen. ii. 4$). In v. 19 mttOT N^DDl[n] surely

represents [^NUOBT] ^NonT N1H. Both verses preserve the

same ancient gloss,
'
It (i.e. the divine name) is Jerahmeel

'

;

in v. 19 the synonymous
' Ishmael

'

is added (cp. on vi. 24).

xiii. 24. ptDDttf. Originally pSNSDCT (see on chaps,

xiii.-xvi., end). Cp.
'

Jair
' = '

Jerahmeelite
'

;

' Gideon '

from

Gil'adon = ' a man of Gilead.'

xiii. 25. For p-rmol read p-nmDl (see S. A. Cook's

article
'

Mahaneh-dan,' in E. Bib., iii.).

CHAP. xiv. i. If Zorah is in the Negeb, so also is

Timnah (cp. on Gen. xxxviii. 12), which, indeed, in the

period described, was Zarephathite (Philistine). 3. D^nrn.

From D'^MtMTT1

,
a gloss on D^nm^D. Cp. on i S. xiv. 4 /, 6.

5.
' The vineyards of Timnah.' See on Ps. civ. i $a. 19.

See on i. 18, Am. i. 8.

CHAP. xv. 4.
' L'ide d'attacher deux betes par la queue

a quelque chose d'e"trange' (Lagr.). S. Reinach (Revue archM.

xli. 273) sees in the foxes of Samson a legend which replaces
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the ritual sacrifice of the fox
;
the genius of the harvest

burning in place of the harvest itself. See also E. Bib., col.

1563. But as in the case of the jawbone, the story is really

based on corruptions of the text which lay before the narrator.

For yksfiW . . . "TD^n read D^NSDBT y\ The continuation

is in v. 8a, which originally ran [fpNOJTT O1D] DIT1N "pi J

'Gush' and '

Jerahmeel
'

are glosses (E. Bib., col. 4270).

9, 14, 19. nfp ; "Wp nn-j (v. 17). Here, as in Gen. xvi. 14,

2 S. xxiii. 1 1, there can be no doubt that [n]"TT7 is a corrup-
tion of 7HDVTT. See notes on these passages, and E. Bib.,
'

Lehi.' i 5 f. On the jawbone story see E. Bib., 'Jawbone,

Ass's/ but note that the Assyriological explanation there

proposed will (as in so many other cases) only hold if we

regard the present form of the text as original. As remarked

above, the present story was suggested to a redactor by a

corruption of the text. The original account of the fruitless

binding of Samson probably had nothing about a jawbone,
and simply said DTOtt&BTQ T*l 5

CP- 2 S. xxiii. 10. Then
followed Samson's exclamation probably in this form

buDITP 2TN TVOn ^HOim, ' In Jerahmeel have I smitten

men of Jerahmeel,' or for a more striking sense S>Nt>nTTT2

'"ID,
'

By (the help of) Yah-Jerahmeel have I smitten,' etc.

This assumes as correct the plausible hypothesis (see on Gen.

ii. 4) that the pre-exilic Israelites identified Yahwe with

Jerahmeel (or, more strictly, Jarham). For YiDn = YrP, cp.

on Gen. xxxiii. 19, i S. xvi. 20
;

for DTnnn lion, on Judg.
v. 30 (DTIDJTI . . . nop"i) ;

for BTN *I^>N, i S. iv. 10, vi. 19

(where, however, read ^NSEBr1

). 17. nm, as usual, is an

early shortened form of SNDTTV. Like TT^ it attained an

independent existence
;

hence its combination with Trf?

became possible. 18. n^lin, as usual, = n^Ncrrr. 19.

SpIT^. Budde would read spin, treating nvnN as redactional.

But the original story probably had ^NDrrT mrr. The
omission of mrr may be as accidental as <*|'s omission of

/cvpios (before o deos) in Gen. vii. i, viii. 21, ix. 12. DVn>N
for YrP, as in xx. 2. NTip?} T5. as if

'

spring of the caller.'

But Nip (in different verbal forms) often represents Yrr (see

on x. 4, Isa. xxxiv. 12, 2 S. xv. 11, Ezek. xxiii. 23), and

so here ' En-hakkore ' no doubt comes from ' En -Jerahmeel.'

Against the rendering
'

partridge
-
spring,' see E. Bib.,
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'

Partridge.' 20. rrDQJ D'niDS, probably from SMSOU^ TI$N, as

in iv. 3. A gloss on QTIB&D, like n^ns, i.e. 'rrr.

CHAP. xvi. 3. Our key seems to the present writer to

be the only one which will open this lock. TSH "is&n, as

Moore perceives, is impossible, and though he does not

expressly question iBnnm, ,yet he remarks very justly
that Hithp. of onn occurs nowhere else, and that Hiph.
is usual. The truth is that all between the first and the

second FirwHjQ is a corrupt gloss. Read Yrp "fiB&hCi

TinN3, 'in Asshur of Jerahmeel, in Ashhur' (Tint&Nl is

a variant to YIT 't&hO). This defines broadly the situation

of the city called TTO. ["rayi and H3nD are rightly supplied

by Moore in SBOT from and (@
AL

, etc., respectively.]
For ]VQn read rvnrn (see on Gen. xxiii. 2, xxxvii. 14).

xvi. 4. prito. Perhaps Yintp = TintBN. Cp. on Jer. ii. 1 8,

Josh. xiii. 3. Note that TTp, whither Samson also went, was

probably in Ashhur (see preceding note).

xvi. 23. prr ;
see on I S. v. 1-5. Lagrange remarks

(Rel. sent. p. 131),' An extreme scepticism on the subject of

the fish-Dagon is just now prevalent. There is no good
reason for this doubt. Since the coins represent the god
of Ascalon under this form (of a fish), we have here a

decisive coincidence with conclusions already reached respect-

ing the form of the Ascalonite Dagon of the Bible narrative

( I S. v. 3 f.y Lagrange's view is plausible so long as we
retain the view that rptt = Gaza, and that the city to which

the ark was brought (see I S. v. I ff.} was Ashdod, or, we

may say, so long as the land of DTiB&D is supposed to be the

maritime plain from Joppa in the north to the desert south of

Gaza. But if the DTitt&D of the OT. texts are a N. Arabian

population the Zarephathites, and if rm? is the second

name of a N. Arabian city, and Tnt&N in I S. v. a corruption

of T)$N, it becomes improbable that the prr of Judg. and

i S. is a fish-god, and even very possible that prr is corrupt.

That there was a temple of a god Dagon at Ashdod in

Maccabaean times (i Mace. x. 83) is not denied, and this

enables us to account for the representation in i S. v. 1-5.

More than this we can hardly say. Moore (E. Bib., col.

985) has already pointed out how slender at present is the

basis for identifying
' the Philistine Dagon

'

with the Baby-
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Ionian Dagan. Nor does the occurrence of Beth-dagon as

a place-name in Judah (Josh. xv. 41) and in Asher (Josh.

xix. 27) prove that the form Dagon is correct any more

than it proves the prevalence of early Dagon-worship beyond
the limits of '

Philistia.' It appears that Dagon was the chief

god of the Zarephathite (Philistine) confederacy. But the

name may, as I have remarked, reasonably be questioned.

We should expect it to be a supplement of Baal, and if so,

the nearest name to Dag-on is certainly Gad. Thrice in

Joshua (xi. 17, xii. 7, xiii. 5) we meet with a place Baal-gad
in the valley of (the southern) Lebanon, and in Isa. Ixv. 1 1

we find the religious adherents of the Shimronites of the

Negeb (not the Samaritans) accused of worshipping Gad.

Perhaps Dagon should be Gadon. Cp. on Gen. xxx. 1 1 .

CHAP. xvii. f. A story designed to dehort faithful

Israelites from frequenting the Jerahmeelite sanctuary at

Dan, which was founded with a stolen idol and with a run-

away Levite for its first priest, and in total disregard of the

claims of the sanctuary at Shiloh (xviii. 31). In its present
form (even if we adopt the results of a searching textual

criticism) the narrative is probably late
;

it implies that the

unfavourable view of the Jerahmeelite sanctuaries expressed

by Amos (Am. viii. 14) had become a received part of

Israelitish orthodoxy, and the effort to stem the tide of N.

Arabian heathenism reminds one of a vehement address of
' Malachi '

(Mai. ii. 10-1 6, revised text, see p. 195). There

may, however, be an underlying ancient narrative describing

the conquest of Laish by the Danites, and even if the story

as it stands be late, it was still possible for a narrator to

supply, or rather to retain, a Jerahmeelite background. For

the scene of the whole story is laid in N. Arabia. Note

also that the narrator is acquainted with the fact that one of

the chief centres of the Levites was at Zarephath, so closely

connected by tradition with Moore. See E. Bib.,
'

Moses,'

17 ;

'

Micah,' 2
; 'Tribes,' 4, with note I (col. 5204);

'Zarephath' (end). Lagrange (pp. 293^".) has rightly seen

that the narrator is by no means indifferent to idolatry ;

* toute cette histoire marque un blame discret, mais tres

caracteristique.'

xvii. i.
' Mt. Ephraim.' See on i S. i. I / 7 /.
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Why not VPSQ ? Read ^>NDnT ;
a gloss on

So, too, in zrc/. 8 /, rrnrr, as elsewhere, = 'm\ If so, for

rmrp DTT? n^D we should read simply VtT rP3D. For
rmrp nrrDt&nn (impossible ;

see Budde) read probably
'rrr riDl^D. Cp. on ttDt&D p>, Gen. xiv. 7. So in v. g. Cp.

. /.,
'

Micah,' 2
;

'

Moses,' 1 7. Observe that '

Zarephath
of Jerahmeel

' = *

Zarephath of the Zidonians,'
' Zidonians

'

being =
'

Misrites
'

(see on xiii. 2]. For DtD~"Q Him read

^ttni Kim ; -0 = D. Cp. xviii. 30. Nearly so Bennett, Exp.

1898, p. 78. f\h Him and ^trm Nin are alternative readings.
CHAP, xviii. The scene is in the Negeb ;

the Danites

are at first at Zorah and Eshtaol (see on xiii. 2, Josh. xv. 33).

DmspD comes from nsn nispo, i.e. ^NDnT TintpND ; cp. on
i K. xii. 32 ;

also on msp, Ps. Ixv. 9. 2. Read nnrrat&DD

g> Moore).
xviii. 7. ti*h. See on i S. xviii. 17. V. jb has re-

ceived a number of accretions (glosses). First comes ratDV

ovj-px ttDmoD niol^. Budde would fain assign this to a

second source called B. But mor, nttn, and ttDED are (as

experience elsewhere suggests) corruptions of ^NSDBF, ni^m,
and nD-i2 respectively. The four words quoted are a gloss,

telling us what ' the people within it
'

was, viz.
' Ishmaelites

(or) Rehobothites, like Zarephath of the Zidonians.' Next,

-|S WIT pNl 11~r &hte7Vt\. Here, too, we can probably,

using parallels elsewhere, restore the original, which is

n^N f-)NS [D^rni? D^NOTTr. This is a gloss on D'WS in

the next clause,
'

Jerahmeelites, Arabians, in the land of

Asshur.' Lastly, m^-DS nnf?-pN nitl.- This comes from

nnisrDS ^NDnT Til?, i-e.
(

Arabia, Jerahmeel, the people of

Aram,' a shortened form of the second gloss. Thus v. 7,

without the glosses, becomes ' And the five men departed,

and came to Laish, and saw the people therein (who were)

quiet and secure (cp. v. 27); they were far from the

Zidonians,' or, if we doubt a Zidon in the Negeb,
' from the

Misrites
'

(cp. on xiii. 2). We are thus relieved from the

trouble of explaining iss t&YT, on which see Yahuda, ZA
xvi. 249.

xviii. 28. DTN-Di? Dn^-pN -QTl ;
see on v. 7. For pom

read npoa, cp. on Ps. Ix. 8). 30 /. Regardless of the ark

at Shiloh, the Danites set up Micah's pesel, and initiate a
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cultus, which continued till the ark was carried away, and

(presumably) the little sanctuary as well as the great was

destroyed. The priesthood remained in the family of the

original Levite who (see on xvii. 7) came from a city con-

nected with the Moses -tradition Zarephath. We are

here told the Levite's name Jonathan, b. Gershom, b.

Mosheh. Jonathan is a N. Arabian name (for
'

Nathan,' see

on 2 S. v. 14; 'Jeho' probably represents 1JT = YTT) ;

' Gershom '

represents Ditto = DintDN,
' one belonging to

Ashhur '

;

' Mosheh '

(from ^N^dBT ;
see on Ex. ii. I o).

Even if, contrary to the general voice, we read nt&DQ (see

Moore, SBOT\ it makes no difference, uno being = pa?, i.e.

plNTT, an '

impossible
'

reading (Lagr., who infers

from 0's rov Aai>). Read pINn (Kimhi, Houb.,

Krochmal, Bleek), out of which ^:nrr easily arose. 31.
'

Shiloh.' See on I S. i. 3. Smend reads rrttj^ (ZATW
xxii. I59/".).

CHAP, xix.-xxi. A story, not without mythic elements,

relative to a shameful act performed in a district of the

Jerahmeelite Negeb, and comparable to that hinted at in

the story of Sodom and Gomorrah. The object of the

present narrator is to warn his countrymen against the in-

fection of the immoralities attributed rightly or wrongly to

the Jerahmeelites.
1 For Stucken's view of the mythological

element in xix. 15-30 and Gen. xix. i-ii see E. Bib.,
1

Sodom,' 9. Note also that there may have been a con-

fusion between pD^l (Benjamin) and \gi~\2.
= ^NDHT-p. iTTirr

in rmrr DnS rPl (Bethlehem-judah) may have come from

bsDrrr rri (rmrr = ^NsnT, a gloss on nnS>). The ' Gibeah '

of the story was perhaps the Jerahmeelite Geba (Gibeah ?)

in 2 S. v. 25 (cp. v. 22). The 'Bethel' in xx. 18 is the

southern Bethel, repeatedly spoken of by Amos. Cp. on

xxi. 19.

xix. i . 13. ^f? BTN. But ' observe ( I ) that the Levitical

origin of the man has no significance in this narrative, and

(2) that the designation -^h only occurs twice (xix. i, xx. 4),

and each time with the plain QTN, ttTNn, which everywhere

1 The connection with the Sodom-story has often been observed

(e.g. by H. P. Smith, Old Test. History, 1903, p. 45), but with in-

sufficient clearness as regards the motive of the narrator.
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else is used for him' (Budde, p. 127). We are not, however,
to infer from this that in ^ in xix. i and ^n in xx. 4 are

redactional insertions (so Bu.). This would, if I may say so,

be too superficial a criticism. Rather read, for *rfo OTN (v. i
),.

^NSp&r, and for ffyn ttTNn (xx. 4), -h^ya^nj. These words
were written indistinctly, and the redactor, by a not unnatural

conjecture, read as we have it in MT.
xix. 2, end. ' And was there some time, four months.'

Moore remarks,
' The last words are in loose apposition, and

may perhaps be a gloss (cp. xx. 47).' Budde suspects that

words from two sources have been combined. Rather, mQIN
D^&nn comes from n^intDN yrSj i.e.

' Ashhurite-Arabia,' a gloss
on TMOnT rpl (so read, as in xvii. 7 ff. ;

see note). Cp. on

xx. 47.

xix. 10 ff. It is usually held that 'Jebus' is a pseudo-

archaism, invented by later writers who, from the designation
of the people of Jerusalem as Jebusites, inferred that the city

was once called '

Jebus.' This new dogma of criticism turns

out to be ill-founded, or, at the very least, inaccurately

expressed. Read ^NSDip"! NT7 D"iir. DT, an*1

,
and ittT are

all current corruptions of f?N$DtZT (see on Josh. xv. 8). 14.

The southern Benjamin is meant (cp. on Jer. vi. i). 29.
1 In (or through) all the territory of Israel.' So i S. xi. 7.

In both passages the Israelitish territory in the Negeb (with

the Caleb region around Hebron ?) is meant '

Gibeah.' See

above, on chaps, xix.-xxi.

CHAP. xx. i .

' From Dan to Beer-sheba,' according to

Budde, is an ancient expression belonging to an older

narrative worked up by a post-exilic editor. H. W. Hogg,
on the basis of a general survey of the occurrences, doubts

the antiquity of the phrase, and sees no reason to sever it

from its
'

post-exilic context.' The remarks that
' the earlier

sources do not countenance any such fantastic conception as

that of a gathering of all Israel from Dan to Beersheba in

the pre-monarchic age
'

(Expos., Dec. 1898, p. 414). But

the phrase most probably is an early one
;

it means the

whole of the Israelitish Negeb (see on 2 S. iii. 10). It was

from N. Arabia that all the freemen of Israel assembled (cp.

on Josh. xxiv. i, 2 S. ii. 8 /, v. i, i K. viii. 65). Possibly

is a gloss on snm lrttn pc
1
? ;

in Dt. xxxiv. i
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we find the phrase
'

all the land of Gilead unto Dan.' In

2 S. ii. 9, however,
' Gilead

'

seems to represent a district

in the borderland. 2. The tribes of Israel^ i.e. in the

Negeb. So vv. 10, 12, xxi. 5, 8, 15. See on 2 S. xv. 2,

Ps. cxxii. 3. ovr^Nn CM Srrpi. Mic. ii. 5, mrr ^rri, is

not quite parallel. In the historic style we expect

,
as I K. viii. 14, 55. Probably we should read

DS. Cp. 2 S. xiv. 1 3 where, for DVr^N Dir^s, read

V?T mrW ' Four hundred thousand footmen who drew

sword.' In vii. 3, viii. 10, I S. xi. 8, 2 S. xxiv. 9, and even

Ex. xii. 37, the numbers of the warriors are, partly or alto-

gether, due to corruption. So it is here. V. 2b has grown
out of ['rrr 'DOT] ~riu [^NSDBT] ^Norrr ms, i.e.

(

Arab-jerah-
meel (and) Gilead,' a gloss on the geographical statement in

v. I. See especially on viii. 10, and below on vv. 15-17.

9. ^TUl rrS> ;
untranslatable. None of the expedients pro-

posed (Moore, Budde, Lagr.) are adequate. Both rrhs and

Wai (cp. on Ps. xvi. 5#) may be corruptions of fpNDJTP.

Read, therefore, Yrp nsiDT?.
'

Gibeath-jerahmeel
'

appears
in MT. as Gibeath ha-elohim (a corruption ;

see on i S. x. 5,

where 'in TEN is a gloss). This will do, if Gibeah of Benjamin
and Gibeah of Jerahmeel are identical. 1 1. For D^irr read

van (Budde). 14. For n-nsrrp read ^Nnrrvo. Cp. on

xvii. 8. 15-17. Much corrupted. For the key to the main

part of it, see on v. 2b. In v. 1 5 read SNorrTO . , . 'ni-inrvi

TiE$ND. rr&B? represents a dittographed TIEN. QTN F|^N and

t\hw, also siB) and BTN niNO, also (see on I S. xxviii. 8) 'lOTfc],

represent bt&OOn nn, lib, and Tini (?)
J come from YrT

('our, being a synonym of this, may be omitted). nsDin is,

of course, redactional. In v. 16 note that (Jf, Vg., Pesh. (see

Moore) are without Tim . . . ^DD ;
the words may be a

gloss (see Lagr.). h^pvr 1J3N,
'

left-handed,' is explained as

an insertion from iii. 15, perhaps made 'by some one who
took iteN [as Lagr. does now] in the sense a/i^orepoSe^o?.'

Budde, however, retains the words
;
a fusion of Ehud and

David, which created a model troop of 700 left-handed

slingers, was quite within the range of a Midrash. Note,

however, the clan-name -I&N in Ezra ii. 16, etc. Possibly it
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comes from rnqis*, while im*1

(with or without T) may repre-
sent TMOITft Then comes a statement relative to the feats

of the Benjamite slingers who could sling a stone at a hair

and not miss. But why should this
' fabulous markmanship

'

(Moore) be introduced here ? Now it so happens that

several words in this passage may, according to parallels,

easily be corruptions. *?N pl shp may (see on Zech. ix. 15)
come from ^NnnT ^l ; mstD may (see on Ps. xl. 13) repre-
sent TintpN ; Nttrr t*h may (cp. fwnip"

1

) come from b^cnT.

Thus, omitting dittographs and synonyms, we get for v. i6b,

Tint&Nl 'rrp ^l 'rrp mDND, and the result is that, according
to the original story, the b'ne Binyamln came from Jerah-

meel, Asshur, and Ephrath-jerahmeel, or, as a gloss expressed

it, they were Jerahmeelites and Asshurites. No wonder, then,

remembering the Jerahmeelite story of Sodom (see E. Bib.,
' Sodom '),

that a legend represents the Benjamites as liable

to transgressions of the sacred law of hospitality. But we
have still to solve the problem of v. 17. On p^lD Tlh

Moore comments thus,
' The author's conception of the

solidarity of Israel is such that he thinks it necessary formally

to except Benjamin from the general levy raised against that

tribe
'

! Late writers were not as stupid as this
;
we must

look farther. Applying our key, it seems probable that

this troublesome p-ano T^h comes from ]&-]> fwDnr, a

combination of two glosses, and that the text (apart from

glosses) originally ran thus, ^NDHT TiSD rannn '"ittT QTN1,

i.e.
' the men of Israel joined together (coming) from Jerah-

meelite Arabia
'

(cp. the revised text of xx. 2). QW prob-

ably = YIN; rran
t
?n = 'nY' (cp. on Ps. Ixxvi. 4). 18, 26,

31. The southern Beth-el (see on i. 22). 21, 25, 35,44-
Correct according to preceding parallels. In v. 44 note the

use of FIN before a nominative. Moore accounts for this

as a late linguistic usage. But hi n, like ^siriN in

i K. xvi. 31, and (probably) hpr\ in Dan. v. 25, comes from

hnsvvr. 33- inn htt, *'* transposing, ^Nonv no> Cp. on

iii. 13, 2 S. xii. 23; see also E. Bib.,
' Baal-tamar. 45.

pa-in sSp-W sf?D, as elsewhere (see on i. 35),

here, perhaps, a district-name, qualified by pm[n].

Read, perhaps, nWpa TS"T9 ; cp.
AI'

ye\aaS, and on

vi. 1 1 . Or else from mnN = bsonT1

; cp. on
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2 S. xxi. 19. 46. Redactional (cp. v. 35, in spite of the

extra ' 100 men'). 47. D^tZTrn ntfriN = -nntDN ms, as in

xix. 3.

CHAP. xxi. 12. For p3D originally stood
75)7. 19.

The very full account of the situation of Shiloh (' which is

on the north of Bethel,' etc.) is quite reconcilable with the

view here taken (p. 488) of the scene of the narrative (see

on i 'S. i. 3). It may be added that the text underlying
the MT. of i S. i. 9 furnishes another geographical state-

ment
;
the words nntD "nilHI (jocularly referred to by Wellh.

TBS, p. 25) really, according to parallels, represent Yin&N

SNSDBF,
'

Ashhur-jerahmeel.' These words are a gloss, so

that we need not wonder at their non-representation in 0.
The final redactor of the Hebrew text, in the interests of

the widely-spread Jewish
'

church,' sought perhaps to efface

what he thought superfluous references to the N. Arabian

borderland. ' Lebonah.' Cp. nmi^, Sam., Num. xxxiii. 20

(0 \fjia)va and \e/3o>va) ;
also on the Laban -story in

Genesis, and on '

Laban,' Dt. i. i.
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